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Preface

In the six chapters of the present book are considered both theoretical problems of
the functioning of homogeneous catalysts, including the role of transition metal
ions (mainly, iron, copper, and manganese) and their complex compounds, and
practical aspects of such catalysis in various fields, involving normal biochemical
and pathological (diseases) processes, oxyacids and natural polyphenols oxidation,
in environmental processes (atmosphere, water), in the chemical industry, and in
food chemistry. Naturally, the description of the homogeneous catalysis role in these
applied fields does not pretend to be comprehensive. The purpose is different—
to show, using certain examples, the influence, role, and mechanisms of catalytic
reactions with metal complexes participation, in the processes taking place in the
most important applied fields.

Another aim was to attract attention and raise the interest in scientific research
in this rapidly developing field of catalysis (homogeneous catalysis with metal
complexes) in various fields and to show the unlimited possibilities in both
theoretical and applied aspects.

The third intention was to illustrate the possibilities of a rapidly developing new
chemical concept—evolution catalysis, on model systems as the examples (mimetic
method), and to reveal the practicability and prospect of such an approach in many
applied fields.

It is an important task, in order to comprehend and to outline, from the enormous
amount of experimental and theoretic material, certain basic principles of redox
homogeneous catalysis, and especially, the mechanisms of processes, as soon as
their understanding makes it possible to control and manage them, changing their
direction, rate, selectivity, etc., within the required parameters.

In addition, in this book (in certain cases, deliberately) contradictory affirmations
and conclusions are often given and compared, with the aim of bringing about the
vivid perception of critical attitude of readers regarding the explanation of results,
proposed by one or other researcher (or author). It was also considered desirable
to show, very briefly, in certain cases (Chap. 1) some methodical approaches to the
clarification of the mechanisms of catalytic processes. These approaches are often
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viii Preface

used by researchers but are rarely described. This part would seem to be useful for
young researchers beginning work in the field.

The old proverb says that “a lot of knowledge brings a lot of grief.” Grief, because
it was impossible to explain everything in detail, that process mechanisms can be
treated in a different way, and, very often, they have been revealed, at best, only at
a satisfactory qualitative level, and that model systems cannot always explain real
processes in the environment, in the human organism, or in real technologies. But
this grief inspires action and encourages the researchers to penetrate deeper into the
essence of the studied processes to put their knowledge at the service of practical
activities, not just to satisfy their curiosity.

I cannot say often enough that this book has apeared as a result of long-term and
successful collaboration with Prof. Yu. Scurlatov from Russia.

I would like to thank my colleagues with whom I have collaborated: Dr. V. Isac,
Dr. M. Gonta, Dr. V. Covaliov, Dr. V. Gladchi, Dr. O. Covaliova, Dr. L. Romanciuc,
Prof. M. Duca (Republic of Moldova), as well as Dr. S. Travin and Dr. E. Shtamm
(Russian Federation).

Chisinau Gheorghe Duca
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Types of Homogeneous Catalysis with Metal Complexes,
Their Advantages and Drawbacks

The analysis of one of the most important materials—from both the experimental
and theoretical point of view—in the history of chemistry since Boyle’s times has
allowed us to systematize and reduce it to four conceptual systems: composition
doctrine (approximately since 1660), structural chemistry (approximately since
1800), chemical process doctrine (after 1880) and evolutionary chemistry (approx-
imately since 1960). Once we start to consider the nature of the substance, the
following hierarchy of its material carriers can be observed: (1) atoms of chemical
elements; (2) molecules of chemical compounds; (3) systems of reacting substances,
including using of catalysts and (4) highly-organized catalytic systems (enzymes) as
a result of evolutionary development of living substances [1].

Therefore higher and higher consecutive levels of chemical knowledge can be
distinguished, each subsequent level incorporating the material of lower levels
(conceptual systems) in the transformed form. Such an approach serves as the
original guide in the strategic development of scientific and technical progress in
chemical production.

Nowadays, the fundamental science is not only the basis of current chemical
production—it also promotes other fundamental levels (on the new conceptual
basis), the creation of quite new production, characterized by sharp increases in
labour productivity and the enhanced quality of products obtained. In this regard,
the third and fourth conceptual systems —the doctrine of chemical processes and
evolutionary chemistry—have been developing very rapidly in last few decades,
promising really fantastic results in the fields of both fundamental and applied
research.

In these two conceptual systems the problems of redox homogeneous catalysis
with transition metals coordination compounds (metal complexes) occupy a very
important place.

G. Duca, Homogeneous Catalysis with Metal Complexes, Springer Series
in Chemical Physics 102, DOI 10.1007/978-3-642-24629-6 1,
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2012
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2 1 Introduction

Unlike other forms, homogeneous catalysis with metal complexes has some
peculiarities [2]:

1. The possibility of revealing the mechanism of catalyst action, its composition and
the identification of its intermediate forms on the qualitative, semi-quantitative
and sometimes quantitative levels.

2. The ability to obtain practically unlimited amounts of catalytically active and
specifically acting systems.

3. Improvement of catalyst specificity and directed change of its activity at the
expense of medium parameter variations (nature and number of metal ions,
ligands, character of solvent, etc.).

4. Use of the greater part or even of all the molecules of catalyst in catalytic activity,
which is impossible in the case of classical heterogeneous catalyst.

5. Decrease in rigidity of process conditions.
6. Comparative ease of the creation of continuous processes.

A characteristic feature of homogeneous catalysis with metal complexes is its
clearly expressed practical orientation. As early as the 1940s and 1950s, a series
of organic synthesis directions appeared (syntheses with metals carbonyls, catalytic
polymerization on Ziegler-Natta systems, cyclohexane oxidation into cyclohex-
anone, butane into acetic acid, etc.). The number of works on fermentology
increased at the same time and research on immobilized enzymes was started. The
rapid growth in the amount of work on the thermodynamics of complex formation
in solutions at that time promoted studies devoted to the role of coordination in
catalysis (approximately since the 1960s).

Homogeneous catalysis today is at the stage of rough development. Although the
leading position in the practical use of catalytic phenomena historically belongs
to heterogeneous catalysis, and its application is quite considerable from the
practical aspect, there are still considerable problem with understanding catalytic
processes mechanisms. The existing theories of heterogeneous catalysis mainly
have a qualitative character and can only explain some catalytic processes.

The situation with homogeneous catalysis is somewhat different. Its practical
applications are still considerably behind those of the heterogeneous version. This
is illustrated by the fact that systematic study of homogeneous catalysis at the mech-
anism level has only been active since the 1960s. Therefore it is not surprising that
heterogeneous catalysis has occupied the cardinal position in the chemical industry
and that the applications of homogeneous catalysis (in spite of rapid progress) have
not yet reached the appropriate level. Though heterogeneous catalysis in its practical
applications has built up a good start, theoretical understanding of this phenomenon
did not progress as quickly. Some homogeneous-catalysed reaction mechanisms
have became clear after 5–10 years study, whereas for some heterogeneous reactions
this has taken up to 50 years research.

This can apparently be explained by the fact that, up to the early 1960s, the
greatest successes have come in equilibria studies of homogeneous systems
(specifically regarding complex compounds of transition metal solutions). By
then it became possible to apply various modern physical methods (especially
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spectroscopy) to detect the intermediate compounds. The simplicity (absence of a
border surface) and reproducibility of homogeneous systems was also an important
factor.

On the other hand, fast successes in the study of homogeneous reactions
mechanisms will help to resolve certain problems in heterogeneous catalysis (for
instance, mechanisms of hydrogenization in solution and on the catalyst surface
are often similar, although there are also differences). In fact, within approximately
the two last decades, great theoretical successes have been achieved in this area,
and because of these the mechanisms of some reactions can be described semi-
quantitatively and even quantitatively (although quite rarely).

In the field of homogeneous catalysis with metal complexes, certain successes
were achieved in the explanation of catalytic activity during the transition from
activated metal ion to metal coordination compounds with various ligands. Thus,
it became possible to show that the essential importance involves a change in the
redox potential during the transition from activated metal ion to metal complexes.
Thus, the addition of EDTA to the system Fe3Caq=Fe2Caq EDTA changes the
potential from 0.771 V to 0.143 V, thus greatly reducing the initiation rate of H2O2

decomposition. Proceeding from the different lability of the coordination sphere
of a metal ion, one can explain the different process mechanisms (for example,
H2O2 decomposition in the presence of Fe3C complex and Mn2C ions, isoelectronic
with it, although quantum-chemical explanations of this difference have appeared
lately).

Nowadays the prospects of homogeneous catalysis with metal complexes are
fascinating. Its significant advantage is that it frequently provides a way for a
reaction which is either extremely difficult without the catalyst or cannot be realized
by other means. As such reactions proceed frequently under mild conditions, they
result in high selectivity products. Homogeneous catalysts are also potentially more
effective than heterogeneous, as in the former the reacting substrate interacts with
each molecule of catalyst but in the latter only with superficial atoms or ligands of
catalyst.

Varying the ratio between the concentration of ligand and metal it is possible
to create homogeneous catalytic systems in which all metal atoms are active and
act as catalysts. In its turn this leads to the possibility to use them in much lower
concentrations than in the case of heterogeneous catalysts, thus economizing on
compounds of rare and precious metals.

Comparative peculiarities of homogeneous and heterogeneous catalysis are given
in Table 1.1, and their types are described in details in certain papers [2–4].

The application of homogeneous catalysis in industry, despite its obvious
profitability, is complicated by various practical difficulties. For example, it is often
rather difficult to regenerate and to extract the catalyst from the reactionary medium,
and to separate it from the reaction products.

To solve this problem, another method of catalyst preparation can be used which
in essence is binding the transitionmetal complex in a properly prepared solid
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Table 1.1 Comparison of homogeneous and heterogeneous catalysis

Parameters Catalysis

Homogeneous Heterogeneous

Active centers All the metal atoms Surface atoms only
Concentration Low High
Structure Definite Indefinite
Stoichiometry Definite Indefinite
Reaction conditions Mild Strict (high Tı and pressure)
Activity High Low
Determination of catalyst composition Rather complicated Easy
Stability Low High
Catalyst regeneration Complicated Easy

matrix. The matrix should have functional groups (ligands) which are bound with
the dissolved metal complex:

– L L′ L′′ − L                L′′
+ M                                         M + 2L′,

−L L′ L′′ − L                 L′′

where L, L0, L00 are various ligands.
In this way, the advantages of homogeneous and heterogeneous catalysts are

combined, whereas the differences between them reduce considerably. Therefore,
it becomes clear that there is no principal difference between the mechanisms
of homogeneous and heterogeneous catalysis in many reactions. For example, in
the case of olefin and diene catalytic polymerization, irrespective of whether the
reaction proceeds in the solution or on the surface, the mechanism is the same—
incorporation of monomer occurs along the bond “transition metal–carbon.” The
difference is in the method of active center formation but not in the mechanism of
their action.

There is no generally accepted name for such catalysts. The most widely used are
“heterogenized,” “hybridized,” “immobilized homogeneous,” and “exact” catalysts.
The last name indicates that all the metal ions can be included in the composition
of active centers, and thus the equality between metal ion and active center
concentrations is observed. Unlike traditional heterogeneous catalysts, the role of
carrier is not reduced only to active component deduction on the surface. While
the catalyst is binding with the surface, the significant change in its chemical nature
occurs. In addition it becomes possible to preserve the catalyst in the dispersed form
and thus to prevent its aggregation.

The opportunity to create heterogenized catalysts by fixation of metal complexes
on a substrate (polymeric carrier) is very important [5, 6].

Enzymatic catalysis and the possibility of its modeling is no less interesting.
Currently, it has found broad industrial applications [7]. The main difference
between enzymatic catalysis and the other catalysis types is singularity of the
enzyme active centre structure (caused in particular by its albumen part) not
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present in other cases, for example in homogeneous solutions of low molecular
substances—complex compounds of transition metals, though the latter can also
be components or analogues of active centres. This is because in enzymes globula
the activation of molecular groups occurs (for example, metal coordination com-
pounds), which in the usual state are not very active catalysts.

The structure of active centres and influence of surrounding albumen determine
the unique properties of enzymes: (1) their high catalytic efficiency (sometimes
exceeding non-biological catalysts 1010–1013 times), (2) their exceptional selectivity
and (3) their ability to respond on the regulating interaction of small changes in
properties and medium structure [8].

Immobilized enzymes are used today when working at higher temperatures
(higher than 333 K) and for the convenience of their introduction and extraction
from the reaction medium. Immobilized enzymes are those connected with some
carrier. Immobilization consists of: (1) covalent joining of enzyme to polymer
carrier (cellulose, glass, polystyrol, polyaminoacids, etc.); (2) covalent joining of
enzyme molecules to each other with the help of added polyfunctional reagent; (3)
enzyme incorporating into three-dimensional network of gel of polymer; (4) enzyme
adsorption on water insoluble carriers (for example ionites); and (5) enzyme
incorporation into semipermeable microcapsulas or polymeric fibers. In these ways
a considerable increase in enzyme stability can be reached. Besides, it can be easily
separated from the products of catalysed reaction and thus catalytic processes can
be stopped at the required stage, and the catalyst can be used in a flow regime
or repeatedly. Immobilized enzymes have rather large advantages in their use in
medical applications since it is possible to avoid the allergic reaction of organisms.

As a rule, immobilization increases the effective lifetime and temperature
stability of enzymes, although there can be exceptions.

1.2 Perspectives of the Industrial Use of Homogeneous
Catalysis with Metal Complexes

High activity, specificity and possibility to modify metal complex catalysts—these
are the features that would determine their wide industrial applications.

High activity can be achieved due to the change in ligand nature, fastening of
an active centre on the appropriate carrier, creation of the multi-centered catalysis
structure, selection of solvent and certain process conditions, etc.

Because of the high efficiency of homogeneous catalysts, it became possible to
develop a highly effective technological process of olefin production by ethylene
polymerization. Synthesis of acetic acid is possible by methanol carbonylation (mild
conditions, rhodium complexes as catalysts, many times exceeding the activity of
cobalt or acid catalysts, which makes them competitive in spite of the high cost of
rhodium). The hydrogenase analogues were created via complex homogeneous and
heterogeneous catalytic systems of aromatic nitrocompound hydration (high rate,
mild conditions). Thus it became possible to realize the continuous hydration of
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aromatic nitrocompounds to corresponding amines such as aniline, toluidine and
chloraniline. Earlier, such processes were carried out under the hard conditions of
high temperature and hydrogen pressure, which often resulted in low yields of main
product, required complicated equipment and made the process expensive.

Until now, various complex catalysts and catalytic system types have been
developed that make it possible to hydrate the benzene into cyclohexane under mild
conditions and at a high rate (sometimes exceeding the corresponding values for
heterogeneous catalysts).

Another factor of homogeneous catalysis with metal complexes is its specificity.
It can be achieved by variation of nature and number of coordinated ligands, carriers
and solvent. So the process of tetralene production by naphthalene hydration was
developed using the highly-selective homogeneous complex catalyst, its selectivity
being tens of times higher than that of skeleton nickel one, usually applied in these
instances.

The use of enzymes and especially immobilized ones is varied. Thus, catalase is
used in cheese production as H2O2 arrests decomposition after the cold sterilization,
in the production of foamy rubber and foamy cement, and also to accelerate fur and
feather bleaching.

In the early 1970s it became possible to carry out the covalent binding of
amyloglucosidase (a fermentation that ensures starch transformation into glucose–
starch sugaring) with porous glass. A multitonnage process using immobilized
enzymes is the transformation (conversion) of D,L-glucose (obtained from corn
starch) into D,L-fructose, in which the sugar contents is approximately 1.5 times
higher. For these purposes the immobilized enzyme glucoisomerase is used. Suitable
equipment with the capacity of 250,000 tonnes and more per year was developed in
the USA.

Using of immobilized enzymes makes it possible to transform cane sugar into a
glucose–fructose mixture. The economic benefit of such a transformation is quite
considerable.

The opportunity to develop the synthesis of heterogenized low-temperature
and efficient catalysts of ammonium and nitrogen-containing compounds from the
molecular nitrogen under ordinary pressure, using the principles of immobilized
enzymes and heterogenized metal complexes, is attractive.

Existing and possible basic areas for the use of homogeneous catalysis with metal
ions and complexes in various reactions are extensive, as can clearly be seen from
Scheme 1.1.

The field of homogeneous catalytic processes with metal complex participation
is comprehensive and universal. Therefore, it is necessary to put certain limitations
on subsequent consideration of the experimental and theoretical data discussed in
this book.

We should consider only the redox catalytic processes in the liquid phase (mainly
in polar solvents—basically in water—and in nonpolar solvents). This is because
of the exceptional importance of redox processes in relatively simple chemical
systems, in the reactions proceeding in living organisms, in environmental processes
(in atmosphere, water and soil), and in industrial technologies (especially in the
food-processing industries).
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Scheme 1.1 Applications of homogeneous catalysis with the transition metal complexes

Only the ions or complex compounds of iron, manganese, cobalt, copper (and
in part those of zinc and molybdenum) at different oxidation degrees will be
considered, these metal compounds being necessary for living organisms catalysing
redox transformations.

Many are involved as catalysts in the environmental redox processes. For exam-
ple, iron or manganese compounds are catalysts of the redox reactions proceeding in
the atmosphere with the formation of so-called “acid rain.” They—and also copper
compounds—are responsible for catalytic processes occurring worldwide in oceans,
seas, rivers and water basins. These elements’ compounds are used as catalysts in
various chemical technologies, and also in spontaneous processes, associated with
raw (food) or prepared materials.

Many substances can act as oxidizers in these processes. Only those catalytic
processes will be considered in which dioxygen or products of its reduction are
used as oxidants, in particular hydrogen peroxide, H2O2, as these oxidizers are
unique with regard to their biological activity, environmentally friendly behaviour
and adaptability to production. To a smaller degree, catalytic systems will also
be considered where hydroperoxides ROOH related to hydrogen peroxide, iodozyl
benzene and some other oxidants are used.

The solvent in such systems is usually water, but also possibly certain organic
substances. The temperature conditions of these processes are close to standard
ones (t D 25ıC, pD 1 atm), although there can be small deviations from these
conditions.
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Despite these consciously chosen limitations, the circle of possible interesting
catalytic redox systems still remains huge. We will not be considering all these
systems here. For example, information on catalytic redox systems at the phe-
nomenological description level is omitted. Only the most important systems
examined at the process mechanisms level are considered (quantitatively, semi-
quantitatively and—in rare cases—qualitatively).

As a high number of special books, reviews and original works are devoted to
composition, electronic structure and functional properties of enzymes, here they
will be discussed very briefly, and only the most important of them which realize
the transformation of certain substrates under the action of O2 or H2O (ROOH,
C6H5IO). Most attention is paid to the creation of these enzyme models and the
description of their catalytic properties. In addition, a certain amount of attention
is given to the behaviour of oxygen and products of its reduction (H2O2, free
radicals OH�, HO2�), superoxidized intermediates (of ferryl and manganyl particles)
in living organisms and the toxicity influence of all these substances on certain
biological processes (for example lipids reoxidation) and the occurrence of certain
diseases.

This book contains the brief theoretical description of the basic laws and
mechanisms of the redox reactions with O2 and H2O2 in association with water
compartments, catalysed by transition metal coordination compounds. There is
also a detailed discussion of these processes and their applications in various
fields of industrial chemistry, the food-processing industry, biochemistry, medicine,
analytical chemistry, ecological chemistry and other areas.

Nowadays it is mainly the compounds of twelve elements (Ti, V, Mn, Fe, Co,
Zn, Mo, Rh, Pd, W, Cu and Ni) that are used as catalysts in industry. Among
them, the extremely interesting and well studied catalysts are the coordination
compounds of manganese, iron and copper. Not only was the composition of these
complexes defined in the solutions, but also their stability constants and the formal
kinetics of various substrates redox transformations were studied. The mechanisms
of these processes were revealed on a good qualitative (and sometimes on semi-
qualitative and even quantitative) level, and quantum-chemical calculations were
made, confirming the probability of the occurrence of certain reactive intermediates.
All this creates the basis for further optimisation of important reactions.

Consideration of other metal complexes, other than those of manganese, iron,
copper and cobalt, as redox transformations catalysts is not expedient here for the
following reasons: (1) some of them are considered in detail in certain papers;
(2) experimental material and redox transformations mechanisms are often given
in literature only on the descriptive level.

Besides, as there is a great variety of catalytic redox reactions, some model
of these processes should be chosen, selecting those that will reveal the general
regularities and mechanisms of such processes. As oxidizers in such models the
particles were chosen which are the products of four-electron reduction of the
oxygen molecule:
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i.e., O2, H2O2, HO2
�, OH� and also ferryl (FeIV D O2C/ and manganyl (MnIV D

O2C) ions or their complexes with ligands. The oxidizer in most cases was hydrogen
peroxide. The substrates were carbonic acids, alcohols, aldehydes, dyes, etc. The
ligands of metal coordination compounds were carbonic acids, alcohols, aldehydes,
dyes, etc. Thus, the summary scheme of processes to be considered further can be
presented as

MzCLn C Ox C SH2 ! Pi

where MzCLn represents copper, iron, manganese, cobalt and sometimes other
elements coordination compounds, Ox the oxidizer H2O2, ROOH, O2, HO2

�, OH�,
etc., SH2 substrates (more often organic compounds), and Pi the reaction products.

Even such self-restriction of the reactions considered results in the necessity
to describe only the main material from the huge experimental and theoretical
information available from the scientific literature and from data obtained by the
authors. Therefore plenty of interesting experimental data are deliberately not given
in this book After a brief theoretical statement of basic laws and mechanisms of
the redox catalytic processes, the main regularities and mechanisms and their role,
and the possibility of their use are shown in biochemistry, medicine, environmental
chemistry, analytical chemistry (catalymetry) and, for practical purposes, in various
areas of industrial and food chemistry.
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Chapter 2
Homogeneous Redox Catalysis with Transition
Metal Compounds in Oxide and Peroxide
Systems

2.1 General Principles of Catalytic Redox Reactions
with Metal Compounds

Catalytic reactions are usually subdivided into homogeneous, heterogeneous, and
fermentative, which is conditioned not only by the existence of one- or many-phase
catalytic systems but also most probably, as it seemed earlier, by the completely
distinguished mechanisms of their action. As a result, the theories describing
the conduct of systems related to these three groups should be different [1].
However, the development of metal–complex catalysis acts as a bridge, and with
its help it is possible to connect all these three types of catalysis. The hope still
exists that in the future a general theory of catalysis will be created. Indeed,
during the last few decades many experimental and theoretical data appeared
confirming that coordination compounds of several transition metals which are used
in catalysis of certain reactions in homogeneous, heterogeneous, and enzymatic
conditions act in accordance with the same (or close) mechanisms. This is especially
specific for homogeneous and heterogeneous catalysis by metal complexes [2]. The
difference in the rate and selectivity of the same reaction course in homogeneous,
heterogeneous, and fermentative catalysis is caused by a number of specific features
such as the degree of optimum spatial arrangement of reagents [3].

With the ions’ transition from solvated transition metal to their complex
compounds with definite ligand (L), substantial growth of catalytic reaction rate
is often observed. Such a situation is stipulated by the fact that ligands coordination,
for example, in an equatorial plane, and central metal ion entry in internal
coordination sphere, and also substrate and oxidizer entry into an axial position,
create favorable opportunities of electron rearrangements within the coordination
sphere of the metal ion. Ligands, accepting or giving back a part of their electron
density to the central atom of the metal, thus reduce the compensating influence of
substrate and oxidizer. Therefore, the total energy of their interaction accompanied
by the breakage of old links and formation of new ones changes comparatively
little (original buffer effect of ligands producing the possibility of power expenses

G. Duca, Homogeneous Catalysis with Metal Complexes, Springer Series
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compensation for bonds breakage by 80–90%). This effect of power compensation
frequently brings about the essential contribution to the reaction velocity increase on
introduction of the ligands into the catalytic system, although other effects (which
will be considered further in Sect. 2.3) also have a strong influence on the efficiency
of the catalytic system.

Substrate and oxidizer penetration into the inner coordination sphere of the
catalyst–metal complex and subsequent redistribution of electron density in this
sphere, resulting in catalytic redox transformation of initial substances into products,
provides the essential inner-sphere mechanism of the reaction course. Electron
transfer according to such a mechanism is much faster than in the case of the outer
sphere mechanism due to the formation of an intermediate in which electron transfer
is facilitated [4].

Another possible process is initial substances’ transformation according to an
outer-sphere mechanism. In this case, reacting substrates and oxidizer do not enter
the inner coordination sphere of the metal, overlapping of electron environments of
the metal complex and reaction of substances is insignificant, the coordination of
latter with metal being realized by means of hydrogen or donor–acceptor bonds’
formation. Though the energy of such bonds is insignificant (8–30 kJ/mol), several
of them can be formed and even the insignificant reduction of the activation energy
(of the order of 10 kJ/mol) can cause a tenfold increase in the catalytic process.

Numerous attempts were undertaken in order to classify various reactions and
the transition metal compounds catalyzing them. As a basis of such classifications,
different attributes were considered and each of them was limited, and, therefore,
they will not be discussed here. Let us consider only the scheme of the metal with
ligands and substrates interaction in the solution (Scheme 2.1).

Scheme 2.1 Interaction of metal with ligands and substrates in the solution

Here, L is generally a polydentate ligand, X an acidogroup or other ligand, S a
substrate, Z a solvent, P reaction product, and m � n D 0 for inner-sphere electron
transfer.

Brief explanatory notes to Scheme 2.1:

1. Hydration (solvation) occurs when a metal salt is introduced into the solvent.
2. Formation of coordination compound of transition metal by a replacement

reaction.
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3. Formation of coordination compound with mixed ligands.
4. Reaction of hydration (solvation).
5. and 6. Under the influence of the metal ion, coordinated ligands are transformed

into the reaction products P and P0, with or without change of the metal ion’s
oxidation number.

7. Case of saturated coordination complex with outer-sphere electron transfer,
resulting in products P00 formation.

8. 80. Reaction products P000 form as a result of unsaturated coordination metal com-
plex interaction with substrate, formation of an unstable intermediate between
them and its subsequent disintegration.

Each of these routes is a set of many stages (mechanism of reaction). A rather
complex picture of catalysis by complex compounds can be distinguished from this
scheme. To simplify the picture of catalytic processes and to provide their detailed
elaboration, only one group of processes—the ionic redox reactions—will be con-
sidered further, these being of fundamental importance in chemistry, biochemistry,
bioinorganic chemistry, medicine, environmental chemistry, analytical chemistry,
and technological processes.

In general, the majority of redox transformations can be presented in the form [5]

DH2 C A � DCAH2:

Thus, redox reactions represent a general result of two H atoms or two electrons
and two protons transfer from the electron donor DH2 (various reducers, of which
H2 is the most elementary) to the electrons acceptor A (various oxidizers, the most
elementary of which is O2). It was considered earlier that such a simultaneous two-
electron transfer represents the reaction of the redox transformation:

DH2 � DH� C HC;

DH� C A � .DHA)� ! DCAH�(ion-molecularmechanism),

AH� C HC � AH2:

However, during the period 1921–1931, Michaelis has put forward the hypothesis
that such an ion–molecular mechanism is not general. Redox transformations can
also occur as a result of a one-electron transfer:

DH2 � DH� C HC; A� C H � AH;

DH� CA! DHC A�; D� CAH! DC AH�;

DH � D� C HC; AH� C HC � AH2.ion-radical mechanism):

When the reactions of one-electron transfer take place, the realization of the radical–
chain mechanism, including the stages of chain initiation (i), continuation (1, 2) and
breakage (o), is possible:
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i:DH� C A! DHC A�; A� C HC � AH;

1:AHC DH� ! AH� C DH; DH � D�CHC;

2:D� C A
HC��! AH;

o:AHC AH! A2H2, (radical-chain mechanism)

o0. AHCD� ! AH� CD:

These three processes essentially cover the whole set of ionic redox transformations.
The mechanisms of redox reaction catalysis by variable valency metal ions can

be summarized as follows [6]:

1. Ion-molecular mechanism of intermediate complex formation:

DH2 � DH� C HC;

DH� CM2C C A � DH�M2CA! M2C C AH� C D;

AH�CHC � AH2I

2. Ion-radical mechanism of compensating reactions:

DH2 � DH� C HC;

DH� CM2C ! DHCMC; D� CM2C ! DCMC;

MC C A! M2C CA�; MC C AH! M2C C AH�;

AH�CHC � AH2I

3. Radical-chain mechanism of compensating reactions:

DH2 � DH� C HC;
DH� CM2C ! MC C DH� initiationI

MC C A! M2C C A�;
AHC DH� ! AH� C DH;
D� CM2C ! DCMC;

9
=

;
� chain continuationI

MC C DH! M2C C DH�;
AHC AH! A2H2; etc:

�

� chain breakageI

4. Mixed mechanism—reaction rate is stipulated by the rates of ion-molecular and
ion-radical or radical-chain mechanisms.

Mechanisms of such kinds of redox transformations are frequently rather complex
and can be different, depending on the redox pair nature (electron donor–acceptor),
catalyst (metal ion or its complex), conditions of process course, solvent, etc. There-
fore, it is very important to choose as simple a reaction as possible as a model of
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redox transformation. The most suitable model appears to be the catalytic disintegra-
tion of H2O2 for several reasons (simple molecule, the products of its disintegration
do not complicate the reaction, the course of reaction can easily be watched by the
disappearance of hydrogen peroxide and molecular oxygen evolving, the substrate
itself can be either oxidizer or reducer, intermediate reactive particles can be
identified, and their concentration in many cases can be measured, etc.).

These and other reasons which have resulted in the choice of the model
reaction as

2H2O2 ����!
catalyst

2H2OC O2

are described in [6]. Besides, it seems to be the only and the simplest reaction
that can take place depending on conditions in accordance with all the basic
mechanisms of redox transformations and it has been most thoroughly investigated
all, qualitatively as well as quantitatively. It is expected that, with transition from
this reaction to other redox transformations, the basic regularities will be retained.
Therefore, this redox process model will be widely used; it is also important for
understanding many of the processes taking place in living organisms or those
observed in nature around us.

Metal ions of variable valency are efficient catalysts of redox transformations.
In the case when metal ions provide stationary catalytic regimes, interactions are
inevitably carried out in the system which determines stationary concentrations of
the metal ion in various oxidation states:

1:M2C C DH� ! MC C DH;

2:MC C A! M2C C A�;
DH� C A! DHC A�:

Before giving the summary of metal ions influence, as catalysts, on redox processes,
it is important to compare proton catalysis with metal ions catalysis, and to reveal
the differences. In the line HC � MzC � MLnzC (n, number of ligands L), the
proton is an elementary and effective catalyst of many reactions. Its efficiency is
the result of an absence of electrons and a very small proton radius, only equal
to about 10�5 nm. The radius of other cations is of the order of about 10�1 nm,
i.e., about four times the proton order magnitude. Due to its very small radius, the
proton exerts a high polarization action on adjacent molecules and ions. For the
same reason, the transition from one particle to another is especially simple. Thus,
there are no appreciable changes in the arrangement of electron environments of a
particle and essential steric difficulties do not arise. Therefore, its catalytic action
is not selective or specific and it catalyzes many reactions due to polarization of
certain bonds of the transformed molecules.

Peculiarities of metal ions and their differences from the proton consist in their
ability to do the following:

1. To coordinate with themselves various particles (substrates, ligands), forming
reaction complexes with different stability.
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2. To be in various oxidation states and to have a varying coordination number and
the ability to change it.

3. To bring together the reacting partners resulting in their favorable arrangement,
playing thus a role not only as certain matrix but also as bridge that can provide
the electron transfer from one reacting component to another.

4. To act in common with the reaction partners in removing the symmetry interdic-
tion observed in the case of noncatalytic reactions.

These differences between acid catalysis and metal ions (or complexes) catalysis can
also be explained by using quantum–chemical notions [7,8]. The proton (in the case
of Bronsted’s acids) delivers the low-level vacant 1s-orbital in catalytic systems, at
the expense of which structural-flexible electron-deficiency system reagent–catalyst
(proton) appears, thus facilitating the formation of bridge transition structures.
In the case when the base is the catalyst, the latter delivers, in contrast, high-
level undivided pairs of electrons, forming, with the reagent, the electron-excessive
system, thus facilitating bond dissociation. The peculiarity of metal–complex
catalysis is the fact that the catalyst contains both low-level vacant orbitals
(p-orbitals, for example), and high-level occupied orbitals (d-orbitals, for example),
which can interact with occupied and vacant orbitals of reagents, respectively, thus
weakening or completely breaking off certain bonds in the reagent. Such interaction,
on one hand, determines structural flexibility of metal–complex systems, and on
the other represents an opportunity of the broadest properties modification of the
catalyst itself by the replacement of one ligand with another.

In most cases, the redox processes in metal–complex catalysis proceed in a very
complex way and experimental identification of high-reactive particles thus formed
(such as free radicals, metal compounds in unusual oxidationstates, intermediate
compounds, etc.) is rather difficult and frequently simply impossible. The quantum–
chemical approach in such cases, at least with respect to the calculation of one or
another elementary act initiation, can give valuable information.

From the numerous quantum–chemical treatments available, regarding the
charge transfer on reagent coordination to catalyst, and its application to
homogeneous catalysis with metal complexes at different stages of such research,
we shall mention a few [6, 9–12]. It was suggested in these works that, on catalyst–
reagent bond formation, due to the charge transfer, common molecular orbitals
with redistributed electron cloud will be formed in the system (joint Fermi level F,
"F), thus facilitating the initiation of the catalyzed reaction. The charge transfer is
being realized due to the alignment of Fermi levels of initial catalyst and reagent
with general Fermi level formation in this system and is completely determined by
Fermi levels difference of system ingredients. The value of charge transfer �q is
connected with the so-called catalytic capacityCK (i.e., the opportunity of accepting
electrons without essential change of energy) by the following expression:

CK D @qK

@"FK
:
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Therefore, it is possible to calculate energetic levels of MO and  -function of
molecular complex MO, those of reagent, catalyst–reagent coordination compound,
active particles (free radicals, intermediate compounds), direction and size of charge
transferred from the catalyst to the reagent and vice versa, possible redistribution of
electron cloud in the reagent, resulting in the end in its transformation. The MO
LCAO method in its half-empirical variant (Malliken–Vosburg–Gelmholtz method
with charges self-coordination on atoms) was used for calculations.

2.2 Intermediate Compounds, O2 Molecule Activation,
and Free Radicals in the Catalysis of Oxidation Processes

2.2.1 Nature of Forming Intermediate Compounds

An intermediate compound is a substance which exists during a certain time ranging
from several oscillatory periods to several seconds or minutes and which reacts
selectively with certain substances. An intermediate compound can be more or
less thermodynamically stable in comparison with the initial substances. Various
cases of potential energy .V / changes in instances of formation of intermediate
compounds of different stability are given in Fig. 2.1.

In case (2) with the appropriate choice of conditions (for example, with decreased
temperature) the intermediate compound can be extracted and identified. In case
(3), in contrast, the intermediate compound is characterized by the minimum on
the potential curve. It is less stable from a thermodynamic point of view than the
initial substances and, kinetically, is more inclined to be disintegrated. The higher
the minimum position on the potential curve, the less the stationary concentration
and lifetime of the intermediate compound. In this case the intermediate compound
is more difficult to isolate (extract). It can be determined in some cases only in

Fig. 2.1 Potential energy change during intermediate compound (AB) formation from A and B
and final products C and D via the first and the second transition states (ABI

¤ and ABII
¤) for

the following cases (1)—intermediate compound will not be formed; (2)—formed intermediate
compound is more stable than the initial components; (3)—intermediate compound is less stable
than the initial components
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solution. It can exist in solution in sufficient quantities to be discovered (for example
spectrophotometrically), when the minimum on the curve is not situated too high.

The nature of intermediate compound catalyst–substrate can be different. It can
be complex with the complete or partial charge transfer (CCT or PCT); binding
via the hydrogen bonds; “onium” complex .R�Cl C AlCl3 $ R�Cl: : :AlCl3/.
Rather frequently, it is the complex with CCT. Thus, the formation of both  - and
¢-complexes is possible:

1. In the case of  -complex formation, the following occur: (a) occupied  -orbitals
of substrate (ligand) gain donor properties; (b) empty p- and d-orbitals of the
metal get acceptor properties:

(M
 -electron ������
::::::::::::

SH2/:

Figure 2.2 shows both (a) and (b) cases. Such mutual bonding caused by
interaction of occupied and free orbitals of substrate and metal (catalyst) results
in a number of consequences such as weakening of C�C bonds and increase
of intermediate compounds stability with the reduction of the unsaturated
substrate’s  -electron density and increase of d-electron density of the metal.

2. In the case of ¢-complex formation between ¢-containing orbitals of substrate
and d-orbitals of the metal ion, weakening of the A�B bond takes place with its
further breakage (Fig. 2.3).

In a similar way, not only the breakage of such a bond as H�H or haloid–
haloid and haloid–H takes place, but also the breakage of C–haloid, C�H, and
even C�C bonds proceeds easily enough.

3. Unlike the most Bronsted or Lewis acids, the ions of transition metals or their
complexes can simultaneously join two identical or different substrate molecules
by means of ¢- or  -bonding to the same center. Thus, a very favorable
configuration for inner-molecular transfer appears:

As a rule, such complexes are rather labile, though in some cases they can be
extracted and characterized. For example:

C H
(C6H5)3P

(C6H5)3P

H   C
Ir . . .  

CO   C
H C·
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Fig. 2.2  -Complex
formation

Fig. 2.3 ¢-Complex
formation

4.  -Complexes of transition metals often turn into ¢-complexes easily enough.
For example, if in Fig. 2.2 the p-orbital of metal is filled with the electrons
passing from the ligand, the substrate  -electrons cannot pass to the metal and
the  -complex will turn into a ¢-complex.

5. The peculiarity of intermediate compounds formation with metal ion (complex)
is also the opportunity of not only coordination number but also the oxidation
degree of the latter changing. Thus, transition metal ions frequently act as
catalysts in redox reactions. The intermediate compounds of SH2 with ML
which are rapidly formed or disintegrated, should include the labile metal ions.
Another distinctive feature of intermediate compounds formation is the need for
free coordination places present in the initial metal complex to undergo further
binding with the substrate. For Cr(II, III), Mn(II, III), and Fe(II, III) ions the
coordination number is most often equal to 6; for Co(II), Ni(II), and Cu(II), 4 or
6; and for Cu(I), 2 or 4. The number of free coordination places depends both on
the strength of L with M (from K) interaction, and on the ratio between ligand
and metal ion in the solution.

Intermediate compound formation is a fast reaction, although its mechanism, as
a rule, is unknown, and its disintegration is a slower reaction. The intermediate
compounds can be identified by various methods: spectrophotometry, eletron
parametric resonance, kinetic data, etc.
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2.2.2 Oxygen Molecule Activation: Intermediate Species,
and Free Radicals

2.2.2.1 Oxygen Molecule Activation

Molecular oxygen, playing an exclusive role in both animate and inanimate
nature, is formed in the Earth’s atmosphere as a result of solar energy interaction
with oxides and other oxygen-containing rocks of Earth crust and solar energy
accumulation during photosynthesis. Free oxygen is too chemically reactive to
appear on Earth without the photosynthetic action of living organisms, which use
the energy of sunlight to produce elemental oxygen from water. Elemental O2 only
began to accumulate in the atmosphere after the evolutionary appearance of these
organisms, roughly 2.5 billion years ago [13]. Thus, in the modern atmosphere 70%
of oxygen has geological origin and only 30% photosynthetic.

The overwhelming majority of vital processes takes place using oxygen as an
oxidant. On O2 to H2O reduction, the joining of four electrons to O2 occurs,
accompanied by the evolution of 492 kJ/mol of free energy .�G D �492 kJ=mol/
for the process:

O2

4e�

���!
4HC

2H2O,

i.e., the overall process of oxygen reducing to water is thermodynamically very
favorable. However, the first stage of this process, one-electron O2 reduction to H2O,
is thermodynamically disadvantageous .�G D C16:3 kJ=mol/ and consequently,
under normal conditions, oxygen is inert in relation to many organic compounds
[14]. The evolution of huge amounts of energy with O2 reducing to H2O in one act
is possible only in the case of x complex fermentative reactions. For example, O2

interaction with hydrocarbons (RH),

RHC O2 ! R� C HO�
2

is a strongly endothermic reaction .�HHO2 ��HRH D 200–390 D �190 kJ=mol/.
Therefore in living organisms oxygen cannot directly oxidize hydrocarbons,
aminoacids, steroids, and other compounds.

In the long chain of reactions from O2 to H2O,

·
·

·

H2O2 is the most stable intermediate product.
Transition from O2 to H2O2 (two-electron reduction) is accompanied by the

evolution of 151 kJ/mol of energy, while the subsequent transition from H2O2 to
H2O evolves 341 kJ/mol of free energy. So H2O2 is a stronger two-electron oxidant
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than O2. However, it should be noted that there are not many examples of one-stage
two-electron reactions of organic substances oxidation by oxygen and hydrogen
peroxide. Such processes can proceed only in the presence of catalysts—ions of
some metals.

From the practical point of view, processes taking place with self-oxidation
by oxygen are undesirable (for example in a number of food industry branches);
however, a wider use of molecular oxygen as oxidant is expected in the very
near future, as in normal conditions oxygen is rather inert (its apparent activity
as an oxidant of some part of a substrate is caused simply by the presence of
microimpurities of metal ions activating the molecular oxygen). Thus, the molecular
oxygen needs to be activated, i.e., to be transformed from basic triplet state into the
bound or exited (singlet) state [14]. H, R, MzC, and the surface of the reaction vessel
can act as bond partners.

To understand the problem of oxygen activation better, it is necessary to consider
its electron structure.

Electron Structure of the Oxygen Molecule

The scheme of O2 energy levels in the MO LCAO method is presented below.
The bond between oxygen atoms is realized by one two-electron ¢-bond .3¢g/

2

and by two three-electron -bonds, .1  u/
2 and .1  g

�/1, each of them consisting of
two binding and one loosening electrons. As two of the least stable bound electrons
are located on degenerated  �-orbitals, their spins are parallel .S D 1/ and the O2

molecule is in the triplet .2S C 1/ state 3†g. This is the lowest state in relation to
the energy (according to Hund’s rule), i.e., it is the basic state, and is characterized
by the most stable electrons arrangement in O2. In this state the O2 molecule is
paramagnetic and quite often acts as a free radical.

The first exited state 1�g will be formed with the transition of the second  g
�-

electron onto the orbital of the first  g
�-electron (i.e., both g

�-electrons occupy the
same orbital). In this case, obviously, S D 0 and 2S C 1 D 1, i.e., the first excited

state is the singlet one�g . /. Excitation energy 3†g !1 �g reaches 102 kJ/mol.
This state is rather durable and is used in organic synthesis.

The second excited state—when two  g
�-electrons occupy different g

�-orbitals
( g x

� and  g y
�)—is also possible, but their spins are antiparallel. Transition to

this excited and also singlet state 1†g ( ) from the basic one 3†g is accompanied
by the consumption of 159 kJ/mol of energy. Singlet oxygen is the general name
of oxygen in the excited state, although frequently only 1�g is understood by this
name. Other excited states of O2 are also known, but they will not be considered
here as they do not take part in normal chemical reactions. In the 1�g condition the

bond in O O is almost similar to that in ethylene C C, as it is formed
by two pairs of ¢- and  -electrons. Electron affinity is very strong at the excited
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Table 2.1 Characteristics of O�O bonds

Frequency Calculated bond Frequency of Dissociation Bond length Electron
order D number of valency energy (Å) affinity
binding/loosening fluctuations (kJ/mol) (EV)
electrons/2 .sM�1)

O2 2 1,555 489 1.21 0.43
O2.

1�g/ 2
O2

�� 1.5 1,089 396 1.32–1.35
(for instance, in
KO2–1.28)

O2
2� 1 880 .H2O2/ 215 1:49 .BaO2/

Fig. 2.4 Scheme of O2

energy levels

state of oxygen 1�g. Almost all the reactions of oxygen in the excited state .1�g/

are related to its interaction with molecules containing  -electrons (aromatic and
aliphatic unsaturated molecules). Usually peroxides are formed thus, which, being
unstable, lead to the formation of more stable secondary products of reaction.

The electrons joining to the O2 molecule result in filling  �-orbitals, and bond
O�O order, frequency of valent fluctuation, and dissociation energy will be reduced,
while the bonds lengths will be increased (Table 2.1).

Besides, as for electron isolation from O2, the energy of 12 eV is needed, the O2

particle thus being very unstable and consequently rare. Due to the positive affinity
of electrons to O2 .C0:43 eV/; O��

2 will be formed frequently and easily, including
in living organisms. For the same reason, O2 easily joins on to metal ions.

As can be seen from Fig. 2.4, the O2 molecule in its basic state is bi radical (O2

) and therefore it easily interacts with many organic radicals R�, forming various
particles such as: ROO�, ROOH, and RO�; i.e., for hydrocarbons autoxidation
oxygen activation occurs without the unprofitable stage of electron transfer .H C
O2 ! HO2/. Naturally, the initiation stage of organic radicals’ formation should
precede this process. In the absence of such initiation (in the absence of organic
radicals) the molecular oxygen can be activated only in the presence of catalysts,
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mainly transition valency metals and complexes, whose role is reduced either to O2

activation or R� generation.

2.2.2.2 Oxygen Interaction with Metal Ion and Substrate

In spite of the fact that many oxidation reactions are exothermal, few substances
interact at normal temperatures with oxygen without catalysts, generally metal
compounds.

With vast amounts of research being conducted into liquid-phase hydrocarbons’
oxidation mechanisms in nonpolar media, less work is devoted to the detailed
study of oxidation by oxygen in aqueous medium. The mechanism of oxygen
activation in water solutions, and the role of metal ions and their concentrations, is
not always clear.

The following mechanisms of organic substrate oxidation by molecular oxygen
are possible in principle in the presence of metal ions: “cyclic,” “activation,” and
“induced.” In the “cyclic” mechanism the SH2 substrate oxidation occurs on its
interaction with metal (metal complex) as catalyst, and the role of O2 is reduced
only to catalyst reoxidation:

2M2C C SH2 �!
W1

2MC C SC 2HC; (2.1)

2MC C O2
2HC

���!
W2

2M2C C 2H2O2; (2.2)

whereW1 and W2 are reaction rates (2.1) and (2.2).
Whether the interaction of O2 with MC or with M2CSH2 takes place, it is

apparently dependent on the reaction conditions. This mechanism usually takes
place in the case of metal ions with not very high redox potential and easily
oxidizing substrates. The higher .M2C=MC/, the more stable the MC state, and
thus, the higher the oxidation rate of substrate according to the first reaction (2.1)
and the lower the rate of M2C regeneration on O2 interaction with MC according
to the second reaction (2.2). In this case (2.2) is the limiting stage, when the
reaction rate does not depend on substrate concentration and is proportional to O2

concentration.In contrast, on low ' values the reaction rate does not depend on O2

concentration and is defined by SH2 and M2C concentrations.
An example of a cyclic process is the ascorbic acid oxidation by oxygen in the

presence of copper chloride and the compounds of Cu(II) and Fe(III). Schematically,
the electrons transfer from -orbitals of ascorbic acid oxygen via d-orbitals of metal
on vacant  �-loosening oxygen orbitals is shown in Fig. 2.5.

The presence of sufficiently stable oxidation states of metal M.z�1/C, such as
the cases of copper ŒCu.II/�Cu.I/� and iron ŒFe.III/�Fe.II/�, facilitates the electron
transfer from MzC ion to O2. Therefore, it becomes clear that ions such as Zn(II),
Mn(II), Co(II), and Ni(II), which have no lower stable oxidation states, are inactive
as catalysts in this reaction. This “cyclic” mechanism of oxidation prevails when the
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Fig. 2.5 Schematic representation of electrons transfer stage on the ascorbic acid oxidation with
the molecular oxygen in the presence of Cu(II) and Fe(III) compounds

substrate possesses strong reducing properties, thus easily coordinating as a ligand
with metal ion or complex and transferring the electron to it.

Cyclic two-electron catalytic processes of substrate oxidation and reduction of
O2 up to H2O2 by joint action of electron pair of metals, for example “light-blue
oxidases,” in which the active center consists of an even number of metal ions (for
example, in lactase), are also possible:

Cu.II/2 C diphenol! Cu.I/2 C quinoneC 2HC;

Cu.I/2 CO2 ! Cu.II/2 C H2O2:

Such a process is also possible with one-stage two-electron oxidation of substrate
(alcohols into aldehydes), for example, in galactosidase, containing one CuC ion in
its active center:

CuC C O2 ! Cu3C C H2O2;

Cu3C C RCH2OH! CuC C RCHOC 2HC:

An example of “cyclic” mechanism of substrate oxidation with two-electron transfer
is the Walker process of acetylene production from ethylene:

(C2H4 C 1/2O2
PdCl2���! CH3CHO)

The difference consists only of the stage (2.3), i.e., in the fact that Pd reoxidation
is easily done by the reduction of Cu2C ion, and only then is CuC reoxidized by
molecular oxygen:
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C2H4 C PdCl2 C H2O! CH3CHOC 2HClC Pd.

PdC 2CuCl2 ! PdCl2 C 2CuCl. (2.3)

2CuClC 2HClC 1

2
O2 ! 2CuCl2 C H2O.

Interaction of ethylene with palladium ion goes through the formation of monomer
ŒC2H4PdCl2.H2O/� or dimer ŒC2H4PdCl2�  -complexes (depending on the condi-
tions).

Alcohol’s oxidation into appropriate aldehydes runs in general in a similar
way [15]:

RCH2OHC PdCl2 ! RCHOC PdC 2HCl

with subsequent Pd reoxidation by CuCl2, and then with CuCl reoxidation by
oxygen. Actually this reaction proceeds, apparently, in a more complicated way.

The same “cyclic” mechanism may be responsible for the reactions of oxidation
states, taking place on account of hydrogen ion detachment from two substrate
molecules:

2RHCMzC ! R � RCM.z�2/C C 2HC;
M.z�2/C C 2HC C 1/2O2 ! MzC C H2O,

The overall reaction: 2RHC 1/2O2 ! R� RC H2O.

An example of such a reaction is the interaction of aromatic compounds with Pd(II)
salts [15]:

2C6H6 C PdX2 ! C6H5 � C6H5 C PdC 2HX.

In the presence of oxygen the reaction becomes catalytic, since Pd is reoxidized by
oxygen to Pd2C. The reaction of phenols combination proceeds similarly.

In the “activation” process, the role of metal ion consists in O2 activation by its
coordination with metal. Thus the O2 orbitals’ completion and composition changes,
corresponding to the electron excitation of O2. Such excitation occurs only at the
expense of coordination interaction, without using outside energy, that prepares the
oxygen molecule for subsequent interaction with substrate:

MC C O2 ! .MCO2/! .bound activated oxygen/.MCO2/C SH2 ! SC H2O2:

(For example, in colorless copper-containing oxidases copper ion exists in the
unique number and form of Cu2C.) Thus, the triple complex metal ion–O2–substrate
will be formed, and the essence of catalysis by metal ion consists, apparently, in the
formation of a bridge inside this complex. Using this bridge, two electrons and two
hydrogen atoms are “synchronously” transferred from SH2 substrate to O2 oxidizer,
thus passing the thermodynamically unadvantageous stage of one-electron transfer.
Therefore, the bound oxygen in the triple complex is in the intermediate condition
between the anion radical O��

2 and the singlet oxygen 1�g or 1†g, and the metal
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ion—in the reduced form (for example, phenylidenamine oxidation in the presence
of copper ions).

The “induction” processes appear due to external free radicals inducing, for
example, in ascorbic acid simultaneous oxidation by oxygen and hydrogen peroxide.
Hydrogen peroxide takes part in OH� radicals induction, and then the chain is
continued:

OH� C SH2 ! R�
I H

Radical of OH joining to SH2

R�
I HC O2 ! RIHO2

RIHO2 C CuSHC ! Cu2C C OH� C 2S

Generation of free radicals in the solution is frequently assisted by the transition
metal salts, which catalyze the decomposition of hydroperoxides formed in the
system, yielding free radicals.

In the absence of hydroperoxides, the role of metal ion can be as follows:
electrons transfer from substrate to metal:

RHC ! R� C HC

hydrogen detachment from substrate (in the presence of O2):

MzC C O2 ! M.zC1/CO��
2

M.zC1/CO��
2

RH��! MzC �O �O �HC R�

and also generation of free radicals by the direct transfer of electrons from metal to
substrate:

MzCX! M.z�1/C C X�

X� C RH! HXC R�

2.2.2.3 Ligand Properties of Oxygen

As the ligand protonation constant value is a relative measure of its capacity to form
the coordination bond, the absence of O2 protonized forms testifies to the extremely
low ¢-donor capacity of O2, i.e., oxygen cannot be the donor of undivided pairs
of electrons, which could take part in the formation of coordination compound.
However, due to the low-level vacant  �-loosening orbitals, it is very easy to
accept the electrons from the completed t2g-orbitals of metal ion when the ionization
potential of the latter is less than O2 affinity to electron. Thus, the molecular oxygen
is poor ¢-donor and good  -acceptor.
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The strength of M�O2 bonds depends on the metal ion capacity for transferring
the electrons from filled molecular orbitals of LnM complex (or metal ion) onto the
loosening orbitals of oxygen molecules.

Any factor increasing the electron density on the metal ion (for example, its
preliminary interaction with ligands possessing strongly expressed donor properties)
also increases the bond strength M�O2 and weakens the O�O bond. Thus, for
example, the electronegativity reducing of ¢-donor ligand X .Cl > Br > I/ in the
complex IrX .CO/.PPh3/2.O2/ increases the strength of the Ir�O2 bond. Therefore,
the increase of O�O bond length and the reduction of convertibility of oxygen with
iridium bouding takes place.

The scheme of inner complex electron transfer on oxygen coordination with
metal ions can be presented as follows:

MC C O2 � MCO2 � MO2
C � M2CO��

2 � M2C C O��
2

Necessary mutual orientation of t2g-orbitals of metal ion and oxygen  �-orbitals is
provided in MCO2, when electron transfer is possible. MO2

C is a complex with PCT
while M2CO��

2 is an anion radical [O��
2 is a typical ligand: pKd.HO2/ D 4:88].

If MC is a one-electron donor, oxygen is monodentate in the metal–O2 complex
(electron density transfer from M is relatively little) and bond M�O�O� makes
an angle of 120–150ı (distance in O�O� is 1.3 A, � � 1;100–1;150 sm�1 and
higher), i.e., the state of the oxygen atom corresponds to sp2-hybrid orbitals, and
ethyl-like reactive forms such as O2.

1�q/; O��
2 and O2�

2 with sp2-hybridization
of orbitals can play certain part. Similar bond type .M�O�O�/ can be found in
hemoglobin, myoglobin, and in some other compounds. This form of M and O2

bond is called Poling’s structure. In such a monodentate model the  -bond in O2

remains localized (thus, the electron transfer is realized from the d-orbital of the
metal into the  �-orbital of oxygen). Metal ions should have a good electron-donor
ability, and therefore metals in low oxidation degree provide sufficient electron
transfer and complex formation with O2.

It becomes clear from the aforesaid that the catalysis of oxidation by molecular
oxygen is facilitated in the case of processes, resulting in MC formation proceed-
ing in the system (for example, when the substrate itself has strong reduction
properties). Complexes with porphyrin, phthalocyanine, and other ligands with
plain four-site coordination are single-nuclear complexes of this type. Coordinated
oxygen is close to O��

2 . Linear bond M�O�O has not been found up to now.
If MC is a two-electron donor (electron density transfer from the metal is great),

the oxygen usually acts as a bidentate ligand and both oxygen atoms in O2 are
located equivalently around the metal. Thus, delocalization of oxygen’s  -electrons
takes place on metal with ¢-bond formation (Fig. 2.6).

Such triangular coordination is characteristic for transition metals with low
oxidation degree (Pt0; Pd0; Ni0; IrC1; RhC1, etc.), for example, Pt.PPh3/2O2,
Pd.PPh3/2O2; IrCl.PPh3/2O2, etc. In Pt.PPh3/2O2, the condition of oxygen is close
to O2

2�.
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Fig. 2.6 Electron distribution in O

O
M

complex: filled orbitals are shown as shaded, unfilled
ones are unshaded

In the complex O

O
M

named the Griffith’s structure, bound oxygen can be
formally considered as existing in the form of O2

2�, i.e., as peroxide anion. Bond
length O�O in such compounds reaches 1.4–1.6 A .� � 750–950 cm�1/.

On two ions, MC participation in coordination �-peroxocomplex can be formed
M   O   O   M,, in which oxygen is in the condition close to O�

2 or O2�
2 . Quantum–

chemical calculations using Huckel’s method for molecular orbitals were performed
regarding the fragment M�O2�M (M from Ti to Ni) have given certain information
on the character of O2 binding (for example, filling of bond M�O2 is maximal in
the middle of the third-complex’s line). The calculation involved has shown that not
only completely filled d-orbitals can take part in oxygen activation but also partially
populated ones, that electron density value can serve the measure of activation,
that metal d-orbitals can interact with molecular orbitals situated higher than 1  g-
orbital. Due to O2 coordination to ion or metal complex of a, b, c type

O- O

M O M M– O – O –M
O

a b c

it can be in condition from O2
� up to O2

2�, i.e., in more reactionary condition in
relation to many substrates than before the coordination.

Only for those metal ions which can interact with O2 is the following inequality
correct: '.M3C=M2C/; '.M2C=MC/; '.M3C=MC/ < '.O2=H2O2/ D 0:69V.
Therefore, iron ions, for example, cannot interact with O2Œ'.Fe3C=Fe2C/ D
0:771V�, and only iron complexes with redox potential value less than 0.69 V
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Co

Co
NH3

112o

1.65Å
¢

Fig. 2.7 Cobalt ammonia �-peroxocomplex

1

1

ππg(px)

ππg • •
• • 1ππg(py) 

Fig. 2.8 Removal of two 1  g MO-orbitals of O2 degeneration

interact with O2 and catalyze the reactions of oxidation by oxygen. It was shown
that with redox potential reducing '.M2C=MC/ the rate of self-oxidation of MC
increases, and the epikinetic order observed changes from 2 to 1, which is connected
with the disintegration of intermediately forming peroxocomplex MOOM2C.

Oxygen as a ligand will form complex compounds with many metals belonging
to the VIII collateral (secondary) group (Ru, Os, Rh, Ir), especially in the presence
of other ligands such as triphenylphosphine or similar. But the most numerous are
its coordination compounds both with one-nuclear and more often with two-nuclear
cobalt(II) complexes, for example, with the following configuration (Fig. 2.7):

2ŒCo.NH3/6�
2C C O2 � Œ.NH3/5CoO2Co.NH3/5�

4C C 2NH3:

Two-nuclear complexes will be formed by a two-step mechanism:

CoII C O2

K1
�
K�1

CoIIO2;

CoIIO2 C CoII
K1

�
K�2

CoIIO2CoII:

Under the influence of the metal ion, the degeneration of two 1 �g MO-orbitals of
O2, on which there were two unpaired electrons, is removed. Thus, the energy of
these orbitals’ splitting is much higher than the energy of two electrons pairing, due
to the fact that they occupy a lower 1 �g.py/–orbital (Fig. 2.8).

Thus, under the influence of the metal, the electron configuration of O2 will be
similar to that existing in ethylene:
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and, accordingly, the angles of

become close to 120ı (sp2-hybridization). Using the EPR method it was shown
that the unpaired eg.dx2�y2 /-electron of cobalt is delocalized (passed) to the
oxygen molecule (into the loosening 1  g

�-orbital), thus weakening the O�O
bond and lengthening it. Similar reduction of the oxygen molecule practically
turns it into astructure similar to superoxide-ion O2

� and a structure similar
to CoIII.O2

�/ appears. For instance, in the case of 4,4-ethylenedinitrilo-di-2-
pentanonatocobalt(II), the ligand is situated in the

plane, the angle is 1.26 Å, and the bond length of O�O reaches 1.26 Å (close to the
bond length in O2).

The redistribution of electron density on the formation of a four-centered
molecular orbital in Œ.NH3/5Co�O�O�Co.NH3/5�

4C or in similar complexes is
shown in Fig. 2.9.

With two electrons transferring from two cobalt ions to an oxygen molecule,
a structure will be formed similar to peroxide-ion O2�

2 , and the distance O�O
increases even more than in the peroxide ion (1.65 Å instead of 1.29 Å in O2).

In similar complexes of transition metals with oxygen,  -binding is the
main factor. The higher the electron density on the metal, the more favorable
are the conditions for the formation of the complex. The increase of metal
electron density can be achieved by suitable choice of ligand. Thus, it was
shown that if phosphines with various donor capacity are taken as ligands
Œ.C6H4Cl/3P < .C6H5/3P < .CH3C6H4/3P/ < .CH3OC6H4/3P/�, the better the
donor, the faster the O2 binding, and the more stable the oxygen complex.

2
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Fig. 2.9 Distribution of the electron density in cobalt ammonia �-peroxocomplex
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Therefore, along with O2 coordination, its activation occurs, and consequently in
such condition it can take part in various oxidation reactions. The majority of these
reactions have radical-chain character and thus more often oxidation is not specific,
as many other by-products of the reaction will be formed. Specificity of oxidation
reaction, apparently, should be increased if both O2 and substrate are coordinated
around one and the same metal ion.

For better understanding of O2 condition in various natural complex compounds,
its convertibility in these compounds, and also possible creation of synthetic
oxygen carriers, numerous research projects on model systems, especially using
iron compounds, have been carried out.

2.2.2.4 Reactions of Oxygen Reduction Products .OH; O�; HO2),
Peroxyl- and Oxy Radicals

Consecutive four-electron reduction of O2 to H2O proceeds with the formation of
certain free radicals and relatively stable molecules .H2O2/:

· ·

·

·

The reactions of H2O2 with metal ions, their complexes, and various substrates
will be considered later.

1O2 is a singlet oxygen in 1�g condition. At usual temperatures, conditions,
and an oxygen pressure of 2 atm, its lifetime is 72 min [16]. It can be obtained
by electrical discharge in gaseous oxygen, with the help of substances photosensi-
bilizing the oxygen oxidation (illumination by light at the presence of methylene
blue, Bengalia rose, other sensitizers): by decomposition of hydrogen peroxide in
the presence of NaClO .H2O2 C OCl�! 1O2 C H2OC Cl/ and by other methods.
Especially convenient are photosensibilizing reactions of oxidation. 1O2 obtained
by one method or another possesses very strong affinity to electrons. Almost all
reactions of O2, known nowadays are related to its interaction with the system of
 -electrons. And the rate of such interaction is higher, as is the electron density
of the unsaturated bond. As an example, such a reaction can produce the so-called
ox-reaction with an olefin containing allyl hydrogen:
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or 1,2-joining to a double bond with high electron density:

| | | | /

/

– C = C – + 1O2 – C – C – 2C·

| | ||
O – O O

As 1O2 oxidizes the organic substances, it is neutralized in the organism by beta
carotene, greasy amines, etc., which transform it into 3O2.

3†g/ [17].

Reactions of OH Radicals

As a result of one-electron reduction of H2O2 (rather weak oxidizer) during
photochemical .H2O2 C h�/ or catalytic .Fe2CCH2O2/ decomposition of hydrogen

peroxide, and also as a result of water radiolysis .H2O
�-rays�! /, the OH radical—the

strongest oxidizer in aqueous solutions—will be formed.
In the latter case, among other primary particles, OH radicals and hydrated

electrons .eaq
�/ will be formed [18]:

H2O
� -rays���! OH� C eaq

� C : : :

Hydroxyl radicals will also be produced during hydrated electrons’ interaction with
nitrogen oxide or hydrogen peroxide:

eaq
� C N2OC H2O! OH� C OH� C N2;

eaq
� C H2O2 ! OH� C OH�:

Besides, the OH radical will also be formed in reactions of Fenton type:

MzC C H2O2 ! OH� C OH� CM.zC1/C;

where MzC D Fe2C; Mn2C; CuC; Ti3C, and others.
On OH reducing to H2O (one electron joining in the form of H), 263 kJ/mol

of free energy are evolved. Such a highly negative value of �G makes the
reaction of H detachment extremely thermodynamically favorable. All this, and
also the fact that the O�H bond is strong in water, which is the reaction product
.HC OH! H2O/ and reaches 499 kJ/mol, causes the oxidation of almost each
organic compound by the OH radical [19]. As �G has a highly negative value,
any thermodynamically possible way of organic substance oxidation can take place,
resulting in the formation of a variety of oxidation products (oxidant is not specific),
which is in many cases undesirable.

Basically, the high potential for reaction of OH is caused by small values of
the activation energy of hydroxyl radical interaction with organic compounds.
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Thus, for example, on OH interaction with benzene and its derivatives, it reaches
only 0.34–2.35 kJ/mol. For many other reactions with OH radical participation, the
activation energy is within the limits of 4–21 kJ/mol. OH radicals interaction with
subsequent joining of the OH-group to organic compounds is called the reaction
of hydroxylation [20]. The first stage of this reaction with aromatic compounds is,
apparently, the formation of intermediate oxycyclohexadienyl radicals:

R                    R·

H       
+ OH· ,

H
OH

but not hydrogen detachment with phenol radical formation as was thought earlier.
Having a high redox potential, the OH radical is the most powerful due to

its oxidizing capacity, interacting with the majority of organic partners with rate
constants close to those of diffusion. As a rule, OH radical oxidizes organic
molecules by the mechanism of H atom detachment, with the formation of water
molecules [21]:

· ·

or, in general: RHC OH� ! R� C H2O.
The oxidation of alcohols can serve as a typical example of such reactions.

Usually, the most poorly connected hydrogen atom is detached with high rate
constants, i.e., that situated in the ˛ -position relative to the alcohol group, for
example:

C2H5OHC OH� kD1:2�109 M�1 s�1

������������! CH3CH�OHCH2O:

On tertiary butyl alcohol oxidation, only “-alcohol radicals can be formed:

The same values have rate constants of H-atoms detachment from saturated
hydrocarbons .�108 M�1 s�1/.

Still, the constants of OH interaction with carboxyl groups are lower, since in this
case oxidation occurs by the mechanism of electrons, instead of H-atom acceptance.
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Such reactions are less thermodynamically favorable as soon as hydroxide ions are
formed instead of water:

CH3COO� C OH� �5�107

�����! CH3COO� COH�:

The oxidation of amines proceeds similarly (in accordance with the mechanism of
electrons’ acceptance) with rather low rate constants .M�1 s�1/:

NH3 C OH� ! NH3
C C OH�;

enC OH� �5�107

�����! enC C OH�:

OH radicals’ adhesion alongside the double bond occurs with high rate con-
stants [21]:

In the systems containing hydrogen peroxide and transition metal ion, the
following reactions should be taken into account [19]:

H2O2 C OH� 1:7�107

����! HO�
2 C H2O,

HO�
2 C OH� 7�108

���! O��
2 C H2O.

as well as OH reactions with metal ions.
The OH radical interacts with activated metal ions by following the mechanism

of H-atom detachment from coordinated water molecule:

MzC .H2O/n C OH� ! MzC .H2O/n�1 OHC H2O! M.zC1/C .H2O/n�1 OH�:

Therefore, such reactions proceed with similar rate constants .�108 M�1 s�1/,
irrespective of the central ion nature.

The OH radical interacts with complex metal ions by direct transfer of electrons
from the central atom, and the rate constants can be essentially higher than in the
case of metal ion with coordinated water molecule oxidation, for example:

Fe.CN/4�
6 COH� �1010���! Fe.CN/3�

6 C OH�:
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In general, OH radicals appear not only in metal–peroxide systems but also in many
redox systems, for example, water radiolysis, photolysis of aqueous solutions of
many aromatic compounds, reactions of HClO acid and other halogen-containing
oxidizers. The following rule can be formulated: for the reactions in aqueous
medium including formation of active intermediates of oxidizing nature, there is an
opportunity for hydroxyl radical formation in the secondary reaction of interaction
with water (or its dissociated form) [6]:

H2OC OX! OH� CHC C OX�;

OH� C OX! OH� C OX�;

where OX is an intermediate of oxidizing nature.
To date a significant amount of information about the hydroxyl radicals’ potential

of reaction has been obtained. The most direct way of obtaining data related to the
reaction rate constants with OH� participation is pulse radiolysis of water solutions.
Reliable data on rate constants can also be obtained by competitive methods with
the use of dyes having high reactivity toward OH and high extinction coefficients,
facilitating the analytical procedure of the dye concentration’s determination.

Methods of OH radicals identification in real redox systems have also been
developed well enough. High reactivity of hydroxyl radicals directly entails their
small stationary concentration, and also the impossibility of their detection by EPR
methods [22]. Therefore, all the methods that can prove OH presence in solution,
and can determine their quantity, are indirect, i.e., they are based on kinetic displays.

The main groups of OH detection methods are the following:

1. Methods based on various sorts of radical traps (of maleic acid type), i.e., on OH
radical transformation into less reactive radicals with subsequent tracing by EPR
methods [19].

2. Methods based on hydroxyl radicals using compounds with double bond, such
as allyl alcohol, phenol. The difference between this group of methods and the
previous one is that the whole EPR spectrum is not registered, but only changes
in kinetics or the main reaction stoichiometry on acceptor introduction into the
reaction medium. This group of methods is especially convenient and gives the
most distinct results for the systems in which radical-chain processes take place.

These methods are used in cases when it is more convenient to study the kinetics
of the acceptor consumption instead of kinetic characteristics of basic reaction. The
well-known example is paranitrosodimethylaniline (PNDMA) used as OH radicals
acceptor.

3. Methods based on determination of reactivity “spectrum” of an active interme-
diate particle and its comparison with values known from the literature. These
methods are applied rather seldom because of significant labour inputs; however,
they give quite reliable results.
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A version of these methods is the establishing of oxidation reaction products
distribution by their composition.

4. Methods based on the capacity of OH radicals to initiate the vinyl polymerization
chain processes are to be mentioned separately. To establish strictly the radical
character of the reaction, the analysis of edge groups of polymers is to be done
(namely, by IR or NPR spectroscopy methods). To establish qualitatively the
radical character of the reaction, the visual way of polymerization monitoring
is quite suitable. A well-known example of such a method involves methyl-
methacrylate polymerization in the systems generating OH radicals. Using
methylmethacrylate for mechanisms diagnostics in water solution is convenient,
when the monomer has good solubility in water, whereas the polymer will form
a separate phase.

The reactivity of the OH radical in alkaline media is toreceive special mention. At
pH > 12, acid–basic dissociation of hydroxide radicals proceeds: OH� � O� C
HC .pK D 11:85/. As pK of the OH� radical is lesser than that of water, O�CSH!
OH� C S transition is less thermodynamically favorable than the transition OH� C
SH! H2OC S. Because of this, the lesser activity of the hydroxyl radical ionized
form can be explained. However, in metal-containing systems the dissociation of
OH practically does not play any role, since usually metal ion hydrolysis essentially
limits the working range to lower pH values.

Chemically, O�� can be exposed to the same reactions as the OH radical.
However, its negative charge considerably reduces its electrophilic capacity and,
therefore, the reactions of one-electron oxidation as well as the reactions of joining
will proceed less effectively. The reactions of the hydrogen atom will proceed more
often and in this sense it is more selective than OH�.

One of major radicals, especially in biological systems, generated in the presence
of H2O2 is the superoxide radical [18, 20, 21, 23]. Its occurrence is connected to
hydrogen peroxide reactions with various oxidizers:

H2O2 COH� ! HO�
2 C H2O;

H2O2 CM2+ ! HO�
2 CM+ C H+:

The HO2
� radical can also be generated directly by hydrogen atom interaction with

the oxygen molecule: HC O2 ! H2O with rate constant k D 2 � 1010M�1 s
�1

.
Unlike the hydroxyl radical, the dissociation of superoxide radical proceeds

within the working pH limits:

HO�
2 � O��

2 C HC; pK D 4:88:

The O��
2 radical can be obtained on activated electrons interaction with O2 [23]:

eaq
� CO2 ! O��

2 with rate constant 2 � 1010 M�1 s
�1

.
Superoxide can also be generated by the reaction of electron transfer from the

CO2 radical to O2 [24]:
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CO��
2 C O2

kD2�109M�1s�1

�����������! O��
2 C CO2;

or by means of ’-hydroxy-peroxyl radical transformation:

The superoxide anion radical in dissociated form is a relatively weak oxidant and
thus can react mainly with metal ions:

MC C O��
2

.HC/���! M2C C HO2
�:

Usually the rate constant of such reactions is defined by the lability of the
coordination sphere of the metal ion. On the other hand, the O2

� radical can easily
be exposed to oxidation up to molecular oxygen:

M2C C O2
� ! MC C O2;

O��
2 C oxidant! O2 C product:

Reactions of such type are used as a method to determine quantitatively the presence
of superoxide radicals in solution:

C .NO2/4CO��
2

kD2�109 M�1 s�1

�����������! C.NO2/3
�CNO2CO2 .	D 350 nm; "D 15,000/:

The superoxide radical .HO2/ in its protonized form is a strong oxidant. HO2 radical
can detach H atoms from saturated hydrocarbons and alcohols. The rate constant of
such a reaction is—four to seven orders less than that of similar ones with OH
radical.

The reactions of superoxide radicals can play an essential role in the mechanism
of organic substrate oxidation [23], especially when the generation of more reactive
particles is for whatever reasons improbable. Such a situation occurs, for example,
in pesticides oxidation in natural conditions. The basic channels of organic matter
destruction will be thus the reactions of hydrolysis and direct interaction with
molecular oxygen:

RHC H2O! products; (2.4)

RHC O2 ! R� C HO�
2: (2.5)

In view of the low rate of initiation [reaction (1.5)] and absence of channels of
radicals linear destruction, chain development is inevitable:
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R� C O2 ! RO�
2;

RO�
2 C RH! R� C ROOH;

ROOH! RO� C OH�;

RO� C RH! R� C ROH;

OH� C RH! R� C H2O.

Breakage:

RO�
2 C RO�

2 !
HO�

2 CHO�
2 !

R� C HO�
2 !

9
>>=

>>;

products:

The superoxide ion O��
2 has an unpaired electron in molecular orbital .1  g

�/y ,
and, therefore, the distance between nuclei grows and becomes equal to 1.32–1.35 Å
and the bond is weakened. For example, in oxyhemoglobin the charge transfer
proceeds from metal ion to O2 accompanied by O�O bond length increase. The
state of oxygen here is close to O��

2 . Besides, in living organisms, the formation of
O��
2 was proved to proceed in oxidase and xanthynogenase reactions.
Reacting with HC; O��

2 is exposed to disproportioning:

2O��
2 C 2HC ! H2O2 C O2:

In general, O��
2 is a stronger oxidizer than HO2. Therefore, a higher interaction rate

constant becomes clear:

O��
2 C HO�

2
1�108 M�1 s�1

���������! O2 CHO2
� .H2O2/

in comparison with:

2HO�
2

9�105 M�1 s�1

���������! O2 C H2O2:

Submarines and spaceships are provided with oxygen, formed in this reaction by
addition of water .HCOH�/ to solid KO2 .KCO2

�
/.

As already mentioned, O2
�.HO2/ activity is rather insignificant (in compar-

ison with OH). It can act both as oxidant and reducer and can take part in
nucleophylic reactions of replacement .RXC O2

� ! RO2CX�/, joining to a dou-

ble bond, reactions of dehydrogenization,

,
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etc., and others.
The last reaction proceeds slowly in the case of monophenols, but—in the

case of catechin, hydroquinone, and other polyvalent phenols—rapidly. Unlike
singlet oxygen, O2

� is a nucleophilic agent. In general, O2
� possesses rather good

reactivity both as oxidant and as reducer, and therefore it easily reduces organic
compounds with acceptor properties. Thus, for example, on its interaction with
quinone, the anion radical will be obtained:

In the presence of O��
2 , tetrazolium and tetramethane salts will be reduced

rapidly. These sensitive reactions are used for O��
2 detection. The higher the

alkalinity of solvent, the more stable O��
2 becomes.

All the reactive particles discussed above may be arranged, according to their
activity, as follows: OH� > O�� > O > HO�

2 . Oxygen atoms are obtained as a
rule by ozone photolysis and HO2

� by electrolytic reduction of O2. The activity
of the dissociated form of O�� is approximately 3–4 times lower, that of atomic
oxygen O about 300 times lower, and that of HO�

2 4–7 times lower than the activity
of the hydroxyl radical OH.

The products of O2 reduction can display both harmful and useful action.

Harmful Action

1. Smog: represents a mixture of polycyclic hydrocarbons (PCH) and other sub-
stances [25]:

PCH
h��! PCH*C3 O2

sensitizer
! PCHC1 O2

Along with 1O2; OH�; HO2
�, and O, other reactive particles may also be present

in photochemical smog.
2. Radiation sickness: on irradiation by � -rays H2O! OH� and other active

radicals.
3. Smoking: tobacco smoke contains many electron donors, which form with

O2 superoxide radical O��
2 . It contains such carcinogens as benzapyrene,

and also highly dangerous mutagenic products of proteins and aminoacids
pyrolysis. Besides, it contains the whole family of tobacco alkaloids, which
interact with nitrogen oxides (NO) and are transformed into strong mutagenic
nitrozocompounds [26]:
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All these compounds influence the DNA of cells. OH radicals also affect them.
As a result, DNA is damaged which leads to malignant cells instead of healthy
ones. Therefore, the risk of lung cancer is four times higher for smokers than for
nonsmoking people.

4. At the end of the electron transporting chain in an organism, O2 is usu-
ally restored by “peaceful” enzyme—cytochromoxidase acting in accordance
with the “wholesale” 4-electron mechanism (breath and photosynthesis). If
normal exchange in healthy organisms takes place, O��

2 is usually formed
by xanthynogenase. Considering secondary methods of oxygen exchange, all
the same superoxides (xanthynoxidases, etc.) will be formed: in mitochondria
O��
2 ; H2O2 (they suppress ATP synthesis), in cell walls of plants, in the

nuclei of tumor cells. How are the organisms protected from O��
2 ? For this,

superoxidedismutase (SOD) is used: O2
� C O2

� C 2HC ! H2O2 C O2. There
are no superoxidedismutases in anaerobic organisms and, therefore, they do not
support O2

� and they are not protected against it. Smokers artificially introduce
O2 into their system, thus destroying it.

Useful Action of Superoxides

1. O��
2 in liver destroys toxic substances. It also participates in collagen formation

for wound healing.
2. Neonatal jaundice is treated by light: O2

� formed oxidizes the excess of yellow
bilirubine.
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3. Bacteria produce O��
2 , thus regulating the density of bacteria colonies.

4. Phagocytosis—microbes are grasped by special cells (reactionary oxygen radi-
cals). The presence of O��

2 in the outside walls of plants represents a barrier for
pathogenic microorganisms’ penetration.

5. Products of O2 reduction are used to resolve problems of environmental
protection: the natural water of rivers and lakes contains 3 � 10�6 to
3 � 10�5 mol=L H2O2; 2 � 10�13 to 2 � 10�12 mol=L 1O2, and 10�17 mol=L
and more OH�; O��

2 will also be formed.

There are various ways of peroxide radicals formation:

– By interaction of carbon radicals with molecular oxygen:

– By the reactions of transition metal ions with molecular oxygen (peroxyl
complex will be formed):

MzC C O2 ! MOOzCI

– By metal ions interactions with hydroperoxides (ROOH):

ROOHCM.zC1/C ! ROOC HC CMzC:

Carbon peroxyl radicals formation proceeds quickly .k � 109–1010 M�1 s�1/,
while the joining of oxygen molecules to thiyl radicals (RS) occurs much slower
.k � 107–108 M�1 s�1/.

Peroxide radicals take part in the set of reactions, including those of hydrogen
atom separation from the carbon bond C�H:

transforming into hydroperoxides although with rather low rate constants. That
is why two peroxyl radicals interaction is possible with the formation of mostly
unstable tetroxide:

which can be disintegrated in various ways:
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or R2CHOOOOCHR2 ! O2 C 2R2CHO�. Interaction of the latter radicals can
result in peroxides formation:

2RCHO� ! R2CHOOCHR2

or in disproportioning:

2RCHO� ! R2C D OC R2CHOH:

Halogenated peroxyl radicals such as, for example, the 3-chloromethyl peroxyl
radical, will rapidly oxidize the electron donors (D) (tyrosine, methionine, vitamins
C and E):

CCl3OOC D
K�108 M�1 c�1

����������! CCl3OO� C D�C

and hence they play an important role in the metabolism of hydrocarbons halogen
derivatives.

Oxyradicals can be produced in different ways [24]:

R�OOHCMzC ! RO� COH� CM.zC1/C;

R�OHC OH� ! RO� C H2O,

and manymore.
Oxyradicals usually have oxidizing properties and easily detach the hydrogen

atom:

This reaction proceeds rather quickly and consequently only trace amounts of
oxyradicals RO� can be detected in the starting medium.

Phenomenal oxyradicals can also act as oxidizers. Free semiquinones are
oxyradicals existing in acid–base equilibrium:
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They act as reducers which are easily oxidized up to the appropriate quinones
(Q), for example, in interaction with tetranitromethane (TNM):

Q�� C C .NO2/4
K�108 M�1 c�1

����������! C.NO2/3
� CNO2 C Q:

Unpaired electrons of oxyradicals can be delocalized (it is confirmed by EPR-
measurements), this fact being expressed as a resonance of two structures:

Such delocalized oxyradicals are called “crypto”-oxyradicals. Although these
radicals can act chemically as oxygen radicals, in the physical sense they are not
the same [24].

2.2.3 Peroxocomplexes of Some Metals

In the systems MzC
aq�H2O2 and MzCLn �H2O2, the innersphere electron transfer

is often preceded by intermediate formation of active peroxocompounds.

2.2.3.1 Peroxocomplexes of Manganese

Intermediate compound Mn3C �HO2 was detected by using the stop–flow technique
on 	 D 470 nm. In general, the formation of numerous peroxocomplexes of
various compositions is possible: LnMH2O2

zC; LnMHO2
.z�1/C; LnMO2

.z�2/C,
LnM.H2O2/ � .HO2

�/.z�1/C; LnM.H2O2/2
zC, and LnM .HO2

�/zC. For instance, in
the system Mn2C�phen�H2O2 a peroxocomplex will be formed at 	 D 360 nm
having the composition Mn2C W H2O2 D 1 W 1 [27]:

ŒMnphen2�
2CCH2O2 ! ŒMnphen2HO2�

C CHC;

Keq: D
�
Mnphen2HO2

C�
ŒHC�

�
Mnphen2

2C�
ŒH2O2�

D
�
Mnphen2HO2

C� �KH2O2

ŒMnphen2� ŒHO2
��

D Kst:ofPCinH2O2 ; as KH2O2 D
ŒHO2

�� ŒHC�
ŒH2O2�

:

Indirect proof of peroxocomplex (PC) formation is the change of the reaction order
by H2O2 in the course of the catalase process (Fig. 2.10).
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Fig. 2.10 Peroxocomplexes of different composition formation

When the stability constant of the peroxocomplex .Kst:PC/ cannot be defined
directly from the experimental data, it can sometimes be approximated using
correlation diagrams of the following type:

logKMOHC

logKMHO2C
D logKLmMOHC

logKLmMHO2C

if all the values except of KLmMHO
2C are known.

Under certain conditions, diperoxocomplexesof various compositions, active and
inactive, in the catalysis of H2O2 decomposition can be formed from monoperoxo-
complexes.

Determination of the dependence of peroxocomplex concentration on the param-
eters influencing its formation (such as initial concentrations of MzC; H2O2, HO2

�,
L, etc.) and thermodynamic consideration of system makes it possible to define the
PC composition, and the comparison of the latter with the process rate, to reveal its
role in catalysis.

2.2.3.2 Peroxocomplexes of Iron

Formation of iron(III) peroxocomplex in acid medium containing Fe.HO2/
2C and

its participation in catalytic disintegration of H2O2 has been proved by spectropho-
tometric methods [28–32].

Alcohols’ oxidation up to aldehydes and acids can proceed through the formation
of intermediate peroxocomplex Fe.H2O2/

3C:
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Coordination of various ligands (for example, ’; ’0-dipyridyl or 1,10-
phenanthroline) to Fe2C ions in the presence of H2O2 results in the formation
of intermediate iron(II) peroxocompound according to the following scheme:

ŒFeL�2C C H2O2
rapidly����! ŒFeL � H2O2�

2C

slowly���! ŒFeL � .H2O2/�
2C limiting stage�������! ŒFeL�3C COH� C OH�

In the system Fe3C�EDTA�H2O2, various peroxocomplexes of the following
composition can be formed ŒFe EDTA.OH/HO2�

3� [33].

2.2.3.3 Peroxocomplexes of Cobalt

Apart from simple cobalt peroxide ŒCo.O/2� [34], there exist two-nuclear cobalt
peroxocompounds [35] which are unstable and are decomposed in water solutions.
Thus, single-nuclear intermediate complexes, such as Œ.H3N/5Co.HO2/�

2C,
will be formed. The system Co2C–glycin (Gl)–H2O2 generates the mixture of
stable red–violet complexes: cobalt(III) cis- and trans-hydroxobis (glycinate)
and unstable cobalt(III) �-peroxotetra(glycin) ŒGlCo.O2/CoGl�. In the system
Co2C�EDTA�H2O2 two-nuclear peroxocomplex will also be formed [36]. Using
’; ’0-dipyridyl (dipy), 1,10-phenanthroline (phen), and pyridine (Py) as ligands,
formation of such peroxocomplexes—ŒCo.Dipy/.HO2/�

2C; ŒCo.Phen/.HO2/�
2C,

ŒCo.Py/.HO2/�
2C—was detected at 	 � 330–400 nm [37, 38].

2.2.3.4 Peroxocomplexes of Copper

Copper peroxide compounds of Cu.O2/H2O, Cu.OH/.HO2/, Cu.O2/.HO2/,
Cu2CLHO2

�, and
�
Cu2CLHO2

��

2
composition were obtained long ago. Perox-

ocomplexes forming in the systems Cu2C�Phen�H2O2 and Cu2C�Dipy�H2O2

were considered in detail [39, 40]. The complexes involved are formed by the
following reactions:

[CuPhen]2C+HO2
� �

�
Cu2CPhen .HO2

�/
�
;

2
�
Cu2CPhen .HO2

�/
�

� ŒCuPhen .HO2
�/�2 :

Monomer of peroxocomplex is an active intermediate compound in the catalysis of
H2O2 decomposition [6].

Stability data on certain metal peroxocomplexes are given in Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2 Stability constants of transition metals belonging to the first period peroxocomplexes

Peroxocomplex Stability constanta, (L/mol) Determination method Reference

ŒFe.HO2/�
2C 2� 109 Spectrophotometrical [41]

ŒCu.HO2/�
C 5� 106 Calculated [42]

ŒMn.Phen/2.HO2/�
C 3:6 � 102 Spectrophotometrical [43]

ŒFe.EDTA/.OH/.HO2/�
3� 1� 104 Spectrophotometrical [44]

ŒFe.EDTA/.O2/�
3� 2:4 � 104 Spectrophotometrical [33]

ŒCoPhen.HO2/�
2C 4:3 � 103 Spectrophotometrical [38]

ŒCoDipy.HO2/�
2C 3� 102 Spectrophotometrical [38]

ŒCoPy.HO2/�
2C 5� 107 Spectrophotometrical [38]

ŒCuPhen.HO2/�
C 6:2 � 106 Spectrophotometrical [43]

ŒCu.NH3/3.HO2/�
C 2� 102 Calculated [42]

ŒCuDipy.HO2/�
C 3� 105 Calculated [42]

ŒCuDipy.HO2/� 1� 109 Calculated [42]
ŒCu.Dipy/2.HO2/�

C 1� 103 Calculated [42]
ŒCuGlycin.HO2/�

C 3� 105 Calculated [42]
ŒCuGystatin.HO2/�

C 4� 104 Calculated [42]
ŒCuImidazol.HO2/�

C 8:9 � 109 Calculated [45]
ŒCu.Imidazol/2.HO2/�

C 2:3 � 109 Calculated [45]
ŒCu.Imidazol/3.HO2/�

C 2:0 � 103 Calculated [45]
aHas been determined in water solutions

2.3 Theoretical Aspects of Catalysis with Metal Complexes

2.3.1 Influence of Complex Formation on Metal Ion Reactivity
and Catalytic Processes Mechanisms (Role of
Coordination in Catalysis)

The complete theory allowing one to predict the change of reactivity of transition
metal ions (manganese, iron, and others) due to complex formation with ligands of
various nature and structure has not yet been elaborated. However, it is known that
complex formation of metal ion with ligand can change its hydrolytical stability,
electrochemical properties, cause a change of electron transfer character (complexes
with partial electron transfer, one- or multi-electron transfer), and change the lability
of metal coordination sphere and the mechanism of redox reactions [6].

Revealing the mechanisms of redox catalysis with metal ions makes it possible to
outline the basic ways of complex formation’s influence on the catalytic properties
of metal ions of transition valency.

2.3.1.1 Effect of Metal Ions’ Hydrolytic Stability Increase

With the pH increase of water solution of M2C salt, part of the M2C ions will pass
into the form of hydroxocomplex MOHC:

M2+ C H2O
Khydr���! MOH+ C H+:
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The consequence of M2C transition into MOHC will be the decrease of redox
potential, since usually KM2C.OH/ > KMC.OH�/, and, therefore,

'ŒM2+ (OH�//M+ (OH�/� D '.M2+ /M+ / � RT ln
KM2+ (OH

�
/

KMC .OH�/

:

Therefore, the rate of reaction:

M2+ C DH� ! MC C DH�

will decline, as the oxidation state M2C will be stabilized and the effective rate
constant 
 will reduce.

If metal hydroxoform has not yet been formed (because of low pH value), then

W D 
 �
M2C�

0
� ŒDH��

and up to pH < pKdissDH2 the rate will grow because of ŒDH�� increase from DH2.
For characteristic complex forming metals, such as Fe(II) and Cu(II), the limit of

their thermodynamic stability is defined by pH value from 3 to 5.
When adding a salt solution of the bidentate ligand LH2 to the metal, at low pH,

the dominant forms in the solution are LH2; LH�, and M2C. With increase of pH
and ligand excess, the share of other complexes will increase: LH2; LH�, and M2C
which at high enough pH value may be hydrolyzed, forming the hydroxocomplexes
LMOHC; LM.OH/2, and L2M.OH/2, and two nuclear (polynuclear) complexes:

2LMOHC � L2M2.OH/2C2 :

Colloidal or residual M.OH/2 will be formed in the presence of a ligand at higher pH
values than in its absence. Obviously, the higher the stability constant of M2C with
L, the higher the pH values that promote the residual metal hydroxide formation. It
means that the pH of a solution can be increased to higher values and the solution
homogenity may be kept. But at higher pH, the ŒDH�� will be increased, resulting
in a considerable increase of the reaction rate W D 
ŒM2C� � ŒDH��. Therefore, the
first factor of influence of complex formation on metal ions’ catalytic properties is
the preservation of the system’s homogenity at higher pH by the prevention of metal
ions’ aggregation and their exclusion from the reaction area.

2.3.1.2 Change of Metal Electrochemical Properties Due to Complex
Formation

Due to complex formation, the redox potential of the metal ion will be changed.
Varying the number and nature of ligands makes it possible to change its value
within wide limits .� �1=C 1:5 eV/, leaving the nature of M2C constant.
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Usually the initial stage of catalysis is a stage of substrate activation, resulting
in the formation of reactionary substrate particles characterized by low equilibrium
constants. In general, the activation stage can be presented as follows:

I. LM2CDH2

k1

�
k2

LMC C DHC HC �
�Go

I

�
:

Further, the active substrate particle DH� (electron donor) will interact with LM2C
with high rate constant:

II. LM2C CDH� ! LMC C HC C D
�
�Go

II

�
:

With the substrate activation stage to be repeated again and again, another A oxidant
is to be introduced into the system (electron acceptor) transforming LMC into
LM2C:

IIa: LMC C A! LM2C C A� �
�Go

IIa

�
:

Thus, to estimate the influence of complex formation on the metal ion’s catalytic
properties, not only the reaction of substrate DH� activation reaction (I) should be
considered but also the catalytic cycle of reactions:

I: LM2C C DH2 ! LMC CDH� C HC �
�Go

I

�

IIa: LMC C A
HC

��! LM2C C AH� �
�Go

IIa

�

DH2 C A! DH� C AH� �Go
a

Here, �Go
a D �Go

I C �Go
IIa is a change of free energy describing brutto-process.

�Go
a is defined by the nature of the substrate pair .DH2 C A/, and �Go

I and �Go
IIa

values by the choice of catalyst. Thus, the reversible process appears, yielding the
catalyst regeneration and its recurrence again and again:

DH2

LM2+ M+.

A

Hence, for each substrate pair, an optimal complex catalyst could be found by
varying the ligand surrounding the metal ion.

The most active catalyst will be that which equally rapidly oxidizes DH2 and
reduces A by reactions I and IIa. This can be achieved by altering the ligand
surrounding the central metal ion.
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2.3.1.3 Change of Electron Transfer Character (One- or Many-Electron)
on Complex Formation

In a number of cases of complex formation, the stabilization of metal oxidation
degree will be observed to differ from the initial one by two units. It can be done
either by two consecutive one-electron transfers:

MzC C DH� ! M.z�1/C C DH�

M.z�1/C C DH� ! M.z�2/C CDH�

or as a result of simultaneous two-electron transfer:

M.z�2/C C A
HC

��! MzC C AH�;

i.e., in the case of reaction without substrate radicals’ formation. This case was con-
sidered as an example of the reaction mechanism in the system Fe3C�TETA�H2O2,
in which a two-electron transfer stage appears [46]:

Fe.II/TETAC H2O2 ! Fe.IV/TETA:

In general, in the case of a multistage process described by a number of one-electron
stages, redox potentials of each stage are unequal and the presence of oxidizer (or
reducer) is needed in order to perform the process, with a “power” equal to the most
difficult energy stage (for example, the stage IIa to provide the reversible redox
cycle).

If many electron processes may be realized in one stage, their redox potential,
being the average of the potentials of each one-electron stage, will be lower than
that necessary for the most difficult stage.

Thus it is possible to use a weaker oxidizer (reducer) and to save energy (as used
for the work of metal enzymes). In this case, the catalyst can play a role of original
“switch” of a one-electron mechanism into a multielectron one, accepting from the
electron donor DH2 the electrons one by one and giving some of them back to the
substrate (acceptor A).

When such a switching of the one-electron mechanism into a multielectron one
occurs, the redox potential of the catalyst (connected with the change of its oxidation
number) must not be essentially changed. This is assured by the fact that the catalyst
represents a cluster or multinuclear complex compound including some weakly
bound metal ions, able to participate in the electrons exchange. Reacting with an
external reducer, such a catalyst can accept electrons one by one, not significantly
changing its redox potential. Then in the reaction with the substrate, which is in the
coordination sphere of the complex, the transfer of two or several electrons occurs
simultaneously. Thus, substrate radicals are not generated, and final products will
be formed at once:

DH2 C A
2e�

��! DC AH2:
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Thus, the selectivity of the redox reaction will be sharply increased. As the
multinuclear complex compounds canvary considerably, the routes of reactions can
be different.

2.3.1.4 Complex Formation Can Change the Lability of the Metal
Coordination Sphere

The lability of the metal coordination sphere represents the replacement rate of a
solvent molecule by one substrate molecule. Lability of a metal ion is characterized
by the rate constant of the above-mentioned replacement. When the aqua ion of
metal interacts with the substrate in accordance with the outer-sphere electron
transfer mechanism:

the increase of the metal coordination sphere lability as the result of complex
formation with the ligand can change the mechanism into the inner sphere one,
and lead to an increase of the effective rate constant:

LMzC
aq C SH2 ! LsMzC � SH2 C aq:

An example of the same sort is the coordination sphere lability change with the
transition from Fe3Caq to Fe3CEDTAaq. The theory of complex formation influence
on the lability of metal ion coordination sphere is poorly developed.

2.3.1.5 Complex Formation Influence on the Change of Redox Reaction
Mechanisms

The mechanism of redox reactions can be changed with the transition from M3C
aq

ion catalysis to catalysis by LMzC complex.
The simplest mechanism is the ion–molecular one:

DH2 � DH� C HC

1. DH� CMC � .DHM/.z�1/C ! .DM/.z�2/C C HC ! DCM.z�2/C;

2. M.z�2/C C A � .MA/.z�2/C HC

� .MAH/.z�1/C ! MzC CAH�;

AH� CHC � AH2.

It can be presented either as a sequence of two fast one-electron transfers, or as one
two-electron transfer. This mechanism, which does not include substrate radicals
in catalytic cycles of transformations, represents the greatest technological interest,
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since it is the mechanism of selective catalysis. Complex formation of metal ion with
appropriate ligands favors the display of this mechanism, as it either brings two or
several metal ions together via the ligand, thus creating the conditions of collective
and simultaneous two- or many-electrons transfer, or changes the electron density
on the metal, so that two electron transfers can easily proceed.

Other mechanisms are radical and radical-chain ones, when metal oxidation
number changes by one unit. With such one-electron transfer, the redox reaction
proceedswith some difficulty.

A large number of reactions of metal ions of different oxidation numbers with
the initial DH2 and A, and also reactions between free radicals and metal ions, are
chemically possible [6]:

1. M2C C DH� ! MC CDH�,
2. MC C A! M2C C A��,
3. DH� CDH� ! DC DH2,
4. AH� CAH� ! AC AH2,
5. DH� CAH� ! DC AH2,
6. DH� CA! DC AH�,
7. M2C C DH� ! MC C DC HC,
8. MC C AH� ! M2C C AH�,
9. M2C C A�� ! MC C A,

10. MC C DH� ! M2C C DH�,
11. AH� CDH2 ! AH2 C DH�.

Stages 4, 5, 8, and 11 result in the formation of the reaction product AH2.AH�/,
and only in stage 11 does the regeneration of the active intermediate particle DH�
proceed, and due to it the radical-chain mechanism can be realised.

With the transition from MzC
aq to MzCL, the electron density value on MzC will

be changed. If these changes are not significant, they will promote one-electron
transfer and the opportunity of radical or radical-chain mechanism. Therefore, the
results of quantum-chemical calculations [for example, made by the method of
MO LCAO in the approximation of Mulliken–Wolfsberg–Helmholtz (MWH) of the
stage of catalytic redox reaction’s initiation] sometimes help to find not only the
direction and size of charge transfer, but also the effects of the ratio between HOMO
and lowest free molecular orbital (LFMO) levels of the catalyst and substrate and
the possible course of the process (see Chap. 4). These are major factors of complex
formation influence on the metal-catalyst ion.

2.3.2 Qualitative Model of the Theory of PCT Complexes

As was previously shown, complex formation in catalytic redox systems and
processes plays an extremely important role. As a rule, a result of complex formation
is charge transfer. On the analysis of charge transfer processes, the inner-sphere
reactions of electron exchange have been considered more often. There are little
data available about the kinetics of inner-sphere electron transfer, though these
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processes represent the greatest interest for catalytic redox reactions. An attempt
was undertaken to create, at least on a qualitative level, the theoretical model of an
inner-sphere electron transfer reaction in polar medium, taking as an example the
general consideration of a bimolecular redox reaction with intermediate complex
formation [47]:

AC De� � .AD/e� ! Ae� C D;

where A is the acceptor, De� the donor of PCT, and .AD/e� the intermediate
complex with PCT.

In inner-sphere reactions, the products occur not as a result of proper electron
transfer but as a result of dissociation of the above-mentioned intermediate complex.
During electron transfer over distances shorter than those of Van-der Waals .�<
5A/, the dielectric permeability of solvent decreases and the role of Coulomb’s
interaction increases. The reduction of distance R in inner-sphere transfer results
in the decrease of solvent reorganization energyEs. Thus, the quantitative model of
inner-sphere electron transfer has been proposed.

The limiting case whenEs ! 0 was considered, when the intermediate complex
formed can be disintegrated either into to initial particles, being in the basic state
N, or to electron transfer products only on complex dissociation from the electron-
exited state E:

AC De� �
�
.AD/N

e� � .AD/E
e��

� Ae� C D:

An intermediate complex .AD/e� is represented thus as the “superposition” of two
states:

.AD/e� D .ADe� $ Ae�D/:

The stages of two-electron transfer were considered similarly. In this case, in
contrast to inner-sphere transfer, whereas for inner-sphere reactions the probability
of electron transfers between the terms corresponds to the states without transfer
AD2e� and two-electron charge transfer AD2e is close to one. The structure of the
formed complex can also be represented as a superposition of the states A and D
differing by two electrons:

.AD/2e� D .AD2e� $ A2e�D/:

Similarly, as well as for one-electron transfer, the dissociation of this complex from
two-electron exited state occurs at two-electron transfer:

AC D2e� �
h
.AD/N

2e� � .AD/E
2e�i

� A2C C D:

Further simplification of the model involves the assumption that spontaneous
transitions between basic- and electron-exited complex states proceed much faster
than complex dissociation into the initial reagents or the products of electron
transfer. The basic postulates of this model of inner-sphere electron transfer have
been formulated. The existence of several conformation states of the initial products
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and the products of electron transfer is possible, this fact opening an opportunity
for the interpretation of properties and reactivity of metal complex ions in various
conformations and redox transformations. The consequences of this qualitative
model of inner-sphere electron transfer have been formulated.

If a third particle takes part in the interaction with intermediate complex, triple
(or multicomponent) charge transfer complexs can be formed.

This model was applied to the inner-sphere transfer reactions with metal complex
ions participation. Thus inner-sphere reactions of metal ions in reduced form
.MC/ with two-electron acceptor (A) or metal ions in oxidized form .M2C/ or
superoxidized one .M3C/ with two-electron donor .D2�/ can be of two types—with
the resulting one and two-electron transfer:

where CN and CE are basic and electron-exited states of the appropriate intermediate
charge transfer complex. The expression for rate constant of the resulting electron
transfer is as follows:

kel. D kf � k0
f �Kel.

kf C k0
f �Kel.

;

whereKel: is the equilibrium constant of the given redox reaction.
It is shown in this model that the binary intermediate complexes can be of

four types—with inner-sphere one- and two-electron transfer, with superposition
of structures:

.MA/I
C D .MCA$ M2CA�/;

.MA/II
C D .MCA$ M3CA2�/;

MD D .M2CD2� $ MCD��/;

MDC D .M3CD2� $ MCD/:

With these complexes, interaction with redox ligand or with other metal ions, the
formation of triple charge transfer complexes of various types is possible, and also
of binuclear charge transfer ones.

Creation of a qualitative theoretical model allows the final result to be obtained
(for example, the rate constant of the resulting electron transfer Kel:) without
performing difficult (and frequently inexact) quantum-chemical calculations, this
fact being important and practically valuable. Within the framework of this model,
it is possible to discuss the various phenomena of metal-complex redox catalysis.
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Using various experimental data obtained earlier, the proposed theoretical model
of inner-sphere electron transfer was confirmed. For example, in the case of
the reaction proceeding with intermediate formation of binuclear charge transfer
complex, the resulting process can be represented as follows:

.CuDFH/C C Cu2C ! 2CuC C DKCHC;

where DFH2 is dihydroxyfumaric acidand DK diketosuccinic acid. The experimen-
tal values of rate constant of this reaction make 10.5 L/mol s. Calculated value
kel. D k0

f exp.��Gel=RT/ � 15 l/mol s is in accordance with the experimental data.
Numerous confirmations of the model and its various aspects were obtained on the
study of elementary interaction mechanisms of O2 and H2O2 with metal ions in the
reduced form and ions in the oxidized form with hydrogen peroxide, ascorbic acid,
its analog—dihydroxyfumaric acid—and also catechins [48].

All the aforesaid shows that the model and the concept of PCT can be
successfully applied for the analysis of different aspects of metal complex ions’
redox transformations.

2.4 General Principles of Redox Catalysis Mechanisms
Determination

2.4.1 Possible Mechanisms of Catalytic Redox Systems
FezC

aq�H2O2 and FezCLn�H2O2

The display of any function of metal is more or less dependent on the electron struc-
ture of the metal ion, and on its change during coordination with ligand or substrate.
The detailed consideration of the results of system Fe2Caq–H2O2 (Fenton’s reagent)
and LnFe2C–H2O2 study, and also the mechanisms of the appropriate processes is
available in the form of a critical review [6, 10, 48]. According to these and other
data of kinetic regularities, study of H2O2 decomposition in the system Fe2C–H2O2

made it possible to determine the rate constants of elementary stages and acid-basic
equilibria of various reactions in the system Fe2C–H2O2 (Table 2.3) [49], but also
has enabled development of the various schemes of H2O2 catalytic disintegration
mechanisms.

General experimental data [10], partially given in Table 2.3 and Scheme 2.2
[49], made it possible not only to establish possible elementary stages of H2O2

decomposition by Fe2C aqua ions but also their sequence depending on the
experimental conditions.
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A. Processes with Fe2+ participation

B. Processes with Fe3+ participation

C. Processes  with  OH·, HO2· (O2·
–) participation (besides those given above)

D. Processes with Fe4+ participation

SO4H
10. Fe2+ + HO2

– + H2SO4 Fe + H+,
OOH

11. Fe2+SO4 + H2O2 FeSO4(H2O2),

SO4H
+ H2O + O2,Fe

OH

SO4H
12. Fe + H2O2

OOH

13. Fe2+ + OH· Fe3+ + OH–,

14. Fe2+ + HO2· Fe3+ + HO2
–,

17. [Fe2(OH)2]
2+ + H2O2 [Fe2(OH)2]

4+ + 2OH–;

1. Fe2+ + H2O2 Fe3+ + OH· + OH–,

2. Fe2+ + H2O2 FeO2+ + H2O,

3. Fe2+ + H2O2 Fe4+ + 2OH–,

5. FeOH+ + H2O2 FeO2+ + H2O + OH–,

4. FeOH++ H2O2 Fe3+ + OH· + 2OH–,

7. (H2O)5Fe(H2O2)
2+ (H2O)4(OH–)FeO2+ + H2O,

6. (H2O)5Fe(H2O)2+ + H2O2 (H2O)5Fe(H2O2)
2+ + H2O,

8. (H2O)5Fe(H2O2)
2+ – H+

(H2O)5(OH–)Fe3+ + OH·,

19. Fe3+ + O2·
– Fe2+ + O2;

18. Fe3+ + HO2· Fe2+ + H+ + O2,

15. Fe2+(H2O2)(HO2) Fe2+(HO2·)(HO+) + OH–,

Fe3+(HO2·)(HO·),16. Fe2+(HO2·)(HO+)

20. OH· + H2O2 HO2· + H2O,

21. HO2· + H2O2 O2 + H2O + OH·;

22. FeO2+ + H2O2 Fe2+ + O2 + H2O,

9. (H2O)5Fe(H2O2)
2+ + Fe2+(H2O)6

– H+
2(H2O)5Fe2+(OH–) + H2O,

E. Acid-alkali equilibrium

23. Fe4+ + OOH– Fe2+ + O2 + H+,

24. Fe4+ + HO2
– FeOOH3+ Fe3+ + HO2·,

25. (H2O)4(OH–)Fe2+O + H2O (H2O)4(OH–)2Fe3+ + OH·,
26. (H2O)4(OH–)Fe2+O + Fe2+ 2Fe3+(OH–)(H2O)5,

27. Fe4+ + Fe2+ 2Fe3+,

28. FeO2+ + H2O2 HO2· + OH–+ Fe3+;

29. Fe2+ + H2O FeOH+ + H+,

30. 2Fe2+ + 2H2O Fe(OH)2
2+ + 2H+,

31. H2O2 HO2
2- + H+,

32. HO2· H+ + O2·
–,

33. (H2O)5Fe2+(H2O2)
2+ (H2O)4(OH–)Fe(H2O2)

2+ + H+.

Scheme 2.2 Reactions related to H2O2 disintegration process in the system Fe2Caq–H2O2 [10]
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Table 2.3 Rate constants of elementary stages and acid–basic equilibrium in the system
Fe2C�H2O2

Reaction Constantaa References

Fe2C C H2O2 ! Fe3C C OH� C OH� 68 [48]
76.5 [49]
62 [50]
53 [51, 52]
58 [53]
66 [54]
79 [27]
49.5 [55]
73 [56]
76 [57]
56.2 [58]
41.7 [59]
61.7 [60]
60.3 [61]
50.1 [62, 63]

Fe2C C OH� ! Fe3C C OH� 2:6 � 108 [64]
5:1 � 108 [65]
3� 108 [57, 66]
5� 108 [67]
3:2 � 108 [67–69]
2:5 � 108 [70]
2:7 � 108 [71]
3:3 � 108 [72]

Fe2C C HO2
� ! Fe3C C HO2

� 7:2 � 105 [73]
1:5 � 106 [74]

Fe3C C OH� ! Fe4C C OH� 7:9 � 107 [10, 70]
OH� C H2O2 ! HO2

� C H2O 4:5 � 107 [64]
1:7 � 107 [65]
3� 107 [70]

OH� C OH� ! H2O2 5:3 � 109 [57]
5:02 � 109 [75]
8� 109 [64]
6� 107 [76]

OH� C O2
�� ! OH� C O2 1� 1010 [10, 70]

OH� C HO2
� ! H2O C O2 1:4 � 010 [10, 70]

HO2
� C HO2

� ! H2O2 C O2 1:9 � 106 [77]
2:2 � 106 [78]
8:1 � 105 [79]

O2 �� CO2 �� HC�! O2 C HO2
� < 0:35 [67]

HO2
� C O2

�� ! HO2
� C O2 8:5 � 107 [67]

HO2
� C H2O2 ! H2O C O2 C OH� 0.2 [10]

3.7 [10]
.H2O/4.OH�/Fe2C.H2O2/ ! .H2O/4.OH�/FeO2C C H2O 3� 105 [80]
.H2O/5Fe.H2O2/

2C ! .H2O/5.OH�/Fe3C C OH� 2:8 � 103 [80]
(continued)
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Table 2.3 (continued)

Reaction Constantaa References

.H2O/5Fe.H2O2/
2C C Fe2C.H2O/6 ! 2.H2O/5 3� 105 [80]

Fe3C.OH�/C H2O

Fe2C C O2
��

HC�! Fe3C C HO2
� 7:3 � 105 [73]

Fe3C C H2O2 ! Fe2C C HO2
� C HC 9:1� 10�7 [81]

Fe3C C H2O2 � FeHO2
2C C HC 2� 10�3 [82]

Fe3CHO2
� ! Fe2C C HO2

� 2� 10�3 [83]
1:6� 10�3 [48]

FeHO2
2C C FeOH2C ! 2Fe2C C H2O C O2 5 [48]

Fe3C C HO2
� ! Fe2C C H C O2 7:3 � 105 [73]

2:1� 106 [84]
3:3� 105 [58]

Fe3C C O2
�� ! Fe2C C O2 4� 108 [76]

1:29 � 109 [84, 85]
1:1� 109 [83]
5� 107 [58]
1:9� 109 [74]

H2O2 � HO2
� C HC 2:63 � 10�12 [86]

HO�

2 � HC C O2
�� 3:55 � 10�5 [87]

HO�

2 C HC � H2O2
C .3:16=3:98/ � 10�5 [77, 78]

OH � O�� C HC 1:02 � 10�12 [88]
Fe2C C OH� � FeOHC K D 3:63� 105 [89]
Fe3C � FeOH2C C HC 2� 10�3 [90]

1:4� 10�3 [91]
1:83 � 10�3 [92]

.H2O/5Fe2C.H2O/C H2O2 � .H2O/5Fe.H2O2/
2C C H2O 1:8� 10�2 [80]

.H2O/5Fe.H2O2/
2C � .H2O/4.OH�/Fe.H2O2/

2C C HC 6� 10�5 [80]
Fe2C C HO�

2 � FeHO2
2C 2:1� 106 [84]

aRate constants are given in L/mol s, disintegration constants in s�1, and equilibrium constants in
mol/L

The following set of sequential stages in the system Fe2Caq–H2O2 is considered
to be generally accepted (stage numbering is in accordance with Scheme 2.2) [93].

1. Fe2C C H2O2 ! Fe3C C OH� C OH�,
13. Fe2C C OH� ! Fe3C COH�,
20. OH� CH2O2 ! HO2

� C H2O,
14. Fe2C C HO2

� ! Fe3C C HO2
�,

18. Fe3C C HO2
� ! Fe2C C HC C O2,

19. Fe3C C O2
�� ! Fe2C C O2.

Such a set of stages will be realized under certain conditions: 0:5 < Œ.H2O2//
.Fe2C/� < 200; pH > 2. The process of H2O2 disintegration proceeds according
to the ion-radical cyclic mechanism up to the ratio ŒH2O2�=ŒFe2C� � 3 � 106 (the
equality of rates of initiation and chain continuation stages is characteristic for this
mechanism), and in the case ŒH2O2�=ŒFe2C� > 3 � 106—according to the radical-
chain mechanism [only under these conditions that is it possible to reveal precisely
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the stages of chain initiation reaction (1), continuation (20, 21), and breakage (18
and/or 19)].

In the Ruff’s system .Fe3Caq–H2O2/H2O2, decomposition, catalyzed by Fe3C
aqua-ions, proceeds by radical-chain mechanism in acid medium at pH � 2 (this
and other mechanisms are considered in detail in [10]). Basic experimental proofs
of this mechanism are based on (1) inhibiting action of various organic substances
[42, 48, 74, 83, 94–102], (2) generation in the given system of OH� radicals
[100, 101, 103–110] and/or O2

� [42, 83, 94–96, 102, 110], and (3) experimental
data proving the presence of one-electron transfer stages which include the redox
cycle: Fe3C , Fe2C [42,48,105,111]. The supporters of ion-molecular mechanism
of H2O2 disintegration in Ruff’s system [41, 82, 112–119] give as the main proof
the data on various intermediate compounds formation and in particular that
of peroxocomplex FeHO2

2C [84, 118–121]. However, the formation of such an
intermediate does not contradict (as shown in [10]) the process running by the
radical-chain mechanism.

It was proved qualitatively and quantitatively [42] that, from all possible
reactions of H2O2 decomposition in Ruff’s system, only a definite sequence of
stages is actually realized, as presented in Scheme 2.2. This scheme is considered
to be generally accepted for the description of H2O2 decomposition mechanism by
Fe3C aqua-ions (radical-chain mechanism).

The nature of ligand interaction with the transition metal ion renders great
influence on the mechanism of H2O2 decomposition that can be seen from Table 2.4
(Table 2.4 is taken from [49]).

Ligands coordination with transition metal ions (in particular, with Fe3C ions)
results in many cases in the acceleration of H2O2 decomposition [10, 42, 46, 132–
137]. The greatest activity in H2O2 disintegration reaction is displayed by iron(III)
cations with triethyleneamine (so-called inorganic catalase) [6].

The mechanisms of H2O2 decomposition by coordinative compounds of Fe(III)
are various: radical chain (I), ion molecular (II), and chain nonradical (III). The
general scheme of mechanisms in the systems Fe3C.Fe2C/–ligand–H2O2 is given in
Scheme 2.3 (the scheme and explanatory material are taken from [6] and [49]).

Such a mechanism is realized in the systems Fe3C–Dipy–H2O2 [10, 122, 137],
Fe3C–EDTA–H2O2 [138, 139], Fe3C�H2LH�H2O2 [10, 57], Fe3C–acidic
chromium dark-blue–H2O2 [48], Fe3C–ethylenediamine–H2O2 [140], Fe3C–
glutamic acid–H2O2, and some other systems [141, 142].

In cycle II, basic processes do not include the reactions with the participation of
OH� and O2

�� radicals. The stage of two-electron transfer takes place:

L’Fe2C �2e�

�
C2e�

L0Fe4C
:

This mechanism is realized, for example, in the case of H2O2 decomposition
by coordination compounds of Fe3C with triethylenetetramine [10, 46, 137] and
hystidine [10, 126, 143–145].

In cycle III, ionic- and diperoxocomplexes will be formed. The oxidation degree
of iron(III) compounds is not changed and OH� and HO2

� .O2
��/ radicals are
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H2O2 H2O2         OH
OH–

Fe4+L¢
Fe3+L¢¢¢HO2 III Fe3+L¢¢¢HO2

–H2O2

Fe3+L¢¢¢
II

HO2
– O2, H2O

L¢¢¢ O2, H
+ H2O2

Fe3+L¢¢ Fe3+ + L¢ Fe3+L¢¢

HO2
– HO2

–

HO2                              2OH –

HO2                                 HO2

Fe2+L¢¢¢
O2, H

+

I
H2O2

H2O2

OH⋅⋅ HO2 Fe2+L¢
Fe3+L¢¢ OH–

OH⋅⋅ H2O

Scheme 2.3 Generic mechanisms of hydrogen peroxide decomposition with Fe(III) coordination
compounds

not generated into the reaction medium. Such a mechanism is observed on H2O2

decomposition by Fe3C complexes with 40; 400; 4000-tetrasulfophthalocyanine [131],
N;N 0-bis-(2-methylenepyridyl)-ethylenediamine [146], and tetrapyridyl [146].

Complex formation of various ligands with Fe2C results in the increase of its
activity in the reactions of hydrogen peroxide disproportioning (if pH value changes
thus to the favorable one), and the process of homogeneous H2O2 disintegration can
proceed in weakly acid and neutral media. The oxidizing agent of Fenton’s type can
be obtained by introducing the ligand into the system Fe2C�H2O2 for the organic
substances hydroxylation in weakly acid—and in some cases neutral—media. The
nature of ligand and pH of the medium considerably changes the mechanism of
H2O2 disproportioning in the systems Fe2C–ligand–H2O2. In many cases, mainly in
weakly acid media (Table 2.4), on complex catalyst interaction with H2O2, one-
electron transfer (from catalyst to substrate) takes place, and OH� radicals are
generated in the reaction medium (ion radical or radical-chain mechanism of H2O2

decomposition is realized).
Generation of OH� radical does not always proceed by means of the elementary

stage of H2O2 disintegration. Hydrogen peroxide can form intermediate compounds
of LnFe � H2O2C

2 type, or others, which, depending on conditions, will disintegrate
with the formation of OH� radical, or the process will proceed via the formation of
compounds of ferryl-ions type with generation, at the end, of the same OH� radicals.
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However, from the experimental data available at present, one cannot definitely
conclude when this may occur.

In certain cases, especially in neutral media, the process mechanism includes
the stages of two-electron transfer. It can be considered that ligands influence on
ions catalytic activity in the reactions of hydrogen peroxide disproportionation is
frequently connected to the initial redox potential. Therefore, to reveal the major
factors influencing the catalytic activity of a number of Fe2C complexes and that
of other transition metals in the reactions of H2O2 disintegration, first of all it is
necessary to find out the character of interrelation between the values of redox
potential and catalytic activity of Fe2C complexes using various nitrogen- and
oxygen-containing compounds as ligands.

In the case of introduction of the ligand into the system Fe2C�H2O2 the
following types of its influence on the process are possible:

1. The reducing capacity of Fe2C ions considerably increases in the forming
complex, which results in essential enhancing of the reaction rate of catalyst
interaction with H2O2. At the same time, such ligands stabilize the oxidation
state of Fe3C, and Fe3C complexes will not react with hydrogen peroxide
(or the peroxide particles radicals). In such cases, the oxidation of complex-
bound Fe2C into Fe3C actually occurs in the system Fe2C–ligand–H2O2 and the
disproportioning process thus ceases1 (i.e., the catalysis of H2O2 disintegration
should not be considered).

2. Another possible variant of Fe2C complexes interaction with H2O2 is that the
direct reaction

(a) LFe2C C H2O2 ! LFe3C C OH
� C OH� proceeds with extremely slow

rate, and the reverse one (b) LFe2C C HO2� ! LFe2C C HO2� will be
realized rather effectively. In such systems, the process of H2O2 catalytic
disproportioning is limited by the stage (a) and practically does not take place.

3. The rate of direct and reverse reactions will be increased, i.e., redox cycles will
be formed in the system:

Fe2C H2O2

� LFe3C:

The scheme of the aforementioned process mechanism involves many stages, and
only in such cases is catalytic disproportioning of H2O2 by Fe2C coordination
compounds realized effectively.

Due to the fact that the choice of quantitative characteristic parameters of the
above-mentioned ligands having an influence on H2O2 disproportioning by Fe2C
aqua ions represents a significant research and practical interest (it opens the way of

1In the consideration in question, the possibility of one-electron transfers realization is taken into
account only, since just such mechanism has been discovered in weakly acid media. At the same
time some conclusions are also acceptable for the cases of two-electron transfers stage realization.
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target choice of a ligand for catalyst obtaining with certain properties), the problem
involved is considered in detail below.

2.4.2 Stages of Revealing Catalytic Redox Reactions
Mechanism (Methodic Aspect2)

The occurrence of numerous new intermediate particles along with the initial
substances and the reaction products during the course of catalytic reactions
brings about great experimental and calculation difficulties in the revealing of
the reaction mechanism. Generation of each of these intermediate particles (free
radicals, intermediate compounds, complexes with changed oxidation degree of the
metal, substrate radicals, and other compounds) is characterized by the equilibrium
constant of elementary rate constant. The set of all these data is necessary for
revealing on a quantitative level (that practically is seldom possible) or even on
a good qualitative level (there are many more examples available) the mechanism
of the catalytic reaction. Actually, in order to study the mechanisms of catalytic
processes it is necessary to determine the structure, stability constant of metal
complexes-catalysts, separate equilibrium constants, initial substances concentra-
tion of the reacting system during process running, oxidation degree of metal
ion, oxidation degree of complex compound, concentrations of final substances,
nature of intermediate compounds formed, intermediate particles (free radicals),
oxidation degree of metal in these intermediate compounds, bond character change
in substrate on complex formation with catalyst, and other parameters. Hence,
the scheme of revealing redox reaction mechanisms occurring in the natural
environment or in model systems, with transition metals complex compounds as
catalysts, is given in Scheme 2.4.

Brief decoding of the six-stage scheme is as follows:

1. Thermodynamic study includes the revealing of structure and stage stability
constants of metal complex compounds as catalysts, determination of each
possible equilibrium which can take place in the reaction medium, calculation
of various complexes’ structures, and revealing the composition of the most
catalytically active metal complexes.

2. Study of formal kinetics including determining of the reaction orders by separate
components and recording the expression for experimental rate as the function
of the parameters determining it .Wexp �/.

3. Defining and studying intermediate compounds and particles which will be
formed during the reactions. This is the central and frequently the most difficult
stage in revealing a reaction mechanism. Thus the change of oxidation degree
of central metal ion of complex compound is revealed, whether the various

2This section is intended basically for the beginning researchers in the field of study of
homogeneous catalytic redox reactions mechanisms.
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4. 
Identification of 
final products of 

the reaction 

5. 
Determination of 
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elementary rate 
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reactions  

6. 
Reaction 
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and  
experimental rate 
comparison with 
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from the scheme. 

1. 
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system 
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3. 
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compounds and 
particles
reactivity

Scheme 2.4 Succession of revealing mechanisms of oxidation–reduction reaction

intermediate compounds will be formed as the result of catalyst interaction with
substrate and oxidant (reducer), appropriate structures and interaction constants
are determined, and various reactionary particles (free radicals) which can be
formed from initial substrates or oxidizers (reducers) are identified. The sequence
of their formation and concentration is defined, as well as interactions with
substrate and other parameters.

4. Identification of final reaction products, their composition, concentration (out-
put), and their influence on conditions of reaction realization (temperature, nature
of solvent, ratio between the initial components), catalyst modification (for
example, change of ligand nature), etc.

5. Definition of equilibrium constants and elementary rate constants of catalytic
process’ separate stages—necessary condition for the elimination of reactions
which do not proceed when processes run in the natural environment or under
the conditions of an experiment simulating a natural process.

6. On the basis of all previous experimental and calculation data, the probable
scheme of a catalytic reaction is to be being considered and the rate constant
may be found using it .Wschem:/. Bodenstain–Semenov’s method of stationary
concentrations can be used for this, for example. At this final stage of research,
the proposed mechanism scheme is checked onWexp : andWschem: comparison. If
the elementary rate constant of at least one mechanism stage is absent, only the
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qualitative reaction mechanism can be revealed. If the elementary rate constants
are known for every stage of the mechanism, it is possible to reveal the principle
quantitative mechanism of the catalytic reaction. It can be done by comparing
the specific rate constant 
 found from the expression for Wexp : with the set of
elementary rate constants found from Wschem:.

Numerous varieties of spectroscopic methods represent the most widespread, conve-
nient, and informative ways of determining many of the aforementioned parameters
and constants characterizing a catalytic redox process. Once the mechanism of a
catalytic reaction is discovered using these methods (more often, in combination
with other methods), it can be used for management of this reactions (in analytical
chemistry, in chemical technology or for environment protection).

The first stage of Scheme 2.4 is a thermodynamic study of the reacting system
involving the catalyst, substrate, and oxidizer in water medium. The catalyst can
be an ion or coordination compound of transition metal (the compounds of iron,
manganese, and copper will be mainly considered, since these compounds more
often act as catalysts both in biochemical reactions and environmental processes).
The substrate (playing simultaneously the role of oxidizer) can be represented by
hydrogen peroxide. This choice (as has already been mentioned) is not random, but
is stipulated by a number of factors [6]:

1. By the exceptional role of H2O2 as substrate and oxidizer in biochemical (see
Chap. 3) and environmental processes (see Chap. 5)

2. By the relative simplicity of hydrogen peroxide
3. By the catalytic disintegration of H2O2 to environmentally friendly molecules of

water and oxygen or to the reactionary radicals HO2
� and OH�

4. By the opportunity of realization (depending on conditions) of basic (ion-
molecular, radical, radical-chain) mechanisms of homogeneous redox catalysis
in the presence of transition metal compounds (as catalysts)

5. By the ease of the concentration’s determination for both initial hydrogen
peroxide and products of its transformation.

Thus, the initial reacting system represents the following:

MzC
aq

�
MzCLn

� � H2O2:

In the solution containing a metal ion and a ligand, the equilibrium is established:

MzC C nL � MzCL � MzCL2 � : : : � MzCLn.I/

The problem arises of finding out which of these forms of complexes is catalytically
active (or the most catalytically active)? With this purpose it is necessary to
determine the possible composition of metal complexes forming in solution, their
preliminary stability constants, and then with the help of these constants to calculate
the shares of the complexes formed .˛i D ŒMLi �=CM/ and to compare their increase
or decrease with process rate changing.
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To determine the composition of metal complexes formed in solution, one of the
variants of Ostromyslensky–Job’s method of continuous changes may be used, in
which optical density is the property which varies with change of metal ion/ligand
ratio (from 0 to 100%) [6]. The optical density maximum at a particular wavelength,
while the metal ion/ligand ratio varies, corresponds to the composition of the
complex compound.

This method is used only when one complex is formed in the system. In the
case of metal complexes of various compositions being formed in the system,
a similar spectrophotometric study should be performed at various wavelengths,
corresponding to the absorption of complexes of various compositions.

There are many experimental and calculation methods for the determination of
formed metal complexes’ consecutive stability constants which are well described
in many works [147–151].

The second stage of Scheme 2.4 is a study of formal kinetics and finding the
expression for experimental rate .Wexp :/ as a function of various parameters (usually
ŒM2C�, [L], ŒH2O2�, [S], ŒHC�). As a rule, kinetic methods of determination of the
order of substances taking part in the reaction and of the effective rate constant
are used.

The third stage of Scheme 2.4 is fixation and research of intermediate compounds
and reactionary particles. In a catalytic redox reaction with O2 or H2O2 participation
in the natural environment (in the atmosphere, water, or soil) various intermediate
particles are formed during its intermediate stages, including oxygenated metal
complexes, peroxocomplexes, metal complexes in which metals are in higher or
lower oxidation degrees than the initial metal ions, free radicals of oxidizer (HO2

��
or OH� radicals), and substrate free radicals. Therefore, to reveal the stages of
such catalytic processes, i.e., its mechanism, these intermediate formations, their
concentration, and the sequence of their occurrence in reactionary system should
be identified, where possible. Intermediate stages of the general process frequently
pass very quickly, and are rather reactive while forming compounds. It means that
they cannot always be identified by the usual experimental methods. Frequently they
are detected using special methods of fast reactions study (for example stop flow
method, etc.), or their presence is proved by some indirect method (for example, by
kinetic methods).

An intermediate compound is a substance which exists for from several oscil-
latory periods to several seconds or minutes and interacts selectively with certain
substrates. Intermediate compounds formed can be thermodynamically more or less
stable than the initial substance.

Intermediate compounds can be identified by various methods: spectrophoto-
metrically, EPR, according to kinetic data, etc. To determine the structure and
reactivity of these compounds, different methods can be successfully used: electron
spectroscopy, Roentgen and infrared (IR) spectroscopy, EPR methods.

The study of transition metals’ oxygenated complexes can be considered as an
example of these methods’ utilization. The reaction of the formation of oxygenated
complex can be represented as follows:
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LnMzC C O2 � MzCLn � O2;

where n D 1 or 2. On such coordination, part of the electron density is transferred
from the central metal ion to O2 and, depending on the value of such transfer in the
oxygenated complex, O2 gets the properties of superoxide- or peroxide-ion.

The formation of an oxygenated complex can be proved by spectrophotometric
method. So, on manganese chloride and n-tripropylphosphine dissolving in tetrahy-
drofuran, the violet oxygenated manganese complex will be reversibly formed,
where the manganese has the oxidation number 3C and the oxygen state is close to
superoxide-ion O2

��. Reversibility of this complex was confirmed by the possibility
of realization of numerous oxygenation–deoxygenation cycles.On the basis of
electron, Roentgen electron and IR-spectroscopy, as well as EPR methods, it was
proved that all the ions of 3d-transition metals in low oxidation degrees will form
coordination compounds with suitable ligands capable of being bound reversibly
with O2 [152]. With the help of Roentgen electron spectroscopy methods, it is
possible to determine the distribution of the electron density in the active center of
3d-transition metal complex with O2 and oxidation degree of metal in oxygenated
complex. Thus, complete or partial electron transfer from metal ion to oxygen
molecule is observed.

Mass spectroscopy methods offer the opportunity to investigate the kinetics
and to calculate activation energy of thermal deoxygenation of coordination com-
pounds [153].

Electron spectroscopy gives the information on charge transfer strips (metal–
oxygen), metal–ligand, for example, in the case of oxygenated co-complexes with
various nitrogen-donor and also other ligands. Strips referring can be performed
starting from the simplified scheme of molecular orbitals (MO) for one-nuclear oxy-
genated complex. Spectrophotometric methods enable one to identify oxygenated
metal complexes and to obtain some data on their structures.

The results obtained by EPR allow one to draw qualitative conclusions about
the electron structure of oxygenated metal complexes, in particular to distinguish
low-spin one-nuclear oxygenated complexes from diamagnetic and paramagnetic
two-nuclear complexes, as super thin splitting of the first complexes strongly differs
from that of the second ones.

IR results enable the distinguishing of one-nuclear oxygenated complexes from
appropriate two-nuclear ones, as the frequency of valent fluctuations O�O for the
former usually lies in the range of 1000–1160 sm�1, and for the latter in the range
of 790–910 sm�1. In two-nuclear oxygenated complexes these latter frequencies are
close to the appropriate values describing the peroxide-ion. Thus, the IR-spectra
provide important information on the character of an electron structure of the O2

molecule in oxygenated metal complexes.
Similar oxygenated complexes catalyze many reactions of organic substrates

oxidation by oxygen, as oxygen is already in an activated state in the complex.
So, for example, an oxygenated complex with o-phenanthroline or diethyl amine
catalyzes the reaction of hydrazine oxidation [152].
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Many reactions of 3d transition metals oxygenate complexes in solution or
on matrixes, which realize substrates oxidation, proceed catalytically. Therefore,
oxygen activation through the formation of oxygenated metal complex and catalytic
oxidation of various organic substances is rather widespread in the processes, for
example, of fresh water self-purification under the action of photocatalysis and with
the participation of air oxygen.

Another ecologically important reaction is the catalytic oxidation of SO2 by
oxygen in the presence of complex compounds of cobalt(II) and manganese(III)
with the derivatives of phthalocyanine and porphyrin,respectively.

Using metal porphyrins .MezCP/ as catalysts of S(IV) oxidation to S(VI) in the
treatment of emitted industrial gases has shown good prospects for the given method
[154, 155]. Pulse microsecond radiolysis with spectral registration of intermediate
products makes it possible to watch the intermediate particles ion radical generation
and their subsequent transformation [156]. The reaction of SO2 catalytic oxidation
by oxygen was studied in the presence of catalysts—cobalt tetrasulfophthalocya-
nine [Co(II)TSP] and manganese tetratolylporphyrin [Mn(III)TTP]. Intermediate
compounds in these systems were determined spectrophotometrically. The stage
of initiation is the reducing of MzCP; O2, or MzCP: : :O2. The catalyst .MzCP/
promotes the co-ordination and direct O2 reduction to peroxide ions O2�

2 , and also
generation of substrate active form (radicals HSO3

�, being the initiators of S(IV)
self-oxidation).

The spectral electrochemical method allows one to prove the formation of a
number of free radicals and intermediate particles appearing in Scheme 2.4. In
the absence of catalyst Co(II)TSP, the O2 spectrum has maximum adsorption at
	 D 250 nm. Introduced 1�10�5 M Co(II)TSP into the system made the adsorption
maximum shift by 260 nm and correspond to the formation of intermediate super-
oxide complex Co.II/TSP: : :O2

�. Somewhat earlier, the formation of Co(II)TSP
structures was registered spectrophotometrically. Therefore, the following reaction
is possible:

Co.II/TSP : : :O2 C e�
solv: ! Co.II/TSP : : :O��

2 :

Further, the superoxide complex was turned into the peroxide one:

Co.II/TSP : : :O��
2 ! Co.III/TSP : : :O2�

2

with 	max D 350 and 670 nm, characteristic for complex Co(II)TSP. Similar
superoxide and peroxide complexes were registered spectrophotometrically. If
another catalyst—Mn(III)TTP—is introduced into the system, oxo-, superoxide,
and peroxide complexes Mn.III/TTP: : :O2; Mn.III/TTP: : :O2

�� and Mn(IV)TTP
: : :O2�

2 will be formed, respectively. Further, spectrophotometry showed the for-
mation of complex SO2: : :Co.II/TSP: : :O2 if more SO2 is added to the system.
Thus, SO2 interacts with peroxocomplex till sulfate ion formation according to two
probable mechanisms:
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Co.III/TSP : : :O2�
2 C SO2 ! Co.III/TSPC SO2�

4 ;

Co.III/TSP : : :O2�
2 C HSO3

� ! Co.III/TSPC SO2�
4 COH�;

Co.III/TSP : : :O2�
2 C SO2�

3

H2O��! Co.III/TSPC SO2�
4 C 2OH�

or
SO2 : : :Co.II/TSP : : :O2 C e�

solv: ! SO2 : : :Co.II/TSP : : :O2
� !

! SO2 : : :Co.III/TSP : : :O2�
2 ! Co.III/TSPC SO2�

4 :

Thus, the pathway complexity of the environmentally important reaction of SO2

oxidation by oxygen to SO2�
4 .H2SO4/ in the presence of catalyst Co(II)TSP

[and also Mn(III)MP] is proved by spectrophotometrical data of intermediate
oxo-, superoxo-, and peroxocomplexes’ as well as free radicals’ formation and
destruction.

Hydrogen peroxide is another oxidizer frequently participating in natural cat-
alytic and noncatalytic processes. Its activation (as well as that of O2) can also
be carried out by metal coordination to complex with the formation of a more
or less stable peroxocomplexes. As an example, peroxocomplexes may be taken,
intermediate substances being formed during H2O2 catalytic disintegration:

Mn3C C HO2
� ! Mn3C � HO2

� ! Mn2C C HO2�

Intermediate compound Mn3C � HO2
� was detected spectrophotometrically using

the technique of stop–flow at 	 D 470 nm. In the general case, the forma-
tion of numerous peroxocomplexes of different composition is possible in solu-
tion: LnMH2O2

zC; LnMHO2
.z�1/C; LnMO2

.z�2/C; LnM.H2O2/.HO2
��/.z�1/C,

and LnM.H2O2/
2zC. For example, in the system Mn2C–phen–H2O2 yellow–green

peroxocomplex will be formed at 	 D 360 nm having the structure Mn2C W H2O2 D
1 W 1:

ŒMnphen2�
2C C H2O2 ! ŒMnphen2HO2�

C C HC:

Other intermediate particles which appear in the course of redox catalytic reactions
in natural processes can be metal ions or complexes in other oxidation degrees than
the initial metal ion compounds (catalysts). Spectrophotometry or EPR methods are
often used for their detection and the determination of their concentration.

So, for example, Fe2C ions from the bottom sediments are again oxidized by
oxygen which is contained in water. In the case of their binding in complexes, the
latter (that is even more effective) can participate in the generation of intermediate
particles, which then will oxidize the pollutants. Thus, iron ions and complexes play
an important role in natural water self-purification (see Chap. 5). The mechanism of
O2 activation by iron coordination compounds includes the formation of intermedi-
ate oxygen complex [10] and subsequent generation of hydrogen peroxide, free O2

�
and OH� radicals, and iron compounds with oxidation number 3C.
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(FeH2O2)
2+

         H+

Fe2+ + L + H2O

2Fe3++ H2O

LFe3+OH– + OH.

H+

Fe2++ L
2Fe2+

2Fe2+

LFe2+

LFe2+

+ O2 (LFeO2)
2+                    2LFe3++ H2O2

+ H2O2

+ H2O2

2H+

2H+

LFe3++ O2
–

Fe2C ions (or compounds) can be identified and determined quantitatively on the
basis of the specific reaction of Fe2C with o-phenanthroline.

Fe3C ions concentration can also be determined spectrophotometrically in the
presence of dye (xylenol orange) or ammonia rodanin. Thus, for example, in the
case of ammonia rodanin dye, the compound will be formed with 	max D 550 nm
and "550 D 2:66 � 104 L=mol s.

In the case of a catalytic process, the fixation of other oxidation degrees of
metal compound (catalyst) in comparison with the initial state is not always an easy
task, and—sometimes—impracticable. These difficulties become stronger when the
catalytic system activity increases and, as a consequence, the necessity of catalyst
content reduces. Nevertheless, sometimes the formation of higher oxidation degrees
of metal can be detected using spectrophotometrical methods. So, for some systems,
Mn.II/�L�H2O2, the formation of Mn(III) and Mn(IV) compounds can be detected
using this method. Various agents (complexons), benzydine, pyriphosphate, and
gluconate can be used for Mn(III) detection.

The possibility of Mn(III) and Mn(IV) stabilization in the form of their gluconate
complexes in alkaline medium is of peculiar interest [157–159]. Such complexes can
be detected spectrophotometrically—Mn(IV) gluconate complex has the adsorption
peak at 280 nm with " > 104 L=mol s, i.e., it is possible to work with a manganese
concentration of about 10�4 g-ion/L).

However, for example, in the case of catalytic process with manganese com-
pounds’ participation (especially in the environment), the detection of various
manganese oxidation numbers is not always a simple task and is not always possible.
Thus, in the case of carbonates in natural water (in sufficient concentration) and of
hydrogen peroxide in neutral medium (pH 7–8), the system Mn2C–HCO3

�–H2O2

will be formed, in which carbonate complexes of manganese Mn.HCO3/2 are very
effective catalysts of H2O2 decomposition. Thus, free O2

�� and OH� radicals will be
formed, oxidizing the organic pollutants. This process is one of the possible ways
of water reservoirs self-purification. For manganese detection in higher oxidation
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degrees of oxidation than 2C, gluconate is added to the system Mn2C–H2O2 (neutral
medium). In these conditions, unlike those specified above in alkaline medium
[152–159] the formation of manganese(III) gluconate complex .	max D 227 nm/
proceeds slowly.

When the pH value increases to 8, a “hump” appears at 280 nm, along with a
spectrum of manganese(III) gluconate complex, which indicates the beginning of
manganese(IV) gluconate complex formation.

In the case of a more complex system Mn2C–HCO3
�–H2O2, it is also possible

to identify a gluconate complex of Mn(III) and to study the kinetics of its formation
[160].

However, the direct detection of Mn(IV) gluconate complex in neutral medium
is impossible, though this does not mean that this complex cannot appear. It can be
rather quickly recombined with manganese(II) gluconate complex:

LMn.IV/C LMn.II/! 2LMn.III/:

The difficulties of high metal oxidation degrees detection are proportional to their
reactivity in redox catalytic processes in solutions. As an example, the problem of
detection of assumed rather reactive particle—ferryl-ion FeivO2C—in which iron
oxidation degree is 4C can be used (see Chap. 3).

Radicals of oxidizer or substrate are widespread reactive intermediate particles
in redox processes. When hydrogen peroxide or oxygen is the oxidizer in such
processes, HO2

�� and OH� radicals can be generated in the catalytic system
(as already shown above), playing very important roles both in biochemical and
atmospheric processes, and also in the reactions occurring in natural and waste
waters.

For the detection and quantitative definition of free radicals in catalytic redox
reactions, the method of inhibitors is used more often [6]. An inhibitor (In) is
a substance, whose addition into the reaction medium at a concentration much
less than the concentration of substrate results in the essential increasing of the
reaction rate. The action of inhibitors is reduced to the reaction with active
intermediate particles (in particular with free radicals), chain carriers in the radical-
chain mechanism. Interaction of In with free radical R� is the only way of In’s
influence on radical-chain noncatalytic process rate.

In the case of catalysis of redox transformation in solutions by metal ions the
inhibition of the process may proceed in different ways. One of these ways is that
inhibitors are the acceptors of free radicals and metal ions with lower oxidation
numbers than the initial metal ions. For instance, in the case of catalysis by M2C
ions in one-electron transfer mechanism:

M2C C DH� ! MC C DH�;

and further
MC C A! M2C C A��:
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Fig. 2.11 Kinetic curves
character in radical–chain
reaction mechanism

The conclusion of the radical reaction mechanism can be made if MC or free radicals
are detected.

The method of inhibitors can be used for deciding about the radical-chain
mechanism of redox catalysis. In this case, (1) well-defined induction period �
appears, (2) inhibitor consumption in the induction period occurs with constant rate
equal to the inhibition rate Wi .Wi D Winitiation/, (3) increasing of the induction
period is done proportionally to the concentration of inhibitor introduced, and (4)
after the inhibitor’s consumption the initial rate is restored. These attributes of the
radical-chain mechanism are well illustrated in Fig. 2.11.

Here,

WI D Qn � ŒIn�0
�
;

where Qn is the number of radicals interacting with one molecule of inhibitor (usually
D 1 or 2).

The expression
WI D f

�
CM;CL;CSH2;CH

C
, etc:

�

in comparison with Wexp : gives valuable information on the process mechanism.
With the help of spectrophotometric methods, it is possible to determine the

presence of HO2
� .O2

��/ radical since the inhibitor interacting with the free radical
generates a colored compound. For example, if superoxide ion-radical O2

�� is
formed in the system, the specific inhibitor can be TNM ŒC.NO2/4�:

C .NO2/4 C O��
2

kD1:9�109 l/mol s�����������! C.NO2/3
� C O2 C NO2:

The nitrophorm [ion C.NO2/3
�] formed has an electron adsorption strip at 	max D

350 nm.
In the case when OH� radicals will be formed in the reaction, the spectro-

photometric method can also be used for their detection, and paranitrosodimethy-
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laniline as the detector (	max PNDMA D 440 nm; "440 D 3:4 � 104 L=mol s and
kPNDMACOH D 1:25 � 1010 L=mol s) or other detectors.

Then

ŒOH�� D dŒPNDMA�/dt

1:25 � 1010ŒPNDMA�
:

The fourth stage of Scheme 2.4 (the revealing of catalytic redox reactions mech-
anism) deals with the research of forming the final products’ chemical nature and
their quantitative determination. The spectrophotometric method, which can also
be used for these purposes, is based on the difference in the adsorption strips
placement of initial and final substance and on the change of their intensity during
the catalytic reaction. Thus, the final product of the reaction considered above of
TNM interaction with superoxide ion is nitrophorm ion, which is characterized by
the adsorption strip with 	max D 350 nm. Its formation and accumulation kinetics
can be monitored spectrophotometrically.

The fifth stage of Scheme 2.4 is the determination of equilibrium constants and
elementary rate constants.

To get the quantitative characteristics of certain stages of the mechanism, it is
important to know the elementary rate constants of free radicals’ interaction with
all reacting substrates .KRCS/. There are many such constants in the literature,
determined by various methods, and in particular by the method of competing
acceptors (MCA). For example, the rate constant of OH� radicals interaction with
any substrate S.KOHCS/ can be defined by this method by the comparison of
experimentally obtained constants with those available from the literature. For
this purpose, the number of chemically various substrates-acceptors (S) can be
chosen for which the constants of interaction with OH� are known. It is necessary
to investigate their influence on the PNDMA oxidation process in the system
Mn2C�HCO3

��H2O2�PNDMA�S. PNDMA consumption during the reaction
can be followed spectrophotometrically.

The addition of S in certain concentrations results in the clear braking of PNDMA
oxidation rate caused by the competition of S and PNDMA for OH� radicals.
Calculation of KOHCS values is carried out according to the expression:

1

�CPDNMA
D A

�

1C k3ŒH2O2�C k4ŒHCO3
��

k1ŒPNDMA�
C k2ŒS�

k1ŒPNDMA�

�

;

where �CPNDMA is PNDMA concentration change during H2O2 catalytic decom-
position in the presence of certain amount of competing acceptor S and A is the
empirical coefficient identical to studied substances under constant experimental
conditions. It can be determined as a portion on an axis of ordinates of dependence
1=�CPNDMA from [S]/[PNDMA]—the angle of inclination is equal to A � k2=k1. In
the given expression it is necessary to take into account the consumption of OH�
radicals not only in reactions:
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OH� C PNDMA
�1�! decolorizing

�
�1 D 1:25 � 1010 l/mol s

�
; (2.6)

OH� C S
k2�! products: (2.7)

If other substances are present in the water solution besides PNDMA, the OH�
consumption will proceed in many ways, and the appropriate number of rate
constants and substrates concentration should generally appear in the formula for
KOHCS (in this case, k2) calculation. Additional ways of OH consumption in this
system will be:

OH� C H2O2
k3�! HO�

2 C H2O
�
k3 D 1:7 � 107 l/mol s

�
; (2.8)

OH� C HCO3
� k4�! CO��

3 C H2O
�
k4 D 1:5 � 107 l/mol s

�
: (2.9)

Hence, for KOHCS determination at neutral pH, the system Mn2C�HCO3
�

�H2O2�PNDMA�S can be used. Proceeding from methodical reasons, as an
example, the opportunity to determine the elementary rate constant of kOHCS has
been explained in enough detail.

The sixth stage of Scheme 2.4 describing the revealing of a redox reaction
mechanism consists in drawing up the probable scheme of the catalytic reaction
mechanism, reaction rate calculation .Wcalc:/ (using the method of stationary con-
centration), and Wexp : and Wcalc: rates comparison. In the case of concurrence of a
specific rate constant 
with a set of elementary rate constants, and also concurrence
of interacting components by the orders, it can be considered that the reaction mech-
anism was proved quantitatively. Concurrence of Wexp : and Wcalc: only by orders of
interacting components testifies that the mechanism is correct only qualitatively.

Further examples of reactions that can proceed in the environment are given
on a model level. Thus, in waste waters from textile manufactures residual dyes
can be present. The problem of dyes removal or destruction in waste water is
encountered all over the world. Besides, the reactions of oxidation by Ruff’s
system .Fe3C�H2O2/ of organic dyes are important for the development of kinetic
methods of determination of iron micro amounts in weakly acid water. Taking as an
example the destruction (oxidation) of a dye—acid chrome dark blue (ACDB)—by
hydrogen peroxide in the presence of Fe(III) compounds, the method of revealing
the mechanism of this process will be shown. If this mechanism is known, it is
possible to operate this reaction. Certainly, in this .Fe3C�H2O2�ACDB/ and in
other similar systems, the data obtained by other methods (mainly volumometric,
sometimes IR-spectroscopic and EPR) are also used along with the spectrophoto-
metric method. Nevertheless, the adsorption electron spectra frequently provide a
large (or essential) contribution into the revelation of reaction mechanisms.

Oxidation rate in this system is founded on the basis of formal kinetics [10]:

Wexp:
ACDB D 
 � ŒFe3C�0 � ŒACDB�0 � ŒH2O2�0

.1Cm � ŒACDB�0/ � .1C n � ŒH2O2�0/
;
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Scheme 2.5 Electrons transfer stage on the ascorbic acid oxidation with the molecular oxygen in
the presence of Cu(II) and Fe(III) compounds

wherem and n are constant values. By the method of inhibition (as described above,
using spectrophotometric methods), it was found that TNM and PNDMA brake
the reaction of ACDB oxidation, i.e., O2

�� and OH� radicals are generated in the
studied system. On introduction into the reaction medium of TNM and PNDMA
simultaneously, PNDMA is consumed first, and only later the TNM. This testifies
that OH� radicals are generated in the system first, and HO2

�.O2
��/ will be formed

in later stages. ACDB possesses reducing properties and at its interaction with
Fe3C; Fe2C will be formed. The scheme of reaction is as follows (Scheme 2.5):

Such a scheme is confirmed by the following experimental data obtained by the
spectrophotometric method [10]:

– ACBD effectively interacts with Fe3C, reducing it to Fe2C.
– First OH� and then HO2

� radicals will be formed in the system.
– ACDB is oxidized by OH� radicals competitively with H2O2.
– Fe2C ions interact with H2O2, instead of the complex Fe2C with ACBD

that follows from the study of systems Fe3C�ACDB�H2O2(I) and Fe2C �
ACDB�H2O2(II). In system (II), the initial oxidation rate of ACDB is almost
twice as much, as in the case of system (I).

– The number of elementary rate constants has been calculated.

According to the above-mentioned mechanism scheme, using the method of
stationary concentrations, the following expression can be obtained:

W ACBD
cal D

�
�1 � �3

�i

�1/2

� ŒFe3C�0 � ŒH2O2�
0:5
0 � ŒACBD�0

0:5;

which is in qualitative accordance with Wexp. [10].
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Knowledge of catalytic redox reactions’ mechanisms makes it possible to choose
optimal conditions for the analysis of different substances (metal ions, inorganic
and organic substances), including those in natural objects. For analytical scopes,
the spectroscopic methods in catalymetry are especially suitable.

2.5 Mechanisms of Oxide and Peroxide Systems Redox
Transformations Catalysis with Transition Metal
Compounds

2.5.1 Mechanisms of O2 Transformation in Oxide Catalytic
Systems

A detailed consideration of mechanisms of dioxygen transformation (activation) in
solutions was given briefly in Sect. 2.2.2, and also in [129]. Here the focus will be on
separate aspects of this problem and on examples of O2 transformation mechanisms
catalyzed by manganese, iron, cobalt, and copper complexes.

The most favorable conditions for MLn interaction with O2 are provided in
the following cases [129]: first, in tetrahedral or cubic symmetry configuration—
exited states of metal complex with electron configuration d5�d7; second, in D4h

symmetry—strong tetragonal distortion of octahedron (coordination number D 6),
formation of square prism structure (coordination numberD 6) or square pyramids
(coordination number D 5), in the case when energy of one of t2g-orbitals .dxy/

increases, and the energy of one of eg-orbitals .dz2 / is lowered (in case of ions
with electron configuration d3�d10—high-spin, and ions d5�d10—low-spin). Other
types of symmetry distortions can also be efficient (for example, for ions with few
d-electrons). Besides, the formation of a complex of MO2

C (or LMO2
C) type is

also influenced by thermodynamic factors. Mechanisms of interaction of transition
metals compounds of the first line with O2 are considered below.

The mechanism of CuC compounds interaction with O2 in the system
CuC�L�O2 (L D 2; 20-dipyridyl) was studied in some detail in weakly acid,
neutral, and alkaline media. The most complete mechanism of O2 interaction with
CuCL2 (L D 2; 20-dipyridyl) is given in [80, 161] (Scheme 2.6), where indexes
I and II refer to structures MO2C according to Griffith and Pauling, respectively.
The reaction rate in acid and alkaline media is limited by the rate of L2

�
CuO2

C�

I
formation, and in neutral media by the rate of L2

�
CuO2

C�

II. Complex L2
�
CuO2

C�

I
is an oxygen complex of “peroxide” type with equivalent O atoms:

and complex
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Scheme 2.6 Mechanism of O2 interaction with CuCL2

in which oxygen has only partially passed into the form O2
�� radical (complex

of “superoxide” type). CuC aqua ion can similarly form with oxygen complexes
of types I and II, and rate constants of its formation (and also that of oxygenated
dipyridyl complexes) are given in [129]. When an additional ligand [OH�, EDTA,
malonic acid .H2A/, etc.] is introduced into the system where complexes of types I
or II are formed, the reaction of replacement proceeds and the mechanism of CuCL2
autooxidation corresponds to Scheme 2.7 [162].

Mechanism of iron ions and complexes interaction with O2 was also studied in
detail. The sum of kinetic data on auto oxidation of YFe2C (Y D EDTA tetra anion)
can be expressed, for example, by Scheme 2.8 [129], where x is oxidation product
of coordinated EDTA and B� is anion of iron(II) salt. Thus the high value of the
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Scheme 2.7 Mechanism of CuCL2 auto-oxidation

Scheme 2.8 Mechanism of YFe2C auto-oxidation

rate constant of Y.FeO2/
2C peroxide type complex interaction with the second iron

ion (stage 3) is observed.
Complexes of superoxide type with Co2C.d7/ [163–165] and Fe2C.d6/ [166]

with salicylideneimine, porphyrins, and other macrocyclic ligands were obtained,
this fact testified by angles M�O�O in these complexes .118–138ı/; O�O bond
lengths (1.26–1.3 Å) and IR-spectra frequencies .� D 1; 100–1; 150 sm�1/. On
Co2C oxygenation, oxygen complexes of only superoxide type will be formed which
on Co2C ions excess in water solutions will form binuclear peroxocomplexes. Mech-
anism of oxygenation of Co2C complexes in water solutions can be expressed as:

L5Co2CXC O2 � L5CoO2C
2 C X;

L5CoO2C
2 C XCo2CL5

X
� .CoOOCo/2C Y���!

2HC

2L5Co3CYCH2O2;

where X is a bridge ligand.
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According to the PCT concept, binuclear oxygen-containing complexes can be
presented as follows:

Similar two-nuclear peroxocomplexes will form natural O2 carriers—gemetrin
.Fe2C/2 and gemocyanin .Cu2C/2 [167]. Complexes of the same type were also
obtained in the case of Mn2C.d5/ compounds with phthalocyanine [168].

The general scheme of typical formation mechanism (for different metal ions
and complexes) and further transformations of oxygen complexes of metals in the
absence of oxidized substrates under the influence of solvent, ions HC and OH�,
free ligand (L), modifying ligand (BH), or bridge one (X–) can be summarized as
Scheme 2.9 [129].

Scheme 2.9 Typical mechanism of metal complexes formation and transformations
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Considering the reactivity of oxygen complexes of metals, the symmetry of
surrounding ligands should be taken into account (hence the presence of potential-
vacant places in the coordination sphere), the charge of metal ion (provides the
certain value of oxygen redox potential in the composition of complex or facilitates
the breakage of O–O bond), and lability of metal ion coordination sphere (in the
reactions of ligand replacement by substrate and triple complex formation of partial
carry electron transfer and its subsequent disintegration on the products of one- and
two-electron transfers).

Oxygen metal complexes of superoxide type can take part in the following
reactions [129]:

1. Outer-sphere electron transfer
�
MO2

C�

II C RH! M2C C HO2
� C R�I

2. Inner-sphere redox transformations.

Oxygen complexes of peroxide type can also be transformed by two redox
directions:

1. By the reactions of inner-sphere (one- or two-electron) oxidation of coordinated
redox-ligand.

2. By the reactions resulting in O�O bond breakage on substrate (RH) coordination:
�
MO2

C�

I C RH! MOC C ROH:

Similar rather important reactions of catalytic hydroxylation by metal oxygen
complexes of numerous organic compounds will be considered in detail in Chap. 3
(hydroxylation by monogenases and by their models).

As a model hydroxylating system on the basis of O2, the Udenfrind’s system
should bementioned:

Fe3C �
or Fe2C� � EDTA �O2 �AK .or DH2/ :

Here AK is ascorbic acid and DH2 any suitable reducer, which hydroxylates the
aromatic compounds, olefines, and saturated hydrocarbons (pH 3.5–6.5) according
to the following reaction:

RHC DH2 C O2 ! ROHC DC H2O:

However, the mechanism of processes in this system and similar ones is rather
complicated, the stages realized depending on the ligand chosen, properties of
oxidized substrate, conditions of hydroxylation realization, etc. Literary data on
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the mechanism in Udenfrind’s system are rather inconsistent, it is insufficiently
developed even on a qualitative level, and therefore it will not be considered further
(the statement of the versions of mechanisms in system Udenfrind’s system can be
found in [129, 169–171]. It should be mentioned that one of such versions is the
assumption that an active intermediate particle in hydroxylating Udenfrind’s system
is an oxygen complex of the peroxide type—Y.FeO2/

2C [129].

2.5.2 Mechanisms of H2O2 Decomposition in the Peroxide
Catalytic Systems

2.5.2.1 Active Intermediate Particles and Methods of Their Revelation

Despite the 100-year’s history of the study of H2O2 catalytic decomposition in the
presence of transition metal’s ions or complexes, the interest in this research area
does not die away. It occurs not only because hydrogen peroxide is an intermediate
product of metabolic catalytic transformations in living organisms, takes part in
many atmospheric processes (for example, in the formation of “acid rains”), largely
causes natural waters’ self-purification, undergoes numerous transformations on
the realization of various industrial processes and many others (for details see
Chaps. 3–6), but also because our knowledge in understanding that elementary
catalytic redox act needs to become deeper all the time [129]. Revealing the nature
of the primary active intermediate particles in the reactions of electron transfer, i.e.,
discovering the number of electrons transferred in the elementary act (deeper insight
into the “elementary act” itself) is the dominating factor. With changing the notion
of the elementary act, the study of H2O2 catalytic decomposition is continually
being renewed.

It is known that hydrogen peroxide is dual by nature: it is a strong two-electron
oxidizer in its undissociated form and an electron donor in the ionized condition.
Thus, on the one hand it reduces systems containing ions of transition metals, on
the other it generates a number of free radicals .OH�; HO2

�/, intermediate particles
of ferryl or manganyl type, and intermediate compounds of various composition.

On metal compound interaction in oxidized form M2C (here and later M2C is
metal ion or metal complex in the oxidized form, with MC in the reduced form) with
hydrogen peroxide the peroxocomplex will be formed, undergoing acid-alkaline
dissociation and then decomposition:

M2+ C H2O2 � .MH2O2/
2C � HC CMHO2

+ � MC C HO2�

Peroxocomplex MHO2
C, possessing reducing properties, either dissipates on the

products of one-electron transfer, or, interacting with the second metal ion, is
oxidized to O2 or free radicals.

In the case of H2O2 interaction with the reduced metal form MC, two different
mechanisms have been discussed. The first was identified by Gaber and Vilsteter in
1931 [172]:
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MC C H2O2 ! M2+ C OH� COH�;

MC C OH� ! M2+OH�:

The second was identified by Bray and Gorin in 1932 [173]:

Fe2C C H2O2 ! FeO2C C H2O;

FeO2C C Fe2C HC

��! Fe3C C Fe .OH/2C

with intermediate formation of ferryl-ion FeIV D O2C (this situation from the
quantum-chemical aspect will be considered in Chap. 3).

Because of high reactivity, with both OH� radicals and particles of ferryl-ion
type, their stationary concentration in the system is very low and consequently the
presence of these particles is usually judged by the occurrence of their interaction
product with suitable acceptor. For OH� radical and ferryl ion, one such acceptor
is maleic acid which forms, with OH� Radicals, the sticking radical by the double
bond .R1/.

With ferryl ion, the carboxyl radical .R2/ will be formed:

With ferryl ion, carboxyl radical .R2/ will be formed:

R1 and R2 are much longer living particles and they can be detected by EPR
method in flow conditions.

The other method of intermediate particle detection is based on the analysis of
the reaction products structure (their ratio) that, in particular, was used for the proof
of the ferryl particle’s occurrence in biochemical processes.

Intermediates of ferryl ions and complexes in H2O2 decomposition catalysis
were considered in detail in [93]. Here these data will only be briefly used for
the experimental confirmation of such high-reactive particles formation. There are
experimental data according to which OH� radicals are generated in Fenton’s system
at low pH, and at higher pH values in the presence of suitable ligand-stabilizing high
oxidation degree iron, not the OH radical; the reaction:

LnFe2C C H2O2 !
�
LnFeIV D O

�2C C H2O

involves the less reactive ferryl complex .LnFeIV D O/2C (although acting as
oxidant). The proof of either OH� radicals or ferryl particles’ formation can serve
the peculiarities of transformation products distribution of a number of substrates. In
acid media, the distribution is close to that taking place on OH� radicals generated
by radiolysis. In neutral and alkaline media, this distribution is more stereospecific,
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i.e., in the latter case ferryl iron presumably represents the oxidant [57, 174–178].
For ferryl particles’ detection and their differentiation from OH� radicals, various
experimental methods were used [179, 180]: pulse radiolysis, stop flow methods,
generation of FeIV compounds by Fe(III) salts or complexes oxidation with free
OH� radicals, and others. On cyclohexanol oxidation by hydrogen peroxide in the
presence of Fe(II) salts in acetonitryl, radioselectivity of products was observed,
this fact being explained by the generation of ferryl particles [181]. The same
ferryl complex was discovered in reactions of H2O2 with iron(III) porphyrin in
water solution [182] and with complex FeIIEDTA [183]. The formation of ferryl
complexes was confirmed with the help of Raman spectroscopy and other methods
involving H2O2 interaction with some enzymes such as peroxidases and catalases
[184–187].

Ferryl group formation experimentally was also proved in model systems,
simulating peroxide oxidation of lipids [188]. The investigated mechanisms of
olefins epoxidation by hydrogen peroxide and hydroperoxides involve the formation
of oxoporphyrin   radical-cation PCFeIV D O [189, 190] as substrates oxidant.
It was proved by intensive strip occurrence in a resonant Raman spectrum at
	 D 852 sm�1 .�15K/ [191]. The ferryl group’s electron configuration .¢2 4/
proves that there is a double bond Fe D O in it [192].

The source of oxygen, nature of axial ligand (L or L0), production method, nature
of solvent, and temperature conditions of oxotransfer (frequently below�50 ıC) can
influence the formation of various intermediate compounds [193]. Ferryl particle
FeIVO cannot be detected in water solutions or extracted in the form of appropriate
porphyrin complex; it is easier to discover it in a nonwater medium. Various methods
for its formation are given in Scheme 2.10 [104].

Scheme 2.10 Methods of the ferryl particle formation

Here, PFeII is the porphyrin complex with FeII; L
0
PFeIVO the complex with

additional ligand (L0, methylimidazole or pyridine), LP�CFeIVO the same with
L D ClO4

�; LPFeIII the complex of Fe.III/; .PFeIII/2O the binuclear oxocomplex
of Fe.III/, .PFeIII/2O2 the �-peroxodimer, AH� an electron acceptor, and XO an
oxidizer .R3NO or R0NO/].
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In the processes realized by the enzymes, the formation of oxoiron(IV) porphyrin
cation radical is presumed. In particular, generation of such a particle is supposed
to take place in the reactions of alkanes hydroxylation, carried out by cytochrome
P-450 [194, 195]. Scheme 2.11 covers this process [196].

Scheme 2.11 Hydroxylation of alkanes with cytochrome-450

Heterolytical breakage of the O�O bond in the hydroperoxo complex of Fe(I) is
assumed in this scheme with the formation of one-electron oxidized iron porphyrin
(2) (oxidant). Complex (2) interacting with substrate tears the hydrogen atom from it
and forms the hydroxocomplex FeIV.3/, interacting further with the substrate radical
which transforms it into the hydroxylated product with the initial ferryl-form (4) of
cytochrome P-450 regeneration.

On H2O2 interaction with various peroxidases (Per), inner and outer sphere
intermediate compounds will be formed, and then the compounds PerO of ferryl
type (FeV�O or, more precisely, PCFeIVO) will be the following [197]:

PerC H2O2 � Per � H2O2 � .PerH2O2/! PerOC H2O:

The energy barrier of Fe�O bond formation is insignificant (activation energy of
total process is approximately 14.7 kJ/mol). In the presence of reducers .DH�/ or
additional electrons, the final product becomes the compound of FeIVO type which
can, in its turn, be reduced to the state Fe.III/ of initial peroxidase [93]:
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Compounds A and B can compete for the reducer; at low pH this competition is
won by the compound B, at high pH (pH 9) by compound A. The A compound is
oxoiron(IV) porphyrin  -cation radical PCFeIV D O) [198], and the B compound
is a result of one-electron reduction of compound A:

P�CFeV D OC DH� ! PFeIV D OCDH�

Numerous model systems of enzymes of PFeIII�X�H2O2 (ROOH) type (see
Chap. 3) help us to understand better the mechanisms of H2O2 or ROOH interaction
with peroxidases, catalases, and cytochrome P-450. For example, in the model sys-
tem .Ph4P/Fe.III/Cl�H2O2 (ROOH) (Ph4P-5,10,15, 20-tetraphenyl-porphyrinate)
iron porphyrinates of oxoferryl type will be formed [199]:

Particles .FeIV D O/2C can be turned into OH� radicals in the conditions
of catalytic oxidation of some organic substrate (S), for example, in the systems
Fe2C.aq/�H2O2�S; LnFe2C�H2O2�S and enzyme–Fe.III/�O2.H2O2/�S.

2.5.2.2 Mechanisms of H2O2 Decomposition by Iron Coordination
Compounds

The mechanisms of H2O2 decomposition by Fe2C and Fe3C aqua-ions were briefly
considered above in Sect. 2.4.1 according to the materials [93], where it was shown
that in the system Fe2Caq�H2O2 decomposition of hydrogen peroxide is realized
by ion-radical cyclic mechanism, and in the system Fe3Caq�H2O2 by radical-
chain mechanism. Detailed critical consideration of the problems connected with
revealing these mechanisms is given in [10]. The role of the ligand coordination
to central metal ion in general is considered in Sect. 2.3. Here some examples are
given of peroxide systems in which the influence of ligands complex formation with
ions Fe2C and Fe3C resulted in the change of the mechanism of hydrogen peroxide
decomposition.

System Fe2C�ACDB�H2O2

Here, the oxidizing substrate simultaneously serves as a ligand. The catalyst is the
coordination compound Fe2CACDB. Using the method of inhibitors, generation in
this system of OH� and HO2

� radicals was revealed. The mechanism of process is
given in Scheme 2.12.
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Scheme 2.12 Decomposition of hydrogen peroxide in the system Fe2C-ACDB-H2O2

The principal process of the mechanism is a cyclic radical one as in the case of
system Fe2Caq�H2O2. ACDB here it plays a double role—as substrate and ligand.
The latter’s influence does not result in mechanism change compared to the case
when water is a ligand for Fe2C ion.

System Fe2C�EDTA�H2O2

Ferryl complex YFeO2C (Y is deprotonated EDTA) is generated in the system due
to the inner-sphere transfer of two electrons from donor  g-orbital of iron into the
vacant ¢u

�-orbital of H2O2. The scheme of the process is as in Scheme 2.13 [129].

Scheme 2.13 Decomposition of hydrogen peroxide in the system Fe2C-EDTA-H2O2

Hydrogen peroxide in this system is consumed for complex-bound Fe2C ions
and EDTA oxidation. The process (pH 4–6) is ion molecular and ceases on complex
transition into the inactive form. The peculiarity of Fe4C.d4/ in the complex
YFeIVO

2C
is the high lability of this complex which is one of the reasons for

its high reactivity in relation to various substrates and, thus, its short lifetime. In
water solution this complex is hydrolyzed and easily dissipates with OH� radicals
formation that will be consumed with EDTA oxidation.

System Fe3C–triethylenetetramine .TETA/�H2O

This system is extremely active in H2O2 decomposition and, therefore, complex
Fe3CTETA is sometimes called “inorganic catalase.” Catalytic H2O2 decomposition
by complexes Fe3C and TETA does not include free radicals in the main mecha-
nism (the latter just bring complications to the system by ligand oxidation). The
process involved proceeds by the mechanism of two-electron transfers, i.e., by ion-
molecular mechanism (Scheme 2.14) [46]:
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Scheme 2.14 Decomposition of hydrogen peroxide in the system Fe2C-TETA-H2O2

Redox potential .'TETAFe3C=TETAFe2C/ D �0:07V, i.e., the state of stabilized
Fe(III), and the transition Fe(III) into Fe(IV) becomes equally probable for Fe(III)
transition into Fe(II). It provides the opportunity for the formation of both Fe(IV)
and Fe(II) compounds and two-electron transition between them. Experiments on
ascorbate ion introduction into this system confirm the formation of TETA Fe(IV).
H2O2 decomposition occurs that may be the result of ascorbate-ion interaction with
strong electrons acceptor [with TETA Fe(IV) or with OH�]. However, with pH
increasing it appears that the concentration of OH� decreases, while the oxidation
rate of ascorbate ion increases. It testifies that ascorbate ion being introduced into the
investigated system, interacts not with OH� radicals but with other strong oxidants
which can only be TETA Fe(IV).

2.5.2.3 Mechanisms of H2O2 Decomposition by Manganese Coordination
Compounds

Coordination compounds of manganese are contained in active centers of
manganese-containing catalases and dismutases [200, 201] and in numerous
enzymes of redox transformations of organic tricarbonic acids (Krebs cycle) [202]
and other enzymes. The unique ability of the manganese ion to change rather
easily its oxidation degree from C2 up to C7 on stabilizing certain ligands and
oxidizers creates an opportunity for its coordination compounds to be used as
efficient catalysts of hydrogen peroxide decomposition in water solutions. The
methods and problems of such catalytic processes are described in detail in [203].
Detailed kinetic regularities of these processes running at the presence of catalysts–
manganese coordination compounds—are given in [6, 204–224] and other works.
The revealed mechanisms of hydrogen peroxide decomposition in certain catalytic
systems are given here only briefly and in general form [225].

Coordination compounds of manganese with triethyleneamine [204, 205],
diethylenetriamine [214, 216], tetraethylenepentamine [226], ’; ’0-dipyridyl
[221, 223], o-phenanthroline [221–223, 227], 2,20; 200-tripyridyl [227], 2- and
3-aminodiamine [227], 2,9-dimethyl- and 4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline
[227], ethylenediamine [227], diethanolamine [227], pyridoxalphosphate–
ethylenediamine [216, 227], N , N 0; N 00-trimethyldiethylenetriamine [227],
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acetylacetone [208, 209], gystidin [204], and glycine [217, 218], with a number
of aminoacids [219, 220] and some other compounds possess catalase activity.
Among all these coordination compounds, bicarbonate complex Mn.HCO3/2 is
extremely active in H2O2 decomposition. According to their activity as catalases,
manganese(II) complexes can be put in the following order:

Mn .HCO3/2 >MnTrien2C>MnHis2C2 >MnDien2C2 >MnAcac2C2 >MnEn2C2 >

MnDipy2C2 > MnPhen2C2 > MnAla3 > MnVal3 > MnGly3 > MnSer2 > MnAsp2;

where HCO3
� is the bicarbonate ion, Trien is triethylenetetramine, His histy-

din, Dien ethylenediamine, Acac acetylacetone, En ethylenediamine, Dipy ’; ’0-
dipyridyl, Phen o-phenanthroline, Ala alanine, Val valine, Gly glycine, Ser serine,
and Asp asparagine.

In the process of catalytic decomposition of hydrogen peroxide, the following
redox transformations of manganese coordination compounds can take place:

LnMn.II/
�2e
�
C2e

LnMn.IV/ILnMn.III/
�e
�
Ce

LnMn.IV/ILnMn.III/
Ce
� Mn.II/:

Depending on the specific transformation, the process can proceed by ion-radical
(radical-chain or cyclic) or ion-molecular mechanism. The three mechanisms are
discussed below.

First, ion-radical (radical-chain) mechanism of H2O2 decomposition proceeds in the
systems Mn.II/�HCO3

��H2O2; Mn.II/�Trien�H2O2, Mn.II/�His�H2O2�H3BO3;

Mn.II/�Phen�H2O2; Mn.II/�Dipy�H2O2 [204, 208, 210, 213, 222, 223]. Scheme 2.15
of such a mechanism in the most effective system Mn.II/�HCO3

��H2O2 (reaction
effectively proceeds at pH 7–8 and with ŒHCO3

�� =ŒMn2C� � 105/, can be given as
follows [203]:

Scheme 2.15 Radical-chain mechanism of hydrogen peroxide decomposition in the system
Mn(II)-HCO�

3
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Stages (4) and (5) in addition generate the initiating particle O2
��, that apparently

is one of the reasons for the extremely high efficiency of H2O2 disintegration in
the presence of complex Mn.HCO3/2. On this basis the catalytic method of trace
amounts of Mn2C ions detection was developed [203].

Second, ion-radical cyclic mechanism (Scheme 2.16) [203]—here, W o2 =WI D 1, and
manganese compounds in various oxidation degrees and free radicals take part in the
basic process. In such systems, Mn(IV) compounds react with HO2

�� by one-electron
transfer, and Mn(III) complexes formed are capable of oxidizing hydrogen peroxide. Such
a mechanism is observed in the system Mn2C�En�H2O2.

Scheme 2.16 Ion-radical cyclic mechanism of hydrogen peroxide decomposition

Third, ion-molecular mechanism [203] of H2O2 decomposition differs from the
previous one first of all by the fact that free radicals in reactionary volume will
not be formed, proved by the absence of process braking by the specific acceptors
of OH�� and O2

� radicals (PNDMA and TNM, respectively). The process can
proceed through the peroxocomplexes formation and redox reactions realized inside
the complex catalyst [6]. In the absence of peroxocomplex formation, the stages of
two-electron transfer from the catalyst to H2O2 can be realized and, in contrast, the
process can also proceed by the following ion-molecular mechanism [203]:

1. MnLn CH2O2 ! Mn.IV/Ln C 2OH�,
2. Mn.IV/Ln C HO2

� ! Mn.II/Ln C HC C O2.

The ion-molecular mechanism of H2O2 decomposition was defined for the systems
Mn(II)–diethyleneamine–H2O2 [214, 216], Mn(II)-glycine (alanine, valine, serine,
treonine, asparagine)–H2O2 [214, 215], and others. For example, in the system
Mn.II/�Dien�H2O2 inhibitors PNDMA and TNM do not influence the reaction
rate of H2O2 disintegration which specifies the absence of OH�� and O2

� radicals’
generation. The process mechanism consists of stages (1) and (2) .Ln D 2Dien/.

The general Scheme 2.17 of redox transformations mechanism of manganese
mononuclear complex compounds in the process of H2O2 decomposition can be
given in the following form [199]:
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Scheme 2.17 Generic scheme of Mn complexes transformations on hydrogen peroxide decompo-
sition

The three mechanisms discussed above result from this scheme as special cases.
Coordination compounds of manganese catalyse H2O2 decomposition in neutral

and weakly alkaline media .6 < pH < 11/. Just within these limits of pH values,
the formation of catalase-active manganese complexes with various ligands occurs
more often. As against the neutral media, in weakly alkaline media manganese
hydroxocomplexes as a rule manifest catalase activity. With increase of pH the
properties of manganese complexes to realize two-electron transfers and those of
carrying out radical-free catalytic decomposition of hydrogen peroxide increase too.

2.5.2.4 Mechanisms of H2O2 Decomposition by Copper Ions
and Complexes

The detailed review of the experimental proofs of appropriate mechanisms is given
in [6, 129]. Here, just the final results of the detailed study are provided.

Hydrogen peroxide can force out water molecules from the labile coordination
sphere of CuC ion, forming dihydroxocomplex Cu3C

�
Cu.OH/2

C�
, and then, due

to acid–basic transformations, not OH� radical will be generated (Cu(III) formation
was also shown in [5, 11]), but cupryl-ion .CuIIIOC

/. In weakly acid and neutral
media it is exposed to hydrolysis with the formation of the particle .OH/CuOC. The
mechanism of CuC interaction with H2O2 is as shown in Scheme 2.18 [228, 229]:

Cu(III) ions —exhibit two to three orders less reactivity toward various substrates
than OH� radicals (i.e., approximately the same as atomic oxygen).

Taking as an example the study of bis-dipyridyl copper complex .Dipy/2CuC
with hydrogen peroxide interaction, the ligand influence on the process mechanism
has been shown (Scheme 2.19) [129].
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Scheme 2.18 Mechanism of CuC interaction with H2O2

Scheme 2.19 Effect of ligand on process mechanism on CuC interaction with H2O2

From mechanisms comparison of H2O2 interaction with CuC and .Dipy/2CuC
their certain similarity can be seen, especially in the cases of cupryl ion and cupril
complex formation. In the latter case, OH� radicals’ formation by the reactions of
water or hydride-ion oxidation is typical.

On alcohol (ROH) introduction into the similar system, “cupryl-ion” L2CuIIIOC

formed will interact with it, generating RO� and R˛� radicals:
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L2CuIIIOC C ROH! RO� C L2CuOHC;

L2CuIIIOC C RHOH! R˛ C L2CuOHC:

Hydroxocomplex L2CuOH2C or unhydrolyzed ion L2Cu3C will interact with
primary alcohol groups forming the appropriate aldehyde:

L2CuOH2+
�
L2Cu3C�C RCH2OH! CuCL2 C RCHO:

For the systems L�Cu2C�H2O2 (where L is bidentate ligand, in particular L D
’; ’0-dipyridyl) the process mechanism is radical-chain and can be given in the
following form (Scheme 2.20) [42].

Scheme 2.20 Radical-chain mechanism of H2O2 oxidation in the system L-Cu2C-H2O2

2.6 Mechanisms of Organic Substrates (S) Oxidation
in Oxide and Peroxide Systems

2.6.1 Mechanisms of Organic Substrates Oxidation by Oxygen
[Systems M zC.M zCLn/�O2�S ]

Oxygen coordinated with many transition metals compounds is already in the
activated state and can be used as oxidizer in catalytic reactions with many organic
compounds (S) that are of great practical importance. Thus, the coordination of the
O2 molecule to metal ions or complexes is one of the most effective ways of its
activation; the causes of it have already been discussed above (Sect. 2.2). As
an example of systems of MzC.LnMC/�O2�S type, those systems in which
the catalysts are manganese ions or complex compounds will be considered
later. Manganese ions were used as catalyst in the reactions of aldehydes,
methylbenzens, methylbenzonitriles, n-pentane, acetophenone, 4,8-diamino-1,5-
dihydroxynaphthaldehyde of tiosemicarbazone, hydrazine, ascorbic acid, morine,
o-hydroxyphenylthiourea, and many other organic compounds’ oxidation by
molecular oxygen. However, fully proved mechanisms of such processes are seldom
provided.
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As an example of catalysis by manganese ions, the system Mn3C�O2�RH can
be taken, where RH signifies alkylaromatic compounds, and Mn3C ions participate
in the initiation stage. The process proceeds by radical-chain mechanism, for which
the qualitative scheme is given in [230].

Aqua-ions of Mn2C usually catalyze the oxidation of chelate-forming organic
substances; manganese–substrate complex will be formed, which oxidizes the
substrate inside the coordination sphere by interacting with O2. Although the
mechanisms of similar processes are available in the literature [231, 232], they are
not confirmed by sufficient experimental data and can be considered as speculative.
However, it is possible to agree with the opinion of these authors, that the substrates’
oxidation in such cases is realized by manganese ions in high oxidation degrees
[with Mn(III) or Mn(IV) formation] inside the coordination sphere of manganese
substrate complex. Proceeding from rather limited information about the kinetic
regularities and mechanisms of substrates catalytic oxidation by molecular oxygen
in the presence of manganese ions, some assumptions can be made [203]:

– The process can proceed by a radical chain or ion radical (nonchain) mechanism
with the reversible redox transformations of catalyst:

Mn.III/
+e
�
�e

Mn.II/:

– The substrate should possess chelate-forming capacity and should form metal–
substrate complex reacting with oxygen in an inner- or outer-spheric way (more
often inside the coordination sphere of such complex with one- or two-electron
transfer).

Catalysis by manganese complexes of the reactions of substrates oxidation by
molecular oxygen is more effective than by manganese ions and consequently will
be considered in more detail. As catalysts for such processes, manganese stearate,
some porphyrin, phthalocyanic, phenanthrolinic, dipyridylic, and other manganese
complexes are used. At the initial stage the intermediate compound of catalyst and
O2 will be formed; the activation of the latter proceeds, though the mechanism of
such activation is not always clear.

The interaction of such oxygenerated metal complexes with substrate proceeds
more often via the formation of a triple complex (catalyst–O2–substrate), disinte-
gration of which results in the reaction products. However, sometimes oxygenerated
complex interaction with the substrate is supposed to proceed without the formation
of a triple complex. For example, the oxidation of organic substrate (RH) was
investigated in the system MnSt2�O2�8-pentadecanone (St represents stearate)
[233]. Caprylic and enantic acids are the main products, the yield of which reaches
up to 60%. At the initial stages, the formation of free radicals occurs and the
mechanism of their appearance looks like:

MnSt2+O2 ! MnSt2
ı+ . . . O2

ı�;
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The oxidized form of manganese, reacting with ketone RH, generates free radicals
and starts the chain reaction with participation of Mn(II) and Mn(III) at the stage of
chain continuation. Thus, the triple complex will not be formed.

Manganese stearate also catalyzes the oxidation of hexadecane by molecular
oxygen, and this reaction is autocatalytic [234]. Very frequently for the oxi-
dation of a large number of organic compounds the systems PMn–O2–reducer
.NaBH4/ are used, where P is porphyrin or its derivatives [235–240]. So, the most
probable process of cyclohexane oxidation in the system TPhPMn�O2�NaBH4–
cyclohexane (where TPhP is tetraphenylporphyrin) in benzene–ethanol solution on
room temperature is shown in the following form [239]:

An example of effective catalysts of organic substances’ oxidation in water medium
are Mn(II) complexes with 1,10-phenanthroline [241–243]. Mn(III) compounds
forming in the reaction medium of the system Mn(II)–Phen–O2–methylethylketone
will oxidize the enol form (EnH) of methylethylketone (RH), generating free
radicals, and the mechanism of the chain process is shown in Scheme 2.21
[243]; here Mn(III) and Mn(II) are appropriate manganese complexes with 1,10-
phenanthroline. On the basis of this scheme, the rate expression was obtained by
the method of stationary concentrations complying with the experimentally found
expression that confirms the applicability of the offered mechanism.

Scheme 2.21 Mechanism of organic substrates oxidation in the system Mn(II)-Phen-O2
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In general, the activation of molecular oxygen by ions and complexes of
transition metals is well known [129, 152, 167, 244, 245]. The mechanism of O2

activation includes the stage of the formation of oxygenated intermediate compound
of catalyst �O2 type having high oxidizing capacity in relation to various substrates
(S). Oxidation of the latter usually proceeds through the formation of intermediate
complex of MŒMn.II/: : :O�O: : :S� type [246–248]. The mechanisms including the
stages of O2 reducing up to H2O2 and Mn(II) compounds oxidation to Mn(III) and
even to Mn(IV) are also proved [157, 249, 250].

One of the most detailed investigated processes of organic compound oxidation
in water media and in aerobic conditions is the effective photochemical oxidation
of leicobase [hydrochloric acid salt of diantipyril-dimethyl-aminophenylmethane
(LB) in the system Mn(II)Phen(Dipy)–O2–LO] [251]. Among plenty of dyes having
different complex-forming capacities in relation to manganese (indigocarmine,
murexide, alizarine, neutral red, active light blue, o-dianisidine, some leico-bases
in the systems Mn(II)–Phen(Dipy)–O2), only leico-bases and o-dianisidine will
be oxidized efficiently. In anaerobic conditions or in the absence of catalyst, the
oxidation of LB does not occur or (in the second case) occurs very slowly, which
shows that LB are oxidized by molecular oxygen, which is activated by complexes
of manganese(II) with 1,10 phenanthroline (’; ’0-dipyridyl). It was found that the
complex having the composition of MnPhen2C2 brings the main contribution into the
catalytic activity of the aforementioned system. Activating action of ultraviolet light
is caused, apparently by the manganese complex and O2 molecules transition into
the excited condition (on system irradiation with light having 	 D 300–340 nm the
oxidation rate of LB increases 20–30 times).

Scheme 2.22 of the considered process is represented by the totality of the
following stages (LD Phen or Dipy):

Scheme 2.22 Photochemical oxidation of leucobase in the system Mn(II)-Phen(Dipy)-O2

The oxidation of leicobases proceeds through the formation of a triple interme-
diate complex. This scheme explains all the experimental data obtained:

– Direct dependence of LB oxidation rate .WLB/ on ŒMn2C�, efficiency of process
(beginning from pH 5) due to ligand complex formation with Mn2C ion and
change of WLB with the change of concentration in solution of complex with
composition MnL2C2

– Increase of WLB on ultraviolet irradiation
– Participation of O2 in LB oxidation and its activation due to the formation of

compounds of MnL2O2C
2

�
MnL2O2C

2

��
type
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– Outer sphere mechanism of LB oxidation in these systems
– H2O2 and OH��, O2

� radicals, and also Mn(III) nonparticipation in the process
of LB oxidation

The mechanisms of substrate’s oxidation by oxygen can be attributed not only
to the outer-sphere but also the inner sphere ones. In more detail, this problem
is considered on the examples when catalysts are the coordination compounds of
manganese [225].

In alkaline media manganese(II) complexes with such ligands as gluconate
and sorbitol (pH 9.5–10.5), having interacted with O2, practically immediately
convert into the appropriate compounds of manganese(IV) (although complexes
of manganese(III) can be detected spectrophotometrically), which oxidize various
substrates (S) [157, 252]:

1. L2Mn.II/C O2 � ŒLnMn.II/O2�! L2Mn.IV/C O2�
2 ,

2. L2Mn.II/C L2Mn.IV/! 2L2Mn.III/,
3. L2Mn.III/ C S ! L2Mn.II/ C P1 (products of one-electron oxidation of S).

Probably, in some cases in competition with (2), the following reaction also
proceeds:
20: LnMn.IV/C S! L2Mn.II/C S2 (products of two-electron oxidation of S).

Therefore, the cyclic mechanism of substrate oxidation is realized in these
systems according to Scheme 2.23.

Scheme 2.23 Cyclic mechanism of organic substrates oxidation in the system involving Mn(II)
complexes

Summing up the brief consideration of transition metals oxygenated complexes
[129], it is to be noted that oxygen complexes of “superoxide” type

�
MO2

C�

II
(complex of Pauling type–O2 has only partially passed into the form of O2

� radical)
can participate both in reactions of inner sphere electron transfer (hydrogen atom
isolation) �

MO2
C�

II C RH! M2C C HO2
� C R�;

and inner sphere transformations.
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In the case of oxygen complexes of “peroxide type”
�
MO2

C�

I (the complex of
Griffith’s type–O2 has partially passed into the form O2�

2 ), the transformations of
two types can also proceed: the reactions of inner sphere one-electron (two-electron)
oxidation of redox ligand or reactions with O�O peroxide bond breakage with
subsequent substrate hydroxylation:

�
MO2

C�

I C RH! Intermediate compound! MOC C ROH:

The transformations of the latter type are frequently realized in the cells of living
organisms by means of monooxygenases. Such reactions will be considered in
Chap 3.

2.6.2 Mechanisms of Organic Substrate’s Oxidation
by Hydrogen Peroxide [Systems
M zC.M zCLn/�H2O2�S �

The results of numerous pieces of research on the mechanisms of organic com-
pounds’ oxidation by the system Fe2C �H2O2 are reflected most fully in Walling’s
work [57]. However, subsequent development in this direction has shown that the
scheme involved does not cover the whole variety of such mechanisms. It was
necessary to take into account the nature of the substrate and the possibility of its
interaction with metal ion, nature of oxidizer (hydrogen peroxide, ROOH and O2),
and ligand influence. With this purpose, taking as an example the compounds of
iron(II), the classification of ferroperoxide systems has been developed [10, 93]:

1. Fe2C�H2O2�S.S1/ S(S1), noncomplexing or weakly complexing
substrate. Substrate S1, unlike S, possesses
reducing properties

2. Fe2C�H2O2�S�O2 Aerobic system
3. Fe2C�L�H2O2�S Additional ligand L is introduced into the

system
4. Fe2C�L�H2O2�S�O2 Aerobic system with additional ligand
5. Fe2C�H2O2�SL SL, substrate and ligand at the same time
6. Fe2C�H2O2�SL�O2 Aerobic system with SL

7. Fe2C�L�H2O2�SL System including L and SL

8. Fe2C�SL�H2O2�S System including SL and S
9. Fe2C�SL�H2O2�S�O2 Aerobic system including SL and S

All these systems can be divided into two groups. In the first group (systems
1–4), oxidizing substrate will not form a complex with Fe2C or will form it
very poorly. Thus, overlapping of electron orbitals Fe2C and S will be little. The
reaction of oxidation in the systems of this group proceeds by outer-sphere way
(outside the first coordination sphere of Fe2C, i.e., within the reaction bulk). In the
second group (systems 5–9) the substrate also represents a ligand. Here we can
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expect the formation of intermediate compounds with substrate and inner sphere
electron transfer. These groups reflect only the extreme cases of complex formation
properties of ligands. All these systems are considered in detail and characterized
in [10, 93]. The general scheme of mechanisms of H2O2 disintegration and organic
substrates oxidation is given in Scheme 2.24.

Scheme 2.24 Generic scheme of substrates oxidation in the system Fe2C-H2O2

If the coordination compounds of iron(II) serve as the catalysts, the overall
scheme of mechanisms, as a rule (mainly in acid and weakly acid media), has the
form similar to fragment I of Scheme 2.24 (instead of Fe2C; Fe2CLn takes part in
the reactions).

For simplification, not all possible reactions of generated radicals OH� are given
in the fragments II, IV, and I (sequence C) (they are similar to the transformations
given in sequence E of fragment 1).
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Ferroperoxide systems can be classified according to various attributes: effi-
ciency of its action, complex formation capacity of substrate in relation to Fe2C,
the mechanism of H2O2 disproportioning, and substrate oxidation.

If substrate introduced (S) and substrate radical formed (R) do not possess the
reducing properties, the oxidation process will cease with time and will end after all
Fe2C is transformed into Fe3C (sequences D or C will be realized, see Scheme 2.24).
If substrate S1 and/or forming substrate radical R˛� is/are effective reducer(s),
quantitative substrate oxidation occurs in the anaerobic conditions, and the more
effective the higher is the reducing capacity of the latter (or that of appropriate
substrate radical). Such processes include sequences of reactions D (or C), E, and B
(Scheme 2.24). The formation of an active substrate radical increases the efficiency
of substrate oxidation in aerobic conditions due to the realization of sequences D (or
C), E, and B. In such cases, the role of hydrogen peroxide consists only of substrate
preparation (through the formation of R˛�) to its further interaction with O2. It can
be estimated—by which of the mechanisms one or another substrate will be oxidized
by ferroperoxide systems—only provided the rate constants of elementary stages of
substrates and substrate radicals’ interactions with OH� and O2 are known.

The role of added inert ligand consists of strengthening the oxidizing capacity
of ferroperoxide systems and their action maintenance in weakly acid and neutral
media. It occurs due to the redox-potential of pair Fe3C=Fe2C and the oxidation state
of iron stabilization at higher pH. If one-electron transfers from complex catalyst to
substrate are preferable in the system, the basic mechanism of the process is, as a
rule, similar to that realized in the case of Fe2C�H2O2�S system (Scheme 2.24,
fragment I) with the only difference being that complex-bound Fe2C ion becomes
the catalyst. If two-electron transfers are preferable, the mechanism, as a rule, will
be changed (fragments II and III). Hence, to increase the efficiency of ferroperoxide
systems, a suitable ligand is to be chosen and the conditions are to be established
at which cyclic or radical-chain process of H2O2 disproportioning and substrate
oxidation is realized. If the reducing capacity of a substrate (or substrate radical)
is insignificant, the efficient reducers should be introduced into the system (such as
ascorbic, dihydroxyfumaric acids, etc.), which are able to regenerate the active form
of the catalyst .Fe2C/.

S substrates that cannot form complexes are oxidized in the reaction bulk by OH�
radicals (sequence D or C, Scheme 2.24), and those having reducing properties .S1/
are oxidized in sequences D (or C), E, and B, as well as ions (or complexes) of Fe3C.

S1 substrates forming complexes with Fe2C, change the redox potential of
catalyst that can result in the increase of catalytic capacity of the latter, and
the basic mechanism of H2O2 disproportioning and substrate oxidation can thus
remain practically constant (fragment IV, Scheme 2.24) or undergo some changes
(fragment II). Depending on the realizing mechanism, such substrates can be
oxidized the inner sphere way (by one- or two-electron transfer), and also in the
reaction bulk by generated radicals OH� or O2

��. If SL will form complexes
only with Fe3C, the mechanism of process will involve the sequence A instead of
sequence B.
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All the ferroperoxide systems can be divided into two groups with regard to the
mechanism of H2O2 disproportioning and substrate oxidation: in the first group ion-
radical mechanism (cyclic or radical-chain) is realized, this fact being described by
fragments I, II, and IV; in the second group—ion-molecular mechanism—fragment
III (Scheme 2.24).

The examples of organic substrates’ oxidation by Fenton reagent, complicated
by participation of oxygen (aerobic conditions), can call on the reactions of ethyl
alcohol oxidation [10, 93, 253, 254] (Scheme 2.25).

Scheme 2.25 Oxidation of ethyl alcohol

A similar mechanism is realized on substrates oxidation and in the typical
systems Fe2C�SL�H2O2�O2; L�Fe2C�H2O2�S�O2 with the only difference
being that the catalysts in this case serve the coordination compounds of Fe2C with
SL or L accordingly [10].

According to the experimental proofs of process, regarding the route in aerobic
conditions as described in Scheme 2.25, the following should be related:

1. Difference in oxidation rates of substrate in aerobic and anaerobic systems
2. Excess of oxidation product formed over the quantity of disproportioned H2O2

3. Generation of OH� radicals, Fe2C concentration decrease and the accumulation
of Fe3C during the reaction

Therefore, it can be believed that the mechanism of organic substrates’ oxidation
in aerobic conditions by OH� radicals generated by ferroperoxide systems in the
cases when active radical (of R˛� type) will be formed is described by Scheme 2.25.
Hence, the role of H2O2 in the process of aerobic oxidation of organic substrates
(particularly alcohols) is reduced to the preparation of the latter for their further
oxidation by oxygen (in the case of alcohols—to the transformation of ROH
into R˛�).
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Coordinative compounds of manganese(II) are also effective catalysts of organic
compounds oxidation by hydrogen peroxide. Numerous data have been obtained on
the systems of Mn.II/�L�H2O2�S type from study and appropriate examples of
such systems are analyzed in detail in [203, 225]. Only some generalizations are
given here.

Catalase-active coordinative compounds of manganese are at the same time
peroxidase-active too, caused by the formation of active intermediate particles
within the catalase process [HO2

�; OH� radicals, manganese(III, IV) compounds]
which will oxidize the organic substances. H2O2 decomposition in the presence
of Mn(II) complexes proceeds by radical-chain or ion-molecular mechanisms.
Introduction of noncomplexing or weakly complexing substrates do not essentially
change radical-chain mechanisms, when substrate radicals formed in the reaction
are poorly active or have rather strong reduction properties. In this case, the scheme
of the peroxidase process differs from the catalase one only by the additional stage
of chain breakage:

OH� C S! PI.products of substrate oxidation/:

O2 participation in the peroxidase process brings complications into the scheme
of the mechanism. Some organic dyes (indigomonosulfate, indigocarmine,
indigotetrasulfate, murexide, carmine—stability of the latter with Mn(II) falls
into the limits 1<pK<3) and also alcohols (ethanol, isopropanol, ethyleneglycol,
glycerine) in the systems Mn.II/�HCO3

��H2O2�S. Mn(II)–Trien–H2O2�S and
Mn.II/�His�H2O2�H3BO3�S are efficiently oxidized by such radical-chain
mechanism with OH� radicals’ generation. These substrates’ oxidation is done
by OH� radicals in the reaction bulk, i.e., outside the first coordination sphere of
complex catalyst. Such a process mechanism is “outer-sphere.”

In the case of alcohols oxidation (ROH) by OH� radicals, substrate radicals will
be formed .R˛�/, having rather strong reducing properties to interact with oxygen
in solution (in aerobic conditions). The mechanism of process thus includes the
following stages:

OH� C ROH! R�̨ C H2O;

R�̨ C O2 ! RO�
2;

RO�
2 ! RCHOC HO�

2;

RO�
2 C ROH

2HC

���! R�̨ C RCHOC H2O2;

O��
2 C ROH! R�̨ C HO�

2 :

Hereby, a certain similarity in mechanisms of alcohols’ oxidation by the systems
Fe.II/�L�H2O2�S and Mn.II/�L�H2O2�S is observed. It is known that:
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– In the case of R˛� formation O2 will also take part in the oxidation process
– The process rate in the presence and absence of O2 should be different, and the

quantity of oxidizing substrate should be significantly higher than that spent for
S oxidation by hydrogen peroxide

– The role of H2O2 in such systems is reduced to the substrate preparation (in
the case of alcohols, their transformation into alkoxyradical R˛�) for its further
interaction with O2

– The mechanism of process can be qualified as outer sphere

If OH radical is not generated in the system Mn.II/�L�H2O2�S, substrate
oxidation can proceed in the outer-sphere way by the Mn(IV) compounds formed
[and possibly, in some cases, by Mn(III) compounds also]. For example, in
the system Mn(II)–diethyleamine(tridentate ligand)–H2O2�S (some organic dyes:
indigocarmine, indigomonosulfonate, indigotetrasulfonate, etc.) Mn.II/Dien2 is a
catalytically active saturated complex, and substrates’ oxidation is provided in
the outer-sphere way by Mn(IV) compounds. The mechanisms of such sub-
strates’ oxidation in the systems Mn(II)–ethylenediamine–H2O2�S, Mn(II)–1,10-
phenanthroline–H2O2�S and in many others are similar. As a rule, in such systems
the substrate is competitive with hydrogen peroxide for the oxidized form of
catalyst, and as a result S is oxidized and the H2O2 role is reduced practically to
catalyst transformation to higher oxidation degree.

Ion-molecular mechanism is realized in the systems where the substrate can
form rather strong complexes with Mn2C .pKstability � 3–8/. Thus ligand-substrate
complex or peroxocompound of LnMn.II/H2O2 .HO2

�/ type will be formed and
alternate oxidation of complex-bound Mn(II) ion proceeds to Mn(IV) by interaction
of the latter with the substrate:

LnMn.II/SCH2O2 ! LnMn.IV/SC 2OH�;

LnMn.IV/S! LnMn.II/C Pi :

The role of substrate oxidizer is played by the catalyst’s oxidized forms via the
formation of mixed ligand-substrate complex and substrate oxidation inside the cat-
alyst coordination sphere (inner-sphere mechanism). Such a mechanism takes place
in systems where the organic dyes are used as substrates: lumomagnezone, lumogal-
lione, alizarine, and alizarine C (substrates of SL type, pKstability>3). Such substrates
introduction alters the principle mechanism of hydrogen peroxide decomposition.
Hence, the specific inhibitors of OH� and HO2

� radicals (paranitrosodimethylamine
and TNM, accordingly) do not affect the SL peroxidase oxidation rate in the catalase
process. It testifies to the advantageous realization in these systems of not radical-
chain and ion-molecular inner sphere mechanisms. The main reason for mechanism
change and the altering of catalyst redox potential should be considered because
of oxidizing substrate SL coordination with Mn(II). The general mechanism of
substrates of SL type in the systems Mn.II/�L�H2O2�SL can be expressed by
Scheme 2.26, where SL in Mn.IV/SL is oxidized yielding the reaction product P,
and the reduced form Mn(II) interacting with the excess of SL, will be repeatedly
transformed into LMn(II) SL.
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Scheme 2.26 Generic mechanism of substrates oxidation in the systems of Mn(II)-L- H2O2-SL

Among the catalytic processes of hydrocarbons’ oxidation by hydrogen peroxide
with transition metal ions’ participation, the reactions of aromatic compounds’
hydroxylation are of special importance. The reactions involved can be carried out in
water, nonwater, and mixed solvent in mild conditions [248]. The study of similar
reactions with the use of elementary systems of Fenton’s type .Fe2C C H2O2/ is
important both for the many industrial products obtained (phenol, hydroxyquinone,
etc.) and for understanding the mechanisms of this reaction proceeding in living
organisms by enzymatic means (cytochrome P-450).

On using Fenton’s reagent, forming OH� radicals interact with aromatic substrate
and the general way of these transformations, with the formation of numerous final
products, looks as follows [255]:

·

·

However, numerous pieces of research on benzene, phenol, toluene, and the

production of their derivatives by means of Fenton’s reagent or similar systems
with Cu2C; Co2C, and other transition metals have shown that in water medium
these processes proceed with poor selectivity, with small yield, and by radical
mechanisms. Such character of the mechanisms was judged, in particular, by
small values of NJH-shift (migration of hydrogen isotopes on marked compounds
hydroxylation), characteristic of just this kind of mechanism.

On the transition to aprotonic or water-aprotonic solvents, in some cases the
selectivity and hydroxylation products’ yield somewhat increases. Unusually high
values of NJH-shift thus observed, character of products distribution, and other data
specify that in aprotonic solvents hydroxylating particle can be not only OH� radical
but also another particle. This particle presumably can be ferryl-ion or complex:

Fe2C C H2O2 ! FeIVO2C CH2O:

The particle’s generation can result in the increase of selectivity of hydroxylation
reaction. However, there are no precise experimental and theoretical confirmations
of such capacity that ion may have.
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From the metal ions used (Fe, Cu, Zn, Co, Cr, W, etc.), the most active catalyst
turned out to be Fe3C ions [255]. Thus, on benzene hydroxylation in a water–
acetonitryl medium, maximal activity was observed at pH corresponding to Fe3C
ions existence in dimer hydroxoform ŒFe2.OH/2�

4C. Despite numerous works on
aromatic compounds’ hydroxylation, the detailed mechanism of this process is still
insufficiently investigated, and the data available are sometimes inconsistent.

One of the versions of unsaturated and saturated compounds’ hydroxylation
is opening up the opportunity of using a system of Fenton’s type with certain
updating. Such modified systems have allowed one to carry out reactions of olefins’
and saturated compounds’ catalytic chlorohydroxylation [256]. In these systems,
instead of hypochloric acid (HOCl) as olefin carrier in a noncatalytic process,
a modified oxidizer was used (mixture of HOOH/HCl in the ratio 1:1) and as
catalysts–complexes FeIIL4

2C
[L D tetrakis-(triphenylphosphine oxide) .OPPh3/

or ’; ’0-dipyridyl (dipy)]. The reaction was run in acetonitryl (MeCN) or in water
acetonitryl (0.2 M H2O=MeCN):

RCH D CHR0 C .HOOH/HCl/
FeIIL2C4�����! RCH.OH/CH.Cl/R0:

Scheme 2.27 showing the mechanism of catalytic chlorohydroxylation of olefins
and hydrocarbons is given in [256].

Scheme 2.27 Mechanisms of transition metal coordination compounds interaction with hydrogen
peroxide

The interaction of hydroxocomplex (1) with HCl results in reactive intermediate
ŒL4

2CFeIV.OH/Cl� (7) formation, which chlorohydroxylyses olefins and saturated
hydrocarbons by various ways (A1, A2, A3, B, C, D), shown in Scheme 2.27
(chlorinating Fenton’s chemistry).
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That means that use of such an oxidizer as HOOH/HCl with certain catalysts
can replace such oxidizers as Cl2=HOCl in synthetic chemistry. The compound
(7) appeared to be more reactive than HOCl (produced in vivo with the help
of mieloperoxidase—see Chap. 4) in relation to organic substances in water
medium. Therefore, the most interesting assumption appears to be the possibility
of formation of reactive intermediates such as (7) for oxyradical damage realization
in biochemical systems. However, it is only an assumption.

On various coordinative compounds of transition metals’ interaction with hydro-
gen peroxide, hydroperoxocomplexes of MzCLn.OOH�/ type will often be formed,
which on one hand can act in the reaction of activation in water solutions, and
on other to provide the process of oxygen atom transfer to a suitable substrate.
The activation of pentacyano-(hydroperoxo)cobaltate(III), ŒCo.CN/5OOH�3� (1) in
water medium and oxygen atom transfer from it on L-methionine with the formation
of L-methionine-S -oxide can serve as an example of such process realization [257].

The activation proceeds in acid medium according to the following reactions:

ŒCo.CN/5OOH�3� C H3OC � ŒCo.CN/5H2O2�
2� C H2O;

ŒCo.CN/5H2O2�
2� C H2O! ŒCo.CN/5H2O�2� C H2O2:

Hydrogen peroxide coordinated in the complex ŒCo.CN/5H2O2�
2� is more labile

than H2O and especially HO2
� (the order of stability changes in the line H2O2 <

H2O < HO2
2�), i.e., H2O2 is a very weak ligand.

At neutral pH values complex (1) is an effective carrier of oxygen atoms on L-
methonine via the formation of intermediate [Co.CN/5(L-methionine S-oxide)]2�.
This intermediate then dissociates giving ŒCo.CN/�5H2O and L-methionine-S -
oxide. In these conditions, HO2

� bound in complex in (1) reacts with L-methionine
2� 104 times faster than with free H2O2 because of the greater basic capacity of the
complex (1). The supposed mechanism can be represented by Scheme 2.28 [257].

Scheme 2.28 Mechanism of substrates oxidation with H2O2, catalyzed with the Co complex

Therefore, the substrate oxidation by hydrogen peroxide catalyzed by transition
metal labile ion can be presented as the following process:

MzC � OH2 C H2O2 � ŒMzC �OOH�.z�1/C C H3OC; (2.10)

ŒMzC � OOH�.z�1/C C H3OC C S! MzC �OH2 C H2OC S D O (2.11)

where S is the substrate.
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In contrast, the metal ion can reduce coordinated HOO� by a one- or two-
electron process, generating the new oxidants [258]:

ŒMzC � OOH�.z�1/C ! ŒM.zC1/C D O�.z�1/C C OH�; (2.12)

ŒMzC � OOH�.z�1/C CHC ! ŒM.zC2/C D O�zC C H2O. (2.13)

High medium acidity prevents the reaction (1.10) running, while OH� radical
formation on H2O2 reduction by uncoordinated metal ion is still possible:

H2O2+e� CHC ! H2OCOH�: (2.14)

It proves to be true that the low pH value in Fenton’s system .Fe2C�H2O2/ favors
OH radicals generation in accordance with the reaction at (1.14). At higher pH and
high concentration of H2O2 [it is favorable for reaction (1.10)], the yield of ferryl
particles increases .FeIV D O/ [reaction (1.13)] which can proceed in accordance
with an inner sphere mechanism [257].

2.7 Ferryl Particles in the Catalysis of Oxidation Processes

2.7.1 Experimental Confirmation of Ferryl Particles Formation

Intermediate compounds of ferryl, manganyl, etc. type play an extremely important
role not only in the reactions of catalytic oxidation of various organic compounds
in solutions but also in a great variety of enzymatic and nonenzymatic processes in
vivo. The detailed review of this problem is given in [93]. But here some theoretical
possibilities of the existence of these intermediates are discussed briefly important
for further consideration of enzymatic processes mechanisms study and modeling
in which intermediates are involved.

Fenton reagent (system Fe2C�H2O2) from the moment of its discovery in 1894
has been known as one of the most “strong” liquid-phase oxidisers in acid media.
However, Fenton has ascertained at the end of the last century only that the traces of
iron(II) sulfate efficiently catalyse the process of tartaric, maleic, and other ’-acids’
oxidation by hydrogen peroxide. A fundamental study of H2O2 decomposition by
Fe2C ions performed by Gaber and Weiss in the 1930s, and also the variants of
the scheme of the radical-chain process in question made by Barb, Baxendale, etc.
[58], have contributed to the development of knowledge about the mechanism of
Fenton reagent action. The following stages can be included in the modified scheme
(Scheme 2.29).
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Fe2+ + H2O2 Fe3+ + OH× + OH–,

Fe2+ + OH× Fe3+ +  OH–,

OH× + H2O2 HO2× + H2O2,

HO2× + Fe3+ Fe2+ + H+ + O2,

Fe2+ + HO2× Fe3+ + HO2
–.

Scheme 2.29 Radical-chain mechanism of H2O2 oxidation with Fe2C ions

Such a scheme complies with the experiment and, as a matter of fact, has not
undergone essential changes till now. The revealing of the scheme of the H2O2

decomposition mechanism by Fe2C ions made it possible to reveal the active point
of Fenton’s reagent which turned out to be the OH� radical.

As shown earlier (see Sect. 2.5.2.1) in parallel with the concept of OH� radicals
formation in the system Fe2C�H2O2, the hypothesis of Gray and Gorin [173] has
appeared which in essence consists of “ferryl ion” .FeIV � �O/ formation in the
given system according to the following reaction:

Fe2C C H2O2 ! FeIV D OC H2O;

and only then, after its hydrolysis, will the hydroxyl radical OH� be generated.
The idea of FeIVO2C formation was supported by many researchers [80,129,131,

176, 259–262], etc., which used the given approach for substantiation of the results
obtained with Fenton’s reagent action mechanism study.

The possibility of ferryl particle formation within the complexes composition
was also considered at pH 7 [263], but not in acid medium in which the system
Fe2Caq�H2O2 can only exist. It is supposed that under certain conditions (suitable
pH, ligand, solvent, and temperature) the intermediate complex will be formed, and
then ferryl ions or ferryl complexes, hydrolysis of these resulting in OH� radical
formation:

Fe2C CH2O2

�H+

� Fe2C .HO2
�/ H+

�! FeIV D O2C CH2O! Fe3C COH� COH�:

If the hydrolysis of the ferryl particle proceeds at high rate, only OH� radicals can
be detected experimentally in the system [10]. Suitable ligands can stabilize a high
oxidation degree of metal .FeIV; MnIV/. There are experimental and theoretical
proofs that in acid medium only OH� radicals will be formed in Fenton’s system,
and at higher pH, when iron ion is bound into the complex with a suitable ligand,
the possibility of less reactive particle formation LnFeIV D O2C (which is a more
specific oxidizer) arises.

At various pHs the oxidizing particles differing from each other can be formed,
following from the peculiarities of certain substrates transformation products
distribution. In fact, in acid solutions the distribution of products is approximately
the same as on using OH� radicals (generated by electrolysis), while in neutral and
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basic media it is more stereospecific. In the latter case the oxidizer is not OH� radical
and apparently ferryl iron [93, 264].

Such high-oxidized complexes of iron(IV) are similar to each other with their
basic parameters .	max � 430 nm; " D 900 ˙ 100L=mol s/, the time of half-
transformation varies from 0.1 to 1 s [165,179,180], and they are more stereospecific
in the reactions of oxidation and hydroxylation [265], especially important in
biological systems. In general, the ferryl complex is somewhat weaker but is a more
selective oxidizer than OH� radical.

Experimental proofs of ferryl-complex generation in redox catalytic reactions are
as follows [93]:

1. The results of cyclohexanol oxidation by hydrogen peroxide in the presence
of iron(II) salts (product radioselectivity was explained by the occurrence of
intermediate compound of ferryl type, transmitting the atom of oxygen) [181]

2. The data on hydrogen peroxide interaction with iron porphyrinate [182]
3. Results of FeIIEDTA complex interaction with H2O2 and alcohols, aminoacids

and carbonic acids influence on this system [183]
4. Resonance Raman-spectra obtained on plants’ peroxidases protonation

[184, 185]
5. The data on ferrimyoglobin interaction with H2O2 [266]
6. Presence of ferryl group in model systems simulating ligands peroxide oxida-

tion [267]
7. Occurrence of so-called compounds I and II (see Chap. 3) in catalytic cycle of

peroxidases and catalases on their interaction with hydrogen peroxide [268]
8. Results of model systems of cytochrome P-450 of PFeIII�H2O2(ROOH) [199]

type study where P is the general mark for porphyrins

Numerous experimental proofs of ferryl particles FeIV D O2C generation or their
complexes LnFeIV D O2C both in enzymatic processes (compounds I and II)
and in their modeling systems have allowed one—at the same time—to establish
their high reactivity (only a little less than that of OH� radical) and their large
specificity as oxidizers of various organic substances compared to such systems
as Fe2Caq�H2O2�S; LnFe2C�H2O2�S and enzyme (or its model)–O2.H2O2/–
S (where S is an organic substrate). However, despite obvious successes, these
particles’ identification still remains a difficult problem for the specific system inves-
tigation, that causes numerous discussions about the generation of “superoxidized”
states of iron or manganese (manganyl particles).

2.7.2 Quantum-Chemical Methods of Ferryl (Manganyl)
Particles Formation Study

In spite of the fact that in many catalytic systems the mechanism of hydrogen
peroxide disintegration by MLn-catalysts have been investigated on qualitative,
semiqualitative, and (in rare cases) quantitative levels, a number of difficulties arise
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in the explanation of this process mechanism and especially of its initiation stages.
It is stipulated by the complexity of this reaction, despite its apparent simplicity:

2H2O2

MLn��! 2H2OC O2.

Actually the occurrence of numerous new intermediate particles during this reaction
brings out great experimental and calculation difficulties with revealing its mecha-
nism. Generation of each of these intermediate particles (intermediate compounds,
free radicals, complexes with the changed metal oxidation degree, and other com-
pounds) is characterized by the equilibrium constant or elementary rate constant.
The set of all these data related to the mechanism of this catalytic reaction needs to
be established on a quantitative level (practically that is seldom possible) or at least
at good qualitative one (there are considerably more examples available). In reality,
to study the mechanisms of catalytic processes, the composition, stability constants
of metal complexes-catalysts, separate equilibrium constants, initial substances
concentrations in the reacting medium during the process, metal oxidation degree
in the ion or complex compound, nature of intermediate compounds formation,
changing of bond character in substrate on complex formation with catalyst, and
other parameters should be determined.

On each of these stages, the number of experimental (impossibility of inter-
mediate particles definition) and calculation (some elementary rate constants are
unknown) difficulties arise; they are not always possible to overcome in the real
system under investigation. Therefore, in many cases supposed mechanisms of
H2O2 disintegration in catalytic systems, proceeding from the experimental data,
are subject to a certain degree of arbitrariness. This especially concerns the initial
stage of the mechanism—the initiation stage, on which the further course of process
largely depends.

Even in those rare cases when all the above-mentioned experimental and other
difficulties are overcome and the mechanism of the catalytic redox process is
revealed completely and reliably enough, the information obtained has ascertaining
character and does not explain different catalytic capacity of various transition metal
ions and ligands’ various influence on them, as well as the occurrence of different
intermediate particles (for instance, free radicals) at the initiating stage.

Despite approximation of semi-empirical quantum-chemical methods, their use
brings the above problems on the electron level. Statements of the molecular orbitals
theory (MO) can be used on the initiation stage consideration in the reaction of
substrate interaction with the catalyst (complex compound of metal). Revealing the
difference in energy levels of boundary MO reagents [mainly those of maximum-
filled molecular orbital (MFMO) and LFMO within the pair donor–acceptor] can be
useful with the most favorable ways of chemical reactions discussion, as the reaction
usually runs between two centers having the greatest difference in electron density
on boundary MO.

Quantum-chemical study of the systems manganese(iron) ligand–H2O2 were
carried out with the purpose of substantiating additionally the possibility of
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elementary stages realization of H2O2; O2
��, HO2

�; OH� interaction with certain
coordination compounds of manganese(iron) in various oxidation degrees. The
systems including H2O2 and manganese(iron) where the ligand is bicarbonate
ion, triethyleneamine (Trien), ethylenediamine (En), and phenanthroline (phen)
were studied in most detail. A quantum-chemical study was performed on the
basis of catalytically active complexes calculation ŒMnzC.HCO3/2; MnzCTrien,
MnzCEn2; MnzCPhen2; Fe2;3Caq�, in which the charge of central ion changes from
C2 up to C4, and also that of molecules and particles of H2O2; HO2

�; OH� and
O2

�� types. Semi-empirical method MO LCAO in the approximation of MWH was
used to make calculations with self-coordination according to the charges of all
the atoms present in the system. On the basis of electron structure of catalyst and
reagents calculation, the estimation of their relative reactivity was done, which in the
Klopman’s scheme [269] serves the value of total energy of system catalyst-reagent
change on the appropriate transition state formation.

The main results of calculations have allowed one to make the following con-
clusions [203, 261–272]. Calculated values showing charge transfer to H2O2 from
Mn(II) complex and rather large for small molecules of H2O2 change of energy,
testify to the essential O�O bond weakening in H2O2 molecule and the possibility
of its further breakage. As a result, Mn(II) compounds are transformed into Mn(III)
ones and H2O2 dissipates yielding OH� and OH�. However, as the OH� formation in
the stage of initiation was not discovered experimentally, for example, in the system
Mn2C�HCO3

��H2O2 (this radical was discovered only at the stage of chain contin-
uation), it was assumed that it, not leaving the coordination sphere of complex cat-
alyst, reacts with Mn(III) compounds forming complex-bound Mn(IV) compounds.

The realization of such a process can be given schematically by the following
scheme:

·

·

The value of electron density transfer .ıq/ from HO2
�� to manganese(IV) com-

plexes in this system reaches � 0:7V, that makes the realization of one-electron
transfer of catalyst to Mn(III) possible. The process can proceed and through the
consecutive quick stages of one-electron transfer with practically simultaneous
coming of two O2

�� particles into the reaction bulk and regenerated Mn(II)
complexes formation. The data are given that testify to the possibility of initiation
mechanism realization in the systems considered via the sequence of two stages—i1
and i2 in which two electrons transfer is realized from the catalyst to H2O2 .i1/ and
one electron transfer from H2O2 to the catalyst .i2/:

i1: LMn.II/C H2O2 ! LMn.IV/C 2OH�;

i2: LMn.IV/C HO2
� ! LMn.III/C O��

2 C HC:
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Fig. 2.12 Energy levels of manganese complexes with ethylenediamine: ŒMnEn2.H2O/�2C

(1), ŒMnEn2.H2O/�3C (2), ŒMnEn2.H2O/�4C (3), triethylenetetramine ŒMnTrien.H2O/�2C

(4), ŒMnTrien.H2O/�3C (5), ŒMnTrien.H2O/�4C (6), and also those of peroxide particles:
H2O2.7/; O2

�� (8), ¡@4;¿ HO2
� (9)

In the system Mn2C�En�H2O2 the catalase activity is provided by the complex
MnEn2C2 [273, 274]. When such a course of process is realized, intermediate-active
compounds En2Mn(III), En2Mn(IV), and O2

�� will be generated. Energy levels of
manganese complexes with ethylenediamine, triethylenetetramine, and also those
of peroxide particles H2O2; O2

�� and HO�
2 were calculated by quantum-chemical

methods MO LCAO (Fig. 2.12) [203].
The results of total energy change in the intermediate state catalyst–oxidizer, and

also calculated values of redox capacities and charge transfers from one particle
to another on their interaction with common MO formation, are given in [275].
HOMO and LFMO levels of complexes with the chargeC2 and those of hydrogen
peroxide are located close to each other (they are pseudodegenerated) (Fig. 2.12)
which provides maximal electron density transfer between the reagents. On electron
density transfer from complex to H2O2, the O�O bond is labilized which must
result in its breakage with free OH� radicals’ formation which has not been detected
experimentally [203]. It can be understood if inside the coordination sphere the
transfer of one more electron takes place from the central ion of complex onto OH�
(without the latter coming out from the coordination sphere) or spontaneous two-
electron transfer occurs from complex to H2O2.
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Scheme 2.30 Radical-chain mechanism of H2O2 oxidation with Fe2C ions

Summarizing the experimental data and quantum-chemical calculations of
Mn(II)–ethylenediamine(En)–H2O2 system, the scheme of H2O2 disintegration
can be presented as follows (Scheme 2.30) [203]:

The analysis of decomposition mechanisms with complexes Mn.HCO3/2,
MnTrien2C; MnPhen2C2 , and MnEn2C2 testifies that in the first two cases radical-
chain mechanism is realized with OH�� and O2

�� radicals’ generation. In the
system Mn(II)–Phen–H2O2 the radical-chain process proceeds, but in the reaction
bulk only O2

�� radicals will be formed. The same radicals are intermediate-active
particles on H2O2 disintegration by MnEn2C2 complexes, but the mechanism in this
case is cyclic ion-radical. The results of quantum-chemical study of the above-
mentioned systems made it possible to reveal probable reasons for various sets of
consecutive stages’ realization in these systems, in spite of the fact that central
metal ion in the complexes MnTrien2C; MnEn2C2 , and MnPhen2C2 is in the same
environment (four atoms of nitrogen; another two coordination places are occupied
by water molecules), and also to state the certain judgment of rather unequal activity
of these complexes (taking as examples MnTrien2C and MnEn2C2 ) in the reactions
of H2O2 disintegration, that emphasizes the specificity of the ligand and its influence
on catalytic activity of the transition metal ion [203].

The above-mentioned quantum-chemical methods were used to perform the
study of stages of H2O2 catalytic disintegration initiation in Fenton’s system which
is one of the most effective liquid-phase oxidizing reagents in acid medium.

It was supposed that the stage of initiation of hydrogen peroxide disintegration in
Fenton’s system an is elementary one [3]. According to the opposite point of view,
OH�� radical and Fe3C ion generation does not serve the unequivocal proof of this
stage’s simplicity. Probably, as a result of two-electron transfer from the catalyst to
substrate, ferryl-ion will be formed first [173]:

�
.H2O/5 FeII .H2O/

�2C C H2O2 �������!�H2O,�H+
Œ.H2O/5 FeIVO�2C !

H2O��! Œ.H2O/5Fe(III).OH�/�2C COH�

Later on it was stated [80] that a peroxocomplex is generated first, from which later,
due to inner molecular electron transitions, a complex with ferryl ion will be formed,
which will then transform into the complex Fe.III/ and OH�:
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�
.H2O/5 FeII .H2O/

�2C C H2O2 ���!�H2O

�
.H2O/5 FeII .H2O2/

�2C ��!
�H+

! Œ.H2O/4.OH�/FeIVO�C
H2O��! Œ.H2O/4.OH�/2Fe(III)/�C C OH�

However, there are no convincing experimental proofs in the literature of the
proposed mechanisms of H2O2 disintegration initiation as is already mentioned
above. On the contrary, according to the data available [262], in acid media OH�
radicals will be formed, and only in neutral and alkaline media (when iron ions are
bound in complexes) does the possibility of ferryl complexes occurrence increase.
Nevertheless, the idea of ferryl particle formation in ferroperoxide systems has been
discussed in many papers [10].

With the purpose of theoretical consideration of ferryl particles initiation possi-
bility in Fenton’s system, quantum chemical calculations of Fe.H2O/6

nC electron
structure and those of certain hypothetical intermediate particles were made, and
also the calculation of all peroxide particles .H2O2; HO2

�; HO2
�; OH/ by the

method MO LCAO in approximation of MWH [276]. On the basis of these
calculations, the self-coordinated values of atoms and orbital fillings were found,
and also the values of electron energy levels of corresponding MO (Fig. 2.13).

Fig. 2.13 Energy levels of MO of molecules’ active zone: 1 � H2O2; 2 � ŒFe.H2O/6�2C;
3� ŒFeII.H2O/5.H2O2/�

2C; 4� ŒFeII.OH�/.H2O/4.H2O2/�
C; 5� ŒFeIVO.H2O/4.OH�/�C; 6�

ŒFe.III/.OH/2.H2O/4�
C; 7 � OH�; 8 � HO2

�; 9 � ŒFeII.H2O/5.HO2
�/�C; 10 � ŒFeIVO

.H2O/5�2C; 11� ŒFe.III/.OH�/.H2O/5�2C
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In addition, quantitative assessment was made of electron transfer from MO
complex on the MO of the peroxide particle and the values of charge transferred
.ıq/ were determined.

The analysis of complexes energy levels testifies to the low probability of perox-
ocomplex formation having the composition ŒFeII.H2O/5.H2O2/�

2C (set of levels 3)
and the impossibility of realization of such inner molecular transformations in which
ŒFeII.OH�/.H2O/4.H2O2/�

C (4) and ŒFeIVO.H2O/4.OH�/�C (5) are generated, for
the levels of high-filled molecular orbitals (HFMO) and LFMO of these particles
are much higher than the corresponding levels of both ŒFe.H2O/6�2C (2), and
ŒFeII.H2O/5.H2O2/�

2C (3). Thus, in highly acid medium the formation of ferryl ion
is impossible, and this complies with the experimental data.

However, with the increase in pH the intermediate peroxocomplex having the
structure

�
FeII.H2O/5 .HO2

�/
�C

can be formed, this fact being testified by the
analysis of the nature of HFMO and LFMO levels of ŒFe.H2O/6�2C (2), HO2

�

(8) compounds, and hypothetical complex
�
FeII.H2O/5 .HO2

�/
�C

(9), and also
charge transfer calculation from FeII aquacomplex to H2O2 and from HO2

� to this
aquacomplex (accordingly ıq D �0:05 and 0.76 V).

The comparison of MO energy levels of peroxocomplex having the compo-
sition ŒFeII.H2O/5.HO2

�/�C (9) on the one hand, and MO of the complexes
ŒFeIVO.H2O/5�2C (10) and ŒFe.III/.OH�/.H2O/5�2C (11) on the other, testifies to
the form of the stage-by-stage course of the process:

�
FeII .H2O/6

�2C C H2O2 !
�
FeII .H2O/5 .HO2

�/
�C !

! ŒFeIVO.H2O/5�2C
H2O��! ŒFe(III).H2O/5.OH�/�2C C OH�:

Thus, quantum-chemical calculations confirm the possibility of peroxocomplex
ŒFeII.H2O/5.HO2

�/�C and ferryl-ion ŒFeIVO.H2O/5�2C formation as intermediate
particles. Therefore, on the pH increasing in the system, this possibility is enhanced
too .H2O2 dissociation increases). It is increased even more with the introduction
into the system of suitable ligands (porphyrin, etc.), able to stabilize the high
oxidation degree of iron .FeIV/. If the transformations considered proceed at high
rate, it is impossible to detect them at the present level of experimental techniques,
and only ŒFe.III/.H2O/5.OH�/�2C and OH� radical can be detected in the system.
This shows the limitations of the available experimental opportunities and confirms
the importance of quantum-chemical calculations.
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Chapter 3
Biochemical Processes and Metal Complexes’
Role as Catalysts

3.1 Catalytic Influence of Transition Metal Compounds
on Biological Processes

In Chap. 2, some theoretical problems of catalysis with transition metal ions
or complexes, oxidation of various organic substances with oxidizers such as
oxygen and hydrogen peroxide, and also the mechanisms of these processes were
considered. This provides the necessary basis for a search of possible fields of
homogeneous catalysis with metal complexes’ practical use. It can be said without
exaggeration that the advances reached in this field during the last 20 years made it
possible, to a great degree, to consider in a new way both the processes proceeding
in the world around us (atmosphere, water, and soil), and the processes within
the sphere of human activity (in the chemical industry, pharmacology, foodstuffs
production, biology, medicine, etc.). Having faced in the late 1920s the complex
problems resulting from his own activities (environmental problems, chemical
processes selectivity and optimization, agricultural problems, etc.), man was forced
to appeal more and more to living nature, and in particular to evolutional chemistry.
The great successes reached within the last few decades in the field of enzymatic
chemistry, revealing the action mechanisms of a number of important enzymes,
served as a good basis for numerous attempts on their modeling or analogous
systems creation, although less efficient than natural enzymes, but more simple and
convenient for practical use.

Advances in electronics and other related fields are dealing, in particular, with
the creation of new materials. The synthesis of these materials is often a catalytic
process as well.

At last, demographic problems in the twentieth century have sharply aggravated
the problem with the increasing population provision demands, primarily food and
other essential items. One of the consequences is great attention to revealing the
mechanism of nitrogen molecule activation and C–C and C–H bonds breakage in
hydrocarbons.
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Further in Chap. 3, only those fields in which metal complexes are used (mainly
those of copper, iron, manganese, and cobalt) as appropriate redox biological
process catalysts, in which the oxidant is O2 or its reduction products are HO�

2 ,
H2O2, OH�, etc., will be considered.

3.1.1 Role of Transition Metal Ions in Biological Systems

To provide the normal proceeding of biochemical processes in humans and many
other animals and plants, in the main ten ions or metal compounds are needed. Four
of them (sodium, potassium, magnesium, and calcium) are metal compounds of the
main sub-groups of the periodic table. The character of the bonds they form with
ligands is mostly electrostatic. They are united by large mobility in the organisms;
therefore, sodium and potassium play an important role in nervous conductivity
and other important functions, and magnesium and calcium in muscular activity
and many other reactions. However, they are not practically involved in catalytic
processes in vivo (besides magnesium in plants), and therefore they will not be
considered further. The role of vanadium, chromium, molybdenum, niobium, and
cadmium will also not be considered because of their very low concentrations
in vivo and less important roles.

Six other elements (iron, nickel, manganese, copper, cobalt, zinc) belong to the
transition metals. These elements form more or less strong bonds, often of covalent
character, with numerous chemical parts of organisms or substrates and metabolites.
They form part of the reaction centers of various enzymes, metal proteins, in
formation of a plenty of various coordination compounds with organism’s chemical
substances, and their transformation products which can be considered as ligands.

Possible ligands with which metal ions interact (for instance, in an enzymes’
reaction center) can be: for manganese–carboxylates, phosphates, imidazole
(adenosinetriphosphatase, enolase); for iron–porphyrin, imidazole, other ligands,
and also the variety of protein parts of enzymes; for cobalt–benzimidazole and sugar
carbanion (vitamin B12/; for copper—different nitrogen bases (“blue” proteins); and
for zinc–imidazole or NH2-bases (dehydrogenases, carbonic anhydrase).

These metal ions can be catalysts in various model reactions (nonenzymatic).
For example, copper ions are catalysts of pyridoxal transformations, glycine
ether hydrolysis, acetodicarboxylate decarboxylation, and oxaloacetate decomposi-
tion; iron ions–dimethyloxaloacetate decomposition; manganese ions–glycine ether
hydrolysis.

To realize catalytic processes in living organisms, “trace” amounts of metal ions
are often enough, less than 5 � 10�5 g per g of living substance. About one-third of
enzymes studied have in their composition “trace” amounts of metals. Lack of these
metals results in various diseases. The need by living organisms was first established
for iron as long ago as in the seventeenth century, for copper in 1928, for manganese
in 1931, for zinc in 1934, for cobalt in 1935, and for nickel in 1973 [1]. Thus, anemia
(because of the lack in iron) has been known for a long time.
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The main function of trace metal ions in an organism is taking part in enzymatic
activity. Thus, rats fed with food low in Mn2C ions (0.4 mg/kg of weight) compared
to normal contents of this ion (50 mg/kg of weight) resulted in significant diminish-
ing in catalytic activity of food arginine disintegration with liver arginase [1].

Manganese ions Mn2C also take part in pyruvate carboxylase enzyme activity,
catalyzing the interaction of bicarbonate ion with acetyl coenzyme A, resulting in
oxaloacetate formation. Thus, a possible lack of Mn2C ions can be compensated
with Mg2C ions. In general, for normal activity of the human organism from 3 to
4 mg of manganese per day are needed. Galactosyltransferases are also dependent
on manganese in the human organism. The enzymes dependent on magnesium and
manganese, namely, glutathione reductase, glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase,
isocitrate dehydrogenase, and malic enzymes, are widely represented in reactions.
For enzymes such as copper-containing cytochrome oxidase, manganese ions
are also necessary; otherwise the enzyme becomes low-active. It seems that an
important role is played here by the eventual process of Mn2C transformation into
Mn3C, and on this account, reduction of oxidative products of phenol substrates.

Manganese superoxide dismutase (MnSOD) is essential for life as dramatically
illustrated by the neonatal lethality of laboratory animals that are deficient in
MnSOD. Numerous studies have shown that MnSOD can be induced to protect
against pro-oxidant insults resulting from cytokine treatment, ultraviolet light,
irradiation, certain tumors, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, and ischemia/reperfusion.
Moreover, overexpression of MnSOD has been shown to protect against pro-
apoptotic stimuli as well as ischemic damage. Also, several studies have reported
declines in MnSOD activity during diseases or pathological states such as cancer,
progeria, asthma, and transplant rejection [2].

In plants, manganese involvement in nitrogen exchange reactions is also impor-
tant. It can be shown by taking as an example nitrate assimilation by plants,
which will then be reduced to nitrite with subsequent formation of hydroxylamine.
Manganese participates in the stages of reduction of nitrates to nitrites and
hydroxylamine to ammonia. All these processes are catalyzed by manganese- and
molybdenum-containing nitrate-, nitrite-, and hydroxylamine reductases.

Detailed steps of manganese involvement in the respiration reactions
(O2 absorbance) are not quite clear. It is supposed [3] that manganese presence
activates the number of reactions within the cycle of tri- and dicarboxylic acids,
and decarboxylation reactions as well. The presence of manganese can increase
demand for oxygen in the process of reduced nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide
regeneration, and also increase oxidation and decomposition processes, catalyzed
by peroxidase and peptidase, respectively [4].

Manganese influences the whole series of processes proceeding in plants,
namely, synthesis of ascorbic and other organic acids, and acceleration of plants
development and seeds maturing. Thus, for instance, it activates redox processes
in vine plant by increasing many enzymes’ activity (ascorbinase, peroxidase, and
polyphenoloxidase), increasing the contents of chlorophyll and sugar accumulation,
accelerating berries ripening, and enhancing the mean weight of grapes and
berries [5].
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Influence of lack in manganese and also its toxicity in living organisms is
well described, for example, in [6]. With its lack, convulsions are observed, level
of catecholamines in cerebrum changes, metabolic processes in bone growth are
changed, and many other factors dealing with obesity, atherosclerosis, and other
pathologic processes are observed.

Ions and compounds of these and other metals play a part in numerous functions
in an organism, as described in [7, 8]. Further, only the catalytic role of metal
ions or compounds in processes proceeding in vivo will be considered. Catalytic
processes proceeding in vivo can be conditionally separated into two groups—
without and with protein involvement. The first group includes the processes
of ligand peroxidation, reactions of Haber–Weiss type, influence of some drugs
(antibiotics) on ADN, etc., in which transition metal ions or compounds are
catalysts. The second group includes mainly enzymatic systems. Enzymes, their
structures, and functions are given in great and increasing amounts of the literature;
therefore, these problems will be only slightly touched upon when needed to provide
clear statements. Main attention will be paid to the mimetic approach—enzymes
modeling (imitation) and using data obtained for better understanding of enzymatic
systems’ functional action mechanisms and practical use of such model systems in
industry (see Chap. 7).

The main role of the aforesaid five transition metals, mainly that of iron,
manganese, and copper, consists of the realizing of catalytic redox reactions with
their participation in both nonenzymatic and enzymatic processes. Besides, these
metal compounds can slow down the proceeding of chemical reactions in vivo,
providing a blockage of certain active centers, by acting as toxicants and by
inhibiting radical chain processes or taking part, equally with enzymatic systems,
in electron transport.

In living organisms, the most important is the presence of iron ions which turn
part of numerous enzymes and oxygen-binding proteins into specific catalysts. The
capacity of iron to exist in several oxidation degrees (II, III, and IV), relatively easy
transformation into each other in the presence of the appropriate ligands and oxidiz-
ers, and the ability to join molecular oxygen make this element unique for further
catalytic activation of oxygen molecules, hydrogen peroxide, and hydroperoxides,
and realization of subsequent numerous reactions with free radical formation from
these substances. These properties of iron are widely used by electron transport
proteins in cells’ mitochondria, by hydroxylating enzymes (cytochrome P-450), and
by oxygen-transferring proteins (hemoglobin) [9].

Equally with these normal biochemical processes, the redox capacity of iron
compounds also represents a source of potential toxicity [10]. Under aerobic
conditions, uncontrolled redox transformations can proceed, resulting in H2O2, O�

2 ,
and OH� radical formation. The last radical is especially toxic, reacting with most
organic molecules exclusively efficiently (with rate constants close to diffusion
ones). OH� radical attacks the membranes, proteins, nucleic acids, and many other
cell components, and therefore, its formation in noticeable amounts in vivo is
undesirable.
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There is a number of protective means against its formation. The most important
is stable control over its absorption, transport, and storage inside the organism.
Additional means are protective enzymes (superoxidedismutase, catalase, glu-
tathioneperoxidase, and also vitamins C, E, etc.). However, when iron levels become
too high, toxicity is caused by initiation of formation of excessive amounts of free
oxygen radicals with iron compounds.

In the case of a healthy person, iron absorption through the gastrointestinal tract
is carefully regulated (about 1–2 mg of iron is absorbed every day, and the same
amount is lost daily). While heme iron possesses large biological suitability, simple
inorganic iron salts and their complexes are poorly absorbed. Endogenic iron-
absorbing systems, apparently, accept iron(II), but not iron(III), although reductases
bound with membranes are able to reduce iron(III) to iron(II) [11, 12]. A recent
study has shown that ascorbate enhances iron uptake into intestinal cells through
the formation of FeCl3–ascorbate complex [13].

Iron is transported into human blood by transferrin (molecular weight about
80,000) [14]. Transferrin has iron-joining places with high affinity to iron(III)
(stability constant reaches 1020 M�1 at pH 7.4) [15]. In the case of healthy people,
transferrin concentration reaches about 25–40�M. In the presence of transferrin,
concentration of free iron(III) is less than 10�12 M, and the latter is unable to realize
OH� radical formation and thus produce toxic damages in cells.

Iron compounds are transported by transferrin through the small intestine and
liver to tissues which need iron for normal metabolism, especially to the marrow—
the place of hemoglobin synthesis [16].

In transferrin, all the iron-joining places can never be busy (about one-third of
them only), which makes it possible, equally with its main function, to be involved
in the protection against infections, taking away iron ions from microorganisms
which is needed for their growth and reproduction [17, 18].

Provided the level of iron in cells is higher than that needed, its excess is stored
in two storage forms: soluble ferritin and insoluble hemosiderin [19]. These storage
iron forms are present practically in each cell, but there are especially many of them
in liver, spleen, and cerebrum. Its content in human blood is one of the diagnostic
indexes for various diseases. Ferritin (molecular weight�450,000) contains iron in
the form of iron(III) phosphate hydroxide [20]. In such a form, iron(III) is practically
not able to generate free oxygen radicals.

It was considered that the main role of ferritin is to store (accumulate) Fe3C ions.
However, equal with this function, ferritin can serve as biocatalyst of some redox
processes, for instance, with superoxide dismutase [21], and also by ferroxidase
(accelerates oxidation of Fe2C to Fe3C ions with oxygen) and peroxidase activ-
ity [22]. Extremely important is the fact that iron of ferritin (FERR) is an initiator of
lipid peroxidation on account of Fe3C reducing with various reducers to Fe2C ions
[23–25].

On ferritin peroxidase activity study, the rates of free radical initiation in the sys-
tems FERR–ROOH (H2O2)–Ar, where ROOH is the hydroperoxide of tert-butyl or
cumyl, and Ar is various aromatic amines, namely, 3; 30; 5; 50-tetramethylbenzidine
(TMB), these being acceptors of radicals of hydroperoxides (peroxides), were
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determined. Free radicals are formed according to the following interactions of
ferritin (shown here as Fe3C/ with ROOH (H2O2) [22]:

Fe2CCROOH
›000

2���!ŒFeOH�2CCRO�.2/

Active radicals RO� (OH�/ formed, and to a lesser degree, peroxide radicals
RO�

2 (HO�
2/, will oxidize aromatic amines present in the system, thus realizing

the peroxidase process. It was thus shown that peroxidase activity of ferritin is
comparable with its feroxidase activity [22], which points to the numerous functions
of this protein.

The body of an adult person contains 4–5 g of iron, mainly in the form of
hemoglobin (66%), and also in the form of myoglobin (�10%), various iron-
containing enzymes, transport protein transferrin in storage proteins (ferritin and
hemosiderin), and some other organ, tissue, and intercellular fluids [10]. In the case
of some diseases, blood transfusion accompanied with excessive iron introduction is
needed. On repeated transfusion, this excessive amount of iron becomes significant,
and is accumulated mainly in the liver in the form of ferritin and hemosiderin.

Under these conditions, an excess of iron is present also in low molecular
form inside the cells in plasma, which is accompanied by heart, endocrine tonsil,
and liver damage with free oxygen radicals. To such diseases which need regular
blood transfusion we can add thalassemia (inherited hemolytic anemia in children—
degenerative hemoglobin formation) which results in reduction of red cell lifetime
and, accordingly, anemia [16]. If excess iron is not removed with a chelate-forming
agent such as desferrioxamine, the patients will die.

3.1.2 Catalytic Reactions in the Initiation of Lipid Peroxidation

Catalytic activation of molecular oxygen is a necessary condition of free radicals
formation from it. Really, in physiological conditions, oxygen molecule, being
triplet (3†g/, is rather inert with regard to many organic compounds (RH), which,
as a rule, are singlet. Such behavior is caused by the Woodworth–Hoffman rule of
symmetry conservation, as well as thermodynamic obstacles in one electron joining
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to O2 (�Go � C15 kJ=mol). Reactions of O2 with most organic compounds

2RHC O2 �! 2R�CH2O2

are endothermic and thus in physiological conditions proceed extremely slowly
without a catalyst (besides some substrates, for instance, flavines [26]).

Thus, necessity in O2 catalytic activation with the reduced forms generation
becomes obvious. The reactions with the reduced forms of oxygen formation
(superoxide anion radical O��

2 , and perhydroxyl radical HO�
2/ proceed, for example,

in the case of lipid peroxide oxidation. The radicals are initiated with metal
compounds (iron) on their interaction with unsaturated aliphatic acids. Other forms
of reduced oxygen, such as hydrogen peroxide H2O2 (or hydroperoxide ROOH) and
O��
2 –are sources of free radicals in the presence in vivo of iron ions or compounds

(in physiological conditions often in concentrations of �mol/L) in accordance with
the Haber–Weiss reaction:

Fe3CCH2O2.ROOH/ �! Fe2CCHO�
2.RO�

2/C HC

Fe3C C O��
2 �! Fe2C C O2

Fe2C C H2O2.ROOH/ �! Fe3C C OH�COH�.RO�/:

Hydrogen peroxide is generated in many biological processes and in the presence of
transition metal compounds (especially iron). Such reactions play a significant role
in vivo.

Equally, with the reducing superoxide anion radical O��
2 in vivo, other reducers

are also present (NADPH, NADH, cysteine, etc.), able to compete with it. Besides,
in physiological conditions, the presence of iron complexes with suitable ligand
(possessing sufficient donor properties and capacity to stabilize high oxidation
degree of iron) and hydrogen peroxide or OH� radical can result in active ferryl
particles formation. They can oxidize plenty of organic compounds in a more
selective way than hydroxyl radical:

LFe3C COH� �! .LFeIVD O/2C C OH��
For these and other processes in living organisms, as mentioned above, there are
enough iron compounds. However, only a small amount of Fe2C ions is in the free
state in vivo, where it is mainly bound with various biological compounds such
as ADP and deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) [27]. Within the system Fe2C–H2O2, in
the presence of ADP and in higher degree ATP, OH� radical generation increases
about 20–50 times compared to that with the lack of these nucleotides (AMP does
not accelerate this process). Substitution of Fe2C ion with Fe3C in these nucleotide
systems diminishes the efficiency about one order, and addition of the reducer
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(ascorbic acid), making the system reversible, results in H2O2 decomposition to
OH� with high yield [28]. Highly reactive hydroxyl radical formed by Haber–Weiss
reaction or in another way, in physiological conditions can interact with any organic
substances (alkanes, alkens, aromatic compounds, etc.):

R�HC OH� �! R�CH2O

Iron ions and its complex compounds, such as Fe2C�ADP, Fe3C, ascorbate, or some
iron-containing proteins (ferritin, hemoglobin, and myoglobin), play an important
stimulating role in catalytic lipid oxidation, i.e., in the processes where aliphatic
acids are oxidation substrates. Lipids represent the complex of aliphatic acids,
especially polyunsaturated:

and many other similar acids.
Reduction reactions catalyzed by iron compounds can proceed in vivo under

certain conditions:

O2.H2O2/
FeLn�! O��

2 ;OH�;LFeIVO2C

These reactive particles catalytically interact with ligands, forming numerous
products and initiating the whole chain of reactions, many of which are rather
undesirable for living organism normal functioning:

· ·

Thus, this process renders noticeable influence on biological membranes and drug
toxicity, and brings in its contribution to carcinogenesis and other cases of oxidation
stress manifestation. A detailed review regarding many aspects of lipid peroxidation
is given in collection [29], as well as in subsequent numerous publications. Here,
the catalytic role of iron compounds in lipid peroxidation will be only briefly
described.

OH�� radicals generated in one way or another can detach a hydrogen atom
from a lipid (LipH) and form a hydrocarbon radical of polyunsaturated aliphatic
acid (Lip�/, which, having rapidly reacted with O2, will be turned into peroxy
radical (LipO�

2/. The latter, interacting with lipid molecule, will generate lipid
hydroperoxide (LipOOH), which is rather stable in vivo. However, the presence of
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iron compounds (or some other transition metals) results in LipOOH decomposition
catalysis [30]. Ligands that are suitable for such iron complexes are phosphates,
phosphate ethers (ADP), and porphyrins. These iron complexes may be involved
in membranes’ lipid peroxidation chains with the formation of alkoxy and peroxy
radicals (LipO� and LipO�

2 , respectively). The scheme of such radical-chain trans-
formations appears as follows [10, 30]:

Initiation W LipHC OH� �! Lip� CH2O

Lip� C O2 �! LipO�
2

Continuation W LipO�
2 C LipH �! LipOOHC Lip�

LipOOHC LFe2C �! LFe3C C OH� C LipO�

LipOOHC LFe3C �! LFe2C C HC C LipO�
2

Breakage W 2LipO�
2 �! ŒROOOOR� non radical productsCO�

2

Under relatively low partial O2 pressure already, it is joined to Lip� with the
rate constant close to the diffusion one (�109 L=mol s). Thus, the main radical in
solution is LipO�

2 , but not Lip� and therefore it is less probable that Lip� will be
involved in the breakage stage. Limiting is the stage of hydrogen atom detachment
from LipH.

Functions of iron complexes in lipid peroxidation are numerous. They initiate the
process, cause catalytic decomposition of hydroperoxides, and generate free radicals
(O��

2 , OH�/:

LFe3C C O2 � ŒLFe2CO2 $ LFe3CO��
2 � � LFe3C C O��

2

charge transfer complex

2O��
2 C 2HC �! H2O2 CO2

LFe2C CH2O2 �! LFe3C C OH� C OH:

Catalytic decomposition of hydroperoxides which are unstable results in the
formation of numerous products containing aldehyde, keto, hydroxy, epoxy, and
carboxy groups. Aldehyde formation is often the cause of taste deterioration in
many foodstuffs (rancid taste of fats and oil). They (namely, 4-hydroxynonenals)
are also formed in vivo on lipid peroxidation of liver macrosomes, accumulate in
systems NADPH–Fe, and inhibit the synthesis of many substances important for
cells [31]. The O��

2 particle itself in the absence of iron ions cannot be lipids’
peroxidation initiator [32]; this fact is shown in vivo in the example of such particle’s
formation in adriamycin redox cycle (antibiotic used in tumor therapy) and in the
absence of its interaction with lipids. Only the presence of Fe3C ions stimulates the
formation at first of Fe2C and then subsequent reaction of lipid peroxidation—Lip�
generation [33]:
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Fe3C C O��
2 Fe2� C O2

LipHC O2 C Fe2C C HC �! Lip� CH2O2 C Fe3C:

The initiator of lipid peroxidation could have been OH� radical [34]. However,
there is another point of view. According to this, such an initiator is the particle
preceding OH� radical formation, namely, ferryl. Really, OH� radical was not
detected with the help of the usual fixators [10]. Ferryl particle formation was also
supposed to take place in model processes of microsomal and xanthine oxidase
oxidation [35]:

ADP� Fe2CO2

2H������!�2e� ADP � ŒFeIVO�2C C H2O:

It was also assumed that these particles were also generated on complex ADP–Fe2C
interaction with H2O2, proceeding from the fact that introduction of mannitol
(OH� remover) into the system ADP–Fe2C–H2O2–LipH did not change the
rate of lipid oxidation. Similar statements were expressed regarding the ferryl
particle formation and its initiating role in lipid peroxidation and in other
systems, for instance, in the system Fe2C–diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid
(DETAPAC)–H2O2–LipH) [32]. But this point of view needs further confirmation.
Fe2C–H2O2-mediated lipid peroxidation is stimulated in the presence of Ni2Cand
is inhibited in the presence of Co2C [36].

The lipid peroxidation catalyzed by ferryl particle LFeO2C (or OH�/ is shown
on scheme 3.1 [30].

Of course, it should be considered that there are plenty of other reducers in the
cells (ascorbic acid, NADH, and NADPH) which can also generate OH� and play
a more important role than O�

2 by interaction with H2O�
2 [37]. Besides, hydrogen

peroxide can oxidize complex ADP � Fe2C to ADP � Fe3C (L D ADP), generating
OH�, although the latter does not initiate lipid peroxidation in these conditions
(mannitol–OH� remover, does not inhibit the reaction) [38]. All this testifies to the
fact that the problem of lipid peroxide oxidation is still disputable.

It is already clear that lipid peroxidation represents great danger for living
organism and, therefore, in vivo concentrations of lipid peroxides as free radical
reaction initiators must be low [39]. Nevertheless, protective systems against
lipid peroxidation do not possess unlimited possibilities. As a result of various
types of violations (such as alcohol introduction into the organism or unfavorable
environment, and for other reasons), especially during the aging process, radical
chain processes will be increased. This is manifested in particular in a large
amount of pigment formation (lipofuscin—old age pigment, cirrhosis), possessing
characteristic fluorescence. This seems to occur as a result of peroxidized lipids’
interaction with denaturated proteins (see Chap. 4). Thus, in vivo, due to free radical
processes with transition metal ions’ participation, membrane lipid deterioration can
proceed, this fact being connected with living organisms’ aging [40].
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3.1.3 Ligands Influence of Haber–Weiss Reaction

For the research of catalytic generation of OH� radicals from H2O2 or their
formation in the process of lipids peroxidation, sufficiently high concentrations
of iron compounds (namely, FeADP) are often used, of the order of 50–200�M,
although the concentration of iron available is much less and does not exceed 5�M
in vivo, even in cases of living creatures organs intensive inflammation [41]. Here,
rather high amounts of O��

2 and H2O2 are accumulated, produced with activated
neutrophils, which in the presence of iron compounds can become sources of OH�
radicals.

Limitation of deterioration processes can be caused by the reduction of metal
catalytic ions supply to the places of O��

2 and H2O2 accumulation due to these
ions’ complex formation, diminishing their activity. Various ligands influence O��

2

ability to reduce Fe3C ions in a different way. Thus, specific ligands desferrioxamine
and batophenanthroline inhibit this reaction (Fe3C ions are not reduced to Fe2C
ions), and EDTA, ATP, and picolinic acid promote it. The use of specific complex-
forming agents which bind Fe3C ions (and thus prevent its reduction) can contribute
to oxidative deterioration, suppressing therapeutic treatment of heart, kidney, skin,
and other tissues by introducing drugs—specific ligands, and also weakening the
process of posttraumatic degenerations in cerebrum and spinal cord [42–44].

If OH� radical is still formed in vivo by the Haber–Weiss reaction, it will act
more directly and in a more destructive way than hydroxide radical, generated by
radiolysis in solution. In the first case, this radical interacts (because of its high
reactivity) with the nearest biological target, situated no more than 5–10 Å from it.
In the second case, interaction proceeds in the bulk of solution, and, consequently,
at large distances.

Taking into consideration the Haber–Weiss reaction it is possible to understand
local-specific deterioration of biological targets, and also other processes realized in
vivo. Thus, on hemoglobin oxidation with peroxides, Fe2C ions will be released
which, in common with H2O2, can act as efficient catalysts of OH� generation
[45]. The same iron is released from hemoglobin on oxidation stress. Undamaged
hemoglobin is not an efficient catalyst of the Haber–Weiss reaction. However, it is
known that hemoglobin’s iron can efficiently support bacterial growth (often even
with lethal finality) in patients (as on bacterial introduction into the open wound),
and also, apparently, it can be used as biological Fenton’s reagent (jointly with
H2O2).

The second example is the role of ferritin (protein of storage iron(III)) in the
reactions of lipid peroxidation. Under physiological conditions, cellular reducers
such as ascorbate will reduce ferritin’s iron(III) to iron(II) which will then be
released from the cell’s mitochondrial ferritin in the form of phosphate complexes
and compounds with ATP and ADP, and take part in lipid peroxidation [46] in
accordance with general Scheme 3.1.

Another intercellular reducer—superoxide anion O��
2 —can also liberate iron

from ferritin in the form of iron(II), which in the same way takes part in lipid
peroxidation [47–50]. Pulse radiolysis research of superoxide interaction with
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O2 e- O2
· -

H2O2

LFe3+
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R-CH-CH2)

O

Scheme 3.1 Lipid peroxidation catalyzed by ferryl particle LFeO2C or OH�

ferritin made it possible to find the second order rate constant of this reaction,
which coincides with the rate constant of the reaction of O��

2 with Fe(III)–EDTA
(k D 3 � 105L/mol�1 s�1/ [51,52]. The intracellularly occurring Cu(I)–glutathione
complex (Cu(I)–[GSH]2/ has the ability to reduce molecular oxygen into superoxide
radicals (O��

2 /. Based on such an ability, we addressed the potential of this complex
to generate the redox-active Fe2C species, during its interaction with free Fe3C and
with ferritin-bound iron [53].

The aforesaid data lead to the conclusion that reducing cellular agents such as
ascorbate or superoxide anion radical interact with ferritin and supply transition
metals as catalysts for the Haber–Weiss reaction [54]. As to the possibility of
the Haber–Weiss reaction realization on O��

2 interaction with transferrin (iron-
transporting protein), discrepancies in the data exist which soon deny such possi-
bility [54].

However, the influence of chelate-forming agents is also to be considered,
which can greatly change the rate of the Haber–Weiss reaction. While the complex
of Fe(III) with EDTA is rather rapidly reduced with O��

2 to Fe(II), DETAPAC,
forming chelates with Fe(III), it is non-active in Haber–Weiss reaction, although this
complex is active in Fenton reaction [54] Another ligand, desferal, is an important
clinical treatment means against iron excess in an organism. In patients who suffer
from iron excess, as a result of leukemia and not connected with transferrin, this
iron was found in plasma, accelerating radical reactions in it [55, 56]. Transferrin
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enters into the cells on endocytosis, and thus the pH value of vacuoles, which
contain transferrin, falls. This causes Fe3C ions’ release from transferrin protein,
which, interacting with superoxide anions O��

2 present in the cell and then with
H2O2, according to Haber–Weiss reaction, will form highly reactive OH� radicals,
deteriorating various targets in the cell.

In reality, these reactions are complex, and dependent on conditions (pH of
environment, presence of one or another ligand, suitable temperature, and solvent),
first perferryl and ferryl particles may be formed:

LFe2C C O��
2 � ŒLFe3C C O��

2 $ LFe2CO2� � Fe3C C O2

and
LFe2C C H2O2 �! LFeIVO2C C H2O

and then OH� radical

LFeIVO2C C H2O �! LFe3C C OH� C OH:

In the presence of O��
2 , desferral does not transform iron(III) into catalytically active

particles (iron(II)) for the Haber–Weiss reaction. Desferral can inhibit membrane
lipid peroxidation, initiated with peroxide systems [57]; however, it can act sooner
as an electron or a hydrogen atom supplier, but not as an iron remover. Another
example, phytinic acid, present in large amounts in each plant, inhibits free radical
reactions catalyzed with metal ions [58–60], thus protecting the seeds against
oxidative deterioration during storage [61]. The Fe(III) complex with phytinic acid
reacts relatively slowly with O��

2 , which makes it harder for iron to be a good
catalyst in the Haber–Weiss reaction.

Although the majority of chelate-forming agents studied make the reaction
Fe3CCO��

2 slower (i.e., this reaction is a rate-determining stage in the Haber–Weiss
reaction), it has still not been studied enough in physiological conditions to reach
any final conclusions. Nonetheless, the data available help us to understand better
the role of iron, copper, O��

2 , H2O2, ROOH, RO�, RO�
2;, and OH� in the problems of

human health connected with oxidation stress [54]. As soon as iron compounds are
contained mainly in storage, transport, or functional (enzymes) proteins, it is less
probable that iron joined to protein could catalyze OH� radicals formation outside
the protein (OH� radicals would immediately attack the protein itself) [62].

Therefore, it follows that real catalysts of OH� radicals formation are iron
ions or compounds released from protein [63]. Really, under certain biological
conditions, for instance, at low pH in micro-surroundings of activated macrophages
in rheumatic inflammation of joints, iron can be released from transferrin [64].
Another cause of metal ions release from protein can be oxidation stress (see
Chap. 4) with subsequent formation of destructive OH� radicals [41].

Very often with lack of iron in plants, chlorosis can develop. Resolving this
problem is important for agriculture. In contrast, iron excess in an organism is
also a serious illness, which needs the use of suitable chelate-forming agents for
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its binding. The use of desferrioxamine (desferral) as a drug for iron excess removal
from an organism is limited for several reasons, namely, its high price, short action
time, etc. Therefore, relatively recently on the basis of three 8-hydroxyquinoline
subunits, water-soluble tripodal O-TRENSOX has been synthesized [65, 66] which
forms a strong complex with Fe3C ion (Fe.III/� O-TRENSOX). In contrast to
iron(III) complexes with EDTA or citrate, compound Fe.III/� O-TRENSOX, in the
presence of a reducer such as ascorbate, does not induce damage in radicals (this
was shown on such a target as DNA) with hydrogen peroxide (the Fenton reaction
does not proceed). Complex Fe.III/� O-TRENSOX can prevent (or turn back) iron
chlorosis, while O-TRENSOX itself can be used for iron excess removal [66]:

3.1.4 Toxicity of O2 Reduced Forms with Regard to Biological
Systems and Methods of Protection

DNA deterioration in the cells of mammals which are subject to oxidation stress
(see Chap. 4) is caused by local-specific formation of OH� radicals [67, 68] which
damage DNA [41]. Other particles such as ferryl apparently can also belong, under
certain conditions in vivo, to the class of such high-reactive particles deteriorating
DNA and other cellular targets [69, 70].

Complex compounds of transition metals not only influence in vivo biological
substrates of nonenzymatic systems but also can significantly influence functional
activity of enzymes themselves and enzyme chains. An example of the latter
is the influence of CO(II, III) and Cu(II) complexes with 1,10-phenanthroline
(phen) and its substitutes (2,9-dimethyl-4,7-diphenyl-5,6-dimethyl-5-nitro-5-
aminophenanthroline) on the respiratory electron transporting cellular chain [71].
This respiratory chain is localized in cell mitochondria. Its substrates are organic
carbonic acids formed due to foodstuff metabolism. Respiration is electron transfer
from substrates of respiration to oxygen, proceeding by the chain of conjugated
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enzymatic reactions. In this respiratory chain, the substrates, coenzymes NADH
and ubiquinone, system of cytochromes (b, c C c1, a C a3/, and O2, which is
reduced to water, are included. The great amount of energy formed is stored in the
form of ATP.

Complex compounds of Co(II) with phenyl substitutes in 1,10-phenanthroline
significantly activated respiration of mitochondria, inhibited the synthesis of ATP,
and degraded the integrity of mitochondrial membrane. Copper complexes of 1,
10-phenanthroline and its substitutes also rendered significant activating influence
on mitochondrial respiration. In chemical reactions using respiratory chain ingre-
dients, a similar picture was observed. Biological activity of CO(II, III) and Cu(II)
in 1, 10-phenanthroline complexes in the processes of respiration in mitochondria
is caused mostly by their catalytic activity in reactions of biological substrates’
oxidation (carbonic acids) [71].

The number of other influences of such complexes on biological systems is to
be noted. Thus, copper(II) complex with 2,9-dimethylphenanthroline turned out to
be an efficient inhibitor of plasmodium and Mycoplasma gallisepticum growth—a
dangerous pathogen causing different diseases of living organisms, from humans
to plants. Thus, inhibition was caused by influence on the respiratory chain [72].
Complex [Cu(phen)]Cl2 possesses strong bactericidal influence on gonococcus [73]
and fungicidal action [74]. [Mn.phen/2.mal/� � 2H2O and [Ag2.phen/3.mal/� � 2H2O
(malH2D malonic acid) were also found to exhibit fungistatic and fungicidal
activity against Candida albicans [75]. Although copper compounds are found in
all respiratory tissues [76], too high concentration levels are undesirable. Thus,
pathologic high copper concentrations were found in tissues of patients with
Wilson’s disease and in the cerebral fluid of patients with Parkinson’s disease [77].
Living organisms are forced to control copper content, preventing the accumulation
of its too high (toxic) concentrations. Otherwise, copper ion excess along with
highly reactive oxygen derivatives, biological reducers, and pharmaceutic agents
will oxidatively destroy nucleic acids, proteins, and lipids [78, 79].

Apparently, copper toxicity is caused with its catalytic oxidative redox cycle
between mono- and bivalent oxidation states according to the following reactions:

CuC C O2 �! Cu2C C O��
2 (3.1)

2O��
2 C 2HC �! H2O2 CO2 (3.2)

CuC C H2O2 �! Cu2C C OH� C OH�� (3.3)

Binding of CuC ions with some biological chelate-forming substances inhibits
OH� radicals formation. Thus, introduction of penicillamine and triethylenete-
tramine (drug used in Wilson’s disease’s treatment) inhibited free radical formation.
It is interesting that in reaction (3.3), an oxidant will be formed which behaves
similarly with OH�, but it is not excluded that it represents an intermediate of
superoxidized copper. Biological ligands such as cysteine, histidine, glutathione,
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and the above-mentioned penicillamine and triethylenetetramine prevent these
highly reactive oxidants’ formation [77].

Provided O��
2 radical, much less reactive in relation to many biological targets,

is formed in vivo, it can be diffused on large enough distances, till it meets Fe(III)
complex with biological target (DNA, for instance). Thus, Fe(III) will be reduced to
Fe(II). The latter, interacting with H2O2, generates OH�radical near the biological
target, being ligand for Fe(III) and substrate for OH�. These OH� radicals formed by
local-specific mechanisms act more efficiently and selectively than the same OH�
sradicals obtained directly within the cell.

Besides, OH� radical can be involved in epileptic pathogenesis induced with
iron(II) and iron(III) compounds. Introduction of iron or heme into the brain of
rats caused chronic epileptic nidus. Thus, the level of peroxide radicals, namely,
O��
2 and OH�, increased significantly in brain, and were detected by EPR methods

(using spin-trap techniques) [80].
In its turn, OH� radical is responsible for membrane lipid peroxidation occur-

rence, in particular, for creatine oxidation; the product of this reaction can be
methylguanine (endogenic convulsant causing characteristic epileptic manifesta-
tions). Thus, OH� radicals, as well as O��

2 , can be involved in epileptic pathogenesis,
induced with iron compounds, by its formation through the Haber–Weiss mecha-
nism. The same processes often result in epilepsy with head injuries.

In the same way, phagocytic mechanism of OH� action in cells can be described
as well. Phagocytes (neutrophils, eosinophils, and mononuclear phagocytes) are
able to generate a large amount of rather reactive oxidation agents (OH�, O��

2 ,
etc.) for use in intruded pathogens’ deterioration. This remarkable property of
phagocytes is increased on the presence in these cells of respiratory destroying
oxidases, realizing oxygen reduction to O��

2 with NADH participation:

O2 CNADH
oxidase�����! O��

2 C NADPC C HC:

The presence of superoxide dismutases in cells results in the rapid disappearance of
O��
2 and H2O2 accumulation.
The presence of O��

2 and H2O2 creates the possibility for phagocytes to produce
great amounts of various oxidants. Thus, in the presence of myeloperoxidase, a
strong oxidant may be formed—hypochloric acid [81]:

H2O2 C ClCHC myeloperoxidase�����������! HOClC H2O

transforming then into appropriate oxidizing radicals (see Chap. 4). Besides, they
can generate OH� radicals using iron and copper compounds as catalyst, apparently,
by means of the Haber–Weiss reaction. The same process takes place if H2O2 is
substituted with alkyl hydroperoxides:

O��
2 C ROOH

iron or copper compounds�����������������! RO� C OH� C O2:
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Possessing the remarkable capacity to generate numerous oxidative particles,
phagocytes manage lipid peroxidation in inflammation places and at those parts
where the need for such oxidants appears (see Chap. 4). Thus, neutrophils produce
OH� radicals which realize hydrogen atom detachment from lipid (LipH) and thus
begin the radical reactions of lipid peroxidation considered earlier. Although the
mechanism of lipid peroxidation management by phagocytes is not quite clear, it
also seems to involve O��

2 radicals [82, 83].
Besides, OH� and O��

2 - free radicals, phagocytic systems, as supposed, can also
form another form of reactive oxygen particles. Thus, singlet oxygen 1O2 can be
formed (it was detected in chloroplasts and in eye crystal thread lens). Besides, at
pH<5 (conditions that may be realized in some macrophages), HO�

2 radicals can be
formed—stronger oxidants than O��

2 .
Finally, OH� radical formation, besides phagocytic activity, in H2O2 presence

in a biological system, can be caused by transition metals’ catalytic influence, iron
complexes with adenosine, guanosine triphosphates, citrates, and DNA, with the
help of Fenton or Haber–Weiss reaction. Metal ion removal from sensitive places
by chelate formation with certain ligands can suppress tissue degradation with OH�
radicals. The most active in this relation is desferrioxamine:

where R is 2,3-dihydroxybenzoyl), the use of which can inhibit chronic inflamma-
tion [10].

Polymorphonuclear leukocytes generating free radicals of oxygen can provoke
cardiac muscle damages during ischemia (tested on isolated rat heart). Ischemic
insult consists in massive influence of polymorphonuclear leucocytes on regional
heart perfusion (blood passing through the heart extracted from the organism and
placed into the artificial medium) with superoxide radicals formation as part of the
phagocytic response (reaction) [84, 85].

For quantitative superoxide radicals determination generated with phagocytes
or polymorphonuclear leucocytes, the EPR method was used with 5,5-dimethyl-
pyrroline-N -oxide as spin trap [86, 87].

Low-density lipoprotein oxidation is related to early atherosclerotic damage (see
Chap. 4) [88]. This process is accelerated by the addition of trace amounts of CuCl2
to such lipids (LipH). A simplified scheme of this process in vitro is given in
Fig. 3.1 [89]. Here, initiation of a lipid peroxidation chain reaction is shown, as
well as antioxidants’ influence on the process, secondary and tertiary reactions with
lipid hydroperoxides. It is supposed that initiation depends on lipid hydroperoxides
(LipOOH) proceeding in low-density lipoproteins. The process begins with these
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Fig. 3.1 Low-density lipoproteins oxidation

lipid hydroperoxides’ (LipOOH) decomposition with Cu2C ions to lipid peroxyl
radicals with a subsequent cascade of reactions:

Cu2C C LipOOH �! CuC C LipOO� C HC

CuC C LipOOH �! LipO� C CuC C OH�

LipO� C LipH �! Lip� C LipOH

Lip� C O2

rapidly����! LipOO�

LipOO� C ˛-tocopherol(antioxidant) �! LipOOH�

Thus, a self-maintaining chain reaction occurs as shown in Fig. 3.1.
Destruction of LipOO� radicals by vitamin E shows low-density lipoprotein pro-

tection against oxidation. Only if the antioxidants are completely spent does rapid
accumulation of LipOOH proceed. However, the latter being a relatively unstable
compound, as a rule, it is subject to secondary and tertiary reactions catalyzed by
copper ions. Thus, LipOO� and LipO� radicals will be formed which compose
the chains. In their turn, LipO� radicals can attack both proteins (thus, peptide
bonds will be disintegrated) and be subject to a “-disintegration reaction (forming
aldehydes, joining LipH). Some of these aldehydes are rather reactive (namely,
malonaldehyde, 4-hydroxynonenal, and 2,4-alkadienals) and, having interacted with
LipH, will then change by various ways, including the formation of cell-toxic
substances.
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One of the reasons for the absence of a cells’ protection against the joint presence
of H2O2 and Fe2C in them (OH� radicals are formed) is increased generation of
lipid peroxides inactivating some processes, such as synthesis of prostaglandin H
synthase (PGHS) [90]. Formation of Fe3C ions along with OH� radicals on Fenton
reaction

Fe2C C H2O2 �! Fe3C COH� C OH�

means that iron ions in the ratio Fe2C:Fe3CD 1 W 1, together with H2O2, will gener-
ate more lipid peroxides than the OH� radical alone. Really, in this case, perferryl
ion Fe2COO� $ Fe3CO��

2 can be formed, which can generate additional amounts
of lipid peroxides, deteriorating PGHS and, apparently, prostacyclin synthase [91].

Inner cellular damage caused by intercellular H2O2 penetrating into the cells will
be decreased in the presence of Fe2C in the intercellular liquid. In the presence of
H2O2 and Fe2C in amounts less than 250 and 500�M, respectively, cell cytolysis
(deterioration) does not proceed. Thus, intracellular iron(II) compounds protect the
contents of cells against excessive H2O2 penetration into them by its transformation
into OH� radicals which are mainly ruined on their interaction with intracellular
substances (proteins, amino acids, buffer salts, or antioxidants) [90].

Thus, general scheme of oxygen toxicity manifestation, represented in [92], can
be slightly completed, taking into consideration influence of specific (L0) or non-
specific (L) ligands [93] (Fig. 3.2). In Fig. 3.2, electron donor D�� reduces O2 to O��

2

and H2O2. The latter, interacting with LnFe2C, will form ferryl particle LnFeIVO2C,
which, being a strong oxidant, interacts with biological target RH, generating R�.
Radical R�, joining O2, will form RO�

2 , which on reaction with RH is turned into
hydroperoxide ROOH and R�. Depending on ligand nature (L or L0/ and value
of redox potential ', either Haber–Weiss reaction (left part) or reaction of O��

2

dismutation with the formation of H2O2 (right part) can be realized.

Fig. 3.2 General mechanism of oxygen toxicity
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Lipids can also be biological targets of RH type. As soon as many reducers are
contained in the cell (namely, ascorbic acid) which can directly reduce Fe(III) to
Fe(II) with higher rate than superoxide ion O��

2 , determining the role of the latter
in oxygen toxicity manifestation, though not excluded, is considered as doubtful.
Actually H2O2 and OH� radicals, but not O��

2 radical, caused deterioration of phos-
pholipids of cardiomyocyte membranes and lipid peroxidation [94]. Thus, it was
shown that H2O2 causes relatively large deterioration of membrane phospholipids
compared to OH� and O��

2 radicals.
Oxygen toxicity is manifested on monosaccharide autoxidation (namely, glyc-

eraldehyde). Monosaccharide enediols formed are catalytically oxidized by iron
compounds generating ketoaldehydes, O��

2 , and OH�. Oxidation of monosaccha-
rides contributes to hyperglycemia (diabetes) occurrence, i.e., joint oxidation of
tissues by means of these highly reactive particles. Such tissue oxidation is often
accompanied by secondary processes—atherosclerosis, kidney disease, cataract,
and retinal pathology [95].

Thus, monosaccharide autoxidation can contribute to diabetic complication
development. Monosaccharide concentration is significantly increased in hyper-
glycemia and hence, concentration of H2O2 and other reactive particles (O��

2 , OH�/
involved in monosaccharide autoxidation. For instance, the cellular toxic particles
mentioned above can be generated in erythrocytes and eye crystal lens.

Catalytic oxidation of monosaccharide enediols with iron compounds can be
accompanied by oxidation stress in hyperglycemia and atherosclerosis connected
with it.

Insulin being one of the main regulators of substance exchange within the
organism’s cells (exchange of hydrocarbons, lipids, proteins and amino acids,
nucleic acids and nucleotides) will decrease glucose level in blood due to the
increasing of glucose introduction into cells, intensification of glucose exchange
in various metabolic cycles, including it into glycogen and aliphatic acids [96]. On
diabetes (lack of insulin in an organism), a sharp increase in LPO level in blood is
observed, as well as significant increase in free radical concentration [97].

3.1.5 Role of Bleomycin and Its Models in DNA Deterioration

Among biological targets, DNA is one of the most important. Disintegration of DNA
threads can be realized by various systems, generating reactive oxygen particles
by � -irradiation (O��

2 , OH�/, light influence (O2, O�
2 /, using Fenton reaction

(OH�/ or systems of Fe(II)EDTA–O2, Cu(I)-phen-O2 type, anti-carcinogenic drugs,
adramycin, streptomycin, etc. [96]. With the same purpose, antibiotics belonging to
the bleomycin series are used and applied in anti-carcinogen therapy in common
with iron compounds and dioxygen, efficiently and selectively disintegrating DNA
threads as is described in detail in review [98]. Their use in clinical oncology is
given in [99, 100], etc. Thus, DNA is the main target in the cell for bleomycins
[101–103]. They can disintegrate RNA as well [98]. Bleomycins are glycopeptides
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with a molecular mass of�1,500. The structure of bleomycins (Blm-X) is as shown
in Fig. 3.3.

Here, X–NH(CH2/3SC.CH3/2 (Blm–A2/,
–NH(CH2/3NH.CH2/4NH2 (Blm–A5/,
–NH(CH2/3SCH3 (DMBlm–A2: dimethylbleomycin),
–NH2(BlmB0

2/, NH.CH2/4NHC.NH/NH2 (Blm–B2/,
–NH(CH2/3NH.CH2/3N.CH2/4 (Blm–BAPP),

CH3

-NH(CH2)4NH- CH - Ph   (peplomycin).
H

Numbers 1-6 are used to indicate nitrogen atoms coordinated with Fe2C ions and
occupying six coordination places in the complex.

Bleomycin can be bound strongly enough with DNA. In the presence of
dioxygen, Fe(II)Blm binding with DNA results in the destruction of the latter
[104]. Molecule Blm can accomplish various functions, and thus was conventionally
divided into several parts (domains). Pyrimidoblaminic acid and ˇ-oxohistidine
form a metal-binding domain [105, 106]. The remainder of dithiazole and edge
amine X is called DNA-binding domain. Disaccharide promotes O2 binding for
oxidation disintegration of DNA [107]. Equally with Fe(II)Blm complex, complexes
Fe(II)Blm, Cu(II)Blm, and Co(III)Blm will also be formed, which can join DNA at
different rates. Dioxygen O2 joins Fe(II)Blm forming a triple complex (Oxygenated
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Blm), which is stable in the presence of DNA excess [108]. The structure of metal
(copper)-binding bleomycin domain can be given as in Fig. 3.4 [109]:

The most strongly bound with DNA are the dithiazole remainder and edge
amine of bleomycin, and the least strongly bound is the metal-joining center.
Thus, dithiazole is incorporated between the DNA foundations or is joined to the
small fissure of DNA. Selective adsorption of bleomycin on cancer cells in the
presence of sufficient amount of O2, with subsequent cellular DNA oxidation cutting
by Fe-bleomycin, results in the formation of propenal base and free nucleonic
bases [110, 111], which apparently cause specific actions of the drug. Initially,
it was supposed that DNA degradation mechanism has a free radical character
[112, 113], proceeding from the capacity of Fe(II)Blm complex to be formed in
the presence of O2, to generate OH� radicals [114, 115], which can react with
DNA. But this was not confirmed by further tests, as the use of OH� radical traps
(such as tert-butyl-phenylnitrone, butylphenylnitrone, and dimethylsulfoxide) did
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Fig. 3.6 Supposed scheme of lipogenase-like reaction activated with iron(II, III) complexes
with Blm

not provide inhibition of DNA disintegration. FeBlm also catalyzes oxo-transfer to
olefin substrates in a stereoselective way (such as cis-stilbene) in the presence of
phenyl hypoiodite (PhIO), H2O2, ROOH, and O2 [116]. These FeBlm properties are
unique, since this is the first example of a mononuclear non-hemic system capable
of activating oxygen.

Proceeding from the results of electron spectroscopy, EPR, and Mössbauer effect,
mechanism of bleomycin influence on DNA is represented as the result of formed
“activated bleomycin” which causes oxidative DNA degradation. The scheme of
DNA disintegration by iron complex with bleomycin and dioxygen is given in [117].
In a somewhat different, cyclic, form it can be represented as in Fig. 3.5.

An additional electron for “activated bleomycin” formation can come either
from the reducer present in solution, or from other Fe(II)Blm molecule as a result
of disproportioning. “Activated bleomycin” is sooner low-spin iron (III) peroxo-
complex [Fe(III)Blm(HOO� than ferryl complex in hemic systems according to
mass spectrometric data [118, 119] (this has not been revealed definitely).

It can then oxidize DNA and be reactivated anew by hydrogen peroxide. It is
not excluded, but has not been proved, that in the presence of electron donors,
Fe.III/Blm can be partly reduced to Fe.II/Blm (in Fig. 3.5, it is shown by the dotted
thread). The details of DNA oxidative destruction are given in [98, 106, 120–122].
The destruction of DNA and RNA [123] results in disintegration of their lactose
phosphate frame in C40 position and liberation of free bases (propenals) [124].

It can be seen from Fig. 3.5 that hydrogen peroxide influences results in the
repeated regeneration of “activated bleomycin” and selective catalytic oxidation
of both relatively simple organic compounds and complex ones such as DNA and
RNA. Thus, complex of bleomycin with iron(II) acts as “proteinless enzyme.” One
molecule of this antibiotic is able to catalyze the reduction of 4,7 oxygen molecules
and destruct several DNA [88]. In its turn, DNA catalyzes auto-activation of some
oxidized metal complexes, thus efficiently protecting itself from deterioration [125].

Oxidative DNA deterioration results in the occurrence of inflammatory autoim-
mune diseases such as rheumatic arthritis and systematic erythematosus lupus
(skin reddening), and also cancer and aging [126]. This is apparently caused by
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changes in DNA, which can result in mutations yielding cell function change
[127]. According to another assumption, oxidative changes in DNA can make it
an antigenic substance, stimulating antibody release against DNA itself, detected in
the case of erythematosus lupus [128].

Increase in free oxygen radicals (O�
2 , OH�/ or oxygen peroxide contents in vivo

due to the common oxygen metabolism (and also because of radiation) reduces
the level of antioxidative enzymes (superoxide dismutase, catalase, and glutathione
peroxidase), which can result in the increase in DNA damage level and mutation
possibility, manifested in change of antigens themselves and autoimmunity [129].

One of the forms of DNA damage is breakage of DNA thread which is manifested
as a consequence of influence on oxidant cells (namely, H2O2). There is an enzyme
in the cell—poly-ADP–ribose polymerase, being the part of the system, repairing
the damaged DNA. On DNA deterioration, this enzyme will be activated, consuming
NADC and ATP. If the degree of DNA damage becomes too high, the amount
of NADC and ADP is not enough to repair the damaged DNA that results in cell
ruin. Such damage is a “self-destroying response” of cells in the case of extensive
DNA damage so that it will be better for the cell to be ruined than endure the
appearance of somatic mutations (connected with body), resulting in malignant
consequences [129].

Iron compounds joining DNA, in the presence of oxygen oxidants (O2, H2O2),
catalyze OH� generation (see [130]) and, therefore, subsequent DNA damage. This
statement has been recently confirmed in a study of the complex [FeIIEDTA�2� and
H2O2 influence on DNA [131]. Thus, proof is given that it is OH� radical and not
ferryl complex that is responsible for DNA damage.

One of the numerous products obtained by oxygen radical attack on DNA
is 8-hydroxydeoxyguanosine (8-OHdG), which is a mutagen causing increase in
frequency of bases separation from DNA.

Many chemotherapeutic drugs, e.g., bleomycin, cause biological effects similar
to that from radiation. Bleomycin acts as an antitumor agent due to its capacity of
triple complex formation with iron and DNA. This complex can be activated with
cytochrome P-450 and, apparently, DNA deterioration also involves its interaction
with OH� radicals. This results in the breakage of simple and double DNA thread
with the production of free and propenal bases. Their further decomposition results
in the formation of malonic aldehyde. By its accumulation, the conclusion is made
on the presence of “catalytic” iron in biological liquids [129].

On activation, human granulocytes (leukocytes containing granula in cytoplasm)
produce a large quantity of free oxygen radicals in inflammation places in an
organism. Granulocyte activation with the tumoral promoter tetra-deconyl phorbol
acetate (TPA) causes an increase in 8-OHdG in cell and, hence, breakage of DNA
threads. The rate of such thread unwinding is significantly increased within the cells
of patients with rheumatoid arthritis compared to normal cells.

Chromosomal deviations of norm in the case of patients with sclerosis are
provoked by oxygen radicals inducing DNA deterioration [132]. Blood lymphocytes
in the case of patients with autoimmune diseases (rheumatoid arthritis, systematic
erythematosus lupus, and Bechets syndrome) turn out to be highly sensitive to the
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toxic effects of alkylating agents such as N -methyl-N -nitrosourea, compared to
normal patients [133]. All these point out that DNA damage with oxygen radicals
can be caused with various environmental mutagens and can play an important role
in somatic mutations yielding autoimmune diseases [129].

Like iron(III) interaction with bleomycin (Fe.III/Blm), cobalt salt interaction
with bleomycin results in the appropriate complex formation COIIIBlm [134, 135].
Cobalt ion joins the metal-binding domain of bleomycin by means of five N-donor
primary and secondary amino groups, pyrimidine, and imidazole ring. COIIIBlm is a
low-spin complex, strongly joins DNA [136], and, unlike Fe.III/Blm complex, does
not provoke DNA oxidative damage [137].

However, CoIII Blm can disintegrate DNA, provided it is irradiated with
visible light [138]. Cobalt salts form several complexes with bleomycin (orange,
brown, and green). Three model compounds [139] were revealed and studied,
namely [Co(PMA)(N -methylimidazole)]2C (1), [Co(PMA)(H2O)]2C (2), and
[Co(PMA)Cl]C (3), imitating spectrophotometric properties of these three CoIIIBlm
complexes, photodisintegration of DNA by them on their UV irradiation. Under
their UV irradiation, in water solutions OH� radicals will be formed (from water)
[140] which induces the breakage of DNA threads. The bond of cobalt(III) from
these model compounds with DNA is weak (electrostatic), while cobalt(III) with
Blm forms a much stronger bond. Because of this, model complexes (1), (2), and
(3) do not realize DNA photodisintegration with the same efficiency as CoIIIBlm.
DNA photodisintegration with model complexes (1)–(3) is the result of OH�
radical influence. However, model complex [Co(PMA)]2C modification by stronger
(covalent) joining of acrydine or bithiazole promotes photodegradation of these
complexes, which is rather similar to that of CoIIIBlm [139].

“Activated bleomycin” [Fe.III/Blm(HOO�/] seems to be responsible for a
serious side effect—lung fibrosis (benign tumor from joint tissue); bleomycin
therapy led to marked lung deteriorations which limits the drug usage. This process
can be reversed by introducing some antioxidants. Fibroma occurrence induced with
bleomycin apparently involves high-active oxidants’ influence on the components
of cellular membranes. As “activated bleomycin” is a peroxo-compound of iron(III)
with bleomycin, this complex easily realized oxo-transfer to the olefin compounds
of membranes. Hence, it becomes clear that interaction between cell lipids (olefins)
and Fe.III/Blm(HOO�/ complex must result in lung deterioration.

Research in vitro has confirmed that iron ions bound in complex with bleomycin
and peplomycin (another member of the bleomycin group) catalyze lipid peroxida-
tion with oxidation products distribution, similar to that produced by lipoxygenase
[141]. Also, it was proved that bleomycin causes redox-sensitive activation of
phospholipase D [141, 142].

Earlier lipogenase activity and evolving of singlet oxygen (1�g/, accompanying
it, were discovered under the influence of Fe(III)Blm and Fe(II)Blm�O2 complexes
(supposing it is Fe(II)Blm� O��

2 / on sodium linoleate (as lipid oxidation model) in
vitro [143]. Later on, the assumed scheme of such lipogenase activity mechanism
and 1O2 formation was proposed [144]. This scheme can be represented in a
somewhat simplified and cyclic form as follows (Fig. 3.6):
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Complex Fe(III)Blm, interacting with linoleate anion, obtains electron and
Fe(II)Blm, and appropriate (Lip�/ will be formed. Complex of Fe(II)Blm with O2

forms the oxygenated complex Fe(II)Blm�O2 (Fe(III)Blm�O��
2 /. Equally O2, influ-

encing Lip�, will generate a new radical LipOO�. The latter, receiving the electron
from Fe(II)Blm�O2, will be transformed into a dissociated form of hydroperoxide
linoleate (LipOO�/ and complex—into Fe(III)BlmO2. The oxygenated complex
Fe(III)Blm�O2 on oxygen lacking can once again be transformed into Fe(III)Blm.
Singlet oxygen 1O2 generation from hydroperoxide linoleate was proved to pro-
ceed, using a chemiluminescent method in visible (633 nm) and its more specific
variant—infrared (1,268 nm) fields [144], which confirmed the earlier assumption
on its formation [145]. It was also found that Fe(III)Blm complex stimulates 1O2

generation (luminescence appears) in the system Fe(III)Blm–H2O2–OCl� as well,
which also catalyzes linoleate (Lip�/ interaction with 3O2, transforming the latter
into 1O2.

Naturally, this supposed scheme of lipogenase-like reaction needs knowl-
edge of further details. It is possible that “activated bleomycin complex”
Fe(III)Blm(OOH�/ will also be formed in vitro.

Provided Fe(II) is replaced with Co(II), the appropriate complex with bleomycin
will not disintegrate DNA even in the presence of O2 and a reducer. However, if the
system Co(II)–Blm–O2 is irradiated with UV light, it results in a DNA disintegration
reaction. It was shown [135] that initially formed complex Co(II)Blm�O2 will then
be transformed into two intermediate CO(III) complexes:

Co.II/BIm�O2 �! Co.III/BIm�OOH.green/C Co.III/BIm�H2O.brown/

which are able to take part in the DNA disintegration reaction under irradiation.
Complexes Co(III) (peplomycin)�OOH and Co(III) (peplomycin)�H2O interaction
with dodecanucleotide CGCGAATTCGCG turned out to be specific to the disinte-
gration place—near this nucleotide’s C3 and C11, although disintegration products
can be different [111].

Bleomycin is a very complex molecule. To clarify the mechanisms of DNA
oxidative and photolytic deterioration by bleomycin complexes with metal ions
(iron, copper, cobalt, or zinc), a model ligand PMAH has been synthesized [141]:
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which imitates the metal chelate part of bleomycin, and the appropriate com-
plexes [FeII.PMA�/�Cl�MeCN (a) and [Fe.III/.PMA�/�.NO3/2�DMSO (b) are
analogs of MBlm. Their structure was established by spectral methods. Oxy-
genated complexes (a) and (b) imitate all spectroscopic and chemical properties
of “activated bleomycin.” They represent iron(III) peroxo-compounds with PMA�–
[Fe.III/(PMA�/(OOH�/�C, which are active intermediates in both DNA destruc-
tion and reaction of oxo-transfer. Really, complex (a) catalyzes lipid peroxidation in
the presence of O2 in the same way as Fe.II/Blm [141]. It was also observed that
complexes (a) and (b) promote peroxidation of linoleic acid and arachidonic acids
with H2O2. On such ligand peroxidation, the same products were formed as those
in enzymatic peroxidation with lipogenase.

The scheme of lipid peroxidation with model complexes (a) and (b) is given in
[141] (Scheme 3.2).

O2 H2O2

[(PMA)FeII]+ [(PMA)FeIII.OOH]+ [(PMA)FeIII]2+

H+, e- - H+

R              R.

H

R             R. (O)                  R              R.
Dien  re-arrangement

(1) (2)

R              R. R             R.
Oxygenation Chain continuation

OO. OOH
(3)                      LipH       Lip. (4)

LipOOH

..

O2

Scheme 3.2 Mechanism of lipid peroxidation

First, H atom removal from olefin substrates (O) proceeds with the help of
[(PMA)Fe.III/ �OOH]C complex. Assumption on hydrogen atom removal with
oxo-iron superoxidized complex of ferryl-type ((PMA)FeIV D 0 or (PMA)FeV D
0), forming from [(PMA)Fe.III/ � OOH�C by bond O–O breakage, has not yet been
proved experimentally, although such an assumption has some ground. Thus, rapid
lipid peroxidation is promoted in the presence of O2 or H2O2. In accordance with
Scheme 3.2, an H atom is removed from the methylene group of the olefin (linoleic
or arachidonic acid) with the formation of C-basic radical (1), then diene radical is
generated (2), and with the help of O2, peroxy radical will be formed (3). The latter
interacts with lipid (LipH) and forms lipid hydroperoxide (4).
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Fig. 3.7 Supposed
square-pyramidal, non-hemic
structure of Fe(II)Blm in
solution

According to Scheme 3.2, the formation of all these products has been proved
experimentally. Introduction of ˛-tocopherol (vitamin E) into the reactive mixture
practically seized olefin’ peroxidation. Therefore, it was shown that these synthetic
analogs (a) and (b) can be good models of Fe(II)Blm, promoting easy lipid
peroxidation in the presence of O2 and H2O2, thus explaining the occurrence of
lung fibrosis as a main side effect of cancer therapy with bleomycin, limiting the
use of this drug.

Proceeding from PMAH study as ligand, and its complexes (a) and (b), modeling
bleomycin and its complexes with Fe(II) and Fe(III), and also experimental proof
that the solvent is coordinated by sixth place in model complex (a), where it is in
labile state and can be replaced with oxygen joined to the complex, the supposed
structure of Fe(II)Blm was proposed (Fig. 3.7) [118, 146].

Here, R1 is the binding part, bithiazole part, and final amine; and R2 is
mannose sugar.

Fe(II) compound with bleomycin is the first example of a mononuclear non-
hemic iron complex with the considerable capacity to activate O2 [147, 148]. Thus,
the problem appears of revealing which particles form O2 complex with Fe(II)Blm,
and why it is them and not others. It has already been pointed out above that numer-
ous experimental data testify on “activated bleomycin” formation, representing
low-spin peroxo complex [BlmFe.III/–O-OH]C. To reveal why appropriate ferryl
complex in superoxidized iron state (4+) and oxene is not formed, equally with
PMAH, a number of other similar compounds were synthesized, in which imidazole
group or NH2 group in PMAH was substituted with NHCH3 or N(CH3/2.

Experiments with PMAH and similar compounds have shown that, for the
formation of low-spin complex [LFe.III/–O-OH]C, it is necessary that iron be
joined to five nitrogen atoms of primary and secondary amines, pyrimidine, and
imidazole rings of PMAH ligand. Like iron–porphyrin complexes [149], in these
non-hemic systems, the presence of strong field ligands is needed with spacious �-
system in the main plane and that of one axial donor in order to bind and activate O2.
In case of iron porphyrin complexes, a high degree of electron transfer from Fe–O–O
to porphyrin�-system provokes the breakage of the O–O bond and the formation of
ferryl (FeIV DO) or perferryl (FeV D O) complex [150, 151]. It is supposed that in
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Fig. 3.8 Structure of
Œ.PMA/Fe.III/–O-OH�C

hydroperoxo complex

the case of the Fe(II)–Blm system or model bleomycin analog PMAH, �-electronic
density existing in these systems is enough to form the hydroperoxo intermediate
Fe.III/([BlmFe.III/–O-OH]C or [PMAFe.III/–O-OH]C (Fig. 3.8), but not enough
to cause the breakage of the O–O bond like in the porphyrin system [152]:

EPR spectrum (gD 2:27I 2:18I 1:93) of [(PMA)Fe.III/–O-OH]C is identical
to that of “activated belomycin.” Peroxo complex [(PMA)Fe.III/–O-OH]C is
a very strong oxidant. In methanol solution, it produces CH2OH� radical by
hydrogen atom removal. This radical causes subsequent formation of formaldehyde
and OOCH3OH� radical (established by the EPR method). The peroxo complex
involved promotes rapid deterioration of DNA by its sugar part deterioration and
propanol state formation. It can also realize stereoselective oxo-transfer to olefin
substrates [145], i.e., it possesses the same functional properties as “activated
bleomycin.”

Initial complex [Fe.III/.PMA/�2C in acetonitrile easily realizes cyclohexane
oxidation with tert-butyl hydroperoxide (tBuOOH) or hydrogen peroxide (H2O2/

with cyclohexanone and cyclohexanol formation in the ratio 1:1. This means that
functionally this complex acts like the cytochrome P-450 model. Thus, the number
of rotations (quantity of moles of products per mole of catalyst per hour) reaches
80. A probable mechanism of cyclohexane oxidation in the presence of tBuOOH
and [Fe.III/.PMA/�2C, based on the experimental data obtained, is presented as
Scheme 3.3 [153].

As can be seen from Scheme 3.3, the possible mechanism comprises the follow-
ing stages: intermediate [(PMA)Fe.III/–O �OtBu�C formation, homolysis of O–O
bond with the formation of two oxidative particles [(PMA)Fe.III/–O��C and tBuO�,
initiation with tBuO� radical of H atom detachment from cyclohexane and promot-
ing with [(PMA)Fe.III/–O��C radical H atom detachment from tBuOOH, cyclo-
hexanol and cyclohexanone formation, and intermediate [(PMA)Fe.III/–O–OtBu�C
formation by [(PMA)Fe.III/–OH�C interaction with tBuOOH. The use of tBuOOH
instead of hydrogen peroxide yields the same mechanism of cyclohexane oxidation,
but with different product distribution. The intermediate [(PMA)Fe.III/–O–OtBu�C
has been identified spectrophotometrically under low temperature. In general,
[Fe.III/(PMA)](ClO4/2 complex is an efficient non-hemic catalyst in the reaction
of alkane oxidation with tert-butyl hydroperoxide at room temperature.

Besides PMAH and its derivatives, other ligands can also be used, forming
complexes with the transition metal ions, able to promote DNA disintegration.
Such complexes involve [Cu(phen)2�2C [154, 155] and EDTAFe(II) [156, 157].
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[FeIII(PMA)]2+

tBuOOH

[(PMA)FeIII - O-OtBu]+

Bond O- O homolysis

[(PMA)FeIII - O·]+ + tBuO·
tBuOOH 

{[(PMA)FeIV = O]?}                       Cyclohexane
+

tBuOOH                                      tBuOOH

[(PMA)FeIII - OH]+ + tBuOO· tBuOO· + · tBuOOCy

O2

CyOO·

Cyclohexanole and cyclohexanone       

Scheme 3.3 Mechanism of cyclohexane oxidation

Thus, free oxygen radicals are formed attacking the deoxyribose base of DNA.
Other complexes need photochemical activation for realization of the same function
(namely, [Cu(phen)3�2C/ [158].

However, other ligands were synthesized as well, forming complexes with
iron(III), able to realize catalytically one-thread oxidative disintegration of
plasmid DNA under physiological pH and temperature. Thus, a complex of
1,4,7-trimethyl-1,4,7-triazacyclononane with FeCl3 (LFeCl3/ was synthesized,
which at low concentrations (�0:5 �M) in the presence of O2 will efficiently disinte-
grate DNA. Addition of reducing agents (namely, dithiothreitol) increases this com-
plex efficiency about ten times (for DNA disintegration, only 0:05 �M is needed),
and its efficiency becomes closely comparable with that of Fe(II) complex with
bleomycin (Fe.II/Blm). LFeCl3 complex can be easily synthesized and is stable in
water solutions, which makes it an attractive agent for DNA disintegration [159].

In the process of plasmid DNA disintegration, generated free radicals of oxy-
gen (OH�/ or iron-oxo particles react directly with DNA and do not come out
into solution, unlike the aforesaid iron complexes with other ligands, and also
Fe(II)–EDTA complex (methydiumpropyl) [160–162]. This last complex disinte-
grates DNA at concentrations similar to the LFeCl3 complex; however, OH� radicals
will be formed fixed in solution. Therefore, in this case, the mechanism of DNA
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disintegration differs from that for LFeCl3. It is unclear yet whether or not LFeCl3
complex possesses antitumor properties, similar to those found in Fe.II/Blm.

In double DNA threads, breakage can be either single (one thread is broken)
or double (both threads are broken). For cell survival, the latter breakage is more
pernicious, as in this case, “reparation” (reducing) of DNA is more difficult [163].
Study of the structure of the molecules that can cause such rupture of DNA
threads is important both for the appropriate drugs creation against carcinogenic
diseases, and for revealing the mechanisms of DNA reparation. With this in
mind, complex ((2S , 8R/-5-amino-2,8-dibenzyl-5-methyl-3,7-diasononandioato)
copper(II) has been synthesized and studied (1), able to break orderly two DNA
threads, likewise iron complex with bleomycin [164]. Positively charged ammonium
group is fixed with the ligand, which can interact with DNA phosphates. Copper(II)
is used for hydrogen-detaching active oxygen particles generation. The structure of
the complex is as follows [165, 166]:

NH NH3
+ NH

O
Cu(II)

OO
O

On (1) interaction with DNA in the presence of O2, OH�� and O��
2 radicals

will be formed. In the presence of a reducer (ascorbic acid (AH2/ or others), (1)
will generate OH� radicals by Haber–Weiss reaction (5). Appropriate sequence of
reactions can be represented by Scheme 3.4.

1. CuIIL + e- (from reducer)                CuIL
(1)

2. CuIL + O2 CuII

3. CuIIL·O2
·-

L·O2
·

O2
·

-

CuIIL + -

4. AH2+ O2
·- A- + H2O2

5. O2
·- + H2O2 O2 + OH-+ OH·.  

Scheme 3.4 Interaction of DNA with Co complex in the presence of O2

Clearly, the same processes can be drawn as cyclic Scheme 3.5 [165].
Thus, the mechanism of DNA cutting consists of binding of (1) with DNA,

O��
2 , and H2O2 formation, OH� generation, OH� interaction with deoxyribose, and

hydrogen atom removal from it in the C40 position. Interaction of the deoxyribose
radicals thus formed yields the products of DNA thread breakage (in particular,
propanol base formation). The scheme of DNA thread double rupture is shown in
Fig. 3.9 [167].
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Scheme 3.5 Cyclic scheme of DNA interaction with Co complex

Fig. 3.9 Supposed scheme of DNA threads double rupture

Reaction of DNA threads in the case of complex (1) use proceeds much slower
than in the case of iron or copper complex with bleomycin. The possibility of double
rupture of DNA threads with complex (1) and lethal deterioration of appropriate
cells makes its complex rather attractive in creating chemotherapeutic agents for
use against cancer.
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Fig. 3.10 Structure of
antitumor anthracyclines.
Ri—various remnants of
anthracyclines

The clinical use of other antitumor drugs, for instance related to anthracyclines—
doxorubicin (DOX, adriamycin), epirubicin, daunorubicin, etc.—is limited by a
dose-limiting cardiotoxicity. The latter is connected with oxidative stress which
is induced by oxygen free radicals (O��

2 and OH�/, catalytically generated in
vivo by very stable iron(II) complexes with anthracyclines (stability constant
of Fe3C(DOX)3 complex is approximately equal to 1033M�3/ [168]. Among
anthracyclines, doxorubicin is one of the most efficient antitumor drugs. Its complex
with Fe(II) catalyzes the destruction of cell membrane and is incorporated between
pair bases of DNA.

The structure of antitumor anthracyclines is presented in Fig. 3.10.
Complex Fe3C–doxorubicin can be subject to auto-reduction to Fe2C–

doxorubicin on account of electron transfer from the OH group of ˛-ketol part of
doxorubicin. Thus, generation of OH� radicals proceeds by preliminary formation
of O��

2 and H2O2 [168]:

Fe2C � DOXC O2 �! Fe3C � DOXC O��
2

2O��
2 C 2HC �! H2O2 C O2

Fe2C � DOXC H2O2 �! Fe3C � DOXC OH� COH�

Reducing of Fe3C–DOX complex and lipid peroxidation by means of doxorubicin
are realized in parallel with their cardiotoxicity [169]. This is caused, apparently, by
OH� radical generation and increased toxicity of anthracyclines such as doxorubicin
and epirubicin, as only their complexes with Fe3C (but not of other anthracyclines)
are capable of auto-reduction [170].

3.1.6 Intermediates of Ferryl Particles Type in Biochemical
Systems

In biochemical processes, oxygen molecule transformation in vivo into more
reactive reduced forms and interaction of the latter as oxidant with various
endogenous substrates play an important role. In such transformation realization,
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Fig. 3.11 Structure of
TTPCO(II) and its oxidized
derivative

metal porphyrins occupy an important place in the metabolic processes of living
organism. A high degree of porphyrin cycle conjugation contributes to this,
providing relatively easy electron transfer both from porphyrin to central metal, and
vice versa. The structure of cobalt tetratolylporphyrin (TTPCo(II)) and its oxidized
derivative (TTP�CCCo(III)) is shown in Fig. 3.11.

Interaction of metal porphyrinates with O2 results in highly reactive intermediate
forms of oxidant generation. The rate formation of such intermediates and their
reactivity are affected by many factors: nature of central metal ion, peculiarity
of substitutig groups in porphyrin macrocycle, influence of axial ligands’ nature,
and properties of solvent. Oxidation of metal porphyrinates proceeds through the
formation of oxygenated �-peroxo complex, ferryl intermediate FeIVDO, and,
finally, �-oxydimer:

PFeII O2�!PFeO2
PFeII

�! PFeIII �O�O� Fe.III/P �! PFeIV D O
PFeII

�! PFeIII �O� Fe.III/P
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The most general reactions of hydrocarbon (RH), olefin, and aldehyde catalytic
transformations can be presented in the following form:

> C = O
PMz+

RH + O2 ROOH

ROH

PMz+

> C = C <  +  O2 > C – C <
O

RCHOC O2

PM2C

���! RCOOOH

where PMzC metals complex with porphyrin. Catalytic transformation of hydrocar-
bons can be accompanied by the formation of free radicals, and the mechanism of
such processes becomes radical-chain:

Initiation:

TPPM2C C O2 �! TPPM3C � O2
��

TPPM3C � O2
�� C RCHO �! TPPM3C �O2HC RCO�

Chain continuation:

RCO� C O2 �! RCOOO�

RCOOO� C RCHO �! RCOOOHC RCO�

Breakage:
2RCOOO� �! Products

�e where TTP—tetraphenylporphyrin
Thus, the participation of oxidation metal complex is admitted, although its pres-

ence in the reaction medium was not proved [171]. Nevertheless, some oxygenated
porphyrin complexes with Mn(II), Fe(II), Cu(I), and other transition metals exist.

Low oxidation potential of Mn(II) and Fe(II) porphyrinates makes them rather
unstable in solution, and in the presence of oxygen they are subject to rapid
oxidation with the formation of final products with different structures. Irreversible
oxidation to dimer forms can also proceed [172].

The efficiency of metal porphyrinates and the processes’ course in catalytic
oxidation of organic substances with dioxygen depends to a great degree on
the absence or presence of an additional reducer (for instance, NaBH4/, which
creates the necessary conditions for the formation of active intermediates in the
course of the reaction. Change of process mechanism can be seen as soon as the
various products of oxidation process are obtained in the presence and absence of
reducers [173]:
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It is supposed that formation of highly oxidized intermediates is complicated in
the absence of a reducer, and the reaction course will be different to that in their
presence.

On such two-electron oxidants being used as per-acids, phenyl hypoiodite
(C6H5-IO), sodium hypochlorite (NaOCl), nitrogen oxides, and Mn(III) porphyri-
nates are transformed into oxo-manganese(V) complexes [161]:

In the same way, iron(III) porphyrinates efficiently realize hydroxylation and
epoxidation reactions with these oxidants [173].

Nowadays at least three tens of enzymes (hemic and non-hemic) are known,
related to various sources and various classes (peroxidases, catalases, cytochromes
P-450, cytochrome oxidases, methane monooxygenases (MMO), etc.), functional
activity of which is manifested by means of ferryl intermediates’ formation [174].

Ferryl intermediate iron, bound with oxygen, is formally in oxidation degree
+5, but it is always present as Fe(IV)DO with one electron isolated from protein,
and therefore is represented in the form P�C Fe(IV)DO-ferryl �-cation radical (so-
called compound I). Its one-electron reduction generates ferryl particle PFe(IV)DO
(Compound II), and two-electron reduction results in initial iron porphyrinate
PFe(III). In hydrogen peroxide excess, PFe(IV)DO will be turned into intermediate
oxy-compound (compound III), the structure of which can be, apparently, defined
as partial charge transfer complex [Fe2CO2 $ Fe3CO�

2] (compound III). The ratio
of these compounds looks as in Scheme 3.6.
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Scheme 3.6 Formation of ferryl intermediates in the functioning of enzymes

These compounds (I–III) are formed as intermediates in the process of various
enzymes’ functioning. Thus, the difference in mammal peroxidases (myeloper-
oxidase, lactoperoxidase, saliva peroxidase, eosinophil, and thyroid peroxidases)
with regard to substrates oxidation consists in the value of redox potential of
the compound I [175]. Myeloperoxidase is used by neutrophils in phagocytosis
processes for bactericide HOCl formation from chloride and hydrogen peroxide
(see Chap. 4), and neutrophil oxidase transforms compound III into compound I.
Prostaglandin H and synthase (peroxidase) form both compound I and compound II
[176, 177]. A rather interesting case is the use by catalase of its own substrate—
hydrogen peroxide—as oxidant (generating from PFe.III/ compound I), and as
reducer (regenerating the initial active center of enzyme PFe.III/ and evolving O2/.
Such behavior is a rather frequent case in catalytic processes, thus illustrating what
is known in philosophy as the law of antipodes’ unity.

Ferryl intermediates are also generated on oxygenases and oxidases function-
ing. Comparative representation of substrates transformation mechanisms (without
detailed consideration) is given in Fig. 3.12 [174, 178–180].

With all these enzymes’ functioning, ferryl particles formation is observed for
compound types I and II.

In the case of enzymes with non-hemic active centers, there are no direct
spectrophotometric proofs of ferryl particle Fe(IV)DO involvement in the catalytic
process, possibly, due to its short lifetime and difficulties in its detection. However,
indirect proofs confirm its occurrence in non-hemic enzymes functioning. Oxo-
bound two-nuclear iron complex is the active center of these enzymes. The mecha-
nism of its action with ferryl intermediate participation is shown in Fig. 3.13 [181].

Here, X is an unknown group forming bridge bond between two iron atoms and
cation radical; TyrO� is tyrosine radical.

Thus, non-hemic enzymes can fulfill the functions characteristic of hemic
proteins, namely methane monoxidase can hydroxylate hydrocarbons like
cytochrome P-450, ribonucleotide reductase is capable of oxidizing phenols like
peroxidase, etc. Such similarity in functions gives grounds to support the generation
of intermediate ferryl particles in the process of non-hemic enzymes activity.
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Fig. 3.12 Comparison of approximate reactive mechanisms of peroxidase, cytochrome P-450, and
cytochrome oxidase (without details)

Fig. 3.13 Mechanism of enzymes interaction with non-hemic iron

Mononuclear non-hemic active centers of some enzyme also involve ferryl iron into
the process mechanism. Thus, oxygen involvement does not proceed simultaneously
at some dioxygenases, which indicates the possible presence of ferryl particles as
intermediates [182].
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3.2 Enzymes and Their Modeling

3.2.1 Mechanisms of Some Enzymes’ Functioning and Their
Modeling: Modeling of Monooxidases in Alkanes,
Alkenes, and Other Substrates Hydroxylation and
Epoxidation

In the first chapter, O–O bond activation in dioxygen, hydrogen peroxide, and
hydroperoxides was mostly considered in the presence of transition metal ions and
coordination compounds as catalysts.

In this chapter, biochemical catalytic processes are described, the most important
role in which is played by oxenoids considered in the first chapter (O2, H2O2,
ROOH, etc.) as oxidants. Thus, only the enzymes are considered (briefly) and their
models (in more detail) with regard to the catalyzing oxygen atom or molecule
(monoxygenase or dioxygenase) entrance into substrate, hydrogen peroxide (super-
oxide dismutase) formation from superoxide anion radicals, decomposition of the
latter (catalase), various substrates (peroxidase) oxidation with hydrogen peroxide,
and four-electron reduction of the oxygen molecule to water (oxidase).

Metal enzymes, transition metal ions, and coordination compounds catalyze
biochemical processes most often. The structure, properties, and details of metal
enzymes’ work will not be considered here, as extensive and well-generalized
literature is devoted to these problems, namely, to monooxygenases [183–190].
Most attention will be given to generalizations on some of the most important
monooxygenases modeling (e.g., cytochrome P-450), catalytic properties of such
mimetic systems, their actitity, selectivity, stability, and comparison of metal
porphyrinates work mechanisms with those of their models. Creation of such
imitating (mimetic) catalytic systems has at least twofunctions: (1) to use the results
obtained on such systems study for a deeper understanding of the appropriate metal
enzymes action and (2) to use the results obtained, sooner or later, for creating
sufficiently active, selective, and stable systems for industrial production of certain
chemical products from the main alkanes sources—oil and natural gas. This is
especially important because from the approximately 1 billion tonnes of oil obtained
per year, several percent are subject to chemical processing, and direct alkanes
functionalizationrepresents a small percentage of this.

To achieve this, the most important requirement is to create such systems which
would activate C–H and C–C bonds in various hydrocarbons with sufficient rate
and selectivity, close to that of the appropriate metal enzymes (or exceeding them).
Activation of C–H bonds of alkanes under rather strict conditions (high temperature,
strong oxidants, superacids, free radicals, carbenes, etc.) has long been known.
Discovery of catalytic systems based on Pt(II) complexes able to activate the
C–H bond in methane at 120ıC is reflected in the remarkable pioneering work of
Shylov and colleagues [191–194]. Reactions of H–D exchange in alkanes and their
oxidation in systems containing platinum complexes have been carried out later by
many researchers [195–198].
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Numerous reactions of alkanes with metal hydride complexes and metal organic
compounds were also discovered; the appropriate review is given in [199]. However,
in all these reactions of alkane activation, oxenoids (oxide and peroxide systems),
being the most important participants of C–H bonds activation in biological systems,
do not take part. Therefore, these systems will not be considered here.

Modeling of some oxygenases, dioxygenases, and oxidases will be considered
further. According to [26], difference between these factors are as follows. Oxyge-
nases activate molecular oxygen catalytically and introduce one (monooxygenases)
or two (dioxygenases) oxygen atoms into the substrate with electron donor partic-
ipation. Oxidases catalytically activate hydrogen, but not dioxygen, and realize a
variety of substrate oxidation by oxygen reduction with one, two, or four electrons
(products: HO�

2 , H2O2, H2O).
There is a number of conjugated reactions in vivo, successively catalyzed with

different enzymes: phenylamine hydroxylase catalyzing the reaction of phenylamine
hydroxylation into tyrosine; tyrosine hydroxylase—tyrosine hydroxylation to 3,4-
dioxyphenylalanine; dopamine-ˇ-hydroxylase—truncated 3,4-dioxyphenylalanine
(without COOH group) hydroxylation—dopamine to noradrenaline:

CH2CH(NH2)COOH CH2CH(NH2)COOH
O2 O2

phenylalaninhydroxylase
HO

Phenylalanine Tyrosine

HO CH2CH(NH2 HO CH2 – CH2 – NH2

–(COOH)

tyrosinhydroxylase

dopamin-β-hydroxynase
HO HO

3,4-dioxyphenylalanine Dopamine

HO CH – CH2 – NH2

OH
HO

Noradrenaline.

)COOH

It is evident from this chain of catalytic reactions that noradrenaline biosynthesis
proceeds (this substance is a mediator of nervous pulses in the synapses of
sympathetic nervous system). Change in noradrenaline contents in cerebrum under
the influence of some phsychothropic drugs, in particular its excess accumulation,
results in inhibition of dopamine hydroxylation. Imitation (mimetics) of some of
these enzymes (tyrosine, dopamine-ˇ-hydroxylase) will be considered below.

Selective activation of C–H bonds under relatively mild conditions (temperature
close to room temperature, usual oxidants of oxenoids type) became possible only
recently. Such a possibility is caused by a number of reasons, the main one being the
use of suitable catalytic systems with metal complexes, the interaction of which with
oxenoids results in active particles formation, capable of introducing oxygen atom
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into the C–H bond of alkanes. Examples of such systems are enzymatic systems
of cytochrome P-450 type, MMO, etc. Such enzyme modeling is the concrete
embodiment of the IVth conceptual system of “evolution catalysis” [200].

One of the most significant differences between enzymes functioning in usual
catalytic chemical reactions and those with metal complexes’ participation is
their exclusive selectivity caused by the influence of protein surroundings and
rigid enough organization of their active centers. Such organization provides both
selectivity and stability of enzyme activity. Another peculiarity of enzymes consists
in their ability to work according to the conjugation principle, i.e., one active
compound can be involved in two reactions. Optimization of two conjugated
reactions can be reached on condition that active particles are formed in primary
reaction, initiating the secondary reaction in which they are consumed. After this,
one of the products enters into the reaction; as a result, active particles involved in
the final products of primary reaction formation will be regenerated [201].

One of the possible conjugation examples is mitochondrial processes of oxidative
phosphorylation [202]:

respiration process

CH3COOH C 2o2 �! 2CO2 C 2H2O
H2O

ATP�ase;
� HC C OH�

)

primary reaction

oxidative phosphorylation process
ATP3

� C P3
� C 2HC D ATP4C C H2Og secondary reaction,

where P3� D PO3�
4 .

Primary and secondary reactions are conjugated. In the primary reaction, a highly
reactive intermediate compound will be formed, HC ion as oxidant causing the
reaction of ATP oxidation. HC ion in its turn participates in both reactions’ product
formation (water molecules). Water molecule formed at once will be dissociated into
HC and OH� ions on mitochondrion membrane. Thus, OH� anion will be desorbed
into cytoplasm, and HC ion into matrix, where it takes part in water formation in the
final stage of the respiration process. Conjunction between respiration and oxidation
is realized by ATP-ase whose role consists in HC ion generation (from cytoplasm)
with subsequent reaction of ATP synthesis [201].

This example illustrates, on the one hand, the principles of conjugation action on
enzyme work, and points out and, on the other, possible ways of enzymatic activity
modeling with more simple systems.

3.2.1.1 Mechanism of Alkanes Hydroxylation with Cytochrome P-450

It is known that monooxygenases (in particular, cytochromes P-450 representing
the whole enzyme class) realize one oxygen atom entrance (oxene) from dioxygen
into C–H bonds of alkanes (hydroxylation) or CDC bonds of olefins (epoxidation).
In the first case, it corresponds to the reaction
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RHC O2 C 2e� C 2HC �! ROHC H2O

in which source of electrons is conjugated oxidation of NADH or NADPH. These
electrons, reducing metal ions of enzyme’s active center, provide the possibility of
its joining to the molecular oxygen and, thus, its reactions with alkane activation.
Activation of O2, resulting in metal oxo- and peroxo complexes formation, is one of
the main functions of monooxygenases [201].

In almost all living organisms (from bacteria to mammals), hydroxylation of C–H
bonds in alkanes is catalyzed by cytochrome P-450-monooxygenases (about 500 of
their representatives are known), containing iron protoporphyrin in an active center,
in which iron is bound to protein surroundings by means of a cysteine residue and a
hydroxyl group of a certain part of the protein (S� and OH� in Fig. 3.14, where RH

Fig. 3.14 Mechanism of alkane RH hydroxylation with cytochrome P-450 active center
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is localized alkane on hydrophobic interaction with the protein part of the enzyme
and hydrogen bonds formation near the active iron–porphyrin center;–porphyrin. It
seems that the reason for porphyrin molecule choice as the main ligand of iron(III) in
cytochrome P-450 active center is its stability and high conjugation of double bonds,
which makes it possible to pass easily the part of electron density on iron or vice
versa, and thus to create suitable redox potential. However, some monooxygenases
able to hydroxylate C–H bonds of alkanes contain non-hemic iron–protein active
centers. Such monooxygenases involve MMO, etc., [203–207].

Cytochromes P-450 fulfill various functions in steroids, aliphatic acids, and
prostagladins biodegradation, drug metabolism, and removal of a number of toxic
compounds from the organism. Equally with R–H bonds hydroxylation, they are
able to transfer oxene on multiple bonds, aromatic rings, and heteroatoms of various
substrates [208–211].

Despite the different origin of cytochrome P-450-monooxygenases, the mecha-
nism of alkanes hydroxylation by them is the same.

In the initial state, two Fe(III) porphyrin complexes are in equilibrium: six-
coordination (low spin) with cysteine (S–), and ligands containing hydroxyl groups
(–OH), and five-coordination (high spin) with one axial ligand [212]. Alkane RH
fixation on the protein hydrophobic part near heme results in an equilibrium shift in
the direction of the five-coordination high-spin complex. The latter will be reduced
by one-electron action with NADPH or NADH (by means of the electron transport
chain). Its interaction with O2 yields a new six-coordination low-spin complex, but
this time an Fe(II) one. These first relatively stable complexes were synthesized as
model intermediates and have been studied experimentally [213–215].

On further protonation, occurence of a hypothetical rather short-living intermedi-
ate (within dotted frame) is supposed, which cannot be detected by spectral methods
and which is transformed, joining the electron, into short-living high-spin iron (IV)
complex, oxygenating alkanes (within stroke frame). Its existence is supposed to
proceed from indirect data only. Such highly reactive particles, due to their low
concentrations, could have been studied in the tests, in particular, by the substrate
selectivity in forming products (stereo- and radioselectivity) and the isotope effect
[216]. This oxo-complex is formally PFeV D O (a similar model complex can be
obtained and studied). Its properties correspond to the �-cation radical of iron
porphyrin complex (P�CFeIV D O), as soon as the electron of the porphyrin ring
passes to iron(V) (these two identical notions are often used in the literature).
Thus, dioxygen, but not substrate, will be activated by particle P�CFeIV D O
formation.

The mechanism of alkanes hydroxylation with PFeV D O complex (proceeding
from numerous experimental data) implies, first, hydrogen atom detachment with
this complex with pair [PFeIV–OH, R�] generation within the enzyme’s cell, and
then rapid recombination of R� with PFeIV–OH, yielding the reaction products
PFe.III/ and R–OH without R� radical coming out into the bulk.

However, details of the recombination mechanism and product formation are
still not quite clear, and there are various assumptions regarding this case [212].
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Recent research on reaction radioselectivity of methyl cubane interaction with tert-
butoxy radical enzymes, such as cytochrome P-450 and MMO, has confirmed that
the reactionary oxygen atom in the active centers of enzymes is arranged close
to the substrate’s carbon atom at the moment of introduction. Thus, the ferryl
particle FeV D O under the influence of substrate will be turned, apparently, into
the radical particle FeIV–O�, which interacts with substrate RH. Non-synchronic
concept mechanism of oxygen atom detachment is supposed [217, 218]:

H – R Η⋅⋅⋅R H R· H R H R

O· O O O O

FeIV Fe Fe Fe FeIII

Thus, hypersensitive methods for radical detection were used, and it was found
that the lifetime of R� radical (shown with arrow) � 1:5 � 10�10 s (70 fs), and
activation energy of oxygen atom detachment activation is equal to zero.

As the direct oxidant of substrate in cytochrome P-450, oxene complex of iron
(V) P�CFeIV D O (P-450 FeV D O) is being preferentially considered, similar to
the active intermediate compounds, occuring on peroxidase functioning, although
there are data available which do not comply with this assumption. This situation
has been considered in detail using a lot of sources [219], although the nature of
monooxygenating particles in cytochromes P-450 still remains disputable.

Under anaerobic conditions, cytochrome P-450 reacts with other donors of
oxygen atoms (phenyl hypoiodite C6H5IO, hydrogen peroxide H2O2, hydroper-
oxides ROOH, and other oxenoids). Thus, the alkane hydroxylation process does
not proceed by the long route (Fig. 3.14), but much shorter—through intermediate
formation, resulting in the same high-valency iron oxoporphyrin (PFeVO)–ferryl
intermediate. This way is known as the “peroxide shunt” (in Fig. 3.14 this way is
shown by dotted arrows).

Thus, for example, hydroperoxides ROOH can substitute the usual oxidant
.1e� C O2 C 1e�/ with the intermediate. In such a shunting way, formation of
I–PFeV D O (P�C FeIV D O) compound is supposed:

where SH2 represents Oxidized substances.
According to some data [210], the structure of active intermediate compounds

forming on PhIO interaction with cytochrome P-450 resembles that of peroxo
particles (Fe–O–O), rather than iron oxene (Fe D O), and proceeding from this,
it is supposed sometimes to use iron peroxide or hydroperoxide as intermediate
in shunting systems. The possible mechanism of O–O bond breakage in ROOH
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(homolytic or heterolytic) in this way in the case of cytochrome P-450, as well as
for catalases and peroxidases, will be discussed below.

It is to be noted that some of the reactions which are realized with Cyt P-450 can
be realized with other enzymes as well. Such reactions involve, for example, oxi-
dation dealkylation of N -alkylamines (horseradish peroxidase + H2O2; catalase +
H2O2) [220, 221], or aniline oxidation (cytochrome C + cumile hydroperoxide)
[222]. However, there are also differences in cytochrome P-450 and aforesaid
enzymes, i.e., not all the reactions catalyzed with cytochrome P-450 are catalyzed
with other enzymes (such are reactions of ether peroxide, O-dealkylation [223], and
steroids oxidation [224]). The main difference seems to be in the hydroxylation
reactions mechanism. The mechanism of P-450 action does not involve the stages
with free radicals participation, passing out into the bulk. Mechanisms of other
hemoproteins in this regard are more complex, and it is possible that in some cases
[220, 221] such stages may be involved [26].

Besides possessing knowledge of alkanes hydroxylation mechanism with
cytochromes P-450, to create efficient model systems it is important to consider
their selectivity (regioselectivity and stereoselectivity), hydroxylation rate, products
yield of this reaction, and catalytic system’s stability.

Considering all experimental data on alkanes hydroxylation with cytochromes
P-450, the model system created on the basis of iron porphyrins must correspond to
the following requirements [211]:

1. With high valency iron oxo-compound (FeV D O) generation in model system,
internal isotope effects must be high (�H=�D � 10), and hydroxylation of tertiary
bonds C–H (as the least strong) must be predominating.

2. Hydroxylation rate must reach from several up to 100 cycles per minute (in
cytochrome P-450, 6–70 cycles per minute) [225], yields calculated per oxidant
consumed are 50–100%.

3. Having changed the nature and spacial arrangement for substitutes in porphyrin,
one can reach certain arrangement of alkanes and subsequent limitation of
intermediate radical R� movement, which must provide good regio- and stere-
oselectivity. Besides these requirements, the most important for model system
is its stability, oxidant cheapness, working capacity in many solvents, and the
ability to introduce oxene in various substrates.

3.2.1.2 Modeling of Monooxidases Belonging to Cytochromes P-450 Class

All model systems of alkanes’ hydroxylation and alkenes’ epoxidation can be sub-
divided into two groups, namely, hematic and non-hematic systems. In cytochrome
P-450 models containing porphyrin complexes of iron(III), the complexes can be
the nearest to the structure of their active center. Iron(III), manganese(III), and
chromium(III) complexes are the most efficient in alkanes hydroxylation among
porphyrin systems. Their activity diminishes in the following sequence: PFe(III)
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> PMn(III) > PCr(III). Therefore, further model systems will be considered,
containing mostly iron(III) and manganese(III) porphyrin complexes.

Hematic Model Systems

Model systems of M(III)–P–RH–O2 type. In these systems, M(III) is Fe(III), Mn(III),
Cr(III), and some other metal ion, and P is more often tetraphenylporphyrin
(TPP), tetra(o-fluorine-phenyl)porphyrin (TFPP), tetra(penta-fluorine-phenyl)-ˇ
-octabromporphyrin (TPPF20-ˇ-Br8), tetra(3-chlorine-2,4,6-trimethylphenyl)-ˇ-
Octachlorporphyrin (Cl12TMP), tetramezytilporphyrin (TMP), tetra(2,6-dichlor-
phenyl)porphyrin (TDCPP), tetra(p-tolyl)porphyrin (TTP), tetra(penta-fluorine-
phenyl)porphyrin (TF5PP), tetramezytil-ˇ-octabromporphyrin (Br8TMP), tetra(o-
pyvaloil-amidophenyl)porphyrin (TpivPP), tetra(p-hexadecyloxophenyl)porphyrin
(THDOPP), tetra(2,4,6-trimethyloxyphenyl)porphyrin (TTMPP), tetra(2,4,6-
triphenylphenyl)porphyrin (TTPPP), tetra(3-chlorine-5-sulfonato-2,4,6-trimeth-
ylphenyl)-ˇ-octachlorporphyrin (Cl12TSMPP), tetra(4-pyridyl-phenyl)porphyrin
(TpyPP), tetra(4-N -methylpyridyn)porphyrin (T4-MPyP), or mezo-tetra-p-
metoxyphenylporphyrin (TMPhP).

Such a variety of substituted porphyrins used as ligands is due to the fact
that iron(III) complexes with porphyrins or its simple substitutes such as iron(III)
tetraaryl porphyrins represent the subjects to oxidative destruction in the reactions
of substrates’ hydroxylation. The use of halogen-substituted aryl groups introduced
into porphyrin has sharply decreased catalyst destruction (increased its stability)
and has resulted in a significant increase in rate, products yield, and selectivity
[226, 227].

As reducers, borohydrides (such as NaBH4 or (n-Bu4N)(BH4//, sodium ascor-
bate, hydrogen H2 (adsorbed on colloidal Pt), zinc amalgam Zn (Hg), and oth-
ers were used, and as oxidant, O2 was used. Thus, as catalysts Mn(TPP)Cl,
Fe(TpivPP)Cl complexes were used with some additives. All these and similar
systems hydroxylated or epoxidized various substrates (cyclohexane, cyclohexene,
and 1,2-dimethylcyclohexane [228]) with the formation of appropriate alcohols,
ketones, and epoxides as products [212, 229–234]. For cyclohexane hydroxylation,
other iron porphyrins were used as well in acetonitrilic solutions in the presence
of carbonic acids (proton donor) and zinc powder (as reducer) in the presence
and absence of viologen, making easier electron transfer from the reducer to
TpivPPFe(O2/. Without methylviologen, dioxygen activation in these systems
proceeds almost like in cytochrome P-450 [235].

For oxene formation from dioxygen and its transfer to iron porphyrin com-
plex, it is important to bind the residue of water (O2�/ with some acceptors.
A suitable acceptor is acetic anhydride. This anhydride interacts with O2 and iron
porphyrin forming under�70ıC complex PFe–O–O–Ac, which under -50ıC will be
transformed into P�CFeIV D O [236]. Participation of this particle in the interaction
with alkanes and olefins was proved by numerous research (especially spectral)
[236–242].
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Fig. 3.15 Model system
PFe3C–O2–RH–Ac2O–MV2C–Zno

functioning

One of the possible examples of such modeling catalytic systems is the system
involving one or another iron porphyrin complex (PFe.III//, electrons carrier
(methylviologen MV2C/, acetic anhydride (Ac2O), O2, substrate (RH), and zinc
powder as reducer, functioning as shown in Fig. 3.15 [190].

Alkane hydroxylation in the presence of O2 and electrons source proceeds under
normal temperature and pressure. Reaction selectivity and rate are dependent upon
the nature of the catalyst and electron and proton donor [216]. For example, by
catalyst Fe(TPPF20-ˇ-Br8/Cl using, isobutane hydroxylation (and that of alkanes
containing tertiary C–H bonds), it proceeds under room temperature with the
selectivity of 92% and about three cycles per minute, and catalytical activity is
preserved within about 3 days [243]. The efficiency is much lower for secondary
C–H bonds and disappears at all in the case of primary C–H bonds [219].

These model systems (especially in organic solvents), in general, qualitatively
imitate the main reactions of cytochrome P-450. However, as a rule, products
yield with regard to the reducer is low, compared to cytochrome P-450, because
active oxene complex of iron porphyrin forming on hydroxylation will readily react
with both substrate and reducer, which is in excess in the system. Thus, reactions
of metal oxo-complex (Fe, Mn) run quicker with the reducer than with substrate
[244, 245]. Usually, this yield calculated with regard to the reducer falls within the
limits 0.01–0.5% for hydroxylation, and 0.1–0.5% for epoxidation in borohydric
or H2(Pt) systems [246]. Catalytic activity, i.e., number of cycles per minute, is
also low. For example, in the system Mn(TTP)Cl–cyclooctene-O2 with acylating
agent (PhCO)2O, the rate of entering electrons is too low, and its activity in alkanes
epoxidation reaches only 0.03 cycles per minute [247]. Even the best model systems
of iron(III) and manganese(III) in the presence of dioxygen are only approaching the
appropriate indexes for cytochrome P-450 (for instance, by kinetic isotope effects);
by other indexes, they are below the enzyme [212].

The main difference of model systems of the appropriate enzymes is low stability
and selectivity of model catalysts, which is caused to a significant degree by radical
chain reactions predominating in them, having low selectivity. The model systems
of the basis of molecular oxygen and in the absence of reducers are still unknown,
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which would generate metal high-valency active oxo-compounds, reacting directly
with alkanes. In all these systems, alkane oxidation proceeds by free radical chain
mechanism [248].

A search of the ways of increasing model systems’ selectivity resulted in the
use of substituted porphyrins with volumic groups, causing steric obstacles near the
active center. Thus, the share of primary alcohols and ketones in oxidation prod-
ucts sharply increases, which is characteristic for hydroxylation with cytochrome
P-450 [249–252]. Increasing of catalyst selectivity and stability can also be achieved
on transition to the active center hydrophobic surroundings by metaloporphyrin
synthesis in phospholipid bilayer. In the same way, it became possible to synthe-
size Mn–tetrakis (O-cholenylamidophenyl)porphyrin, incorporated into the lipid
membrane [253]. This incorporated complex catalyzes the reactions of alkanes
and cholesteryne hydroxylation with dioxygen in the presence of ascorbic acid.
This model system is stable, though rather complex. However, only little is known
about model monoxygenase systems on the basis of manganese and iron porphyrin
complexes, in which substrates would be biologically active natural compounds or
medicine drugs. It was shown recently that model systems of PM–sitosterol type
(or N,O-diacylsolysidine)–O2–NaBH4 (where P represents various derivatives of
tetraphenylporphyrin, and M represents Mn or Fe) hydroxylate with high stereo-
and regioselectivity the aforesaid steroid olefins (product yield regarding the initial
substrate reaches 40–100%). Thus, the product of sitosterol hydroxylation is its
5-˛-hydroxyderivative:

C2H5C2H5

H3C H3C

CH3

CH3

CH3
CH3

CH3CH3

CH3

CH3 O2, NaBH4,
metalporphyrin

CHCl3(EtOH)
HO

sytosterol OH
HO

5-a-hydroxyderivative
of sytosterol.

It is supposed that hydroxylation mechanism in these model systems is similar to
the appropriate mechanism of cytochrome P-450 functioning, namely, reduction of
manganese(III) porphyrin complex to manganese(II), coordination of O2 to it, and
formation of manganese(IV) high-valency porphyrin oxo-complex, which turns out
to be active in oxene transfer on substrate.

Under the same conditions as in the system TMPhPMn(III)–O2–NaBH4, oxida-
tion of polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons proceeds in the mixture CHCl3/EtOH
(3:2), in particular, 2,6-dimethylnaphthalene with 61% conversion of initial sub-
stance. Thus, formation of seven main products proceeds [254]:
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In this system, it is possible to obtain polyoxidized tetramine derivatives; by
changing experimental conditions, the reaction can be directed mainly by way of
epoxyalcohols or 1,3-diols formation. Stereodirection of the process can also be
regulated. Stereoschematically individual epoalcohol (III) and 1,3-diol (VII) can
be obtained with yields of �60%. Similar oxidation of substituted naphthalenes
can be used in the synthesis of bicyclic sesquiterpenoids and other cyclic natural
compounds [254].

The rate of reaction, product yield, and the number of turnovers in the case
of model systems with Mn(III) complexes participation are much higher than for
the same Fe(III) complexes. It is caused by the difference between metalporphyrin
orbital structures of Mn(IV)(TPP) and Fe(IV)(TPP) high-spin states. The results of
models research reveal the possibility of catalytic metalporphyrin systems usage
for steroid olefin modification and various hormonal drugs production. However,
in many cases, such as, for example, in the reactions of olefins epoxidation,
using dioxygen as oxidant is not always expedient. In this case, other oxidants
are used such as hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), organic hydroperoxides (ROOH), or
phenyl hypoiodite (PhIO), as on using O2 as oxidant, these reactions either do
not proceed, or side products are obtained. However, if aldehyde is added to the
reaction model system containing transition metal complexes, dioxygen epoxidizes
olefins with high yields, with simultaneous aldehyde oxidation to carbonic acids
[255–259]:

Mechanism of such a reaction with different olefins is given in [260, 261] (see
Scheme 3.7):
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Scheme 3.7 Mechanism of the reaction of transition metal complex with aldehydes

where RCO� and RC.O/OO� are acylic and acylperoxy radicals. Radical
RC.O/OO� acts as a carrier in the chain mechanism on reaction with another
aldehyde molecule with the formation of peroxyacid (RCO3H) and acylic radical.
Formation of oxidation product (epoxide) proceeds through the high-valency metal-
oxo intermediate.

However, this mechanism scheme (route A) is not the only one possible.
On olefins’ oxidation (cyclohexane, cys-stybenem norbornene) with dioxygen
and aldehyde in the presence of metal complexes [Cr(TPP)Cl, Mn(TPP)Cl,
Fe(TPP)Cl, Co(TPP), Ni(TPP), Cu(TPP), Zn(TPP), Mn(cyclam)2C, Fe(cyclam)2C,
Co(cyclam)2C, Ni(cyclam)2C, Cu(cyclam)2C, or Zn(cyclam)2C] in Cl–CH2–CH2–
Cl solution for metal porphyrinates and in CH3CN solution for metal cyclam
complexes, the mechanism scheme can be different (route B). The general
mechanism of olefin epoxidation with dioxygen and aldehyde is supposedly as
Scheme 3.8 [261].

RCHO
Mz+,O2

O

R – C·
O2 O

O RCHO O Mz+ O – C – R
R – C – O – O· R – C – O – OH O

(route A)                              Mz+

(route B)

Mz+ O                                       M( z + 2)+= O
O – C – Rs

O

O              M( z + 1)+ O

O

Scheme 3.8 Generic mechanism of olefins epoxidation
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In this mechanism scheme, route B is usually more favorable than route A in the
experimental conditions [261]. Route B is realized through acyl peroxy radical

(R C O O

O

) ·

interaction either with olefin with the direct epoxide formation, or with metal
complex with the formation of the first metal peroxide rather than that of epoxide.
Metal peroxide (by route B), having interacted with olefin, is directly transformed
into epoxide, or (by route A) forms metal-oxo particle (through the O–O bond of
peroxide breakage) which, having reacted with substrate, yields epoxide. Thus, the
competition is observed between the reaction’s routes A and B so that epoxide
formation is not the direct proof of high-valency metal-oxo complexes’ presence,
as metal alkyl peroxides [262] and metal peroxy acids [263] can transform olefins
into epoxides.

An example of route B realization (Scheme 3.8) is oleic acid epoxidation with
oxygen, with good yield in the presence of benzaldehyde and catalyst Co(TPP). The
result of this process can be used in commercialapplicatins, as the resulting epoxide
is a good stabilizer of polyvinylchloride and other polymers [264].

As has already been mentioned, hydroxylation and epoxidation with model sys-
tems M(III)–P–RH–O2 are not very efficient for many such systems. Photocatalytic
activation is a new method of alkenes activation. Really, interaction of various
alkenes with dioxygen in benzene or toluene (but with admixture of some water)
is photocatalyzed with iron(III) complexes with 5,10,15,20-tetraarylporphyrins,
namely, iron(III) chloro (tetraphenylporphyrinate) (PFeCl) [265]. In the general
case of such photocatalytic (	 D 350–440 nm) substrate (SH) oxygenation in the
presence of free radicals Cl� trap, the series of reactions proceed as follows:

PFeIIICl
hv�! PFeII C Cl�

2PFeII C O2 �! PFeIII �O �O � Fe.III/P

PFeIII �O �O � Fe.III/P �! 2PFeIV D O

PFeIV D OC PFeII � PFeIII �O � Fe.III/P

PFeIV D OC RH
hv�! PFeIIIOHC R�

Further oxygenation can proceed in various ways depending on alkenes used and
reaction conditions [265]:

1. By alkyl hydrogen removal from the substrate and subsequent recombination of
hydroxyl with alkyl radical within the cell of porphyrin complex with R�:

PFeIV D OC RH �! ŒPFeIII �OH : : :R�� �! PFeII C ROH

with enantioselective formation of allyl alcohols.
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2. By diffusion of alkyl radicals R� from [PFe.III/�OH: : :R�] and their reaction
with O2 yielding various products. Epoxides were formed from intermediate
hydroperoxide radicals (or hydroperoxides) by means of oxygen atom transfer
either from peroxyl radicals or from porphyrin complexes.

3. Direct epoxidation of deformed alkenes with oxoiron(IV) porphyrin complexes
proceeds similarly with the reaction P�C FeIV DO, although with less reactivity
in the sense of oxygen atom transfer compared to P�C FeIV D O.

Unlike less reactive P�CFeIV D O, which mostly epoxidizes alkenes, its PFeIV D O
complex reduced in the one-electron way realizes a wide spectrum of oxygenation
reaction routes, like microsomal cytochrome P-450, i.e., it occupies an intermediate
position in the reactions of cytochrome P-450 [265].

Synthetic iron complexes with porphyrins are widely used as models of catalysts
of olefins oxidation, with the scope to understand in detail the mechanisms of
enzymatic oxidation processes [150,266,267]. Such catalysts are model compounds
of iron(III) porphyrins, interacting with peracids at 78 K [268]:

where PorD a: TMP D 5,10,15,20-tetramesitylporphyrin;
B: TDCPP D 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(2,6-dichlorphenyl)porphyrin;
X D OH� or RCOO�; ArCOOOH D t-BuCH2COOOH, etc.
Thus, porphyrin complex of acylperoxoiron(III) will be formed [(TMP)Fe.III/

.RCO3/] (1a), which on O–O bond heterolytic breakage in CH2Cl2 will be trans-
formed into oxo-ferryl porphyrin�-cation radical [(TMP�C/ FeIV D O] (2a), and in
toluene, (TMP)Fe.III/N-oxide will be obtained (3a) [269]. Intermediate complexes
of Por�C FeIV D O type (2) even at –78ıC will oxidize olefins into epoxides,
while complex (3) does not realize this reaction. However, it was proved that iron
porphyrin complex (1) can catalyze epoxidation, not involving in the process the
highly oxidized iron intermediates of type (2), as can be seen from Scheme 3.9

C     C        C     C
O O

Por·+– FeIV Por – FeIII

O 1 (2)

O – O – C – Ar

Por – FeIII

(1) 2 C     C          C     C
O

Por – FeIII

Scheme 3.9 Catalyzing of epoxidation with iron–porphyrin complex
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[268]. The process route through the formation of (2) or directly from (1) on higher
temperatures will be determined by the appropriate rate constants k1 and k2.

Model systems of Mn(III)–P–RH–H2O2(ROOH) type. Hydrogen peroxide is a
stronger oxidant than molecular oxygen. It is easily accessible and cheap, and it
was expected that model systems with its participation would be efficient enough.
However, in a system such as Fe(TDCPP)Cl–cyclooctane–H2O2, only rapid H2O2

decomposition proceeds, hydroxylation almost does not proceed, and epoxidation
of initial substrates proceeds only to a low degree (imidazole addition to this system
increases the epoxide yield only slightly in relation to the oxidant) [212]. Substitu-
tion of Fe(TDCPP)Cl by Mn(TDCPP)Cl in this system in the presence of imidazole
results in considerable increase in epoxide yield, and slightly increases alcohol
(cyclooctanol) and ketone (cyclooctanone) yields. Model system Mn(TDCPP)Cl–
H2O2–imidazole was able to oxidize various alkanes (cyclohexane, cyclooctane,
ethylbenzene, tetramine, etc.). On separate cyclooctene and cyclohexane oxidation
(substrates were taken in excess), products yield reached 95 and 60%,respectively.
Imidazole, apparently, contributes to the rapid breakage of the O–O bond in H2O2

(due to the formation of manganese–imidazole porphyrin complex with subsequent
transformation of the latter into the appropriate MnV-oxo intermediate) and decrease
of H2O2 decomposition to O2 and H2O.

The above-mentioned results show that iron complexes with various porphyrins
are of low efficiency as model systems. They act somewhat better in alkenes
epoxidation with hydrogen peroxide. Thus, epoxidation can proceed by the various
reaction routes [270]: homolytic with OH� generation, heterolytic with oxoferryl
particles formation, and catalase with O2 and H2O formation [270, 271].

Besides, model systems with H2O2 are of low selectivity. Thus, in the system
Mn(TDCPP)Cl–imidazole–H2O2, cyclohexane is oxidized to alcohol and ketonein
the ratio 3:1 [272], and in the system Fe(TPP)Cl–cumylhydroperoxide in the ratio
2:1 [273]. However, the mechanism of alkanes hydroxylation is different to that in
cytochrome P-450 (active oxidation particle is not joined to metal—it appears to
be radical cumyl–O� or cumyl–OO�, obtained from hydroperoxide) [274]. Thus,
iron(V) oxoporphyrin will be formed as a preliminary, but it will react sooner with
hydroperoxide than with alkane [275]:

PFe.III/C ROOH �! PFe.IV/ �OHC RO�

PFe.III/C ROOH �! PFe.V/ D O

PFe.V/ D OC ROOH
�ROH��������!PFe.IV/� OHC ROO�

This results in many products, and reduces the selectivity.
Addition of imidazole (Im) in catalytic amounts significantly improves alkenes

epoxidation (in particular, epoxide yield) in both systems of Fe(TPP)Cl–RH–
cumylhydroperoxide type [276], and mostly in the systems of Mn(TPP)Cl–RH–
cumylhydroperoxide (or tert-butyl-hydroperoxide) type [276, 277]. The possible
explanations of imidazole influence can be that the more probable becomes
heterolytic breakage of O–O bond in ROOH (it will contribute to high yield of
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O – O heterolysis; rate determining HOR
O stage (simultaneous transfer of O–

two electrons).
FeIII ⋅⋅+FeIII

X X

O – O homolysis;
Rate determining (another electron
stage (one electron transfer)
transfer) 

OR⋅⋅
OH OH

coming out of cell
FeIV FeIV +  OR⋅⋅

Fig. 3.16 Mechanism of bond O–O heterolysis or homolysis in ROOH

PFe(V) D O compared to RO�/, formed intermediate ImPFe(V) D O is less
reactive, compared to ClPFe(V)DO, in relation to ROOH rather than to alkene,
and manganese complex catalyzes oxygen atom transfer from ROOH on imidazole,
the product forming can transferring oxene on alkene [211].

It was also recently discovered [278] that porphyrin modification, namely, thyol
anion (–S–CH2–O–C6H4–OCH2–) joining to iron porphyrin, results in considerable
increase in product yield (from 11% with Fe(TPP)Cl to 88% with joined thyol
anion), and also in the selectivity of primary alcohol formation by adamantane
oxidation with �-chlorperoxybenzioc acid.

H2O2 substitution with hydroperoxides results in their deterioration with iron(III)
porphyrinate complexes on epoxidation as a result of homolytic decomposition of
ROOH with the formation of iron(V) oxo-porphyrinate complex and alkoxy radical
RO�[269, 279]. The problem of revealing the epoxidation mechanism is complex.
Numerous works have been devoted to this problem; its critical review is given in
[280]. As model water systems [280], the following were studied: P(1)Fe.III/(X)2–
ROOH, P(2)Fe.III/(X)2–ROOH, and P(1)MnIII.X/2, P.2/MnIII.X/2, where P(1) is
mezo-tetrakis (2,6-dimethyl-3-sulfonatophenyl)porphyrin, X is H2O or OH� axial
ligands, and ROOH is (Ph)2(CH3OCO)COOH, Ph.CH3/2COOH, or t-BuOOH.

Hydroperoxide interaction with catalysts Fe(III) and Mn(III) is possible by
means of homolytic or heterolytic breakage of RO–OH bond (Fig. 3.16) [281].

The yield of reaction products of ROOH interaction with calalysts Fe(III) and
Mn(III) testifies that the rate-determining stage is homolytic breakage, although
heterolysis of this bond can also proceed in the case of acyl peroxides and peroxides
in which the RO� group is easily detached [281, 282].

Certain arguments have been presented in favor of heterolytic break-
age of O–O bonds on H2O2 or t-BuOOH interaction with iron(III) tetrakis
(pentafluorophenyl)-chloride and other electronegative substituted porphyrins
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in dichloromethane/methanol mixtures (1:3) in cyclooctene, and norbornene
epoxidation with high epoxide yield of 60–100% [270].

Proof of O–O bond heterolysis is the fact that epoxynobornane yield is obtained
with the same ratio of eco/endo-isomers as on using pentafluoorphenyl hypoiodite
as oxidant, which forms intermediate [P�CFeIV D O�C characteristic of heterolysis.
Thus, these and other proofs are given of hydrogen peroxide and hydroperoxides
heterolysis in proton solvents.

Provided that iron(III) tetraphenylporphyrin chloride is the epoxidation
catalyst, the process proceeds with low epoxide yield and low stereospecificity.
Introduction of electronegative substituents into porphyrin in the case of
iron(III)–tetrakis(pentafluorophenyl)-chloride complex promotes epoxides yield
and increases their stereospecificity, due to the fact that the oxene particle
[P�CFeIVDO�C formed will preferrably interact with alkene, but not with
hydroperoxide ROOH.

Intermediate formation in model systems proceeds by means of both heterolytic
disintegration of oxidants (H2O2, ROOH, etc.)

and homolytic processes [200]

·

If Fe3COOR is formed at low temperatures in protonic solvents in the presence
of strong bases, intermediates formation (–�CFe4CD O) proceeds more often in
homolytic way [283]. In hydroxyl solvents, oxidants are usually disintegrated in
heterolytic way [284, 285].

Thus, the problem of O–O bond heterolysis or homolysis in ROOH is still in
dispute, and it appears that in various cases and under different conditions (various
solvents), the mechanism can be different.

In the system P(3)Fe.III/.H2O/2–t-BuOOH–water, where P(3) is synthesized
model ligand mezo-5,10,15,20-tetrakis (2,4,6-trimethyl-3,5-bis(˛ � N , N ,
N -trimethyl-ammoniummethyl) phenyl) porphyrin, on pH change from 0.9 to 12,
various intermediates can be formed: P.3/Fe.III/.H2O/.t � BuOOH/;P.3/Fe.III/
.H2O) (t � BuOO�/, and P.3/Fe.III/.OH�/.t � BuOO�/.

Proceeding from products yield and other data on all possible mechanisms of O–
O bond breakage in t-BuOOH (heterolysis, radical chain, P.3/FeII and P(3)Fe.III/
states formation according to Fenton’s scheme, and homolysis), homolytic mech-
anism only fully explains all the experimental data obtained [281]. Its detailed
scheme in the case of (3) Fe.III/(X)2 interaction with (CH3/3COOH looks as
follows (Scheme 3.10 is taken from [281]):

In general, PFeII.X/2 (where P is P(1) or P(2)) interaction with (CH3/3COOH
looks as follows (Scheme 3.11) [280, 286–292].
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Scheme 3.10 Mechanism of P(3)FeIII (X)2 with (CH)3COOH

Scheme 3.11 Interaction of PFeII(X)2 with (CH)3COOH

The mechanism of active epoxidizing particle interaction with olefins was also
broadly discussed. It was supposed that the following intermediates are formed
on such interaction, namely, methoxyethane (I) [293], a derivative of � radical
cation alkene (II) [286,289,294], carbocation (III) [286,289–292], carbonic radical
(IV) [295–299], and a coordinated entrance of oxene into alkene double bond (V)
[300–303].
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These intermediates’ occurence was supposed proceeding from data on epox-
idation products’ stereochemistry, although stereochemistry relates only to the
mechanism of epoxides formation, but not of other products. Critical assessment
[280] of epoxidation probability through these intermediates has shown that the rate-
determining stage is not the formation of intermediates I–IV, but that of the complex
(V) with charge transfer (CTC) with further rapid change of oxygen spin state in
P�CFeIV D O from triplet to singlet, due to the mixing of Px and Py Oxygen orbitals
with dxz and dyz iron orbitals [304]. Subsequent transformation will be determined
by the relative rate of oxygen atom penetration from P�CFeIV D O into alkene,
and by the rate of alkene electrophyl attack by the same oxygen with the formation
of carbocation as intermediate. Formation of the latter favors the interlapping of
alkene p-orbitals with nitrogen atoms of porphyrin. Possible processes are shown in
Scheme 3.12 [280].

Scheme 3.12 Mechanism of active epoxidizing particle interaction with olefin

In general, processes following the rate-determining stage are caused by a
number of factors, namely oxidation potentials of alkenes and active oxidant
(P�CFeIV D O), reagents’ steric and electron structures, and capacity of various
substrates to be subject to re-construction [280].

Model systems of M(III)–P–RH–ArIO type (other oxidants with one oxygen
atom). A low enough efficiency of model systems (by their oxidation rate, products
yield, and especially, by regio- and stereoselectivity) in which O2, H2O2, or ROOH
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were used as oxidant, resulted in the necessity to find these oxidants’ substitutes,
capable of forming the same oxoderryl porphyrin particles as O2. The results of this
search are given in reviews [150, 219, 228, 305, 306].

Model systems using active oxygen donors, containing one oxygen atom, espe-
cially phenyl hypoiodite (PhIO) and its perfluorated analogs, and also (to a lesser
degree) sodium hypochlorite (NaClO), potassium persulfate (KHSO5/, amines,
N-Oxide, etc., turned out to be very efficient.

Grows and colleagues [307] were the first to discover that Fe(TPP)Cl Complexes
are able to catalyze oxene transfer from alkanes to PhIO in a rather similar way to
cytochrome P-450 (high isotope effects �H=�D � 13 [245, 306, 308, 309]), bond
C–H configuration is partly preserved [307, 310], and tertiary bonds C–H react first
of all [308]. Thus, selectivity of Fe(TPP)Cl–PhIO system in alkanes oxidation is
comparable with that of the enzymatic one. The process proceeds in an accelerated
(shunted) way, as shown with dotted arrow in Fig. 3.14.

Olefin epoxidation in this system is stereospecific: from cis-olefins only
cis-epoxides are obtained. In this system, oxoiron(IV) porphyrin �-cation radical
P�CFeIV D O is obtained, which is a substrate oxidant (like in cytochrome P-450)
and which can in different ways interact with alkenes, generating intermediates due
to direct oxene transfer

·

or electrophyl alkene joining

through FeIV-oxetane formation

or through electron transfer with the formation of the alkene cation radical [150,242]

·

As the rate-determining stage, decomposition of FeIV-Oxanate to epoxide,
electron transfer to P�CFeIV D O, and other processes were considered [150, 311].
Scheme 3.13 was proposed [312,313] for metallocene intermediate formation [314]
on oxygen atom transfer from highly oxidized oxo-iron porphyrinates to alkenes
[306, 312, 313, 315, 316].
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Scheme 3.13 Intermediate formation of metallocene

Formation of an iron intermediate complex was not confirmed by spectral
methods (EPR, NMR) [315]. Distribution of reaction products served as proof of
its formation.

However, simple iron tetraarylporphyrins (such as Fe (TPP)Cl) deteriorate
on alkanes hydroxylation (oxidation destruction), i.e., catalyst stability is low.
Introduction of halogen-substituted aryl groups (pentachlorophenyl [317], 2,
6-dichlorophenyl [318], pentafluorophenyl, etc.) into such porphyrins makes the
catalysts with their participation much more efficient and stable. For instance, in
the system Fe(TDCPP)Cl–C6F5IO–alkene, the initial rate of epoxidation reaches
more than 300 cycles per second [319], and about 100,000 moles of epoxide are
formed per mole of catalyst without its destruction [212]. Use of steric complicated
catalysts, such as Mn (III)(TTPPP)Cl, results in the enhancing of regioselectivity
and assymetry of alkanes hydroxylation. The highest selectivity is characteristic
for the systems with PhIO and similar iron(III) porphyrinates. Formation of
FeIV-Oxetane in the process of cis-cyclooctene epoxidation within the system
(F20TPP/F.III/Cl–RH–C6F5IO is given in Scheme 3.14 [320, 321].

Scheme 3.14 FeIV-oxetane formation on epoxidation of cyclooctene

The last stage is rate-determining [321].
However, on a trans-cyclooctane and other alkenes oxidation study in similar

systems, epoxidation was considered not as the result of iron-oxetane intermediate
formation but as a result of electron transfer from alkene to P�CFeIVO [242, 322–
324]. In other case, when ethylene played the role of substrate for epoxidation,
formation of an earlier biradical intermediate than iron-oxetane was supposed
[325]. Therefore, the possibility of epoxidation reaction proceeding in different
ways should be considered, especially as the proofs of metaloxetane formation are
incomplete. This situation somewhat resembles the consideration of the oxyferryl
ion occurrence probability [30]. If ironoxethane possesses high reactivity (hence,
it is a short-living compound), it is hard or impossible to detect it experimentally.
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Thus, the idea of metaloxetane generation in the course of epoxyiation remains to
be debated [326].

Many other similar systems based on iron [273,308,327], manganese [328,329],
and other metal porphyrins are described. Usually, the solvents are organic or
water-organic mixtures with inter-phase transfer catalysts. In mild conditions,
oxidation of alkanes to the appropriate alcohols, ketones, and, sometimes, other
substances proceeds with a rate close to the cytochrome P-450 oxidation rate and
products yield of about 60–90% [216].

One of the prospective ways of olefin selective epoxidation with iodobenzene
(PhIO), on using transition metal porphyrin complexes as model catalysts, is the
creation of special, sterically complicated porphyrins—so-called porphyrins in the
form of a “picnic basket” (PBP) [330]. PBP complexes have different sized rigid
space and the appropriate “hand” (–R–) on the surface of the porphyrin ring.
Such rigid conformation contributes to the formation of an active oxygenating
(epoxidizing) center inside porphyrin superstructure, and its interaction with olefin
results in selective epoxidation. Thus, large-sized cyclooctene will be epoxidized
into acetonitrile with the rate constant much lower than that of small-sized acyclic
olefins, like cis-2-octene (Fig. 3.17) [330].

Selectivity was also achieved by choosing a large enough axial ligand (L)—3,
5-di-tert-butyl phenoxide (OAr), which blocked access to the PBP open surface
(to the “bottom” of the picnic basket from the outer side) (Fig. 3.18) [330].

Comparison of epoxidation selectivity of many pairs of olefins using various
“picnic-basket” manganese(III) porphyrinates with the protective ligands OAr
and usual manganese porphyrinates (with the ligands of tetraphenylporphyrin
or tetramesitylporphyrin type) has revealed much higher selectivity (sometimes
1,000 times higher) of “picnic-basket” complexes of Mn(C6PBP)(OAr) and

Fig. 3.17 Selective competing epoxidation of the pair of acyclic cis-2-octene and cyclooctene with
iodosylbenzene in the presence of “picnic-basket” complex Mn(PXYLPBP)(OAr) [330]
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Fig. 3.18 Transformation of “picnic-basket” catalyst MnIII with iodosylbenzene into MnV D O
in the presence of OAr [330]

Mn(PXYLPBP) (OAr) types. This reveals the possibility to predict both
hydroxylation and epoxidation for a number of such synthetic model catalysts.
Perhaps it will soon become possible to realize highly selective epoxidation
of polyenes such as steroids and terpenoids using the collateral “picnic-basket”
porphyrinates as ligand [310].

With phenyl hypoiodite as oxygen atom donor, another strong oxidant can
be used in hydroxylation and epoxidation reactions—potassium monopersulfate
(KHSO5/:

in which the O–O bond is asymmetric, and its length is 1.46 Å. On heterolytic
breakage of the O–O bond, detachment of sulfate group (SO2�

4 / proceeds.
Olefin epoxidation proceeds in the two-phase system water/dichloromethane

[329] as follows:

OlefinC KHSO5

MIII.porphyrin/Cl=4�R�pyridin������������������������!
agent of phase transfer; buffer H2O=CH2Cl2

Epoxide:

Here, M represents Mn or Fe; TPP, TMP, TDCPP, Br8TMP;F28TPP, TPPS,
TMPyP mean dianions of meso-tetraphenylporphyrin, meso-tetramesitylporphyrin,
meso-tetrakis (2,6-dichlorophenyl)porphyrin, meso-tetramesityl-ˇ-octabromopor-
phyrinate, meso-tetrakis (pentafluorophenyl)-ˇ-octafluorOporphyrin, meso-
tetra(n-sulfonatophenyl)porphyrin, and meso-tetrakis (4-N -methylpyridinehumil)
porphyrin, respectively; phase transfer agent—tetraalkylammonium salt; 4-R-
pyridine—proximal ligand (usually pyridine derivative, R D Me or 4-tert-butyl),
significantly increasing catalyst efficiency. Olefin epoxidation proceeds with
high catalytic activity. Thus, cyclohexene epoxidation in the presence of
Mn(TPP)(OAc)/4-tert-butyl-pyridine compound reaches 80% within 5 min with
a circulation of 13 cycles/min. In these model systems, hydroxylation of tertiary,
and to a lesser degree secondary C–H bonds of alkanes, also readily proceeds. The
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most efficient catalysts are complexes Mn(TDCPP)Cl and Mn(Br8TMP)Cl. Hydro-
carbons with tertiary C–H bonds are quickly transformed mainly into alcohols with
a circulation number of 30–40 catalytic cycles/min, i.e., alkanes transformation rate
is ten times higher than that in the case of monooxidase cytochrome P-450 [329].

Manganyl complex is supposed to be a structure of active particles, hydroxylating
alkanes with the help of KHSO5 in the presence of manganese porphyrin complexes
as catalysts:

However, benzene and methane hydroxylation in these systems is still not very
efficient. It appears that using such water-soluble asymmetric derivatives of peroxide
(such as KHSO3/ could help to overcome the activation stage needed to generate
highly oxidized metal-oxo complexes, efficiently realizing the processes of alkane
and alkene hydroxylation and epoxidation [329].

Influence of catalyst stability, metal complex with porphyrin on catalytic cycle
circulation number, as well as two-phase system influence on conversion and
selectivity, has been mentioned above. An example of the influence of these
parameters on the catalytic process is a model reaction of olefin epoxidation in
two-phase system H2O=CH2Cl2, catalyzed with manganese(III) complexes with
various porphyrin derivatives. Oxygen-containing hypochloric acid (HOCl) was
taken as oxidant. The most stable to oxidation, efficient, and selective turned out
to be manganese(III) complexes (I–III) with various electron-attaining substituents
in the porphyrin ring, providing steric protection of the catalyst’s active center and
its stability [331]:
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N N X Z
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X Z

N N                                         Y
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In complexes I–III, such substituents were, respectively:

X Y Z

I Cl H H
II Cl Cl CH3

III Br Br CH3

The epoxidation process is given in Fig. 3.19 [331].
At pH 9.5–10.5, maximal rates of alkenes rich in electrons (namely, cyclooctene)

epoxidation were observed. Initial ratio L:P D 1:1, where L is tert-butyl pyridin or
N -hexylimidazole. Stability of complex I was high, and on epoxidation, circulation
numbers reached 60,000–100,000, and the process was proceeding with very high
selectivity.

The totality of the above-mentioned material concerning oxygen atom transfer
with metal porphyrin complexes onto substrate C–H bonds in model systems,
mimeting cytochrome P-450, shows its complexity. Equally, with the molecular
and hidden radical detachment–recombination mechanism (likewise for cytochrome
P-450), in model systems the usual radical process can proceed by hydroperoxide
formation and its transformations. Oxidation reactions with the involvement of
non-selective OH� radical are characterized by low kinetic isotope effects—K IE
(�H=�D �1–2). Higher KIE values indicate more selective intermediate involvement
as oxidant (namely, metallocene) [219]. Model systems of substrate C–H bond
hydroxylation (like cytochrome P-450) are often characterized by high KIE value
(�H=�D > 9), which apparently is caused by proton tunneling contribution to
the mechanism, and its increase is accompanied by the enhanced stereoselectivity
[332]. Many of the model metal porphyrin systems considered are imitating
monooxygenases not only in a functional way but also by the intermediate active
particles and mechanism of substrates oxidation [219].

Fig. 3.19 Supposed catalytic
cycle
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Non-Hematic Model Systems

Non-hematic monooxidases represent a rather large group of enzymes, among
which the most interesting are !-hydroxylase, tytosine hydroxylase and MMO. All
of them oxidize unactivated C–H bonds, introducing oxygen atoms in them, but the
active center of the first two hydroxylases involve mononuclear iron(III) complex,
and that of third hydroxylase–binuclear iron(III) complex. Modeling of certain
dioxygenases is also interesting, realizing the introduction of one oxygen atom O2

on hydroxylation and, conjugated with this, another oxygen atom introduction into
a suitable substrate such as dioxygenase ketoglutarate.
!�Hydroxylase and its model systems obtained from various bacterial sources

possess some functional peculiarities. They catalyze terminal hydroxylation of
methyl groups in alkanes and aliphatic acids, and oxidize n-alkanes (from C5 to
C10/ into n-alcohols and then into n-acids. Separated !-hydroxylases not only
hydroxylate, but also epoxidate sulfides and demethylize ethers in a stereospecific
way [333] and with high KIE (�H=�D D 6–8) [334].

It is supposed that in the reactions of !-hydroxylase, a high-valency iron
compound of ferryl type (FeVDO) is a possible oxidative intermediate particle
[249, 308], detaching hydrogen atom from alkane methyl group with subsequent
recombination of alkyl radical formed with iron hydroxo-complex (the situation
is very similar to that realized in alkanes hydroxylation process with cytochrome
P-450) (Fig. 3.14). Thus, the alcohol will be obtained:

R� CH3 C O D FeIV �! ŒFeIV � OH;CH�
2 � R� �! Fe.III/C R � CH2 � OH�

Many systems containing non-porphyrin iron complexes are able to hydroxylate
alkanes to alcohols, although with usual regioselectivity [188, 198, 228, 335, 336],
i.e., first the weakest tertiary bonds C–H will be hydroxylated, then secondary ones,
and only then the strongest primary bonds.

There are few model systems in which selectivity in alkanes oxidation changes,
thus making these systems similar by this parameter to !-hydroxylases [337].
These models mainly imitate steric obstacles with the help of solid matrix—
clathrate compounds [338] or zeolites [339]. Thus, change in both substrate and
regioselectivity is observed. The activity of primary C–H bonds is higher compared
to the secondary ones in alkane [337].

Careful study of alkenes and alkynes oxidation process, catalyzed with
cytochrome P-450, has shown that in this process, as with substrates epoxidation,
alkylation of the porphyrin active center proceeds near pyrrole nitrogen, resulting
in cytochrome P-450 autoactivation. Such autoactivation is caused more often
by terminal alkenes. Synthetic models of cytochrome P-450 will also form
N -alkylhemins on their epoxidation of both terminal and non-terminal alkenes
[340–343]. However, these N -alkylamines in model systems are able to catalyze
alkene epoxidation, while on alkene epoxidation with cytochrome P-450, enzyme
autoinhibition proceeds [342].
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With high circulation and moderate concentrations of oxidant (pentafluo-
roiodobenzene (PFIB)) in model system PFe.III/–PFIB, epoxidizing alkenes, being
a model of cytochrome P-450, hemine PFe.III/ will be rapidly and completely
alkylated with formation of a mixture of primary and secondary N -alkylhemines
[344]. They are catalysts of alkenes epoxidation with PFIB, although they are very
unstable and are disintegrated during the course of the reaction. As system PFe.III/–
PFIB mimics cytochrome P-450 well, it apparently will not be decomposed during
the process. Such behavior of the model is similar to the reversible inhibition of
cytochrome P-450 with ligands joined to iron of the active center.

Methane Monooxygenase and Its Models

There exists a large group of MMO, obtained from various bacterial sources, which
realize efficient methane transformation into methanol [345–348]. They rather
significantly differ by their activity in the process of methane hydroxylation. The
general reaction of inert methane hydroxylation with oxygen can be given in the
following form:

CH4 C NADHC HC C O2

methane monooxygenase�������������!CH3OHC H2OC NADC:

This reaction proceeds in many steps at low temperature with high activity and
selectivity [147, 349–353]. Besides C–H bond of methane oxidation, they can also
oxidize edge methyl and adjacent to it methylene groups in n-alkanes (C2–C8/,
as well as epoxidize olefins and hydroxylate aromatic compounds. In subsequent
reactions, methanol formed from methane will be oxidized through formaldehyde
to formic acid and then to CO2. Due to this process, energy for bacterial vital activity
is obtained.

MMO Consists of proteins A, B, and C, the active center being in the first of
them. The active center includes binuclear iron(III) �-oxo (�-hydroxo) complex
(Fe2-hydroxylase MMOH, 245 kDa) [354]. The most probable hydroxo complex
is considered to combine both iron atoms. Besides, these iron atoms are linked
together with glutamine carboxylate as bridge. Three other glutation carboxylates
are monodentate ligands. Two histidine imidazoles are also ligands.

Each iron atom has coordination surroundings close to octaherdal. The active
center

is within the hydrophobic space, in which CH4 binding proceeds [355]. Using
EXAFS method [356, 357], it was found that each of the two iron atoms in MMO
is surrounded by four to six O- or N-ligands. Length Fe. . . Fe (it can be slightly
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changed) is equal to 5.1 Å, and they are linked between each other in oxidized or
semi-oxidized form with OH bridge

or oxygen from water [358].
In the reduced form in the active center, each of the iron atoms is five-

coordinated. With each iron(III) atom, five oxygen atoms (belonging to the car-
boxylate groups of glutamic and asparagic acids) and one nitrogen atom (from the
histidine imidazole group) are coordinated [359]. Two iron atoms in MMO active
center are bound to each other with �-oxo-�-carboxylate bridges [360–363].

There are two Fe2O centers in hydroxylase component A (protein A MMOH),
situated symmetrically at 45 Å distance from each other. Each iron atom is close
to octaherdal coordination surroundings. It is still unclear why the most inert
hydrocarbon–methane—is the most efficiently bound with MMO compared to
other alkanes. Active center redox properties are strongly influenced by its joining
to protein B. Functions of regulatory protein B (MMOB, 15.5 kDa), containing
no metal or cofactors, are rather important; as they regulate electron transfer in
catalase from reductase to hydroxylase, this two-electron process proceeding only
in the presence of substrates [364]. It also increases substrate oxidation rate and
changes the regioselectivity of oxidation. This protein is situated in the Fe2O center,
apparently, conformationally changing its coordination sphere, which results in
change in spectroscopic, redox, and catalytic properties.

Protein C is reductase (Fe2S2-flavin reductase MMOR, 40 kDa), and realizes
electrons transfer from NADH to hydroxylase. This transfer is controlled and
regulated by protein B.

All three proteins A, B, and C are closely connected with each other and are
needed for substrate efficient oxidation [365], as the presence of protein B increases
the rate of active center interaction with oxygen molecule

and the formation of binuclear ferryl particle [FeIV–O–FeIV] D O [366]. Protein
B also shifts the redox potential of the iron active binuclear center in the negative
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direction by 132 mV [367]. The formation of MMOH–MMOB complex changes the
conformation of

so that the substrate can join this center more strongly than simple MMOH. Thus,
the space of the ligand surroundings of center FeII. . . FeII will also be changed.

The mechanism of methane oxidation in the presence of MMO, probable to a
great degree, although still not certain (similar to cytochrome P-450), is given in
Fig. 3.20 [368, 369].

In isolated MMO enzyme, two iron ions are in oxidation degree 3+, but can be
reduced to degree 2+ [370], and in this form the active center becomes capable
of joining oxygen molecules. On partial reduction, the active center can be in the
mixed-oxidized state

with the distance between the iron ions equal to 3.1 Å [370].
Processes proceeding in this cycle can be described in the following way [337].

The active center of protein B (1) joins methane (2) and NADH (3), after which, with
the involvement of proteins B and C, rapid two-electron transformation of this triple
complex (3) into �-hydroxo–FeII

2 complex (4) proceeds. The latter, interacting with
O2 by means of two-electron transfer, will form hydroperoxide intermediate (5).
Then heterolytic breakage of O–O bond proceeds with the formation of water and

Fig. 3.20 Supposed mechanism of methane oxidation in the presence of methane monooxygenase
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relatively long-living [FeIVFeIV]DO intermediate of diferryl or iron (IV) bis-�-oxo
complex type (6) [337, 371, 372].

It was shown by the method of EPR-trap that OH� radical is absent in catalytic
MMO cycle [373]. Intermediate (6) is able to interact with alkane coordinated with
it by the mechanism of CH�

3 radical detachment (7) and its further recombination.
Intermediate disintegration (7) limits the process rate, and its structure is represented
as diferryl or bis-�-oxo complex [346, 374]. Recombination can proceed slowly;
therefore, complete preservation of configuration does not proceed on stereoisomers
of some alkane oxidation, namely, dimethylcyclohexane. This made it possible to
detect CH�

3 radicals with EPR-traps. However, intermediate formation (7) and its
decomposition by the detachment–recombination mechanism are still disputable.

Direct introduction of oxygen atoms from diferryl complex (6) into C–H bonds
of methane with ferryl particle is also possible. Oxygen atom introduction into
C–H bonds of methane directly from peroxide intermediate (5) can also occur.
Generation of intermediates in this cycle remains hypothetical, but has lately
received confirmation [375–377]. In this research, consecutive formation of three
intermediates was confirmed, similar to some degree with intermediates (5), (6),
and (7).

However, the validity of the mechanism needs to be assessed, especially of
its last stages (stages 6, 7, and partially 5), as it explains neither preferrence for
methane as substrate compared to other alkanes, nor regioselectivity. Doubt is also
expressed regarding the possibility of ferryl particles formation under biological
conditions in the case of non-hematic systems [238, 263, 378–380], especially as
oxygen atom can be joined to two iron atoms at the same time in the form of FeIV

bis-�-oxo complex (I), which is oxenoid agent for both peroxide and acid, and is
the specific alternative to the ferryl particle [359]. On this basis, a new mechanism
of O2 activation for binuclear comlexes was proposed [359, 381].

Activation of O2 Proceeds with �–�2, �2-peroxide (I) formation, which will then
be turned into bis-�-Oxo-FeIV

2 intermediate (II), interacting with methane and being
an alternative to ferryl (the difference is that O atom in intermediate (II) plays the
role of a bridge between two iron atoms, which provides its efficient stabilization
[219]). Hydrogen atoms of methane (or other alkane) joining to the�-Oxo-bridge of
complex (II) proceeds with the formation of an enzyme–substrate complex (through
the formation of a hydrogen bond with the H atom of methane, which in its turn
could explain the effect of proton tunneling on methane oxidation). Better joining
of methane with MMO compared to other alkanes is due to the same reasons, as
methane has the highest acidity: CH4 > primary CH> secondary CH> tertiary CH.

Transfer of O atom to C–H bond can be represented as electron attack of
substrate on C–H bond, realized through many-centers’ cyclic state [382]. Thus, the
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mechanism of substrate (CH4/ transformation in the final stage of product formation
can be given as follows [359]:

H H
C

H H CH3

O O O O O      

FeIV FeIV FeIV C – FeIII FeIII FeIII FeIII + CH3OH.
O…H O

O O H

#

Such a mechanism of O atom transfer is suitable only for CH4 and terminal
CH3 group (primary bond C–H). For secondary and tertiary C–H bonds, this
mechanism is less probable because of steric obstacles, and it becomes clearer
why CH4 hydroxylation proceeds more efficiently than for other alkanes, and this
new hypothesis needs further experimental confirmation. The need for binuclear
iron complex in the active MMO center is apparently caused by the following
circumstances [219]:

1. Possibility of two electrons’ simultaneous transfer onto O2 molecule

FeII �O � FeII O2�! Fe.III/�O � Fe.III/�O2�
2

2. Capacity to accept O2� (after heterolytic disintegration of O–O bond) with two
Fe.III/ ions without preliminary protonation

3. Necessity to avoid unstable superoxidized state of iron(V) in conditions of non-
hematic surroundings

O
FeIII – O – FeV = O FeIV FeIV

O

The mechanism of methane hydroxylation with soluble MMO from the bacterial
source Methylococcus capsulatus (Bath), being the result of experimental data
available for the mid-1990s, is given (with certain simplifications) in Fig. 3.21 [383].

On protein A (active center of hydroxylase) the joining of substrate (CH4) and
electron transfer from reductase occurs, with the formation of the reduced form of
methamemomooxidase (MMOH) active center

FeII FeII

CH4

of methane monooxidase, shown in Fig. 3.22 [384, 385].
Two iron(II) ions in the reduced MMOH are joined to each other with two

carboxylate groups of glutamate (Glu 144 and Glu 243). Coordination sphere of
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Fig. 3.21 Catalytic hydroxylating cycle of soluble MMO from Methylococcus capsulatus (Bath)

Fig. 3.22 Active center of the reduced form of MMOH causing O2 activation

the active center also involves two monodentate glutamine residues (Glu 144 and
Glu 209), two weakly bound water molecules, and hystidine residues (His 147 and
His 246).

Oxygen molecule reacts with this reduced form MMOH with rate constant k1
and forms the peroxo-form (several possible structures are proposed). The latter
with rate constant k2 is transformed into the intermediate Q with uncertain structure
(the possible structures are given in Fig. 3.23) [383].

It can be seen from this figure that possible structures can include FeIVD O and
FeIII–O�–particles formed on homolytic breakage of O–O bond in peroxo-form.
There is also another possibility: when the oxygen atom in supposed Fe(IV)-oxo
or Fe(III)-oxyl radical particles are joined symmetrically between two iron atoms.
This can take place on bond O–O protonation and heterolytic breakage, resulting in
Fe(IV) D O or Fe(III)–O�–particles formation. It seems that O–O bond breakage
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Fig. 3.23 Possible structure of intermediate Q

is the limiting stage in Q intermediate formation. Product of Q interaction with
substrate, being protonated, will be turned into the final product (CH3OH C H2O)
with the regeneration of hydroxylase center reduced form

H

FeIII
O

FeIII
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and the hydroxylation cycle begins again. In comparison with the data given in
Figs. 3.21–3.23, the idea of Q intermediate structure is more detailed, although
nothing is said about the way of final product CH3OH formation. This problem
still remains rather unclear.

Usually two possible mechanisms are considered [219]:

1. Synchronous introduction of O by C–H bond with its detachment from methane
atom (concert, oxenoid)

2. Concealed radical (detachment–recombination mechanism), which is mostly
finally recognized

However, none of these mechanisms can explain all the experimental data for
hematic and non-hematic monooxidases. Therefore, a new hypothesis was put
forward of synchronous introduction of O atom by C–H bond, which is briefly as
follows [386, 387]. First, one oxygen atom of oxidation pariticle forms an active
oxygen intermediate with substrate (hydrocarbon) molecule. This intermediate has
an extremely distorted substrate structure with five-coordinated carbon, in which
two hydrogen atoms or hydrogen and deuterium atoms change places relatively
readily.

With this new two-staged hypothesis, such effects as isomerization, unusual
stereoselectivity, and sharp difference in isotope effects for similar substrates or
in the process of N-desalkylation can find a natural explanation [219]. For the latter
case, the first stage results in intermediate (I) passing into intermediate (II) with
five-coordinated Carbon, and the second stage results in formaldehyde detachment:

1. PFe = O  +  CH3NHCH3 PFe =  O…CNHCH3

H

H

2(I)

H

HH

2. PFe = O…C         NHCH3 HCHO  +  H2 NCH3

(II)

This hypothesis results in uniformity of atomic oxygen transfer mechanisms on
C–H bonds of aliphatic compounds, olefins, and aromatic compounds; however, it
requires further confirmations of its correctness.

Some binuclear iron complexes such as MMO structural and functional models
have been described recently in [337]. Functional MMO models able to epoxyi-
ate alkenes (model system (Me4N/ŒFe2L.OAc/2]–cis-stilbene–H2O2, where L–
is tripodal heptadentate ligand) [388] or to hydroxylate alkanes (model sys-
tem Fe2O.OAc/2Cl2(dipy)2–alkane-tert-BuOOH in acetonitrile) [389], etc., [337]
turned out to be rather unstable.

In order to stabilize model systems, certain binuclear iron complexes were
synthesized on the surface of silica gel modified with imidazole [390], which were
active in methane and other alkanes’ oxidation, but the active particle turned out
to be OH� radical. In another model system [391], (Fe2OCl4.DTBC/2–alkane–O2
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in the presence of hydrazobenzene as reducer, DTBC (di-tert-butyl catechol)—the
binuclear catalyst—was stable, and binuclear oxoferryl complex was supposed to
be the reducer. In general, reactions of the reduced form of MMO with O2 proceeds
over many steps [349, 350, 352, 353, 392–397].

As has been mentioned above, the initial stage is two-electron oxidation of
di-iron(II) center, with unstable peroxo-particle formation further decomposed on
intermediates, which have not been studied well enough (these could be di-ferryl
or other kinds of particles). In spite of the fact that a number of model compounds
were synthesized, none of them reproduces the catalytic activity of MMO [398].
For example, three relative compounds were studied, each of them containing (�-
alkoxo) (�-carboxylato) di-iron(II) coordinated with N;N;N 0, N 0-tetrasubstituted
1,3-diamino-2-hydroxypropane ligand. These model compounds interact with
O2, forming unstable �-peroxo intermediates at low temperatures, studied by
the stopped flow method. At ordinary temperatures, these intermediates are
decomposed with the formation of (�-oxo) poly-iron(III) products. Decomposition
of all three peroxide intermediates resulted in tetranuclear particles’ formation in
transition state. All these peroxide particles are still unsuitable for the particles that
are convenient for oxygen transfer into MMO. A variety of O2 joining ways to
produce binuclear MMO center or its models, in spite of numerous experimental
results, resulted in the attempt to resolve this problem on the basis of quantum-
chemical calculations using the enlarged semi-empirical Huckel method [399]. As
the initial experimental data, the results used were obtained by the EXAFS method
according to the bonds Fe–O and Fe–N lengths in active MMO center [352,400]. As
theoretic models for quantum chemical activity, those resulting from the numerous
research projects were chosen:

OH   H OH NH H NH
HO             O OH HN O NH

Fe Fe Fe Fe
HO O OH HN O NH

H2

O O O O
C C
H2 H2

(1) (2)

These calculation models contain hydroxo-, carboxylato-, and aqua-bridges,
joining two iron atoms. Thus, OH� and NH2� ligands were used for the remaining
part of coordination sphere modeling. Each iron atom is in surroundings close to
octaherdal. Calculated d-Orbital disintegration of these molecules is characteristic
for two iron atoms octaedrically coordinated and weakly interacting. In the reduced
form of MMO center (FeII. . . FeII/ which interacts with O2, the block of low-
arranged d-orbitals is completely occupied, and only highly situated orbitals are
vacant. To overcome the spin obstacle between triplet dioxygen 3O2 and singlet
organic substrate, oxygen molecule at the first stage reacts with the reduced form of
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enzyme, forming, apparently, di-iron(III) peroxide intermediate (III) [397]. By this
time, it was experimentally proven that there are several ways of O2 joining to
the active MMO center [401]. For quantum chemical calculations, the following
important geometric arrangemnents were considered:

It is difficult to determine, proceeding from the spectral data, which of these
structures is the most probable on O2 interaction with the MMO active center.
Therefore, potential energy curves were calculated for these three binding structures
(3, 4, and 5) of the hydroxide model (1):

HHH
O O

FeFeFe Fe Fe Fe
O O

OO
– O

O
O

O O

O

O
O

O

C C

C

H2

H2
H2

(5)(4)(3)

Calculations have shown that structure (3) is characterized with the lowest
potential energy minimum, i.e., it is preferrable for O2 joining to the MMO active
center, in which the �-aqua-bridge is removed. The results obtained for model (2)
are almost identical.

Figure 3.24 represents the MO diagram for the most preferrable way of bind-
ing (3).

A block comprising six t2g-orbitals of two iron centers is situated roughly on
-12 eV value. These orbitals interact well with dioxygen �X -orbitals. As double-
degenerated �X-orbitals in unbound O2 are filled with two electrons, it appears that
on the early stages of reaction two electrons are transferred from energetic higher
arranged Fe, Fe block of t2g-Orbitals to O2, reducing it to O2�

2 . Thus, this way of
dioxygen binding (3) (�–�1: �1–O2�

2 / is preferrable for O2 joining to the MMO
active center.

The number of model systems is described with iron binuclear complexes as cat-
alysts, and with peroxide oxidants (H2O2, tert-BuOOH) in organic solvents which
were able to oxidize methane and other alkanes [402–405]. Thus, involvement of
ferryl particles in hydroxylation process was supposed.

The influence of the substituents’ nature was also studied in model binuclear iron
complexes of [Fe2OL4.H2O/2�.ClO4/2� [Fe2OL2.PhCOO/2.H2O/2�.ClO4/4 (L D
˛, ˛0-dipyridyl, 1,10-phenanthroline and their various substitutes) type on alkanes
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Fig. 3.24 Diagram of the most preferrable binding interaction (3), of dioxygen with
Fe2.�–OH/.�–O2CH/.OH/6

oxidation (methane, ethane, hexane, and cyclohexane) with hydrogen peroxide or
tert-butyl hydroperoxide in acetonitrile [406]. However, a relatively low number
of circulations for alkanes oxidation was discovered, which, supposingly, can be
explained by competing processes of alkane (RH) oxidation and peroxides (R0OOH)
decomposition:

8
ˆ̂
<

ˆ̂
:

Fe.III/2OC R0OOH �! FeIV
2 O.O/C R0OH;

FeIV
2 O.O/C RH �! Fe.III/2OC ROH;

FeIV
2 O.O/C R0OOH �! Fe.III/2OC R0OHC O2;

where R0 D H;tBu.
In the case of methane oxidation, the catalytic activity of model complexes

increases on substituent electronegativity increase in the ligand. On cyclohexane
oxidation, the inverse dependence is observed. Ethane oxidation takes intermediate
position. In general, substituent electrophilicity plays an important role in C–H
bonds in alkane activation with similar model binuclear iron complexes.

The weak part of these systems is binuclear complex instability on alkane
oxidation. It is also to be noted that ferryl complex participation is disputable. One
of the best MMO models which is stable enough is the system iron-containing
zeolite ZSM-5–methane–N2O, able to oxidize methane, benzene, and some other
compounds [407]. ’-Centers of iron-containing zeolites ZSM-5 are surface hydrox-
ide clusters of iron (A). Oxygen atom detachment from N2O proceeds on them with
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the formation of active oxidant (B), which stoichiometrically oxidizes methane to
methanol at room temperature:

HO
O OH HO O OH

Fe Fe N2O Fe Fe CH4 CH4OH.
O OH O O OH
H H
(A) (B)

The cause of iron binuclear complex higher activity compared to mononuclear is
the capacity of the first to reduce O2 to peroxo- or hydroperoxo-complex better
without the intermediate formation of superoxo-complex, and the ability of the
second FeIVatom, being close to FeIV D O in FeIV–O–FeIV D O-center of type
(6) intermediate (Fig. 3.20), to promote the electrophil influence, which is similar to
the porphyrin �-cation radical’s formation in cytochrome P-450 [337].

As model complexes for alkane hydroxylation, such compounds as ŒFe.salen/2O�
[408], [Fe2O.HB.pz/3/2.OAc/2] [409, 410], [Fe3O(OAc)6(Py3/] [411, 412],
[Fe2OL4.H2O/n] [413–415], [Fe2O.OAc/2.bpy/2Cl2] [416, 417], [Fe2O.H2O/2
.tmima/2�.ClO4/4 [417], and [Fe.PA/2] [418] were also described. Here, salen
D N ,N 0-ethylenebis (salicylideneimine), HB(pz)3 D hydrotris (pyrazolyl) borate,
OAC D acetate, PA D picolinic acid, Py D pyridine, bpy D bipyridine, phen D 1,
10-phenanthroline, tmima D tris ((1-methylimidazole-2-yl) methyl) amine, and
LD bpy, substituted bpy, phen.

These catalysts in the presence of oxygen donors or peroxides will hydrox-
ylate alkanes. An efficient catalyst of cyclohexane oxidation (with cyclohex-
anol, cyclohexanone, and other products) formation in the presence of tBuOOH
is (�-oxo) di-iron(III) complex [Fe2.TPA/2O.OAc/�.ClO4/3 (where TPA D tris
(2-pyridylmethyl) amine) [419, 420]. However, the nature of these iron-containing
catalysts and the way of their action are still not quite clear.

To reveal the protein influence on MMO active center functioning, a model
complex of this center was synthesized [Fe2.BIPhMe/2.O2CH/4] (1a) (where
BIPhMe D 2, 20-bis-(1-methylimidazolyl) phenylmethoxymethane), and a kinetic
study of this complex interaction with O2 was carried out using the stopped flow
method. This reaction in CHCl3 is a first-order reaction by [O2] and a second-order
one by [1a].

The main peculiarity of such a supposed reaction mechanism is the bimolec-
ular way, involving the formation in transition state of four-nuclear (�4-peroxo)
di-iron(II) di-iron(III) particle (Scheme 3.15) [421].

Model complex (1a) reacts with O2 in a different way than in enzymatic systems.
The initial stage of oxygen molecule binding is similar to peroxo-complex formation
in the active center

2

( Fe
III

Fe
O2

III ),
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Scheme 3.15 Interaction of Fe(II) binuclear model complex with oxygen

(Fig. 3.21) of soluble MMO, but then in the case of model complex (1a), a number
of rapid reactions proceed, resulting in iron polynuclear particles formation. Protein
MMO protects the active center from such reactions by active di-iron center
surrounding with polypeptide. Under these conditions, the reactions, resulting in
substrate activation, become predominant [421]. Perhaps, in the systems modeling
MMO active center, ligands with more steric difficulties should be used, or a model
complex should be fixed on a suitable carrier, in order to make the formation of iron
polynuclear particles more difficult [421].

In reactions 1a�!I1�!I2–1" (Scheme 3.15), moving of the carboxylate group
proceeds, this process also taking place in the appropriate enzymatic systems, result-
ing in O2 reactivity change. Carboxylate moving, creating pre-conditions for oxygen
joining to the active center, can be increased on protein B or reductase (protein C)
binding with MMOH active center, which to some degree explains the regulating
role of these proteins. To modelize the active center of MMOH reduced form, binu-
clear complexes of iron(II) with dicarboxylate ligands �-xelendiamine bis (Camp-
triacyd) imide (H2XDK) [Fe2.�–XDK/.�–O2CPh/.ImH/2.O2CPh/.MeOH/� (1)
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and with more soluble �-xylendiamine bis (propyl Camp-triacyd) imide (H2PXDK)
ŒFe2.�–O2CCCH3/3.�–PXDK/.N–MeIm/2.O2CC.CH3/3/� (2) [390] were synthe-
sized. These ligands have the following form:

R R

O

HO
HO
O

O
O

R N N R
O O

R R

H2XDK, R = CH3
H2PXDK, R = (CH2)2CH3

Compounds (1) and (2) are good models of MMOH reduced form and under
interaction of O2-metastable peroxointermediate

2

FeIII Fe
O2

III 

react with MMOH (Fig. 3.21). Using the stop flow method, it was shown that on
complexes (1) and (2) interaction in tetrahydrofuran (THF), rapid formation (with
rate constants � 74 s�1 for (1) at 202.5 K and k � 300 s�1 for (2) at 197 K) of
colored intermediates proceeds with 	max � 660 and 670 nm, accordingly. These
values are characteristic for the bonds with charge transfer from peroxo-group to
iron and are similar to that of (�-peroxo) di-iron(III) intermediate of MMO reaction
cycle MMO (p�. II.21).

O2
2

FeIII FeIII

Thus, the problem of MMO modeling is far from being resolved: the nature of
binuclear complexes and their surroundings as catalysts are not always clear; little is
known about the nature of possible intermediates, and the stability of the complexes
needs to be assessed.

Model Systems of Tyrosine Hydroxylase

Another non-hematic monooxygenase, the center of which represents iron(II)
mononuclear complex, is tyrosine hydroxylase (TH). Tyrosine hydroxylase cat-
alyzes hydroxylation of L-tyrosine (HTyr)

HTyrC O2 C DH2

enzyme��������!HOtyrCDC H2O
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to L-3,4-dihydroxyphenylamine (HOtyr), which is the initial and rate-determining
stage in catecholamine neurotransmitters synthesis. However, the role of iron
compounds in O2 catalytic activation and tyrosine hydroxylation has not been
revealed [422].

Model systems [423] imitating tyrosine hydroxylase were proposed: FeII

.DPAH/2 –O2–PhNHNHPh–RH, FeII.PA/2–O2–PhNHNHPh–RH, and FeII.dipy/2–
O2–PhNHNHPh–RH, where DPAH is 2,6-dicarboxylpyridine, PAH is picolinic
acid, dipy is 2, 20- dipyridyl, PhNHNHPh is the reducer .DH2/, and RH is
4–t–BuC6H4OH. The same systems but with other substrates RH [benzene
(PhH), phenol (PhOH), and substituted phenols 4–ClC6H4OH, 4–MeOC6H4OH]
successfully realize hydroxylation reaction. Thus, the following transformations
proceed: PhH �! PhOH, PhOH �! o; p–C6H4.OH/2, 4–ClC6H4OH �!
4–ClC6H3.OH/2, 4–MeOC6H4OH �! 4–MeOC6H3.OH/2, 4–t–BuC6H4OH �!
4–t–BuC6H3.OH/2.

It was recently shown [418,424] that the interaction of iron complex compounds
with hydrogen peroxide (Fenton’s reagent) in the presence of the base (B) yields
nucleophilic adduct sooner than free OH� radical:

FeIILx C HOOH
B����! ����ŒLx

�FeIIOOH.BHC/�

On aromatic compound hydroxylation with Fenton’s reagent, substrates reactivity
and distribution of hydroxylation products differ from what could have been,
provided the oxidizing particle was OH� radical.

Hydroxylation depends on transition metal, ligand, and solvent. It is supposed
that by OH�-particle transfer from (1) on substrate, carbonic radical (2a) will be
formed first by means of Fe–C bond, and then the hydroxylation product will be
obtained from it:

OHOH                        

(1) + XPh   LxFeIVH   OH   + Fe
II
Lx,

B H2O
H

X

X
(2a)

where X is H, Cl, MeO, or t-Bu.
In the case where the substrate is phenol (PhOH), the ortho-hydroxylated product

(catechol) will be the main product:

OH
OH

O

OH                       
(1) + PhOH                       LxFeIV + FeIILx,

B, H2O

(2b)
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If instead of H2O2, O2, reducer (DH2/, and saturated hydrocarbon substrates
(RH) are introduced into the system, the reactive intermediate will appear during
the process (1c), the reactivity of which is close to that of intermediate (1), and
hydroxylation will proceed as follows:

OOH                       
FeIILx+ DH2+ O2 LxFeIV ROH + FeIILx,

DH                 D, H2O
(1c)

where FeIILx D FeII.DPAH/2, FeII.PA/2, FeII.Dipy/2C2 , and DH2 D PhNHNHPh.
The scope of such systems study was to establish their correspondence as tyro-

sine hydroxylase models [423]. In the model system FeII.DPAH/2–PhNHNHPh–O2,
phenol hydroxylation reaches about 100% efficiency:

PhOHC DH2.PhNHNHPh/C O2

FeII.DPAH/2�������! o; p � C6H4.OH/2 C PhN D NPh:

Hydroxylation of substituted phenols yields 4-substituted catechols
Œ4–XC6H3.OH/2�. Substrates reactivity corresponds with their electron-removing
capacity: Cl > H > t � Bu > MeO.

Proceeding from the research of the aforesaid model systems’ results, the
mechanism of phenol hydroxylation reaction and its substituents with the system
FeII.DPAH/2–PhNHNHPh–O2 in acetonitrile:pyridine (3:1) solvent [404] was
proposed (Fig. 3.25).

Complex .DPAH/2FeII reversibly joins O2 to DH2 and is transformed into an
intermediate able to interact with substrate. Substrate intermediate formed is similar

Fig. 3.25 Mechanism of phenol and its substituents hydroxylation in tyrosine hydroxylase model
systems (system FeII.DPAH/2–DH2–O2/
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to intermediate (2a) of Fenton system. Then, transfer of OH� radical from iron to
substrate’s carbon proceeds, arranged in the ortho-position. Finally, H atom transfer
follows from hydroxylated carbon of substrate, with the formation of product
(catechol) and initial catalyst regeneration.

The proposed model system with the involvement of .DPAH/2FeII as catalyst,
and substrate 4–t–BuC6H4OH, is apparently a suitable model, imitating the pro-
cesses proceeding on substituted aromatic compound hydroxylation with tyrosine
hydroxylase. This mechanism of phenol and its substitutes’ hydroxylation reflects
schematically the probable route for the enzymatic system as well. It follows from
the aforesaid that the role of the reduced iron form of enzyme consists in O2 binding,
phenoxy radical intermediate stabilization, and making easier hydrogen atom with
catechol formation [423].

3.2.2 Dopamine ˇ-Hydroxylase and Its Models

Along with the above-mentioned monooxygenases and their model systems, the
active centers of which contained iron mono- or binuclear complexes, there
exist monogenases with copper compounds as active centers. To such enzymes
belong dopamine-“-monooxygenase .D“H/, catalyzing benzene hydroxylation of
phenylethylamines, such as dopamine (DPa) (and phenylethylamine, thyramine, and
epyrine), turning it into noradrenaline (NAD) in the presence of ascorbic acid (AA)
and O2:

OH
HO HO

HO

DβH
O2, AA

HO NH2 NH2

DPA  NAD

The molecular weight of the enzyme is 290,000. It consists of four identical
subunits, each of them containing two copper atoms. The enzyme contains two
non-equivalent copper atoms per catalytic unit (as confirmed on model com-
pounds) which perform different functions: one of them .CuA/ is an electron
acceptor (joining ascorbate) and the other .CuB/ performs substrate and O2 joining
[425–429].

Two electrons were delivered to CuB of the active center, from ascorbate through
the CuA center in the process of hydroxylation, and reduced dioxygen joining CuB

to peroxide complex Cu(II)–O–OH. On homolytic disintegration of this complex,
radicals Cu.II/–O� were formed, being active particles in hydroxylation reactions.
It was shown by the EPR method that, during this enzymatic process, the oxidation
state of copper was changed between Cu(II) and Cu(I) [430].
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It was established later that DPA can be oxidized to NAD in the presence of O2

and Cu(I) ion, which was formed on Cu(II) ion reducing with ascorbic acid, although
product yield made only �1% of DPA [431]. In the system Cu.II/–O2–AK–DPA,
OH� radicals were also generated as active particles (Scheme 3.16):

2Cu.I/C O2 C 2HC �! 2Cu.II/C H2O2 (2)

Cu.I/C H2O2 C HC �! Cu.II/C H2O C OH� (3)

Scheme 3.16 Generation of OH� radicals in the system Cu(II)-O2 -AK-DPA

A much more successful attempt to create an efficient functional D“H model and
imitate this enzyme’s active center was the use of tridentate ligand Py2Phe (N ,N -bis
[2-(2-pyridyl)ethyl]-2-phenylethylamine), in which phenylethylamine (introduced
into the second half of ligand) was the hydroxylated substrate [432]. Here, instead
of ascorbic acid, 1,2-enydolate was used (obtained from benzoyne and base) as the
electron donor model. Thus, Cu(II) binuclear complex was synthesized (2) in which
selective hydroxylation of ligand substrate half (phenylethylamine) was realized in
benzyl position (Scheme 3.17):

Both copper ions have structures close to square-pyramidal. Product yield on
such hydroxylation made 100% related to the initial Py2Phe. Cu(II) reducing to
Cu(I) was the rate-determining stage.

The same product of ligand hydroxylation, but with 33% yield, was obtained
after Cu(II) complex (1) treatment with hydrogen peroxide (but not with O2) in
methyl alcohol under argon (hydroperoxides ROOH did not realize hydroxylation
process). Thus, according to different research results [433–435], the complex
(�-peroxo) dicopper(II) was formed. It was supposed that Cu.II/–O� particles,
generated by O–O bond homolytic disintegration in the initially formed complex
(�-peroxo) dicopper(II), can be responsible for ligand Py2Phe Py2Phe hydroxyla-
tion in this case. Cu.II/–O� particles could remove hydrogen atom in the benzyl
position, generating Cu(II)–OH and carbon-centralized radical, which attacked
other Cu.II/–lO� particles with the formation of the final product. Thus formed,
Cu(II)–OH was reduced to Cu(I) state, which was once again able to take part
in hydroxylation reactions. As has already been mentioned, Cu.II/–O� particles
were also generated in the enzymatic system, which were active in hydroxylation
reaction.
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OClO3

N          N
N         Cu(ClO4)2·6H2O Cu                      O2

N            OClO3

Py Py

Py2Phe (1)

Py

Ph   Py

Py                    O           N             NH4OH·aq
Cu           Cu                                                               OH

N           O           Py
N

Ph
Py Py

(2)
100 % product yield
(CH2Cl2  extraction)

Scheme 3.17 Modeling of phenylethylamine hydroxylation, catalyzed by D“H

Therefore, the above-mentioned system can be considered as a model, imitating
(mimeting) dopamine-“-hydroxylase.

Another interesting model monooxygenating system imitating the influence of
dopamine-“-hydroxylase and secondary aminooxygenase was proposed, result-
ing from the synthesis of bis(�-oxo) copper complex in high oxidation degree
Œ.LBn3CuIII/2.�–O2/�X2, under�80 ıC in the presence of O2 from initial compound
ŒLBn3CuI.CH3CN/�X.LBn3 is 1,4,7-tribenzyl-1,4,7-triazacyclononane, X is various
amines) 9435]:

This complex with the nuclei ŒCu2.�–O2/�
2C is thermally unstable, and will be

decomposed on heating toC25 ıC.
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This complex decomposition resulted in various particles’ formation .R2NCH2R0
and ŒCu2.�–O2/�

2C/, the interaction of which was identified as monooxygenase
reaction of oxygen atom introduction into one of the reaction products .R0CHO/:

R2NCH2R0C ŒCu2.��O2/�
2CCH2O �! R2NHCR0CHOC ŒCu2.��OH2/�

2C:

The mechanism of bis(�-oxo) dicopper complex decomposition is in accordance
with the inner-molecular cutting of ’–C–H bond with electrophilic nuclei
ŒCu2.�–O2/�

2C/, and is shown in Scheme 3.18 [436].

3.2.3 Model Systems of Dioxygenases

3.2.3.1 Models of Iron-containing Dioxygenases

Unlike numerous model systems of monooxygenases, considered above, on the
basis of iron coordination compounds, appropriate model systems of dioxygenases
are scanty. Dioxygenase itself, such as catechol 1,2-dioxygenase, belongs to
the group of non-hematic Fe(III) enzymes, catalyzing oxidative disintegration of
catechols to cis-muconic acids [437]. The active center of this enzyme is a high-spin
Fe(III) complex with two hystidine molecules, and also water molecule, as follows
from Raman spectroscopic, EPR, and other data [438].

Study of Mössbauer spectra of enzyme–substrate complexes [439–441] has
shown that, on interaction with the substrate, the active center of the enzyme
represents itself as Fe(III) complex, and UV and visible spectra obtained by stopped
flow method [442, 443] testify to the charge transfer from tyrosine to iron(III). It
was impossible to discover participation of iron(II) in the catalytic cycle.

The active iron-containing enzyme center with two coordination molecules of
tyrosine is characterized by low potential, and catechol’s appropriate coordination
to this center results in its further decreasing, so iron(III) reduction becomes
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Scheme 3.18 Mechanism of bis(�-oxo)dicopper complex disintegration

impossible [444]. Proceeding from this, the proposed scheme of the substrate (S)
activation mechanism, contained in the center of the enzyme, looks as follows [445]:

Fe.III/C S �! Fe.III/�SC O2 �! Fe.III/�OOR �! Fe.III/C products:

Catechol 1,2-dioxygenase belongs to the class of the so-called inner-diol dioxy-
genases, the functioning mechanism of which involves anhydride intermediate
formation and Criegee rearrangement [446].

The representative of another class of the so-called out-diol dioxygenases is
iron(II)-dependent 2,3-dihydroxyphenyl-propyonate 1,2-dioxygenase (MhpB) from
Escherichia coli. They catalyze extra-diol disintegration of 2,3-dihydroxyphenyl
propionate (1) with product (2) formation [447], which is the substrate for hydrox-
ylase (MhpC) (Scheme 3.19).
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Scheme 3.19 Extra-diol disintegration of 2,3-dixydroxyphenyl propionate

The possible mechanism of MhpB functioning is given in Scheme 3.20 [448]. As
can be seen from this scheme, after catechol substrate and oxygen molecule joining
to iron(II), electron transfer causes the formation of semiquinone–superoxide
iron(II) complex. Furthermore, generation of two possible peroxo-complexes pro-
ceeds by means of carbon–oxygen bond formation between semiquinone and
superoxide. Peroxo-particles can then react either through the locking of the inner-
molecular ring, yielding dioctanite intermediate (5), or Criegee rearrangement with
the formation of unsaturated lactone (6), the formation of the latter being more pos-
sible. Intermediate (5) or (6) can then be disintegrated, yielding product (2) [448].

Scheme 3.20 Possible mechanism of MhpB functioning
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Another non-hematic iron-containing enzyme is ketoglutarate-dependent dioxy-
genase [198, 236]. It realizes the catalytic process of C–H bond hydroxylation in
various organic compounds (substrates RH) [449]. Co-substrates are ’-ketoglutaric
acid (or in general, ’-ketoacids) and O2. The oxidation rate of various substrates
with this dioxygenase falls within the limits 3–50 cycles/s. Mechanism of catalytic
process, realized with ketoglutarate dioxygenase, can be presented as follows [199]:

Fe
II

+ O2 +  C = O    Fe Fe O O O IV= O2+ +  C   + CO2.
RH O     OH

C

C =

C

OH OO OH
FeII +  ROH                    

The homolytic breakage of the O–O bond and formation of succinic acid and CO2

proceed, thus making the formation of ferryl particle FeIVDO2C thermodynami-
cally easier, this particle being an efficient oxidant of hydrocarbon RH. In this chain
of reactions, one oxygen atom is introduced into the organic substrate, and another
into succinic acid. However, the activation mechanism of O2 and the C–H bond of
the substrate is still not quite clear, and an active oxidant of substrate formation in
the form of ferryl particle is presupposed.

A model system of this dioxygenase, working at room temperature, is
FeII.ClO4/2–O2�

2 –’-ketoacid–Zn(Hg)–methyl viologen–acetonitrile solution. Thus,
zinc amalgam is a reducer, and methyl viologen makes electron transfer easier.
Substrate cyclohexane is oxidized into cyclohexanol and cyclohexanone. Thus,
generation of ferryl particle FeIVDO2C is supposed due to electrophilic contribution
of ketoacid ’-carbonyl group, which apparently is an active oxidant of substrate
RH� OH� radical formation is also possible [450].

Another group of model compounds involves Fe(II) complexes with ’-ketoacid
of ŒFeIIL.PhCOCOO/�ClO4 type, where L represents tridentate ligands—tris
(2-pyridylmethyl)amine and its 6-methyl-2-pyridyl analog [451]. When these
complexes interact with O2 and with substrate RH, decarboxylation of ’-ketoacid
proceeds, with quantitative formation of benzoic acid. Thus, one oxygen atom is
introduced into substrate RH, and another into benzoic acid (like enzyme). In such
a way, interaction of ’-ketoacid with active dioxygenase center containing Fe2C is
modeled.

One more non-hematic iron-containing dioxygenase is lipoxydioxygenase which
catalyzes dioxygenation of polyunsaturated aliphatic acids [452]. The interest in
it was caused by the discovery that it is involved in leukotrienes biosynthesis,
which plays an important role in supersensitivity and inflammation processes
[453]. The active form of native monooxygenase-1 form soya beans contains
iron(III), which in the course of the dioxygenation process is able to form
intermediate of organoiron. One of the lipoxydioxygenase models is the system
ŒFeCl2.cyclam/�ClO4–O2–linoleic acid (cyclam-1,4,8,11-tetraazacyclotetradecane)
[454]. This system possesses a high capacity to linoleic acid peroxidation and
simultaneous formation of 1O2 (1�g/. The supposed mechanism of dioxygenation
in general comes in the transformation of triplet O2 (3

P
g/weakly joined to iron(III)

complex into singlet 1O2 and linoleic acid dioxygenation by the latter.
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3.2.3.2 Models of Copper-Containing Dioxygenases

One of the best models of copper-containing dioxygenases is the relatively simple
catalytic system CuL2C2 –O2–substrate–OH�–solvent, where L is o-phenanthroline
or bipyridyl [455]. It is very active in ketone oxidation (cyclohexanone, ’-tetralone,
acetyne, heptanone-3, methylnaphthylketone, etc.) in water–alcohol media at tem-
peratures up to 40–50 ıC in the presence of bases (NaOH, Ca.OH/2, etc.). The
maximal rate is observed at about PHD12, which testifies about substrate ionization
importance and its transfromation into carbanion.

Therefore, active forms of substrates in alkaline water–alcohol medium (1:1)
are carbanions, the negative charges of which are concentrated on carbon atoms.
The extreme activity of carbanions in joining reactions was mentioned earlier
[456]. They also play an important role in processes catalyzed with dioxygenases
[455, 457]. Copper(II) complex with o-phenanthroline serves as an active form
of catalyst. Its composition depends on the ratio between ligand and Cu2Cion.
At ratio 1:1 � 2:1 and at PH 8–11.5 it exists in the forms ŒCu.phen/.OH�/�2C2
and ŒCu.phen/2.OH�/�C, accordingly. At PH>12, significantly less catalytic active
dihydroxy complexes ŒCu.phen/.OH�/2� are formed. The main products of ketone
oxidation are appropriate acids. Rate and selectivity of ketones oxidation are
strongly dependent on oxygen partial pressure.

Ketone oxidation (anion form S�) proceeds within the triple complex
ŒO2: : :LnCu2C: : :S�� [455]; likewise this proceeds in pyrocatechol dioxygenases
[458], and also in the model systems of catechol-1,2-dioxygenase (bipyridyl Fe3C
Complexes with O2 in 3,5-di-tert-butylcatechol oxidation) [459]:

LnCu2C C S� �! ŒLnCu2C: : :S��
O2�! ŒO2: : :LnCu2C: : :S�� �! products

In this triple complex, substrate oxidation proceeds by a two-electron concerted
mechanism, but not through the formation of free or coordinated radicals. Thus,
appropriate peroxo-complex formation is supposed as an active intermediate:

H
O

O
Cu

18O O18 L2

L1

The same model system .Cu2C–phen–O2–S–OH� solvent) is rather efficient in
primary (methanol, n-propanol, benzyl alcohol, etc.), secondary (isopropanol, flu-
orobutanol, cyclohexanol) and many-atomic alcohols oxidation (sorbitol, mannitol,
etc.) to acids and carbonyl compounds [455]. Many aspects here are similar to the
aforementioned ketones’ oxidation, namely, need of bases, alcohol transformation
into anionic form, o-phenanthroline, bipyridine, or their derivatives use as ligand,
use of the same central metal ion, similar (more similar than on ketone oxidation)
dependence of rate and oxidation selectivity of number of aliphatic alcohols
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on oxygen partial pressure, significant influence of solvent on rate change, and
selectivity of alcohols oxidation. Like in the case of ketones, on alcohol oxidation,
triple complex formation is supposed ŒCu2C: : :S�: : :O2�.S�–alcoholate-ion), the
activity of which depends to a great degree on the nature of the solvent.

This system with Cu(II) complexes, efficiently catalyzing low-temperature
dioxygenation of primary alcohols and polyoles to acids, represents a chemical
model of dioxygenases. Thus, catalase efficiency in the model system (biomimetic
catalysts) is comparable (close) to dioxygenase efficiency.

In the process of alcohol dioxygenation, aldehydes are not final product
predecessors—acids; this fact indicates the non radical oxidation character. In
water solutions alcohol oxidation, proceeding much more slowly than for ketones,
is apparently caused by more difficult formation of carbanion (alcoholates) which
is a limiting stage.

Change in alcohol nature (one-atomic alcohols �! polyols) will change (tens
and hundreds of times increases) not only the process rate but its mechanism as well,
and that is why, for example, mannitol and sorbitol oxidation in water solutions is
closer to ketones oxidation regularities and oxidation rate than those of primary
alcohols. This is explained by the fact that carbanions are formed much easier
from polyols than from one-atomic alcohols. Therefore, the mechanism of polyols
dioxygenation is close to that of ketones [455].

On passing from water to non-water media, alcohol oxidation rate is often
increased hundreds of times, and values of circulation numbers reaches 1–2 s�1 and
higher, which is close to enzymatic processes. Thus, alcohols oxidation in alkaline
aprotonic media proceeds, in one stage, to acids. Dependence of oxidation rate and
selectivity on oxygen pressure apparently testifies to the fact that it takes part in
the limiting stage of the process and two-electron reducing of oxygen is realized,
proceeding by concerted mechanism without free radicals formation [455]:

OH
O2

L2CuII(OH )H2O + RCHO R CH2 O CuIIL2

H H H2O

R CH O CuIIL2 R CH O CuIIL2

O

O

O O O

O

R C + L2Cu
II
(OH )(H2O).

O

Thus, the catalyst remains active in practise, and the substrate half-transformation
time reaches no more than 5–30 min under mild oxidation conditions .10–60 ıC/,
the number of catalytic cycles per one copper ion reaches 2–5 s�1, which makes this
model catalytic system very efficient, selective, and rather similar to dioxygenase
by its functional influence.
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3.2.4 Model Systems of Catalase

Catalases, in great amounts, present in the animal, vegetable, and bacterial world,
realize an extremely important reaction of rather toxic hydrogen peroxide excess
removal from the organism:

2H2O2 �! 2H2OC O2:

Each catalase has a molecular weight of about �250;000 and contains four equal
sub-units, which involve iron(III) and protoporphyrin IX. Three spacious enzymes
structures were established from mushrooms and beef liver [460–462]. Axial ligand
of reactive center is tyrosine; its hydroxyl group joins the fifth coordination place of
iron(III) porphyrin complex. The imidazole part of histidine neighbors the reaction
center. The role of the latter is apparently in being catalyst-base. The reagent is
undissociated H2O2 at rather low PH [463, 464].

High-valency oxo-iron particles were detected in catalases (like in peroxidases),
which were marked as compounds I and II [463, 465, 466]. Compounds I and II are
iron(IV)-oxo porphyrin �-cation radical ŒP�C.TyrO/FeIVO� (here iron is formally
in FeV state) and iron (IV)-oxo porphyrin ŒP.TyrO/FeIVO� (where P is porphyrin
and TyrO is tyrosine) [467, 468]. Compound I is formed according to the following
reaction:

P.TyrO/Fe.III/C H2O2 �! P�C.TyrO/FeIVOC H2O:

Interaction of compound I with the second H2O2 molecule results in the initial
iron(III) complex regeneration and H2O2 reducing to O2:

P�C.TyrO/FeIVOC H2O2 �! P.TyrO/Fe.III/C H2OC O2:

The simplified mechanism of H2O2 enzymatic decomposition and parallel process
of catalase inactivation, increasing with hydrogen peroxide concentration rising, is
represented in the following form [469–471] (catalase is marked as Fe3C):

(3.4)

(3.5)

ŒFe5CO2��C H2O2

›2�! Fe3CO2 C H2O (3.6)

(3.7)

Fe5CO2� C 2H2O2

›0

in���! Fe3C C H2OC 2OH� C HO�
2 (3.8)
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Reaction (3.4) proceeds very quickly (�1 D 0:6–1:1 � 107 M�1 s�1/ [472] and does
not limit the rate of the catalase process. Catalase peroxo-complex is turned into
compound I (reaction (3.10)), which, having reacted in a two-electron way with the
second molecule of hydrogen peroxide by reaction (3.5), results in products O2 and
H2O generation (�2 D .2–4/�107 M�1 s�1/ [472]. Simultaneously with compound 1
heterolytic decomposition (reaction (3.5)), homolysis of catalase peroxide complex
also proceeds with active radicals HO�

2 , and then OH� formation (reaction (3.7))
[473]. Free radicals formed attack porphyrin active center of catalase, resulting in
its inactivation [474, 475]. Free radical formation rates are increased with H2O2

concentration enhance, which is reflected in brutto-process (3.7). Thus, as can
be seen from the scheme, the process of H2O2 decomposition to O2 and H2O is
characterized most completely by the rate constant k2. Inactivation rate constant
(kin/ determines the rate of catalase inactivation due to the unproductive H2O2

decomposition, influencing enzyme deterioration. These rate constants k2 and kin

can be determined simultaneously on kinetic curves linearization [471].
On H2O2 excess, catalase compound I can be transformed into compound II

[471], and one more way of catalase destruction becomes possible (reaction (3.8));
thus the process of enzyme inactivation becomes more complicated. It was found in
the comparative study of catalase from bull liver and yeasts Candida boidinii that
enzyme stability is 35 times higher in the second case. Besides, the advantage of
yeasts catalase is cheapness of its formation source, and simultaneous obtaining
of alcohol oxidase, which opens up the possibility to apply such bi-enzymatic
preparation for methanol-polluted waste water treatment [471].

Numerous model tests were carried out in order to reveal in detail the mechanism
of H2O2 decomposition with catalase. However, many of these research works,
carried out earlier, were made on the level of phenomenologic description, or
were incomplete. One of the model systems, which imitates rather successfully
the influence of catalase active center, is the system based on iron(III) complex
with [5,10,15,20-tetrakis(2,6-dimethyl-3-sulfonatophenyl)porphyrinate] iron(III)
hydrate ŒP0Fe.III/.H2O/� instead of porphyrin complex with iron(III) as in
catalase [476]:

This complex is water soluble in the absence of protein, does not aggregate,
and formation of �-oxodimer is sterically aggravated. It forms high-oxidation oxo-
complex of Fe(V) with H2O2 (it can be detected by the appropriate agent trap),
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which corresponds to the requirements of catalase active center modeling. As agent
trap for iron(IV) oxo-complex detection, forming in the reaction with H2O2, 2,20-
asino-di-(3-ethyl-benzthazoline)-6-sulfonate (ABTS) was used.

The rate-determining stage is oxygen transfer from H2O2 or HO�
2 to

ŒP0Fe.III/.H2O/� Complex with the formation of iron(IV) oxo-complex, which will
then rapidly oxidize ABTS tO ABTS�C (peroxidase reaction type), and hydrogen
peroxide to O2 and H2O (catalase reaction type). The rate constant of second
order (k) of such transfer on limiting stage was determined spectrophotometrically
by radical ABTS�C (	D 660 nm) accumulation. At PH 1–4, 7–9, and 11–12,
ŒP0Fe.H2O/.H2O2/�

C (I), ŒP0Fe.OH/.H2O2/� (II), and ŒP0Fe.OH/.HO2/�
� (III) will

be formed,respectively.
Proceeding from the dependence log k—pH, it became possible to identify three

transition states (on low, intermediate, and high pH), which yielded [476]:
Low PH (I):

H

H      O O+

O

O O

H O        H

1)        Fe(III) or 2) Fe(III)

OH2 OH2

Homolytic and partially Heterolytic breakage of  O-O
heterolytic breakage of bond on iron(IV)-oxoporphyrin

bond, which can -cation formation and 
result in iron (IV) water molecule
complexes. detachment.

π

Intermediate PH (II):

H
H H

H
HO

OH OHOH2

O
O

OO

+

3)        FeIII or 4) FeIII or 5)      Fe(III)

Thee same as for 1)         The same as for 1)  The same as for 2)

High PH (III):

H

H

O
O

6)       FeIII

OH 
The same as for 1).
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Products of O–O bond heterolytic and homolytic breakage for the cases I–III are
FeIV oxo-complexes and �-cation radical complexes ŒP�CFeIVO.OH/�. The latter
complex will react with H2O2 by a mechanism similar to the influence of catalase.
Addition of nitrogenous bases (namely, 2,4,6-collydine, etc.) at low and mean pH
value catalyzes oxygen transfer from hydrogen peroxide to ŒP0Fe.III/.H2O2/�. The
mechanism of nitrogenous bases influence implies not only heterolytic breakage of
O–O bond, but catalytic proton transfer to oxygen going away as water.

The model system was also studied, decomposing H2O2 to O2 and H2O on the
basis of manganese(III) complex with the same ligand, but in neutral (PH 7.6) and
highly alkaline (PH 12.1) media [477]. Thus, in dependence on pH, complexes
ŒP0MnIII.OH/.H2O2/� (Ia), ŒP0MnIII.H2O/.H2O2/� (Ib), ŒP0MnIII.OH/.HO2/� (II),
and ŒP0MnIII.OH/2.HO2/� (III) will be formed. Products of oxygen transfer from
hydrogen peroxide (XDH2O2, HO��

2 ) in complexes Ia and Ib are manganese(IV)–
oxo porphyrin �-cation radical ŒP�CMnIVO.Y/�.YDOH� or .OH�/2/, and
in complexes (II) and (III), manganese(V)–oxo porphyrins ŒP0MnVO.OH/ �

P0MnVO.OH/2, accordingly.
The following mechanism of hydrogen peroxide peroxidase and catalase decom-

position is proposed:

catalystC X! catalyst � X
catalyst � X rate-determining stage���������������!Œcatalyst.MnV/ D O�C C H2O.or OH�/

Œcatalyst.MnV/ D O�C C ABTS
rapidly��������!Œcatalyst�C ABTS�C C HC

Œcatalyst.MnIV/DO�C ABTS
rapidly��������!Œcatalyst.MnIV/DO�C ABTS�CCH2O

Œcatalyst.MnV/ D O�C C X
rapidly��������!Œcatalyst�C O2 C H2O:

Manganese(IV)–oxo porphyrin �-cation radical will better oxidize H2O2, while
manganese(V)–oxo porphyrin, forming at PH>11:5, will preferrably oxidize ABTS,
compared to H2O�

2 Mn(V)-oxo-porphyrin realizes two one-electron reductions
of ABTS (two ABTS�C cation radicals will be formed), while iron(IV)–oxo
porphyrin �-cation radical will more easily be subject to simple two-electron
reduction. Manganese(IV)–oxo porphyrin formation at �PH 11.5 is explained with
the interaction of manganese(V) with unreacted manganese(III) porphyrin:

P0MnIII.OH/2 C P0MnV.OH/2 �! 2P0MnIV.OH/2

Thus, ABTS oxidation (peroxidase reaction) is more favorable at high pH, and
hydrogen peroxide oxidation at lower pH. This system is a model of manganese-
containing non-hematic pseudocatalase that has been obtained from some microor-
ganisms and other bacteria, which are unable to synthesize heme [478]. It represents
six subunits, associated in a non-covalent way (molecular weight �172; 000),
Containing one manganese atom per subunit. The active center of the enzyme is
manganese binuclear complex, able to exist in four oxidation states: Mn(II), Mn(II);
Mn(II), Mn(III); Mn(III), Mn(III); and Mn(III), Mn(IV) [478–481].
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Other models of manganese-containing pseudocatalase from Lactobacillus plan-
tarum were also proposed, such as Mn2C–ethylendiamine-N ,N 0-diacetate (edda)–
H2O2 systems. Reduction of H2O2 to H2O was initiated by MnII(edda) reaction with
active binuclear �-oxo-bridge complex forming in this system

(MnIII MnIV )L2,
O

O

which was characterized with the same EPR signal as the active center of Lacto-
bacillus [482], although its optic properties were different [478, 483].

The mechanism of hydrogen peroxide reduction (or tert-butylperoxide) in
this model system is a two-electron one (without OH� radical formation). It is
similar to Lactobacillus and other manganese-containing bacterial catalases [484]
(Scheme 3.21)

Scheme 3.21 Mechanism of peroxide reducing with Mn-containing catalase

where R D H or .CH3/3C.
In this proposed mechanism scheme, MnII(edda) complex reacts with the bridge

of mixed-valent complex, forming a three-nuclear structure, which interacts with
hydroperoxides (I�!II). Breakage of the O–O bond in hydroperoxides is het-
erolytic and becomes easier by oxygen introduction into the �-oxo-bridge between
MnIV atoms in structure III. However, there are no direct proofs that such structures
are really formed. Besides, it is unclear whether such structures occur in biological
catalases.

The influence of ligand nature, bound to the binuclear center of manganese model
complex, and also that of solvent, is apparently rather high and can result in different
mechanisms of hydrogen peroxide dismutations. Thus, in the case of ŒLMnII;II

2 .� �
CH3COO�/�.ClO4/2 (where LH–N , N , N 0, N 0-tetrakis (2-methylbenzimidazole)-
1,3-diaminopropane-2-ol) in methanol or acetonitrile (under similar conditions)
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Fig. 3.26 Supposed mechanism of complex ŒLMnII;II
2 .�� CH3COO/�.ClO4/2 catalase activity

using the complex as a model of catalase, the mechanism of hydrogen peroxide
dismutation is realized by means of two consecutive two-electron stages:

H2O2 C 2e� C 2HC �! 2H2O

H2O2 �! O2 C 2e� C 2HC

which are caused by oxidation degree change of model catalyst active cen-
ter MnII;II

2 $MnIII
2 . The scheme of the supposed mechanism of model complex

ŒLMn2.CH3COO/�.ClO4/2 catalase activity is given in Fig. 3.26 [485].
Compound ŒLMnII;II

2 .��CH3COO/�2C (form (1)) is catalase inactive. Hydrolysis
(form (2)) transforms it into an active form, which, after interaction with H2O2,
forms the appropriate peroxo-complex (form (3)). Subsequent transformation (3)
results in HO–OH bond breakage on account of its reduction with MnIIMnII

complex formation. Within the area of system existence, neither MnII;III
2 , nor MnIII;IV

2

formation was discovered in conditions of hydrogen peroxide catalase dismutation.
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Fig. 3.27 Supposed mechanism of catalase process in model system .XMnIIIP/2–H2O2–B�,
where P is appropriate porphyrin and B� anion of nitrogenous base

It appears that ŒLMnII;II
2 .��CH3COO�/�.ClO4/2 complex is one of the best mimetic

models of di-manganese catalase [485].
It is important for the model of a system of manganese-containing catalase that

its active center contains manganese dimer complex. Manganese(III) dimer complex
with porphyrin, in which Mn–Mn length is not great, possesses high catalase activity
compared to the appropriate monomer, and catalyzes H2O2 decomposition in the
presence of a suitable nitrogenous base [486, 487]. This system was considered to
be a functional part of manganese-containing catalase, which also contains in its
active center two manganese ions. This model reaction proceeds via the formation
of an appropriate Mn.IV/2 complex involving homolytic breakage of the O–O bond
intermediate. Mn.IV/2 complex formation is the rate-determining stage.

The mechanism of this catalase process is given in Fig. 3.27 [488]:
Taking into account that for the model system a close approach of two man-

ganese(III) ions isrequired, dimanganese(III) complex was synthesized with 1,8-bis
[5-(10,15,20-trimesityl)porphyrinyl] anthracene (1) [488], which can be oxidized
with hypochlorite into the appropriate Mn.IV/2 complex (2):

– – (PhS)3 – – (PhS)3

L
L

– (PhS)3 MnIV– (PhS)3

OMe

where Mn–.PhS/3 is thrice-substituted triphenyl porphyrin, L D MeO or OH.
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On hydrogen peroxide influence on complex (2) (	max D 422 nm) in CH3CN
at a temperature of �40 to �20 ıC, the catalase process of H2O2 decomposition
to O2 and H2O proceeds, and complex (1) is reduced (	max D 468 nm). The rate-
determining stage is Mn.IV/2 dimer formation.

Another mimetic approach to pseudocatalase modeling is binuclear manganese
complex ŒMn2L4;4.O2CMe/3� (a) and ŒMn2L3;3.O2CMe/3� (b), where L is a macro-
cyclic ligand Containing two 2,6-bis (iminomethyl-4-methyl) phenolate parts,
linked to each other (through nitrogen atoms of iminogroup) with bridges from
.CH2/m and .CH2/n groups (m, n D 2,3;2,4;3,3;4,4—the amount of CH2 groups
in the bridge):

Me

N O– N
(CH2)m (CH2)n

N O–
N

Me

Two acetic groups O2CMe are arranged in axial position with regard to man-
ganese, and two phenol oxygens in equatorial position. Each surrounding man-
ganese ion is pseudooctaedric, and Mn. . . Mn distance is 2,978 Å. It was thus
established that complexes (a), and especially (b), possess catalase activity, realized
by means of internal transformation between MnIIMnIII and MnIIMnIV.D O/ states
of binuclear center [489]. Evidence of the manganyl-like state MnIIMnIV.D O/
occurence in the reaction course of H2O2 decomposition is the appearance of a
charge transfer band at 	 D 530 nm [489] and fixing of bond Mn D O oscillation
frequency at 0 ıC, equal to 730 cm�1 [490].

3.2.5 Peroxidases and Their Model Systems

3.2.5.1 Functioning of Peroxidases and Their Models

Peroxidases represent a large group of enzymes, catalase relatives, widely dis-
tributed in animals, vegetation, and aerobic organisms, using hydrogen peroxide and
hydroperoxides [491] or peracids [492] for substrates oxidation (alcohols, phenols,
aromatic amines, ferrocyanide, and other compounds).

The active center of enzyme represents hematic iron(II or III) (ferro- or ferriper-
oxidase, respectively) bound to histidine .NHiS/. Within the hemtic iron’s interaction
with molecular oxygen, intermediates I, II, and III will be formed. The formula of
all three formations and their marks are as follows [493]:
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In compound I, the formal oxidation degree of iron corresponds to 5C, and
in compound II, 4C. In compound III, molecular oxygen in the reduced form is
bound to iron as axial ligand. For research, horseradish peroxidase is used more
often (HRP). In this case, compounds I and II are often marked as HRP-I and HRP-
II,respectively.

Compounds I and II rapidly oxidize, for example, phenols and aromatic amines
(� � 107 M�1 � s�1) [494] according to the following scheme:

HRPC H2O2 �! HRP � I

HRP � IC RH �! HRP � IIC R:

HRP � IIC RH �! HRPC R:

The supposed mechanism of compound I formation was based on the well-known
cytochrome C peroxidase (CCP) structure, and is shown in Fig. 3.28 [495, 496].

Histidine and arginine play an important role in compound I formation. It was
thus found that hydrogen peroxide forms hydroxide bonds with histidine’s N©. Using
a quantum chemical method (INDO/S–ROHF/Cl) [497], the electron structures of
two possible intermediates—one with HOOH and another with COOH ligand—
were calculated and compared with known spectral data. The possibility was shown
in these calculations of both peroxide and peroxoanionic intermediate formation
[495].

It appears that during the evolution, peroxidases appeared earlier than catalases,
and this is revealed via their composition. Thus, horseradish peroxidase has a molec-
ular weight of about 44,000 and contain one iron atom joined to protoporphyrin IX
and histidine, while catalase is made in a more complex way (molecular weight
is � 250000). The latter enzyme involves four subunits, each of them having one
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Fig. 3.28 Supposed stages of compound I formation

iron atom. In peroxidase the fifth place in the iron complex coordination sphere is
occupied by histidine imidazole, but in catalase by carboxylate group. There are
also other differences. A short comparison of these two enzyme groups will begiven
later.

Peroxidases (like catalases), unlike other enzymes, are much less specific
regarding substrate, although the reasons for such low substrate specificity are not
clear. They belong to a type of most active enzymes. Besides, some peroxidases
(namely, chloroperoxidase) manifest catalase activity with histidine ligand, and
catalase dissociated on monomeric subunits possesses peroxidase activity.

In the most often studied peroxidase, HRP, iron(III) complex with protopor-
phyrin IX (1,3,5,8-tetramethyl-2,4-divinylporphyrin-6,7-dipropionic acid) (proto-
heme PFe(III)) and with axial histidine ligand is non-equivalently joined to protein.
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Protein is covalently joined to oligosaccharide chains, containing glucosamine,
mannose, xylose, and fructose. The destination of carbohydrate chains is to protect
peroxidase against inactivation with radicals forming on enzyme and to increase
thermal stability [498, 500]. HRP consists of two domains between which there
is heme in a hydrophobic area [501]. The enzyme is characterized with light
absorption in the region of 	 D 403 nm and extinction coefficient "403 D
102000L=mol sm.

The oxidation state of iron in the enzyme’s reaction center corresponds to 3C,
and its change can be shown in Scheme 3.22 [502, 503]:

Scheme 3.22 Peroxidase oxidation with hydrogen peroxide

where ŒPFeVO�3C D ŒP�CFeIVO�2C; arrows refer to catalase and dotted arrows to
peroxidase reactions; their rate constants indexes correspond to the changes in iron
oxidation state.

In the case of catalase and peroxidase, protein rate constant k2�!3 increases
103–105 times, and equilibrium establishing rate 107 times, while rate constants
k3�!4 and k4�!3 in peroxidase are not significantly influenced by protein. In
catalase, protein influence is expressed via the 105 times rate increase.

Hydrogen peroxide is in dissociated form HO�
2 in these enzymes’ active center

due to protein’s ability to join the proton of hydrogen peroxide to two different
centers, i.e., protein accelerates the process by a thermodynamic mechanism
(changing hydrogen peroxide and other substrates dissociation), but not by a kinetic
one.

Iron porphyrin in solution is rapidly degraded with hydrogen peroxide. One
of protein’s functions is, apparently, its protecting of deterioration by active
hydrophobic encircling of the iron porphyrin center [502, 503]. Due to the protein,
enzyme is able to limit and control small alkyl hydroperoxides (ROOH) and H2O2

access to the hematic active center. Enzyme is able to promote the heterolysis of the
O–O peroxide bond and generation of oxoiron(IV) porphyrin � radical cation—
compound I, by acid–base catalysis and active center encircling. The result of
peroxidase’s active center encircling by protein is that subsequent one-electron
oxidation of substrate proceeds near the active center, without its direct involvement
in the oxoiron(IV) complex; it proceeds likewise in the case of cytochrome P-450
monooxygenase.

The general sequence of substrates (SH) oxidation reactions, catalysed with
peroxidase from horse, is the following [504]:
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HRPC ROOH �! HRP � IC ROH;

HRP� IC SH �! HRP � IIC S

HRP� IIC SH �! HRPC S;

S� C S� �! Products:

where R D H or alkyl group.
Reduction of HRP-II (Compound II) to HRP is usually the rate-limiting stage of

the process so that absorption spectrum of compound II is usually observed [505].
Reactions rates of peracids, alkyl hydroperoxides, and hydrogen peroxide with
HRP are similar, while in the case of peracid derivatives, the O–O bond is broken
much easier than with hydroperoxide derivatives. The difference in peroxidase
and cytochrome P-450 influence on substrate consists of the fact that peroxidases
remove electrons from their substrates at the same time with the accompanying
ferryl oxygen reducing to water, while monooxygenases transfer ferryl oxygen
atom onto substrate.

This confirms the earlier idea on breakage in the place of substrate joining in
monooxygenase (cytochrome P-450) and in peroxidase. Monooxygenase function
of transfer from ferryl particle to substrate is realized, provided that the substrate
is able to interact directly with ferryl oxygen, and peroxidase influence will
predominate if the protein structure prevents this interaction [506,507]. Thus, it was
confirmed that substrates transfer the electron, being close to heme, without direct
contact with ferryl oxygen. Therefore, substrate radical formed on electron transfer
is able to be removed more rapidly than if it had been bound to the radical-capable
atom of ferryl oxygen [508–511].

The reason for peroxidase model systems’ study is the need for a more
detailed revealing of high-valency (intermediate) compounds, their structure, and
mechanism of their interaction with substrates. To reveal the mechanism of peracids,
hydroperoxides, and hydrogen peroxide interaction with peroxidases, model sys-
tems, resembling the HRP active center, were elaborated and studied in organic
.CH3OH/ and water organic solvents (with the aim of preventing porphyrin
complexes aggregation) [466].

The peroxidase model system involved various model derivatives of hemin
(catalysts), �-chlorperbenzoic acid (oxidant), and tri-tert-butylphenol (substrate).
Reaction of hemin derivatives with peracid RCOOOH or ROOH was proceeding
by heterolytic disintegration, with the formation of acid and two-electron oxidized
hemin, corresponding to the compound HRP-I. The limiting stage was oxidized
intermediate formation

+Fe

O
IV    ..

Base B (imidazole), bound to hemin complex, raises the possibility of electron
transfer from it to ROOH with subsequent formation of ferryl particle at the
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rate-limiting stage:

RO

OH
rapidly

FeIII +  ROOH III +FeIV +  ROH
rate

limiting
stage

BB :B

O

Fe .
slowly

Rate of peracid (or ROOH) transformation by second-order reaction corre-
sponded to

�dŒRCOOOH�

dt
D k C 2Œhemin�ŒRCOOOH�:

Reaction rate of hemin derivatives with RCOOOH or ROOH increases with the
capacity of R increasing to detach the electron.

However, the rate constant of hydrogen peroxide interaction with hemin deriva-
tives in methanol .k2/, compared to interaction with HRP, in the case of the model
systems turns out to be much smaller, than for peroxidase (�2 D 12M�1 � s�1 and
1:8 � 107M�1 � s�1, accordingly). One of the reasons can be a much lower possible
concentration of the base B (�0:2M) in the model systems compared to its local
concentration in protein (>20M). In spite of this, the model systems demonstrate
functional similarity with HRP447.

The most often studied model systems of peroxidase are the systems of
PFeIIIL–H2O2–S type (where P is protoporphyrin IX or its substituted derivatives,
L is imidazole and other ligands, and S is substrate: phenols, aromatic amines,
etc.), in which oxo-iron(IV) porphyrin complexes are formed imitating compounds
I and II of peroxidase. Because of their low stability, they are usually used on low
temperatures and non-water media.

However, it was shown [512–514] that ionic oxo-iron(IV) porphyrins are stable
in alkaline water solutions. Therefore, the possibility to compare the process of syn-
thetic oxo-iron(IV) porphyrins oxidation with their enzymatic analogs has arisen.
Such oxo-iron(IV) complex is, for example, oxo-iron(IV) tetra (2-N -methylpyridyl)
porphyrin .O D Fe.IV/T2MPyP/, which is rather stable, especially in water media.
Oxidation mechanism study of various phenols with this oxo-complex leads to the
conclusion that the latter, having no steric limitations for the reaction with ferryl
oxygen, will oxidize phenols by hydrogen atom removal from these substrates.

Phenols oxidation with the compound II HRP, due to the steric obstacles, created
by protein surroundings, will be realized only near (on the edge of) the hematic ring
[504]. Thus, the study of compound II HRP helps one to understand the peculiarities
of peroxidase active center interaction with substrate.

Various oxidants containing oxygen atom, such as nadacids [515–518], imida-
zole [311, 518–520], hypochlorite [521], and also OBr�, ClO�

2 , BrO�
3 , IO�

4 , �-
nitrobenzoic acid, etc. [522], transfer it onto the iron(III) complexes with porphyrin,
forming oxo-iron(IV) porphyrin �-cation radical particles. Thus, intermediate com-
pound I of horseradish peroxidase and catalase is imitated, which is generated by
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these enzymes on interaction with hydrogen peroxide. Rate constant of peroxidase
interaction with these oxidants fluctuates within the range 108–106L=mol s depend-
ing on oxidant structure (it was studied by the stop flow method [522]).

Compound I is the direct oxidant of many peroxidase substrates, and the reaction
proceeds more often by one-electron mechanism with the formation of compound
II, and the latter substance will regenerate the initial peroxidase by one-electron
mechanism as well.

As was already stated, iron is present as ferryl complex in compounds I and
II [523], and additional oxidizing equivalent in compound I is localized either on
porphyrin macrocycle, or on one of the protein functional groups [524]. Thus, the
properties of compounds I and II do not depend on the substrate nature. Substrates
can realize direct contact with heme (ferrocyanide, sulfite, nitrite, thyocyanate ions),
or do not realize it (aromatic phenols and amines, various organic compounds)
[525]. Substrates of the first type are electron donors and those of the second
type hydrogen atom donors. The nature of the first type substrates of peroxidase
with enzyme is not quite clear. With second type substrates (organic substrates),
peroxidic oxidation peripheric mechanisms of electrons transfer will be realized
with functional groups including the enzyme’s active center. These groups realize
transfer from substrates (adjoining the proteic globulae) on the hematic center [500].

It was shown in model peroxidase systems that electron transfer can proceed via
the heme periphery, even if the iron atom of heme is quite accessible [526]. Taking
this into consideration, it is supposed that oxidation with free radical formation
proceeds only in the case when outer-sphere mechanisms of electron transfer are
realized [500].

The study of model peroxidase reaction PFeIIIL–H2O2–S–B, (where PFeIII

is protohemin, L is histidin, S is substrate, B is various bases: imidazole, 1-
methylimidazole, 2-methylimidazole, 4-methylimidazole, or 1,2-dimethylimidazole)
have revealed the role of bases in this system activation [527]. In the absence of
bases, hemin manifests weak activity in potassium ferrocyanide (substrate) to its
ferricyanide in basic solutions (up to PH 10); in acid solutions (PH 5 and lower),
it is completely absent. It was shown that hydroxyl ion joining to iron(III) hemin
causes peroxidasic activity. Adding bases into the system has contributed to the
reaction rate increasing on basic pH values. It is caused by one base joining to a
highly oxidized iron state in intermediate porphyrin complex. Joined base, being
a good donor, induces electron transfer to the oxo-ferryl center, thus activating its
oxygen.

Thus, analogy can be traced with the action of peroxidase compound II. This,
being bound to histidin’s imidazole group, will also strongly activate peroxidase
reaction. On higher excess of the base, i.e., on two ions of base joining by fifth and
sixth coordination places, peroxidase reaction will be inhibited, which is caused in
this case by the complication of H2O2 access to the active center. It was mentioned
above that peroxidases are characterized with much lesser specificity in relation to
substrates than other enzymes. One of peroxidase types, namely, chloroperoxidase,
is able to catalyze halogenation of substrate’s C–H activated bond. The active center
of this enzyme represents iron complex with protoporphyrin IX, and histidin of fifth
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coordination place is substituted with thiolate ligand. This enzymatic active center
is joined to protein by means of bridge hydrogens of two propionate side chains and
thiol ligand, coordinated with iron and bound through hydrogen with two amide
groups of peptide.

Chloroperoxidase, which has first been extracted from fungus [528], not
only catalyzes substrates halogenation, but also realizes many other reactions
characteristic for peroxidases, catalases, and cytochromes P-450 [529]. Unlike
these enzymes, the mechanism of halogenation with chloroperoxidase is still
not quite clear. Halogenation reaction with chloroperoxidase proceeds in the
presence of H2O2 and Cl� at PH 3. Substrates can, for example, be such diketones
as monochlordymedin (1), which on interaction with enzyme are turned into
dichlordymedon (2) (Scheme 3.23). Chlorination with the enzyme’s active center
proceeds in the following way [530]:

Scheme 3.23 Mechanism of chloroperoxidase catalytic cycle
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O O
Cl–

Fe3+ +  H2O2 Fe4+ +Fe4+ R– Cl.
RH

S– S· S–

(4)                                              (3)

·

via intermediate (3), which is formed by the initial active center of chloroperoxidase
(4) interaction with hydrogen peroxide, and its further reaction with Cl� and RH.

As identification of chloroperoxidase active states in chlorination reaction pro-
ceeding is still difficult, analogs of chloroperoxidase active center were synthesized
(model systems of heme-thiolate type), namely, compound (5) [531]. Complex
(5) is a high-spin iron(II) porphyrinate, the waterless form of which absorbs at
	max D 400 nm, which is identical with the initial active center of chloroperoxidase
(	max D 399 nm).

x.
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O

O

O

O

S

Fe3+N
N

N
N

NH

NH

Model compound (5) limits the reaction mechanism of chloroperoxidase reaction
center, which is presented in Scheme 3.23 [531].

On hydrogen peroxide addition to compound (5), the new complex (6) will
be quantitatively formed at 	maxD 388 nm, similar to the chloroperoxidase active
state (3). Subsequent adding of Cl� ions or the direct reaction of (5) with
OCl� yields compound (7). By this compound protonation, compound (8) will be
obtained, which, interacting with substrate (1), will realize chlorination reaction.
Final products of this process include the initial compound (5) and chlorinated
substrate (2). Therefore, intermediate compounds (7) and (8) were identified, and
it was shown that compound (5) is a model of heme-thiolate proteins [531]. This is
especially important, since the compounds of (7) and (8) type have apparently not
been identified in an enzymatic chlorination process because of their short lifetimes.
Introduction of benzyltriethylammonium salt (9) into the system promotes the
formation of sufficient OCl� in CH2Cl2 so as to transfrom (5) into (7) quantitatively.
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3.2.5.2 Model Systems of Peroxidase Systems as Oscillators

In real biological systems, regular chaotic oscillations of components concentrations
and presence of several stationary states are often observed. These oscillations are
caused by interaction of the autoregulated sub-systems of the complex. In the case
of oscillating systems with O2 and H2O2 participation, the presence of oxygen
oscillator can be spoken of, the main peculiarity of which is oxygen inexhaustibility
in the gaseous phase and the unlimited possibility of its passing into solution [532].
In the presence of reducers (or enzymatically in biological systems), hydrogen
peroxide may be formed, often playing the role of one of the components of an
oxygen oscillator. A review of similar oscillating biochemical systems is given
in [532]. A number of works [533, 534] are devoted to the study and review of
peroxidase–oxidase (PO) oscillator model in vitro (systems in which H2O2 can be
substituted with O2 on such substrates oxidation as NADH).

In the presence of NADH as hydrogen donor, the general stoichiometry of such
PO reaction will be

2NADHC O2 C 2HC �! 2NADC2H2O

Among numerous biochemical systems in which oscillation processes the contents,
where a change of one or another components is possible, model reaction of
NADH oxidation with molecular oxygen catalyzed with various catalases in vitro
became especially attractive for the study. A wide range of dynamic behavior is
manifested in peroxidase–oxidase reaction, namely, bistability (occurrence of two
stable positions under equal conditions), periodic and quazi-periodic oscillations,
and various forms of chaotic behavior [534].

Correspondence between PO reaction models and experiment is being gradually
revealed in the case of peroxidase oscillation. However, the mechanism of the PO
reaction is still unclear [533].

In Fig. 3.29, the simplified biochemical model system NADH–O2–Mn2C–Per3C
of PO reaction is given, which presents (a) preliminary reactions producing hydro-
gen peroxide (H2O2) and superoxide ion .O��

2 /, supplied into the catalytic cycle,
and (b) main reactions in the catalytic cycle itself, in which peroxidase .Per3C/ is a
catalyst.

In this model system, H2O2 is needed to initiate NADH oxidation with per-
oxidase in the catalytic cycle. The main source of H2O2 is NADH reaction with
O2; which proceeds spontaneously, but very slowly [535]. Methylene blue (MBH)
catalyzing this reaction is introduced additionally into the system.

Another way of H2O2 production is O��
2 generation and NADH oxidation with it:

O��
2 C NADHC HC �! NA� C H2O2

which is catalyzsed with Mn2C[536] ions:
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a

b

Fig. 3.29 Simplified
biochemical model system
showing (a) preliminary
reactions and (b) main PO
reactions [533]

Mn2C C O�
2

2HC

�! Mn3C C H2O2

Mn3C C NADH �! Mn2C C NAD� C HC

Mn2C acts here like superoxide dismutase, which agrees with Mn2C influence on
peroxidase–oxidase oscillator [84].

H2O2 formed one way or another will be involved in the catalytic cycle b, in
which it starts the main reactions of this cycle:

Per3C C H2O2 �! co IC H2O

co IC NADH �! co IIC NAD�

co IIC NADH �! Per3C C NAD� C H2O

where CO I and CO II represent compounds I and II, accordingly.
Reactions of H2O2 interaction with co I and co II turn out not to be involved in

this cycle:

co IC H2O2 �! Per3C CO2

co IIC H2O2 �! Per3C C HO2

co IC H2O2 �! co IIC HO�
2

and also many other reactions of co III, Per2C, and other particles formation and
consumption, described in detail in [533]. Reactions of co III render a regulating
influence on NADH oxidation by Per3C inactivation with oxygen.
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Fig. 3.30 Model of oscillator peroxidase-NADH. Numbers 1–6 represent the necessary sequence
of events, which will form the cycle on their interaction

Recently, new, so-called “detailed models” of PO reaction were created [528,
537, 538]. Among them, the so-called “Urbanolator” model is to be mentioned,
described in detail in [533], and also the model proposed in [528], in which not
only the influence of peroxidase itself is imitated, but also the totality of reactions,
comprizing the system, in which peroxidase is only one of the ingredients. It is
important to note that, under certain conditions, this model works as an oscillator,
as soon as periodic oscillations of the system ingredients contents are observed,
namely, increasing and decreasing of dissolved O2 concentration, initial HRP,
compound III (co III), O��

2 , and H2O2. Initial ingredients of such a model system
were HRP, O2 (gas), O2 (solution), NADH, and MBH. The scheme of the model
peroxidase–NADH of oscillator functioning is given in Fig. 3.30 (some of the
model work’s simplified scheme is taken from [531]). In this model, encircled
numeration of reactions corresponds to the sequence of their running, which creates
the oscillation. Numbers of reactions with indexes “a” and “b” are conceptual
bound. The brackets below and above the particles correspond to the resulting
stoichiometry. HRP is marked here as Per3C, peroxidase COmpounds I, II, III—
Per5C, Per4C, Per6C, respectively, gaseous O2–O2(g), dissolved in water O2–O2(aq).

Model construction begins from reaction 5a, in which initial peroxidase Per3C,
interacting with O��

2 and HC, will be slowly turned into Per6C, and via forming
short-living intermediates Per5C and Per4C which will be rapidly reduced back into
Per3C (reactions 6, 3a, and 3b) [539].
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Hydrogen peroxide H2O2 can at once oxidize Per3C to Per5C (reaction 2); and
Per5C will then react with NADH with the formation of Per4C and NAD� (reaction
3a). Per4C, having interacted in its turn with NADH, will be transformed into Per3C
and NAD�, and therefore, the oscillation cycle of Per3C contents in model system is
over. In this oscillation process, catalyzed with peroxidase, Per6C is the regulating
intermediate in NADH oxidation with oxygen and, thus, peroxidase starts to obtain
the capacity of self-regulation, by means of oscillation. Cyclic renewal of Per6C is
needed for periodic work of system. Reactions 5a and 5b function in common on
the basis of superoxide O��

2 as switch, realizing the control over decreasing and
increasing of oxygen contents, which depends on O��

2 reactivity.
Per3C oxidation to Per6C by reaction with O��

2 proceeds until all Per3C is
consumed. The rate of NAD� interaction with O2(aq) (reaction 4) is rapidly
decreased during the process, and the result is that NAD� starts the cascade of
reactions in order to reduce Per6C to Per3C. Regenerated Per3C, interacting with
O��
2 , starts the oscillation cycle anew.
Creation of schematical switches on the basis of enzyme intermediates was used

for finding suitable targets for new drugs [540,541], and also for switching behavior
study in biochemical processes [528]. In general, complex oscillation is apparently a
widespread phenomenon in biology. The peroxidase system is still the most studied
oscillating enzymatic system, although indications have appeared that catalase can
also manifest oscillator behavior under certain conditions [152].

3.2.6 Superoxide Dismutase and Its Models

During the biological reactions of O2 reduction, free radicals can occur, in particular
superoxide radicals O��

2 (as cellular respiration products), which represent a poten-
tial threat to the respiratory cells’ integrity. They take part as mediators in tissue
inflammation, ischemic damage and aging, and cellular degenerative processes
which are being promoted by AIDS [542–549]. Thus, O��

2 occurence (in excessive
amounts) in living organisms represents a great threat to their normal existence.

This threat is removed by the special enzymes—superoxide dismutases (COD),
which realize the following reaction:

O��
2 C 2HC �! H2O2 CO2

The rate of this reaction rate remains constant within the pH range 5–9.5 [550].
Native superoxiddismutase contains in its active center Cu and Zn, or Fe, or Mn.

In the first case, the catalytic mechanism involves copper reduction and oxidation
with superoxide ion radical [550]:

O��
2 CuIIZnIISOD �! O2 C CuIZnIISOD

O2 C 2HCCuIZnIISOD �! H2O2 C CuIIZnIISOD
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Rate constants of these reactions, and also general rate constant (�gen/, are close to
each other, and reach k1 � k2 � kgen D 2:0–3:7 � 109 L=mol s [551]. Copper-zinc
superoxide dismutase (CuZnSOD) is a dimer protein (molecular weight D 31;000)
with two identical subunits (each of them containing one Cu2C ion and one Zn2C
ion), realizing efficient dismutation of O��

2 [552]. The high rate of O��
2 dismutation

reaction, close to diffusion-controlled, points out that superoxide ion interaction
with enzyme is an electrostatically ordered process. It is realized by O��

2 anion
brought to the CuII active center through the narrow positively charged canal [553,
554]. Independence of dismutation rate on pH within a certain range is provided,
apparently, by an imidazole bridge between Cu2C and Zn2C in SOD and influence
of Zn2C. Removing of the imidazole bridge results in a pH-dependent rate of O��

2

dismutation with Cu–SOD enzyme (without Zn).
It is supposed that the zinc-imidazole part of CuII–imidazole–ZnIISOD enzyme

plays an important role in the catalytic mechanism of enzyme functioning, thus
providing, by the respective protonation, rapid release of hydrogen peroxide (formed
as a result of O��

2 dismutation) from the CuII coordination sphere [555].
The role of zinc does not lie in enzyme activation but in the structural function

fulfilled by it. It contributes to active center stability, being bound to copper via
an imidazole bridge. It is also interesting that dimer SOD form .Cu2Zn2SOD/
can also be formed, possessing the same activity as the native enzyme. Copper
and zinc substitution on cobalt substantially decreases enzyme’s activity (rate
constant decreases by about three orders), although the mechanism is similar to
that characterizing (Cu, Zn)–SOD.

Fe(III)–SOD COnsists of two identical subunits. Catalytic mechanism is
described like (Cu, Zn)–COD [556]:

Fe.III/C O��
2 �! Fe.II/CO2

Fe.II/C O��
2

2HC

�! Fe.III/CH2O2

With the general rate constant equal to 5:5 � 108 L=mol s, it is constant within the
pH range 6.2–9.0 [551]. Mn–SOD activity is about one order lower than that of
.Cu;Zn/–SOD537.

However, superoxide dismutase activity is not the prerogative of the appropriate
enzymes only. Dismutase reaction is also realized by metal porphyrins and other
transition metal complexes. Thus, aqua-ions Cu.H2O/

2C
6 possess the appropriate

activity, twice exceeding that of native (Cu, Zn)–enzyme, while other copper
complexes, namely, Cu(II)–EDTa, do not possess activity at all, and Fe(III)–EDTa
possesses weak activity only [551]. As model systems, copper complexes with
histidine (ŒCuhis2H�) were also studied, kgen D 3:4 � 108 L=mol s; 2 < PH < 7

[557].
Iron aqua-ions do not possess activity compared to copper aqua-ions. However,

various copper(III) complexes (and also of CO(III)) are active in superoxide dismu-
tation reaction [558–560]. Thus, iron(III) tetrakis (4-N -methylpyridyl) porphyrin
complex [Fe(III)TMPyP] at PH � 8 will form an adduct with O��

2 , which reacts
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with the second O��
2 [560]:

O��
2 C ŒFe.III/TMPyP�

K2�! ŒFe.III/TMPyP� � O��
2

ŒFe.III/TMPyP� � O��
2 C O��

2

2H�!
k4
ŒFe.III/TMPyP�C H2O2 CO2:

where k3 D 2 � 109 L=mol s and k4 D 2:3 � 109 L=mol s, i.e., this complex had
the same activity as (Cu, Zn)–enzyme, and in the reaction course, an intermediate
compound was formed—iron(III) peroxo-complex with porphyrin.

Transition metal porphyrin complexes can be arranged in the following line by
their activity [561]:

Fe.III/TMPyP>>Mn.III/TMPyP>Co.III/TMPyP Š Mn.III/TAP>Fe.III/TPPS:

where TAP is tetra (4- N ,N ,N -trimethylanilinium) porphyrin and TPPS is tetra
(4-sulfonatophenyl) porphyrin.

Although many other iron and manganese complexes were also studied, which
act out the roles of (Cu, Zn)–SOD [562, 563], Fe–SOD [564–566], and Mn–SOD
[567, 568], there is a number of problems, connected with the indirect methods of
superoxide quantitative determination, participating in reaction [569, 570]. Because
of difficulties in intermediate compounds determination, the catalytic mechanism of
this process has still not been revealed.

In many cases of the aforesaid diseases, caused by the occurence of significant
O��
2 amounts in an organism, addition of SOD enzymes produces a favorable effect.

However, for different reasons, use of these enzymes does not seem to be pos-
sible (cost, stability, immunogenity, etc.,) as pharmaceutical remedies. Therefore,
attempts are being made to find suitable imitating substances for these applications.

One of the most active SOD imitators turned out to be iron(II) complex with three
leg-like ligand TPAA (TPAA D tris [2-[N -(2-pyridylmethyl)amino]ethyl]amine)
[566, 570, 571].

HN

HN

N NH

N

N

With the same pharmacologicapplication, Mn(II) Complex with TPAA was
synthesized and studied by spectroscopy, electrochemistry, and � - and pulse-
radiolysis), as manganese is less toxic for the organism than iron, copper, and
other metals [571, 572]. This complex is seven-coordinated (all seven atoms of the
ligand’s nitrogen are involved) and has the composition [Mn–TPAA] (PF6/2, where
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(PF6/2 D bis � hexafluorophosphate. This complex interacts well with O��
2 (in a

stoichiometric but not catalytic way) with rate constant�1� 107 L=mol s. The pro-
cess proceeds via the intermediate Œ.Mn–TPAA/2C �O��

2 �
C formation. However, the

kinetic scheme of this complex superoxide activity is in the stage of elaboration now.
With the same application as possible pharmaceutical reagents, a number of

manganese(II) complex compounds with macrocyclic ligands L were synthesized
and studied. The most active of them turned out to be Mn(II) Complex with
1,4,7,10,13-pentaazacyclopentadecane [Mn([15]aneN5) Cl2] (general rate constant
� D 4:13�107 L=mol s, under pH physiological value of 7.4). Here, (Mn[15]aneN5)
is macrocyclic ligand:

– H

H
[15]ane N5

HH

H

N

N
N

N

N

The general process mechanism can be given by Scheme 3.24 [573].

Scheme 3.24 Mechanism of Mn(II) complex interaction with HO�

2

Interaction of MnII(L) Complex with HO�
2 is PH dependent and proceeds via

outer-sphere electron transfer with the intermediate MnIII(L) formation. The next
pH-dependent stage leads to the formation of MnIII(L)(OO2�) peroxo-complexes,
and then MnIII(L)OOH. Reactions of MnIII(L)OOH and MnIII(L) with O��

2 yield
final products O2 and H2O2. Thus, [Mn([15]aneN5/ Cl2] complex, excellent imi-
tating (mimicking) SOD, is stable to dismutation and hydrolysis at physiological
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pH value. This complex behavior as model was studied in vivo in the case of
miocardium heart attack. It was found that it is an efficient remedy for damage
restoration, connected with superoxide during the ischemia [574].

With the scope to recieve even more stable and efficient SOD imitators, carbon-
substituted derivatives of [Mn([15]aneN5/Cl2] type complex were synthesized
[575]:

R1 R2 R3 R4 

R5

R6

R7

R8
R9

HH
Cl  

Cl  

NN

N

R11

Mn
H– N N – H

R10

H

where R1DH, Me, –CH2CH2CH2CH2–; –CH2CH2CH2–; –CH2CH2CH2CH2CH2–,
and –CH2CH2.t �Bu/CH2CH2– in various combinations. The most active in O��

2

dismutation turned out to be the complex in which R1DR4D –CH2CH2CH2CH2–
(other R1 D H). Its thermodynamic stability (log kstab D 11:65) is about one order
higher than that of non-substituted manganese complex (log �stab D 10:85), and the
efficiently was more than twice as high (general rate constants k D 9:09 � 107 and
� D 4:13 � 107 L=mol s, respectively).

As has been already mentioned, enzyme’s (Cu(im)Zn)–SOD (where im is
imidazole bridge) activity is the highest (� 3 � 109 L=mol s) among other metal-
substituted SOD. Hence, numerous attempts to create the appropriate model
complexes imitating (Cu(im)Zn)–SOD became clear. Thus, imidazole-bridge
binuclear copper(II) complexes and imidazole-bridge hetero-binuclear copper(II)–
zinc(II) complexes with macrobicyclic ligand L (LD 1,4,12,15,18,26,31,39-
Octaazapentacyclo[13.13.13.1.1.1.] tetratetracontan-6,8,10,20,22,24,33,35,37-
nonaene) were synthesized and studied by the methods of Roentgen structural
analysis, electrochemistry, magnetic susceptibility, EPR, and electronic spec-
troscopy (Fig. 3.31) [576].

In Fig. 3.32, Œ.Cu.im/Zn/L�3C complex is shown schematically [576].
Here, im is dissociated imidazole form (imH). The EPR spectrum is very close

to that of ŒCu2Zn2SOD]. [(Cu.im/Zn/L�3C also had a similar structure. In both
model complexes, copper and zinc were penta-coordinated with ligand. Bond metal-
N length falls within the limits 1.91–2.33 Å, and Cu–Cu and Cu–Zn lengths are
equal to 5.95 and 5.93 Å, respectively (that is only slightly shorter than for the
appropriate bonds in (Cu–Cu)SOD and (Cu–Zn)SOD). Both complexes are stable
within a wide pH range: for Œ.Cu.im/Cu/L�3C within the pH range 4.5–12, and for
Œ.Cu.im/Zn/L�3C, within the pH range 6–10.5.
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Fig. 3.31 Structural formula
of macrobiocyclic ligand L

Fig. 3.32 Schematic
representation of
[.Cu.im/Zn/L�3C complex

Both model complexes, being rather stable compounds, catalyse superoxide
dismutation on biological PH, and activity thus is kept in the presence of protein,
which usually extracts copper from almost all model compounds, and thus, the activ-
ity of such systems diminishes. Œ.Cu.im/Cu/L�.ClO4/3 and Œ.Cu.im/Zn/L�.ClO4/3
complexes are good model catalysts of dismutation, and the mechanism of their
action is under study now.

3.2.7 Models of Oxidases (Laccase, Cytochrome C,
and Galactose Oxidase)

Almost all the above-mentioned enzymes (monooxygenases, cytochrome P-450,
methane monooxygenases, catalase, peroxidase, etc.) activate oxygen .O2/, hydro-
gen peroxide (H2O2), hydroperoxides (ROOH), or oxygen-containing compounds
of the iodobenzene type. All of them use iron porphyrinates as active centers.
Meanwhile, there exist many enzymes whose active centers involve copper ions.
They are oxidases, which catalyze reactions of various substrates’ oxidation due to
the direct reduction of dioxygen.
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The number of copper ions, making parts of these enzymes, and the enzyme
molecular weights reach 1–8 and 160,000–290,000,respectively. A characteristic
feature of these biocatalysts (“blue” copper-containing oxidases) is their capacity
to reduce O2 to H2O in a four-electron and synchronous way, without intermediate
hydrogen peroxide formation. Such biocatalysts are laccase, cytochrome oxidase C,
ascorbate oxidase, and ceruloplasmin. We shall consider only the first two oxidases
and their models.

3.2.7.1 Laccase and Its Models

Laccases from different sources (they are widely distributed in plants and microor-
ganisms) have different molecular weight of 110,000–140,000Da, contain four to
six copper atoms and are able to oxidize phenols (in general, aromatic alcohols),
aromatic diamines, and a number of inorganic ions (namely, ferricyanide ion)
with molecular oxygen. Laccase catalyzes oxidation of substrates by the following
scheme:

2SH2 C O2 �! 2SC 2H2O

The active center contains four copper ions with different properties. The first and
second copper ions are well detected by EPR method, though they differ from each
other. They both absorb light in the region of �600 nm; however, the extinction
coefficient of the first copper ion (“blue” ion) is much higher than that of the second.
The third and fourth copper ions form EPR-undetectable dimer Cu2C–Cu2C with
unpaired electrons spins. This makes it possible to get or give away two electrons.
It is supposed that the enzyme’s active center has the following composition:

Cu2+

Cu

B

B

2+ Cu2+,
Cu2+

where B represents bases (imidazole groups of histidine, aminogroups of lisine,
etc.). Scheme 3.25 of functioning mechanism of active center is given in [577].

Stage I here is O2 entrance into the active center; stage II one-electron reduction
of active center with the scope of better O2 retention in it; and stages III, IV, VI, and
VII are stages of bases B protonation. The protonated form of two bases makes it
easier to transfer the electrons from donor on the two-electron acceptor, and is the
donor of two protons at the stage of water formation. Stage V is intermediate enzyme
particle formation, registered by an EPR method. Stage VIII is structural change of
oxygen NO two-electron atom. It seems that at this stage CuC ion forms a common
electron system with dimer Cu2C–Cu2C, taking part in the stages of interaction
with NO. The active center of laccase, consisting of four copper atoms, apparently
serves for mechanism switching from one-electron to two-electron working (stages
II and V).
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Scheme 3.25 Mechanism of laccase active center functioning

3.2.7.2 Cytochrome C Oxidase and Its Models

Cytochrome C oxidases represent metal enzymes bound with membrane, which
are final products of the respiratory chain in mitochondrium and in many aerobic
bacteria [578]. Enzymes of this chain catalyze four-electron reduction of O2 to
water:

O2 C 4HC C 4e�.from cytochrome C/ �! 2H2O

The functional active center serves the multi-nuclear system, which involves copper
complex of Cu2CA type in the initial oxidized state, low-spin porphyrin complex
Fe3Ca , copper complex of CuB2C type, and high-spin porphyrin complex Fea3C3 .
Cu2CA and Fe3Ca Complexes serve as mediators in the electrons transfer to the
binuclear center.

Structure of Cu2CA complex is approximately as given in Fig. 3.33 [579–581]. S
of methionine (Met 227) and CDO of glutathione (Glu 218) are weakly coordinated
with copper atoms. A dotted line means possible bond Cu:::Cu. Each copper atom
is bound with two sulfur atoms of cysteine (Cys 216 and Cys 220) and nitrogen of
imidazole in histidine (His 224 and His 181) (r � 2:25 and 1.95 Å, respectively).
Cu:::Cu length reaches�2.55 Å. Angle Cu S Cu reaches� 70ı [579].

Such thermodynamically advantageous structures make the complete delocal-
ization of unpaired electron between two copper atoms easier .Cu.1; 5/:::Cu.1; 5//
even at 10 K, which causes insignificant reorganization energy for electron transfer.
Perturbation of end-ligands at increasing pH or their substitution with others
(namely, substitution of His 224 or Met 224) causes non-equivalency of two copper
atoms with the formation of state Cu.I/:::Cu.II/. Complex Cu2CA (forming part of
sub-unit II of protein) obtains electrons from cytochrome C and transfers them to
low-spin complex Fe3Ca :
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Fig. 3.33 structure of
cytochrome oxidase–Cu2CA
complex Approximate

His

FeIII

His

The latter, in its turn, transfers electrons to high-spin porphyrin complex Fe3CA :

His

Fe3+

making part of subunit I jointly with complex Cu2CB :

CuB
2+

His His His

Complexes Cu2CB and Fe3Ca are in close to each other at a distance of 4.5 Å
[581] and form paired center Fe.III/–X–CuII [582], where X represents oxo .O2�/,
hydroxo, chloro, sulfide, cysteinate, or imidazole group (sometimes X is completely
absent)[563]. O2 reducing to water proceeds on this binuclear center Cu2CB : : :Fea3C3
[583] by accepting electrons from cytochrome C (through Cu2CB and Fe3Ca /. Proton
transfers limit the reaction in cytochrome C oxidase. Electron transfer is constantly
retarded in the course of reaction between O2 reducing and electron transfer.
Thus, the concentration of oxygen intermediates (bound with iron oxy, peroxy,
ferryl, and hydroxyl particles) reaches such a level at which they can be detected
spectrophotometrically [578, 584–587].

The binuclear center in the reduced state acquires the capacity for O2 binding.
Thus, the rate of electron transfer from Cu2CA and Fe3Ca to Fea3C3 : : :Cu2CB sharply
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Glu 218            Cys 216
His 181

C = O                S                                            
H     N

Сu       Cu
N

                                           S                 S
Met 227

His 224
Cys 220

N

N

N

Fig. 3.34 Supposed scheme of O2 to H2O reducing mechanism with cytochrome C oxidase

increases. The mechanism of O2 reducing to water with cytochrome C oxidase,
proposed in different works, is given in Fig. 3.34 [583, 588–590].

By two-electron transfer from cytochrome C, via Cu2CA – and Fe3Ca – intermediate,
the initially unoxidized unactive center

Fea3

3+ CuB
2+

X

will be transformed into the active one

Fea3

X
2+ CuB

+,

with which O2 will interact. Oxo-complex formation proceeds rapidly with rate
constant k D 3:5 � 108 M�1�s�1 [591] within first 10�s of reaction [592]. The
formed complexes,

X
Fea3

2+ CuB
+,

the maximal accumulation of which proceeds within approximately 30�s [593],
will be rearranged, and O2 is found near Fea2C3 . The process of O2 position
rearrangement proceeds with the rate constant �D 9�104 s�1. Then inner transfer of
two electrons follows on coordinated O2, from Fea2C3 and CuC

B with the formation of
peroxo-iron(III) intermediate (� D 3 � 104 s�1 [594, 595]) which, after protonation
and third electron transfer from Fe3Ca , will be decomposed with oxo-ferryl particle
FeaIV

3 generation:

Fea3
4+ Cu= O OH

X
+

2

On fourth electron transfer (also from Fe3Ca / and protonation, two water
molecules will be formed, and the initial oxidized state of active center will be
restored.
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Fea3

X
3+ CuB

2+.

Thus, the mechanism of cytochrome C oxidase functioning (reduction of O2

to H2O), with the energy evolved used for ATN synthesis, is one of the variants
(additional involvement of Cu2CA and Cu2CB / of hematic systems used by nature
for various reactions realization. Thus, on the basis of enzymatic systems choice
realizing various reactions, the principle of most economical use of construction
material available and creationof the maximal variety of processes is realized. In this
sense, this process is similar to that of such enzymes as peroxidase and cytochrome
P-450.

Modeling of the cytochrome C oxidase binuclear center could have helped
to reveal the mechanism of O2 reduction to water in more detail. With this
application in mnd, attempts with such mixed iron(III)–copper(II) complexes
modeling were undertaken. These were connected with each other by various
bridge ligands (oxo-, imidazolo-, etc.) and a study made of their interaction
with O2. Thus, oxo- and hydrooxo-bridge compounds ŒF8–TPPFeIII–.O2�/
–CuII.TMPA/�C (1) and Œ.F8–TPP/Fe.III/–.OH�/–CuII.TMPA/�2C (2) [588, 596–
598] (where Fe8TPP D tetrakis (2,6-difluorophenyl)porphyrinate (2-), TMPa D tris
(2-pyridylmethyl)amine), were synthesized and studied by various methods, which
for many parameters (especially substance (2)) were similar to cytochrome C
oxidase active center:

Thus, hydroxo-complex (2) can be generated by protonation of (1), and vice
versa, by base triethylamine .Et3N/ addition to (2), complex (1) will be obtained
[597].

The value of deprotonation pKa (2) reaches 8˙ 2:5. Such acid–base transforma-
tion is important, as the center heme-copper is the site of electron transfer. Thus,
oxo-ligands, but not nitrogen atoms of pyridyl or porphyrin ligands, are sites of
protonation [590]. Structural, magnetic, and other properties of compound (2) make
it a possible candidate for active center imitation
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H

O
Fea3

3+ CuB
2+

of cytochrome C oxidase. However, there is a difference:

H
O

Fe3+ Cu2+

The angle of the group in model compound (2) is close to linear (�157ı), while
in cytochrome C active center

H

O
Fea3

3+ CuB
2+

It is non-linear. There are other differences as well.
The structurally similar model compound (A) was also synthesized with the

center of native cytochrome C oxidase, which is supposed to be joining dioxygen
[599]:

Like the native enzyme, this model compound contains porphyrin iron(II)
complex and copper(I) situated near it. Copper(I) is bound to three tertiary amines
in a coordinated way.

Dissolution of this compound in toluene and treatment of this solution with
dioxygen leads to the formation of irreversible adduct A�O2 in the ratio 1:1.
Copper(I) plays the determining role in O2 binding. On this adduct A�O2 treatment
with cobaltocene (electrons source), it turned out that four cobaltocene equivalents
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are needed .4e�/ for complete oxygen reduction in adduct A�O2. Oxygen structure
in this adduct is represented as a bridge peroxo-particle. Thus, A compound turned
out to be one of model complexes of cytochrome C oxidase.

3.2.7.3 Galactose Oxidase and Its Models

Unlike mono- and dioxygenases, activating O2 and introducing one or two oxygen
atoms into substrate, oxidases activate hydrogen, which accepts O2, catalysing free
radical HO�

2 , hydrogen peroxide, or water formation. Copper, iron, or molybdenum
can be an active center of oxidases. One of these oxidases is copper-containing
galactose oxidase. This enzyme, consuming oxygen, will oxidize galactose and
some primary alcohols, thus generating hydrogen peroxide:

The copper of the enzyme’s active center is coordinated with two nitrogen atoms
from histidine imidazole ring with carboxylate or phenolate ligands, arranged within
the square plane. Water seems to be in an equatorial position [600]. There were also
earlier assumptions regarding the structure of the enzyme’s active center [601].

The mechanism of galactose oxidases’ influence is not clear now, although there
are two kinds of assumptions: either the Cu(II) form is inactive and redox cycle
Cu(I)–Cu(III) [602] is important, or the Cu(II) form is active and it simply makes
easier sequential one-electron transfers from alcohol to O2 [603].

Various model systems of galactose oxidase were considered. The most efficient
and at the same time relatively simple is CuC–o–phen–O2–R–OH–OH� solvent
[455]. In the case of primary alcohol oxidation at low degrees of conversion, and
also benzyl alcohol oxidation, selectivity of aldehydes and ketones formation in this
system is high and close to 100%. Secondary alcohols oxidation at primary stages of
the process yields high-selective formation of ketones, which are rapidly oxidized to
acids, especially on oxidation of alcohols with unsubstituted’-CH2-groups, namely,
cyclohexanol, butanol-2, etc.). Isopropionic alcohol in the presence of ŒCu.phen/2�C
complex in basic medium is oxidized particularly rapidly and selectively (selectivity
is close to 100%). The number of catalytic cycles for this complex reaches 1–2 s�1,
which exceeds by thousands of times the activity of known oxidase models, and is
close to the activity of galactose oxidase [455].

In oxidation of both primary and secondary alcohols, catalytically active
particles are complexes ŒCu.phen/2�C. It is supposed that alcohol oxidation,
namely of isopropanol, proceeds by the formation of intermediate triple complex
Œ.phen/2CuI: : :.CH3/2CH.O�/: : :O2�, and the limiting stage of the process is
hydride ion H� transfer from alkoxy anion on O2 molecule with acetone and
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hydrogen peroxide formation. This model system is similar to galactose oxidase by
its kinetic behavior, in which the active center also contains copper(I) compound
[455, 604]. High stability of o-phenanthroline in active complex ŒCu.phen/2�C on
alcohols catalytic oxidation (it is not destroyed after several thousands of catalytic
cycles) makes it possible to deny both the participation of CuIII in the reaction
(which was established in [605]), and that of O��

2 (which was supposed in [605]),
as the latter efficiently destroys o-phenanthroline.

The most probable supposed mechanism is as follows [455]:

in which reciprocal activation of O2 and substrate anionic form (alcohol) in the coor-
dination sphere of copper(I) phenanthroline complex causes oxygen transformation
into one of the strongest oxidants in such reactions.
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Chapter 4
Catalytic Processes and Human Diseases

4.1 Catalytic Free Radical Processes In Vivo and Toxicity
of Oxygen Reduction Products

Biological oxidation is rather complex and, therefore, a very economical process
with efficiency �50–90%. Organic compound oxidation with oxygen practically
does not proceed spontaneously because of the great amount of energy needed for
bond O–O breakage in dioxygen (�490 kJ/mol) and for organic substrate activation
(�300–400 kJ/mol) [1], as well as the spin restriction (main condition of O2-
triplet 3

P
g, and that of organic substances—singlet), which has been mentioned

in Chap. 2.
One possible way for this energetically advantageous process to proceed, i.e.,

organic substrates oxidation with oxygen, is O2 activation on account of its complex
formation with metal ions or compounds (mainly with Fe, Cu, Mn, Co, Ni, Zn,
Se, and some others). The result of such complex formation is electron density
re-distribution of interacting components and oxy radicals (1O2, �HO2, �O2

�, �OH)
and intermediate particles (H2O2, LnFeIV D O2C, LnMnIV D O2C/ formation.

Superoxide-ion radical �O2
�, not a strong oxidant, formed by the Haber–Weiss

reaction, is able to generate the strongest oxidant—hydroxyl radical �OH. Such
reactions also proceed with the organic hydroperoxides ROOH, which, with cataly-
sis by transition metal ions, results in alkyl (R�)-, alcoxyl (RO�)-, and alkylperoxide
(ROO�) radicals. Thus, in this way of O2, H2O2, and ROOH activation, the most
important is these processes undergoing catalysis with transition metals ions or
complexes.

The future destiny of these active reactive catalysis products in physiological
conditions depends both on rate constants of their formation (their concentration
in vivo), mainly on elementary rate constants of their interaction with biological
targets, and other factors (pH of medium, concentrations of interacting components,
their ratio, etc.).

The redox potential at low pH of the Fe3Caq=Fe2Caq couple is rather high (E00 D
0:77V in relation to the normal hydrogen electrode), which causes Fe2C ion stability
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to oxidation. At pH > 2 the hydrolysis of Fe3C ion proceeds, and as a result E00 will
be reduced at pH 7 up to the value 0.48 V. This can proceed in very diluted solutions
only, and at about pH 3 the precipitate Fe.III/.OH/3 appears [2].

Ligand introduction into the system MzC
aq C O2 can substantially change the

valueE00 either to lower (on ¢ bond MzC–L formation) or higher value (on �-bond
MzC–L formation) from the value 0.77 V. This is connected with the change in metal
ion hydrolytic stability, its electrochemical properties, change of metal coordination
sphere lability, and activation of O2 mechanisms—which has been discussed in
detail earlier (see Chap. 2).

The mechanism of iron(II) interaction with dioxygen at low pH involves the
formation of an intermediate compound:

Fe2C C O2 ! Fe2CO2:

Interacting with the second iron(II) ion, it will be turned into iron(III):

Fe2CO2 C Fe2CC2HC ! 2Fe3C C H2O2:

Oxidation of iron(II) with dioxygen is strongly dependent on pH value. Thus, at
pH 7.03 the half-life of this process reaches 2,700 s, and at pH 7.45—about ten
times higher [3]. To maintain the medium homogenity at such pH values, one has
to introduce ligands into the system, which change half-life significantly (�1=2/.
For instance, if EDTA is the ligand, �1=2 reaches about 10 s at neutral pH. In
these conditions intermediate oxygenated complex EDTAFeII�O2 [4] will be formed,
which then turns into hydrogen peroxide and an appropriate iron(III) complex.
Reverse reaction of iron(III) complex reduction with superoxide proceeds with rate
constant 1:9 � 106 M�1 s�1 [5]. In its turn, superoxide can also form the adducts
with iron(II) complexes [6].

Dioxygen reduction with copper(I) complexes proceeds more rapidly than in the
case of iron(II) complexes. For example, rate constants of this process are equal to
5� 104 and 4� 104 M�1 s�1 for complexes CuI.phen/2 [7] and CuI (histidine)2 [8],
respectively. Copper(II) catalyzes superoxide dismutation with a rate close to the
diffusion one (8 � 109 M�1 s�1/ [9].

Endothermic type of the reaction of O2 interaction with organic compounds RH
in vivo

R· + HO2·

RH + O2
RH+ + O2·–

with O2
�� (HO2

�) formation will strongly complicate this process, and it proceeds
rather slowly. However, if the organic substance is a strong enough reducer, such
as flavin (FH2/ in biological systems, perhydroxyl radical HO2

� can be formed in a
non-catalytic way [10].
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HO2
� radicals are formed mainly in vivo in a catalytic way with participation of

various enzymes, such as cytochrome P-450 [11], xanthine–xanthinoxidase system,
NADPH-oxidase, etc. [10, 12, 13]. Another way of free radicals generation is by
using the Haber–Weiss catalytic reaction:

Fe3C CO2
�� ! Fe2CCO2

Fe2CCH2O2 ! Fe3C C OH� COH�

O2
�� C H2O2

Fe.III/! O2OH� C OH�

Such a reaction of OH� generation, having iron(III) and suitable ligand in vivo, can
result in intermediate active particle formation of ferryl complex type:

LFe3C C OH� ! .LFeIVD O/2C C OH�:

Such types of active particles are formed in many enzymes functioning, such as
peroxidases, cytochrome P-450, etc.

Free radicals, formed one way or another, will be involved in the usual biological
processes in vivo. Thus, they take part in anti-microbial activity of phagocyte cells
[14]. Dioxygen will be used by neutrophils and macrophages due to the influence
of NADPH-oxidase complex on it, linked with the plasma membrane. The electrons
will be released, consumed for dioxygen oxidation to superoxide radical. However,
thermodynamic calculations have shown that superoxide O2

�� cannot detach the
hydrogen atom from R–H bond if this bond energy is higher than 276 kJ/mol [15].
Therefore, because of its rather low reactivity, O2

�� radical is hardly responsible
for the direct ruin of pathogenic microorganisms. More often, it will only start some
reactions leading to such a result. For example, some kinds of bacteria will be ruined
under the influence of hydrogen peroxide, formed by superoxides dismutation. It is
also possible here that H2O2 itself is not acting as the killer, but the product of
its reduction in the presence of iron(II) compound, namely, hydroxyl radical OH�.
Another way of microorganism destruction involves the whole range of reactions
yielding hypochlorous acid, which is able to oxidize many biological molecules,
especially the reduced thiol group and the remains of bacteria methionine [16]:

O2 C NADPHCHC NADPH�oxidase������������!O2
�� C NADPC;

2O2
�� C 2HC SOD���!H2O2 C O2;

H2O2 C Cl�
myeloperoxidase��������������!HOClC OH�;

OCl� C RNH2
respiratory explosion��������������!RNHClCOH�:

This process, carried out by phagocytic cells, is called “respiratory explosion,”
resulting in hypochlorous acid discharge, oxidizing thiol groups of microorganisms.
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Another example of such superoxide indirect influence is its rapid interaction
with nitrogen oxide NO (formed by phagocytes and endothelium cells), resulting in
peroxynitrite anion formation:

O2
�� C NO! ONOO�;

which, being protonated (ONOO� C HC ! ONOOH), will be turned into the
strong oxidant, able to destroy tumor cells and bacteria [17] when its decomposition
is accompanied with generation of even stronger oxidant—OH� radical [18, 19]:

ONOOH! NO2 COH:

In this way, O2
��, being a kind of physiological antagonist to NO�, can increase its

cellular toxicity.
In acid localizations of vacuoles’ phagocytes type, superoxide can be protonated,

transforming into perhydroxyl radical HO2
�, which is more reactive than superox-

ide, thus having a more toxic influence on cells.
However, in some cases, O2

�� can directly attack the enzymes of some bacteria
[20–22].

Excessive outer-cellular formation of superoxide in vivo can result in a peculiar
impact on mammals’ in the form of an inflammatory process, thus initiating the
process of neutrophils’ activation [23].

Processes resulting in toxicity from dioxygen reduced forms (O2
��, H2O2/ are

still subjects of debate. Superoxide radicals interaction with biological targets (Biol)
has been represented by crypto-particles formation [24]:

Biol�MnC C O2
�� ! Biol �M.n�1/ C O2;

Biol �M.n�1/C CH2O2 ! Biol �MnC : : :OH�COH�:
.crypto-OH�/

Only this fact made it possible to explain the limited number of reactions with
biological molecules (targets) in the presence of hydrogen peroxide [15].

Another hypothesis supposes the formation of intermediate iron(II) peroxocom-
plex Fe.OOH/C, which will decompose into two reactive particles, namely FeOC
and OH�, which therefore has to be a strong radical initiator [25].

However, there are still no experimental data confirming this hypothesis.
It should be considered that O2

�� is a one-electron oxidant and that iron
complexes can change their oxidation degree, forming the couples LFe(III)/LFe(II)
or LFe(IV)/LFe(III), and likewise in the case of active centers of peroxidase.
Provided the ligands L are good ¢-donors, a redox-potential of LFe(IV)/LFe(III)
is to be reduced, which will make it easier to stabilize in a more oxidized state, i.e.,
Fe(IV). Therefore, it was supposed [24, 26] that the unique superoxide’s toxicity
is caused by its capacity to induce local-specific and self-destroying generation of
superoxidized metal-particles.
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Superoxidized particles Fe(IV) are somewhat less active than OH� radicals, so
their half-life and oxidative specificity is higher than that of OH� radicals. The main
difference between these two particles consists in the fact that OH� radicals are
electrophilic, while ferryl particles are nucleophilic agents [15].

Another function of free radicals is their ability to regulate biochemical pro-
cesses. For instance, lymphocytes (non-grain leucocytes) and fibroblasts (fiber-type
cells layer) constantly generate small amount of superoxide radicals regulating
the growth [27, 28]. Other non-phagocytic cells of endothelium type (layer of
plain-shaped cells, going beyond the outside cells of blood and lymphatic vessels)
and arterial smooth muscular cells can be stimulated, resulting in superoxide
generation [16].

Cellular toxicity of organic peroxides ROOH is caused by their capacity to be
decomposed into free radicals, stimulating the oxidation of organic substrates, and
taking away hydrogen atoms from them [15]:

i: RHCOH� ! R� C H2O .�RHC KOH � 108�109M�1 s�1/;

1: R�CO2 ! ROO� .�R0CO2 � 108�109 M�1 s�1/;

2: ROO� C R0H! ROOHC R�0
.�

RO KOCR
0

H
� 101�5 � 102M�1 s�1/;

0: ROO� C R0OO� ! ROOR0 C O2 .�
RO KOCR

0

O KO � 106�108M�1 s�1/:

Within the concentrations range �10�9 to 10�7 M some lipid hydroperoxides
LipOOH can represent the important physiological regulators [29]. On LipOOH
concentration increase above this range (�10�6 M), irreversible structural changes
will appear both in membranes, and the number of enzymes. LipOOH can also
induce the breakage of DNA thread [30].

Alcoxy radical RO�, appearing in the presence of iron(II), will often be turned
into cell-toxic aldehydes and epoxides [31], which can inactivate many enzymes.
These are unsaturated alkenals, namely, 4-hydroxynonenal and malonic alde-
hyde [32].

Products of dioxygen reduction (O2
��, H2O2, OH�, ROOH, ROO�, RO�) are

within the cells and inter-cellular liquids in strictly determined, limited concentra-
tions, the level of which is controlled by strong enzymatic and other regulatory
systems. Various influences of the outer and inner media on living organisms will
deteriorate such control, which can induce oxidation stress resulting in cell ruin.

Hydrogen peroxide forming on oxidation stress can provoke the activation of
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) within the infected cells, it seems, by oxi-
dation of nuclear regulating protein NFkB [33–35]. Easily penetrating through the
cellular membranes, hydrogen peroxide can directly attack the number of cell targets
(namely, number of enzymes) [36], though, because of limited reactivity, both
superoxide radical and hydrogen peroxide will affect the cell targets not directly, but
indirectly by consequent formation of more reactive radicals (OH�, RO�) and active
intermediate particles (LFeIV D O2C/, interacting with transition metal compounds.
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Iron(III) compounds in vivo, not connected with protein, having interacted with
O2

�� and H2O2, can realize a Haber–Weiss reaction, resulting in OH� radical
formation. In this reaction various ligands can influence O2

�� capacity differently to
reduce Fe.III/. For example, specific ligands deferoxamine and bathophenanthroline
will inhibit this reaction (Fe.III/will not be reduced to FeII/, and ethylenediaminete-
traacetic acid, adenosine-triphosphate, and picolinic acid will promote it [37].

Specific ligands using, binding iron(III) and preventing its reduction, can readily
suppress oxidation deteriorations on therapeutic treatment of heart, kidney, skin,
and other tissue damage, as well as decrease post-traumatic tissue degenerations in
cerebrum and spinal cord [38].

Hydroxyl radical OH�, generated by Haber–Weiss reaction, will act in a more
destructive way and more specifically (directly) than the same radical formed by
radiolysis. This is due to the fact that in the first case OH� radical will interact with
the nearest biological target at a distance no greater than 5–10 Å, and in the second
case the interaction proceeds in the large bulk of solution [39].

There exist various ways of biological targets protection of deterioration, for
instance by introducing into the system such substances as thiourea or mannitol
[40,41]. The whole system of enzymes (superoxide dismutase, catalase, glutathione
peroxidase, cytochrome-C-peroxidase) play the same role of organism protection
[42–44]. Thermodynamic conditions of Haber–Weiss reaction occurrence can also
be used with the same purpose. For this reaction to run, a low enough reduction
potential of iron complex is needed (' D 0:32V under standard conditions).

Iron complexes, characterized by higher potential (' D 0:32�94V) will catalyze
the dismutation, but not the Haber–Weiss reaction. Therefore, using various ligands,
one can change the superoxide dependence. Superoxide toxicity suppressing or
enhancing mainly depends on the change by the ligand of iron complex redox
potential. Depending on this, either dismutation (O2

�� toxicity is suppressed) or
Haber–Weiss reaction (O2

�� toxicity is increased) will be observed.
In spite of reactions generalized by the scheme of oxygen toxicity (see Fig. 2.3),

there exists the large class of reactions (often called the reactions of metabolic
activation), in which free radicals cause cell damage or deterioration (such as liver
toxic damage). Toxic substances undergoing such metabolic activation by their
catalysis with enzymatic systems are CCl4, aromatic nitrocompounds, aromatic
amines, nitrosoamines, hydrazines, quinones, etc. Due to the metabolic activation,
these substances obtain electrons in vivo from flavoproteins or cytochrome P-450,
being reduced to free radicals [45]:

CCl4 C e� ! ŒCCl4���;

RNO2.namely, nitroimadazoles/C e� ! ŒRNO2�
��:

Then, in secondary reactions, the following products will be formed:

ŒCCl4�
�� ! CCl3� C Cl�;

CCl3� C RH! CHCl3CR�.reaction of substrate RH oxidation/;

ŒRNO2�
�� C O2 ! RNO2 C O2

��:
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It is known that O2
�� dismutation can proceed with H2O2 formation, which, in the

presence of Fe2C ions, will yield ÓH radical formation and nearby biological targets
damage (oxidation).

Free radical formation in cells and tissues can also be provoked with radiation
(ionizing, ultraviolet, visible, thermic) or transition metal or enzymes catalysts.

Free radicals formed one way or another can be extremely reactive (hydroxide
radical OH�), of mediam reactivity (trichloromethyl peroxyl radical CCl3OO�),
weakly reactive (superoxide-, O2

��/ or rather stable (diphenylpicrylhydrazyl,DPPH
[45]). Hydroxyl radical will interact with surrounding substances usually with high
rate constants, within the limits 109–1011 M�1 s�1, which diminishes its diffusion
radius up to the value of about 10 Å. Other radicals of mean and weak reactivity
are characterized by essentially lower rate constants of interaction with substrates-
targets. Thus, their half-transformation time in case of interaction with unsaturated
aliphatic acids reaches approximately 0:7 � 10�9 with (OH�), 0:7 � 10�6 with
(CCl3OO�) and 0.07 with (O2

��/ [45], and diffusion radius will accordingly be
increased in this series.

Therefore, reactive free radicals can damage DNA in vivo, destroy nucleotide
co-enzymes, damage SH-dependable enzymes and membranes, and carry out lipids
peroxidation (LPO) and other catalytic and non-catalytic reactions, accompanied
by cells damage, resulting in many diseases occurring (such as stress-related
diseases, inflammatory diseases, atherosclerosis, miocardium sciatica, and age-
related diseases).

4.2 Stress and Catalytic Processes

Briefly mentioned earlier, “stress” (oxidation stress), first introduced by Selye
[46], can be translated as “tension.” The influence of any environmental factor on
an organism provokes the tension of regulatory systems, mobilizing the internal
reserves and adapting the organism to the new living conditions (general adaptation
syndrome). Therefore, stress is the activation of non-specific response reactions
of organism to the outside (thermic shock, light influence, poisoning, ionizing
irradiation, etc.) or internal (psychoemotional condition, etc.) influences, aimed at
preserving and maintaining homeostasis. The stress value caused by the strength of
exogenous or endogenous factors’ influence on an organism is characterized by the
degree of such activation.

Stress theory, its physiological and other manifestations are described in detail in
numerous papers [47–52] and will not be considered here. The main attention will
be paid to catalytic processes taking place during the stress, connected with free
radical reactions of oxygen reduction products and activation with them, and with
transition metal compounds and lipids peroxidation (LPO) (see Sect. 3.1).

LPO activation is a comprehensive process, proceeding in the organism both
in normal and pathologic conditions. In the normal condition this process will
be sustained at a low stationary level due to the presence in the organism of a
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variety of protective antioxidant (AO) enzymes, inactivating LPO primary products:
dismutase—O2

��, catalase—H2O2, glutathione peroxidase—ROOH [53]. The only
OH� radical will not be inactivated with the enzymes because of its high reactivity.
The change of isobar potential of its interaction with hydrogen atom (�G/ with
water formation (HCOH� ! H2O) reaches 263 kJ/mol. Such a high negative value
of�G makes the reaction of H detachment from any organic compounds extremely
advantageous from the thermodynamic point of view. Besides, the strength of the
O–H bond is high in the reaction product—water (499 kJ/mol). The lifetime of the
OH� radical is 7�10�10 s only, while that of linolic acid alcoxyradical RO� reaaches
7�10�7 s, and its peroxyradical ROO�—7�10�3 s [54]. Therefore, OH� radical will
oxidize practically any organic substance (it is not specific as an oxidant), and OH�
radical inactivation in the cells is produced by ’-tocopherol and other antioxidants
[55, 56].

However, the ease with which LPO proceeds in the organism, and autocatalytic
accumulation of oxidation products, due to the presence of strictly definite amount
of initiators (namely, O2

��, R�, RO�, ROO�) and transition metal compounds
(especially those of iron(II) and iron(III) as catalysts, make this process universal
[57]. Only concentration limits of LPO products generation and their variety will be
changed depending on the organism living conditions, in particular stress factors.

Under normal conditions of organism functioning, pro- and antioxidant equi-
librium will be realized, maintaining the homeostasis. Lipid hydroperoxide con-
centration under these conditions will reach about 10�9 to 10�7 M, and within
this concentration range they are important physiological regulators both outside,
and inside the cell [58]. Any damage of organism and strains of its regulatory
systems, provoked with the increasing of physiological activity (getting the food,
struggle with enemies, escape of danger, etc.), is accompanied by LPO (with the
occurrence of the variety of active oxygen forms) and shift to the left of pro-
and antioxidant equilibrium. Thus, LPO activation is a universal phenomenon
accompanying both normal and pathologic conditions of the organism. Because
of its universal character, LPO correlates with the stress as its component and an
extremely important part. LPO activation is the factor causing direct damage of
cellular membrane structures, enhancing membranes’ lysosomes permeability and
various enzymes coming out of them, in particular enzymes of lipids oxidation.
This process, with enough intensity, will provoke heart, vessels, gastrointestinal tract
mucous membrane, cerebrum, and retina reaction and other pathologies.

The key role of LPO in pathogenesis lies in the fact that the products of its free
radical oxidation (O2

��, H2O2, OH�, R�, RO�, ROO�, ROOH, Lip, LipO�, LipOO�,
LipOOH, dienic conjugates, etc.) plays the part of primary mediator between the
influence of irritating stress factor and reticular formation centers, hypothalamus
[49]. The existence of some primary mediator has been supposed by Selye, though
it was unknown then in what way it represents itself.

One of the recent hypothetical schemes of stress-reaction proceeding was
proposed by [49] (Fig. 4.1), considering an earlier scheme by [50]. As can be
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Fig. 4.1 Hypothetic scheme of stress-reaction proceeding (taken from [49])

seen from Fig. 4.1, exogenous and endogenous stress factors (such as thermic burn)
provoke or do not provoke tissue destruction (psycho-emotional influence). Tissues
destruction, on the one hand, causes the excitation of cerebrum cortex, and on the
other, activates the LPO. It seems that LPO activation can occur as the result of
tissues deterioration (Fig. 4.1) [36], and also without such primary deterioration
(for example, on irradiation: high-reactionary oxygen radicals OH� formation, etc.,
subsequent violation of organelles’ functions and tissues deterioration) [49], i.e., it
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can be the cause but not the consequence of stress damage. A parallel proceeding
of these processes (tissues destruction and LPO activation) is also possible under
certain conditions. It was established, more or less clearly, that LPO activation with
oxidative active products formation is the primary mediator (which was spoken
about by Selye) of stress factor influence on organisms, which switches on the
sequent stress reactions. However, this problem remains to be disputed to an
essential degree.

The center forming the complex coordinated organism’s response to LPO
activation and cerebrum cortex excitation is the hypothalamus. Excitation of the
hypothalamo-hypophysial system results in the increased excretion of steroid
hormones, catecholamines and other biogenic amines. Under the stress the amount
of stress hormones—catecholamines—may be increased 5–50 times. The first few
seconds of stress influence catecholamines which possess short-time antioxidant
effect and shift the pro- and antioxidant equilibrium to the right (catecholamines,
being oxidized, can reduce other oxidizing radicals). Afterwards, on continuing
influence of the stress factor of repeated stress (shifting the aforementioned
equilibrium to the left), the whole series of reaction occur, shown in Fig. 4.2.

Under repeated or strong stress, synthesis of catecholamines in brain
substance–adrenals–will be increased on account of its enzyme activation—
tyrosinehydroxylase [24].

Appearance of catecholamines (and glucocorticoids) in excess compared with
the norm in stress occurrence causes their partial oxidation with intermediate
semiquinone radical adrenaline formation. The latter, being rather a strong reducer,
will readily give the electron to dioxygen, turning it into superoxide-ion radical
O2

��. Superoxide, interacting with ferritin (a kind of iron storage-house), will
release iron(II) from it. hus, all the conditions will be created for LPO initiation,
which has already been considered in Sect. 3.1.1, with the generation of high-
reactive ferryl particles LFeIVO2C and OH�, different lipid radicals (Lip�, LipO�,
LipOO�), appropriate lipid peroxide (LipOOH), and final products of LPO (RCHO,

RCO, ROH, RCOOH,
O

RCHCH2, etc.).

Tarusov has discovered the occurrence of free radical reactions in tissues and
liquid media of animals and has revealed that lipid oxidation reactions proceed
most successfully in lipids under the influence of ionizing irradiation or other strong
factors [59–61]. Hydroperoxides, being the primary LPO products, will undergo
further catalytic transformations (carried out with iron compounds via the formation
of alcoxyradical LipO�) yielding the final products. As with the aforementioned
products, the final product is malonic dialdehyde

(CH - CH2 - CH),

O O
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and products of lipid polycondensation–polymerization (resulting in fluorescent
Schiff bases) and pigments (lipofuscin), appearing in time with the increasing
amount in fat tissue [62–64]. Such LPO products as alkanals (malonic dialdehyde)
[65], alkenals, and hydroxyalkenals (4-hydroxynonenal) [66] possess cytotoxic
properties. Although many LPO products exert cytotoxicity, sublethal concentra-
tions of LPO products induce cellular adaptive responses and enhance tolerance
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against subsequent oxidative stress through upregulation of antioxidant compounds
and enzymes [67].

Besides the non-enzymatic LPO processes, shown in Fig. 4.2, in the organ-
ism there exists a whole system of specialized enzymes (cyclooxygenases and
lypoxygenases), realizing LPO with the formation of prostaglandins, thromboxanes,
prostacyclins, and other compounds.

Free radicals, hydrogen peroxide, hydroperoxides, and high-reactionary iron
compounds as catalysts, influencing various biological targets, then start the reac-
tions of Haber–Weiss type, etc., resulting in cells, organs, tissue damage, or
destruction (depending on stress factors strength).

Together with these destructive processes, shifting pro- and antioxidant equi-
librium to the left, the organism embraces the whole series of reactions directed
at hypercatecholemia neutralization, the equilibrium tending back to the normal
condition. These reactions are as follows: activation of antioxidizing enzymes (AO)
synthesis (namely, SOD, catalase, glutathione peroxidase) and diminishing LPO
activity on account of the appropriate destruction of O2

��, H2O2, and organic
hydroperoxides (in particular, LipOOH).

Increased concentration of catecholamines, influencing through certain media-
tors, will stimulate phospholipases and lipases activity, which results in arachidonic
acid liberation and prostaglandins synthesis (by cyclodioxygenase activation and
through the number of endoperoxides formed). Enhancing of prostaglandins’
synthesis is also promoted by antioxidants (’-tocopherol, etc.) by arachidonic acid
protection of oxidation (thus contributing to its accumulation). Antioxidants will
also decrease LPO. Lipids hydroperoxides also promote prostaglandins’ synthesis.
Forming prostaglandins will decrease catecholamines concentration and, thus, will
limit their stress effect (see Fig. 4.2).

Therefore, on stress hypercatecholemia, LPO, using mainly non-enzymatic
catalytic processes, will be turned into a factor influencing membranes and other
organic targets deterioration. At the same time, enzymatic catalytic processes
are aimed at the restoration of the former, normal for given organism pro- and
antioxidant equilibrium, i.e., at homeostasis keeping.

Naturally, numerous reactions, under stress factors influence, are far from being
limited by stress hypercatecholemia and its consequences, yielding LPO strength-
ening and producing cell and tissue deterioration. One of numerous illustrations of
this fact is the dual behavior of hemoglobin and myoglobin as pro- and antioxidant
depending on the prevailing conditions [68].

As it was already pointed out, cell and tissue damage proceeds under stress situ-
ations. In these processes, superoxide ion-radical O2

�� and hydrogen peroxide can
play the role of mediator, the influence of which will be increased in the presence,
for example, of hematic proteins, among them hemoglobin, myoglobin, cytochrome,
or trace amounts of transition metals, mainly iron and copper compounds:
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OH·

COD HbPFe2+, MhbPFe2+ PFe3+

LFe2+, LCu2+

O2
·– H2O2 P·+FeIV = O

PFeIV = O
PFe2+

where HbPFe2C is deoxyhemoglobin (hemoglobin), MHbPFe2C is deoxymyo-
globin (myoglobin), PFe2C and PFe3C are iron(II) and (III) porphyrine complexes,
free of protein in pathologic situations, and PCFeIVO and PFeIV D O are ferry
ion-radical and oxo-iron(IV) complex.

Under certain stress pathologic conditions and on damage, heme cells
(hemoglobin, myoglobin) can also be degraded with the formation of iron porphyrin
complexes (turning into high-reactive ferryl particles under the influence of
hydrogen peroxide), or iron compounds with other (non-porphyrin) ligands (through
which interaction with H2O2 can lead to OH� radicals generation). The latter case is
in accordance with the capacity of O2

�� radicals, accumulated in the damaged sites
(for instance, in case of rheumatic inflammation of joints), to extract Fe3C ions from
ferritin, which in the presence of H2O2 will provide the possibility of a Haber–Weiss
catalytic reaction proceeding with OH� radicals formation. Thus, iron release out
of iron-containing proteins under many pathologic conditions (micro-hemorrages
in eye, inflammatory processes, atherosclerotic damage, and many others) [16, 69]
will turn it into the catalyst, generating the aforesaid high-reactionary particles
and radicals affecting the cells and tissues. This takes place non-specifically (OH�
radicals action) or more specifically (action of PCFeIV D O and PFeIVDO).
Metal–proteins, namely hemoglobin and myoglobin, play the roles of pro-oxidants
in these stress situations [16] as soon as ferrylheme protein radicals forming from
myoglobin and hemoglobin degraded by stress can react with the membranes [70–
72] and lipoproteins [73–75]. It is known that low density lipoproteins (LDL)
within the artery walls take part in adipose layer formation and atherosclerotic
follicles development fom it [76].

All kinds of cells in which LDL oxidation takes place (monocytes, macrophages,
plain muscle cells, endothelium cells, etc.) will generate O2

�� radicals [16], but
their reactivity is not enough for LDL oxidation to proceed. Provided the destroyed
erythrocytes are introduced here (hemoglobin, myoglobin, iron compounds free of
globin PFe2C, PFe3C/, LDL oxidation will be induced [74] due to O2

�� radicals,
ferryl ion-radicals, and oxo-iron(IV) complex formation. Therefore, hemoglobin
and myoglobin will play the roles of LDL promotors.

Under normal physiological conditions of the organism, iron is mainly bound
in the protein state, for example, in hemoglobin and methemoglobin of erythro-
cytes. A certain equilibrium is observed in erythrocytes between the contents of
deoxyhemoglobin (hemoglobins-HbPFe2C/ and methemoglobin (HbPFe3C/ due to
the redox cycle (modified Fig. 4.3 taken from [16]), provoked by the latter reduced
with NADH-dependent methemoglobin-reductase (NADH-HbPFe3CRed).

Oxidative particles O2
�� forming, and others, seem to be passed toward

hemoglobin, like through a wastewater pipe, and will deteriorate on it, getting
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Fig. 4.3 Equilibrium hemoglobin $ methemoglobin

electrons from it (thus, hemoglobin will partially be turned into methemoglobin).
These processes are shown in Fig. 4.3 with dotted arrows. Thus, while erythrocytes
are undamaged, the hemoglobin in them, acting as antioxidant, will contribute
to oxidants present in the normal quantity (oxygen concentration within the cell
reaches� 10�6 M, and that of active oxidation oxygen forms—10�13 M [49]). The
capacity of hemoglobin to decompose catalytically hydroperoxylipids (LipOOH),
like lipoxygenase [77], should also be mentioned.

As soon as it comes under the influence of stress, the well-regulated equilibrium
system within erythrocytes will be broken, making use of hemoglobin capacity
to become pro-oxidant and generating the initiating particle O2

�� of lipids per-
oxidation (sheer arrow for O2

�� generation in Fig. 4.3). Therefore, hemoglobin,
depending on the condition of the organism (in particular erythrocytes), can act
either as antioxidant, or pro-oxidant [16, 78].

In general, it becomes clear from the aforesaid that oxidation stress can enhance
the contents of “active” iron as free radical reactions catalyst in accordance with
Haber–Weiss reaction:

O2
�� C H2O2

LFe2C������!OH� C OH� C O2
�:

This reaction can be inhibited by introducing the appropriate chelate-forming
ligands, namely, desferoxamine, and thus provide the protection of oxidative
deterioration. With the same purpose, various OH�-traps can be used (mannitol,
salicylate, thiourea, deoxyribose), which do not interact as much with OH�, but
play the roles of ligands, changing the redox potential and thus decreasing OH�
radicals generation by iron(II), which prevents much damage in biological systems
[40,79]. The organism is able to manage the contents of “free” iron in cells and inter-
cellular liquids [80, 81], using transport (transferrin) and reserve (ferritin) proteins,
thus limiting its contents in “free” condition under normal physiological conditions.
However, oxidation stress can enhance its concentration (for instance, from ferritin)
through a mediator such as O2

�� radical [82, 83], thus increasing the deterioration
of tissues and organism as a whole.

Damage of tissue often causes hemorrhages, accompanied by erythrocyte
deterioration and hemoglobin release out of them [36]. In the same way, hemoglobin
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is released under cardiac affections [84] and in other cases. Interaction of
hemoglobin’s erythrocyte released out of the degraded cell with various oxidants
(namely, hydrogen peroxide) provokes a whole cascade of reactions. Thus,
oxyhemoglobin (HbPFe2C�O2/, having interacted with hydrogen peroxide, can
generate high-reactionary ferryl and amino acid radicals causing LPO initiation.
Hydrogen peroxide excess can result in heme degradation, ion of iron(II) release
out of it, OH� radicals generation, and, again, in LPO initiation and other oxidation
damage [36]. Therefore, oxyhemoglobin acts as pro-oxidant in these conditions.

As can be seen from Fig. 4.2, in LPO activation suppression, antioxidants play
an important role. These antioxidants provide three-level protection, caused by the
following:

1. Enzymes, controlling the formation and transformation of primary oxygen
radicals and depending on trace amounts of Fe, Mn, Zn, and Se ions.

2. Influence of vitamins E, C, carotenoids, ureic acid, thus preventing secondary
radical changes in chain LPO reactions.

3. Enzymes impeding secondary radicals formation [85].

Primary products of dioxygen reduction under stress situations are O2
�� and H2O2.

Their transformations result in violations which can provoke pathologic changes in
tissues.

The first protection levels against cells and tissues deterioration with free radicals
are anti-oxidant enzymes such as superoxide dismutases (SOD), catalases, and
glutathione peroxidases. Cu/Zn-SOD are found in cytoplasm of the most eukaryotic
cells (with nuclei), and Mn-SOD are present in mitochondria and realize one and
the same reaction:

2O2
�� C 2HC SOD�! H2O2 CO2:

Thus, the rate of such enzymatic reaction is pH-independent within the range 5.3–
9.5, unlike the non-enzymatic reaction. In the case of Cu/Zn-SOD the role of copper
ions consists in superoxide reduction and oxidation:

Fer � Cu2C C O2
�� ! Fer � CuC C O2;

Fer � CuC C O2
�� C 2HC ! Fer � Cu2C C H2O2;

the role of zinc being enzyme stabilization. The maturation and activation of Cu,
Zn superoxide dismutase are highly regulated processes that require the presence of
CCS and COMMD1 [86].

Mn-SOD are to a great degree prokaryotic enzymes, and were found in bacteria
where they are often present along with Fe(III)-SOD. The mechanism of their action
is much more difficult than for Cu/Zn-SOD, although its details are not known. It
has been found recently that overexpression of SOD is insufficient to extend lifespan
in mice [87]. Catalase (cat-Fe(III)) protects cytosol contents in the cells of mammals
against their deterioration with hydrogen peroxide:

2H2O2 ! 2H2OC O2:
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In human cells, catalase is contained in great concentrations in liver and erythro-
cytes, and in lesser amounts in cerebrum, heart, and skeleton muscles [88].

Hydroperoxide degradation in most tissues is realized with glutathione per-
oxidase containing selenium in the active center (Se–GPe) [89, 90], which turns
hydrogen peroxide into water and organic peroxides into alcohols:

H2O2 C 2GSH
Se�GPx������! 2H2OC GSSG;

or
ROOHC 2GSH

Se�GPx������!ROHC H2OC GSSG:

The second reaction is characterized by a rate constant of about 0.5–6:0 �
106 M�1 s�1 [15].

It is important to add that glutathione peroxidase and catalase are inactivated with
superoxide, and superoxide dismutase with the mixture of hydrogen peroxide and
superoxide [91, 92].

Glutathione reductase (GRed) will catalyze GSSH reduction to glutathione
(GSH) with the help of NADPH:

NADPHC HC C GSSG
GRed�! 2GSHC C NADP:

The actual concentration of GSSG, for instance, in liver cells, is close to 30�M;
however, GSSG concentration will be enhanced on oxidation stress, and glutathione
reductase (GRed) will be activated.

Under oxidation stress, peroxide-degenerating enzymes rapid switching on, with
the scope to protect the organism of H2O2, ROOH accumulation, will be limited by
the copper and selenium ions availabel.

Antioxidants, namely, ’-tocopherol, ascorbate, glutathione, will prevent the
formation of free radicals and peroxides in excessive amounts. Under normal
physiological conditions and stress situations the role of these substances is much
more complicated and contradictory. Ascorbate under certain conditions can act
(like hemoglobin and myoglobin) both as anti- and pro-oxidant. Protective systems
can be divided into hydrophobic and hydrophilic [15]. To the first kind belong the
systems with ˛-tocopherol ’-TH (vitamin E), which, being the trap of hydrophobic
peroxyl radicals LipOO�, will generate long-living radical ’-T:

’-THC LipOO� ! ˛-T� C LipOOH:

This reaction is characterized by the rate constant � 106–107 M�1 s�1 in organic
solvents, and � 105 M�1 s�1 in lipid layers, winning the competition with other
organic substances RH:

RHC LipOO� ! R� C LipOOH;
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as soon as rate constants of such reactions are changed within the range 101–5 �
102 M�1 s�1 [15].

Within the membranes the long-living ’-T radical can interact with the second
LipOO� radical, turning into the final product ’-monoferilquinone (’-TQ).

Ascorbate capacity to convert ’-T radical to ’-tocopherol is remarkable, thus
playing the role of pro-oxidant. Therefore, depending on vitamin E presence or
absence (in iron-managed LPO), vitamin C can be both pro- and antioxidant [93].
The synergetic effect of vitamins E and C was observed in vivo [94].

Ascorbic acid is co-factor of various iron- and copper-dependable hydroxylases
(lysinhydroxylase, dopamine-“-hydroxylase, etc.), keeping metal ions in them
(Fe2C, Cu1C/ in the reduced state, which is necessary for hydroxylation. scorbate
can trap such free radicals as O2

��, HO2
��, OH�, reduce thiol radicals GS� (capable

to initiate radical reactions), and deteriorate hypochlorous acid (HOCl) (which is
important regarding the running of inflammatory processes) [85]:

AscorbateC HOCl! semihydroascorbateC H2OC Cl�:

Carotenoids and vitamin E also act in a synergetic way.
Carotenoids are very efficient extinguishers of singlet oxygen 1O2. Protection

of O2
�� is extremely important in the case of oxidation stress, when superoxide,

having interacted with thiols, will generate 1O2.
To the hydrophilic protective systems belong a number of reducers, free radical

traps, and certain enzymes. Such reducers and free radicals traps are glutathione
(GSH) and ascorbate. Glutathione breaks the chains in chain catalytic aerobic reac-
tions with the formation of free radicals (GS� and GSSG��/, and then glutathione
disulfide and superoxide (O2

��/ [95].
Here PS� and PS excited (for instance, with light as stress factor) and unexcited

thiol containing proteins:

GSHC Lip� ! GS� C LipH;

GS� C GS� ! GSSG��;

GSSG�� C O2 ! GSSGCO2
�:

Thus, O2
�� formation can play the role of specific passage for free radicals (Lip� or,

in general, R�). It is not excluded that electrons donor such as ascorbate (A�/, due
to its low potential value (E00 D 0:282V), can interact with most of the hydrophilic
free radicals, and thus forming A� radical can be considered as oxidation stress
index [15, 89].

The material considered makes it possible to conclude that dioxygen reducing
activation on oxidation stress is the general source of free radical initiators.
Protection of them in the stress conditions involves superoxide, hydrogen peroxide,
hydroperoxide degradation, inhibition of continuation stage in autooxidation cycles
by long-living peroxyl radicals trapping, and iron salts inactivation by complex
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formation and their transfer into the iron(III) form, 1O2 suppressing. Activation of
O2 and other active particles is shown in Fig. 4.4, taken from [15].

Under the conditions of oxidation stress, when an excessive amount of active par-
ticles of oxygen and iron compounds, released from storage proteins (hemoglobin,
myoglobin, etc.), is formed, homolytic splitting of hydroperoxides and increasing
cell damage occur. While vitamin E plays the role of chain terminator in hydropho-
bic medium (in membranes), the same role is played by ascorbate and glutathione
in water surroundings [15]. Recently, melatonin enhancement of the antioxidant
action of ˛-tocopherol and ascorbate against NADPH- and iron-dependent lipid
peroxidation has been detected [96].

The proceeding interactions (synergetic, etc.) of ’-tocopherol, ascorbate, glu-
tathione, and NADPH, from a number of works [85, 97], can presumably be
represented as in Fig. 4.5, although such an elegant interpretation is considered to
be dubious [98].
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Antioxidant protection can also be provided with uric acid, which is contained in
plasma at a concentration of 0.25–0.45 mm. It is a perfect trapper of singlet oxygen
1O2, hydroperoxides, and peroxyl and OH� radicals [85].

In general, stress situations are accompanied by the most complex interlacing
of both chemical (often catalytic) processes (responding to stress factors) and
biological possibilities of these reactions being used by an organism.

Stress influence can be favorable for an organism, adapting it to changing living
conditions. This situation was called “austress” by Selye. Provided the adaptation
is embarrassed or impossible (for example, in case of ionizing irradiation), this
is accompanied with certain destructive changes in organism, resulting in various
types of pathology. In this case we speak of “distress” (by Selye). Distress, caused
by both exogenous and psychoemotional factors, is one of the most important
causes of many human diseases, namely cardiac-vascular, oncologic, inflammatory,
endocrine, and neuropsychic [49]. Infact, oxidation processes take place in the
majority of human diseases [36].

4.3 Inflammatory Processes and Role of Metal Compounds

Any damage of tissue from any cause results in inflammation. The main participants
of inflammatory processes are neutrophils (polymorphous-nuclear leucocytes, PNL)
and the products of their secretion which play the main role in organism protection
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from foreign cells and bacteria [99,100]. They are the sources of inflammation medi-
ators. Oxidizing agents of neutrophils (O2

��, H2O2 etc.) under normal conditions
perform protein catabolism within the cell, endogenous substrates, phagocytated
viruses, and bacteria [101]. Under pathologic conditions, intensive generation and
release of inflammation mediators into the intercellular space proceeds, causing
inflammation development [102] and leucocytes transfer from the blood toward the
damaged site [103]. The signals of such transfer promote the chemotactic factors,
resulting in leucocyte accumulation within the center of inflammation, where they
will generate the oxidants able to oxidize various target molecules and foreign
microorganisms.

Free radicals are involved in inflammatory processes, including rheumatic
arthritis, atherosclerosis, lungs emphysema (increased contents of air in lungs),
inflammatory intestinal diseases, and cancer [104], this fact being proved by a
great number of substances—products of free radical reactions discovered under
inflammatory conditions in the inter-cellular liquids [105, 106]. These free oxygen
radicals can be generated in vivo in both enzymatic (with NADPH-oxidase) and
non-enzymatic ways as a result of normal metabolic processes. With inflammations
the pathologic factors (toxicants, bacteria, viruses, etc.) can destroy the normal
balance of oxygen radicals’ production and withdrawal, which can result in cell
damage or deterioration.

On the initial inflammation stage, influenced by stimulators (bacteria, etc.), a
so-called “respiratory explosion” proceeds. It was called this because it results in
a sharp (20-fold) increase in oxygen demand and its simultaneous consumption for
O2

��, H2O2, OH�, and ClO� generation.
Stimulators of this process can be bacteria and viruses, as well as some

substances, such as cytosine, immunoglobulin, etc. The main oxygen consumption
is connected with O2

�� production.
This phenomenon is the basis of, for instance, pathogenic microbe destruction

with the help of the mechanism involving the formation of oxidative oxygen
particles by two separate enzymatic systems [107]. The first of them, a NADPH-
dependent oxidase system, localized by the membranes and containing cytochrome,
will generate O2

��. The second, myeloperoxidase haemoprotein, is localized inside
the neutrophillic granulae and will catalyze the formation of hypochlorite (hundreds
of times stronger oxidant than H2O2/:

Cl�CH2O2

myeloperoxydase�������������!ClO� CH2O:

It is supposed that hypochlorite is responsible for the bactericide activity of
neutrophils [108, 109].

Polymorphonuclear leucocytes (neutrophils), leucocytes, and macrophages, con-
taining membranous NADPH-oxidase, take part in inflammatory processes, playing
the key role in them [104] by stimulating free radical oxygen particle formation, in
particular, O2

��.
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In electron-transport respiratory chains, resulting mainly (95%) in four-electron
reduction of oxygen molecule to water, approximately 5% of the electrons are spent
on O2

�� generation:

4e–, 4H+
2H2O

Cytochrome C oxidase + O2
e– O2

·–.

The source of electrons for superoxide formation is NADPH bound with the
membrane:

2O2 C NADPH! 2O2
�� C NADPC C HC:

Increased superoxide contents is characteristic of inflammatory processes and
therefore it is supposed that phagocyte cells release O2

�� into their surroundings.
But this statement is still based on indirect data.

Under inflammatory conditions, xanthine dehydrogenase can become a source
of O2

��. Under the normal physiological conditions it exists in the form of
dehydrogenase (in “D”-form), oxydizing xanthine to uric acid or its salts [110]:

XanthineCNADCCH2O
Xanthine dehydrogenase����������������! uricacid cationurateCNADHCHC:

The enzyme can be turned into oxidase (“O”-form), able to transfer electrons
directly onto O2. The “D”-forms are transformed into the “O”-form of enzyme,
and with a sufficient supply of O2 will contribute to superoxide production.

During the reperfusion phase, the oxygen molecule becomes accessible to the
“O”-form of oxidase, and, as consequence, O2

�� will be generated:

XanthineC 2O2 C H2O
Xanthine oxigenase������������! uricacid cationC 2O2

�� C 2HC:

But there is no direct evidence for this assumption as well.
In temporary heart disease the concentration of O2 will be reduced, which causes

a diminishing of DNA to TNA phosphorylation in the respiratory chain. Thus,
TNA concentration in the cell will be reduced, and the cell is no longer able to
maintain the necessary gradient of ions transfer through its membranes. This results
in an increase in cytosole concentration of Ca2C ions, which will activate cellular
proteases for the catalysing of xanthine dehydrogenase (“D”-form) into xanthine
oxidase (“O”-form) transformation. Xanthinoxidase, as shown above, in its turn,
will reduce O2 to O2

��.
O2

�� radicals take part in OH� radicals generation, which results in tissue
damage at the sites of xanthine oxidase localization. It is supposed that the same
processes and damage proceed in the case of local intestinal, myocardial, cerebral
disease, as well as in the case of acute kidney disease.
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It was shown that similar damage also occurs in inflammatory human joints.
The main sources of joint inflammation are phagocytic cells and tissue ischemic
reperfusion, due to the fact that, for instance, phagocytic cells are able to generate
O2

�� radicals [110].
It was first supposed that superoxide damages the tissues itself, but now it is clear

that because of its relatively low oxidizing ability, it is only the source of a much
stronger oxidant—OH� radical, formed by catalytic reaction of Haber–Weiss type.
The latter will efficiently perform hydrogen atom detachment from substrate [111].

There are plenty of O2
�� radical generation sources in living organisms, which,

by dismutation with LCD, will be turned into hydrogen peroxide. In further
reactions of H2O2 transformation in OH� radicals, iron and copper ions act as
catalysts.

Iron ions in bound form are contained in the electron-transport chain (cytochrome
C) in storage proteins such as ferritin and lactoferritin. Iron ions content in storage
proteins depends on pH value. Low pH value in rheumatic-arthritic tissues favors
Fe3C ions release and O2

�� turning into OH� radical by the reaction of Haber–Weiss
[112–115].

Equally, with Fe3C ions in synovial liquid of patients with joints arthritis, Cu2C
ions were found [112], which can take part in many catalytic reactions, interacting
with hydrogen superoxide:

Cu2C C O2
�� ! CuC C O2;

CuC C O2
�� ! Cu2C C H2O2;

CuC C H2O2 ! Cu2C C OH� C OH�;

2Cu2C CH2O2 ! 2CuC C O2 C 2HC:

As a result of these reactions the strong oxidant, OH� radical, will be formed,
locally, deteriorating the tissues.

On inflammation connected with neutrophils, monocytes, and macrophages pen-
etration into tissue, O2

��, H2O2, and OH� will be formed, and their influence causes
fibrosis to appear in many organs [116]. Such correlation between H2O2, O2

��-, and
OH� radicals formation, and pulmonary fibrosis was shown on bleomycin influence
(anti-tumor remedy). The latter, forming complexes with iron and O2, will generate
OH� radicals, which will destroy the lungs [117].

An important role of iron compounds as catalysts of reactionary oxygen particles
appearance, promoting liver fibrosis, was observed in patients with an excessive iron
content [118]. It should be added that fibrosis correlates with oxygen concentration
in liver [119] and with LPO increase, also caused by the increase in reactionary
oxygen particles content [120]. Such correlation between LPO and iron content is
characteristic of fibrosis liver deterioration [121].

The inflammatory process, being an organism reaction to foreign invasion (that
of toxins, microorganisms), is associated with the formation of free radical oxygen
particles and LPO in the presence of iron and copper catalytic compounds. Thus
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correlation is observed in low density lipoproteins (o-LDL) oxidative change (mod-
ification). In the case of chronic inflammatory diseases, such as rheumatic arthritis
or atherosclerosis, the reducing of o-LDL is observed, which is extremely sensitive
to LPO. LDL can be oxidatively modified with neutrophils and macrophages by
the release of reactionary oxygen radicals with the macrophages. OH� radicals thus
formed, can initiate the peroxidation of aliphatic acids long chains inside the LDL
molecule with the formation of conjugate dienes and lipid hydroperoxyradicals
(LipOO�) [104].

The process of LDL oxidative modification in many reactions has pro-
inflammatory character, activating a number of stimulating factors and resulting
in the development of atherosclerotic formations [122], though its mechanism is
unclear. Copper compounds are potential catalysts of LDL oxidative modification
in vitro [123], but in vivo most of the copper (>95%) in human serum is bound in
ceruloplasmin enzyme. This enzyme is a potential LPO inhibitor. In inflammatory
processes, inside capillary walls protease and oxygen radicals release can proceed
with endothelium cells and macrophages that can result in copper ions release,
which are able to induce LPO [104]. So, atherosclerotic progress is observed in
persons with high copper concentration in serum [124]. Approximately the same
picture is observed in patients with rheumatoid arthritis.

It is to be noted that superoxide has one more surprising capacity. It seems that
superoxide in inflammatory processes is able to control neutrophil chemotaxis (i.e.,
directed neutrophils passing toward the sites of inflammation) by chemotaxic factors
activation (factor of thrombocytes activation, anaphylatoxin C5a, and other chemo-
taxis factors). This superoxide-dependent chemotaxic factor seems to be necessary
for normal neutrophil-meditated inflammatory response realization. Prevention of
this factor formation under the influence of SOD (O2

�� radicals are withdrawn)
makes clear the mechanism of this anti-inflammatory enzyme action [125].

Neutrophils, being the central participants of the inflammatory process, they ot
only destroy foreign microorganisms during phagocytosis process (positive effect)
but also will damage endothelium of living organism vessels (negative effect). This
specific “cost” is paid by the organism for pathogenic microorganisms deteriora-
tion. The destructive influence of neutrophils on vessels is due to the fact that
they generate various biologically active substances (proteolytic enzymes, oxygen
radicals, and other highly toxic substances). Such direct influence, neutrophils also
act indirectly by their influence on thrombocytes endothelium functions [88].

In the case of the inflammatory process in the living organism, there is a
protective barrier against oxygen free radicals, first of all by a number of enzymes,
such as SOD, catalase, glutathione peroxidase. These enzymes are localized
mainly on the surface of endothelium cells, which testifies to their cellular-specific
protective role [110]. It was shown that on some inflammations, introduction of Mn-
SOD is accompanied by an anti-inflammatory effect [126]. On some inflammatory
processes (liver inflammation [127]) additional synthesis of another protective
enzyme, ceruloplasmin (copper-containing protein), will be activated.
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Another non-enzymatic protection form against free oxygen radicals outside the
cell on inflammations is strong chelato-binding of iron into “non-catalytic” state
with transferrin [128].

Due to such binding, iron compounds concentration able to realize Haber–
Weiss reaction in human serum is close to zero in conditions of normal organism
functioning. Thus, the formation of OH� radicals able to damage the tissues is
prevented. Introduction of complex iron compounds with strong-binding ligands,
such as dextrin, to rheumatoid patients, causes acute conditions, because iron
appears able to catalyze oxygen radicals formation (in particular, OH�), causing
destructive processes [129, 130].

Thiols, ascorbic acid, and uric acid are antioxidants, and therefore, in high
concentrations they can inhibit LPO, clearing the system of O2

�� and OH� radicals.
In contrast, in low concentrations of ascorbic acid in the presence of iron, LPO
induction can occur. Vitamin E reacts with lipid peroxyl radicals (LipOO�) with
the formation of tocopherol radical (’-T�) [98]. This vitamin prevents the stage
of LPO chain continuation, withdrawing LipOO� from the system [131]. Another
antioxidant “-carotene will also trap LipOO� in conditions of low values of pO2

[132], which takes place in chronic inflammation (for example, in patients with
vessels rheumatic arthritis) [133].

4.4 Role of Enzymes and Metal Compounds in Phagocytosis

In 1908 Russian scientist Ilya Mechnikov won the Nobel Prize for the discovery, as
long ago as 1883, of the protective role of phagocyte cells against infections (phago-
cytosis). Such special cells are, in particular, neutrophils. Neutrophils, often called
polymorphonuclear leucocytes or granulocytes (because their cytoplasm contains
granulae limited with membrane), predominate among the white blood cells.

White blood cells (or leucocytes) make about 0.1% blood cells and take part
mainly in infection microorganisms identification and destruction. Another group
of leucocytes—monocytes—can develop further in the cells group known as
macrophages. They were found in the tissues of lungs, liver, and other organs.
In various organs, macrophages have different forms and functions. Neutrophils,
monocytes, macrophages, and eosinophils, being stimulated by the invasion of
foreign pathogenic microorganisms, will reduce oxygen to superoxide-anions O2

��
(and also to H2O2/, by their enzymatic systems. These free radicals (and hydrogen
peroxide) will take part in subsequent catalytic processes of bactericide particles
generation, directly destroying the microorganisms.

There are two granulae types. The first implies so-called primary granulae of
neutrophils. They contain a lot of myeloperoxidase, the whole set of lysosome
hydrolytic enzymes (taking part in digestion of nucleic acids proteins and foreign
microorganisms enzymes), and also the group of bactericide cationic proteins.
Another type of granulae involves specific (or secondary) ones, which also contain
mesosomes rich in lactoferritin—iron-bound protein. The role of the latter consists
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in Fe3C ions release under certain conditions and their involvement into radical
reactions of Haber–Weiss type.

Neutrophils and other granulocytes move along the blood capillaries in tissue,
passing the joints of endothelium cells, to the infection places, and attract to
themselves the molecules to which they serve as specific receptors. For neutrophils
such chemo-attracting substances are some peptides, derivatives of leukotrienes
from arachidonic acid, lymphokines, and other bacterial substances.

Binding of foreign microorganisms with the specific receptors on neutrophil
surfaces initiates the complex sequence of events resulting in the formation of
joint phagocyte vacuole (bubble) containing microbes (Fig. 4.6). Granulae passing
through cytosole, join the membrane of phagocyte vacuole and interact with its
contents. Within a few minutes the microbe will be killed and the destruction
of its remains begins, which takes several hours. This overall process is called
phagocytosis.

Microbes binding to the neutrophils receptors results in a high increase in
oxygen demand by phagocytes. The mechanism of this process initiation is not
quite clear, but it appears to include the activation of neutrophil inner-cellular
phospholipase, which generates “secondary stimulators” activating the protein
kinase, realizing catalytic phosphorylation of enzyme-oxidase neutrophil complex
components (NADPH-oxidase) [134]. This oxidase complex, in its turn, initiates a
so-called “respiratory explosion” proceeding for 15–20 min and characterizing the
increased oxygen demand with O2

�� and H2O2 generation.
Oxygen, having turned into its reduced compounds, becomes rather reactionary;

this fact explains bactericide activity of neutrophils [135].
The initial product of increased respiratory activity of neutrophiles is O2

�� [136],
which initiates a complex chain of reactions:

O2 C e� ! O2
��; (4.1)

O2
�� C O2

�� C 2HC ! H2O2 C O2; (4.2)

O2
�� C H2O2 ! OH�� C OH� C O2: (4.3)
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Reaction (4.1) has a low redox potential (E0 D �330mV), and therefore electron
donor for this reaction must also have low potential, such as, for example, NADPH
(in NADPH-oxidase) so that O2

�� formation could proceed easily kinetically. The
outer surface of plasmatic membrane (cellular membrane surrounding the living
cell’s protoplasma) serves as the place of O2

�� reduction.
Reaction (4.2) is catalyzed with SOD, which is contained in great amounts in

neutrophil cell cytosole, or with transition metal compounds such as manganese(II)
or copper(II).

Reaction (4.3) under physiological conditions proceeds very slowly, and its
activation with OH� radical generation seems to proceed via Haber–Weiss catalytic
reaction.

Subsequent products, toxic for foreign microorganisms, will be obtained due to
the following reaction catalyzed with myeloperoxidase:

H2O2 C Cl�
myeloperoxidase�������������!OCl� C H2O:

The forming hypochlorite OCl� is hundreds of times more bactericidal than
hydrogen peroxide, and plays the significant role in phagocytosis. Thus, the overall
system of catalytic reactions results in formation of such bactericide substances as
OH� radical and hypochlorite OCl�.

Plasmatic membrane of neutrophil will be bent to the place of its joining to a
microbe, covering it and including it into the so-called phagosome (Fig. 4.6 taken
from [136]). Thus the breakage (melting of lysosome cellular membranes) proceeds
and granulae contents comes into the phagosome. The contents of granulae are
various, but myeloperoxidase and lactoferritin are especially important. The content
of myeloperoxidase makes up 2–5% of the dry cell weight [137]. Myeloperoxidase
coming from granulae into phagosome, is cationic protein, and the shell of the
bacterial cell is charged negatively. Thus, their joining proceeds on account of
electrostatic forces. It takes just a few minutes to identify the microbe and achieve
its total isolation.

Catalytic oxidation reactions proceed in the process of phagocytosis, depending
on O2 and hemoprotein cytochrome b559 presence, being a component of complex
NADPH-oxidase system. The absence of cytochrome b559, due to gene deficiency
in some people,e causes granulomatous disease, characterized by neutrophils being
able to bring about the respiratory explosion. Such people suffer periodic infections
which resulted in early death before antibiotic therapy was available.

The respiratory explosion itself, in its turn, is caused by certain stimulators,
which, being joined to outer-surface receptors of neutrophils, cause the release
of granular lysosomes contents (cellular organelle serving as enzymes reservoir,
digesting the proteins, nucleic acids, lipids).

Neutrophil’s cytosole contains a number of enzymes (COD, catalase, glutathione
peroxidase), which protect it from the products of respiratory explosion (O2

��,
H2O2/, performing a number of reactions:
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O2
�� C O2

�� C 2HC COD�! H2O2 C O2;

2H2O2

catalase����! 2H2OC O2;

H2O2 C 2GSH
glutathione peroxidase��������������! 2H2OC GSSG;

where GSH is glutathione, a GSSG-oxidized glutathione.
GSSG will be reduced to GSH with glutathione reductase, which uses NADPH

as electron donor:

GSSHC NADPHC HC glutathione reductase�������������! 2GSHC NADPC:

It is also possible that vitamins E and C take part in phagocytes protection against
the attacks of oxygen radicals.

The life of neutrophils (specific “biological self-killers”) is very short in inflam-
mation, and their remains, in common with those of bacterial victims, are the main
components of pus. However, antioxidant protective systems of neutrophils make
their survival longer, so that they are able to fulfil their main role.

In NADPH-oxidase systems, as shown above, there exists cytochrome b559,
characterized by low redox potential (E D �245mV) [138], which can efficiently
take part in O2

�� production (E D �160mV) [135]. Cytochrome b559 was found
both in plasmatic membrane and in specific granulae. Purified cytochrome b559 is
representative of glycoprotein with no definitely established molecular weight.

Circulating phagocytes will not form O2
�� until they get the appropriate

stimulus. This stimulus turns oxidase into the active form after a lag-period of
30 s. A characteristic stimulator is N -formyl peptide, which activates specific
phosphodiesterase, realizing the hydrolysis of phospholipid phosphatidyl inositol.
Diacylglycerol (DAG) and inositol trans phosphate (IP3/-products of this hydrolysis
are signal molecules [135]. DAG is an activator of Ca2C-dependent protein kinase C,
which can activate oxidase by its polypeptides phosphorylation. IP3 appears to
promote Ca2C ions release out of the inner-cellular storage. In its turn, its increased
concentration of Ca2C ions is an activator of protein kinase. Other stimulators act in
the same way [135].

As a result of NADPH-oxidase system activation the respiratory explosion
proceeds, accompanied by a series of reactions (Fig. 4.7).

Under the influence of NADPH oxidase (1) and COD the formation of O2
�� and

H2O2 takes place. Their interaction yields the singlet oxygen 1O2 (2) and hydroxyl
radical (3) (by Haber–Weiss catalytic reaction). Hydrogen peroxide will react with
Cl� ions (4). This reaction is catalyzed by myleoperoxidase (MPO), which in neutral
and weakly-acid solutions catalyzes two-electron oxidation with hydrogen peroxide
of Cl� ion physiological reducer, with the formation of bactericide hypochlorous
acid HOCl. Under the influence of hydrogen peroxide, amines, and amino acids, it
will be turned into various high-reactionary products, such as 1O2, RNHCl, RCHO,
etc. It was shown that the HOCl formed inhibits, for instance, DNA-synthase in E.
coli, which is fatal for such microorganisms. This explains the universal character of
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Fig. 4.8 Local-specific Haber–Weiss mechanism generating high-reactionary OH� radicals and
their antimicrobial influence (taken from [139])

hypochloric acid toxicity, destroying energy-transferring cell elements by secondary
reactions with involvement of metal-catalyzed reaction of Fenton type, resulting in
OH� radical generation.

The role of superoxide-anion in oxygen toxicity is rather unclear, and, it
seems, O2

�� will be involved in bactericide inner-phagosome reactions indirectly.
Hydrogen peroxide is also ineffective in general as antimicrobial agent. However,
the product of their interaction by Haber–Weiss reaction, OH� radical, is a strong
bactericide agent. Though OH� radical is a non-selective oxidant, it was confirmed
that in the cells its formation is local-specific [139] (Fig. 4.8).

Equally with myeloperoxidase use for HOCl generation, neutrophils possess
other means to fight pathogenic microorganisms, namely, through the direct using of
respiratory explosion products (O2

�� and H2O2/, or OH� radicals will be generated
in the places of metal (M3C/ compounds biological binding, i.e., system selectivity
is provided due to the certain localization of catalyst [139].

Within the cell of a microorganism, metal ions can be bound with various bio-
logical important substances, particularly with DNA, which provide local-specific
generation of OH� radicals and thereby destroying DNA and other physiologically
important substances close to these radicals. Thus, viruses, microbes, and bacteria
deterioration occurs to a great degree due to the variety of catalytic reactions
proceeding in vivo.
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4.5 Metal-Catalyzed Oxidation and Ageing

4.5.1 Oxidative Damage of Proteins and Enzymes, and Ageing

A great deal of literature is devoted to various aspects of the ageing problem and
the influence of factors contributing to this process because of its importance (see
the literature, for instance [140]). We shall consider here only the link between the
catalytic processes realized with enzymes and transition metal compounds, yielding
the appearance of highly reactive intermediate compounds, including free oxygen
radicals, and some factors of ageing.

It has been known for a long time about free radicals involvement in the
ageing process when initiated with certain catalysts [141]. Deterioration of cellular
activity by free oxygen radicals is connected with all the diseases related to age—
atherosclerosis, arthritis, cataract genesis, various neurologic diseases, and cancer.

First. several main causes are to be outlined, dealing with organism ageing.
These include (1) oxidative damage of proteins in general and enzymes’ proteins
in particular in the places of their binding with metals (iron, copper), catalyzed
with metals and resulting in reducing or total disappearance of enzymatic activity,
(2) DNA deterioration with active particles, and (3) mitochondrial damage induced
with free oxygen radicals and other causes. An important role in ageing retarding
is played by the antioxidative protection with enzymes and antioxidants (vitamins
E, C and other compounds).

The influence of these on organisms and their connection with ageing can
be shown taking as an example loss of activity by glutamine synthetase (GS)
under the influence of H2O2 and Fe2C which are formed in an organism in many
ways as considered above [142]. Oxidation of aminoacid residues of enzymes
proceeds, often resulting in carbonyl derivatives formation (GSox–C� � �R=O), which
are very sensitive to proteolytic degradation and in their turn, under the influence of
proteases, will be turned into peptides and amino acids. Thus, proteases will destroy
oxidized proteins of enzymes more rapid than unoxidized enzymes. Therefore,
reducTION of the total disappearance of enzyme activity takes place [143, 144].

Systems that can realize such proteins of certain enzymes oxidation catalyzed by
metals are numerous. These are enzymatic (NAD(P)H-oxidases/NAD(P)H/Fe(III)/
O2, xanthine oxidase/hypoxanthyne/Fe(III)/O2, cytochrome P-450 reductase/cyto-
chrome P-450/NADPH/Fe(III)/O2, etc.) and non-enzymatic systems (ascorbate/
Fe(III)/O2, mercaptane RSH/Fe(III)/O2, Fe(II)/O2, Fe(II)/H2O2, etc.) [145].

All these systems lead to metal-catalyzed oxidation (MCO) of certain enzyme’s
protein by metal joining. Such local-specific metal-ion catalyzed oxidation of
enzyme protein is shown in Fig. 4.9.

Proofs of such local-specific mechanism of enzyme’s protein oxidation can be as
follows:

1. Enzymes, non-activated by MCO systems, are relatively insensitive to oxidation
inhibition by free radical cleaners (formate, ethanol, and mannitol)
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Fig. 4.9 Local-specific mechanism of enzyme’s protein (E) oxidation with MCO systems (taken
from [146]). Here (–CH2NH2)–©-aminogroup of lysine is remainder

2. The amino acid residues in the protein, located close to the places of metal
ion joining (proline, arginine, lysine), can be modified (changed) with MCO-
systems, while on radiolysis all the amino acid residues of protein are subjected
to free radical influence

3. All enzymes sensitive to their modification with MCO-systems need metal ions
for catalytic activity and must contain local groups of atoms for their binding
with metal ions [146]

The possibility of not only OH� (FeO)2C, (Fe(OH)2/2C, (FeOH)3C, Fe(III), but
Cu(II) involvement in such a mechanism of enzyme protein oxidation should also
be taken into consideration. Catalase and SOD, withdrawing H2O2 and O2

�� out
of the system, will inhibit the modification (change) of enzymes-targets [146–149].
The same is realized with chelato-forming iron ligands (EDTA, o-phenanthroline).

Local-specific mechanism is realized via Fe2C ion binding to certain site
(L-chelato-forming local place of protein). Complex formation of this metal with
lysine amino acid residue of enzyme’s peptide and subsequent interaction of this
complex with H2O2 by Fenton mechanism with OH� radical or high-oxidized
iron(IV) particles generation is as follows.

Hydrogen atom detachment of the ©-amino group of lysine residue with the
formation of alkyl radical, electron transfer from this radical to Fe(III) with
the formation of imine derivative (–CH=NH) and, finally, its hydrolysis with the
formation of appropriate aldehyde derivative (formation of protein carbonyl group)
are shown in Fig. 4.10, taken from [150]. Such a local-specific mechanism of protein
carbonyl formation makes it clear why the cleaners of free radicals are unable to
inhibit this process.
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Non-enzymatic MCO systems are also important, such as ascorbates and mer-
captane being the electrons donors. Thus, the ascorbate–Fe(III)–O2–system is a
specific model of oxidase, which catalyzes oxygen-dependent hydroxylation of
aromatic compounds [151], including lipids [152], nucleic acids [153], and proteins
[149, 154, 155] oxidation.

During ageing, less-active or inactive heat-labile forms of some enzymes are
accumulated in mammals [149]. It is supposed that the change (modification) of
some enzymes is caused by the destructive action of oxygen free radicals [156,
157] and accumulation of damaged protein containing carbonyl group is a result of
increasing the deterioration rate of some enzymes amino acid groups of protein with
age [157, 158].

The contents of protein carbonyl in the cultures of human skin fibroblasts in
young patients (less than 20 years) makes about 10% of total cell protein (2 nmol per
milligram of protein) and increases in older age (�80 years) at least to 30%, though
its actual contents apparently reaches 40–50% [159], increasing exponentially with
age, as shown in Fig. 4.11.
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Why does the several times increase of oxidized protein of enzymes proceed with
age? It is difficult to answer this question since this can be the consequence of many
factors. On the one hand, the amount of oxidized protein is caused by the presence
of O2, Fe(III), NAD(P)H, activity of NAD(P)H-oxidases and cytochrome P-450,
concentrations of metal chelatoforming ligands and purifiers from free radicals
(SOD, uric acid, ’-tocopherol, sulph-hydryl compounds), enzymes concentrations,
withdrawing H2O2 (catalase, peroxidase), and the efficiency of electron transport
chain (cytochrome-oxidase). On the other hand, the amount of oxidized protein will
be determined by the capacity of proteases to destroy it and the capacity of various
substances (peptides) to inhibit the activity of proteases themselves [150].

Despite the variety of these factors, it is still supposed that in some cases the
accumulation of oxidized proteins is apparently caused mainly by the reduction
of protease activity with age [147–160], which is responsible for the deterioration
of oxidized protein. Age changes (increase in protein carbonyl contents, decrease
in glutaminsynthetase (GS)x contents and proteases activity) can be reversible
under chronic chemotherapeutic influence (injections of free radicals N -tert-butyl-
’-phenylnitrone—PBN catcher). Thus, age changes will be normalized to the level
characteristic for young animals (for instance, rats). These results testify to the
connection between oxidized enzymes accumulation with age (up to 50% of cell
oxidized protein) and loss of physiological function by them [150].

4.5.2 Mitochondria Damage with Free Radicals and Ageing

General worsening of physiological functions of living organisms’ organs, caused
by the appropriate worsening of the same functions of cellular organelles (DNA,
mitochondria, etc.), is usually associated with ageing. Thus excessive oxidation is
the main source of cell ageing and degenerative diseases which accompany the
ageing: cancer, cardio-vascular diseases, deterioration of immune system, brain
dysfunctions, and cataracts. Food antioxidants (vitamins C, E, and carotenoids)
protect against these degenerative diseases [161, 162].

Superoxide-anion, hydrogen peroxide, hydroxyl radicals, and, eventually, singlet
oxygen .1O2/, formed in catalytic enzymatic and non-enzymatic ways and being,
as a rule, by-products of aerobic metabolism, will damage cellular macromolecules,
including DNA [163], proteins [157], and lipids [164].

The accumulation of such damage has as a consequence organism ageing and
degenerative diseases.

Mitochondria are the main physiological source of reactive oxygen particles
during mitochondrial respiration. Superoxide radicals (O2

��/ will be formed in by-
reactions of the mitochondrial electron transport chain or with NADH-independent
enzyme, localized on the internal mitochondrial membranes. SOD presence in the
cell results in hydrogen peroxide formation from O2

��.
Later, by Haber–Weiss reaction, the formation of a strong oxidant, OH� radical,

proceeds. Mitochondria, apparently, are the greatest source of oxidants which
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is confirmed by the fact that mitochondrial electron-transport, one of the most
important functions of mitochondria, is TNA producing, and therefore it is present
in relatively large amounts in each cell of the body. Deficiency of cellular energy
caused by the deterioration of this mitochondrial function weakens normal cellular
activity and deteriorates cellular capacity to adaptation in the case of various
physiological stresses. It is supposed that oxidative damage of mitochondria is the
main factor in ageing [162, 165, 166].

Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) is the main subject of oxidative damage in the cell
compared to nucleic DNA, and the rate of mtDNA mutation is much higher (�17
times) compared to the mutation of nucleic DNA [167, 168]. Such unequal level of
different DNA damage is caused by mtDNA localization near the inner membrane
where oxidizers are forming, the lack of protective proteins-histones, and the lack
of activity in mtDNA reparation [162].

Oxidative damage of mtDNA are accumulated as a function of age in the muscles
of the human diaphragm, human cerebrum, in rats liver, and other parts of the
organism. The amount of mtDNA damage in old persons is �25 times higher than
in young people. This damage result in mtDNA mutations, which are manifested
in mitochondria dysfunctioning, and, in particular, in neurodegenerative disease
occurence on cerebral mtDNA [169].

Accumulation of oxidative-degraded proteins in the cells, including mitochon-
drial protein (in particular with reactive carbonyl groups), can result in the reduction
of energy production and an increase in oxidants formation.

With age the mobility of cellular membranes is reduced due to the oxidation of
mitochondrial membrane lipid components (for instance, linolic acid). Besides, with
age the proteins are accumulated, being connected with malondialdehyde—one of
the products of lipids oxidation [162].

The electron-transport chain in which catalysis of DNA to TNA phosphorylation
proceeds consists in general of five proteic complexes. Complexes I–IV are protein
complexes with non-heme iron FeS(I, II, III, IV). They are involved in electron
transfer from NADH by flavoproteins FPI�III and cytochrome C1, as well as the
creation of an electrochemical gradient. Complex V is TNA-synthetase.

With age the increased deterioration or damage of mtDNA [161, 170–175],
increase in the level of changed mtDNA forms (mutations), increase in the amount
of oxidants produced [176, 177], and decrease in complexes I, II, IV activity [178]
are observed, and also LPO is enhanced, increasing the formation of O2

�� and
H2O2. All this results in the loss or significant weakening of mitochondrial function.

A more detailed description of the mechanism leading to the deterioration of
mitochondrial cells, consists of the following. The activity of protein complexes
with non-heme iron FeS (complexes I and II) is apparently closely connected to
each other. The lack in complex I caused by its deterioration or inhibiting with
the appropriate substance (such as rotenone, etc.) results in the excessive using of
complex II. Electrons passing in these conditions through the complex II produce
four times more mitochondrial superoxide than electrons of complex I, which is
accompanied with great generation of superoxide-anion.
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The appropriate scheme of such excessive O2
�� formation and its further involve-

ment in OH� radical formation, fatal for the cell, is shown in Scheme 4.1 [179].

Lack of complex I MnCOD
Excessive using of

complex  II Fe(III)

Fe(II)+O2

H2O2

OH·+OH-+Fe(III)

MtDNA and other
substances in cell

Damage and toxicity

Cell ruin

Mitochondrion O2·–
H2O2 H2O

Scheme 4.1 Excessive formation of O��

2 radical and its further transformations

It can be seen from the scheme that here, like in many other cases described
above, catalytic reaction of Haber–Weiss proceeds—O2

�� interacts with Fe(III)
(usual oxidation degree of iron in the cell), turning it into Fe(II), and MnSOD
generates H2O2. Further, the reaction of Fe(II) with H2O2 proceeds with the
formation of OH� radical, destroying mtDNA and other closely situated biological
targets of the cell, resulting in its destruction. Thus, the most sensitive part of
the electrons transfer chain in mitochondria is proteic complex I. Its damage or
inhibition with any metabolism products, accumulating with age in animals or
humans, must result in the reduction of mitochondrial function activity (for instance,
the reduction of TNA synthesis, mutations, and other consequences). Therefore, the
main cause of cells ageing is the instability of the mitochondrial genome because of
the unbalance appearing with age between mitochondrial reparation (reducing) and
mitochondria disorganization with free radicals of oxygen [180].

4.5.3 Mechanism of Lipofuscin Formation and Ageing

Lipofuscin (yellow-brown old age pigment) is accumulated with age in various
cellular tissues of animals. Though lipofuscin accumulation is regarded as one of the
ageing indexes, its importance and connection with the ageing process is not clear.
Its chemical composition is as follows: 19–51% lipids, 30–50% proteins, 9–30%
of acid residues of hydrolysis products, and also fluorescent substances. Lipofuscin
is the final product of proteins and lipids peroxidation and polymerization, i.e., the
product of cellular organ deterioration with oxygen free radicals, and is accumulated
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in lysosome [181]. Thus, the reactions of lipid peroxidation play an important role,
which is shown, in particular, in the example of fluorescent substances of lipofuscin
formation.

Peroxidation of membrane lipids catalyzed with iron compounds, resulting in a
number of fluorescent products formation, is shown in Fig. 4.13 [181].

Acylic radicals (Lip�) formed from poly-unsaturated lipids (LipH) as a result of
their initiation, will interact with O2, generating LipOO�, and then by the following
reaction:

LipOO� C LipH! LipOOHC Lip�:

Lipid hydroperoxides (LipOOH), cyclic peroxides, and cyclic endoperoxides will
be formed. Iron compounds will catalytically transform lipids hydroperoxides into
radicals LipO�, which will then be turned into a number of products, including those
of carbonyl character (malondialdehyde). Then, by reaction with proteins amino
groups, free amino acids, aminophospholipids, nucleic acids, fluorescent Schiff’s
bases, and products of aldehyde polymerization will be formed.

There exist a number of hypotheses regarding lipofuscin genesis; one of them
considers the influence of oxidative stress (i.e., the relation of pro-oxidants to
antioxidants) as the main factor [182]. The confirmation of this hypothesis is
iron ions and desferroxamine (complex forming agent with iron) influence on
lipofuscin concentration in the miocytes of rats’ hearts. Increase in iron ions content
in culture has significantly enhanced the level of lipofuscin accumulation, while
desferrioxamine has removed this effect. This becomes clear if we remember that
iron(III) ions participation in oxidative stress by means of O2

�� and other reducers
(scorbic acid, glutathione, and also H2O2, by Haber–Weiss catalytic reaction,
resulting in OH� radical formation. OH� radicals will initiate lipids peroxidation and
thus cause an increase in lipofuscin concentration. Desferroxamine, being a specific
ligand, makes it impossible for iron(III) to be turned into iron(II) and to realize a
Haber–Weiss reaction. Thus, desferroxamine manifests the protective effect against
lipofuscin accumulation [183].

Under normal conditions, lipofuscin localization in lysosome (cellular organoid
serving as the enzymes reservoir taking part in protein, lipid, etc. digestion) can
be expedient as secondary antioxidant protection; moreover, lipofuscin does not
prevent cellular functions realization provided its content is insignificant [184].
Recently it has been shown that that lipofuscin is cytotoxic because of its ability
to incorporate transition metals such as copper and iron, resulting in a redox-active
surface, able to catalyze the Fenton reaction [185].

4.5.4 The Role of Antioxidant Enzymes and Substances
in Cellular Ageing

Cells in normal conditions are strongly protected against free oxygen radicals by the
whole series of antioxidant enzymes (SOD, catalase, and glutathione peroxidase),
vitamins (E and C), and other reducing substances (quinones, glutathione, etc.).
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Thus, Cu, Zn-SOD and Mn-SOD are contained in mitochondria, transforming
O2

�� to H2O2. Hydrogen peroxide is reduced by catalase to water. Glutathione
peroxidase (GSP) is in the cytoplasm and mitochondrial matrix where it reduces
hydroperoxides to alcohols.

Free oxygen radicals taking part in catalytic peroxidation of lipids, enzymes,
proteins, and mtDNA damage, and in lipofuscin formation, have the major influence
on ageing processes. In a young organism destructive processes are balanced
with the action of the protective systems. With age, the first processes dominate
the second.

Protective possibilities of the above-mentioned enzymes are different. Thus, it
was shown in a number of experiments [186] that glutathione peroxidase is the
strongest protective system, the activity of which was many times higher that of
SOD and catalase. Inhibition of these three enzymes causes the enhanced cells
sensitivity to free radicals influence.

It is to be noted that SOD activity and antioxidants concentration, such as urates
and glutathione, turned out to be higher in long-living organisms that in short-
living ones. Linear dependence was observed between the level of urates, SOD in
liver, tissues, and maximal lifetime of various primates (including human). This
correlation points out that long-living organisms possess higher relative contents of
SOD than short-living ones [187].

However, withother antioxidants such correlation is not observed, and even
inverse correlation is observed between antioxidant concentration and maximal
lifetime. The reasons for this are not clear. Nevertheless, it was shown that long-
living organisms possess a relatively higher level of many antioxidants, i.e., they
are better protected. The rate of cerebrum substance was strongly correlated with
malondialdehyde content.

The lowest level of malondialdehyde formation (organisms are protected better)
is observed in long-living man, and a very high level in short-living species such as
mice [188].

However, this is only one of possible factors influencing maximal lifetime. Other
factors are as follows: better protection of DNA, excess of genes, detoxification
processes, activity of guanylate cyclase, level of dehydroepiandrosterone, some
vitamins, rate of protein transformation, lifetime of red blood cells, and other
factors [189].

In many cases (model tests) the activity of such protective enzymes as catalase
and glutathione peroxidase does not change with age (however, concentration of
glutathione itself decreases with age). In a number of cultures the activity and SOD
was unchanged, remaining the same in both young and old cells. All this points out
that ageing cannot be explained by a lack of protection with antioxidant enzymes
and that ageing in reality is a complex phenomenon [190, 191].

The increased sensitivity of old cells to the influence of free oxygen radicals
cannot be also explained with the reducing of vitamins C and E contents in cells
with age, since such reduction is low.

It is supposed that such increased cell sensitivity to free radicals is more probably
caused by a general decrease of cellular metabolism and accumulation of changed
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cellular components by weakening of enzyme antioxidant protective system [187].
Old cells are more sensitive than young ones to stress influences and various cellular
violations, which need additional energy for these violations removal. Apparently,
a general decrease of cellular metabolism with age and possibilities of energy
production by cells are the main factors of higher sensitivity of old cells to various
kinds of stress and thus apparent activation of lipids peroxidation (as shown above),
accompanied by the increase of free oxygen radicals level [187].

Thus, free radical influence on ageing is only one of the factors involved in this
process. The synthesis of enzymes protecting against free radicals and maintenance
of glutathione concentration need high energy consumption. With age or in stress
situations the energy level produced by cells is decreased. As a consequence, the
sensitivity to free radicals influence on cells increases and disorder of functions
fulfilled by the cell rises, resulting at the end in ageing and death.

Another important reason for the change in normal cells condition and connected
with this ageing is genetic instability. There are numerous data confirming this
hypothesis from which it follows that mechanisms providing the stabilization of
normal condition of the cells must play an important role in health maintenance
and lifetime of various types of animals. Cancer diseases are also often connected
with genetic instability, and good correlation is observed between the rate of cancer
occurrence and ageing rate of various types of mammals. However, there is still
not enough evidence that gene instability is the main cause of ageing. Therefore,
it is supposed that ageing is not the result of genetic instability only; physiological
ageing and old age diseases must have different reasons and control mechanisms
[192].

Nevertheless, with age the changes in genes proceed, involving retroviruses or
oncogenes and increasing with age of unusual kinds of cells—cellular metaplasia
(transformation of one cell into another normal cell) [192].

Ageing is apparently a process depending on many factors such as free radicals
influence, genetic instability, protection degree, etc. Long living species of mam-
mals have a more stable genetic apparatus and better protection against reactive
oxygen particles. Thus, almost linear dependence is observed between the ratio
SOD/SRM (specific rate of metabolism) and potential of maximal lifetime of
various mammals from mouse through ape to human. The highest value SOD-SRM
(i.e., the highest protection) and the maximal lifetime (�110 years) is observed
among these species in humans [192].

The connection between ageing and influence of various antioxidants and
antioxidizing enzymes can be shown, to some degree, by the example of old age eye
cataract occurrence. Cataract is eye crystalline lens dysfunction due to its partially
or completely growing turbid.

During the 1980s about 50 million people in the world were blind because of
cataracts, and more than 700 thousands of cataract removals were made annually,
for which in the USA alone about 3.5 billion dollars were spent [193]. With
age the number of people suffering from cataracts increases substantially. About
98% of crystalline lens solid mass is exclusively long-living protein which in the
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end gradually deteriorates. The reason for most of this damage is oxidative stress
[194, 195].

Old proteins are accumulated, aggregated, and settled in the form of turbidity
of eye crystalline lens, the source of oxidation influence being light and different
highly-reactive free radicals and hydrogen peroxide [196].

The protective remedies for crystalline lens albumen are antioxidants (vitamins
C, E, carotinoids, glutathione (GSH), and antioxidant enzymes, namely, glutathione
peroxidase, superoxidedismutase, and catalase). The processes of cataract occur-
rence in eye crystalline lens and the photochemical and catalytic processes causing
it are shown in Fig. 4.13.

The proteins of the eye crystalline lens under the influence of light and/or
OH� radicals generated according to the Haber–Weiss catalytic reaction are turned
into oxidative-damaged proteins. Protection against these proteins’ damage can
be provided by antioxidant enzymes (SOD, catalase, glutathione-peroxidase) and
antioxidants (vitamins C, E, carotenoids) which prevent O2

��, H2O2, and Fe2C
accumulation, and thus prevent the formation of high-reactive OH� radicals,
and also weaken the influence of light (in Fig. 4.13 this is shown by dotted
line).

Ascorbate and glutathione exist in the crystalline lens in millimolar concentra-
tions. Thus, ascorbate level in crystalline lens is about 60 times higher than in
human plasma [197], and the level of glutathione is several times higher than in
blood.

Partly damaged proteins can still be removed with active proteases. However,
with age active proteases are partly transformed into dysfunctioning proteases,
and, therefore, the possibility of damaged proteins accumulation and aggregation
appears, this fact resulting mainly in cataract occurrence with ageing.

There are a number of data showing that with age, ascorbate concentration
decrease proceeds in the eye crystalline lens of animals [198] or at least their
biosuitability changes on ageing. Glutathione (GSH) level also diminishes with age
and in the case of cataract [199]. Also, a group of synthetic antioxidants were proved
to prevent cataract.

Tocopherol and carotenoids concentration in crystalline lens is at the level of
micromolar concentrations, but any change in this level with age was not proved.
Some decrease of antioxidant enzymes activity with age is also observed. Thus, the
weakening of protective antioxidants and antioxidizing enzymes functions proceeds
with ageing.

The photooxidation process also plays a certain role in cataract occurrence.
Research has shown the possibility of some antioxidants level increase in eye

crystalline lens with the help of dietary catering. The totality of research results
(not always in agreement, more often contradictory) has still shown the possibility
of regulation by diet of the level of ascorbate (�500 and �200�g � per day for
men and women, respectively), needed to reach its normal level in plasma, which is
80�M [193].
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4.6 Diseases of Joints and Tissues and Catalytic Free
Radical Processes

Osteoarthritis and rheumatoid arthritis belong to the diseases connected with age.
It is known that neutrophils are rapidly accumulated in the case of pathologic
conditions in certain places, for instance, in inflamed joints. Thus, they will evolve
into the environment high-reactionary oxygen particles, namely O2

��, H2O2, HOCl,
and OH�. The role of iron ions and compounds as catalysts of most of these particles
formation and the interaction of the latter with joints tissue and inter-joint synovial
liquid is generally recognized. It is also well known that in synovial liquid of patients
with rheumatiod arthritis there are higher contents of iron compounds and ferritin
from which iron is extracted than in the case of healthy people [200, 201].

There exists plenty of sources of oxygen free radical formation in vivo, as
mentioned above (such as xanthinoxidase). Chondrocytes of rabbit, mouse, and
bull are potential sources of free oxygen radicals. Human and bull immunoglobulin
induce the formation of superoxide with the help of bull chondrocytes [202]. Normal
chondrocytes from rabbit cartilage form more hydrogen peroxide than macrophages
[203]. It was also shown that chondrocytes of man form O2

��, H2O2, and OH�
and thus participate in cartilage destruction [204, 205]. Recent ex vivo studies have
reported mitochondrial dysfunction in human osteoarthritis chondrocytes, and anal-
yses of mitochondrial electron transport chain activity in these cells show decreased
activity of complexes I, II, and III compared to normal chondrocytes [206].

In joint tissues study great importance is given to the components composition
that form synovial liquid. Its predominating component is hyaluronic acid. This
macromolecule determines the viscosity of synovial fluid. Its molecular weight
normally reaches about 7 million. It is representative of a regular linear polymer
with the structure A–B–A–B–. . .

COOH CH2OH

H O H
H H H

H
H H

O
O

O
OH

OH
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H NHCOCH3
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The biological role of hyaluronic acid consists in the maintenance of needed
viscosity, which is created by the fact that it is able to retain a great amount
of water. In rheumatoid synovial liquid the molecular weight of hyaluronic acid
in average reduces to 4.8 million. Such deterioration of this polymer is realized
with OH� radicals and hypochlorous acid (HClO). The lowest value of separate
fragments molecular weight after the destruction of hyaluronic acid reaches only
10,000. Therefore, the reason for a decrease in viscosity on degradation becomes
clear.
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The mechanism of strong destructive OH� radicals formation is similar to that
described above—this is a catalytic Haber–Weiss mechanism. The condition of the
iron in rheumatoid synovial liquid is to a great degree in the form of complexes
with tetradentate citrate as ligand, but is not bound with transferritin as normal,
and it plays an important role in this mechanism realization. Thus, citrate and other
iron(II) complexes in pathologic conditions are able to generate strong oxidizers—
OH� radicals, deteriorating hyaluronic acid.

Myeloperoxidase, released with stimulated neutrophils, in the presence of H2O2

will generate hypochlorous acid. The latter, having reacted with Fe(II), will generate
dichloride radical (Cl2��):

Fe.II/CHOClC HCl! Fe.III/C Cl2�� C H2O2:

At pH > 4 dichloride ion-radicals will be rapidly retransformed into hydroxyl
radicals [207]:

Cl2�� ! Cl� C Cl�;

Cl� C H2O! ClOH�� CHC;

ClOH�� ! Cl� COH�:

At pH � 4 ion-radicals Cl2�� are the main oxidative particles. These free radicals
of chlorine can degrade hyaluronic acid more selectively than OH� radicals [208].

Further fragmentation of hyaluronic acid (RH) is possible in accordance with the
following (secondary) reactions [208]:

Thus, superoxide O2
�� generation with phagocytic polymorphonuclear leucocytes

or other systems results in partial degradation of synovial liquid in inflamed joints
up to relatively low-molecular weight fragments.

Free oxygen radical influence occurs not only in synovial liquid, in particular,
in hyaluronic acid, but also directly in the layers of cartilage tissues (in the fibers
of proteoglycans and in collagen, or indirectly through the activation of latent
collagenase) [209].

It was thus supposed that the destroying particle is the OH� radical.
At the same time, hypochlorous acid generated with neutrophils will attack the

joint in common with lysosomal enzymes [210, 211].
It is known that proteoglycans form aggregates with hyaluronic acid and this is

important for the provision of a joint’s mechanical properties. Under the influence
of oxygen reactionary particles on proteoglycan, the capacity for interaction with
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hyaluronic acid is lost [212]. Collagen can also be degraded in solution under the
influence of Haber–Weiss-type or Fenton-type reaction products (i.e., OH� radicals
[213]).

Collagen is the only protein sensitive to fragmentation with superoxide-anion.
OH� radicals in the presence of O2 molecules will disintegrate the collagen in small
peptides, and disintegration proceeds in a specific way to the remainders of proline
or 4-hydroxyproline. It is interesting that hydroxyl radicals in the absence of oxygen
or hypochlorous acid do not induce fragmentation of collagen molecules, but realize
their polymerization by the formation of new-cross-binding bridges, though their
nature is not clear [214].

In synovial liquid of patients with arthritis, increased contents of malondialde-
hyde are observed, this fact testifying to the activation of lipids peroxidation,
primarily of unsaturated aliphatic acids such as arachidonic acid [215].

Chromosomal deteriorations (DNA deteriorations) were also observed in the case
of patients with rheumatoid arthritis caused by the presence of high amounts of
superoxide compares to the norm [203].

The fact that macromolecular substances of joint tissue (hyaluronic acid, col-
lagen, elastin, proteoglycans, etc.) are unprotected against OH� radicals (and
also, possibly, against OCl�, chloramines, and peroxides) causes the appropriate
degradation of these substances.

The data on concentration change of protective antioxidant enzymes in the
case of patients with rheumatoid arthritis are uncertain [203], although there are
indications that their level in this case is decreased [216, 217].

The decreased level of antioxidant enzymes C and E and that of selenium
(necessary element of the active center of antioxidant glutathione peroxidase) [203]
is recognised. With regard to such patients, attempts at antioxidant therapy were
undertaken. Sometimes such therapy with Cu, Zn-SOD solutions injection were
successful, as in the case of knee joint osteoarthritis. In the case of rheumatoid
arthritis it was less favorable. The imitation of SOD was also undertaken with the
help of copper salicylate and D-penicillamine solutions in relation to patients with
rheumatoid arthritis. However, these and other attempts at antioxidants introduction
did not result in resolution of this arthritis problem and the many factors from the
side effects [203].

4.7 Catalytic and Radical Processes on Atherosclerosis
and Myocardial Ischemia

4.7.1 Catalytic and Radical Processes on Atherosclerosis

Numerous theories (endothelial and virus damage, thrombogenesis, lipid perox-
idation, etc.) explaining atherosclerotic damage, do not provide explanations for
their pathogenesis. There are many risk factors with atherosclerosis occurrence, and
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among these is the presence of high concentrations of cholesterol of low density
lipoprotein (LDL).

Cardiovascular diseases (as well as the above considered stress and many others)
are accompanied by the processes of lipids peroxidation activation (LPO) in blood.
More and more data are accumulated, showing that LDL oxidation modifica-
tion (change) can play an important (maybe determining) role in atherosclerosis
[218, 219].

An understanding of initiation mechanism and damage progression becomes
clear. From the large number of problems dealing with atherosclerosis, only a few
will be considered (mainly LPO reactions) related to catalytic processes (enzymatic
and non-enzymatic) resulting in atherosclerosis formation. In this problem statement
many materials are used, but the main information and the order of consideration
corresponds to the work of Fruchart and Duriez [220].

In the arteries, endothelial surface makes contact with highly oxygenated blood.
Relatively high O2 pressure in endothelium makes it a potential source of oxyradi-
cals [221]. Small amounts of O2

�� and H2O2 are products of normal mitochondrial
activity [222].

The activity of xanthinoxidase, cyclooxygenase, lipoxygenase, and other oxy
radical generating systems is high, like the rate of autooxidation reactions catalyzed
by transition metal ions [223]. Reduction of oxygen pressure can also result in
O2

�� and H2O2 formation [224]. Reactions of oxyradicals, when their concentration
becomes too high in relation to the protective structures (SOD, catalase, glutathione
peroxidase) can lead to tissue deterioration [225, 226].

LDL resembles a large spherical particle with mean diameter of 22 nm and
molecular weight of about 2.5 million Da, consisting of about 1,600 molecules of
cholesterol ether, 600 molecules of free cholesterol, 700 molecules of phospho-
lipids, and 170 molecules of triglycerides [227]. The number of various aliphatic
acids making up the different LDL lipids amounts to about 3,000, about one half of
them being polyunsaturated aliphatic acids (PUFAS), mainly linoleic acid and small
amount of arachidonic and other aliphatic acids.

The following process of LDL oxidation is supposed [228]. LDL oxidation
in the cells is in principle a free radical process. Thus, polyunsaturated aliphatic
acids contained in LDL will be turned into lipid hydroperoxides and lipid radicals
(LipOOH, Lip�, LipOO�), by means of LPO. Insignificant amounts of preliminary
formed hydroperoxides (LipOH), which were discovered in LDL, are catalytically
decomposed with trace amounts of transition metal compounds (Cu2C or Fe2C) to
the reactive alcoxyradicals (LipO�) and peroxyradicals (LipOO�):

LipOOHC Cu2C ! LipOO� C CuC C HC

LipOOHC CuC ! LipO� C Cu2C C OH�

2LipOOH! LipOO� C LipO� C H2O:
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These LipO�� or LipOO��radicals will initiate reactions of lipid peroxidation
in which polyunsaturated aliphatic acids LDL are involved. In the presence of
transition metal ions traces (mainly Fe2C;3C and Cu2C ions) lipids hydroperoxides
are constant sources of new alcoxy- and peroxy radicals, which initiate new chain
reactions according to the new general scheme of lipids catalytic peroxidation
considered above.

Lipid alcoxyradicals (LipO�) are decomposed into reactive aldehydes such as
malondialdehyde, hydroxyalkenals, 2-alkenals, 2,4-alkenals, and alkanals. These
oxyradicals also cause degradation of apolipoprotein B (apoB) into smaller protein
fragments.

ApoB is a large protein with a molecular weight of about 500,000 Da. It contains
in general 356 remainders of lysine, and some of them with positively charged
©-amino groups are responsible for apoB joining to LDL receptor. The modification
of these amino groups of lysine (for instance, acylation or conjugation with
MDA or other aldehydes) essentially increases their binding with macrophages’
receptors [227].

Peroxidation products formed, aldehydes, are also bound in a covalent way with
the side chains of apoB aminoacids. Thus, the negative charge of side amino acid
chains of apoB is increased, and by this fact they can be recognized by the receptors
of cleaning macrophages, that in the end will result in the formation of foamy
cells (decisive stage in atherogenesis), greases destruction, and follicle formation
(Fig. 4.12 taken from [227]).

On arterial walls activated macrophages can evolve O2
��, H2O2, and hydrolytic

enzymes [228]. These reactive species take part in LDL oxidation reactions and
induce LPO [228]. Thus, LDL must be oxidized on the walls of arteries earlier than
it can be caught with the receptors of monocytes/macrophages in order to generate
“foamy” cells. Some forms of oxidized LDL cause macrophage transformation into
“foamy” cells [229–231], which are component parts of atherosclerotic follicles on
the walls of blood vessels [232]. Essential modification (oxidizing) of LDL in the
cell is realized only in the presence of at least a small amount of copper or iron ions
[233]. In higher concentrations they can serve as good catalysts of lipid oxidation
in lipoproteins and in the absence of cells [230, 234], a fact which explains the
often used modeling of oxidized lipoproteins obtained in vitro by copper-catalyzed
oxidation in non-cellular medium [235].

Recent research [235] has shown that in various classes of lipoproteins, oxidation
in LPO reactions take part only in the presence of complex-bound copper ions,
bound with lipoprotein particles. This can be explained by the fact that only
appropriate copper complexes possess a sufficient redox potential for radicals
formation.

In LDL particles endogenous antioxidants are contained, mainly ’-tocopherol
and to a lesser degree ”-tocopherol and carotenoids, which protect polyunsaturated
aliphatic acids from oxidation. The duration of lag-phase in LDL oxidation is linear
and dependent on ’-tocopherol content in LDL.

Insufficient LDL protection from free radicals results in LPO and a pro-
gressive loss in vitamin E and carotenoid within a short time. LPO products
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Fig. 4.12 Peroxidation of membrane lipids

are large amounts of aldehydes, namely 4-hydroxyhexanal, 4-hydroxyoctenal,
4-hydroxynonenal, propanal, butanal, pentanal, hexanal, 2,4-heptadienal, and mal-
ondialdehyde. LDL oxidation is initiated both with cells and transition metal ions,
such as Cu2C. Oxidized LDL (Ox-LDL) is toxic in relation to endothelial and
plain-muscular cells, resulting in the deterioration of endothelial fibroblast layer of
vascular system and fibroblasts. Ox-LDL, MDA and other LPO products take part
in atherosclerotic damage. This confirms that LPO and aldehyde products play an
important role in atherogenesis process’ initiation.

Early manifestation of atherosclerosis is tight binding of blood monocytes with
endothelial cells of arteries. Then, monocytes bound thus migrate in intima under
the influence of chemotoxic factors. Monocytes inculcated into intima attract Ox-
LDL. Inside the arterial wall monocyte is subject to phenotypic modification [236],
turning into the macrophage’s phenotype. Macrophage turning back into plasma is
inhibited with oxidized LDL. Transformation of monocyte into macrophage can be
made easier under the influence of minimal amounts of Ox-LDL [237].

LDL oxidation can take place only when LDL molecules are introduced into
the wall of coronary vessels, and thus contact is provided with radical-generating
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cells (monocytes, macrophages). In the presence of copper or iron ions or on
their addition, catalytic LPO processes begin. Thus, conjugated dienes are formed
[236], which promote the occurrence of coronary atherosclerosis. LDL oxidation is
prevented with antioxidants, such as vitamin E.

Monocytes transformation into macrophages occurs inside arterial intima [238].
These cells are characterized (in spite of evolving the reactive oxygen oxidants of
protein) by high rates of phagocytosis, increased generation of superoxide anion,
various enzymes excretion (collagenase, elastase, lipoprotein lipase), synthesis of
a number of bioactive lipids [239], and involvement in foamy cells genesis. Foamy
cells of macrophage origin are predominant in greasy strata, though not every greasy
stratum will be turned into atherosclerotic follicles [65].

Thus, LDL is the main source of ligand infiltration into arterial walls, which
precedes the formation of fibrotic follicles.

On progressive damage, cellular necrosis is realized, resulting in lipid release
from foamy cells. Provided the supply of LDL particles and forming Ox-LDL
exceeds the ability of macrophages receptors to remove Ox-LDL, Ox-LDL will be
accumulated inside the arterial intima. As mentioned above, Ox-LDL is cytotoxic,
inducing both damage and ruin of endothelial and plain-muscular cells, and also
macrophages [240]. Ruin of fragile foamy cells of macrophage origin results in
the release from them of lipids into the inter-cellular space of intima, giving rise
to the growth of atherosclerotic follicle cores, rich in cholesterol ethers. Ruin and
breakage of foamy cells also releases a number of lysosomal enzymes which can
later damage the cells of surrounding intima. The release of a number of lipids from
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foamy cells into the inter-cellular space induces inflammatory reactions inside the
arterial intima.

Thus, within the follicle zone the decomposition of lipids, collagen, and elastic
fibers, as well as plain muscular cells, occurs. As a result, the cavity is formed
containing greasy-protein composition (atheromatosis masses). This results in
hemorrhage in the follicle and the formation of clots of blood. The final stage of
atherosclerosis is atherocalcinosis, i.e., calcium salts deposition into atheromatosic
masses and fibrotic tissue.

Many risk factors are associated with coronary heart disease [241]. One of these
factors is smoking. There is a clear correlation between the number of cigarettes
smoked and the occurrence of this disease. Increased tobacco consumption and
decreased contents of vitamin E in food can result in atheroma development (cyst
of sebaceous gland). Smoke and tar phases ingested during smoking contain a lot
of oxidative species. Smokers are subject to strong and long-term influence of free
radicals which can damage the cells and result in cases of peroxidation which are
involved in the pathogenesis of heart coronary disease [220]. These radicals are
subdivided into two different groups [220].

The first group represents long-living quinone–semiquinone radicals (Q�), which
are generated on polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons oxidation during the combustion
process. The Q� radical can reduce the oxygen molecule to superoxide (O2

��)
and hydrogen peroxide, and can also catalyze H2O2 transformation to the very
destructive hydroxyl radical.

O2
O2

·– + Q

Q·
O2

·–+ 2H+

H2O2 + Q,

The second group represents short-living (less than 1 s) peroxy radical (ROO�) and
other radicals. These short-living radicals can be formed during smoking by the
slow oxidation of nitrogen monoxide (NO) to nitrogen dioxide (NO2). The latter
reacts with the components forming during smoking, such as aldehydes and olefins,
with ROO� formation. Moreover, NO and NO2 can react with H2O2 forming the
hydroxyl radical:

NO
HNO2 + OH·

H2O2
NO2 HNO3 + OH·.

Oxidants production (O2
��, H2O2) by phagocytes can be stimulated by nicotine.

Cigarette smoke also contains Cu2C and Fe2C ions, which may catalyze OH�
formation by Fenton-type reaction. This smoke contains plenty of aldehydes,
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including formaldehyde, acrolein, acetaldehyde, propionaldehyde, and butyralde-
hyde. Their influence on LDL (along with the other factors considered above) causes
its oxidation (Ox-LDL is formed with consequent results) [211]. LDL, extracted
from the plasma of smokers, under the influence of macrophages’ cultures, was
degraded more rapidly in comparison with non-smokers, and was more sensitive
to oxidation with plain-muscular cells cultures. The results of this research have
confirmed the unfavorable effect of smoking on atherosclerosis occurrence.

As noted earlier, native LDL is very sensitive to metal-catalyzed oxidation or
oxidation with reactive oxygen radicals evolved by neutrophils and macrophages
[220]. This process is accompanied by the formation of Ox-LDL. In its turn, Ox-
LDL induces release of endotheline (peptide consisting of 21 amino acids) from
endothelial cells and macrophages, which makes vessel spasm occurrence more
likely (including coronary) and the turning of a greasy layer into atheroma.

As to the mechanisms of LDL oxidative modification, it can be supposed that
they correspond in general to the overall catalytic scheme of lipids peroxidation
(which has been considered above), although there can be specific differences in
some stages, which are to be established on the basis of advanced experiments.

It is also to be noted that in vivo initiator of LPO in lipoproteins can be released
from erythrocytes hemoglobin which interacting with such oxidizers as hydrogen
peroxide or hypochlorite (HOCl/OCl�) and can result in the formation of stronger
oxidants—methemoglobin (MetHb) and/or ferrylhemoglobin (Hb–FeIVDO) [242].
All these products (oxidants) induce LPO in low density lipoproteins (LDL).

4.7.2 Myocardial Deteriorations and Catalytic Processes
with Free Radicals Formation

It is known that one of the most important causes of myocardial ischemia is
insufficient supply of the latter with oxygen, which takes place with myocardial
cell damage. In particular, it is observed in coronary atherosclerosis considered
above. The damage of myocardial cells, as supposed, is caused by generation of
toxic reactive oxygen species, namely superoxide anion radical, hydrogen peroxide,
and hydroxyl radicals [243–247]. Such a statement is of great interest in myocardial
surgery and heart transplantation [248, 249].

Reactive oxygen species can form both intracellular (mitochondria, xanthine
oxidase) and intercellular sources (neutrophils, macrophages) [250–253]. If on
normal aerobic metabolism myocardium generates most of its energy for cell needs
and total catalytic reduction of O2 to H2O2, then in the case of ischemia incomplete
oxygen reduction proceeds in cellular respiration, and as a result oxy radical species
are formed. O2

�� appeared as a product of this process, and it can initiate a
number of radical chain processes among both intercellular and intracellular species
[37, 254–256], as shown in Fig. 4.14 (slightly modified and simplified figure taken
from [257]).
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Reactive oxygen radicals appearing in intercellular space in the water phase
are unable to react with the components of cell membrane. This can be seen
from the fact that OH� radicals formed catalytically in this space are inefficient
in peroxidation initiation, while intracellular OH are very efficient in membranes
lipid peroxidation initiation [257]. Thus, it becomes clear that cleaners of OH�
radicals such as mannitol or glucose can eliminate them without LPO inhibition.
Cleaners of OH� such as lipid-soluble dimethylthiourea and antioxidant butylated
hydroxytoluene (BHT) can inhibit LPO (Fig. 4.13).

Small amounts of such species as superoxide anion and hydrogen peroxide can
partly pass through the membrane in both directions (in Fig. 4.13 this is shown with
dotted arrows). Catalase and glutathione peroxidase can deteriorate intracellular
H2O2. Lipophilic dimethylthiourea (DMTU) can also remove intracellular H2O2

and OH� [258].

N→ O
H3C CH3       

can catch OH� radical only, formed in intercellular space (Fig. 4.13), while another
lipophyl spin trap PBN

O

CH = N – C(CH3)3

can catch OH� radical formed inside the cell (Fig. 4.13). Spin adducts thus formed
(OH� with spin trap) can be subject to subsequent enzymatic and chemical
reductions to hydroxylamines [259].

As repeatedly mentioned above, ligands, forming chelates with metal ions, play
an important role in oxidant production by the Haber–Weiss catalytic reaction. Thus,
under these conditions either OH� radicals or ferryl complexes Ln.FeIV D O/2C can
be formed depending on the nature of the chelate-forming agent [260, 261].

In myocardial ischemia favorable conditions are created for the formation of
great amounts of these strong oxidants and for their influence on myocardial cells.
While EDTA introduction can stimulate or inhibit the formation of intercellular
OH�, introduction of desferal in low concentrations contributes to the inhibition
of both inner- and intercellular OH�. At high concentrations desferal can act as a
cleaner of intercellular O2

�� and OH� [262] (Fig. 4.14). Information obtained helps
to understand at least generally the complexity of catalytic processes proceeding in
myocardial ischemia, and on this basis can lead to improvements in the treatment of
this disease [257].
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The following is to be noted in conclusion:

1. The double role of the oxygen molecule: (1) as substance maintaining life by
macroenergetic compound TNA reaction with mitochondria in the respiratory
chain and its enzymatic system, realizing normal functioning of the organism as
a whole, and its protection through the generation of small amounts of reactive
oxygen species; (2) as a substance which can be catalytically activated with the
formation of great amounts of free oxygen radicals and reactive species (O2

��,
OH�, H2O2, Ln.MIVDO/2C, RO�, ROO�, ROOH), exceeding the ability of the
cells’ and organism’s protective systems and resulting in damage (diseases),
ageing, and ruin of cells, organs, and the organism as a whole.

2. Uniformity of organism protective systems action (SOD, catalase, glutathione
peroxidase, myeloperoxidase, vitamins C and E, carotenoids) both in norm and
pathology.

3. Universal LPO process in norm and pathology (stress, inflammatory and joint
diseases, atherosclerosis, ischemia, and other diseases).

4. Universal and the same type of non-enzymatic catalytic processes (Haber–Weiss
and Fenton’s reactions) in vivo.

5. Organism capacity to use relatively small set of means and substances for
realization of numerous processes in vivo in norm and pathology, regulating these
processes by changing the concentrations of these substances, their combination,
ratios, sequences of their action, and other relatively simple ways.
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Chapter 5
Catalytic Oxidation of Oxyacids and Natural
Polyphenols

5.1 Metabolic Cycles of Tri- and Dicarbonic Acids

Redox processes with the involvement of oxygen or hydrogen, catalyzed by
transition metal compounds (iron, copper, manganese, cobalt) or enzymes have
been considered in Chaps. 2–4. Out of the numerous examples of such type, we
should especially mention those which proceed not by being isolated from each
other but by constituting cycles. The most important of these are the cycles of
tricarbonic acids (Krebs cycle, glyoxalate cycle) and the cycle of dicarbonic acids
(Baroud’s cycle), which are connected with each other through glyoxalic acid
(Fig. 5.1) [1].

With the help of these cycles, the decomposition of relatively simple compounds
takes place in the organism in the process of aerobic breathing in mitochondria,
proceeding through a number of intermediate stages catalyzed by the appro-
priate enzymes [2]. Krebs cycle will not be considered here since it is well
known and described in numerous works. It is to be mentioned though that the
most important function of this cycle is to supply the respiratory chain with
electrons. These reactions of the respiratory chain and Krebs cycle proceed in
the subcellular structures—mitochondria—and come to oxygen being reduced
to water with the appropriate phosphorylation of ADN. Some bacteria (such
as Pseudomonas, Escherichia coli) and mold fungus can realize intermediate
carbon exchange with the help of a “shortened” Krebs cycle through glyoxalic
acid (GC). This twice reduced variant of Krebs cycle is called the glyoxalic
acid cycle and usually proceeds in critical cases of energy lack in a metabolism
(Scheme 5.1).

Peculiar features of the GC cycle are reactions I and II, resulting from which
isocitric acid turns into GC, and then into maleic acid. Reaction I is catalyzed by
isocitrate lyase, and reaction II by malat sintase. Other reactions of the GC cycle are
catalyzed by the same enzymes as the reactions of the complete Krebs cycle.
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НОН O = C – S – KoA O = C – COOH CO2
(VI) H2 НАD (V)

Fig. 5.1 Interrelation of metabolic cycles: (A) cycle of tricarbonic acids (Krebs cycle), (B)
glyoxalate cycle, (C) cycle of dicarbonic acids (Baroud’ cycle). I citric acid, II cys-acinitic acid,
III isocitric acid, IV oxalic–succinic acid, V ’�ketoglutalic acid, VI succinoxo-enzyme A, VII
succinic acid, VIII fumaric acid, IX maleic acid, X oxalic–acetic acid. 0 acetyl coenzyme A;
1 tartaric acid, 2 oxaloglycolic, 3 dihydroxyfumaric acids; 4 reductone of triose, 5 dixydroxyacrilic
acid, 6 semialdehyde of tartronic acid; 7 diketosuccinic acid, 8 tartronic, 9 glyoxylcarbonic,
10 mezoxalic acids; 11 glycolic aldehyde, 12 glyoxale; 13 glycolic acid, 14 glyoxalic acid,
15 oxalic acid
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Scheme 5.1 Glyoxalic acid
cycle

Reactions of the GC cycle are based on oil turning into carbohydrates on
sprouting of seeds rich with oil. Reactions of glyoxalic cycle in this case pro-
ceed in cellular structures called glyoxysomes. In them, under the influence of
isocitrate lyase, glyoximate will be transformed into maleic acid and later into
oxalic-acetic acid, which will come into the cycle once again. Oxalic-acetic
acid, apparently being outside the mitochondria, will be decarboxylized forming
phosphoenolpyruvate, from which trioses and then hexose will be formed. These
reactions are based on oils transformation into sucrose proceeding on oil-bearing
seeds sprouting.

All the metabolic transformations of the Krebs cycle are catalytic processes
realized with enzymes; in many cases, manganese or magnesium ions are needed
for their activation [3].

As can be seen from Fig. 5.1, the third main metabolic cycle is the Baroud cycle
of tartaric acid and its intermediate products transformation to oxalic acid. Oxidation
of tartaric acid in foodstuffs and plants was first described and represented as the
Baroud scheme [4]. Nowadays, the Baroud scheme (Fig. 5.1) should be considered
as a simplified version of tartaric acid transformation in aerobic conditions. Unlike
the Krebs cycle, information on the catalytic transformations in the Baroud cycle
was, until recently, scanty and often uncertain. In this cycle, only the constants
of dihydroxyfumaric .DHF4/ and oxaloglycolic (OXG) acids tautomerization were
known, as well as details of the latter acid decarboxylation to dihydroxyacrylic
acid (DHA). Taking into account the importance of these transformations in
the food- and wine-making industry [5–7] and the fact that separate stages of
these transformations are catalyzed by iron and copper ions, a detailed study
was carried out [8–17], which made it possible to deepen the knowledge of
the reactions mechanisms. This research contributes to the revealing of general
regularities of oxyacids transformations, and its results can be used for complex
chemical and biological processes modeling of the production of wine, juice, etc..
With this aim, the kinetics of Baroud cycle components transformation (tartaric,
dihydroxyfumaric, and other acids) will be considered in some detail, as well as the
influence of oxygen, hydrogen peroxide, and some transition metal ions on these
processes.
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5.2 Catalytic Processes of Dicarbonic Acids of Baroud Cycle
Transformations

5.2.1 Catalytic Processes of Baroud Cycle Oxyacids
Transformations

5.2.1.1 Catalytic Oxidation of Tartaric Acid

Tartaric acid is broadly used in the chemical, pharmaceutical, and perfume indus-
tries, oil production, radio engineering, food production, and other fields [8,18–20].
Tartaric acid (H4T) has three isomers (D-, L-, and mezo-):

Usually, H4T is contained mainly in the form of the D-isomer. It can be met
in many kinds of fruit and berries (for instance, in ashberries) and especially in
grapes (2–10 g=kg), which makes it possible to obtain it on an industrial scale
from wine-making wastes [8]. Processes of tartaric acid transformation are strongly
influenced by oxygen, hydrogen peroxide, and iron and copper compounds. Tartaric
acid takes part in respiration processes, assimilation in plants, biosynthesis of
3-phosphoroglyceric acid, redox reactions proceeding in wine-making and other
reactions. The product of its transformation—DFH4—also plays an important role
in wine-making, being a strong antioxidant.

System Fe2˙–H4T–O2

Interaction of Fe2C ions with O2 in acid medium proceeds slowly because of high
potential 'Fe3C�aq=Fe2C�aq D 0:77V. Adding of H4T will reduce redox potential
'Fe.H2T/C=Fe.H2T/ D 0:53V at pH 2.5 [21] and, hence, one can expect observable
acceleration of Fe2C oxidation reaction with oxygen and H4T oxidation through the
formation of tartaric acid free radical.

Kinetic curves of iron(II) are shown in Fig. 5.2, where it can be seen that the
process is self-catalytic.

Reaction acceleration is connected with hydrogen peroxide forming in the
system. At the initiation stage it seems to precede the oxidation of substrate
coordination carboxyl group. It is supposed that the tartaric acid oxidation process
proceeds in the following way [10]:
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Fig. 5.2 Kinetic curves of
iron(II) oxidation
ŒFe2C�0 D 1� 10�3 M, pH
3.5, 25ıC,
VO2 D 100mL min�1;
ŒH4T�0, M W 1–2� 10�2,
2–3� 10�2, 3–5� 10�2,
4–5� 10�2, 5–1� 10�2,
6–1:5 � 10�1, 7–2� 10�1,
8–3� 10�1, 9–4� 10�1

Fe2CH2T
2� C O2• Fe2CH2T

2�O2 (5.1)

Fe2CH2T
2�O2

2HC

�����!Fe4CH2T
2� C H2O2 (5.2)

Fe4CH2T
2� ! Fe3C C R� (5.3)

where R� is a carboxyl radical of the following type:

which will be decarboxylated with ’-alcohol radical R�
1 formation:

•

•

•
(5.4)

R�
1 will efficiently interact with O2:

(5.5)

Peroxide radical posesses oxidative properties:
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R1O
�

2 C Fe2C HC

�! Fe3C C R1OOH (5.6)

R1OOH �! H2O2 C STA (5.7)

where STA is semialdehyde of tartronic acid.
Radicals R�

1 are rather strong reducers, and in conditions of low stationary
concentration of O2 they can interact forming Fe3C ions:

(5.8)

On other hand, radicals of R1O�
2 type have some tendency to be decomposed to

HO�
2 :

(5.9)

HO�
2 C Fe2C �! Fe3C C HO�

2 (5.10)

HO�
2 C Fe3C �! Fe2C C O2 C HC (5.11)

Thus, on ŒH4T� > ŒFe2C�, chain mechanism of tartaric acid oxidation will take place,
conjugated with Fe2C oxidation.

Brutto reaction of tartaric acid oxidation with oxygen at the initial process stages
can be represented in the following form:

2Fe2C C H4TC 2O2 �! 2Fe3C C 2H2O2 C CO2 C PTA

For real systems, conditions will be created for tartaric acid joint oxidation with
oxygen and hydrogen peroxide, forming in the system on O2 reduction.

System Fe2˙–H4T–H2O2.O2/

Tartaric acid oxidation with Fenton reagent was studied under anaerobic conditions.
The kinetic expression for oxidation rate is as follows:

W1 D 
1ŒFe2C�0 � ŒH2O2�0

where 
1 is efficient bimolecular rate constant of tartaric acid oxidation with
hydrogen peroxide, equal to .50 ˙ 4/M�1 s�1. In this process, stable oxidation
degree of Fe2C ions is observed (Fig. 5.3, curve 1).

The results of stoichiometric titration of Fe2C ions with hydrogen peroxide in the
presence of tartaric acid under anaerobic (Fig. 5.4, curve 1) and aerobic (Fig. 5.4,
curve 2) conditions differ greatly. In the first case, Fe2C concentration does not
depend on H2O2 additives, in the second, two-thirds of the Fe2C ions will be
transformed into Fe3C ions.
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Fig. 5.3 Fe2C concentration
change within the systems
Fe2C—H4T—H2O2 (1) and
Fe2C—H4T—H2O2—O2 (2);
ŒFe2C�0 D 1� 10�4 M,
ŒH4T�0 D 1� 10�2 M,
ŒH2O2�0 D 1� 10�2 M, pH
3.5
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Fig. 5.4 Stoichiometric
titration within the system
Fe2C–H4T with hydrogen
peroxide in the absence (1)
and in the presence of O2 (2).
ŒFe�0 D 7� 10�5 M,
ŒH4T�0 D 2� 10�2 M, pH 3.5

The rate constant of the reaction of interaction

Fe2C C H2O2 �! Fe3C COH� C OH� (5.12)

is k12 D 50M�1 s�1 [22], which coincides with the rate constant of tartaric acid
oxidation.

Stability of Fe2C concentration in the course of the reaction (Figs. 5.3 and 5.4)
is the result of Fe2C ions regeneration, caused by substrate radicals R’ possessing
reducing properties interactiing with Fe3C ions:

α

(5.13)

Under anaerobic conditions, R’ can interact either with H2O2 or with Fe3C ions
with the formation of dihydroxyfumaric acid (DFH4); the presence of the latter has
been proved experimentally [23]:
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(5.14)
R’ C Fe3C �! DFH4 C Fe2C C HC (5.15)

In this set of reactions, stage (5.15) seems to be predominating over stage (5.14),
and thus, tartaric acid oxidation proceeds not by a chain but by a cyclic mechanism,
i.e., by reactions (5.12), (5.13), and (5.15). Under experimental conditions, it was
possible to ignore the reactions of OH� with H2O2 and Fe2C. Complex formation of
Fe2C with H4T renders negligible the influence on the rate constant of interaction
with H2O2.

The oxidation rate of tartaric acid in Fenton’s system is influenced by oxygen,
due to which two-thirds of all iron ions will be transformed into the form of Fe3C
in an aerobic system (Fig. 5.3, curve 2). The kinetic expression for tartaric acid
oxidation rate has the same form both under aerobic and anaerobic conditions:

W2 D 
2ŒFe2C�0 � ŒH2O2�0

but 
2 D .15˙3/M�1 s�1 is three times less than 
1 constant. This is in agreement
with the reductionof Fe2C stationary concentration in the course of the process.

Under aerobic conditions, radical R’ will interact mainly not with Fe(III), but
with O2, resulting in peroxide radical (RO�

2) formation:

(5.16)

The elementary rate constant for similar reactions reaches�109 M�1 s�1. There-
fore, at a low enough concentration of Fe(III), reaction (5.16) will predominate
over reaction (5.15). Radicals of RO�

2 type are rather unstable and will be readily
decomposed, yielding DFH4 and HO�

2 :

(5.17)

Radical HO�
2 will interact either with Fe2C or with Fe3C by reactions (5.10) and

(5.11).
Radicals RO�

2 , being rather strong oxidants, can also interact with the compounds
of Fe(II):

RO�
2 C Fe2C �! ROOHC Fe3C (5.18)
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The hydroperoxide ROOH forming will either be decomposed to DFH4 and H2O2:

ROOH �! DFH4 C H2O2 (5.19)

or will interact with Fe2C yielding alcoxyl radical RO�:

(5.20)

with further interaction with H4T and repeated formation of R’ radical and DFH4:

RO� C H4T �! R’ CDFH4 C H2O (5.21)

Detailed consideration demonstrates the complexity of the chemical transformation
mechanism in, at first sight, a relatively simple system, Fe2C–H4T–H2O2.O2/.

These data were obtained under conditions when H2O2 content in the initial
system was high enough compared to O2 or Fe2C ions concentration. Provided H2O2

content in the system is low, oxidation rate of H4T will be determined by the rate of
Fe2CH2T2� with O2 interaction. However, beginning at a certain moment, oxidation
rate of H4T on account of H2O2 formation will start increasing rapidly, attaining the
stationary value. It seems, under the conditions in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4, the mechanism
of tartaric acid oxidation in stationary reaction can be given by stages (5.12), (5.13),
and (5.16)–(5.19).

Therefore, a kind of cyclic mechanism will be realized (although free radicals
will be formed), in which H2O2 will be consumed on Fe2C oxidation, while as a
result of H4T oxidation with oxygen, H2O2 will be formed again in the system.
Such a scheme can be self-regulating enough, so that the process of tartaric acid
oxidation, once started, can proceed to the end with constant rate.

Aerobic System Cu2˙–H4T–H2O2

Copper ions, and likewise iron ions, are usually admixed components of natural
water [24] and foodstuff such as wine and juice [7]. Often they determine catalytic
processes proceeding in these substances in natural water (see Chap. 6) and in
foodstuff when stored (see Chap. 7). To produce tartaric acid oxidation with oxygen,
Cu2C ions reducing to CuC are needed; this process proceeds in the presence of
hydrogen peroxide, which is an electron donor in its dissociated form .HO�

2 /.
Therefore, in the system Cu2C–H4T–H2O2, intensive oxidation of tartaric acid takes
place. The kinetic expression for the process rate is as follows:

W3 D 
3ŒCu2C�0 � ŒH4T� � ŒH2O2�0=ŒHC�

where 
3D .9 ˙ 1/ � 10�2 M�1 s�1. The tartaric acid oxidation rate correlates
with the decomposition rate of triple complex H2TCu.II/.HO�

2 /, formed within this
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system. The mechanism of tartaric acid oxidation can be presented in the following
form:

H2TCu.II/.HO�
2 /! H2TCu.I/C HO�

2 (5.22)

HO�
2 C Cu2C ! CuC C O2 C HC (5.23)

CuC C H2O2

HC

���!Cu2C C OH� (5.24)

H4TC OH� ! R’ (5.25)

R’ C O2 ! RO�
2 (5.26)

RO�
2 ! DFH4 C HO�

2 (5.27)

RO�
2 C CuC HC

���!ROOHC Cu2C (5.28)

R˛ C Cu2C ! DFH4 C CuC (5.29)

ROOHC CuC ! Cu2C C RO�
2 C HCetc: (5.30)

Thus, unlike the system Fe2C–H4T–H2O2, tartaric acid oxidation within the system
Cu2C–H4T–H2O2 is a radical-chain process. This is testified to by the tests with
the efficient acceptor of HO�

2 radicals and CuC ions–tetranitromethane C.NO2/4
(TNM) introduced into the system. Thus, long-term induction periods in H2O2

decomposition are observed within the system (Fig. 5.5).
On TNM introduction at least some seconds after the reaction begins, induction

periods will disappear. This is stipulated by tetranitromethane reduction due to the
influence of DFH4, formed during tartaric acid oxidation [25].

Experimentally determined rate value W3 coincides qualitatively with the cal-
culated value, found on the basis of the above mechanism scheme of tartaric acid
oxidation in stationary conditions (Wscheme) on condition that the chain breakage
is linear, and chain transporting particle ŒCu3C.OH�/2�C is involved [26]. The
breakage of such a particle forming on the interaction of CuC with H2O2.CuC C
H2O2 �! Cu.OH/C2 /, seems to be possible on its interaction with DFH4.

VO
2, ml 0

8 21
3

6

4

2

7654321 t, min

Fig. 5.5 Tetranitromethane
influence on gas evolving
.V O2 / within the system
Cu2C–H4T–H2O2.0 in the
absence of TNM; 1
TNM D 2:5� 10�7 M;
2–5� 10�7 M;
3–8� 10�7 M.
ŒCu2C� D 1� 10�2 M,
ŒH4T� D 2� 10�2 M,
ŒH2O2� D 5� 10�2 M, pH
3.5
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Tartaric acid and tartrate ions can also be oxidized by hydrogen peroxide with a
cobalt chloride catalyst. Without the catalyst, the rate of reaction, as evidenced by
the evolution of CO2 gas (or lack of evolution of CO2 gas), is very slow. Initially, the
catalyst, CoCl2, is pink, but when added to the reaction mixture, a green complex is
formed and the reaction becomes vigorous. As the tartrate is oxidized, the catalyst
will be regenerated and the solution will return to a pink color. By taking some of the
spent reaction mixture and adding it to a fresh tartrate–peroxide mixture, the entire
reaction sequence will be repeated, complete with the green activated complex. This
shows that the original catalyst was regenerated at the end of the reaction and is still
available to catalyze another reaction.

The Effect of Temperature

By direct comparison of the reaction at various temperatures (25, 45, 55, and 65ıC),
the effect of temperature on reaction rate can clearly be observed. If desired, the
reaction can be timed. Start the timer when the catalyst is added and stop it when
the pink color of the catalyst is regenerated.

The green-activated complex is a result of a superoxide linkage between two
octahedral coordinated cobalt atoms.

In the presence of the hydrogen peroxide, the Co atoms are linked by a peroxo
linkage which oxidizes to a superoxo complex. (Note: peroxo complexes of cobalt
are usually brown and the superoxo linkages are known to be green.) The unpaired
electrons belonging to the O2 reside in a molecular orbital of � symmetry relative
to the planar Co–O–O–Co grouping and are delocalized over these four atoms. The
Co atoms are formally described as Co(III) ions [27–29].

5.2.1.2 Catalytic Oxidation of Dihydroxyfumaric Acid

System Fe2˙–DFH4–O2

Dihydroxyfumaric acid exists in solution in tautomeric equilibrium with
oxaloglycolic acid (OGA):
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IR-spectra, thermogravimetric, and mass spectrometric analyses and other
research results have shown that the acid in solid state is in ketoform (OGA) [30].
In solution at low pH, it is in the same form, but, with pH increasing, the equilibrium
will be shifted more and more to the enolic form (at pH 4, there are 80% OGA and
20% DFH4) and at pH 12 and higher it is practically only in the form of DFH4.

Depending on the oxidant nature, formation of three types of DFH4 radicals is
possible [31–33]:

α

The rate of catalytic reaction of DFH4 oxidation with oxygen is described by the
following [33]:

W4 D 
4ŒFe2C�0 � ŒDFH4�0 � ŒO2�0=ŒHC�0:3

where on pH 3.5 
4 D .1:5˙ 0:5/ � 105 M�2 s�1.
Mechanism of DFH4 oxidation can be both cyclic, with oxidation degree of

iron ions changing (Fe2C �! Fe3C), and activation (O2 is activated on account
of coordination to iron compound).

In the cyclic mechanism, oxygen will oxidize Fe2C dihydroxyfumaric com-
plexes, and interaction of formed Fe3C ions with DFH�

3 will yield again the regen-
eration of Fe2C ions, and final product formation—diketosuccinic acid .DKH2/:

Fe3C C DFH�
3

�HC

���! Fe2C C DFH2
�� (5.31)

FeDFHC
3 C O2

HC

���! FeDFH2C
3 C HO�

2 (5.32)

FeDFH2 C O2

HC

���! FeDFHC
2 C HO�

2 (5.33)

HO�
2 CDFH�

3 ! DFH2
�� CH2O2 (5.34)

DFH2
�� C Fe3C ! Fe2C C DKH2 (5.35)

In the activation mechanism, oxygen will be activated on account of the formation
of triple metal–substrate–oxygen complex:
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DFHC
3 C O2 ! DFH3FeOC

2 (5.36)

DFH3FeOC
2

HC

���!Fe3C C RCOO� C H2O2 (5.37)

or

DFH3FeOC
2

HC

���!Fe3C C DFH2
�� C H2O2 (5.38)

with further DFH4 radicals transformation into DKH2 and into the products of DFH4

decarboxylation—semialdehydes of tartronic and mesoxalic acids.
As soon as hydrogen peroxide is formed in the process of DFH4 oxidation, its

influence on the mechanism of DFH4 catalytic oxidation should be considered.

System Fe2˙–DFH4–H2O2

Hydrogen peroxide in the system Fe2C–DFH4–H2O2 stipulates the oxidation of
dihydroxyfumaric acid. H2O2 decomposition to O2 practically does not proceed.
The reaction rate of DFH4 oxidation is weakly dependent on ŒHC�0 and is in
accordance with the following expression:

W5 D 
5ŒFe2C�0 � ŒDFH4�0 � ŒH2O�0

where at pH 3.5 
5 D 1:5 � 104 M�2 s�1. As in the oxygen system, first orders
on the reaction components concentrations show that the process is nonchain. Weak
dependence of oxidation rate on ŒHC�0 (efficiency order reaches 0.3) points to Fe(II)
complexes with mono- and dianionic forms of dihydroxyfumaric acid participation
in DFH4 oxidation:

FeDFHC
3 C H2O2

HC

�! FeDFH2C
3 C OH� (5.39)

FeDFH2 C H2O2

HC

�! FeDFHC
2 COH� (5.40)

Radicals OH� will interact with DFH4, forming appropriate adhesion radicals by the
double bond of DFH4, which due to inner molecular transformation will turn into
the more stabilized radical DFH��

2 . Interaction of FeDFH2C
3 complexes with R�,

DFH��
2 , and DFH�

3 yields in iron(II) regeneration, i.e., the typical cyclic process
mechanism will be realized with alternating change of iron compounds oxidation
degree and intermediate formation of free radicals. On such a process running,
reactivity of FeDFH4 Complexes with H2O2 is hundreds of times higher than that
with O2.

On H2O2 addition to the system Fe–DFH4–O2, a perceptible increase in the
oxidation rate of dihydroxyfumaric acid to diketosuccinic one proceeds.

Thus, the cyclic mechanism of DFH4 oxidation with molecular oxygen and
hydrogen peroxide leads to the following reactions:
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Table 5.1 Oxyacids (L) influence on iron redox potential, rate of DFH4 oxidation and on interac-
tion constants Fe(II) with H2O2 (�41) and Fe(III) with DFH4 (�42). ŒFe2C�0 D 10�5 M; ŒDFH4� D
10�4 M; ŒH2O2�0 D 10�4 M, pH 3, ŒL�0 D 10�3 M

Ligand (L) (acids) 'LFe3C=LFe2C; V W; .M � s�1/ �41; .M
�1 � s�1/ �42; .M

�1 � s�1/

Dihydroxyfumaric 0.318 2:2� 10�7 5:2� 102 1:2� 104

Tartaric 0.295 3:0� 10�6 4:5� 103 5:1� 103

Tartronic 0.112 8:0� 10�8 2:0� 104 2.7
Glyoxalic 0.035 1:6� 10�8 3:8� 104 4:8� 10�1

Citric 0.227 2:6� 10�6 6:2� 103 4:9� 103

Glycolic 0.166 2:3� 10�7 8:9� 103 3.6

Fe2C C O2.H2O2/! FeOH2C C HO�
2.OH�/ (5.41)

FeOH2C C DFH�
3

HC

���!Fe2C C DFH2
�� (5.42)

Resulting from these reactions, independent of oxidation degree in which iron
ions are introduced into the system, its redistribution will occur between the states
Fe(II) and Fe(III). Under stationary condition, the rates of iron ions oxidation and
reduction are equal to each other:

k41 � ŒFe.II/�ŒO2.H2O2/� D k42 � ŒFe.OH/2C�ŒDFH�
3 �:

The maximal rate of the catalytic process corresponds to the equality of rate
constants k41 and k42, and ŒDFH4�0 D ŒH2O2�0 iron ion will be equally distributed
between two oxidation states, as follows from the above equation [19].

Varying the nature of the ligand, one can change its potential within broad limits,
and, accordingly, the rate constants of the elementary stages of interaction with the
system components, as seen from the Table 5.1.

Systems Cu2˙–DFH4–.O2/H2O2

The rate of DFH4 oxidation with oxygen, catalyzed by Cu2C ions, is described by
the following expression [34]:

W6 D 
6 ŒCu2C� � ŒDFH4� � ŒO2�
0:5

ŒHC�1:5

where 
6D 0:15 c�1. Fractional order by [O2] points to the chain process character.
Initiation stages could have been the reactions resulting in Cu2C ions formation.
It was proved with the help of acetonitrile as inhibitor that CuC ions are generated
within this oxygen system [35], and DFH4 oxidation mechanism represents the
totality of the following stages:

CuC C O2 �! CuOC
2 (5.43)

CuOC
2 C DFH�

3 • DFH3CuO2 (5.44)
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(5.45)

R� C Cu2C ! CuC C DKH2 (5.46)

CuOC
2 C CuC 2HC

���! 2Cu2C C H2O2 (5.47)

The triple complex in stage (5.45) can be decomposed by various kinetic equivalent
directions. The main channel of dihydroxyfumaric radicals R� transformation will
be stage (5.46). Ruin of CuC and CuOC

2 ions proceeds at the breaking stage (5.47).
DFH4 oxidation with hydrogen peroxide without catalyst (EDTA was added)

proceeds slowly (k D 7:3� 10�4 M�1 s�1) [36]. In the presence of Cu2C ions in the
system Cu2C–DFH4–H2O, significant increase in DFH4 oxidation rate took place,
realized by the chain mechanism with quadrupole chains breakage. Initiation rate is
determined by the rate of CuC generation in this system. The primary product of
CuC ion interaction with H2O2 in acid medium is Cu3C ion [37]:

CuC C H2O2

2HC

���!Cu3C C 2H2O (5.48)

In chain breakage the carrier participates, forming in weakly acid medium—cupryl-
ion [38]:

Cu3C H2O���!CuOC C 2HC: (5.49)

The oxidant of DFH4 is cupryl-ion:

CuOC C DFH4 �! CuC CDKH2 (5.50)

Depending on the conditions, in DFH4 oxidation can take part directly with Cu3C
ion with other products formed—semialdehydes of mesoxalic and tartronic acids.

The kinetics of the hexacyanoferrate(III) oxidation of dihydroxyfumaric acid to
hexacyanoferrate(II) and diketosuccinic acid was studied [39]. The kinetic effect
of alkali metal ions, transition metal impurities, and substrate concentrations has
also been analyzed. The observed inhibition effect brought about by addition of
the reaction product, hexacyanoferrate(II), is a sign of a complex mechanism.
Depending on the medium acidity, three mechanisms can be put forward, which
involve different kinetically active forms. At low acidity, the rate-determining
step involves a radical cation and both the neutral and the anion substrate forms
are equally reactive (k1D k2D 2:18 ˙ 0:05M.�1/ s.�1/; k � 1D 0:2 ˙ 0:03).
When the medium acidity is boosted, the rate-determining step involves the neutral
dihydroxyfumaric acid and two hexacyanoferrate(III) forms. In the intermediate
region, the rate constant diminished with rising [H (+)] (k01 D 0:141 ˙ 0:01 and
k02 D 6:80 ˙ 0:05). No specific catalytic effect by binding of alkali metal ions
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to oxidant has been observed. In all instances, it was assessed that the substrate
decomposition is slow in comparison with the redox reaction [39].

5.2.1.3 Catalytic Oxidation of Tartronic, Glycolic, and Glyoxalic Acids,
and Triose Reductone

Systems Fe2˙–.TA;GA;GxA;Red/–H2O2

Catalytic decarboxylation of oxaloglycolic acid (OGA) (tautomer of dihydroxyfu-
maric acid) turns it into the semialdehyde of tartronic acid [40]:

which, being oxidized (with O2, H2O2), turns into tartronic acid (TA), and then,
being decarboxylated, will be transformed into glycolic acid (GA), which further
will be oxidized (O2, H2O2) yielding glyoxalic acid (GxA):

�¯

These transformations represent one of two branches of the Baroud cycle. Almost
nothing was known about the catalytic transformation of TA, GA, and GxA, as well
as one more component of this cycle—triose reductone:

(connected with transformation of dihydroxyacrylic acid—DHA) with Fenton
reagent. Meanwhile, they play an important biological role in some plants respi-
ration (TA), in foodstuffs, and in wine production (OGA, TA, GA, GxA, Red).
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Systems H2O2–TA, GA, GxA are rather unstable. However, in the presence of
Fe2C ions they will be oxidized at a rate somewhat less than that of Fe3C ions
oxidation (W.Fe2C�!Fe3C/ D .56˙ 2/M�1 s�1):

WTA D 
1 � ŒFe2C� � ŒH2O2�;WGA D 
2 � ŒFe2C�0:5 � ŒGA�0:5 � ŒH2O2�;

WG�A D 
3 � ŒFe2C� � ŒH2O2�

where 
1, 
2, 
3 reach (35˙ 2), (27˙ 1), .31˙ 2/M�1 s�1, respectively. In these
systems, OH� radical will be formed taking part in GA, GxA, TA oxidation:

Fe2C C H2O2 �! FeOH2C C OH� (5.51)

OH� C GA �! R1 (5.52)

OH� C G � A �! R2 (5.53)

OH� C TA �! R3 (5.54)

Radicals R2 and R3 possess more pronounced reduction properties and can interact
with Fe3C ions:

Fe3C C R2 �! Fe2C C HOOC � COOH (5.55)

(5.56)

It seems, however, that the main reaction resulting in MA formation is interaction
of R3 with O2.

The approximate (qualitative) scheme of one of these acids oxidation mecha-
nism, namely, tartronic acid, can be presented in the following form:

Fe2C C H2O2 �! FeOH2C C OH� (5.57)

OH� C Fe2C �! FeOH2C (5.58)

OH� C H2O2 �! HO�
2 CH2O (5.59)

Fe2C C HO�
2 �! Fe3C C HO�

2 (5.60)

(5.61)
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(5.62)

Fe3C C HO�
2 �! Fe2C C HC C O�

2 (5.63)

Reactions of Fe3C with dissociated form of TA are also possible.

Systems Fe2˙–Red–.O2/H2O2

A very important compound of the Baroud cycle is triose reductone (Red) [41]:

which in trace amounts is present in grapes and can be used in wine production
[42]. It is obtained by glucose oxidative splitting in alkaline medium on heating to
90ıC [43]. Apparently it is one of the electron donors in the photosynthesis process
[44]. It was found among the metabolites from tartaric acid catalytic oxidation with
Fenton reagent.

Water solutions of triose reductone are also rather stable in the presence of
transition metal ions trace quantities under aerobic conditions (oxidation rate
constant <10�5 s�1) and on fourfold excess of H2O2 over reductone. Additives of
EDTA (10�5 M), binding the trace amounts of iron ions, will completely inhibit Red
oxidation, even on bubbling oxygen through the solution. Hence, neither oxygen
itself nor hydrogen peroxide will oxidize reductone. Oxidizing particles will be
formed only as a result of the initial molecules’ activation with catalyst [45].

Triose reductone oxidation rate with oxygen in the presence of Fe2C ions is
described by the following kinetic expression:

WRed;1 D 
4 � ŒFe2C�0:50 � ŒRed� � ŒO2�

where 
4 D .85˙9/M�3=2 s�1. Within the pH range 1.5–3.5 reductone is mainly in
nondissociated form (dissociation constants �a;1 D 6�10�5 M; �a;2 D 1:4�10�11 M
[45]).

The mechanism of Red catalytic oxidation to dihydroxyacrylic acid (DHA)
("240 D 4;080M�1 cm�1) [46] is mainly reflected in the following reactions:
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[Red]××104, M [Fe2+]×105, M

2,0 8,0

168

2 4,01,0

1

0
t, min.

Fig. 5.6 Kinetic curves of
triose reductone oxidation (1)
and iron ions concentration
change (2) on
ŒRed�0 D 2:5� 10�4 M,
ŒFe2C�0 D 5�
10�5 M,ŒH2O2�0 D 10�4 M,
pH 2:15, � D 0:01,
T D 25ıC

Fe2C C Red• RedFe2C (5.64)

RedFe2C C O2• C1 K57 � 10�10 M�1[47] (5.65)

C1 C Fe2C • Fe3C CH2O2 C Red K58 � 106 M�1 s�1[47] (5.66)

Fe3C C Red• C2 K59 � 104 M�1 s�1 (5.67)

C2 �! Fe2C C R� (5.68)

C2 C Fe3C �! 2Fe2C C DHA (5.69)

During the catalytic oxidation of Red with hydrogen peroxide under aerobic
conditions, the kinetic expression will have the following form:

WRed;2 D WRed;1 C 
5 � ŒFe2C� � ŒRed�0:5 � ŒH2O2�
2

where 
5 D .11˙ 9/ � 107 M�5=2 s�1 [48].
The rate of the Red consumption up to the deep conversion degree is subordinated

to zero order. And only by the end of reaction ions of oxidized iron start
accumulating in solution (Fig. 5.6). This fact may be explained by the high reduction
properties of Red, which transforms Fe3C into Fe2C, thus creating the reversible
cycle

Fe2C
H2O2����! ����
Red

Fe3C:

As follows from Fig. 5.6, with decreasing of [Red], rate of Fe3C reduction becomes
less than the rate of Fe2C oxidation, resulting in Fe3C accumulation. The rateWRed;1

is directly proportional to catalyst concentration. Acid–basic equilibria do not have
any influence within the studied pH range, which is testified by the absence ofWRed;1

dependence on pH.
On H2O2 concentration decreasing, the main channel of substrate consumption

becomes its oxidation with oxygen (under the same initial conditions). Quadrupole
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rate dependence of H2O2 points to peroxide involvement in other oxidation stages
as well.

The mechanism of such oxidation can be given as a combination of certain
stages:

Fe2C C H2O2 �! FeOH2C C OH� (5.70)

OH� C Red �! R�
OH.adhesion radical by CDC bond/ (5.71)

(5.72)

R� C Fe3C HC

���!Fe2C C DHA (5.73)

In this process, generation of OH� radicals by the Fenton reaction proceeds, and
consequently adhesion radicals R�

OH will be formed. The latter will be transformed
into R� radicals, possessing stronger reduction properties than triose reductone.
Radical R� (	 D 398 nm; " D 5:5 � 104 M�1 sm�1) will be formed by hydrogen
atom detachment from aldehyde group, and unpaired electrons will be delocalized
by dicarbonyl structure with �-electron density of CDO bonds redistribution [49].

Chain breakage is linear, resulting from R� interaction with Fe3C. The process
mechanism is radical chain; this fact is testified to by quadrupole dependence on
Red oxidation degree on H2O2.

5.2.2 General Regularities of the Reduction–Oxidation
Conversions of the Baroud Cycle Oxyacids

Tartaric acid oxidation within the Baroud cycle (Fig. 5.1) results in the formation
of many products [19]. Among them, DFH4 and Red possess strong reducing
properties. In addition, the following substances will be formed: oxaloglycolic,
tartronic, diketosuccinic, mesoxalic, glycolic, glyoxalic, dihydroxyacrylic, reduc-
tonic, and oxalic (OA) acids, and semialdehydes of tartronic and mesoxalic acids.
The product of O2 reduction is H2O2, which makes it necessary to study tartaric
acid and its metabolites oxidation with hydrogen peroxide under both anaerobic and
aerobic conditions. Study of catalytic system Fe2C.Cu2C/–H4T–O2 has shown that
it will be decomposed into a variety of aerobic and anaerobic subsystems including
H2O2 as well; Fe2C–H4T–H2O2, Fe2C–H4T–H2O2–O2, Cu2C–H4T–O2.H2O2/,
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Fe2C–DFH4–O2.H2O2/, Cu2C–DFH4–O2.H2O2/ and other systems are considered
in Sect. 5.2.1.

Oxidation of GA, TA, and GxA with molecular oxygen proceeds in accordance
with the rate of Fe2C ions interaction with O2. In the presence of copper ions, only
DFH4 and Red will be oxidized by oxygen.

All the oxyacids considered above will be oxidized with hydrogen peroxide in the
presence of iron ions, and in the presence of copper ions—only H4T, DFH4, GxA,
and Red. OGA, D�H2, and MA will be subject to decarboxylation in the presence
of iron and copper ions. Oxidation and decarboxylation processes proceed in living
organisms in a conjugate way.

Model catalytic systems of oxyacids of Baroud cycle oxidation with oxygen and
hydrogen peroxide can be conditionally subdivided into two types:

I. Fe2C � L �O2.H2O2/

II. Fe3C � Cu2C � L � O2.H2O2/

In systems of types I and II, metal ion is in the reduced and oxidized forms,
respectively.

In systems of type I, three main mechanisms of reaction can be outlined:

(1) Metal ion does not change its valency, oxidant activation proceeds within the
inner sphere, and it interacts with oxyacids in a two-electron way without
intermediate radical formation:

LFe2C C O2.H2O2/• C1.intermediate compound/

C1 C L �! LFe2C C H2O2.H2O/C P1

(2) Primary free radicals (HO�
2;OH�) will be formed in the systems, interacting

with oxyacids, and secondary radicals .R�/ possess reducing properties:

C1 �! Fe3C CHO�
2.OH�/

HO�
2.OH�/C L �! R�

R� C Fe3C �! Fe2C C P1

(3) Reaction of Fe2C with O2 (H2O2) will proceed in a radical process without
metal ion involvement in the cycle continuation reactions (for example, in the
case of glyoxalic acid oxidation):

Fe2C C H2O2 �! Fe3C C OH� C OH�

OH� C GxA �! R�

R� C H2O2 �! PC OH�

where P—here and later—will be reaction product.
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Catalytic reactions of type II are subdivided into two kinds:

(1) Metal ion does not change its oxidation degree in the catalytic process, and thus
active intermediate particles will not be formed (for example, in the case of H4T
oxidation in the presence of Cu2C ions):

Cu2C C H4T �! H2TCuC 2HC

H2TCuC H2O2 �! H2TCuH2O2 �! Cu2C C DFH4

(2) In the course of the catalytic process, active intermediate particles will be
formed, participating in substrate oxidation (for example, in the case of DFH4

oxidation in the presence of Cu2C ions):

Cu2C C DFH4 �! CuC C R�

CuC C H2O2 �! Cu2C C OH�

Many intermediate substances have not yet been detected in the process of such
catalytic reactions, so a model test often helps one to obtain missing information.
Proceeding from the results obtained in model systems of the tartaric acid cycle, a
brutto-scheme can be proposed for tartaric acid and its metabolites oxidation mecha-
nism (Scheme 5.2), where the products are marked, registered by a chromatographic
method during the process of tartaric acid oxidation.

О2,Н2О2 СО2 – 2е– СО2

Н4Т DFH4 ОGA SТA ТA GA

Fe3+,  O2,H2O2 Fe2+ H2O2 Fe2+

Cu2+ H2O2

CO2 – 2e– CO2
DКA2 SМA МA GxA

Fe3+, Cu2+

H2O2

hn
Fe2+

OA

Scheme 5.2 Mechanism of tartaric acid and its metabolites oxidation

Each stage in these schemes represents the result of numerous reactions proceed-
ing jointly with Fe2C and Cu2C ions involvement as catalysts, as well as that of
intermediate compounds and radicals. Some stages are accelerated by light. Thus,
the detailed mechanism of tartaric acid and its metabolites in real conditions is
rather complicated. Nevertheless, it became possible to investigate more deeply and
complete essentially the theoretical and experimental material considered above,
dealing with the scheme of the dicarbonic acids transformations cycle.
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5.3 Catalytic Transformations of Natural Polyphenols

5.3.1 Role of Natural Polyphenols and Their Catalytic
Oxidative Transformations

Natural polyphenols are extremely widespread in the plant world, where they
are formed in various plants’ organs in the form of monomeric, oligomeric,
and polymeric phenolic compounds. Nowadays the number of identified natural
polyphenols approaches 3,000 [50–67]. The most widespread are flavonoids, whose
main representatives are catechins, as well as antocyans. Hydroxyl groups of
catechins in the ortho position play an important role in many redox transfor-
mations proceeding in both enzymatic and nonenzymatic character [50–64]. The
relatively simple oxidizability of catechins stipulates their important biochemical
properties such as: P—vitamin activity and spasmolytic effect. Antocyans give
certain colorations (red, blue, and violet) to vegetable tissues, water foodstuff, and
soil.

Natural phenols take part in respiration, photosynthesis, immunity formation,
cold resistance, and other manifestations of plant growth and development. At the
end of the respiratory process oxidized polyphenols–quinones serve as hydrogen
acceptors. Thus, they will be reduced and repeatedly oxidized with enzyme
(catecholoxidase) into quinones [65].

Redox transformations of natural polyphenols are of great importance, especially
for foodstuffs production, since these transformations can be connected with
foodstuffs deterioration and environmental pollution.

Numerous catechins, mainly .˙/-catechins and (–)-epicatechins are encountered
in the environment. Structural formula of catechins isomers are as follows [66]:
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The main functional groups of catechins are phenolic hydroxyls. Antocyans are
structurally related to catechins and capable of fixing the positive charge on C2 atom:

Polyphenols’ condensation proceeds by two mechanisms, depending mainly on
pH: acid catalysis (pH 2) and oxidative polymerisation (pH 4) (enzymatic and
chemical oxidation). Until recently, all the condensation schemes presented have
had a phenomenological character, without studying process kinetic peculiarities,
transition metal ions influence, quantitative influence of O2 and H2O2, and the
influence of other substances (oxyacids). Below some research results are given,
compensating to some degree for these problems.

5.3.2 Catalysis of Catechins Oxidation with Oxygen
and Hydrogen Peroxide in the Presence of Fe3C
and Fe2C Ions

Interaction of .˙/-catechin (.˙/-Ct) and (–)-epicatechin ((–)-ECt) with Fe3C
ions proceeds rapidly through the formation of intermediate complex (IC), and,
therefore, was studied by stop-flow method:

FeOH2C C Ct
k1����! ����
��1

FeCt3C
.IC/

COH�: (5.74)

The kinetic expression for decomposition rate ›T was obtained in the form

W7 D �dŒCt�

dt
D 
3 � ŒFe3C�0 � ŒCt�0

ŒHC�0
(5.75)
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The intermediate complex formed will interact mainly with the second Fe3C ion by
a two-electron transfer mechanism:

FeCt3C C Fe3C �! 2Fe2C C PC CO2; (5.76)

i.e., (+)-catechin oxidation proceeds mainly with two electrons participation.
In the same way, interaction of Fe3C ions with C (–)-epicatechin proceeds with

the formation of intermediate complex C:

FeOH2C C ECt• C �! P (5.77)

It was shown by EPR method that Fe3C ion forms a complex with hydroxyl
groups from the ring of B catechins. Apparently, the initiation stage is this complex
decomposition, yielding epicatechin radical (OH)RO� and Fe2C ion with further
radical-chain process proceeding:

C �! .OH/RO� C Fe2C (5.78)

.OH/RO� C R.OH/2 �! .OH/RORO� C H2O (5.79)

where R.OH/2 is an enodiolic fragment of ECt.
Stage (5.71), apparently, can be involved not only in chain continuation but also

its breakage:

.OH/RO� C R.OH/2 �! inactive radical (5.80)

Thus, catalytic polycondensation of ECt under anaerobic conditions proceeds.
Research on .˙/-catechin and (–)-epicatechin oxidation kinetics in aerobic con-
ditions in the presence of Fe2C ions did not reveal great differences; therefore, the
discussion will deal with all catechin types.

Catechins oxidation with molecular oxygen proceeds very slowly. With catechin
and Fe2C ions, the low concentrations process rate has the following form:

W8 D �dŒ›T�

dt
D 
8 � ŒFe2C� � ŒCt� � ŒO2�

where 
8 D 70M�2 s�1 for (+)Ct, 58M�2 s�1 for (–)Ct, and 96M�2 s�1 for (–)ECt.
Interaction of Fe2CCt Complex with O2, taking into account the reducing

properties of catechins, can proceed without O��
2 radicals coming out into the bulk.

The supposed reaction mechanism can include the following stages:

Fe2C C Ct• Fe2CCt (5.81)

Fe2CCtCO2 • C (5.82)

C �! Fe2C C quinoneC H2O2 (5.83)

C �! Fe3C C R� C H2O2 (5.84)
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However, the results obtained by massspectrometry and NMR C13 radiospec-
troscopy did not confirm the formation of quinones, i.e., in this case stage (5.84)
of C complex decomposition, one-electron transfer products predominate. Then,
interaction of Fe3C ion with Ct proceeds with formation of further polymeric
products:

Fe3CCt• C �! Fe2C C R� (5.85)

R� C Fe2C HC

���!Fe3C C Ct (5.86)

R� C Fe3C
HC.2HC/���������!Fe2C C PC CO2 (5.87)

R� C Ct.2Ct/ �! dimer.trimer; etc:/ of catechin (5.88)

In accordance with stage (5.84), the intermediate compound is hydrogen peroxide
and therefore it was used for intensifying this process. In its presence, the kinetic
expression for Ct oxidation rate in aerobic conditions (O2 does not perceptibly
influence the rate) can be given in the following form:

W9 D �dŒCt�

dt
D 
9 � ŒFe2C� � ŒH2O2� � ŒCt�

where 
9 D .3˙ 0:5/ � 104 M�2 s�1 [57].
Stages sequence of catechin oxidation product formation in the presence of H2O2

looks as follows:

H2O2 C Fe2C • .FeH2O2/
2C (5.89)

.FeH2O2/
2C �! FeOH2C C OH � (5.90)

.FeH2O2/
2C C Ct �! .CtFeH2O2/

2C �! Fe2C C PC H2O (5.91)

Rate independence of [HC] is explained by the fact that Fe2C ion (within the pH
range studied) does not undergo acid–basic dissociation.

In the case of Fe3C–H2O2–ECt system, the most probable mechanism of the
ECt oxidation process involves the stage of radicals initiation with participation of
intermediate complex C, as well as the stage of chain breakage:

Fe3C C ECt• C (5.92)

C �! R�
1 C Fe2C (5.93)

R�
1 CH2O2 �! P1 C OH� (5.94)

OH� C ECt �! R�
2 (5.95)

R�
2 C ECt �! dimer (5.96)

R�
1 C Fe3C �! chain breakage (5.97)
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The scheme proposed makes it possible to describe the kinetic regularities observed
of ECt consumption in the presence of Fe3C ions and H2O2.

Oxidation of antocyans—malvine (MV) within the aerobic system Fe3C–H2O2–
MV is accompanied by malvine destruction (condensation does not occur) by a
radical-chain mechanism:

FeOH2C CMV• C; k90 D 1:4 � 103 M�1 (5.98)

C �! Fe2C C R�
3 k91 D 5 � 10�4 s�1 (5.99)

Fe2C C H2O2 �! FeOH2C C OH� k92 D 50M�1 s�1 (5.100)

R�
3 CO2 �! P3 C HO�

2 (5.101)

HO�
2 C FeOH2C �! Fe2C C O2 C H2O k94 D 4 � 108 M�1 s�1 (5.102)

OH� CMV �! R�
3 k95 D 2:1 � 109 M�1 s�1 (5.103)

Fe2C C R�
3

HC

�! FeOH2C CMV (5.104)

where P3 is the product of malvine oxidation.
Under the influence of UV-light Ct, ECt will condense, and MV will destruct.

For instance, ECt molecule activated with light (by ring B) can interact with another
ECt molecule (by ring A), leading to the formation of dimers:

*
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Table 5.2 Some photochemical parameters of polyphenols photolysis

Polypheno (C)Ct (�)Ct (�)ECt MV

�d � 104; s�1 2.0 2.7 6.6 4.6
";M�1 sm�1; 	 D 280 nm 4� 103 4� 103 4� 103 2:4� 103

' 0.1 0.1 0.22 0.37

hnn
FeO2

2+
O2

H2O2 FeH2O2
2+ H2O2 PPh

FeOH2+ FeOH2+

Fe2+ PPh×
HO2× PPh OH×

FePPhFePPh

nPPh Fe3+ Fe3+ O2

R× R×
nPPhnPPh

CO2,
PolymerSimple

phenols
Polymer

Fig. 5.7 Scheme of polyphenols redox and photolytic transformation

In Table 5.2, the values of direct photolysis rate constants (kd), extinction
coefficients ("), and quantum yields (') for studied polyphenols are given.

On polyphenols photolysis in water solutions, hydrogen peroxide and various
polyphenolic radicals R� will be formed.

On catalysis and photolysis, the main stage will be the activation of O2 and
H2O2 with iron ions or under the influence of UV irradiation, resulting in active
particles generation, which will oxidize polyphenols into the appropriate polymers.
The generalized scheme of natural polyphenols redox- and photocondensation is
given in Fig. 5.7.

Antioxidants being added into the system will efficiently inhibit the process
of condensation, thus transforming radicals or polyphenols oxidized forms into
reduced ones. In the presence of reducers, the process mechanism is cyclic, with
the reduced forms of polyphenols regeneration. This fact has practicalapplications,
for example, for wine colloidal muddiness prevention in the bottles caused by
natural polyphenols polycondensation, these polymers interacting with proteins
(see Chap. 7).

In real systems (such as wine, juice, and beverages), polyphenols are often
present jointly with oxyacids. Study of the latter’s influence on natural polyphe-
nol redox transformations has shown that the radical-chain mechanism of their
condensation will remain in the presence of tartaric, maleic, and succinic acids.
However, these acids will inhibit the process on account of low reactionary
iron oxyacid complex formation. Strong reducers, such as dihydroxyfumaric acid
and triose reductone, will completely break the process of polyphenols oxidative
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condensation, apparently on account of interaction with intermediate radicals.
The considered mechanisms of natural polyphenols transformation seem to have
a more general character, modeling, for example, processes proceeding in natural
water (see Chap. 6). In particular, consideration of oxidative and photochemical
polyphenols condensation mechanisms can help reveal the origin of humus sub-
stances. Under conditions of solar irradiation, metal ions in various oxidation
degrees, and hydrogen peroxide presence in water, monomer polyphenols oxidative
radical condensation proceeding is possible, with formation of their macromolecular
oxidative forms.
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Chapter 6
Catalytic Processes in Ecological Chemistry

6.1 Ecological Chemistry and Catalysis with Metal
Complexes

Certain catalytic processes occurring in the environment (in the atmosphere, and
especially in natural water and wastewater) are considered in this chapter. To
understand catalytic homogeneous redox reactions, which occur in the atmosphere
and natural water with participation of natural and anthropogenic pollutants, as well
as to elaborate optimal catalytic analytical methods (catalymetry), the mechanisms
of such catalytic transformations are to be revealed. In natural processes ozone,
oxygen, hydrogen peroxide, and reactionary particles (free radicals OH�, OH�

2),
being the products of O2 or H2O2 transformations, more often take part as oxidants.
The catalysts turn out to be ions or complexes of metals such as Fe, Mn, Cu, Co, Ni,
Cr, and Mo. More than 300 organic substances, which may play the role of ligands,
were discovered in atmospheric aerosol particles. For this reason various elements
in natural water can exist both in the form of metal ions and (more often) as their
complexes. Complex formation of metal ions brings significant complications into
the mechanisms of catalytic processes running within the environmental bodies.
The involvement of pollutants, which more often play the role of substrates (S)
or ligands (LS) in catalytic reactions, in these processes makes the mechanisms
even more complicated. Therefore, it is rather difficult to reveal the mechanisms
of such processes even on a good qualitative level, and in many cases (due to the
influence of a great number of environmental factors) it is absolutely impossible
to do. For this reason, models of objects in the environment are used more often,
with less or greater approximation degree, such as will be considered further, taking
as an example the catalytic oxidation of SO2 to H2SO4 (acid rain) in atmospheric
moisture or aerosols. As soon as “natural” oxidants O2, H2O2, O3, and free radicals
OH� and HO�

2 obtained from them oxidize the pollutants, both in the atmosphere
and in natural water, reactions of these particles with the catalysts (metal ions and
complexes) and substrates (pollutants) are mostly important in revealing the process
mechanism.

G. Duca, Homogeneous Catalysis with Metal Complexes, Springer Series
in Chemical Physics 102, DOI 10.1007/978-3-642-24629-6 6,
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During the occurrence of these processes, a variety of intermediate and then
final products will be formed from the initial substances. Because of such system
and process complexity, low concentrations of their participants, and other reasons,
identification of certain compounds often represents a rather difficult problem. To
resolve such problems, after which it will be possible to “compose,” the mechanism
of a running redox process like a mosaic, with more or less probability, one must
use rather simple, suitable, sensitive, and selective experimental methods. Out
of the all methods known, the spectroscopic ones, especially spectrophotometry
in the ultraviolet and visible fields, luminescence, chemoluminescence, in some
cases IR-spectroscopy, and EPR methods perfectly suit these purposes. All these
methods are well described in numerous books and reviews. Therefore, we shall
now only mention where they can be used on environmental bodies or their models’
study and how they can be applied to calculate certain constants and parameters,
characterizing the conditions of some compounds in the environment or their
transformations.

Nowadays, in connection with the increase in production scale, the environmen-
tal protection problem becomes more and more topical. Study of the environmental
problems is extremely difficult because of the fact that they are interlinked, involving
the total system of living organisms and nonliving nature relations. It is natural that
ecology, being the science which studies certain phenomena in biosphere, is closely
related to the problems of biology, chemistry, chemical technology, agriculture,
economy, medicine, and many other fields.

Physical and chemical processes are founded on biosphere composition change.
To describe and manage the dynamic equilibrium in the biosphere, one has to
know the chemical mechanisms of separate subsystem interaction. This branch of
ecology has become the separate discipline chemical ecology, the notion of the
latter being “the science of chemical interactions between living organisms and non-
living nature” [1]. The biological aspect is dominating in this definition. The tasks
of chemical ecology include, in particular, determination of the degree of certain
kinds of anthropogenic influence on living nature in order to establish the admissible
load levels with regard to these, and also prediction of possible environmental
consequences.

Meanwhile, another aspect of interrelations of chemistry and biology can
easily be seen. We mean qualitative and quantitative composition of chemical
anthropogenic pollutants of the biosphere, resulting from industrial and agricultural
activities and the mechanisms of chemical transformations of substances in the
environment. The chemical aspect is dominating in the resolution of these problems.
This branch of science, which would be better called ecological chemistry, falls
rather under the competence of chemical rather than biological specialists. Under
the notion of ecological chemistry “the science of anthropogenic chemical pollutants
and mechanisms of their transformations in biosphere” [2] is understood. The tasks
of ecological chemistry involve the following: to reduce as much as possible the
level of anthropogenic influence due to the elaboration of new or modification of
already existing technological processes (more “ecological” technologies’), to cre-
ate efficient treatment methods for production wastes, and to elaborate the methods
of chemical pollution level prediction and regulation within the environmental
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bodies. Ecological chemistry involves first understanding how the uncontaminated
environment works, which chemicals in what concentrations are present naturally,
and with what effects. Without this it would be impossible to study accurately the
effects humans have on the environment through the release of chemicals [3].

Among the other tasks we should mention are: recommendations on new
methods and preparations development, to be used in agriculture and the household;
recommendations on other processes prophylaxis, resulting in the environmental
pollution; resolving of problems dealing with the deterioration of foodstuffs and
destruction of construction materials, creating environmentally clean chemicals,
assessment and prediction of pollutants’ influence on the environment, etc. To
resolve the problem of environmental protection the kind of research needed will
need to answer the questionof the consequences brand new chemicals may have,
coming into circulation in the biosphere as a result of human activities. In other
words, a new qualitative approach is needed to make an assessment of human–
environment interaction and its influence on anthropogenic and natural factors
velocity and direction [3, 4]. Instead of simply ascertaining the changes in the
environment, often negative, one should concentrate on environmental quality
prediction and management.

Catalysis plays an important role in resolving of all these tasks, equally with the
other branches of science. Depending on the task, the requirements of catalysis may
be different. Thus, in creating new, more “ecological” technologies, the increase
in catalytic reaction selectivity is the most important factor, being the way to
reduce energy and raw material consumption, waste, and toxic products. Gas
emission treatment is dealing with the selectivity and degree of pollutants’ removal,
and wastewater treatment—with the absence of selectivity of the most efficient
processes of pollutant deep destruction. In the same way, to create ecologically
pure substances, one must choose efficient catalysts and conditions for their use.
Assessment and prediction of the environmental situation can be made, taking
into account the rates and mechanisms of pollutant transformations as functions
of environmental parameters.

Nowadays all the numerous research results have created the basis for under-
standing the catalytic activation (especially with metal complexes) and mechanisms
of “environmentally friendly” oxidants action (such as ozone, oxygen, and hydrogen
peroxide). Two latter oxidants (O2 and H2O2) are not only used by living organisms
but are also involved in the natural process of self-purification from the pollutants
of anthropogenic and natural origin. This process, often catalytic, is especially
characteristic for natural water self-purification, since transition metal ions and their
complexes are widespread in water medium and atmospheric moisture. The sources
of oxidant (H2O2) in natural water can be, among others, photochemical processes.
The schemes of oxidation reactions mechanisms of some substrate (S), catalyzed by
transition metal complexes (MLi), are rather complicated.

If the elementary rate constant of at least one mechanism stage is absent, only
a qualitative mechanism of reaction can be established. If the elementary rate
constants are known for all the stages of the mechanism, one can, having compared
the specific rate constant from the expression for Wexp, with the set of elementary
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rate constants from Wscheme, determine quantitatively the principal mechanism of
catalytic reaction.

The most widely distributed, suitable, and informative methods, making it possi-
ble to determine many of the aforesaid parameters and constants, which characterize
catalytic redox process, are numerous varieties of spectroscopy methods (electron,
oscillation, EPR spectra, etc.). Having determined with the help of these methods
(more often in combination with others) the mechanism of catalytic reaction, one
can use it for reaction management (in analytical chemistry, chemical technology,
or for environmental protection).

The main regularities of numerous redox catalytic reactions in environmental
media and the atmosphere can be most easily established by the choice and study of
an appropriate model. This model must be relatively simple, and at the same time
universal and applicable for redox reactions running on various mechanisms.

Almost the only reaction complying with all these requirements is redox reaction
of hydrogen peroxide catalytic decomposition (see Sect. 2.1).

This model is relatively simple. The reaction course can be easily followed by the
initial peroxide disappearance (permanganatometric method) or oxygen evolution
(gas-volumetric method):

2H2O2 �! 2H2OC O2:

It follows from this reaction that one of the peroxide molecules serves as an oxidant
and the other as a reducer, both having the same chemical nature. The procedure
for H2O2 determination (spectrophotometric method) or that for the amount of O2

evolved is simple and rapid; this has essential meaning, since thousands of kinetic
tests are needed to reveal the complex dependence of redox process rate on many
parameters. Besides, this reaction is catalyzed in living organisms with one of the
most active enzymes—catalase.

Intermediate active and inactive, monomeric and dimeric peroxocomplexes,
which appear in the process of hydrogen peroxide interaction with catalyst, can
be identified and studied (for instance, their composition and stability constants can
be determined), using spectrophotometric, potentiometric, and other methods.

Formation of free radical particles (OH�;HO�
2 , or O��

2 ) can also be identified and
their concentration can be found (EPR, and especially inhibitor method).

Ease of H2O2 redox transformation running stipulates the possibility of the pro-
ceeding of these processes by various mechanisms, depending on the catalyst nature,
its composition, and testing conditions. Thus, depending on certain circumstances,
electron transfer can proceed by both inner-sphere and outer-sphere mechanisms.
Besides, during the run of this reaction, one can manage to follow the change of
process activity and mechanisms on catalyst change from the simplest aquated ion
via the complex compound to the enzyme: MzC

aq ! MLzC
i ! catalase. Most

important within the context of the discussed problem is the fact that H2O2 is
an oxidant widely distributed in the environment, often playing a key role in the
oxidation processes in atmosphere and natural water.
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Therefore, catalytic decomposition of H2O2 is, maybe, the only and simplest
reaction where all the main mechanisms and peculiarities of redox transformations
can be observed. Moreover, this is one of few reactions investigated today from the
quantitative side.

For all these reasons, this reaction has been chosen as a model of redox
transformations.

6.2 Catalytic Processes in the Atmosphere and Acid Rain
Formation

Processes of intensive and far from rational industrial and agricultural development
in many countries have resulted in the fact that during just one-generation lifetime
the condition of both atmosphere and natural water has been significantly degraded.
Catalytic processes in the atmosphere seem to be extremely important, because from
the result, through the formation of so-called “acid rain” and other substances, they
contribute to the pollution of not only the air medium but also the water surface and
all the bodies on the Earth’s surface.

Occasional pH readings in rain and fog water have been reported in industrialized
areas. Industrial acid rain is a substantial problem in China and Russia [5] and areas
downwind from them. The problem of acid rain has not only increased with popu-
lation and industrial growth, but has also become more widespread. The use of tall
smokestacks to reduce local pollution has contributed to the spread of acid rain by
releasing gases into regional atmospheric circulation [6,7]. Often deposition occurs
a considerable distance downwind of the emissions, with mountainous regions
tending to receive the greatest deposition (simply because of their higher rainfall).

A large number of substances exist in atmospheric pollution. The main ones
are sulfur dioxide (and other compounds of sulfur), nitrogen oxides, and volatile
organic compounds. They can be of either natural or anthropogenic origin. Natural
sources of sulfur-containing pollutants result from the activities of microorganisms
and plants. Dimethylsulfide, equally with sulfur dioxide, is among the most
important pollutants. Natural sources of nitrogen oxides produce about 12% of
all the atmospheric emissions and play a significantly more important role than
natural sources of sulfur-containing compounds. They include, equally with the
activities of soil microorganisms, water microflora of rivers, lakes, seas, and oceans,
lightning discharges, volcanic activities, etc. In addition, to all these pollutants
are added plants’ and animals’ vital activity products, natural gases, and biomass
burning products (volatile organic substances, etc.), but all these pollutants are,
to a great degree, the results of anthropogenic influence on the atmosphere. Thus,
for example, the dynamics of the main pollutants SO2 and NO emissions into the
atmosphere during the years 1900–1990 is marked by their increase from �10 and
3�106 tons=year in 1900 to�20 and 19�106 tons=year in 1990. Since 1975, when
a number of laws were adopted in the USA regarding pollution of the atmosphere,
some decrease in emissions has been observed (especially SO2). of the volatile
organic compounds, 50% includes alkanes (propane, n-butane, etc.), 23% olefins
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(ethylene, propylene, etc.), and 8% aldehydes, and ketones (formaldehyde, acetone,
etc.). About 65% of all volatile organic pollutants come to the atmosphere from
natural sources resulting mainly industrial plant activity.

On March 10, 2005, EPA issued the Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR). This
rule provides states with a solution to the problem of power plant pollution that
drifts from one state to another. CAIR will permanently cap emissions of SO2 and
NOx in the eastern United States. When fully implemented, CAIR will reduce SO2

emissions in 28 eastern states and the District of Columbia by over 70% and NOx

emissions by over 60% from 2003 levels [8]. Since the 1990s, SO2 emissions have
dropped 40% and, according to the Pacific Research Institute, acid rain levels have
dropped 65% since 1976 [9]. However, this was significantly less successful than
conventional regulation in the European Union, which saw a decrease of over 70%
in SO2 emissions during the same time period [10]. In 2007, total SO2 emissions
were 8.9 million tons.

Out of the components of atmosphere, consisting mainly of nitrogen, oxygen,
ozone, and water, due to the stream of solar energy, thunderstorm discharges, and
other processes, numerous products of oxygen, nitrogen reduction, and water oxi-
dation are formed. These products are reactive substances and free radicals: H2O2,
ROOH (hydrogen peroxide and hydroperoxide), OH�, HO�

2 (hydroxyl radicals),
superoxide (hydroperoxide) radicals, peroxide radicals ROO�, nitrogen oxides NOx ,
atomic oxygen O, and hydrogen H. By influencing the components of atmosphere
and the pollutants of all three types, they start running the most complex processes
in the atmosphere, which result in the end in acid rain and other phenomena.
These processes’ complexity can be judged proceeding from the Scheme 6.1 [11]
of generation and equilibria of OH� and HO�

2 radicals in the atmosphere.

O(3P) O(1P)

O3 OH×

H

HO2×

O2 hn H2O CO
NO

O3

O2

hn
OH×

HO2×

H2O2Products, sedimenatation

SO2NO2
CH

Scheme 6.1 Generation and equilibria of OH� and HO��

2 radicals in atmosphere

Rate constants of OH� interaction with HSO�
3 and SO2�

3 reach 4:5 � 109 and
5:2 � 109 M�1 s�1, respectively [12]. The presence of transition metal compounds
in the troposphere significantly complicates the radical processes, which result, in
particular, in SO2 oxidation to H2SO4.

These processes would not have proceeded such intensively, and maybe would
have been proceeded in other way, if there were no water and transition metal
ions in the atmosphere (Fe, Mn, Cu, Co, etc.), which themselves, or by complex
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formation with many inorganic and volatile organic substances, represent excellent
catalysts for a variety of redox transformations. This takes place because water
vapors, condensing into the drops and microdrops of different sizes, represent
distinctive water reservoirs, catching up oxidants, transition metal compounds,
and pollutants and providing favorable conditions for numerous catalytic and
noncatalytic processes [13–15]. Such a process is catalytic transformation of SO2

into H2SO4 in the atmosphere (“acid rain” formation [16–18]).
A comparative-kinetic review of the works in this field and the role of metal

compounds is given in [19, 20].
An especially detailed review of atmospheric processes and mechanisms of

catalytic oxidation processes of SO2 into H2SO4 with transition metal compounds
is given in [21]. Therefore, only brief consideration of catalytic processes’ problems
with participation of transition metal compounds and their mechanisms, taking as
an example SO2 oxidation to H2SO4, will be given here. As experimental data are
available and their interpretation in both model tests and field conditions is contra-
dictory in many relations [21], only the main problems of homogeneous catalytic
processes’ mechanisms with transition metal compounds will be considered here,
especially as many atmospheric catalytic processes can proceed in parallel and be
dependent on conditions.

In microwater reservoirs of the atmosphere, sulfite-ion HSO�
3 will be formed

from sulfur dioxide which may be most easily oxidized with dioxygen to sulfate
and sulfuric acid, but this noncatalytic process, at the pH characteristic of the drops,
proceeds extremely slowly [22]. The mean rate constant of this process in the
absence of transition metal ions (Fe, Mn, and Cu) (they are blockaded by complex-
forming agents by adding EDTA or 1,10-phenanthroline) reaches about 1�10�7 s�1,
and in their presence (iron and manganese concentrations in rain water make
approximately 3 � 10�6 and 3 � 10�7 M, respectively)—about 1 � 10�3 s�1 being
the difference. Even when metal ion concentrations are lower than 10�7 to 10�8 M
(for example, for copper and manganese compounds), they can exert catalytic
influence on many oxidation processes. Thus, transition metal ions exert strong
catalytic influence on the process of SO2 oxidation in the atmosphere [2,23,24]. The
presence of ligands (EDTA, 1,10-phenanthroline, etc.) and antioxidants (phenol,
hydroquinone, and pyrocatechol) is inhibiting S(IV) oxidation with Fe(II), Mn(II),
and Cu(II) ions [25].

From the potential catalysts of SIV transformation into SVI the most meaningful
are the compounds of iron (and also manganese [26]):

SO2 C H2OC 1

2
O2

MzCLn����! H2SO4 � HSO�
3 C HC:

Thus, for instance, Mn2C ion catalyzes SO2 oxidation in diluted water solutions,
depending on concentrations, temperature, and pH. The highest oxidation rate is
observed at high pH and with temperature increase. The addition of Fe2C or Fe3C
ions to the solutions of Mn2C increases the rate of SO2 oxidation. The catalyst
is ŒMn2C.SO2�

3 /3�
4� complex. In acid solutions .pH < 5/ Cu2C ions are neither

efficient catalysts of SO2 oxidation nor inhibitors of this process catalysis with
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Mn2C ions [27]. Under normal atmospheric conditions in cloud or rain water, the
catalytic oxidation of sulfur dioxide plays a less important role in comparison with
catalytic activation of O2 and H2O2 with iron compounds in these reactions [28].
In fact, hydrogen peroxide forming in the atmosphere, more often in a catalytic or
photocatalytic way, plays an important role in SO2 oxidation to H2SO4.

What kinds of oxidants exist in the atmosphere? It was considered for a long
time that O3 is the main oxidant in the atmosphere. However, in the 1980s it was
shown that hydrogen peroxide (equally with oxygen), formed in the atmosphere
by photochemical means, is one more oxidant which can to a considerable degree
influence air quality, especially by acid rain formation. H2O2 also deteriorates trees,
bringing harm to the plant cells [13, 14, 29–32] and thus resulting in the green
plantation decline [33, 34].

In which way is hydrogen peroxide forming in the atmosphere? The main
ways resulting in hydrogen peroxide formation and decomposition (and also
sedimentation) in the atmosphere are given in Scheme 6.2 [35].

Reactions in gaseous phase:

Reactions in water phase

1. NO2 + hn O(3P) + NO,

2. O(3P) + O2 O3,
M

O(1D) + O2,3. O3 + hn

2OH•,4. O(1D) + H2O2

5. OH• + CO 2OH• + CO2,
O2

6. HCHO + hn 2HO2
• + CO,

O2 

7. NO3 + HCHO HNO3 + HO2
• + CO,

O2

8. HO2
• + HO2

• H2O2 + O2,

9. HO2
• H2O + HO2 H2O2 + O2 + H2O,

10. HO2
• + RO2 ROOH + O2,

OH• + NO2,11. HO2
• + NO

12. NO2 + OH• HNO3,

13. O3 + C2H4 HCHO + 0,4CH2O2 + 0,4CO + 0,12HO2
•,

14. H2O2 + OH• H2O + HO2
•,

15. H2O2 2OH•,
hn

16. HO2
• (aq) + O2

•–  H2O2 + O2 + OH–,
H2O

17. HSO3
– +H2O2(aq) + OH• (aq) + H+ SO4

2– + 2H+ + H2O,

18. H2O2(aq) + OH• (aq) H2O + HO2
• (aq),

19. H2O2(aq) 2OH•.
hn

Scheme 6.2 Main reactions resulting in hydrogen peroxide formation and disintegration in the
atmosphere
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It can be seen from Scheme 6.2 that H2O2 will be formed by photochemical
reactions in the atmosphere. Thus, the reaction of two HO�

2 radicals with each other
is predominating [reaction (8)]. Concentration of H2O2 in rain water and in clouds
falls within the limits 10�6 to 10�2 M. The level of H2O2 is higher in summer and in
the afternoon, and is lower in winter and night. In water phase H2O2 will be formed
by reaction (16) [35].

Besides H2O2, organic hydroperoxides and peroxide radicals can be formed in
gaseous phase by reaction .10/2. Total concentration of organic peroxides in rain
and cloud water is far lower than that of hydrogen peroxide (according to some data
[36] less than 5% of overall concentration of peroxides [H2O2 C ROOH]). Thus,
concentrations of CH3OOH, HOCH2OOH and 1-hydroxylethyl hydroperoxide
[CH3CH.OH/OOH] in rain water reach about 0.1–0.5, 0.2–0.8, and 0:1–0:3 �M,
accordingly.

The results of model experiments (field tests made in Italy) have shown that the
presence of atmospheric pollutants such as NOx , volatile organic compounds, and
CO, and the increase in solar irradiation, temperature, and water vapor condensation
contribute to the formation of gaseous H2O2. High concentrations of NOx , due
to the catching of free radicals HO�

2 , by reaction (11), and OH� by reaction (12),
are inhibiting H2O2 formation. In contrast, high concentrations of NOx favor O3

formation [reactions (1) and (2)] [35].
Higher concentrations of volatile organic compounds contribute to the formation

of both H2O2 and O3 due to larger photochemical formation of free radical particles
(OH�;RO�;HO�

2 , and RO�
2) from hydrocarbons and ketones. It was shown [37]

that in polluted air, formaldehyde photolysis is the most important source of free
radical formation, in particular, HO�

2 radicals [reaction (6)]. The clean atmosphere
photolysis of O3 is the main source of free radicals, in particular, HO�

2 radicals
[reactions (3)–(5)].

The other sources of free radicals are reactions such as acetaldehyde and other
aldehydes, and ketones’ photolysis, reactions of O3 with olefine [reaction (13)], and
those of NO�

3 with organic compounds [reaction (7)] [38, 39]. High concentration
favors the formation of H2O2, as can be seen from reaction (5). High concentrations
of volatile organic compounds and CO and low concentrations of NOx contribute to
H2O2 formation, and vice versa.

High levels of solar radiation promote the formation of free radicals
OH�;HO�

2;RO�, and RO�
2 due to formaldehyde and O3 photolysis [38, 40].

Research has shown that the reduction of O3 concentration by 10% results in
H2O2 concentration redoubling.

Increasing air temperature, and also water vapor, significantly increases H2O2

concentration. In the latter case, this takes place because of the formation of
hydrated hydroperoxide radicals (HO2 � H2O), which actively interact with HO�

2

radicals with H2O2 formation [reaction (9)] [37]. It was also confirmed under field
conditions that H2O2 level depends on the level of atmospheric pollutants such
as SO2.

The main way of H2O2 deterioration in the air is its interaction with OH� radicals
[reaction (14)] and its photolysis [reactions (15) and (19)] [28]. Hydrogen peroxide
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is the main oxidant of S(IV) at pH < 5. At pH > 5 its role will be decreased and
the main oxidants will become OH�, O3, and Fe(III)–O2 [39–44].

In the gaseous phase various reactions of SO2 with OH� radicals take place,
but the rate of their oxidation is much slower than the rate of SO2 oxidation
with hydrogen peroxide and O3 in the water phase of the atmosphere, where the
appropriate reactions run quickly.

As already mentioned, in water drops, metal ions (such as iron, copper, and
manganese) are present, and their concentration is enough to provide significant
acceleration of sulfite transformation to sulfate and sulfuric acid. It becomes much
more rapid because of complex formation of different volatile organic substances
(ligands) with transition metal ions, and, thus, formation of enough catalysts to
efficiently activate oxygen molecules. The rate of this, now catalytic, process of
sulfite oxidation will be dependent on a variety of factors, in particular, on metal ion
and ligand ratio, pH of medium, etc. Therefore, observable rates of such an oxidation
process at various sites and at different times can also be different. But, more often,
in drops of mist, sulfur dioxide, in its significant part, will be very rapidly trans-
formed into sulfuric acid. For example, in summer time 50% of air emissions SO2

and NO2 will be transformed into H2SO4 and HNO3 in 180 and 14 h, respectively
[14]. The detailed mechanism of these processes is still poorlyunderstood. Equally
with oxygen activated with metal compounds and playing the role of oxidant for SO2

transformation into H2SO4, an even more important role under certain conditions
(up to pH < 5), as was mentioned above, is played by hydrogen peroxide in this
oxidation process. One of its sources is the reaction of disproportioning of relatively
low-reactive superoxide radicals HO�

2 , present in the atmosphere [45]:

HO�
2 C HO�

2 �! O2 C H2O2:

Levels of HO�
2 in the air may reach 0.03 ppv, which corresponds to the rate of H2O2

formation (0.2 ppb/h in dry and up to 0.6 ppv/h in moist air in summer) [46]. An
important source of HO�

2 is photolysis of formaldehyde [46]:

HCHOC h� �! HC HCO�;

HC O2 �! HO�
2;

HCO� C O2 �! HO�
2 C CO;

and reaction of formaldehyde with OH� radicals:

HCHOCOH� �! HCO� C H2O
�:

In the same way (catalytically or photochemically) iron (and manganese) complexes
participate in SIV oxidation in the water phase [36, 47]. Besides, these metals
compounds may be concentrated in wet aerosol particles and, due to this, the
oxidation rate of SO2 will be significantly increased.
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The concentration of hydrogen peroxide and iron compounds in drops of
moisture reaches about 10�6 to 10�4 M [48]. Thus, typical catalytic redox sys-
tems will be formed: MzC (Fe, Mn, Cu, etc.) –H2O2–SO2, MzC–L–H2O2–SO2,
MzC–L–O2–SO2, and MzC–L–O3–SO2, in which sulfur dioxide will be oxidized
to sulfuric acid:

SO2 C H2O2

FezCLn����! H2SO4:

In drops of moisture the catalysts (Fe(III) compounds) on interaction with SO2 will
be reduced to Fe(II) compounds, which in turn will be oxidized with H2O2 to Fe(III),
i.e., a reversible catalytic cycle will be realized, supporting SO2 transformation
into H2SO4 [48]. As was shown above, similar catalytic systems appear in the
atmosphere in the phase of drops with O3 and O2.

In water solutions iron ions are in the form of hydrates or complex particles
of various composition FezC.H2O/x.OH�/y or FezCLn.H2O/x.OH�/y [49]. In
activated metal ions or their complexes the value of pKa for water dissociation is
much less than that of free water (6–8 and 15.7, respectively [49]), i.e., on water
molecule coordination to metal ion the bond O–H strength in water molecules will
be significantly decreased. The solubility of aqua-hydroxocomplexes is strongly
dependent on water phase pH, which under atmospheric conditions fluctuates within
the limits �3–9. Thus, solubility will be significantly decreased with pH increase
due to the formation of metal hydroxide or oxide particles. The interaction of
iron ions with various ligands usually yields an increase in the solubility of these
complexes. Ligands, most often met in aerosols, in the order of their decreasing
contents, are SO2�

4 .HSO�
4 / > NO�

3 > Cl� > NH3 � CO2�
3 .HCO�

3 / � OH� �
SO2 > H2S (pH 5), and also different organic compounds. On transition metal
complex compound formation, water molecules coordinated with metal ions are
very labile (i.e., can be easily substituted with ligand or substrate molecule) in
the case of V2C, Ni2C, Co2C, Fe2C, Mn2C, Cr2C, and Cu2C ions, and less labile
for Co3C and Cr3C ions, which is important for the creation of catalytically active
complex of one metal or another.

In the atmosphere, besides carbonate equilibrium:

CO2 C H2O � H2CO3

�HC

� HCO�
3

�HC

� CO2�
3 ;

similar sulfate ones exist [49]:

SO2 C H2O � H2SO3

�HC

� HSO�
3

�HC

� SO2�
3 :

Appropriate distribution of various particles S(IV) as pH function is shown in
Fig. 6.1 [50]. Particles of SO2, HSO�

3 , and SO2�
3 are reactive, and in the presence of

metal aqua-hydroxocomplexes at 3 < pH < 8 can react rapidly with them, forming
bound-via-oxygen sulfito-complexes. At the latter pH the transoformation into the
complexes, bound via sulfur, will be far slower. In the process SIV ! SVI various
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Fig. 6.1 Particles
distribution S(IV) as pH
function.
ŒS.IV/� D 1:5 � 10�2 M,
ionic force D 0:05M

substrate radicals (SO��
3 , SO��

4 , SO��
5 ) and intermediate iron compounds (FeHSOC

3 ,
Fe.OH�/.HSO�

3 /, Fe.O2/.OH�/C, etc.) are reacting, this fact being confirmed by
EPR and spectrophotometric methods using the method of inhibitors. Final products
are sulfates SO2�

4 .H2SO4/ and dithionates S2O2�
6 . The most important oxidants are

H2O2, O3, OH� radical, and O2. The mechanisms of the reactions of S(IV) oxidation
with hydrogen peroxide are still not clear. Numerous proposed mechanisms of sulfur
catalytic oxidation into sulfuric acid in model systems Fe2C–L–O2.H2O2/–SO2,
studied under laboratory conditions, were analyzed and compared in a number
of works [21, 51–56]. These mechanisms can in general be subdivided into (1)
nonradical [57–60], (2) radical [61–69], and (3) mixed nonradical and radical ones
[70].

Proofs of chain mechanism of the processes were obtained using substances
fixing free radicals such as mannitol, tertiary butyl alcohol, thiosulfate, and hydro-
quinone, inhibiting the reaction.

Under anaerobic conditions the overall process of catalytic transformation S(IV)
! S(VI) can be represented by the totality of reactions [21] (Scheme 6.3).

M3+ + SO3
•– M3+ + SO4

2– + 2H+H2O

M3+ + HSO3
– MSO3

+ + H+

MSO3
+ M2+ + SO3

•–

M2+ + HSO3
– MSO3 + H+

MSO3  + M3+ 2M2+ + SO3
•–

MSO3  + SO3
•– M3+ + 2SO3

2–

SO3
•– + SO3

•– S2O6
2–

Scheme 6.3 Mechanism of catalytic transformation of S(IV) in S(VI)

The inhibiting stage is the formation of iron sulfite complex of various com-
position Fe(III):HSO�

3 D 1W1, 1:2, and 1:3 [60, 66, 71]. These complexes are
decomposed spontaneously with the formation of reduced metal ion M2C and sulfite
radical SO��

3 [72].
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In the presence of oxygen, peroxomonosulfate radical SO��
5 will appear, which

is much more reactive than O2, and can oxidize either sulfite ion HSO�
3 or reduced

metal ion M2C. Interaction of SO��
5 with HSO�

3 results in the formation of sulfate
radical SO��

4 , which in turn can interact with many participants of S(IV) into the
S(VI) transformation process. Hydroperoxomonosulfite anion HSO�

5 will be also
formed in this process, which equally with SO��

5 is ionic oxidant and is able to
realize many reactions. In general, the supposed mechanism, based on computer
modeling of SO2 catalytic oxidation with iron (III) compounds in the presence
of oxygen, may be represented in the form of a sum of separate stages [68]
(Scheme 6.4).

SO5
•– + НSO3

– SO3
•– + HSO5

–

SO3
•– + O2 SO5

•–

SO5
•– + НSO3

– SO4
•–+ HSO4

–

SO4
•– + НSO3

– SO3
•– + HSO4

–

HSO5
– + НSO3

– 2SO4
2– + 2H+

SO5
•– + SO5

•– 2SO4
•– + O2

M2+ + SO5
•– M3+ + HSO5

–H+

M2+ + HSO5
– M3+ + SO4

•– + OH–

M2+ + HSO5
– M3+ + SO4

•– + OH•

M2+ + SO4
•– M3+ + SO4

2–

M2+ + OH• M3+ + OH–

HSO3
– + OH• SO3

•– + H2O

HSO5
– + OH• SO5

•– + H2O

HSO5
– + HSO5

– SO4
•– + SO4

2– + O2
•– + 2H+

SO3
•– + SO3

•– S2O6
2– + O2

Scheme 6.4 Supposed mechanism of catalytic oxidation with iron (III) compounds

Some of these stages are not elementary and can proceed through the number
of intermediate compounds’ formation (for example, reaction HSO�

3 C HSO�
5 ).

Metal ion acts as initiator of S(IV) oxidation to S(V) (in the radical SO��
3 /. It

also brings SO2 and oxidant O2 together in the bridge-type intermediate compound
O�
2ML�

nOSO2, thus contributing to electron transfer from sulfur to oxidant. Very
similar processes proceed on catalytic oxidation of NO and NO2 to HNO2 and
HNO3 through the formation of intermediate nitrito-complexes LnM�ONO.

Equally with oxidants such as as HO�
2 , H2O2, O3, and free radicals, SO2 can play

an important role in metal ions oxidation, turning them into catalytically active super
oxidized states [73]. Such redox cycles for iron were found both in the atmosphere
[74–82] and in water solutions [82–84]. Similar redox cycles are supposed for
cobalt(II), copper(II), and manganese(II) [63, 64, 74, 85–87] as well.
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pH value exerts a strong influence on the mechanism of catalytic transformation
of S(IV) into S(VI), but the data available are uncertain, and therefore it is
impossible to formulate an expression for the rate of SO2 catalytic oxidation over a
wide range of pH [21]. In general, clearly expressed pH dependence is observed of
process rate with the maximum within the pH range 2–4 [65, 88–92]. Distribution
of S(IV) into S(VI) oxidation products, SO2�

4 and S2O2�
6 , is also dependent on pH.

Thus, in the case of SO2 catalytic oxidation (catalyst—iron(III)) S2O2�
6 formation

was observed at pH > 2, and at pH > 5:7 S2O2�
6 ions were not detected. Adding

ligands such as EDTA to the system made it possible to discover S2O2�
6 within the

pH range 5–8 as well [21].
As has been pointed out, the most efficient catalysts of SO2 oxidation are iron

and manganese compounds, but it is disputable which of them predominates in this
process [21]. Under the usual atmospheric conditions (4 � pH � 6) a higher rate
constant of overall process was observed for catalysis realized with manganese.
Meanwhile, iron concentration in the atmosphere is about one order higher than
that of manganese. Besides, the mechanism of oxidation process S.IV/! S.VI/ is
complicated and extremely sensitive to the changing of its realization conditions.

There is little known about the catalysis of SO2 oxidation to H2SO4 with man-
ganese ions. The data on kinetics and mechanism of this catalytic oxidation process
with dioxygen on different pH values are contradictory even at the model level.
Many mechanisms were proposed (chain and nonchain) of catalytic and noncatalytic
(manganese(II) ions) processes. Thus, for instance, noncatalytic process at pH 4.5
is represented by all the stages of the chain process as shown in Scheme 6.5.

Peroxysulfate HSO�
5 and disulfate S2O2�

7 ions are intermediate particles. Intro-
duction of manganese ion into the system results in the oxidation reaction S(IV)!
S(VI) proceeding by catalytic chain mechanism. Thus, manganese ion will replace
bisulfite ion HSO�

3 in reactions (6.2) and (6.3):

Mn2C C SO��
5 ! (6.11)

In the presence of manganese(II) ions stages (6.2 and 6.3) will be replaced with
stages (6.12 and 6.13):

Mn2C C SO��
5 C S2O! HSO�

5 CMn.OH/2C; (6.12)

Mn.OH/2C CHSO�
3 ! Mn2C C SO��

3 C H2O: (6.13)

Modification of stages (6.12 and 6.13) is also possible in the following form:

Mn2C C SO��
5 ! MnIIISOC

5 ; (6.14)

MnIIISOC
5 HSO�

3 ! Mn2C CHSO�
5 C SO��

3 : (6.15)

These reactions in combination with reactions (6.1)–(6.10) represent the process
mechanism, which leads to the rate expression (a) being in accordance with
experimental data.
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Chain continuation:

Initiating:

Breakage:

Accompaning reactions:

SO3
·– + O2 SO5

·–, (1)

SO4 
– + НSO3

– SO4
2– + SO3

•–  + Н+, (4)

SO5
•– + SO5

·– O2 + SO4
•– + SO4

•–, (5) 

SO5
·– + НSO3

–
НSO5

– + SO3
·–, (2)

SO4
·– + SO4

2– + Н+, (3)

HSO5
– + HSO3

– SO4
•– + SO3

•– + H2О, (6)×

SO5
•– + SO5

•– O2 + S2O8
2– (7)

S2O7
2– + Н2О 2SO4

2– + 2Н+ (10)

НSO5
– + НSO3

–
S2O7

2– + H2O (8)

SO4
2– + SO4

2– + 2Н+ (9)

Scheme 6.5 Non-catalytic oxidation of sulfur-containing ions. In this Scheme I would ask to
change with places the stages of Chain Initiation, that should be first, and Chain Continuation,
that should follow the Initiation Stage

Rate expression, describing quantitatively catalysis with manganese ion, has the
following form:

�dŒO2�

dt
D k6

k7.k8 C k9/f.k2Ck3/ŒHSO�
3 �Ck11ŒMn2C�gfk2ŒHSO�

3 �C fk11ŒMn2C�g;

which involves the rate of both noncatalytic and catalytic processes (f is the
fraction of reaction (6.11), which produces SO��

3 and HSO�
5 ). Thus, it is supposed

that S2O2�
8 is initiator, and manganese ion is both initiator and multiplier of

reactive particles, providing a peculiar synergism of both of these catalysts in chain
reaction [93].

Summing up numerous pieces of research on catalytic oxidation mechanisms
with transition metal ions (first of all, iron(III)), we should note the great importance
of the kinetic modeling in reaction mechanisms established for complex kinetic
systems [66, 67, 94–98].

However, the mechanisms of S(IV) oxidation into S(VI) in the atmosphere are
much more sophisticated than in model systems considered above. Indeed, in all the
mechanisms represented, which are often subjects of conflicting discussions, the
influence of many processes taking place in the atmosphere is not considered.

One of the main components of the atmosphere, which ensures safe levels of UV-
irradiation close to and on the Earth’s surface for flora and fauna, and which also
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takes part in the maintenance of certain climate conditions on the Earth and controls
the contents of some anthropogenic and natural admixtures in the atmosphere, is
ozone. The amount of ozone in the atmosphere reaches 3.3 billion tons, and its
maximal concentration is observed from a height of 20–25 km. Any decrease in its
content will have unfavorable consequences, such as skin cancer in people, and will
bring unpleasant consequences to all living creatures on the Earth’s surface.

The ozone molecule is able to absorb light with a wavelength less than 290 nm,
i.e., within the wavelength range where all living systems will be damaged. Besides,
ozone absorbs IR-irradiation from the Earth with a wavelength of about 9–10 mkm,
and thus increases the greenhouse effect caused by CO2 by about 10%.

The bond energy of one oxygen atom in the three atoms in the ozone molecule
is low, so it is highly reactive. When the ozone molecule encounters light (	 D
300–310 nm) excited unstable atomic oxygen will be formed, O.1D) having the
energy of 1.97 eV, which will react with a number of substances (H2O, H2, and
CH4) in the atmosphere and will generate even more reactive hydroxyl radicals
interacting with a variety of admixtures of anthropogenic and natural origin, thus
determining their lifetime in the atmosphere. The hydroxyl radical is produced
by the photodecomposition of ozone and is very highly reactive with any type of
chemical compounds. It does not require a catalyst and it is approximately 108–109
times more abundant in the atmosphere than molecular oxygen [99].

All the aforesaid can be illustrated as in Scheme 6.6 [30].

H2O + H 2
CH3 + H2O 5 – 10
H2O + products –

hnn H2O, H2, CH4 H2O + CH2Cl 1.5
O3 O(1D) OH× H2O + CH2Br 1.7

l >l > 300 nm products –
H + CO2 0.3
H2O + SH 0.001
products 0.001
CHO + H2O 0.001

HCHO
SO2

H2O
CO
freons
CH3Br
CH3Cl
RH
CH4

H2

Scheme 6.6 Transformations of ozone under the influence of light .	 D 300–310 nm/

This is only the part of a possible mechanism of admixture removal from the
troposphere (up to 11 km from the Earth surface), the most important of them being
CO2, CO, NO, NO2, NH3, CH4, H2, SO2, CH2O, and H2S.[31].

The most dangerous regarding ozone layer anthropogenic factors are freons,
which supply mainly atomic chlorine into the atmosphere. Under the action of UV-
irradiation in the stratosphere, as well as on interaction with OH� radicals, they
dissociate evolving halogen atoms, which then deteriorate ozone molecules:

ClC O3 ! ClOC O2;

ClOC O! ClC O2:
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As can be seen, in these pair reactions atmospheric chlorine will be preserved, which
makes it possible for one of its atoms to come into the stratosphere to destroy up to
100,000 ozone molecules [30]. Thus freons are dangerous for the ozone layer.

In Scheme 6.6 the key role of a very strong oxidant, the OH� radical, can
be seen. Its determination in the atmosphere was done using the method of
fluorescence (laser-excited) and also IR-spectroscopy [32]. Another strong oxidant
in the atmosphere is the HO�

2 radical, which is determined by EPR method [32], and
also by spectrophotometric methods using tetranitromethane as indicator.

Usually OH� radicals are generated by pulse-radiolysis, and their accumulation
is followed directly or indirectly using spectroscopic methods. The extinction
coefficient of the OH� radical in electronic spectra of neutral solution is low
(370M�1 SM�1 at 	Max D 200 nm), and to detect it, competitive reactions are used.
Thus, in the case of SO2.HSO�

3 / radical oxidation with OH� radicals, the rate will
be determined in comparison with the reaction of OH� with CO2�

3 :

OH� C CO2�
3 ! CO��

3 C OH�:

The carbonate radical obtained is stongly absorbing at 	 D 600 nm, and the rate
constant k D 9:5 � 109 M�1 s�1.

Processes with reactive particle and free radical participation, on their interaction
with atmospheric substances, may be followed by the totality of chemical reactions:

O3

h��! O2 C O:

Then, on atmospheric oxygen interaction with water vapor, carbon monoxide,
organic and other substances, hydroxyl, superoxide, and peroxyl radicals, as well as
hydrogen peroxide, an oxidant active in the liquid phase will be formed. Generally,
these reactions may be presented as follows [33, 34]:

OC H2O! 2OH�; OH� C CH4 ! CH�
3 C H2O;

OH� C CO! CO2 C H; CH�
3 C O2 ! CH�

3O2;

HC O2 ! HO�
2; CH�

3O2 C NO! NO2 C CH�
3O;

RHC OH� ! ROHC H; CH�
3OC O2 ! HO�

2 C CH�
2O;

h�
ROHC OH� ! ROH� C H2; NO2 ! NOC O;
HO�

2 C HO�
2 ! H2O2 C O2; OC O2 ! O3;

and further, as in Scheme 6.6.
Therefore, a key particle providing transformation of other particles in the

troposphere is the OH� radical. In the presence of pollutants such as volatile organic
substances (VOS) and NO in the atmosphere, the general scheme of interactions can
be given as follows [14]:

.VOS/C 2OH� C 2NO! 2HO�
2 C .1 � a/NO2 C aRONO2 C PANC RCHO;
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where RONO is organic nitrites, RCHO aldehydes, PAN peroxyacetylnitrate, and
aa coefficient < 1.

Free radicals will also be formed in the nitrogen oxides photolysis, aldehyde
photochemical oxidation, and PAN photodecomposition, in the reactions of O3 with
R–CDC–R0. In turn, aldehydes, ketones, and organic acids will be formed under
the influence of light quantums from hydrocarbons in reactions proceeding in the
gaseous phase. Gaseous phase reactions yield in the formation of main acid rain the
products nitric and sulfuric acids. Pollutants of natural (H2S, CS2, (CH3/2S, COS,
NH3, and N2O) and anthropogenic origin (sulfur and nitrogen oxides) are emitted
into the atmosphere. It is known that the appearance of “acid rain” is connected
with the increased emissions of NOx and SO2 in the troposphere. These oxidants,
interacting in the gaseous phase with O3, HO�

2 , and OH�, are turned into molecules
of nitric and sulfuric acids. At the same time, these oxides partly realize different
chemical reactions, and partly remain unchanged (Scheme 6.7).

+ O3, НO2
• +ОН•

NO2NO HNO3
Reactions
in drop+ОН• + O3, НO2

•
SO2 HSO3 H2SO4

Scheme 6.7 Transformations of nitrogen and sulfur oxides in the atmosphere

Nitrogen oxide is the primary product in most of the anthropogenic pollution
sources, which, reacting with hydroxyl, superoxide, and peroxide radicals, and also
with ozone, will be transformed into nitrogen dioxide. The latter, interacting with
hydroxyl radical, will be turned into nitric acid through the formation of nitrate ion
and its further reaction with aldehydes and other compounds:

NO2 C O3 ! NO�
3 CO2;

NO�
3 C RCHO! HNO3 C RCO�:

Thus, an important process is NOx oxidation to nitric acid which often serves as
the source of 20–40% acidity of cloud water [99] and which may also proceed
catalytically [100–103].

Acid rain brings to the Earth’s surface and into water reservoirs both nitric
and sulfuric acid, and also nitrogen and sulfur oxides. An important role in these
processes belongs to OH� and HO�

2 radicals. If the aerosols’ concentration is
increased, on their surface ruin of OH� and HO�

2 radicals willincrease, which may
result in self-purification from tropospheric pollutants’ deterioration.

Proceeding from such understanding of environmental processes, which proceed
in the atmosphere with nitrogen oxides (NO and NO2) and sulfur oxides (SO2),
various methods of reducing emissions into the atmosphere were proposed. Thus, an
ammoniac method of purification from nitrogen oxides is based on similar reactions
also proceeding in the atmosphere (Scheme 6.8).
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+NH3 + NO
ОН• NH2

• N2+ H2O

+ NO
N2+ H + OH•

+ NO2
N2O + H2O.

Scheme 6.8 Radical-chain process of nitrogen oxides transformation into the harmless products

This method is based on obtaining high enough concentrations of OH� and NH�
2

radicals.
It becomes clear from this paragraph that the mechanisms of SIV oxidation into

SVI in the atmosphere are much more complicated in reality than in the model
systems discussed above. Indeed, in all the mechanisms presented, the influence of
joint action of catalysts (iron, manganese, and other transition metals) was not taken
into account, as well as the possible influence of complex formation of transition
metal ions with organic and inorganic ligands from the atmosphere. All the various
ways of free radicals and high-oxidated iron (manganese) intermediates are also not
considered; photocatalytic processes are not always taken into consideration. For
these and many other reasons, real atmospheric oxidation processes, including SIV

oxidation into SVI, will significantly differ from model ones.
Acid rain damages not only the natural ecosystems but also man-made materials

and structures. Marble, limestone, and sandstone can easily be dissolved by acid
rain. Metals, paints, textiles, and ceramics can effortlessly be corroded. Acid rain
can degrade leather and rubber. Man-made materials slowly deteriorate even when
exposed to unpolluted rain, but acid rain helps to speed up the process. Acid rain
causes carvings and monuments in stones to lose their features. In limestone, acidic
water reacts with calcium to form calcium sulfate [99]:

CaCO3 C H2SO4 ! CaSO4 C H2CO3:

For iron, the acidic water produces an additional proton giving iron a positive
charge:

4Fe.s/C 2O2.g/C 8H.aq/! 4Fe2C.aq/C 4H2O.l/:

When iron reacts with more oxygen it forms iron oxide (rust):

4Fe2C.aq/C O2.g/C 4H2O.l/! 2Fe2O3.s/C 8HC.aq/:

6.3 Catalytic Redox Processes in Natural Water and Its
Self-Purification

6.3.1 Main Sources of H2O2; OH�� and O��
2

.HO�
2 / Radicals

Formation in Natural Water

On transition from catalytic redox processes proceeding in the atmospheric
water microreservoirs to similar processes in the Earth’s water reservoirs, the
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concentration and other conditions will be changed significantly, in particular in
relation to substrates and catalysts, and the variety of components involved into
these processes will be increased too.

One of the main problems nowadays is understanding the self-purification
capacity of natural water and elaboration of efficient and environmental friendly
methods of wastewater treatment. In all these processes and methods an important
role is played by ions and complex compounds of iron, copper, and partly
manganese as catalysts, and dioxygen and hydrogen peroxide (and also products
of its decomposition) as oxidants. The hydrogen peroxide content in natural water
is low (1� 10�7 to 1� 10�4 M). In sea- and freshwater it reaches about 1� 10�6 to
1 � 10�5 M, respectively.

The main sources and appropriate reactions of hydrogen peroxide formation in
natural water are shown in Scheme 6.9.

hn Аtmosphere O2 + DH2
O2(1) (3)

(2)
O2×– Cu2+/Cu+

hn
2H+

hn, DH2 Fe3+, 2H+ H2O2
in natural

water

Enzymes of peroxysomes
ectoenzymes +  О2

D
O2 O2×–

(8) Fe2+

(4)
ROH Сu2+ SOD of microalgae

cells

Сu+, 2H+ O2×–

H2O O2×– hn
ROOH Сu2+ (5) О2

(6)(7)
О2 + Cu+

Scheme 6.9 Possible ways of hydrogen peroxide formation in water

Solar light plays a dominant role in H2O2 formation in natural water (1), as
under its influence superoxide anion radical is soon formed as the predecessor of
the main part of hydrogen peroxide generated in water. Some H2O2 comes from the
atmosphere in the form of rain and other precipitates (2). A certain share of H2O2 is
supplied by redox (DH2-reducer) catalytic processes (3).

Large amounts of H2O2 are formed in peroxisomes of water microorganisms’
cells, which to a great degree are capable of penetrating into the cytosole, and out
of it, through the cell membrane, to reach natural water [104]. On the outer surface
of the microorganisms of phytoplankton, so-called ectoenzymes (surface enzymes),
such as deaminases, are capable of oxidizing nitrogen-containing organic substances
with O2, reducing to H2O2 and evolving the latter into water medium (4) [2].

In the presence of microalgae, the latter convert H2O2 into water in the process
of their photosynthesis under the influence of the UV part of solar irradiation.
O��
2 formed in the cell, interacting with its superoxidedismutase (SOD), transforms
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into H2O2, and its excess will be excreted by the microorganism into water (5).
O2 interaction with CuC also yields H2O2 (6) [105]. At last, hydroperoxides, the
content of which in natural water is ten times less than that of H2O2, can be partly
transformed into hydrogen peroxide (7).

In turn, hydroperoxide formation in natural water can be represented as a totality
of a large number of catalytic and noncatalytic reactions [106–108]:

RH
hv�! R� CH

R� C O2 ! RO�
2;

RO�
2 C RH! ROOHC R�;

RO�
2 C DH� ! ROOHC D�;

RO�
2 CMC HC

�! ROOHCM2C;

RO�
2 C NO�

2

HC

�! ROOHC NO2;

RO�
2 C HSO�

3 ! ROOHC SO2�
3 ;

MC C ROOH! RO� CMOHC:

The reactivity of RO�
2 radicals in these reactions is usually—three to five orders

less than that of RO� radicals. O2 in the presence of light quanta or reducers DH2,
generated by microorganisms, will be reduced to O��

2 . O��
2 in turn will reduce Fe3C

ions with H2O2 formation (8).
Hydrogen peroxide decomposition in natural water has been considered repeat-

edly [109–112] and it was shown that this process may proceed in both abiotic and
biotic ways. Experimental and theoretical data on H2O2 decomposition catalysis
with transition metal ions [113–117] may be used for the description of abiotic
processes of H2O2 decomposition in natural water. In a water medium mostly copper
ions, iron chelate complexes [118], and partly manganese ions [119] can be in
homogeneous form. Catalytic decomposition of H2O2 (at pH � 7) will proceed
mainly on microcolloidal iron hydroxide (by nonradical mechanism) and on copper
ions (through free radical formation) [120, 121]:

CuOHC C HO�
2 ! CuC C O�

2

Further CuC interaction with H2O2 yields CuOC particles (hydrolized ion Cu3C),
which will oxidize water with OH� radical formation [122].

Possible ways of OH� radicals formation in natural water are presented in
Scheme 6.10.

In the presence of electron donor DH2, hydrogen peroxide will be consumed for
donor catalytic oxidation without OH� free radical formation (1). If DH2 possesses
the properties of redox ligands, it can initiate OH� radical formation (2). The
latter can also be formed under hydrogen peroxide irradiation with light (especially
UV) (3). The same takes place on hydroperoxide irradiation with light (4). The
same picture is observed on their interaction with the reduced forms of metal
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Cu2+ + DH– 1/2H2O2 ROOH + M+ROOH O3×aq + HO2
–

(2) (3) O2×–(5)(4) (6)
hn hn H+

H2O, D CuDH+ H2O2 HO3×

RO× ROH NO3
–

NO2 (7)
Cu2++D×– O2 hn, H+

DH2 H2O

H2O
Cu+ + H2O2 CuO+ OH· HO3

· O3×aq + DH–

(1) CuOH+ O2 LnFeOH2+ D·– (8)NO
NO2 H2O LnFeIV O2+

H2O
NO2

– hn, H+ Fe2+

O2+H2O LnFe2+

(14) LnFeH2O2
2+
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hn H+ hn LnFe2+ + H2O2
NO + O2×– FeOH2+ O2×– + H2O2 LnFeOH2+ (9)

(11) (10)(12)(13)

Scheme 6.10 Possible ways of OH radicals formation in water

MC (5). On ozone (O3;aq) dissolving in water and interaction with dissociated form
of peroxide its decomposition will proceed according to radical-chain mechanism
with O��

2 and OH� radical formation (6). The last radical will also be formed on
NO�

3 photochemical transformation (7). In the presence of reducers DH2, ozone (its
concentration in surface layers of water reaches 10�8 M) will interact with them and
will also generate OH� radicals (8).

Hydrogen peroxide interaction with iron(II) coordination compounds can result
in the formation of superoxidized form of iron(IV) (provided the ligand is capable
of stabilizing such form), and via this intermediate to form OH� radicals (9). The
latter will also be formed by irradiation with light of LnFeOH2C-type complexes
(10). Superoxide anion radical interaction with hydrogen peroxide in water medium
is catalyzed by metal compounds, in particular copper compounds, which results in
the production of OH� (11). Photochemical reactions of charge transfer with the
same effect are also possible (12). There are nitrogen oxides, in particular NO,
in natural water, which on reaction with superoxide makes the formation of OH�
radicals possible (13). The latter will be formed on photochemical transformation
of NO�

2 as well (14).
In natural water there also exist other abiogenic and biogenic ways of free

radicals’ formation. Thus, for example, algae will induce DH2 into water reducers,
which in the presence of H2O2 and Cu2C ions are capable of forming OH� radicals
in accordance with (2) in Scheme 6.10. Although qualitative assessment of the
different ways of free radical initiation contribution is not very simple [123], their
stationary concentration can be estimated both by direct measurement and by
calculation proceeding from the rate of radical initiation and efficient rate constant
of their ruin [110, 124].
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Equally with H2O2 and OH� radicals formation in natural water under the action
of solar light, O��

2 (HO�
2) superoxide radicals will also be formed as primary ones.

The main ways of superoxide radicals are presented in Scheme 6.11 [124–126].

H2O M+ + O2 O2 + D×– HO2
–

O2(2) LCu2+(OH–)(3) (4) (5)

(6)

a, b, g HO2
–+ LFe3+

M+O2 LCu+(OH–)D
LFeHO2

2+

O2 OH· M2+
LFe2+ hn

S×+

S×+

CuOH

S S* O2×–(HO2×) HO2
– + CuOH+

(1) (7)

S×++e–,aq both
O2 forms

LFe2+ NO2
– HO3 of superoxide

O3, aq + OH–

H2O hn (8)
H2O2 + OH× LFe(H2O)2+ NO2 + NO O3, aq + HO2

–

(9)(10)(11)(12)

Scheme 6.11 Main ways of superoxide radicals generation

Organic substances (amino acids, primary alcohols, etc.) in natural water (S)
under the influence of sunlight will be transformed into excited state (S�) and then,
giving an electron to the molecule O2, will generate O��

2 (1). These radicals may
be preceeded by hydrated electron (e�,aq/ and other electron-excited particles. Such
photoelectron transfer is widely distributed in natural water. Radioactive irradiation
(’-, “-, and ”-rays) in the case of radiation pollution will result in OH� radicals,
hydrated electrons, and H atom formation, which, interacting with O2, will form
O��
2 (HO�

2) superoxide radicals (2). As a result of secondary processes, reduced
forms of metal MC, reacting with O2, will result in O��

2 radicals (3). The transfor-
mation of O2 into O��

2 in natural water can result in radical-reducers D�� (4). Super-
oxide anion radicals will also be formed on hydrogen peroxide reaction with copper
ions and complexes (5). During the photolysis, transition metal peroxocomplexes
will be decomposed in a reducing way with O��

2 radical generation (6). Catalytic
decomposition of hydrogen peroxide with O��

2 radical formation will proceed in the
presence of copper ions in a natural (close to neutral) water medium (7). Ozone dis-
solved in water .O3;aq/ as well can be a generator of both superoxide forms (O��

2 and
HO�

2) (8) or only one of its forms (O��
2 ) (9). Nitrogen dioxide .NO2/ dissolved in

water, which is capable of taking away an electron from donor .HO�
2 / (10), can take

part in HO�
2 � generation. Charge transfer photochemical reactions are also important

(especially for iron complexes) in HO�
2 producing (11). Reactions of hydrogen

peroxide with OH� radicals in natural water will also be producing HO�
2 (12).

Stationary concentration of O��
2 radical in natural water reaches� 10�8 to 10�9 M.

These are the main ways of the most important intermediates of the O2 reduction
process (hydrogen peroxide, O��

2 , and OH� radical formation).
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6.3.2 H2O2 and O2 Activation in Natural Water and the Role
of Metal Compounds

H2O2 activation can be carried out by iron complexes with simultaneous irradiation
with light (especially—UV light):

H2O2

FeLn;h������! 2OH�;

OH radicals will interact with numerous water polluting organic compounds (RH),
oxidizing them to appropriate radicals R:

OH� C RH! H2OC R�:

Pollutant in the form R� (already being activated) easily enters other reactions,
finally turning into less toxic or nontoxic compounds. Thus, H2O2 is the particle,
the catalytic decomposition of which can yield water purification from pollutants.

An example of a rapid deep destruction is the oxidation of pyridine carbonic
acids (pyridine-2,3,6-dichloropyridine-2-carbonic acids—RH) by Fenton reagent
with additional irradiation with light having wavelength 320 nm [127]:

Fe2C.LnFe2C/C H2O2 ! Fe3C.LnFe3C/C OH� COH�;

Fe3C.LnFe3C/C h� ! Fe2C.LnFe2C/;

OHgCRH! RgCH2O

Substrate DH� radical formation in peroxidase reactions is also possible, provided
there are substrate-donors of hydrogen atom in natural water:

H2O2 C Fe3C ! FeO3CH2O;

FeO3C C DH2 ! FeOH3C C DH�:

FeOH3C C DH2 ! Fe3C CDH�:

DH� C DH� ! DC DH2:

DH� ! products of DH2 radical transformation:

In the presence of Cu2C ions in natural water, the following reactions with hydrogen
peroxide can proceed in a homogeneous way:

Cu2C CH2O2

�2HC

 ! CuO2 ! CuC C O��
2 :

Cu2CO��
2 ! CuC C O2;

CuC CH2O2 ! Cu.OH/2 ! CuOC ! CuOHC C OH�:
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If there are suitable ligands (bicarbonates, phosphates, etc.) in water medium,
capable of transforming manganese(IV) oxide into manganese(IV) soluble complex
compounds, the following one-electron reactions are possible [119]:

LMn.IV/
e�

�! LMn.III/;

LMn.III/CH2O2

2HC

���! LMn.II/C O��
2 ;

LMn.III/CH2O2

HC

��! LMn.IV/C OH�;

LMn.II/C OH� �! LMn.III/C O2:

Thus, during H2O2 interaction with transition metal compounds, both highly-
reactive compounds of Cu(III), Fe(IV), Mn(III), and Mn(IV) and strong oxidant
OH� radicals are formed. Up to 50% of hydrogen peroxide can be transformed
into free radicals, and stationary concentration of OH� radicals in natural water
reaches about 10�15 to 10�17 M [119]. Taking into account that kOH�CRH �
109–1010 M�1 s�1, the lifetime of many pollutants (RH) is only several days, which
indicates the need for conditions of natural water optimal self-purification.

Catalytic redox processes in natural water have been considered in detail in
[2, 104, 108, 110, 128]. Further development and amplification of these ideas
are given in [129, 130]. In accordance with these concepts, natural water, from
the chemical point of view, in environmental conditions represents itself as an
open multicomponent, multiphase, photochemical, catalytic redox system of
MC–M2C–O2–H2O2–L–DH2–S–In–h� type, in which the processes of oxygen
activation, hydrogen peroxide (�10�5 mol=L for 24 h), and pollutant decomposition
proceed [2]. Thus, both stoichiometric reduction and oxidation of metal ions
proceed with the appropriate activation of oxygen and hydrogen peroxide by them:

2M2C C SH2

�2HC

����! 2MC C S

2MC C O2

C2HC

����! 2M2C C H2O2;

2MC C H2O2

2HC

���! 2M2C C 2H2O;

and catalytic processes of pollutant SH2 oxidation:

SH2 C O2

M2C;MC

������! SC H2O;

SH2 C H2O2

M2C;MC

������! SC 2H2O:

The concentration of iron, copper, and manganese ions in natural water reaches
for the first ion � 10�5 mol=L, and for the others: 10�6 to 10�8 mol=L. Ions and
compounds of these transition metals are the most important in the realization
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of redox transformations of O2 into H2O2. Copper ions are in natural water in
homogeneous form in both oxidating and reducing states [118], together with iron
ions, in oxidized form (in the form of microcolloidal hydroxide) and manganese
ions, in the form of either free ions Mn2C or in the form of microcolloidal oxide
Mn(IV) [131]. For copper ions one- or two-electron reactions are characteristic
with O2 and H2O2 participation, while for iron and manganese ions, two-electron
reactions of hydrogen peroxide catalytic decomposition [120, 132].

In natural water, redox reactions proceed and metal ions of transition valency
play the role of process catalysts. Natural water pollution must be compensated with
natural self-purification processes, in which a major role is played by O2 and H2O2.
It is most important that self-purification processes be considered from the positions
of chemical kinetics and catalysis, as pollutants’ transformations usually proceed in
the reactions of catalysis, oxidation with free radicals, decarboxylation, hydrolysis,
and other reactions, often catalyzed by transition metal ions and complexes.

In oxidized form iron ions are present in natural water (pH 5–8) in the form
of either insoluble hydroxide or soluble complexes. In water medium at 10�6 �
ŒFe3C� � 10�5 mol=L formation of iron polynuclear compound is insignificant.
However, at pH 3.5 and ŒFe3C� D 2�10�5 mol=L the share of polynuclear iron form
reaches 0.32. Hydroxide dissolving on account of Fe3C ion binding in complex with
ligands can take place only if the latter forms very strong complexes characterized
by binding constants �1017 mol�1, which is characteristic of polydentate ligands,
forming chelate complexes. Oxy- and oxoacids and humic acids—components of
the environment—play the role of such ligands.

Insoluble iron forms, settling in bottom deposits, find themselves under reductive
conditions and can be reduced to Fe(II) compounds, possessing much higher
solubility than Fe(III) in natural water:

Fe3C �O � Fe3C C DH2

�H2O���! �Fe2C : : : Fe2C �CD;

�Fe2C : : : Fe2C �CO2

H2O��! Fe3C �O � Fe3C CH2O2;

�Fe2C : : : Fe2C �CH2O2 ! Fe3C � O � Fe3C C H2O:

Diffusing from bottom deposits into water bulk, Fe2C ions will once again be
oxidized with oxygen and hydrogen peroxide dissolved in the water. In the case
of their binding into complexes, the latter can take part in active intermediate
particle generation, which will later oxidize pollutants. Thus, iron complexes play
an important role in the self-purification of natural water.

O2 will be activated within this process. the mechanism of O2 activation with iron
coordination compounds involves the formation of intermediate oxide, and then a
peroxide complex (Scheme 6.12) [13, 111, 113].

The presence of oxygen and H2O2, jointly with iron complexes in natural water,
results in redox processes proceeding with the formation of active free radicals.

Fe2C ions or complexes will be oxidized with hydrogen peroxide, yielding ions
or compounds of Fe3C and hydroxyl radical OH�:
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H+

Fe2+ + P + H2O2

LFe2+

LFe2+ + O2 (LFeO2
–)2+ 2Fe3+ + H2O2

2Fe2+ + H2O

2H+

Fe3+ + O2
•–,

H+

Fe2+ + P + H2O 

LFe2+

LFe2+ + H2O2 (LFeH2O2)

2H+ 

Fe3+OH– + OH•.

Scheme 6.12 Mechanism of oxygen activation by iron coordination compounds

Fe2CCH2O2 � FeHOC

2 � .FeHOC

2 /.OH�/
�H2O���! .OH�/FeO2C ! Fe3C.OH�/2COH�:

The most efficient reactions of pollutant oxidation in water medium proceed by
radical mechanism, hydroxyl radical being the most reactionary among all the
radicals .OH�;O��

2 , RO�
2 , etc.). It is initiated mostly in photochemical reactions

(Scheme 6.10) with H2O2 participation:

H2O2

h��! 2OH�;

FeOR2C ! Fe2C C RO�;

Fe2C C H2O2 ! FeOH2C C OH�;

LFeDH� C H2O2 ! LFeOH2C C D�� C OH�:

Unlike OHC, superoxide radicals possess dual redox function. For this reason, these
radicals in neutral and acid media are easily disproportioned to O2 and H2O2. In
basic medium they are stable. They play an important role in catalytic radical-chain
processes of H2O2 decomposition:

2O��
2 C 2HC ! H2O2 .pH � 7/;

HO�C
2 Fe2C HC

��! HO�
2 C Fe3C;

O��
2 Fe3C ! O2 C Fe2C

HO�C
2 H2O2 �! O2 C 2OH�CHC

The possible mechanism of oxygen activation with iron ions in natural water may
be presented as two-electron transfer [2, 129]:
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Fe2C C O2 � FeO2C
2

2H2O���! Fe4C.OH�/2 C H2O2:

Fe4C.OH�/2 �! Fe3C.OH�/C OH�;

Fe2C C FeO2C
2

2H2O���! 2Fe3C.OH�/CH2O2;

Fe2C C Fe4C.OH�/2 �! 2Fe3C.OH�/:

Hydrogen peroxide thus formed can be transformed into OH� radicals through the
intermediate compounds of ferryl-ion type FeO2C or LFeO2C:

Fe2C C H2O2 � Fe2C.HO�
2 /C HC;

Fe2C.HO�
2 /COH��.OH�/Fe2C.H2O�/�!.OH�/FeO2C 2H2O���! Fe3C.OH�/COH�:

Unlike oxygen molecule activation with iron ions, its activation with copper
ions proceeds by one-electron mechanism with HO�

2 superoxide radical, and then
hydrogen peroxide formation [133]:

CuC C O2 � CuOC
2 � Cu2C CO��

2 ;

CuC C O��
2

2HC

���! Cu2C C H2O2;

CuOC
2 C CuC 2HC

���! 2Cu2C C H2O2:

In turn, hydrogen peroxide, through the formation of a number of intermediate
compounds of “cupryl-ion” type (CuOC), will be transformed into OH� radical:

CuC C H2O2 ! CuOC;

CuOC C H2O! Cu2C C OH� C OH�:

OH� radicals, as strong oxidants, will interact with pollutants, thus purifying natural
water. Fe3C or Cu2C ions under the action of various reducers of water (for example,
O��
2 , quantum of light) will be transformed into Fe2C and CuC, and the cycle will

be repeated.
To make an assessment of free radical concentration, one has to know the rate of

their initiation (Wi) and efficient constant of their ruin (ki), which, in the case of OH�
radicals, can be determined spectrophotometrically (by the method of competitive
reactions) according to p-nitrosodimethylaniline coloration reducing (PNDMA—
trap for OH� radicals). On this basis the so-called “inhibiting capacity” parameter
of water medium can be calculated �†kiŒSi �, s�1 [110, 124]. In this case ki is the
rate constant of OH� interaction with “trap,” thevalue of which usually falls within
the limits 108–1010M�1s�1.

In natural water the share of H2O2, decomposing into OH� radicals, is 10–50%
[100]. Tentatively for OH� initiation rate (Wi) the rate of photochemical formation
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of H2O2 in water medium can be taken (Wf), as soon as Wi � Wf. Proceeding from
the value and parameter of †kiŒSi�, stationary concentration of OH� and efficient
rate constant of any pollutant, radical oxidation (kRH) can be estimated:

ŒOH�� D Wi

†kiŒSi�
and kRH D kOH�CRHŒOH�� D kOHCRHWi=†kiŒSi�

where kOH�CRH is the rate constant of OH� interaction with pollutant RH. Pro-
ceeding from these considerations, a dynamic chemical–biological redox model
of natural water medium was proposed, based on the fact that biotic and abi-
otic processes of oxidative and reductive equivalents constantly proceed in it
(Scheme 6.13 [124]).

аbiotic
processes

Ski[Si] radicals
ruinМ2+/ М+

Biota ОН•(Wi) processes of
radicalkRH[RH]

(Wf) Н2О2 DH2  (Wr) + –– radical
chains

self-purification

Wf < Wr

Wf >Wr

Abiotic
processes

redox-toxicity of
water medium

Scheme 6.13 Chemical–biological redox model of water environment

It can be seen from this scheme that biotic and abiotic processes of oxidative
and reductive elements constantly proceed in natural water. The general result
of their interaction is determined by the ratio of inner flows of active oxidative
flows in water reservoirs (hydrogen peroxide Wf/ (Scheme 6.9), and substance-
reducers (DH2), efficiently interacting with it (Wr/. The sources of reducers in
natural water are mainly blue-green algae, which thus adapted themselves to be
used by the substance-reducers to neutralize toxic action of H2O2 (the latter even
in concentration of 10�5 to 10�6 M will suppress these algae photosynthesis)
[107, 109].

In the case of oxidative element predomination (Wf > Wr), the oxidative state
of the medium will be realized. Reducers (DH2) in water will be easily oxidized
with hydrogen peroxide (more exactly, with radicals and their further ruin), or will
initiate conjugate radical self-purification processes of water reservoirs containing
pollutants (RH). In the inverse case (flow of reducers will exceed the flow of
H2O2—i.e., Wf < Wr) quasi-reducing redox state of water environment will be
observed. Thus in water various toxic effects appear, mainly connected with the
rapid growth of blue-green algae in the reductive conditions and increased pH of
medium sometimes up to ten and even higher. In these conditions pathogenic flora
and intestinal pathogenic organisms (such as Vibrio cholerae) appear.
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In all these processes, taking place in natural water, an important role is played
by hydrated metal ions, especially iron and copper, metal hydroxides, and also
their complex compounds with numerous ligands that catalyze proceeding in these
conditions of variety of redox reactions. Iron(III) compounds are most often found in
water medium. The solubility product (SP) for Fe(III) reaches the value 3:8�10�38,
at pH > 4 equilibrium concentration of iron aquatic form [Fe3Caq ] is low compared

to hydroxide, at pH � 5 it is in water solution in the form Fe.OH/C2 , and at pH > 6

is is in the form Fe.OH/3. Maximal concentration of Fe.OH/3 in soluble form is
2 � 10�7 mol=L [107, 109].

Content of Cu2C ions in surface water is approximately 3 � 10�7M. Within the
limits pH 7–9 mostly monohydroxocomplex Cu.OH/C will be in homogeneous
form.

However, there are many ligands in natural water which form various kinds
of metal complex compounds. Iron hydroxide dissolving will take place only in
the presence of ligands very strongly binding iron into one of another form of
complex compound—for example, in the case of chelate-forming ligands of EDTA-
type. Copper hydroxide dissolving will occur with a much lower complex-forming
capacity of ligand. Usually concentrations of typical ligands in natural water are as
follows: HCO�

3 .CO2�
3 / � 3 � 10�3, CH3COOH � 10�4, NHC

4 .NH3/ � 10�5,
H2PO�

4 .HPO2�
4 / � 10�5, and H2S.SH�/ � 10�5 M. Various other ligands having

organic natures are also present in natural water: carbonic acids, amino acids,
sulfur-containing compounds, ethylenediamine, and pyridine. However, the main
environmental ligands are fulvic and humic acids which form with metal ion stable
compounds. Therefore, the presence of numerous ligands in natural water and
also that of various pollutants (which can also be ligands), influence on pH value
of medium, and changes in ratio of metal ion concentrations and ligands create
conditions of different types of metal complex compound formation, characterized
by extremely differing stability constants and redox potential values:

'.MzCLn=M.z�1/CLn/ D '.M2Caq=M.z�1/C�aq/ � RT ln
KMzCLn

KM.z�1/CLn

where KMzCLn and KM.z�1/CLn are stability constants of metal complexes in
oxidized and reduced forms, accordingly. In turn, the change in redox potential of
metal ion on complex formation, and also the change in metal coordination sphere
lability, its hydrolytic stability, its composition on account of multinuclear com-
plexes formation, and the presence of numerous substrates and oxidants (O2, H2O2,
etc.) create possibilities for catalytic processes proceeding in various mechanisms,
resulting in the self-purification of natural water. Of course, the dominating “motor
force” of this process is solar light.

Thus, redox processes have an important influence on self-purification processes.
In hydrogen peroxide formation within water surface layers the main role belongs
to photochemical processes, and in bottom water layers to catalytic processes of
oxidation with molecular oxygen of substances generated by water microorganisms.
The rate of reducers DH2 formation depends on the amount and specific diversity of
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water microorganisms. The most efficient catalysts of pollutant oxidation in natural
water in homogeneous form are copper ions and complexes, and in heterogeneous–
form Fe(III) and Mn(III) hydroxides.

The sources of oxidant (H2O2) formation in natural water can be photochemical
and can take place within other processes (Scheme 6.9). On solar light influence
(	 � 300 nm) on fulvic acids and other substances dissolved in water or microalgae,
H2O2 will be formed. Radicals OH, HO2, and others, which take part in dissolved
pollutants oxidation, are, as a rule, the products of hydrogen peroxide decomposition
processes.

6.3.3 Photocatalytic Transformation of Nitrogen Mineral
Forms in Water

Among the most widespread pollutants of environmental water, compounds of
nitrogen low-molecular forms, first of all nitrates, nitrites, and their derivatives, will
be considered [134, 135].

The use of industrially manufactured nitrogen (N) fertilizers increased rapidly in
the developed countries between 1960 and 1980. This facilitated a large increase
in the production of feed and food grains (maize, wheat, and rice) per unit area of
cultivated land, but in some regions it also contributed to enrichment of surface and
groundwater with various forms of nitrogen [136]. Fertilizer, however, is not the
only source of nitrogen that can cause contamination of surface waters. Biological
nitrogen fixation, mineralization of soil organic nitrogen, and animal wastes can
also contribute to nitrogen enrichment of water bodies. Additionally, under some
conditions, nitrogen applied to the soil may be converted to gaseous or immobile
forms of nitrogen that do not contribute to surface water contamination. Because of
these various sources and transformations of nitrogen, the severity of surface water
contamination by nitrogen fertilizer has been difficult to quantify precisely.

Existing research indicates that the amount of contamination from fertilizer
varies depends on the amount of fertilizer applied, and characteristics of the
soils, crops, climate, and the receiving water bodies. A large amount of nitrogen-
containing compounds is discharged into water basins by cattle-breeding farms and
municipal wastewater, and this is connected with nitrogen mineral compounds that
often pass by transit through municipal biochemical treatment plants.

Complex environmental circulation of nitrogen in the biosphere (Fig. 6.2),
providing vital activity of organisms and setting into motion the biological flow,
is characterized by the capacity of self-regulation. Excessive and sometimes wrong
use of nitrogen-containing fertilizers and factors of anthropogenic influence result
in equilibrium violation in the cycle, and accumulation of one or another low-
molecular compound of nitrogen, possessing toxic properties, such as nitrites or
nitrosamines. The latter compounds are known for their carcinogenic properties.
Thus, nitrite in acid media (pH 1.0–3.0), on coming in contact with foodstuffs or
drinking water in the gastrointestinal tract, is a strong mutagen.
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Fig. 6.2 Scheme of nitrogen-containing compounds transformation in ecochemical system

Being biological substances, such nitrogen compounds play an important role in
the vital activity of hydrobionts [137, 138] and have a significant influence on both
self-purification and self-pollution of water reservoirs.

The accumulation of certain compounds of bound nitrogen results not only
in infringement of self-purification processes in water reservoirs, but also in an
increase in the amount of toxic forms of nitrogen in agricultural crops.

The main sources of NO�
3 and NO�

2 ions penetrating into the human organism
are foodstuffs and potable water.

It is to be noted that NO�
3 is often the source of NO�

2 formation. Under the
influence of solar light in surface water during daytime efficient formation of NO�

2 ,
which results in the self-pollution of water reservoirs, takes place [139].

The toxicity of NO�
2 is manifested in that it oxidizes iron in the molecule of

hemoglobin, transforming it from Fe2C to Fe3C. Methemoglobin thus formed is
unable to realize reversible binding of O2.

Nitrosamines will be formed, mainly, on NO�
2 interaction with amino acids or

proteins in acid media. Nitrosamines mostly affect the liver, causing cirrhosis [140–
148].

To reveal the main causes of water media pollution and to remove these
pollutants, the kinetics and mechanisms of transformation of low-molecular forms
of nitrogen should be known.
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Transformation of NO�
3 and NO�

2 can proceed under the influence of light (	 �
300 nm) in natural water, and also in model systems in the presence of hydrogen
peroxide, alcohols, reducers, and iron and copper ions.

Typical kinetic curves of nitrate and nitrite photolysis are given in Fig. 6.3.
Due to the fact that most natural water components absorb within the nearby UV-

region, this part of solar irradiation is the most efficient in water self-purification
processes. The main ultraviolet part of solar irradiation is absorbed by the upper
layers of atmosphere, and only the light of near UV and visible regions of the
spectrum (	 � 300 nm) reaches the Earth’s surface [2]. Within the wavelength limits
300–350 nm, solar light intensity increases abruptly. It is under this light influence
that various photochemical transformations occur in natural water, in many relations
determining self-purification capacity of water.

In distilled water photochemical transformations of NO�
3 and NO�

2 are possible
only as a result of direct photolysis. Kinetics of NO�

3 and NO�
2 photolysis under

the influence of filtered light of the DRS-250 lamp (	 D 313 and 	 D 360 nm)
is described by the equation of first-order rate (Fig. 6.4). Rate constants of direct
photolysis of nitrate and nitrite, respectively, are K 0

d D .8 ˙ 3/ � 10�7 s�1 and
K 00

d D .7˙ 3/ � 10�5 s�1.
The photolysis of nitrates and nitrites under the influence of filtered and solar

irradiation was studied [149, 150] in both distilled and various types of natural
water. The photolysis of NO��

3 and NO��
2 is accompanied by free radical formation.

Reaction products are NO2 and OH radicals, as well as singlet oxygen:
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As OH radical acceptors tert-butyl (t-BuOH) and ethyl (EtOH) alcohols were
used, and also p-nitrosodimethylaniline (PNDMA), the additives of alcohols and
PNDMA on nitrate photolysis resulting in an increase in the photolysis rate
(Fig. 6.5). Proceeding from these data, rate expressions for NO�

3 photolysis rate
were obtained in the presence of additives (S):

W D Wo.1C ˇŒS�/;

where Wo is the rate of NO�
3 photolysis in the absence of additives, and W in the

presence of PNDMA, t-BuOH and EtOH additives.
The increase in NO�

3 photolysis rate on adding the solutions of OH� radicals’
efficient acceptors indicates the OH� radical interaction with nitrite-ions:

3: NO�
2 C OH� ! NO�

2 C OH�:
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This fact is also proved by PNDMA influence on nitrite photolysis (Fig. 6.5, curve
4). Rate decreasing up to the lower limit (0:4 � 10�8Ms�1) also points to the
existence, besides reaction (1)—direct photolysis of nitrite, of reaction (3).

On comparing the PNDMA consumption rate (0:6�10�8Ms�1) and rate of NO�
2

formation (3 � 10�8Ms�1) during NO�
3 photolysis under the same conditions as in

Fig. 6.5, one can see that WPNDMA < WNo�

3
. Thus, OH radical formation is not the

only channel of nitrite photolysis. Excited anions of nitrate on their decomposition
will also form nitrite anion [see reaction (2)].

The dependence of nitrate and nitrite photolysis on medium (Fig. 6.6) was
studied. At pH > 7 the rate of nitrate photolysis will increase sharply and passes
through a maximum at pH 10. This fact has an important meaning for surface water
having high pH value. In these cases, during daytime an efficient photolysis of
NO�

3 occurs, and nitrite concentration in water increases, which often has negative
consequences. The rate constant of nitrite direct photolysis seems to be two orders
higher than rate constant of nitrate direct photolysis, and, therefore, one should not
fear NO�

2 accumulation due to nitrate present in natural water; moreover, mean
pH value for natural water is �7:6. However, a small increase in pH is enough
to enhance the amount of nitrites. This is to be considered on hydrochemical index
determination.

The presence of metal ions of transition valency and hydrogen peroxide in natural
water can result in additional destruction of nitrites. Under the influence of light
in the presence of microadditives of metals, free radical formation will take place
[151]:

4: Fe3COH� hv�! Fe2C C OH�;

5: Cu2COH� hv�! CuC C OH�:

During hydrogen peroxide irradiation its decomposition on hydroxyl radicals will
occur:

6: H2O2

hv�! 2OH�:
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HO� radical formation must yield an additional destruction of nitrite on account of
its oxidation. However, during the study of Cu2C, Fe2C, and Fe3C ions influence
on NO�

2 photolysis, it was found that Fe3C ions, up to a concentration of 10�4M,
do not influence photolysis at all. Cu2C and Fe2C ions even inhibit photochemical
transformation of NO�

2 ; copper’s influence can also be felt on ŒCu2C� D 10�7 to
10�4M (Figs. 6.7 and 6.8).

Copper ions seem to be necessary in the chain for NO�
2 anions regeneration.

Mechanism of nitrate photolysis inhibiting with copper ions can be given by the
following scheme:

1. NO�
2

hv�! NOC OH� C OH�;
7. NOC CuOHC �! CuC CNO�

2 C HC;
8. NO�

2 C OH� �! No�
2 C OH�;

9. NO�
2 C CuC �! No�

2 C Cu2C.
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Table 6.1 Kinetics of nitrate (K 0

d) and nitrite (K 00

d ) transformation under the influence of solar
light

No Sample K0

d � 107.s�1/ K00

d � 105.s�1/

1. Distilled water 8.0 7.0
2. Dniester river water 7.2 0.3
3. Water of Cuciurgani estuary 4.6 0.5
4. Wastewater of the municipal treatment plant 5.5 3.4
5. Water of Dniester estuary 0.9 2.1

The influence of iron(II) on NO�
2 photolysis can be observed on ŒFe2C� D 10�5 M.

Ions of iron(II) also will interact with NO�
2 radicals:

10. Fe2C C NO�
2 �! Fe3C C NO�

2 :

At the same time, Cu2C and Fe2C ions practically do not influence nitrate-anion
photolysis.

Direct H2O2 interaction in darkness with nitrites or nitrates at pH 7 is low,
and hydrogen peroxide plays the main role as the source of hydroxyl radicals on
photolysis.

A large series of NO�
2 and NO�

3 photochemical transformation kinetic measure-
ments was carried out under the influence of solar irradiation in the natural water
of the Dniester river and some adjacent water reservoirs, and also in municipal
wastewater. It was found that under different conditions, rate constants of NO�

3 and
NO�

2 photolysis vary within the limits of one order (Table 6.1).
The comparison ofKd values, obtained in laboratory tests and under natural solar

irradiation, shows that photochemical reactions induced by solar irradiation, can be
successfully modeled using mercury lamps.

6.3.4 Photocatalytic Transformations of Anthropogenic
Organic Pollutants in Water Compartments

There have been numerous studies of the photoinduced degradation with the
Fe(III) aqueous complexes of organic compounds which do not absorb solar light
(	abs D 300 nm). During the 1950s, the capacity of monomer Fe(III) species, and
specifically, Fe.OH/2C, to produce the high oxidative and nonselective HO� radicals
(Eo D 2:80 eV) was revealed by Bates and Uri (1953) [152] and Baxendale and
Magee (1955) [153].

Since the 1980s, numerous research teams have focused on photochemical
degradation studies in the systems containing Fe(III) aqueous complexes, including
degradation under artificial UV-irradiation. Thus, degradation of numerous organic
pollutants in water solutions under the artificial irradiation (UV–visible light),
photoinduced by Fe(III), has been studied, including the following: 2-chlorophenol
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Fig. 6.9 Structure of
dibutylphthalate (DBP)

[154], 3-chlorophenol [155], 4-chlorophenol [156], 2,6-dimethylphenol [157], herbi-
cides of the phenylurea family, diuron (3-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)-1,1-dichloranilidyl)
[158], asulam (4-amino-benzosulfonyl-methylcarbamate) [159] and monuron [160],
benzoic acid [161], and dibutylphthalate [162].

It is to be noted that in all the cases cited, the organic molecules do not absorb
or only slightly absorb solar light (	 � 300 nm) and are not subjected to direct
photolysis. Moreover, these compounds do not interact with iron(III).

The degradation mechanism involves the only common stage in all the studied
substances, specifically, the formation of hydroxyl radical catalyzed by the aqueous
Fe(III) complex. On the other hand, the reaction of hydroxyl radical with the
studied organics is strongly dependent on their chemical structure. Therefore, it
can be concluded that the pathways of the pollutant degradation reactions during
the interaction “Fe(III)–solar irradiation” may be very different. To illustrate this
statement, we should consider some examples.

In the case of dibutylphthalate (DBP) [163], the authors have revealed that the
hydroxyl radical attacks mainly on the aliphatic chain. As a result, two aliphatic
chains in DBP are especially sensitive to this attack, as they possess nine H atoms
susceptible to snatching by HO�, and, in addition, two hydrogen atoms are much
more labile, being in the ’-position with regard to the ester function (Fig. 6.9).

The degradation initiated by the hydroxyl radicals formed by the irradiation of
Fe(III) aqueous complexes can be presented as follows:

• Radical R� formed can react with oxygen, yielding an unstable RO�
2 radical,

which can produce the hydroxyl product with Fe(III).
• Radical RO�

2 , in turn, will result in formation of the same unstable hydroxyl
product, which will be rapidly decomposed into carboxyl derivatives.

The DBP photoinduced degradation with iron salts in water solution is shown in
Fig. 6.10. With much longer irradiation time, the complete mineralization of DBP
occurs.

Hydroxyl radicals can also react directly with the aromatic nucleus. To illustrate
this, we should consider the degradation of 3-chlorophenol (3-CP), photoinduced by
Fe(III) [155]. Hydroxyl radicals resulting from the photolysis of Fe.OH/2C rapidly
react with 3-CP, forming the intermediate radical compound with the aromatic ring
of 3-CP—dihydroxychlorocyclohexadienyle [164]. In the presence of Fe(III) and
oxygen this intermediate will form hydroxyl derivatives (chlorohydroquinone (I), 3-
chlorocatechol (III), 4-chlorocatechol (IV), and chlorobenzoquinone (II) (Fig. 6.11).

This example shows the simultaneous intervention of hydroxyl radicals at the
lateral chain and aromatic nucleus.
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Fig. 6.10 Mechanism of dibutylphthalate (DBP) degradation with HO radicals

In the case of diuron [158] the identified products demonstrate that there are two
preferential sites of attack by HO radicals in this molecule: methyl groups of urea
functional group, and the aromatic ring (Fig. 6.12).

Due to the quantification of identified photoproducts, it can be stated that the
attack of HO radicals mainly occurs through the detachment of a proton from one
of the methyl groups of the urea functional group (Way A). Alkyl radical formed
through the detachment of hydrogen can react with oxygen, forming ROO radical,
and after the rearrangement two photoproducts (6 and 4) are formed. With time, the
new attack of HO radicals on previous compounds (6 and 4) follows, which results
in the formation of secondary photoproducts (5 and 3).

The second reaction way (Way B) involves the formation of radical intermediate
with the aromatic cycle of diuron. This intermediate compound further forms the
hydroxyl derivatives at the aromatic nucleus (1 and 2).
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Fig. 6.11 Mechanism of 3-chlorophenol degradation by HO radicals

6.3.5 Modeling of Pollutant Transformation and
Self-purification Capacity of Natural Water

The specificity of most processes proceeding in natural water is their low rate,
the great amount of medium components, and the possibility of this medium state
influencing with many physical–chemical factors. During the process modeling in
natural water, the simplest system (distilled waterC reagent-pollutant) is gradually
complicated by various components introduced into it, which are present in natural
water under environmental conditions—O2, H2O2, MzC, L, DH2, etc. To obtain an
overall picture of reagent chemical transformation (in an ideal case) one has to carry
out kinetic research not only for the initial substance but also for various products
of its transformation. It is extremely difficult and practically impossible, even using
the method of high pressure liquid chromatography, which is widely used for these
purposes.

As an example of some chemical transformation modeling, chemical
transformation of 3,4-dichloroaniline (DCA) [165] can be considered, which
is a metabolite of many widely used phenylamide herbicides which can enter
the environment. The main processes of DCA oxidation in natural water are
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Fig. 6.12 Mechanism of diuron degradation by HO radicals

determined by mixed oxygen–peroxide systems catalyzed by the microcolloidal
hydroxide of Fe(III) and hydrophosphate complex LCu(II), i.e., with the system
.OH/3Fe.III/–LCu.II/.OH�/–O2–H2O2–DCA within the pH range 4–9 (phosphate
buffer).

The mechanism of the processes proceeding in such systems is diverse (it
depends on many conditions) and complicated. Hence, the study involves several
stages:

1. Influence of Fe(III) compounds in the anaerobic peroxide system .OH/3Fe.III/–
H2O2–DCA.
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2. Influence of Cu(II) compounds in the anaerobic peroxide system LCu.II/.OH�/–
H2O2–DCA.

3. Influence of Fe(III) compounds in the aerobic peroxide system .OH/3Fe.III/–
H2O2–O2–DCA.

4. Influence of Cu(II) compounds in the aerobic peroxide system LCu.II/.OH�/–
H2O2–O2–DCA.

5. Influence of Fe(III) and Cu(II) compounds in the mixed oxygen-peroxide system
.OH/3Fe.III/–LCu.II/.OH�/–O2–H2O2–DCA.

The results of the first-stage study have shown [165] that in the presence and even
in the absence of H2O2 and O2, DCA will be oxidized to Fe(III):

1. Fe.III/C DCA �! Fe.II/C R�
1 ,

where R1 is the radical of dichloranilidyl which will be more easily oxidized to the
appropriate hydroxylamine and further to 3,4-dichloronitrobenzene:

NH2 N• – H N+ – H HO – N – H NO2

– H – e– OH– O2

– H2O
Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl

ClCl Cl Cl Cl
Д ХА R1

• 3,4-dichlor-
Hydroxylamine (Р1)

3,4-dichlor-
nitrobenzene

Being in the absorbed state on colloidal Fe(III), radicals R1 can be recombined with
further formation of strong carcinogen 3,4,30; 40-tetrachloroazobenzene:

– 2Н
2R1⋅ Cl –

Cl

Cl

– N – N – – Cl

H

H

Cl

Cl

Cl – – N = N – – Cl

The results of the second-stage study have shown the possibility of the following
reactions proceeding:

Stages of initiation:

2. Cu.II/C H2O2 �! Cu.I/C O��
2 ;

3. O��
2 C Cu.II/ �! Cu.I/C O2:
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Stages of continuation:

4. Cu.I/C H2O2 �! Cu.II/C OH� C OH�;
5. OH� C DCA �! R�

2;

6. R�
2 C Cu.II/ �! Cu.I/C P2:

Linear breakage:

7. OH� phosphate oxidation�����������!
where R2 is the radical of OH� adjoining to the benzene ring, and P2 the product of
DCA oxidation (3,4-dichloro-6-aminophenol):

NH2 NH2NH2

OН• Н

Cl

Cl

Cl

Cl

Cl

Cl

НOНO

– H–

Н•

R2
• P2

•

This mechanism is in agreement with experimentally found dependence:

W D 
ŒCu2C�ŒH2O2�ŒDCA�:

However, another alternative mechanism is also in agreement with the same depen-
dence, in which predecessors of OH� radicals in the reaction (4) are particles Cu3C
and Cu.II/OC (cupryl-ion and their hydroxocomplexes). Thus, DCA oxidation may
proceed without O participation on account of DCA interaction with these particles.

The results of the third and fouth stages have shown that, like in peroxide systems
(stages 1 and 2), the mechanism of DCA oxidation is radical chain. The stage of
initiation is microcolloidal particle Fe.OH/3 interaction with DCA [reaction (1)].
Then, on low concentrations of Cu2C ions, R�

1 radicals formed at the stage of
initiation will interact mostly with O2 with the formation of R1O�

2 peroxide radical,
and then superoxide ion radical:

8. R�
1 C O2 �! R1O�

2 ,
9. R1O�

2 �! P1O��
2 .

Then, O�
2 will participate in Cu(II) ions changing in the system to Cu(I) ions. The

latter, interacting with O2, will form oxygen complex CuOC
2 , which possesses high

reactivity in relation to hydrogen donors. The catalytic cycle will be closed provided
CuOC

2 reacts with DCA at the stage of chain continuation:
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10. O��
2 C Cu.II/ �! Cu.I/C O2;

11. Cu.I/C O2 �! CuOC
2 ;

12. CuOC
2 C DCA �! R�

1 C Cu.II/C H2O2:

and then reactions (8) and (9).
An alternative two-electron mechanism is also possible, when Cu(I) and O2 will

be formed in the initiation stage, and free radicals do not take part in the stage of
chain continuation:

11. Cu.I/CO2 �! CuOC
2 ;

120. CuOC
2 C DCA �! CuC C P1:

For the present it is difficult to make a choice between these mechanisms.
The results of quantitative study of the fifth stage for mixed oxygen-peroxide sys-

tem with iron and copper compound participation, which in reality will be realized
in environmental conditions, are rather difficult to obtain. However, a quantitative
picture of the process is approximately the same as in more simple systems, and
DCA oxidation rate is proportional to Fe(III) and Cu(II) concentrations. Efficient
reaction orders related to O2 and H2O2 concentrations are fractional. The rate of
DCA oxidation within the pH range 5–9 is weakly dependent on pH value. The chain
processes of DCA oxidation with oxygen and hydrogen peroxide will be the same.

A detailed enough example of DCA catalytic oxidation [165] is a model of the
same processes in natural water, though it is a simplified one. Thus, photochemical
processes are not taken into account, proceeding in natural water and generating
additional amounts of reactionary particles and free radicals, interacting both with
each other and with the transition metal compounds.

The role of the free radicals considered above in the pollutants transformation in
natural water is significant. Primary radicals appear [166] as a result of light ionizing
radiation and the effect of other factors on saturated molecules:

R � R0 ! R� C R�0;

and also donors (DH�) interaction with the acceptors of electrons (A):

DH� C A! DH�� C A��;

or electron donors with metal compounds in oxidized form (M2C):

DH� CM2C ! DH�� CMC;

There are great amounts of dissolved organic and inorganic substances in natural
water, with which primary free radicals will interact forming secondary radicals.
Besides, molecules of oxidizers O2 and H2O2 are involved in radical processes.
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Intermediates in electron transfer reactions serve the compounds of transition metals
(iron, manganese, copper, etc.).

Under the influence of natural water components, solar beams, and radiation,
O��
2 and OH� will be formed in natural water as primary free radicals:

.M2C=MC;O2;H2O2/C DH� ! O��
2 COH�

natural water

H2O2

hv�! 2OH�:

O��
2 and OH� radicals will also be formed as a result of numerous secondary

processes:

MC C O2 ! M2C C O��
2 ;

MC C H2O2 ! M.OH/C C OH�:

Free radicals formed (O��
2 / more often pass the electrons catalytically on H2O2,

with OH� radical formation:

O2	� hv�! H2O2.main reaction of H2O2formation in natural water/;

O��
2 C H2O2

M2C=MC

������! O2 COH� C OH�

Then, OH� radicals will interact with the pollutant RH dissolved in the water by
atom H isolation:

OH� C RH! R� CH2O;

R� C O2 ! RO�
2.stationary concentration in water � 10�9M/;

RO�
2 C RO�

2 ! ROOHC O2 C P.product/;

ROOH
h��! RO� C OH�;

O��
2 C O��

2

COD��������!
or M2C=MC

O2 C H2O2.W � 10�6mol=l h/:

Reciprocal transformation of primary and secondary free radicals in natural water is
shown in Fig. 6.13 (the picture is taken from [166]).

Therefore, natural water self-purification proceeds through the formation of
H2O2, its further destruction to OH�, interaction of OH� with pollutant RH, and its
oxidation to the final product P. Self-purification capacity of natural water (SPCNW)
can be estimated by the model test substance transformation rate, sensitive to
water body state changes. Such a substance is dye para-nitrosodimethylaniline,
the decolorizing rate of which, during the time of sample exposure (g l�1 h�1),
characterizes SPCNW [167]:
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A•– Rt
O2
A

DH2
AH2 ROOH

DH2 DH–

O2
•– D•– Rr RO2
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H2O
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M+ D(P)

DH– (RH)
M2+

DH– RO(N) O2

(ROOH)

H2O2H2O2
RH(ROOH)

RcOH
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Fig. 6.13 Scheme of primary and secondary free radicals reciprocal transformations in natural
water (without quadratic reactions of radicals ruin taken into consideration). MC is metal in
reduced form, M2C metal in oxidized form, DH2 reducer-donor of H, A electron acceptor, Rc

alkyl radical, Rr radical possessing reducing properties, RO.N/ radical-oxidizers with free valency,
localized on O, H atoms, D�� radical-electron donor, Rt stabilized radical, and D.P / products of
DH2.RH/ oxidation.

SPCNW D M.Ab �Ae/

" ��� � l :

HereAb, andAe are the optical densities of water sample in the beginning and end of
exposure,M D 150 the molecular weight of PNDMA dye, " D 3:42�104 the molar
coefficient of PNDMA extinction (l mol�1 sm�1/, �� the time of test exposure (h),
and l the cuvette width (sm). SPNW of pure water is s � 10�6 to 10�5 g L�1 h�1
and that of polluted water more than 5 � 10�5 g L�1 h�1.

6.4 Wastewater Treatment and Catalytic Processes

6.4.1 Principles of Catalytic Wastewater Treatment

Natural water pollution is caused in may ways by industrial, municipal, and agricul-
tural wastewater. At present more than 600 km3 of wastewater (among them more
than 300 km3 of industrial origin) are discharged into the Earth’s water reservoirs.
About 70% of total river flow are used in industry and agriculture, and in the indus-
trially developed regions water is repeatedly subjected to anthropogenic circulation.

The problem of wastewater treatment mainly comes to elaboration of new
methods (including catalytic ones) of various organic substances’ removal or
decomposition. This refers to chlorinated anilines, phenols, benzene, aminocom-
pounds, colorants, organic solvents, surfactants, and others, forming at different
stages of technological processes as main or by-products.
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An efficient means of chemically treating destructive wastewater (WW), which
contains dissolved organic substances, is by means of oxygen, ozone, and hydrogen
peroxide.

WW oxidation with air oxygen is usually performed at increased temperatures.
The most efficient is the method of thermocatalytic oxidation at 260–540ı. The
degree of toxic substance neutralization then exceeds 95%. The catalyst is usually
platinum (electroplated on nickel), as well as copper–chromium and manganese cat-
alysts. With the latter in vapor-gaseous phase, practically complete WW purification
can be reached, removing acetone, phenol, isopropyl alcohol, mesityl oxide, and
picoline derivatives. The main drawbacks of this method are high energy consump-
tion, high cost of equipment, its corrosion, scum formation, and catalysts poisoning.

Another oxidant of organic compounds is ozone catalyzed by transition metal
ions and used for removal of chlorinated hydrocarbons, phenols, oil products,
surfactants, etc. Direct and indirect ozone influence on dissolved organic substances
yields OH and O�

2 radicals and their further interaction (Scheme 6.14).

O3 + OH– O3
•– + OH•

O3+ HO2
– O3

•– + HO2
•

O3+ OH• O2 + HO2
•

O2
•–+ HO2

• O2 + HO2
–

HO2
• + HO2

• O2 + H2O2

Scheme 6.14 Formation of radicals on the ozone interaction with the dissolved organics in waste
waters

Highly reactive particles, interacting with the substances dissolved in WW, will
generate radical-oxidizers (Rox), radical-reducers (Rred), radicals combining these
properties, and low-reactionary and long-living radicals.

The third efficient source of OH� radicals is hydrogen peroxide in the presence
of transition metals. It possesses a number of technological advantages, such as high
solubility in water, possibility of WW treatment within the wide range of pH and
temperature values, ability to intensify the process in catalytic and photochemical
way, and treatment of both diluted and concentrated wastes.

Hydrogen peroxide is often used jointly with other oxidants (such as O3;Cl2, and
hypochlorites), in combination with biological treatment, for WW disinfection and
solid wastes treatment.

H2O2 is most widely used for treating wastewater containing sulfur-containing
compounds [168]:

H2SC H2O2

pH�8:5����! SC 2H2O;

H2SC 4H2O2

pH	8:5����! H2SO4 C 4H2O:
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In relation to H2S and sulfides, hydrogen peroxide is a selective oxidant. Iron(II)
salts may be used as catalysts. Hydrogen peroxide is widely used in the presence
of copper ions as catalysts for WW treatment containing cyanide admixtures and
nitrogen compounds. H2O2 is used for WW deep purification from phenols and
colorants with iron and copper ions’ participation as catalysts. H2O2 used jointly
with Fe3C and Fe2C ions at pH 3–5 makes it possible to oxidize 30–65% of organic
admixtures in household wastewater.

At pH 6–8, characteristic for WW, copper ions are initiators of OH�. On WW
acidification up to pH 4, iron ions will become more efficient at radical initiating.

Radicals OH� will be formed on H2O2 interaction with metal reduced forms, and,
as a rule, process rate will be limited by the rate of metal oxidized forms reducing.
The general process of radicals’ catalytic initiation with H2O2 participation can be
given by the usual cyclic scheme (Scheme 6.15).

M2+ + DH– MDH+ M+ + DH•

DH• D•– + H+

D•– + M2
+ M+ + D

M+ + H2O2 MOH+ + OH•

MDH+ + H2O2 M2+ + D•– + OH•

2M+ + O2 2M2+ + H2O2
•2H+

Scheme 6.15 Catalytic initiation of radicals with hydrogen peroxide involvement

The use of H2O2 in multicomponent wastewater treatment makes it possible to
reduce significantly the chemical oxygen demand (COD) value on account of O2

involvement in the processes of radical oxidation. H2O2 consumption in these pro-
cesses may essentially be lower than the stoichiometric value. Thus, on WW treat-
ment containing alcohols, H2O2 is a specific “priming-tube” initiating the formation
of R’ radicals, which bring O2 into circulation. Thus, H2O2 consumption is insignifi-
cant. The most efficient WW oxidation with hydrogen peroxide will proceed on pro-
cess initiation with UV-irradiation in the presence of iron ion catalytic admixtures.

An example of the kinetic approach to the wastewater treatment problem is
the research [163], carried out on strongly polluted wastewater from the vitamin-
producing industry (Belgorod, Russia). Iron ion content in wastewater is 0.1–1 mg/L
and they can participate in wastewater treatment. The observation was made over
Fe(II) transformation in wastewater kinetics in conditions of darkness, under the
influence of UV-irradiation, and on aeration. Also included were certain components
of wastewater (such as oxy- and oxoacids, including citric, maleic, pyrotartaric,
oxalic acids, etc., hydrocarbons, including glucose and sorbose) [163].

From Fig. 6.14 it follows that, on aerated wastewater being added to
distilled water (DW), the rate of Fe(II) oxidation with oxygen will be increased
proportionally.
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Fig. 6.14 Kinetic curves of Fe(II) oxidation in undiluted (0) and aerated wastewater, diluted 20-
(1), 10- (2), 6,6- (3), 5- (4), and 4-times (5), and also process rate dependence (6) on dilution degree
at [Fe2C� D 1� 10�4 mol=L and pH 7

All the data available made it possible to represent the mechanism of iron(II)
complex oxidation in aerated wastewater by Scheme 6.16, where B� represents
anion components of WW, playing the roles of ligands.

1. Fe2+ + L FeL2+

2. FeL2+ + O2 L(FeO2)
2+

3. L(FeO2)
2+ + B– LFe4+B–+ H2O2

2H+

4. LFe4+B– + LFe2+ 2LFe3+ + B–

5. FeL2+ + H2O2 FeL3+ + OH× + OH–

Scheme 6.16 Mechanism of Fe(II) oxidation in aerated waste water

As can be seen from Scheme 6.14, during the initial anaerobic wastewater
aeration, in the process of Fe2CL oxidation in water medium radicals will appear,
which may take part in various organic substances’ oxidation. On reducers presence
in wastewater, the cyclic process can proceed with alternating oxidation by air
oxygen and Fe(II) reduction by substance-reducer.

Additives of various complex-forming substances in the wastewater (such as
sodium-potassium tartrate, citric and glyoxalic acids, EDTA, reducing redox poten-
tial of Fe(III)/Fe(II) couple to the value of 0.117 B) result in multiple increases in
Fe(II) oxidation rate (Fig. 6.15). Additives of glucose (reducer), possessing only
weak ligand properties, do not practically influence Fe(II) oxidation rate. These
data confirm the participation of chelate-forming ligands in complex formation
with iron ions in mixed industrial–household WW. Wastewater irradiation with UV
light is accompanied by H2O2 formation. The predecessor of H2O2 seems to be
superoxide radical appearing on O2 interaction with electron-excited components of
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Fig. 6.15 Dependence of
Fe(II) oxidation rate in WW
on EDTA concentration (1),
and kinetic curves of Fe(II)
oxidation in EDTA absence
(2) and presence (3), citric
acid (4), glyoxalic acid (5),
glucose (6) at
CL D 5� 10�2, CFe.II/ D
10�4 mol=LI PH 7:7I WW
was diluted ten times

wastewater. Superoxide ion radicals O��
2 will reduce Fe(III) into Fe(II), while Fe(II),

interacting with H2O2, results in OH� radical formation (Haber-Weiss reaction),
which later on will decompose pollutants in wastewater.

Thus, with the help of H2O2 one can intensify wastewater treatment in principle,
especially from sulfur- and nitrogen-containing compounds of phenols, colorants,
etc. In fact, the H2O2 molecule can be regarded as a “dimer” of radicals. This dimer
will be decomposed on monomer radicals under the influence of UV light, or by
joining an electron to O–O bond.

OH� radical, the strongest oxidant known, will react with most organic sub-
stances with a rate constant of 109–1010M�1s�1. The question is: from where can
the reducing equivalents for OH� formation be taken?

Municipal WW contains a number of substances possessing reducing properties,
which will transform transition valency metals into reducing state. On their coming
into aerotanks, metal ions will be oxidized with oxygen with H2O2, OH� radical
formation, which can oxidize barely degradable substances.

WW iron admixtures, forming efficient catalysts with many ligands, can serve as
catalysts for conjugate oxidation processes of pollutants with oxygen and H2O2.
In the presence of substance-reducers in wastewater, as with Fe(II) compounds
oxidation with oxygen and hydrogen peroxide, Fe(III) reduction will take place;
therefore cyclic processes’ running is possible with alternating oxidation–reduction
of LFe2C to LFe3C, which in turn can be used for efficiency determination of WW
self-purification capacity.

In laboratory tests small concentrations of H2O2 can be used as initiators of WW
radical treatment processes. However, under real conditions of large amounts of
municipal WW, under an optimal regime, consumption of H2O2 for purification
processes initiation is still great. Therefore, it is more expedient to use UV-
irradiation for these purposes as well.

In this case under UV-irradiation influence, H2O2, OH�, O��
2 , and alkyl-free

radicals will be formed in wastewater (Scheme 6.17) [169].
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•–

Scheme 6.17 Radicals formation under the UV-irradiation in waste water

Thus, the cascade of radical reactions will be realized with participation of both
hard- and easy-oxidative substances with the involvement of O2 dissolving in water
within this process. The presence of copper and iron ions as admixtures in WW will
contribute to these reactions’ proceeding.

Application of the kinetic approach to the analysis of catalytic redox and
photochemical processes in natural and wastewater can be used to resolve many
problems dealing with environmental protection.

6.4.2 Combined Redox-Photocatalytic Processes

Homogeneous catalytic processes are already applied for the treatment of water and
air systems for the organic pollutant removal. There is no doubt that these processes
will be perfected further, but their advantages are already clear, which determines
their attractiveness and perspectives. These involve the simplicity, efficiency, and
possibility to use solar light. The latter is very important for the future, as energy-
saving technologies will undoubtedly soon be advantageous.

As in the air, in the water environment practically all organic compounds can
be oxidized to CO2 and H2O. However, their complete oxidation time is long in
many cases, to a certain degree due to the essentially slower diffusion of organic
molecules in water than in air. Their typical diffusion coefficient in water is about
10�5 cm2=s, which is at least four orders below the same value in the air. That is
why the stationary reactors are insufficiently effective.

However, this problem can be resolved by enhancing the intensity of mass-
exchange and mass-transfer processes, or by combining homogeneous and heteroge-
neous catalysis, or combining with other chemical or microbiological technological
processes.

Thus, pesticides used in agriculture are decomposed within several months. By
adding small amounts of Fenton reagent, including iron salts and hydrogen perox-
ide, it is possible to reduce this time under solar irradiation. In this way, the pollutant
oxidation rate can be increased by tens and even hundreds of times. Such systems
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are already used in practice for WW treatment. For example, the “photo-Fenton”
system is commercialized by “Calgon Carbon Oxidation Technologies”, USA.

Use of Goethite as a Nano-Catalyst

The development and using of nanomaterials, the structure of which is close to the
colloidal or crystalline one, has lately become an incentive for science development
throughout the world. Nanomaterials are widely used in various different fields of
science and technology.

One of the prospective techniques is the obtaining of stabilized nanodisperse
goethite [’ � FeO.OH/] particles as a result of the slow hydrolysis of iron(III)
chloride (FeCl3) [170]. Goethite particles at the moment of their formation are in
disperse form. They can be stabilized in the presence of agar–agar or gelatin in
low concentrations, having the surfactant properties. As a result, a rather stable
gelatinous sediment is formed.

Nanodispersive goethite thus obtained can be used for organic substances’
photocatalytic decomposition. The nanosize of goethite particles ensures their
reactivity. Under UV-irradiation, photocatalytic reactions begins, the mechanism of
which involves the formation of hydroxyl radical OH� and �O2� radical. These
radicals are formed as a result of the photodissociation of FeO(OH), from the
hydroxyl group in composition of the goethite molecule.

Combined Photocatalytic Aerobic Reactor for the Destructive Elimination
of Refractory Organics from the Wastewater

An integrated reactor (Fig. 6.16), combining homogeneous and heterogeneous
catalytic processes, was proposed [171]. At the first stage, photocatalytic processes,
under dynamic flowthrough conditions with the UV-irradiation, run in the upper
part of the reactor. This results in the partial destruction of refractory pollutants,
which cannot be decomposed by the microbiological way alone. At the second stage
(bottom part of the reactor) the microbiological treatment proceeds.

The tubular reactors are arrangedappropriately, which extends the time and way
of UV-treatment. To provide continuous operation of the reactor, there is a special
mechanism of back-and-forth motion of brushes inside the quartz U-tubes. This
permits one to retain the transparency of tubes during the treatment of heavily
polluted liquids, and also to improve the mass exchange. In this way, the efficiency
of photocatalytic destruction of the refractory organic molecules is improved, and
makes the subsequent biochemical mineralization of treated solution easier under
the aerobic conditions.

At the second treatment stage in the lower part of the reactor, the microorganisms
are introduced. To improve the efficiency of microbiological destruction of organic
substances, this part of the reactor is filled with the packing for microflora fixation
and prevention of its being carried away from the reactor. The packing is a
macroporous floating material. The aerated air is enriched with oxygen.
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Fig. 6.16 Combined
photocatalytic aerobic
reactor: 1 bioreactor case
with conic bottom, 2 dosing
device, 3 sources of
UV-irradiation, 4 U-shaped
tubes with the system of their
internal cleaning, 5 block of
air enriching with oxygen, 6
air-lift, 7 filter

A very interesting principle was proposed regarding enriching the air with
oxygen, connected with its magnetic susceptibility in the constant magnetic field.
This can be explained by the paramagnetic properties of oxygen molecules, due to
the unpaired electrons in the triplet state [172]. Therefore, only molecular oxygen, of
all the gases making up air, has a positive magnetic susceptibility. This is manifested
in the deviation of the molecular beam of oxygen in the magnetic field. It makes it
possible to retract oxygen selectively from the air flow in the magnetic field and
direct it into the treated water. This property of oxygen ensures at the same time
the magnetic activation of its molecules and improvement of the bactericide effect
on the treated water. In this way, it is possible to enhance the oxygen content in the
aeration air from 18–18.5% to 23–25%, which improves the oxidation of pollutants
during the water treatment.

Photocatalytic Removal of Hydrogen Sulfide from Water

A reactor (Fig. 6.17) has been developed for hydrogen sulfide photocatalytic
removal from water [174].

The photocatalytic process (wavelength 180–380 nm and intensity 20–30 J=cm2

min) occurs in the reactor in the presence of iron compounds. These compounds are
generated due to the galvanochemical treatment in the field of short-circuit galvanic
element appearing during the contact of iron and charcoal particles. The galvanic
pair is thus formed because of the difference of electrochemical potentials of iron
and charcoal. Therefore, iron dissolves, forming the iron ions.

Under the UV-irradiation, active radicals and peroxide compounds are formed in
the treated solution, having a high free negative energy. They manifest the oxidation
properties with regard to the hydrogen sulfide forms. Their effect on S2�, HS� ions,
S0, and the organic compounds in the treated water bears a multi-aspect character.
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Fig. 6.17 Scheme of reactor
for H2S elimination from
water: 1 block for the air
magnetic enriching with
oxygen, 2, 7 water inlet and
outlet, 3 magnetic fluidization
system, 4 UV-lamps, 5
iron-carbon package, 6 filter
with floating package [173]

As a result, a step-by-step oxidation of sulfur compounds occurs to SO2�
3 , and then

to nontoxic ions SO2�
4 . It is to be noted that the limited-admissible concentration of

SO2�
4 ions in drinking water is 500 mg/L, whereas for H2S and its compounds it is

less then 1 mg/L.
Photocatalytic oxidation–reduction processes, which ensure elimination of vari-

ous forms of hydrogen sulfide from water, can be summarized in the following way:

HS�
.ads/ C O��

2 ! Cat.S�/C H2O;

Kat.S�/CO2 ! SO2.ads/ C Cat;

SO2.ads/ C 1

2
O2 ! SO3.ads/;

SO3.ads/ CH2O.ads/ ! H2SO4.ads/:

Following similar mechanisms, transformation of hydrogen sulfide compounds
occurs with the involvement of other active radicals. The primary processes are
active radical formation under hard UV-irradiation, and the secondary processes
are homogeneous and heterogeneous redox processes. The catalysts thus play a
dual role: on the one hand they promote the formation of free radicals under
photo-irradiation, and on the other, running of the redox processes in the bulk
of treated water. At the same time, UV-irradiation has a ruinous effect on the
microorganisms, pathogenic microflora, and thiobacteria. So, at the same time the
bactericide treatment of water is ensured.
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Enriching of aeration air with oxygen in the magnetic field improves its oxidation
properties during the redox photocatalytic elimination of hydrogen sulfide, sulfides
of organic components, and thiobacteria in the treated water. Consumption of
oxygen, through its content in aeration air, reaches 5–10mL O2 per 1 g of hydrogen
peroxide.

Oxidation is intensified under the conditions of efficient mass transfer and mass
exchange during magnetic fluidization. Magnetic fluidization is provided due to the
movement of spherical particles (barium hexaferrite) in the polygradient magnetic
field.

Photoreactor Using the Solar Energy

To improve the efficiency of photocatalytic degradation of the refractory polypheno-
lic compounds in water compartments under UV-irradiation, a flowthrough reactor
was developed (Fig. 6.18) with maximum use of solar energy. A rotating spiral brush
cleans up the inner walls, plays the role of a screw pump, and ensures an improved
mass exchange and mass transfer within the quartz tubes.

The system of automatic movement of a horizontal frame, following the sun
during the day, makes it possible to switch over to artificial irradiation with UV-
lamps in the case of low solar activity or at night.

The system combines homogeneous–heterogeneousphotocatalysis, due to simul-
taneous introduction into the treated water of Fenton reagent and nanodisperse
photocatalytically active particles (such as TiO2). The synergetic effect that appears
increases the efficiency of organic pollutants decomposition.

Energia

2

1

3

aer

4

Solara

Fig. 6.18 Scheme of
integrated photocatalytic
reactor with solar irradiation:
1 accumulation–recirculation
reservoir, 2 quartz
flowthrough tubes with the
system for hydromechanical
cleaning, 3 UV-lamps and
reflector, 4 inclined frame
with programing device and
photoelectrical sensor to
ensure its automatic
movement following the sun
[175]
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Catalytic Decomposition of Organic Pollutants with TiO2

Due to its strong photocatalytical properties, TiO2 is used for the decomposition of
organic compounds [176]. With the decrease in the size of its particles, their specific
surface, and accordingly, photoactivityincreases.

Electron orbitals in the Ti atom fill the levels 4s2 and 3d2, and in the O atom levels
2s2 and 2p4. In the molecule TiO2 titanium ions are arranged within the distorted
octahedron and have the electron configuration Ti4C.3d0). The valency zone of TiO2

mainly consists of 2p-orbitals of oxygen, hydrolyzed with 3d-state of Ti [177].
There exist three types of TiO2 structure: (1) anatase, (2) rutile, and (3) brookite.

The gap size between the valency zones in anatase is 3.2 eV, in rutile—3.02 eV, and
in brookite—2.96 eV. Anatase possesses the best photocatalytic properties. When
TiO2 is subjected to UV-irradiation, the electrons from the valency zone (e�) are
excited into the conductance zone, forming the holes (hC), i.e., TiO2 C h� !
TiO2.e� C hC/.

In this way, light with the wavelength 	<385 nm excites the electrons from
the valence zone to the conductance zone. Therefore, during UV-irradiation,
simultaneous absorption of two reagents (H2O=O2/ on TiO2 may occur, and a
free electron and an electron vacancy (hole) appear. This results in water molecule
oxidation with positive holes and splitting into OH� and HC. Since oxygen is an
easily reduced substance, its reduction with photoelectrons within the conductance
zone results in the generation of superoxide radical anions (�O�

2 ). In turn, these
anions react with HC, forming the dioxide hydrogen radical (�HO2, hydroperoxyl).
During further collisions with electrons, the hydrogen oxide radical is formed HO�

2 ,
and then, possibly, a hydrogen ion and H2O2 molecule are formed. The chain of
reactions described above and other reactions result in the formation of highly
reactive oxygen-containing particles.

Some idea of the character of running photocatalytical processes on the metal
oxide surface with semiconductivity is shown in Fig. 6.19. At the first stage, the
photon absorption and formation of “electron–hole” pairs occurs, followed by their
recombination on the surface and within the bulk of solution, with further acceptor
reduction of donor oxidation.

Due to the formation of free radicals (Fig. 6.20), an efficient decomposition
of organic molecules proceeds. Radical O��

2 has good reactivity as both oxidizer
and reducer, so it can readily reduce the organic substances with the acceptor
properties. The destruction of refractory organics, which cannot be decomposed
with conventional biochemical treatment, under the action of forming free radi-
cals can proceed following the various mechanisms, depending on the molecular
structure of pollutants and treatment conditions. The results of such treatment can
be both intermediate easily decomposing low-toxic organic compounds and simple
inorganic nontoxic ones.

Treatment degree is thus determined by the concentrations of oxidant (H2O2)
and TiO2 introduced, and also by the UV-irradiation time. The role is played by the
crystalline structure of TiO2; anatase structure is preferable.
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Fig. 6.19 Scheme of the main processes during the photocatalytic redox cycle in the combined
system FeNTA–TiO2–UV
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Fig. 6.20 A series of reactions with the involvement of reactive oxygen-containing particles

According to research [178], the intermediate compounds are formed during
the ABT (amino-benzothiazole) transformation, up to the complete mineralization,
following the scheme [Fig. 6.21].

Therefore, the use of a combined homogeneous–heterogeneous photocatalytic
treatment of the solutions containing the refractory organic pollutants makes it
possible to reach their efficient decomposition, in some cases up to complete
mineralization.
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Fig. 6.21 The scheme of
ABT photocatalytic
degradation

6.5 Catalymetry of Environmental Objects

Environmental objects (atmosphere, water, and soil) represent rather complex,
usually multiphase and multicomponent systems. Processes proceeding in the
environment dependent on a variety of factors often rather rapidly change with time.
The analysis of natural and anthropogenic pollutions, for these reasons, represents
a rather difficult task, and for its resolution simple but sensitive and selective
methods are needed. This especially refers to the analysis of trace amounts of metal
ions, inorganic anions, and organic compounds in sea, river, lake, natural ground,
pipeline water, and also to industrial pollutant analysis. The kinetic catalytic method
of analysis (catalimetry) is one of such simple and efficient methods. It consists
in the choice of appropriate indicator reaction, which is catalyzed or inhibited
strongly enough with the appropriate substance (metal ion or complex, organic or
inorganic ligand). On such catalytic reactions proceeding, the solution colorizing
may appear or disappear. The rate of colorizing change, as a rule, is proportional to
the concentration of the solution sought. Catalymetric methods have been described
in many papers and books, among them the works of more general [157, 179, 180]
and more specific [181,182] character are to be mentioned. Besides, reviews on the
kinetic aspects of analytical chemistry appear [183].

Spectral methods in catalymetry will be considered here only in application to
the analysis of water, atmosphere, and soil. From the kinetic methods only the
most important will be considered further, based on homogeneous catalysis of redox
reactions.
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Peculiarities of catalymetry, with regard to environmental objects (water, atmo-
sphere, soil), are as follows:

– Necessity of trace amounts of elements, inorganic anions, and organic sub-
stances’ analysis, meaning about 10�4 to 10�5 mkg=mL or even less.

– Possibility of various forms of metal compounds and other substances’ existence
in such complicated systems (both regarding oxidation degree of central metal
ion and the composition of complex compounds formed).

– Change of natural objects composition in time (within 24 h, season, etc.).
– Changing conditions of the processes proceeding (pH, presence of oxidants such

as O2, H2O2, O3, etc.) and changing of their concentration over time, appearance
of reactionary intermediate particles—free radicals OH�, HO�

2/.
– Possibility of homogeneous–heterogeneous catalysis usage (in bottom deposits

and suspended particles, on wet surfaces of aerosol particles, in water–soil
conditions).

It is usually rather difficult to take all these factors and possible mechanisms of
catalytic processes into consideration on catalymetry application to environmental
objects. That is why it is so important to reveal the mechanism of these processes
at least on model systems, in order to choose optimal conditions of analysis using
such systems, and then to bring corrections on this basis, passing to the analysis of
real environmental objects.

Catalytic reactions in catalymetry can be subdivided into several groups in terms
of oxidizer character [182]: reactions of oxidation with hydrogen peroxide and
dioxygen, anions of oxygen-containing acids (ClO�

3 , BrO�
3 , IO�

3 , IO�
4 , etc.), metal

cations [184], enzymes [185], etc.
To determine element microquantities, homogeneous catalytic redox reactions

are used more often, and the determination element is the catalyst of some suitable
indicator reaction. For example, oxidation of some colorant or other organic
substance (indicators) with hydrogen peroxide in the presence of metal-ion sought
is a widely spread type of catalytic reaction.

Kinetic methods used for natural water analysis can be subdivided into the
following reactions:

1. Reactions yielding the formation or deterioration of light absorbing substances
within visible or ultraviolet region (reaction rate will be determined by optical
density of solution change over time, using spectrophotometry or photoelectro-
colorimetry).

2. Reactions accompanied by light irradiation emission (for its measurment, chemi-
luminescent photometers, or photographic methods are used).

3. Luminescent reactions (fluorimetric methods).

The rate of catalytic reaction,

dx

dt
D 
CKPK or

�x

�t
D 
CKPK;
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where x and �x are current concentration of indicator substance-indicator or
its transformation product, and change in this substance concentration during the
time �t , 
 is specific rate constant, CK catalyst concentration (element under
determination), and PK concentration of all reacting substances product.

Hence,

Ck D �x

�t � 
Pk
:

The sensitivity is often determined by measuring �x, as well as background
reaction of indicator substance. In natural water analysis sensitivity usually amounts
to 10�4 to 10�5 mkg=mL, and to increase it one has to reduce the rate of background
reaction more often. The background reaction can also be catalyzed by some
admixtures in the specimen; therefore special attention is to be paid to the reagents
and glassware purity and thoroughness in analyzing.

Reaction specificity can be increased by choosing analysis conditions (pH, etc.)
so that catalyst in solution (metal ion or complex compound) can be in certain
form of ligand or composition. The latter is especially important, since the value
of catalyst redox potential ('cat) must be between the values 'oxidant and 'reducer of
the indicator reaction. Such a situation can be reached, changing both the nature of
ligand and the composition of metal complexes formed (catalyst).

If concentrations of all participating reaction components (except of indicator
substance concentration) remain practically unchanged, catalytic reaction rate can
be presented as follows:

dx

dt
D k.a � x/Ck;

where a and (a�x) are initial and current concentration of substance-indicator, and
x is current concentration of transformation product by substance-indicator. In the
initial period x D 0, and

dx

dt
D k � a � Ck:

After the last equation integration:

x D k � a � Ck � t;

from which it follows that during the initial period of process the direct dependence
is observed between the time of reaction and initial (indicator) substance
concentration.

Variants of kinetic methods on the basis of the last equation are called differential
ones [182]. If initial concentration change (more often indicator substance) cannot
be neglected, the equation

dx

dt
D k.a � x/Ck;

is to be integrated:

lg
a

a � x D k
0 � Ck � t; where k0 k

2:303
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From the last equation Ck can also be determined, and such variants of kinetic
methods are called integral ones. In the general case, differential methods of analysis
are used when the concentration of indicator reaction products can be measured
with high sensitivity during its initial period. When the initial indicator substance
concentration change can be measured with good enough sensitivity, it is better
using integral kinetic analytic methods [182].

To determine microquantities of elements (manganese, iron, etc.), the differential
method of tangents is often used in kinetic methods, in accordance with which the
tangent of the angle slope is determined from kinetic curves, describing substance–
indicator concentration change over time in different catalyst’s concentrations.
These data are then used to build the graph in coordinates tg � ˛=Ck. Catalytic
reaction rate can be determined from the initial segment of the kinetic curve:

W D �D

�t � " � I �Wo.a/;

where �D is change of the solution optic density during the time �t.C /,
" extinction coefficient, l thickness of absorbing layer, and Wo rate of background
(noncatalytic) reaction. Thus, calibrating curve is built in coordinates W=Ck, and
to determine unknown concentration of substance-catalyst, experimentally found
values of tg � ˛ or W are used.

The sensitivity characterizes the lowest limit of determining element (substance)
detection on the basis of indicator reaction chosen. Elements (substances) are
determined on the basis of the graduating graph. While theoretical calculation shows
that up to 10�16 mol=L of catalyst [157, 179] can be detected with the catalymetric
method, practically the sensitivity does not exceed 10�9 to 10�10 g � ion=mL
because of background reaction influence.

To increase the sensitivity of the catalytic method, activators [179, 180, 186] are
often used, which are usually ligands for metal-catalyst. For example, use of certain
activators can be considered, as well as that of a number of substance-indicators, for
manganese ions microquantities’ determination [23].

Bicarbonate-ion can be chosen as activator of Mn2C ion. Activating influence
of HCO�

3 on catalytic oxidation processes of lumomagneson (LM), alizarin (AL),
alizarin C (ALC), as well as indigo carmine (IC), indigo monosulphonate (IMS),
murexide (MU), and carmine (CA) with hydrogen peroxide in the presence of Mn2C
ions was found earlier [187–189]. Such action of bicarbonate-ion is connected with
the formation of catalytically active complex Mn(II) with HCO�

3 within the reaction
medium, which will efficiently interact with H2O2 [189, 190]. In the course of this
process, OH� and MnIV.HCO�

3 /2 will be generated, due to which the efficient
oxidation of substance indicators proceeds. Substrate (S) oxidation, having no
complex-forming ability, will be done by OH� radicals (OH� C S ! products
[187]), and substrate–ligands (SL), forming complexes with manganese ions, will
be oxidized within the coordination sphere of catalyst [188]:
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Table 6.2 Optimal concentration conditions of Mn2C ions microamounts’ determination by
catalymetric method in the systems Mn2C–HCO�

3 –H2O2–S (substance indicator) and lower limit
of Mn2C.CMn2C / ions detection

S [HCO�

3 ]o, M [H2O2�o; M ŒS�o; M pH CMn2C

g-ion/L Mkm/mL

IMS 0.3 0.1 2� 10�4 7.5 5� 10�9 2:7� 10�4

IC 0.5 0.4 2� 10�4 7.3–7.4 2� 10�8 1:1� 10�3

MU 0.4 0.4 5� 10�4 8.0 1� 10�8 5:5� 10�4

CA 0.5 0.1 4� 10�4 8.0–8.2 6� 10�8 3:3� 10�3

LM 0.5 0.4 2:5� 10�4 8.0–8.2 8� 10�9 4:4� 10�4

AL 0.15 0.05 3� 10�4 8.0–8.2 5� 10�9 2:7� 10�4

ALC 0.175 0.1 3� 10�4 7.6 7:5 � 10�9 4:1� 10�4

Mn.II/.HCO�
3 /2SL C H2O2 � Mn.IV/.HCO�

3 /2SL C 2OH�;

Mn.IV/.HCO�
3 /2SL ! Mn.II/.HCO�

3 /2 C P:

It follows from the aforesaid that the activating role of HCO�
3 is dealing with the

coordination compound Mn(II)(HCO�
3 /2 formation within the reaction solution.

Proceeding from the results of kinetic study of the above-mentioned substance
indicator oxidation reactions, optimal concentrations of reagents were found, used
for manganese ions microquantities’ determination (Table 6.2).

As an example of Mn(II) microquantities’ determination methods, reaction of
lumomagneson oxidation with hydrogen peroxide can be taken, in the presence of
bicarbonate-ion, which comes in a number of procedures. First, initial solutions are
prepared and used:CNa2CO3 D 1:0M; CLM D 1�10�3M; CH2O2 D 9M, and HClO4

concentrated solution (concentration of manganese ion, which is under determina-
tion in the sample) must fall within the required limits .4–82/ � 10�4 mkg=mL
Mn(II).

Reagents are introduced into the cell (25ıC), permitting one to control the
change during the reaction course, in the following order: several drops of HClO4

are added to 12.5 mL of Na2CO3 up to pH D 7:5–7:8, then a definite volume (up
to 3 mL) with unknown concentration of Mn2C ions is introduced (but within the
aforementioned limits), and 4 mL of LM and 1.0–1.1 mL of H2O2 are added.

Total mixture volume must reach 25 mL (for this purpose, preliminary calculated
volume of bidistilled water is introduced in the very beginning).

The moment H2O2 is introduced reaction begins. In some time (�1–2 min)
the sample is taken from the cell, and is brought into the 1-sm cuvette and optic
density is measured (D) at 	 D 508 nm. Proceeding from the kinetic curve D=t ,
the difference of optic density �D is determined during the time �t (considering
the background reaction) and, using the aforementioned formula () and graduation
graph, appropriate concentration of Mn2C ions will be found.

In many works ethylenediamine (En) was used as an activator. The research on
the number of individual substances (CA, MU, IC, LM, AL, and ALS) oxidation
with hydrogen peroxide in the presence of Mn(II) coordination compounds with En
[191] make the following conclusions possible:
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– MnEn2C2 complex is the process catalyst.
– The oxidation substrates (S), which are not good complex-forming ones (CA,

MU, and IC) proceed in accordance with the following scheme:

Н2О2 2ОН –

Mn(II)En2 Mn(IV)En2;

– Oxidation of complex-forming substrates SL (LM, AC, and ALC) proceeds inside
the coordination sphere of complex catalyst:

Mn.II/En2SL C H2O2 � Mn.IV/En2SL C 2OH�;

Mn.IV/En2SL ! Mn.II/En2 C P:

The same process mechanism applies in the case of many other complex-forming
colorants as well.

Hence, the role of activator (En) comes to formation of MnEn2C2 coordination
compound, which will efficiently interact with H2O2. As a result, reactionary
particles Mn.IV/En2 will be generated in the reaction medium, oxidizing the
substance indicator. H2O2 plays the role of oxidant, and substrate-reducer. In such
systems a redox cycle will be formed, and central catalyst ion oxidation and
reduction will proceed alternatively. Efficient proceeding of these processes will
result in the fact that even the lowest amount of the catalyst provides the oxidation
of significant amounts of substance indicator. Because of this, aforesaid methods
make it possible to detect trace amounts of manganese.

The method of manganese microquantities’ determination on the basis of
lumomagneson oxidation reaction with hydrogen peroxide in the presence of En
is similar to one of the systems Mn.II/–HCO�

3 –H2O2–LM described above. In the
present case the optimal conditions are ŒLM� D 5� 10�3 M, ŒH2O2� D 5� 10�3 M,
ŒEn� D 1� 10�2 M, and pH 8.5 (borate buffer solution). Under these conditions the
lower limit of Mn2C detection is 5 � 10�9 g�ion=L.

Histidine, triethyleneamine, 1,10-phenanthroline, and ’, ’0-dipyridyl are also
activators of manganese. They will form with manganese catalytically active coor-
dinative compounds, efficiently interacting with H2O2. Oxidation with substance
indicators is done with OH� radicals.

Another example of manganese microquantities’ determination is based on the
reaction of indigo carmine oxidation with hydrogen peroxide in the presence of
histidine (His) in borate buffer solutions. To the solution studied (50 mL), containing
.0:6–2/� 10�5 g�ion=L of Mn2C, 0.3–0.6 g of His is added, mixed well to provide
total dissolving, and is introduced quantitatively into the measuring 200-mL flask
with the help of standard buffer solution with pH 7.3–7.5 (mixture of 0:2M H3BO3

and 0:05M Na2B4O7), completed till the mark with the same buffer solution.
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Then 25 mL of the solution obtained is brought into the cell (25ıC), 0.5 mL of
5�10�3 M indigo carmine is added, and then 0.3 mL of 8M H2O2. From the reacting
mixture samples are taken, are brought into the cuvette, and optic density (D) of
the solution is measured at 	 D 615 nm. Proceeding from the kinetic curve D=t ,
the rate of indigo carmine oxidation (Windcarm) is calculated, and, with the help of
the graduation graph, appropriate concentration of Mn2C ions in studied solution is
found.

In certain cases rather highly-sensitive methods were elaborated for manganese
microquantities’ determination in the absence of activators as well. The substance
indicator itself can play the role of activator due to the formation of reactionary
(in relation to H2O2) manganese(II) coordinative compound. Thus, lumomagneson
will be efficiently oxidized by hydrogen peroxide in the presence of small amounts
of manganese [192]. Lumomagneson will form with manganese(II) a rather strong
coordinative compound MnHLMC.pK D 6:02˙0:28 [193]), which will efficiently
interact with H2O2 [194]:

Mn.II/C LM � Mn.II/LM;

Mn.II/LMC H2O2 ! Mn.IV/LMC 2OH�;

Mn.IV/LM! Mn.II/C P:

Hydrogen peroxide was used as Mn(II) compound oxidant. Substances indicators
will be oxidized with the products of H2O2 decomposition—OH radicals and
Mn(IV) compounds.

At present some kinetic methods of manganese microquantities’ determination
are developed, in which periodate is used as oxidant. A number of substances
indicators, among them o-dianisidine, p-phenetidine, diethylaniline, iodide-ion,
and other substrates, are effectively oxidized with iodate in the presence of Mn
compounds as catalysts [23]. It can be supposed thatactivators such as ’, ’0-
dipyridyl and 1,10-phenanthroline serve as ligand and form with manganese ion a
catalytically active complex. The mchanism of many of these reactions also involves
elementary stages of alternating oxidation of Mn(II) into Mn(IV) and reduction with
the help of substance indicator into Mn(II). For instance, the scheme of arylamine
(Ar) oxidation is as follows [195, 196]:

Mn.II/C IO�
4 ! Mn.IV/C IO�

3 ;

Mn.II/CMn.IV/! 2Mn.III/;

2Mn.III/C IO�
4 ! 2Mn.IV/C IO�

3 ;

Mn.IV/C Ar! Mn.III/C P;

Mn.III/C Ar! Mn.II/C P:

The kinetic method of Mn(II) microquantities’ determination by its oxidation in
Mn(VII) by periodate was also elaborated [197].
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Other catalytic methods of manganese microquantities’ determination are also
known, based on fluorescence reducing of berillium morine complex [198], the reac-
tion of KMnO4 with oxalate-ions [191, 199], 1,5-bis-(2-hydroxy-5-chlorophenyl)-
3-cyanoformazane oxidation with air oxygen [200], and succinimide dioximine
self-oxidation [201] or that of o-hydroxyphenylthiourea [202].

The drawback of almost all elaborated catalytic methods of elements microquan-
tities’ determination is the absence of enough selectivity. Elements’ determination
is often impeded by admixing metal ions that exert catalytic activity in the same
reactions. These are, first of all, transition metal ions (iron, cobalt, copper, nickel,
etc.) [23]. Inhibiting influence is exerted by the ligands forming with metal ions
catalytically inactive compounds—P2O2�

7 , EDTA, C2O2�
4 , H2PO�

4 , etc., as well as
oxidants and reducers interacting with substances indicators and metal compounds
.SO�

3 , S2O2�
3 , NO�

2 , MnO�
4 , Cr2O2�

7 , etc.). For example, as mentioned above, one
of the highly selective methods of manganese microquantities’ determination is
based on substances indicators oxidation reaction (lumimagneson, lizarin, lizarin,
indigo carmine, etc.) with hydrogen peroxide in the presence of bicarbonate-ions
[23]. Mn2C determination (in the amount of 1 � 10�8 g-ion/L) by this method is
not prevented by 1,000-fold excess of Zn2C, Ca2C, Ba2C, Fe3C, Fe2C, Cr2O2�

7 ,
Co2C, Cu2C, Ni2C, Cd2C, Pb2C, Fe.CN/3�6 ions, 104-fold excess of Mg2C, NO�

2 ,
SCN� ions, and 105-fold excess of NaC, SiO2�

3 , MnO�
4 , SO2�

4 , HPO2�
4 , LiC, Cl�,

CH3COO�, NO�
3 , Br�, KC, NHC

4 ions. The high selectivity of this method is
stipulated by the fact that bicarbonate complexes of metal ion admixtures (first of
all Fe2C, Fe3C, Co2C, Ni2C, Cu2C, etc., often preventing Mn2C determination) do
not possess catalytic activity in the reaction of H2O2 decomposition, or their activity
is much weaker than that of Mn(II) bicarbonate complexes (as in the case of Co2C
[203]).

Various ways of increasing the selectivity of catalytic indicator reactions on metal
ion determination were given in [157, 179, 180]. For example, the selectivity of
Mn2C ions’ catalytic determination can often be improved by varying the reagent
concentration and pH of solution within a broad range.

Impeding influence of admixing ions can be reduced by their masking. Thus, on
Mn2C ion determination, iron ions can be masked by citrate, or ethylenediaminete-
traacetic acid, cobalt, nickel, copper, chromium, and silver ions by diethanolamine
[180].

An example of catalytic analytical methods using (catalymetry) for the concrete
environmental object study can serve for the determination of the same Mn2C ions
in soil samples or in grapes and vine plants using the systems HCO�

3 –H2O2–IC [23].
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Chapter 7
Homogeneous Catalysis with Metal
Complexes in the Chemical Industry
and Foodstuffs Chemistry

7.1 Catalytic Processes in the Chemical Industry

7.1.1 Catalytic Oxidation of Organic Compounds in Model
Systems and Their Possible Industrial Applications

Out of the numerous reactions of homogeneous catalysis (oxidation, polymeriza-
tion, cracking, alkylation, oligomerization, isomerization, etc.), only some oxidation
reactions (with dioxygen, hydrogen peroxide, hydroperoxides, and some oxygen-
containing oxidants), related to industrial processes or those that could be used
in this field, will be briefly considered here. This limitation is connected with the
specifics of this book, and with the fact that a number of reviews and books have
been published [1–10], devoted more generally aspect to homogeneous catalysis
with metal complexes used in industry.

Examples of such industrial catalytic reactions of oxidation with molecular
oxygen are [7]:

1. H2C D CH2

O2�������!
PdCl2CCuCl2

CH3CHO

2.
ROOH

 CH3 – CH2 = CH2 CH3 – CH – CH2 + ROH
Mo salts O

3.

OH

CH2

CH2

CH2

CH2

CH2

CH2

HOOC – (CH2)4 – COOH 

OH

O2

cobalt or copper

naphtenates and acetates;

manganese acetate

+

cyclohexane

HNO3

adipic acid
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4. H � C4H10

O2�������!
CO.II/ acteate

CH3COOH

5. CH3CHO
O2��������!

Mn.II/ salts
CH3COOH

6.

CH3 COOH

COOH
terephthalic acid

CoBr2 or MnBr2

CH3

O2

-xylene
Oxidation reactions with transition metal complexes involvement usually proceed
under relatively mild conditions (<200ıC and normal pressure). Advances in cat-
alytic systems development, modeling different enzymes reactions with O2; H2O2,
ROOH, C6H5IO, and other oxidants participation (see Chap. 3), give grounds for
hope that in the near future such “mild” and selective enough processes will find
their use in industry, and those used will be applied on a larger scale.

The reactions of hydrocarbons oxidation with molecular oxygen, hydrogen
peroxide, and hydroperoxides are used on the largest scale in the field of homo-
geneous catalysis with metal complexes [11, 12]. From 12 metals (Ti, V, Mn,
Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Mo, Rh, Pd, and W), whose compounds are most used in
industry as catalysts [8], only the systems with iron, manganese, copper, and cobalt
participation will be considered here.

Usually, because of low selectivity and high energy consumption, chemical
the industry uses mainly, from saturated hydrocarbons, such primary substrates
as ethane, propane, and from unsaturated ones—butadiene, benzene, and xylenes.
For example, large-scale productions are such processes as cyclohexane oxidation
to adipic acid, butane to vinegar, propylene to propylene oxide, p-xylene to
terephthalic acid. Thus, on p-xylene oxidation, hydroperoxide forming will turn
Co2C or Mn2C ions into Co3C or Mn3C, which will later detach the hydrogen atom
from the benzene ring, inducing further oxidation to terephthalic acid [9]:

CH3

CH3 CH3

COOH

O2

COOH

COOH

O2

The elaboration of activation methods of C�C, CDC, and C�H hydrocarbon bonds
is today and will be in near future the most important fundamental and applied
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problem. This problem has found its industrial solution, for example, in such
processes as alkanes’ catalytic cracking, making it possible to split hydrocarbons
(C�C bonds) of various fractions of crude oil, into products with lower molecular
mass [13]. Cracking of these hydrocarbons usually proceeds on metallic, zeolite, or
acid catalyst at more extreme conditions and temperature 400–600 C.

Usually hydrocarbons splitting proceeds through carbocation intermediate for-
mation. In such a way lighter hydrocarbons of petroleum type are obtained. Various
catalysts are used. The use of superacids, such as HSO3FWSbF5 (its commercial
name is “magic acid” because of its wonderful capacity to turn high-molecular
hydrocarbons into low-molecular substances, C4—and other branching isomers)
has found wide application. Similar processes, proceeding in more extreme con-
ditions (high temperatures and pressures) are usually radical and thus low-selective
(especially low is stereoselectivity). The same refers to the bonds CDC and C�H
activation. Really, in a few (for today) industrial processes of alkanes’ activation
with air oxygen, a very large amount of reaction products is obtained due to
the radical processes. For example, on cyclohexane catalytic activation with air
participation (process of nylon production by “Dupon” American firm) more than
100 products will be obtained [14].

Today, the solving of hydrocarbons selective oxidation problems is one of the
most important, since its practical consequences can be more efficient using natural
resources (cheapening of target product) and essential reducing of by-products
(environmental improvement). The difficulties with the alkanes selective oxidation
problem resolution are dealing with the high breakage energy of bonds C�C and
C�H. Thus, bond energy C�H, depending on its placement in the hydrocarbon,
will be distributed in the following way: primary (�410 kJ=mol/ > secondary
(�394 kJ=mol/ > tertiary (�381 kJ=mol). The most easily broken allyl and benzyl
bonds (�356 kJ=mol) will be broken, the least easily—the C�H bond in methane
(�416 kJ=mol).

These difficulties are easily overcome by living organisms by using enzymes.
Imitation of enzymatic activity and selectivity by model systems creation (mimetic
way), similar to the enzyme’s active center, is discussed in Sect. 3.2.1.2. All these
models to a more or less degree are characterized by relatively low stability and
selectivity compared to enzymes.

To create efficient systems, which could have been used in industrial production
with the purpose to activate the bonds in alkanes, one has to use the experience
and main results obtained on model enzymes systems creation, to learn more about
the factors responsible for the stability and selectivity of catalytic systems, and
to find the systems, not necessarily similar to enzymes’ active centers. Nature
has created enzymatic systems, able to work in hard non-changeable conditions
of the living organism existence (temperature, pH, water medium, etc.). On
bonds C�H activating industrially, all these limitations or some of them may
become unnecessary. Revealation of totally new systems, such as polyoxometallic
ones, indicates such a possibility. Thus, it is important to use the cheapest
oxidants—molecular oxygen, hydrogen peroxide, and hydro peroxides (especially
t-BuOOH).
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7.1.2 Catalytic Hydroxylation and Epoxidation
in Industrial Processes

General considerations regarding the reactivity and selectivity of C�H bond
oxygenation result in many cases from the results obtained on model systems
imitating monooxygenases (Sect. 3.2.1.2). The scheme of alkane oxygenation is
given in Fig. 7.1 in rather simplified form.

It follows from Fig. 7.1 that the rate of overall process can be determined either
with the rate of catalyst oxygenation (reaction to the right) or oxygen atom transfer
from oxometal on substrate (reaction to the left). Both cases can be met in model
systems.

For the reaction of metal complex oxygenation, either homolytic or heterolytic
breakage of the D�O (or O�O for O2, H2O2, ROOH) bond is characteristic [14]:

In the first case oxocomplex will be formed, in which the metal oxidation degree is
one unit higher, while in the second case it is two units higher.

For alkane selective oxidation the heterolytic process is more preferable, since
the heterolytic way will result in free radical D� formation, reacting with alkanes and
thus reducing the selectivity. In the case of hydrocarbons’ industrial oxidation, used
nowadays, the process proceeds mainly in accordance with the following radical-
chain mechanism:

LnM
zC C ROOH �! LnM

.zC1/C C RO� C OH�

LnM.zC1/C C ROOH �! LnM.zC2/C C ROO� C H�

Because of insignificant changes in reaction conditions, it can be directed either
in a homolytic or heterolytic way, i.e., the mechanism of the overall hydroxylation

LnM
ROH DO

DRH
LnM = O

Fig. 7.1 Catalytic cycle of
alkane RH oxygenation with
oxygen donor DO
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process can be changed. This is important for finding the optimal conditions of
hydroxylation reaction for use on the industrial scale.

More often the rate and selectivity of alkane hydroxylation will be determined
mainly by oxygen transfer from metal oxocomplex on the substrate. These two
parameters are mainly dependent both on steric obstacles around the oxocomplex,
and on its electron characteristics. The results of the model systems study considered
above testify that the composition of products (substrate, regio- and stereoselectiv-
ity) depends mostly on steric obstacles.

Reactivity of metal oxocomplex with alkane must be determined not only by
its redox potential, but electron state of oxygen in oxocomplex as well. The
most reactive must be oxocomplexes which possess high spin density on oxygen
boundary orbitals (i.e., it is strong electrophile), able to detach H atoms from C�H
bonds of alkane by a “detachment–recombination” mechanism [14]. It is supposed
that the most hydroxylation systems work by this mechanism. In its turn, the electron
state of oxygen itself in oxocomplex is dependent on the central metal atom and the
ligand’s nature.

The third parameter characterizing the efficiency of the catalytic system is its
stability, which is especially important for industrial processes of hydrocarbons
hydroxylation. In the ideal case, it is necessary to exclude the destruction of
catalyst ligand. It is with the aim of metal tetraaril porphyrin complexes stability
increase, that volumic substitutes were introduced in them in ortho-positions
of meso-aryl groups (for instance, TDCPP-tetrakis-2,6-dichlorophenylporphyrin)
which increased complex stability about 100 times with regard to the destruction.
Additional introduction of bromium atoms into all “-pyrrole positions of the por-
phyrin ring sensitive to oxidation, (octabrom octachlor tetraaril porphyrin) resulted
in higher stability of the appropriate iron complex on hydrocarbon oxygenation [15].

However, this can only partly resolve the stability problem, since all the organic
ligands are thermodynamically unstable in relation to oxidants. A more suitable
approach to the stabilization problem is catalyst creation without the organic ligand.
Such catalysts were created on the basis of polyoxocomplex use, in which certain
peripheral atoms are substituted by transition metal atoms [16–20]. They are soluble
and stable to oxidation. These complexes have the composition (TM)PW11O39

5�,
where TMDCoII, MnII, etc. They are written as abbreviation TMSP and are often
called “inorganic metalporphyrins.” Their peculiarity compared with metalpor-
phyrins is their higher solubility and thermal stability, together with strong retention
of transition metal in the active center (prevention of metal sedimentation). Besides,
the inorganic ligand possesses certain redox properties, there is free coordination
place in the “active center,” and its properties can be varied by the axial ligand
(heteroatom). The inorganic ligand surrounding is thermodynamically stable to
oxidation, i.e., the catalyst is stable [14].

Complexes TMSP (CoIIPW11O39
5�, MnIIPW11O39

5�) catalyze olefin epoxida-
tion and alkane hydroxylation. On olefin epoxidation the rates, selectivities, and
stabilities for TMSP complexes exceeded any other of the model systems considered
above, i.e., they are efficient “inorganic metalporphyrins.” The amount of catalytic
cycles before deterioration amounted to 105 [14].
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As mentioned above, for alkane selective oxidation more advantageous (prefer-
able) is heterolytic breakage of D�O bond with metal oxocomplex formation
LnM.zC2/CDO. By this mechanism further oxotransfer from this complex to
alkane proceeds. Various mechanisms of oxygen atom transfer to substrate were
proposed, the review and critical consideration of them being done by Hill [14].
The most probable of them, proceeding from experimental data, is the mechanism
of hydrogen atom detachment by the oxygen atom of the oxocomplex. Thus,
radical [LnM.zC1/C–OH; C�–] will be formed, and then its recombination proceeds
with the formation of the hydroxylated product—C�OH. This mechanism is
called “detachment-recombination.” Formation of such an intermediate radical is
confirmed by the number of experimental data [21–26]. Further transformation
of radical pair in the product will depend on the electron structure of metal
hydroxocomplex LnM.zC1/C–OH.

Numerous studies in this field [24,27–30] have shown that there are many various
ways of radical pair recombination depending on the metal hydroxocomplex nature
and reaction conditions. A short review of these works [14] shows that the choice
of radical pair transformation ways is determined mainly by redox potential of
metal hydroxocomplex, its d-orbitals filling, and other (little revealed at present)
electron factors. Revealing the connection between such intermediates structures
and their further transformations could make it possible, purposely modifying these
intermediates, to change the direction of the final stage of hydroxylation and obtain
the final products. This could seem to provide the possibility of increasing, in the
near future, alkanes’ hydroxylation selectivity in industrial processes as well.

New systems of high-selective fictionalization of alkanes with Barton’s group
have been discovered [31], called Giff or Giff-Orsay systems, which are unlike
any of the other aforesaid systems. Primarily Giff system consisted of pyridine,
iron powder, oxygen (or air), and carbonic acid. Then it has been modified—zinc
was added as reducer (Giff-4 system). These systems oxidized hydrocarbons, and
tertiary bonds C�H were not selectively attacked (as in all the preceding model
systems) but secondary ones. Besides, alkenes’ epoxidation was not observed.
Cyclohexene, for instance, will be oxidized in the allyl position. The optimal process
temperature is 30 ıC. Pyridine could act as ligand, base, and good solvent. From the
reaction mixture iron(III) binuclear complex .FeIIFe.III/2O.OAc/6.C6H5N/3;5/was
extracted, and it was supposed that it, or a similar compound, is a catalyst.

Instead of zinc powder as reducer, electrochemical reduction (Giff-Orsay system)
was also used, and in Giff and Giff-Orsay systems the main products of hydrocarbon
oxidation (alkanes, adamantane, cyclohexane, methylcyclopentane, cis- and trans-
decaline, etc.) were ketones, but not alcohols (unlike the model systems considered
above). Pyridine substitution on acetone in the Giff-Orsay system resulted in
considerable changes in alkane oxidation products distribution. Ketones were no
longer main products—essential amount of appropriate alcohol appears in the
system. On addition of certain substances to Giff systems (“traps” such as PPh3,
CBrCl3, CCl4, etc.), instead of ketones, monosubstituted alkylderivatives were
obtained with the same yield (respectively, C6H5OH, C6H5Br, C6H5Cl) [32–34].
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Thus, the main differences of the Giff system on cytochrome P-450 model
systems are the ketones’ formation in it, but not alcohols. Also, unusual selectivity
is observed—C�H bonds will be mostly attacked, but not tertiary ones and olefins
will not be epoxidized.

To explain ketone generation, intermediate formation was supposed, in which
the iron–carbon ¢-bond is present [35]. The formation of several other intermediate
compounds, among them metal alkylhydroperoxide, was also proved [31]. On
alkanes activation in these systems, free radical formation does not take place in
most cases, and the active oxidizing particle is not a strong electrophile, i.e., is not
the hydroxyl radical OH� or particle similar to that with iron(V) hydroxocomplex
from the cytochrome P-450 model systems. It was first supposed that this active
particle is a two-nuclear iron complex of Fe.III/–O–FeV D O type, which,
combining with alkane CR4 via iron–carbon ¢-bond, will be turned into OH:

Fe.III/�O�FeV�R3:

The latter will then be recombined with ketone (or other products) with initial
catalyst formation. Active particleD two-nuclear iron complex have similarity with
non-hemocontaining enzymes, and in this sense can be regarded as methamonooxi-
dase model [31]. It was supposed that �-oxodimers of Fe.III/ are initially obtained
in solution and then undergo further transformations.

However, later research carried out by Barton and Sawer and their staff [36–40]
made it possible to get more detailed ideas. The modern state of the art of the
processes proceeding in Giff-systems can be given by the scheme in Fig. 7.2 [41].
Within the squares initial compounds, reaction product, and intermediate compound
which can be separated in the free state. In the scheme of alkane oxidation to ketone,
iron(III) interaction with hydrogen peroxide proceeds in the following way:

Thus, Fe�C bond formation in the intermediate A is postulated. FeV, contained in
the intermediate A, seems to be rapidly reduced by hydrogen peroxide to the state
Fe.III/. On interaction with O2 intermediate B will be formed—this is peroxide
which can also be separated. It can be seen from this scheme that free radicals will
not be formed within a Giff system involving Fe.III/, H2O2, and alkane (although
in some Giff systems free radicals will also be generated [42]).
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Fig. 7.2 Scheme of alkane
oxidation mechanism to
ketone on Fe.III/, H2O2 and
substrate interaction within
the Giff system

In a similar Giff system hydrogen peroxide can be substituted with tert-
butylhydroperoxide (TBHP). Thus, the rate of the alkane oxidation reaction will
be slow, and the oxidation selectivity and value of kinetic isotope effect will be
changed, though the reaction scheme including intermediates A and B will be
maintained. These Giff and Giff-Orsay schemes are in perspective for the industrial
processes elaboration of low-temperature selective oxidation of alkanes.

The importance of preliminary theoretical consideration of hydrocarbons (alka-
nes, alkenes) oxidation mechanisms (hydroxylation and epoxidation) with various
oxygen-containing oxidants using hemic and non-hemic enzymes, especially of
their model systems, can be shown in the cyclohexane hydroxylation process
having great practical meaning [43, 44]. Cyclohexane oxidation with air oxygen
is carried out on a large scale in industry. Up to the beginning of the 1990s,
cyclohexane oxidation by the Du Pont firm only (USA) was done to the amount of
about 500,000 tons/year. Thus, the mixture of cyclohexanol and cyclohexanone was
obtained. Further oxidation of this mixture with nitric acid resulted in adipic acid
formation, which, having reacted with hexamethylenediamine, was transformed into
6,6-nylon:

·

Nylon-6,6 was so called because it is obtained from diamine containing six carbon
atoms, and from dicarbonic acid also containing six carbon atoms. Practical using
of nylon-6,6 (artificial silk) is well known.
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To provide an acceptable rate of cyclohexane oxidation in industrial processes,
the temperature has to be high enough, about 150–175ıC. Direct interaction of
cyclohexane (CyH) with dioxygen by the reaction

Cy�HC O2 �! Cy� CHO2
�

is strongly endothermic (197 kJ/mol) and, therefore, practically does not proceed.
The main role in the industrial process of cyclohexane oxidation is played not only
by the direct oxygen interaction with C�H bond, but peroxides’ (hydroperoxides’)
catalytic formation and (further) breakage of the less strong O�O bond in them
[32]. Thus, various radicals of R�, RO2

�, OH� type, cyclohexane hydroperoxides
(CyOOH), etc. will be formed. The mechanism of high-temperature cyclohexane
oxidation is catalytic, radical-chain, and may be represented rather simplified
(M�Co, Mn compounds and other catalysts) [45]:

1. CyO2
� C CyH �! CyOOHC Cy�

2. M.II/C CyOOH �! M.III/OHC CyO�
3. M.III/OHC CyOOH �! M.II/C H2OC CyO2

�
4. CyO� C CyH �! CyOHC Cy�
5. CyO2

� C CyH �! CyOOHC Cy�
6. Cy� C O2 �! CyO2

�
7. CyO2

� C CyO2
� �! cyclohexanol.CyOH/C cyclohexanone.CyO/C O2

The catalyst essentially diminishes the activation energy of hydroperoxide decom-
position (CyOOH) [stages (2) and (3)]. Then, according to the stages of chain
initiation (4) and continuation (5), cyclohexyl radical Cy� will be formed which
will rapidly react with oxygen [stage (6)] yielding cyclohexylperoxyradical CyO2

�.
These radicals will be ruined in the breakage reaction [stage (7)].

As can be seen from the mechanism scheme, cyclohexyl hydroperoxides will be
formed within the radical-chain process of cyclohexane oxidation. Such catalysts
as, for instance, cobalt (and manganese) compounds play an important role in these
hydroperoxides’ transformations into cyclohexanol and cyclohexanone, though the
nature of cobalt(III) intermediates, generated in certain industrial processes, is not
exactly known. Further radical-initiated oxidation of cyclohexanone will result in
C�C bond breakage and adipic acid formation.

It is clear from the presented mechanism of high-temperature oxidation of
cyclohexane that this industrial process is low-selective, since the products forming
(cyclohexanol and cyclohexanone) are much easier subjects for radical attack than
the initial cyclohexane. Thus, a large amount of various (undesirable) by-products
is formed, and the yield of main products is low.

Using the model systems based on metal porphyrin complexes for industrial
purposes is also not very hopeful, as this process soon, to a great degree, like that
for high-temperature oxidation, has a radical character accompanied by low yield of
target products and low selectivity. However, the effort taken on cytochrome P-450
study, and especially its model systems, turned out to be useful from the application
aspect. It became clear that spacious geometry and dimensions of enzyme protein
surroundings determine the hydrocarbons’ oxidation selectivity.
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The group of researchers from the “Du Pont” firm has used these considerations
for creating new model systems of alkanes’ oxidation in which specific (protein)
surroundings of an active iron-containing center was replaced with a zeolite struc-
ture. The reason behind zeolites usage is that they have canals and cavities ranging
from 3 to 13 Å [46], and their alumosilicate matrix is very strong and inert in relation
to the oxidation processes. On the basis of zeolites, phthalocyanic iron complexes
were synthesized by metal ion and dicyanobenzene (ligand component) successive
introduction into zeolite pores. Inside zeolite pores the iron phthalocyanide complex
was formed:

N

N

NN

N Fe

N
N

N

Though its size (16 Å) is too large for zeolite pores, it can be placed within them,
since its configuration is distorted and becomes saddle-like, and thus the edge of this
complex can enter the adjacent pores. Such a structure was called “ship in the bottle”
[45] (ship is iron phthalocyanide complex and bottle is zeolite). Such a catalyst can
provide alkanes oxidation, but the oxidation rate is too slow because of the difficulty
of oxidizer and substrate diffusion towards the catalyst, as the zeolite’s pores are
already to some degree occupied with catalyst. For the same reason the number of
catalytic cycles and the selectivity is low.

The second, more perfect, system was also created on the zeolite basis; inside
of the latter Pd and Fe were placed. They can easily be prepared on the basis of
any zeolites despite their pore size, and therefore they must have higher selectivity.
Besides, this system used dioxygen at room temperature and pressure, and the
reducer (H2=Pd), in which presence hydrogen peroxide will be catalytically formed.
The nature of the oxidizing particle in this system is still unknown—it is either
OH� radical or, rather, oxocompounds of high-valency iron. This oxidizing particle,
being in a zeolite environment, will provide high selectivity regarding alkane size
and form [45]. As a matter of fact, an inorganic model of monooxygenases was
created.

In spite of obvious successes in creating monooxygenases model systems, these
results used for creating low-temperature and selective industrial processes faces a
number of the aforesaid unresolved problems.

With this aim, the other ways of alkanes’ mild oxidation were tested. Thus, it
appeared that iron complexes with porphyrin are able to oxidize catalytically these
substrates to alcohols and ketones at 80 ıC under 10 atm dioxygen pressure [47].
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One of these ways for this process to work in mild conditions is iron and other metals
porphinat complexes photoexcitation [48–52]. Iron(III) porphyrinates irradiation
with light (	D 350–400 nm) can result in inner-molecular electron transfer from
axial ligand L to iron(III) with its reduction to iron(II) [48, 49, 53] and subsequent
interaction with O2, yielding iron(II) porphyrinate intermediates, and then to the
products of electron transfer (O2

�� and L�) [54]:

ν
·

·
··

In such a way the catalytic activation of O2 proceeds.
The photocatalytic process of cyclohexane oxidation with dioxygen, with

iron(III) porphyrin complexes (Fe.III/.TDCPP/.OH�), Fe.III/.TDCPCl8P/.OH�),
Fe.III/.TDCPBr8P/.OH�), where TDCPP is meso-tetrakis(dichlorophenyl)porphyrin,
TDCPCl8P meso-tetrakis(dichlorphenyl)octa-“-chloroporphyrin, and TDCPBr8P
meso-tetrakis(dichlorphenyl)-octa-“-bromporphyrin) was carried out in pure non-
polar cyclohexane or in more polar mixture dichlormethane–cyclohexane under
22 ıC and irradiation at 365 nm. Chloro- and bromo-substitutes provided steric
protection of the porphyrin ring against free radicals influence on it during
the catalytic process. Thus, it appeared that the yield of oxidation products
(cyclohexanone and cyclohexanol) can be changed depending on the solvent nature
and radicals trap presence. Possible mechanism of cyclohexane photocatalytic
oxidation is shown in Fig. 7.3 [54].

In the case of pure cyclohexane photooxidation with oxygen in the presence
of catalytic quantities of Fe.III/.TDCPP/.OH�/, Fe.III/.TDCPCl8P/ (OH�), and
Fe.III/.TDCPBr8P/.OH�/ under mild conditions (22 ıC, 760 Topp O2 and without
additional reducer), OH� radical will be generated on Fe.III/–OH bond photosplit-
ting (stage a), and only cyclohexanone will be selectively formed (stages a–d ,
Fig. 7.3). OH� radical will readily detach the hydrogen atom from cyclohexane,
yielding FeII-cyclohexyl radical pair formation (stage b), and then on very rapid

Fig. 7.3 Possible mechanism of cyclohexane photooxidation
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(less than 5 ns) O2 interaction with FeII, complex Fe.III/-peroxyalkyl will be formed
(stage c). This complex will undergo inner-molecular transformation in non-polar
solvent (cyclohexane), with hydrogen transfer from cyclohexyl group to oxygen
atom from the group Fe�O, with rapid and selective formation of cyclohexanone
and initial complex (stage d ).

In a more polar solvent (dichlormethane–cyclohexane mixture), the main oxida-
tion product will be cyclohexanol (way C). In the presence of free radicals traps
(phenyl-tert-butylnitron)

·

·

nitroxide formation is detected by the EPR method, and radical-chain self-oxidation
of substrate will be suppressed, which increases the yield of cyclohexanol. Medium
polarity and proton presence favors the heterolytic splitting of O�O bond in the
complex Fe.III/-peroxylalkyl with the formation of iron(V) oxocomplex (which is
formally equivalent to the particle FeV D OC):

Such particles formation also proceeds in catalytic cycles of catalase, peroxidase,
cytochrome P-450.

On solvent polarity increasing, iron provision with OH�-ligand will be increased,
which will contribute to free radical coming out of the cell and heterolytic splitting
of O�O bond in Fe.III/–OOR. On this basis two ways of substrate oxidation may
be realized [54]: (1) free radical cyclohexane oxidation resulting in cyclohexanol
and cyclohexanone formation (way B) and (2) cyclohexane selective oxidation with
FeV D OC particles with the exclusive formation of cyclohexanole only (way C).

In such free radicals traps introduction as phenyl-tert-butylnitron, naturally, only
way B was inhibited, while way C was not inhibited. Thus, alkanes oxidation with
dioxygen is possible without additional reducer introduction, on account of iron
porphyrinates photoirradiation.

7.1.3 Mechanisms of Some Industrial Catalytic Processes

7.1.3.1 Catalytic Oxidation of Thiols with Oxygen

Catalytic oxidation of thiols with oxygen is of great industrial importance
in the field of crude oil and oil products purification from sulfur-containing
compounds (mercaptan oxidation with air oxygen). A large number of papers
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and patents was published in this field. The necessity for methods elaboration
of vulcanization accelerators synthesis, such as dithiazolyl disulfides, thiuram
sukfides and sulfenamides related to the thiazol series, also stimulates research
in this field.

The researchers agree that two main mechanisms of thiol catalytic oxidation can
be distinguished, namely free radical and ion-molecular—by substrate and oxidant
transition complex formation within the coordination sphere of metal-catalyst. Thus,
both in the first and second mechanism, the electron transfer proceeds by metal ion
from thiol to oxygen [55].

Free radical mechanism implies the transition metal compounds involvement
as catalysts, which will be oxidized with molecular oxygen and then regenerated
by thiolate-ion (RS�) oxidation by them into thiyl radical (RS�) with further
dimerization into disulfide [55]:

2MzC C O2 �! 2M.zC1/C C O2
2�

2RS� C 2M.zC1/C �! 2MzC C 2RS�

2RS� �! RSSR

O2
2� C H2O �! 2OH� C 1=2O2

It is possible that hydrogen peroxide forming in the last stage

O2
2� C 2H2O �! H2O2 C 2OH�

will at once be catalytically decomposed by transition metal ions.
An example of such thiol oxidation mechanism is cysteine (RSH) oxidation

into cystine, where catalysts serve as cobalt substituted phthalocyanines CoIIIPcXn

(X represents substitutes in the benzene nuclei of phthalocyanine) [56–58]:

RSH � RS� C HC

CoIIIPc.X/n C RS� �! CoIIPcXn C RS�

CoIIPcXn C RS� �! CoIPcXn C RS�

2CoIPcXn C 1=2O2C 2HC �! 2CoIIPcXn C H2O

2CoIIPcXn C 1=2O2 C 2HC �! 2CoIIIPcXn CH2O

2RS� �! RSSR

The mechanism of such a process is alternating metal reduction with cysteine and
metal regeneration with oxygen, as well as free thiol radicals generation, dimerizing
into disulfide (RSSR).

The second mechanism is an ion-molecular one with inner-complex electrons
transfer, which can be demonstrated in the example of cysteine (Cys) catalytic
oxidation with oxygen in the presence of cobalt tetrasulfophtalocyanine (CoIITSPc).
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Thus, alternating CoIITSP reducing into CoITSP will proceed and the oxidation of
the latter by O2 [59]:

CoIITSPcC Cys� � .Cys�/CoIITSPc � .Cys�/CoITSPc

The formation of such adducts which form with O2 triple complexes was proved
spectrophotometrically [60]. The appropriate mechanism of such process is as
follows:

CoIITSPcC Cys� • CoITSPc.Cys�/

CoITSPc.Cys�/C Cys� • CoITSPc.Cys�/2
CoITSPc.Cys�/C O2• CoIITSPc.Cys�/.O2/

CoITSPc.Cys�/2 C O2• CoIITSPc.Cys�/2.O2/

CoIITSPc.Cys�/C Cys� • CoIITSPc.Cys�/2.O2/

CoIITSPc.Cys�/2.O2/• products

It is supposed that the last stage of CoIITSPc(Cys�/2.O2) decomposition is accom-
panied by reversible electron transfer onto oxygen molecule:

with inner-complex thiol oxidation to disulfide.
Such catalytic oxidation of thiols is usually carried out both in water medium

and in organic solvents, and the solvent nature renders great influence on the reation
rate, often changing the latter thousands of times. Various compounds of transition
metals, especially copper, iron, cobalt, and nickel pyrophosphates were used as
catalysts [61, 62].

Methods of dithiazolyl disulfides obtaining from 2-mercaptobenzothiazole
(2-MBT), using as catalysts metallic iron, cobalt, zinc, copper, manganese,
molybdenum, etc., as well as these metals’ complex compounds, are described
and patented [55].

Copper compounds are active catalysts on 2-MBT oxidative condensation with
amines in the process of obtaining sulfonamides.

Though many ligands are used on thiols oxidation with molecular oxygen, transi-
tion metal (cobalt, manganese, iron, etc.) complex compounds with phthalocyanines
are especially efficient:
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where R and R0 form benzene ring condensed with the pyrrole cycle. Such catalysts
are used for mercaptan oxidation when contained in oil, in dithiazolyldisulphides
(vulcanization accelerators) synthesis, and in preparation of sulfenamides (patents
are given in [55]).

The leading firms in this field, such as Rhône Poulenc SA (France), AKZO NV
(Germany), and American Cyanamide Company (USA), are dealing with obtaining
vulcanization accelerators (dithiazolyl disulfides and thiuram disulfides). All these
firms produce dithiazolyl disulfides by mercaptothiazols oxidation with molecular
oxygen at temperatures of �0–150 ıC in organic solvents (sometimes also in water
medium) with disulfide yield equal to about 96–99% [55].

Sulfenamide accelerators of vulcanization are obtained by thiols’ oxidation by
molecular oxygen in the presence of primary or secondary amines:

It is supposed that this reaction proceeds by thiol initial oxidation with dioxygen
to disulfide, and then the latter interaction with amine [63, 64]:

These reactions proceed at 50–80 ıC in organic solvents. Cobalt and manganese
phthalocyanines are especially efficient as catalysts. Sulfenamides yield reaches
�80–90% (and even 99%).

This research has laid a good basis for the proposed mild methods of thiols
oxidation with molecular oxygen used practically in industry for obtaining disulfides
and sulfenamides.
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7.1.3.2 p-Xylene Oxidation with Air Oxygen to Terephthalic Acid

Terephthalic acid is being produced in large quantities (about ten millions tons
annually) throughout the world from oil aromatic fractions by p-xylene catalytic
oxidation with air oxygen. Virtually the entire world’s supply of terephthalic acid
and dimethyl terephthalate are consumed as precursors to polyethylene terephthalate
(PET). World production in 1970 was around 1.75 million tons [65]. By 2006, global
purified terephthalic acid (PTA) demand had exceeded 30 million tons. The process
involved proceeds with high rate in 90% acetic acid at 210 ıC and at a pressure
of 21 atm. Thus, secondary processes of 2–3% of oil aromatic fraction oxidation
and 1–2% of acetic acid oxidation to yield carbon dioxide and water, proceed.
To reduce the unnecessary losses of initial raw material, amethod of redox potentials
measuring in the course of these processes was proposed, which makes it possible
to propose measures for reducing the undesirable oxidation with oxygen reactionary
particles [66].

Establishing an optimal oxidation regime under the aforesaid conditions was
carried out in the technical model titane reactor. Catalysts involved cobalt(II) acetic
salts jointly with bromide-ions. During the course of the process the initial mixture
changes its colouration from cobalt-blue, through violet-blue, then black-green, then
violet, and once again through black-green to the colouration of kerosene type.
At last, from this reacted mixture, white crystals of terephthalic acid R–.COOH/2
(where RDC6H4) will be precipitated. Thus, redox potential will be changed, and
the process course of initial p-xylene (CH3–R–CH3), intermediate p-toluic acid
(CH3–R–COOH) and other products consumption, can be followed by this change.

The model reaction mechanism of p-xylene catalytic oxidation to terephthalic
acid with air oxygen is rather complex, and proceeds through free radicals’ forma-
tion, their interaction with catalyst, aldehydes, and other intermediate compounds
generation, that can be clearly seen in Fig. 7.1 [66].

Proceeding from the scheme of p-xylene oxidation mechanism, redox potential
change and its correlation with CO2 evolving from solvent—acetic acid, the method
has been elaborated for by-products minimization in the technological process [66].

A few catalytic processes with metal complexes participation used on industrial
scale, are given here as examples (Scheme 7.1).

7.2 Foodstuffs Chemistry and Catalysis

7.2.1 Catalytic Lipids Peroxidation in Foodstuffs

In conditions of demographic explosion at the end of the twentieth century when,
during about a 10-year period, Earth’s population increases by about one billion
people, the problem of enough foodstuffs production becomes more and more real.
Equally with food production, a no less important component of this problem is
the preservation of already produced foodstuffs. This is a complex problem. One of
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Co2+ + O2 → Co3+ – OO•–

Co3+ – OO• – + CH3 – R – CH3 → CH3 – R – CH2OO• + Co2+ + H+

Co3+ – OO• – + HOOC – R – CH3 → HOOC – R – CH2OO• + Co2+ + H+

CH3 – R – CH2OO• + Co2+ + H+ → CH3 – R – CHO + H2O + Co3+

HOOC – R – CH2OO• + Co2+ + H+ → HOOC – R – CHO + H2O + Co3+ 

Co3+ + CH3 – R – CH3 → CH3 – R – CH2
• + Co2+ + H+

Co3+ + CH3 – R – CHO → CH3 – R – CO• + Co2+ + H+

Co3+ + HOOC – R – CH3 → HOOC – R – CH2
• + Co2+ + H+

Co3+ + HOOC – R – CHO → HOOC – R – CO• + Co2+ + H+

CH3 – R – CH2
• + O2 → CH3 – R – CH2OO•

CH3 – R – CO• + O2 → CH3 – R – COOO•

HOOC – R – CH2
• + O2 → HOOC – R – CH2OO•

HOOC – R – CO• + O2 → HOOC – R – COOO•

CH3 – R – COOO• + CH3 – R – CHO + Co2+ + H+ → 2CH3 – R – COOH + Co3+

CH3 – R – COOO• + HOOC – R – CHO + Co2+ + H+ → R – (COOH)2 
+ 

+ CH3 – R – COOH + Co3+

HOOC – R – COOO• + HOOC – R – CHO + Co2+ + H+→ 2R–(COOH)2 + Co3+

Scheme 7.1 Mechanism of catalytical disintegration of n-xylene by air oxygen

its component parts involves the procedures for foodstuffs storage. Such processes
involve, in particular, a food lipids peroxidation process [67]. Several of reviews,
a number of international conferences, and a lot of special books have been devoted
to this process [67–69]. Therefore, only catalytic processes of lipids peroxidation
with participation of iron ions and compounds, mechanisms of this process, their
influence on foodstuffs deterioration, and the possibility of preventing foodstuffs
deterioration will be briefly and in generalized form considered here.

Foodstuffs quality problems on storage are connected with oxidation catalytic
processes, influencing foodstuffs condition, quality, odor, and many other proper-
ties. Negative consequences of storage such as, for example, the bitter taste of oil,
can be reduced by temperature reduction. Thus, ham storage at 4ıC will preserve its
qualityfor weeks. However, storage of fried mackerel under the same conditions is
possible for 2 days only.
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A safety problem appears connected with oxidation products appearing in
foodstuffs (hydroperoxides, epoxides, aldehydes, carbonyl compounds, etc.) and
their influence on numerous diseases threatening people.

One of the main processes causing foodstuffs spoilage is lipids’ catalytic
peroxidation, of which the mechanism in general form (regardless of foodstuffs
preservation) has been considered in Sect. 3.1. This process, as a rule, is radical-
chain, being initiated with endogenic substances of foodstuffs (H2O2, ROOH) and
free radicals [70, 71] (O2

��, OH�, ROO�, GS�) or exogenic molecules (1O2, O3),
free radicals (NOx, SO3

��), as well as with light, heat, and other influences. These
processes in foodstuffs can start with oxygen interaction with iron(II) ions and com-
pounds, including hemes and heme-containing particles (myoglobin, Mb), as well
as with certain enzymes (xanthine oxidase, XO) causing pathological conditions in
different tissue and resulting in oxidative deterioration in muscle foods [72–75].

Significant amounts of O2
�� forming in one way or another in biological

conditions act as nucleophilic reagents (for example, they promote phospholipid
hydrolysis inside membranes). Superoxide anion is able to detach hydrogen atoms
from organic substrates and initiate lipid peroxidation indirectly (by Haber–Weiss
reaction, yielding OH� radical generating).

O2
�� will undergo slow dismutation in a non-catalytic way, and rapid dismuta-

tion on superoxide-dismutase participation:

A number of foodstuffs’ muscular tissue (aldehyde oxidase, etc.), mitochondria,
microsomes, peroxisomes are active generators of H2O2 [76]. For example, H2O2 is
generated in the muscular tissue of turkey and in other foodstuffs.
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Table 7.1 Rate constants of free radicals interaction with some biologically important compounds
in solution at room temperature [77]

Nr. Substrate, S KR�CS , .M�1s�1/

OH� RO� HO2
� ROO� O2

��

1 Stearic acid 
109 2:3� 106 Low 10�3–10�4 Low
2 Oleic acid 
109 3:3 � 106 Low 0.1–1 Low
3 Linolic acid 9� 109 8:8 � 106 1:2� 103 
6� 101 Low
4 Linoleic acid 7:3 � 109 1:3 � 107 1:7� 103 
1:2 � 102 Low
5 Arachidonic acid 
1010 2� 107 3� 103 
1:8 � 102 Low
6 Aldehyde 
109 – 5� 101 2:7� 103 –
7 ’-Tocoferol 
1010 – 2:6� 105 5:7� 106 6
8 Ascorbate (AH�/ 1� 1010 – – 2.2� 106 5� 104

Hydrogen peroxide formed by Fenton reaction

MzC C H2O2 �! M.zC1/C C OH� C OH�

can be turned into high reactionary OH� radical which is a source of many other
radicals:

Rate constants of free radicals interaction with some organic compounds making
parts of foodstuffs are given in Table 7.1.

Singlet oxygen, interacting with foodstuffs’ lipids, will form lipids hydroperox-
ides (LipOOH), which in subsequent reaction with such catalysts as iron(III) will
generate alkoxyl radicals of lipids (LipO�), somewhat similar to OH�, though less
reactive:

1O2

RH�! LipOOH
Fe.II/�! LipO� C OH� C Fe.III/

By the reaction with O2, peroxyl radicals may be formed:

LipO� C O2 �! LipOO�
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Rate constants of 1O2 interaction with fatty acids (oleic, linoleic acid, arachidonic)
are four orders less that those with OH� radicals.

Methhemoglobin and methmyoglobin (containing iron in 3C oxidation degree)
on interaction with H2O2 will generate short-living intermediates—oxy-ferryl
hemoglobin radicals [78], which are not completely identical to compounds I or
II (see Chap. 3), but are rather similar to both of them [79]. Thus, initiation of
membranes’ lipids peroxidation proceeds [78]. It was shown that methyl-forms of
hemoglobin and myoglobin [80], in the presence of low H2O2 concentrations, will
form ferryl species, but not OH� radicals [81]. The presence of a free coordination
place in Fe(III)-hemoproteins is a necessary condition of ferryl species formation
[82]. However, in most cases, for example in the muscular tissue of turkey, the main
role in lipids peroxidation can be played by the reversible cycle Fe(II)�Fe(III), and
not by ferryl particle [76]. This particle can take part in pathological processes
of membranes lipid peroxidation in heart diseases, in oxidized hemoglobin, in
erythrocytes on thalassemia, and in crescent-shape cell anaemia [83, 84].

A number of causes (temperature increase, ionizing radiation, etc.) can result
in free radicals appearance in unsaturated aliphatic acids of foodstuffs. Even at
the relatively low temperature of 37 ıC some azoderivatives such as, for example,
AAPH (water-soluble) and AMVN (lipids-soluble)

are able to induce free lipid radicals’ formation [85].
The energy of the weakest C�H bond breakage in polyunsaturated aliphatic

acids in bisallyl position reaches 313 kJ/mol, and this site is the most reactionary
for hydrogen atom detachment. Energies of this and other bonds in polyunsaturated
acids correspond to the following values (in kJ/mol) [85]:

In Fig. 7.4 the mechanism of linolic acid (H2Lip) peroxidation is presented,
characteristic of other unsaturated acids as well, from which it can be seen that
first of all the weakest C�H bonds are attacked, especially C11 [85].

In the presence of metal compounds, hydroperoxides of linolic and other
unsaturated acids will generate alkoxy- and allyl radicals:
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913
 (Н2Lip)

11
ROO•• or HLipOO⋅

⋅ (НLip⋅)
⋅ О2 ⋅

no reaction
О2 О2

OО⋅ О2 ОO⋅
no reaction

13-НLipOO⋅ 9-НLipOO⋅

Н2Lip or ArOH Н2Lip or ArOH

OOН OOH

13-НLipOOH 9 НLipOOH

Fig. 7.4 Mechanism of linolic acid peroxidation

HLipOOHC Fe.II/ �! HLipO� COH� C Fe.III/

HLipO� C H2Lip �! HLipOHC HLip

Alcoxy radicals interaction with H2Lip results in formation of final products
(alcohols, aldehydes, epoxides, ketones, etc.).

On autooxidation of linolic acid, for example, peroxy radical formed, being a
good oxidant, will form acyclic hydroperoxide on its reduction. This hydroperoxide
is itself the substrate for subsequent reactions, yielding hydrocarbons, carbonyls,
and alcohols, many of which represent volatile components with extremely low
threshold of odor appearance [86]. The specific feature of such autooxidation is
relative non-specificity of oxygen adding place. In linolic acid places 9 and 13
will be attacked by oxygen with the same frequency, which results in racemic
mixture formation of linolic acid peroxidation [87] (Scheme 7.2 [88]) and in the
following formation of numerous odor-possessing volatile substances on account of
hydroperoxide cutting reactions.

Reactions of monohydroperoxides “-cutting are given in Scheme 7.3 [68].
In the water-free foodstuffs greases and oils, homolytic splitting of hydroperox-

ides predominates. Thus, this is the way A is expelled, and the reaction will result in
hexanal (CH3.CH2/4CHO) and other aldehydes’ formation on oxidation of linolic
acid, for example.

On lipids structure complication (amount of double bonds increases), the amount
of possible places for oxygen adding will be enhanced too. Thus, in the case of
arachidonic acid peroxidation (four double bonds), six main equal places of oxygen
adding appear, each of which will result in different hydroperoxide formation.
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Volatile substances Volatile substances

Cutting
reactions

Cutting
reactions

OOH COOH OOH COOH

Peroxidation

О2 О2
COOH

Scheme 7.2 Autooxidation of linoleic acid

(A)

(A)

(B)

(B)OOH

– CH = CH – CH – CH2 –

– CH – CH⋅ + CH – CH2 – – CH = CH – CH + CH2⋅ –
OH••

О О

Scheme 7.3 Reactions of “-cutting of monohydroperoxides

Subsequent reactions of their cutting will yield the formation of numerous volatile
substances, forming the odors of foodstuffs. Besides, with three and more double-
bonds presence in aliphatic acid, peroxy radicals formed can interact with double
bonds inside the molecule, with the formation of some hydroxy-epoxides, as, for
instance, in the case of linoleic acid (Scheme 7.4) [87].

Lipids oxidation is the main cause of food quality deterioration. Foodstuffs
contain a mixture of many polysaturated aliphatic acids, which are the initial
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O2 O2
COOH

OO⋅

OO

OO⋅COOH COOH

OO
⋅ COOH ⋅ COOH

OOHOO OOHOO
COOH COOH

Scheme 7.4 Intramolecular interactions of peroxyradicals with double bonds

Enz ∼∼ Fe2+

Enz ∼ Fe3+

 LipOOH

Products

LipOOН LipН

Н+ Н+

Enz ∼ Fe3+…LipOO– Enz ∼ Fe2+…Lip⋅

О2

Enz ∼ Fe2+LipOO⋅

Fig. 7.5 Supposed
mechanism of linolic acid
oxidation to hydroperoxide
and its decomposition to
products

components of subsequent autocatalytic peroxidation, resulting in a variety of
volatile odor-possessing substances formation. About 1,000 volatile substances
were identified (aldehydes, alcohols, phenols, ketones, ethers, carboxyl acids, etc.),
which form on cooking. Some of them possess an odor. Lipoxygenases contained in
many plants, as well as in erythrocytes and leucocytes, will catalyze unsaturated
aliphatic acids oxidation to the appropriate monohydroperoxides. The supposed
mechanism of this process is shown in Fig. 7.5 [68].

Activation energy of linolic acid peroxidation is rather low (17 kJ/mol). Under the
influence of hydroperoxides, lipoxygenase (LipOOH) may be activated (Enz–Fe2C).
Thus, the Fe2C-center will be turned into an Fe3C-center, and the reaction of
hydroperoxide formation begins, which will proceed with high stereo- and regios-
electivity with the so-called type I lipoxygenase. Type II lipoxygenases also exist,
acting much less specifically [68].

Lipoxygenases participate in catalytic reaction of oxygen adding to cis, cis-4-
pentadiene of unsaturated aliphatic acid, generating acyclic hydroperoxide [88].
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These hydroperoxides then will be catalytically destroyed by enzymatic or non-
enzymatic ways by cutting reactions, forming volatile compounds with chains
specified by their length. Lipoxygenase specificity is manifested by the choice
of oxygen adding places, yielding monohydroperoxidic derivatives of unsatu-
rated aliphatic acids. The catalysis of the same substrate molecule’s secondary
places results in generation of dihydroxy-derivatives, and antioxidants/peroxidases
reducing causes an increase of trioxy-derivatives formation [88]. Thus, enzyme
will catalyze stereospecific hydrogen removal, oxygen addition, and stereospecific
hydroxy-products formation of unsaturated aliphatic acids. Specificity of hydroper-
oxides formation causes the appropriate odor of foodstuffs on their storage [88].

Hematic (Fe2C) and non-hematic (Fe3C) proteins are present in foodstuffs every-
where. That is why lipids peroxidation in animal tissues will be accelerated with
hemoglobin, myoglobin, and cytochrome C, which often results in unpleasant odors
accompanying fish, poultry, and baked foodstuffs storage. Peroxidases, catalases, as
well as cytochrome P-450 play an important role in lipids peroxidation in vegetable
foodstuffs. These hematic or non-hematic enzymes catalyze the decomposition of
lipids hydroperoxides much faster (by order) than iron ions. Lipoxygenase enzyme
is especially active in this reaction [68].

Radicals O2
��.HO2

�/, forming by enzymatic of non-enzymatic ways during the
process of O2 reduction, can then be involved in the reactions of Gaber-Weiss-type:

as soon as iron complexes (for example, with adenosine diphosphate, ADP) are
present in vegetable and animal foodstuffs. OH� radicals formed in this process will
efficiently initiate lipids peroxidation [68].

7.2.2 Distribution of Iron Compounds in Foodstuffs and Their
Influence on Lipids Peroxidation

Catalytic oxidation of lipids, as shown above, is one way of spoiling the quality
(i.e., odor, color, condition, energetic value, toxic compounds appearance) of
stored foodstuffs [89–93]. Besides, products of lipids peroxidation (in particular,
cholesterol oxides) can result in arterial damage and atherosclerosis [89]. The most
important catalytic role in lipids peroxidation belongs to iron compounds. Kinds
of such formations are the compounds with low molecular mass—iron (II, III)
complexes with organic acids (HADPH, ATP, etc.) and inorganic phosphates,
aminoacids, carboxyl [94] and oxyacids (citric acid) [95], as well as with other
organic molecules.
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Both molecular weight and iron compounds concentration are strongly depen-
dent on muscular tissue type. Iron compounds with low molecular weight make
about 3.5–5.9% of all dissolvable iron, and 2.4–3.9% of total iron in the muscular
tissues of beef, chicken, mutton, and pork [96]. In fish, for example in mackerel,
low-molecular iron concentration (<10,000 Da) will be changed within the limits
6.7–13.9% of total iron [97, 98].

Storage conditions influence iron distribution in muscular foodstuffs. For
instance, in non-freezed mackerel storage at 4ıC for 7 days, the contents of low-
molecular iron will be increased about 1.4 times [98], and for chicken and turkey
2–3 times [99]. Many researchers confirm that heating of beef, pork, mutton, and
other foodstuffs cooking will increase non-heme iron contents [100–102], this
process, in its turn, being accompanied by oxidative rancidity appearance.

The amount of soluble iron in muscular tissues of beef, pork, chicken, flat-fish,
mackerel (light), mackerel (dark) reaches 20.0, 12.3, 13.6, 3.4, 0.3, 0.6, 2:6 �g Fe/g
of muscular tissue, respectively. Thus,�90% of dissolved iron is connected with the
block: in myoglobin, hemoglobin, ferritin, transferrin, hemosiderine [103]. Beef,
mutton and pork usually contain more myoglobin, while chicken contains a great
amount of hemoglobin [104]. On food cooking or on hydrogen peroxide addition to
the foodstuffs, hematic iron concentration will be reduced due to iron release from
hematic protein [100–102].

In its turn, ferritin will emit Fe2C ions in the presence of such reducers as
superoxide-anion, ascorbate, and thiols [104]. A really high molecular fraction
(>150,000 Da) of normal mackerel fillet, containing ferritin, in the presence of
ascorbate is an active catalyst of lipid oxidation [105]. Ferritin, extracted from
turkey muscular tissue, in the presence of ascorbate, will initiate lipid oxidation
[106]. Although ferritin heating will not result in direct iron release, an increase
the ascorbate’s ability to release iron connected within ferritin, and thus, to catalyze
lipid oxidation is achieved [107, 108].

Transferrins seem not to be active catalysts of foodstuffs lipids oxidation
[109, 110]. Conditions of iron release from another iron-containing proteins of
the foodstuffs (cytochrome C, iron-sulfo-proteins of electron-transport chain, per-
oxidase, lipoxygenase) have not been studied enough [103]. As to hemosiderin,
iron connected with it will be released in the presence of ascorbate, dithionate,
and superoxide-anion with OH� radicals formation, initiating lipid oxidation and
peroxidation [111, 112].

Copper, iron ions, as well as hemin will accelerate lipids oxidation of fresh fish
meat [101]. Relative activity of these metals and hemin at 40 ıC is the following:

Fe2C > hemin > Cu2C > Fe3C

Iron and copper ions catalyze lipid oxidation of mackerel foodstuffs [113].
Enhanced rate of lipids oxidation in cooked food is caused by iron release in this
process [101]. CuC and Fe2C ions are able to accelerate lipid oxidation, catalyzing
H2O2 and LipOOH decomposition to OH� radicals [92]. Myoglobin and Fe2C ions
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will accelerate lipid oxidation of mackerel foodstuffs [114], while EDTA, mixture
of nitrites with ascorbate addition, will inhibit this process.

Influence of chelate-forming ligands on lipids oxidation is not predictable.
It often depends both on ratios between ligand and iron ion, and on other metals
presence—especially copper ions. EDTA and desferrioxamine can non-specifically
inhibit lipids oxidation, acting as donors at high concentrations.However, EDTA,
at low ratio EDTA:Fe, can accelerate catalysis of lipids oxidation. Ceruloplasmin
addition (copper-containing protein) transforms iron into non-active condition
Fe(III) and thus inhibits lipids’ catalytic oxidation with iron(II) [103].

Although O2
�� itself cannot initiate lipids oxidation, its undissociated form

HO2
� can do it, for example, in the case of linolic or arachidonic acids. Besides,

superoxide-anion uses the most important initiator of Gaber-Weiss reaction, on one
hand turning Fe(III) ions into Fe(II), and on the other, being dismutated (superoxide-
dismutases are rather widely spread in foodstuffs), will deliver hydrogen peroxide
into the system—another most important element of this reaction. Sources of
superoxide-anion appearance in foodstuffs are mainly known. These are such
enzymes as xanthine oxidase, peroxidases, dehydrogenase flavoprotein, and various
organelles—chloroplasts, mitochondria as well. They can also appear in foodstuffs
within leuco flavins, hydro quinones oxidation [103], hemoglobin, and myoglobin
reduction.

Ascorbate is an even more important reducer (compared to superoxide-
ion), influencing lipids oxidation, since its concentration is much higher (from
�5�mol=100 g in normal mackerel [98] to �14�mol=100 g in dark turkey [115]).
Muscular tissue of usual mackerel storage within 7 days results in an ascorbate
concentration reduction from �8 to 0:2 �mol=100 g of foodstuff.

The role of ascorbate is dual and depends on its concentration and that of iron.
Low ascorbate concentration usually promotes lipids oxidation (causing Fe(III)
reduction), its low concentration inhibits this process by free radicals inactivate with
hydrogen atom transferred to them [103]. Other reducers such as NADH, NADPH,
glutathione, and cysteine are much less active than ascorbate and superoxide-anion
in foodstuffs lipids catalytic oxidation [116, 117].

Influence of certain enzymes (liver microsomal enzymes dependent on NADH)
on lipids oxidation consists mainly in Fe(III) being reduced by them into Fe(II), and,
therefore, this process is promoting. Ceruloplasmine added to turkey meat, prevents
the transfer Fe.III/ �! Fe.II/, inhibits lipids peroxidation [118]. However, such an
enzyme as phospholipase will inhibit lipids catalytic oxidation and peroxidation due
to cells membrane structure change or iron inactive complexes formation.

Histidine and ADP stimulate foodstuffs lipids oxidation by iron complexes with
histidine and ADP complexes formation 1:1:1, histidine concentration being higher
than 7 mM/100 g of muscular tissue [103].

To prevent iron ions’ catalytic influence on lipids oxidation, it is important to
control their concentration, for example, by complex formation. Thus, it is necessary
that all the coordination sites in iron chelates formed be occupied, that irreversibility
of redox-cycle FeII �! Fe.III/ be reached, and interaction with lipids be prevented
by the formation of steric inaccessible or insoluble complexes [119]. For this EDTA
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is usually used. However, as was mentioned above, EDTA can also promote lipids
oxidation as soon as iron complex with EDTA possesses higher reduction potential
than iron ions [120]. If EDTA concentration is higher than that of iron ions, complete
occupation of coordination places at iron proceeds, which prevents its interaction
with peroxides [103]. Phosphates usage to prevent lipids oxidation catalyzed by
iron ions is dependent on phosphate type. Thus, antioxidant activity in fried pork
changed the sequence [121]: sodium pyrophosphate > sodium tripolyphosphate >
hexamethaphosphate> disodium phosphate> sodium phosphate.

For lipids oxidation inhibition, catalyzed with iron ions, citric acid is also used
which is efficient in odor inhibition on heating, in pork [121] and in beef [122].
Phytates act as natural chelate-forming agents in cereals and oil seeds [119], and
they are also efficient antioxidants in chicken [123], promoting the reaction FeII �!
Fe.III/ [119]. The same purpose can be reached on ceruloplasmine addition to
foodstuffs, which results in lipids oxidation diminishing on, for example, turkey
storage in refrigerators [118] or pork storage in frozen form (�15 ıC) [124, 125].

Another way of catalysis reduction on lipids oxidation is iron contents diminish-
ing in foodstuffs by preventing pollution with it during technological processes or
using a special diet for cattle feeding [126]. Activity diminishing of enzymes, which
can reduce Fe(III) to Fe(II) or generate O2

�� and H2O2, needs heat treatment and
genetic change in these enzymes [103].

7.2.3 Role of Antioxidants in Foodstuffs Preservation

Process inhibition of lipid peroxidation can be provided to some degree by oxygen
removal from foodstuffs, their storage at low temperature, or adding antioxidants to
them. Antioxidants are purifiers against forming peroxy- and oxy radicals of lipids.
Thus, antioxidants, containing the phenol group play the main role in inhibition of
oxidation processes in foodstuffs, since they form the radicals stabilized with an
aromatic ring. This radicals are unable to detach hydrogen atoms from unsaturated
aliphatic acids and thus are unable to initiate lipids peroxidation. In this case
antioxidant (ArOH) interaction proceeds in two stages through deprotonation [127]:

LipOO� C ArOH �! LipOO� CArOH�C

ArOH�C C H2O �! ArO� C H3OC

ArO� radicals can exist in mesomer forms depending on their substituents[85]:

O• OO

These phenoxyl radicals ArO� usually do not interact with O2 [128].
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Generally, the rate constant of peroxyl radical interaction with antioxidant

XLipOO� C ZAH �! XLipOO� C ZAH�C

depends on the electrophilic character of substitutes X and Z. Thus, electron-
attractive (such as –Cl) and electron-giving (such as, OCH3) substitutes of the
reaction partners, will increase, often tens times, the redox potential difference�E
(i.e.,�G/ and the rate of the reaction [85].

As can be seen from Table 7.1, ’-tocopherol (’-Too) is one of the most reac-
tionary radicals in relation to peroxyl radicals. Formation prevention of saturated
aliphatic acids hydroperoxides is shown in Fig. 7.6.

The lack of ’-tocopherol (vitamin E) in the human organism causes a number of
pathologic effects: muscular dystrophy, nerve disturbances, diathesis, liver necrosis,
etc. Mitochondria are the most sensitive to E-avitaminosis, in which enzymes
of oxidative phosphorylation are placed. On E-vitamin lack of peroxidation will
rapidly develop [69].

Antioxidants (AH), being purifiers of lipids free radicals, can realize the follow-
ing reactions:

LipOO� C AH �! LipOOHC A� (7.1)

LipO� CAH �! LipOHC A� (7.2)

LipOO� C A� �! LipOOA (7.3)

LipO� CA� �! LipOA (7.4)

Final products formed by reactions (7.3) and (7.4), are rather stable, which breaks
the chain process of lipids peroxidation.

With the required amount of antioxidants and certain enzymes (superoxide
dismutase, glutathione peroxidase) present in living tissues, efficient protection of
lipids against peroxidation will be provided.

Fig. 7.6 Methyllinoleate
oxidation (453 mM) in
hexane, induced with (see
Sect. 7.2.1) AMVN
(0:20�M) in the absence
(filled squares) and presence
(filled circles) of ’-tocopherol
(3�M) at 37 ıC in air, as well
as ’-Toc consumption
(circle) [85]
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Fig. 7.7 ’-Tocopherol (AH) influence on linolic acid (LipH) oxidation delay

During the process of foodstuffs preparation, such as obtaining oil from plants,
although certain isolation of the latter from such antioxidants as tocopherols
is made, their level will still remain. This provides relative stability even for
refined oils.

The retarding of linoleic acid oxidation (LipH) or its substitutes on ’-tocopherol
(AH) adding (Fig. 7.7) is caused by a whole cascade of reactions inhibiting the lipid
radicals and resulting in stable product (I) formation, or that of less active radical
(II) [68], which will inhibit substrate oxidation.

The concentration of ’-tocopherol increasing from 0.04% to 4% (in relation
to linolic acid weight) will result in the fact that this antioxidant will be turned
into pro-oxidant, due to the interaction with gaseous oxygen and free radicals’
formation. In the case of ”- and •-tocopherols such a change in antioxidant activity
was not discovered (even on higher concentration the antioxidation activity will be
preserved) [68].

In aqueous medium an active antioxidant of lipids peroxidation is ascorbic acid,
although only at a high enough concentration (�10�3 M). At lower concentration
(�10�5 M) it is a pro-oxidant, especially in the presence of metal ions [68].
In order to use vitamin C as antioxidant in non-water medium (in oil, butter)
ascorbylpalmitate is used [129].

Natural antioxidants are flavones and flavonoles—phenolic compounds (natural
catechins and other substances) widespread in vegetable tissues. Alongside with
them synthetic antioxidants are used [68]:
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Besides, tert-butyl-hydroquinone (TBHQ), being a strong antioxidant, is used
as soya oil stabilizer. Such antioxidants are usually used in amounts of 0.01–
0.02% of the foodstuff weight. The mixture of BHT and BHA is a more efficient
antioxidant of oil or butter than either of them separately. Addition of citric,
phosphoric, fumaric, and some other acids to the aforementioned antioxidants
results in synergetic effect due to transition metal ions joining by these chelate-
forming ligands.

The most complicated problem of foodstuffs preservation from spoiling is the
control over its oxidation, accompanied by the characteristic unpleasant odors.
Attempts to solve this problem is mainly by additives of synthetic and natural
antioxidants being introduced into the food. Among such antioxidants groups, which
may be used for certain foodstuffs, are substances forming by Maillard’s reaction.
This reaction proceeds in many foodstuffs. Maillard’s reaction (non-enzymatic
browning) represents an interaction of carbonyl compounds and amines yielding, by
a series of complex reactions of a number of starting compounds, changes to odor,
taste, antioxidants, as well as polymerized brown pigments (mealnoidin) [130].

The second stage of Maillard’s reaction is Amadori’s re-grouping, in which
intermediate products will be formed (1-deoxyozone, 1-deoxyreductone, and
3-deoxyozone), and then a whole series of compounds will be obtained from them
(such as isomaltol, maltol, diacetyl, puryvaldehyde, hydroxyacetone, 2-furfural,
etc.), possessing odor oreventually leading to it.

Some of them are good antioxidants, for example, various reductones and
aminoreductones. Aminoreductones obtained from hexoses and secondary amines
[131] will inhibit peroxides’ formation in a number of animal oils and butter on
their addition at less than 0.02% [130]. These antioxidants are more stable and
efficient than their enediol partners, which is caused, in particular, by catalytic
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metal ions (such as iron and copper) combining into inactive chelate complexes.
The same role is played by various forms of reductones in melanoidin polymers,
combining iron ions and thus reducing their catalytic activity in oxidation reactions
[130]. That is why Maillard’s reaction of browning is used in food processing
as a weapon against oxidation. In particular, a number of aminoacids (histidine,
lysine, arginine) will form with sugars the most efficient antioxidants, by Maillard’s
reaction products, which protect baked food, milk, and cereals. Glucose and the
aforesaid aminoacids being added will enhance the stability of baked products to
oxidation [130] (Fig. 7.8).

Fig. 7.8 Reactions of Amadori compounds deamination and dehydration, resulting in intermedi-
ates -“odor compounds” formation
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Phenolic compounds act as free radical terminators, chelators of metal catalysts,
and singlet oxygen quenchers. Synthetic antioxidants may be steam-distilled during
extrusion and some consumers prefer “natural” products. Antioxidant-rich plant
materials could provide protection against oxidation, but their efficacy is not well
established. Cinnamic acid and vanillin were better antioxidants than BHT in
extruded corn snacks that were fried postextrusion [132]. Simulated ready-to-eat
breakfast cereals consisting of 60% rolled oats, 30% oat flour, and 10% sucrose
were formulated to contain 200 ppm of BHA, vanillin, and caffeic, cinnamic, ferulic,
gallic, p-coumaric, or vanillic acids, then were twin-screw extruded and stored at
35 ıC for 6 months[133]. No difference in antioxidant activity was found among the
treatments compared with a control with no added phenolic compounds. In a related
study, 1,000 ppm of benzoin, catechin, chlorogenic acid, ferulic acid, and quercetin
were added to oatmeal [134]. Benzoin and quercetin inhibited the production of
hexanal. Benzoin and ferulic acid each reduced peroxide values and conjugated
dienes in cereals stored for 4 weeks. Quercetin fortification also caused lower
peroxide values to be detected, especially at the 1,500-ppm level.

7.3 Redox Catalytic Processes in Wine-Making

7.3.1 Redox Catalytic Non-Enzymatic Processes During Wine
Maturing and Ageing

From the point of view of the physical chemistry specialist, wine is a complex
redox catalytic system comprising about 400 components. In such a complex system
numerous processes will proceed, and making a good wine has for a long time been
more of a skill than a science. Only in the last few decades have researchers begun
to understand deeper and deeper certain processes in wine-making at the level of at
least qualitative data with regard to mechanisms.

Wine is a dynamic system, undergoing numerous transformations on its forma-
tion, maturing, and ageing. Wine formation involves the stages of must-formation
and fermentation [135, 136]. At the first stage the activity of oxidative enzymes
(o-diphenoloxidase, etc.) will be sharply decreased on fermentation, and on the
fifth day their complete inactivation occurs. Therefore, only non-fermentative
processes of second (maturing) and third stage (ageing) of wine making will
be discussed further. General consideration of all the wine-making stages and
numerous processes, as well as of various causes and technical tools influencing
the quality of final product—wine, is given in a wide range of literature (for
example, in [137–144]), and will not be discussed here. Most attention will be
given only to a short description of catalytic (non-fermentative) redox processes
in the presence of some transition metal ions (iron, copper), resulting in definite
redox potential of wine and the influence of the Baroud cycle components (tartaric,
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dihydroxyfumaric acid, etc.) together with the problem of wine stabilization against
colloidal muddiness.

The period of wine maturing and ageing is the most time-consuming in its
production. This period is characterized by complex physical–chemical processes,
among which redox reactions are to be mentioned especially [136]. The latter are
caused by oxygen absorbed by wine from the air. The intensity of oxygen absorbtion
by wine is subject to the influence of phenolic substances, organic acids (first of
all those involved in the Baroud cycle), some metals (see Chap. 5), and also the
sulfurous acid contained in wine.

Wine maturing proceeds on limited air oxygen access, which will form hydrogen
peroxide and hydroperoxides with some of the wine components. Further, on wine
ageing, oxidative processes will proceed without air oxygen access on account of
hydrogen peroxide and hydroperoxides. On wine maturing, the content of oxygen
will gradually decrease due to its involvement in redox processes. Depth and
direction of these processes can be characterized by the value of redox potential
E [138, 145]:

E D Eo C 0:058

n
log

ŒOx�

ŒRed�

where [Ox] and [Red] are the concentrations of oxidized and reduced forms, n is the
number of electrons passing, and Eo the normal potential of system corresponding
to the equality ŒOx� D ŒRed� within this system.

The results of much research, for example, in [137, 138], have shown that on
wine storage in bottles without oxygen access, its redox potential will be decreased,
and its low value will contribute to the wine bouquet developing. The value E for
table wine being stored in the bottles reaches 150–250 mV, for Champagne wines—
200–350 mV. In old high-quality wine in bottles E � 170–300mV, in young wine
E � 340–355mV. However, good wine bouquet does not always mean low redox
potential. Meanwhile, most researchers [137] consider that the low redox potential
value influences not only its stability (preventing colloidal and other muddiness),
but also the taste and bouquet. For example, Champagne with a more pleasant taste
has a lower potential. With the help of redox potential value one may characterize
the degree of wine oxidation and to control the production of various wine types.
The value of wine redox potential which is influenced by a variety of factors, and is
determined by the ratio of oxygen and reducers concentrations:

E D f ŒOx�

ŒRed�
;

though different influences on wine (such as SO2 introduction) will cause simul-
taneously both O2 and reducer concentration changes. Therefore, it is not always
possible to find the relation between redox potential value and wine quality. Redox
processes in wine-making are diverse and rather complex. They are as a rule
catalytic. Catalysts are, first of all, iron, copper, and maybe manganese ions and
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their complex compounds. There are always remaining amounts of iron contained
in wine, which will form iron (II) tartaric complexes with tartaric acid, oxidizing
spontaneously on contact with oxygen. Practically all the components of Baroud
cycle (see Sect. 5.1, Scheme 5.1), natural polyphenols (see Sect. 5.3), as well as
many other substances contained in wine, serve as iron, copper, and other metal
ions ligands. Interaction of iron tartaric complexes with oxygen will result in tartaric
acid oxidation, which is contained in large amounts in wine (up to 5 g/L), and
in hydrogen peroxide formation. Thus, typical Fenton’s system will be created,
yielding the generation of OH� radicals and tartaric acid or other ligands oxidation
with them:

FeIILn C H2O2 �! Fe.III/Ln C OH� C OH�

OH� C L �! Products

Initial products of such a process is dihydroxyfumaric acid and triose reductone as
well (reductones are substances having enidiolic H�CDO

or keto-enolic and �CDO groups

These substances possess strong reducing and antiseptic properties, on one
hand establishing rather low wine redox potential, and on the other reducing
(protecting of oxidation) such important wine components as natural polyphenols
(such as catechins, etc.), thus preventing muddiness. The main processes and
mechanisms of wine formation and ageing have been shown in model systems
of MzC–L–O2.H2O2) and MzC–L–O2.H2O2/—S type (where MzCDFe2C, Cu2C,
L—oxyacids of Baroud’s type, minoacids, etc., S—substrates, first of all—natural
polyphenols and alcohols) and are present and discussed in Chap. 5. In the same
chapter in Fig. 5.7 the generalized scheme of polyphenols redox catalytic and
photolytic transformation is presented.

The main conclusions that can be made regarding catechins oxidation in model
systems, are as follows:

1. Catechin (polyphenols) oxidation in simplified model wine systems proceeds by
a radical-chain mechanism.

2. Hydrogen peroxide participates in polyphenols oxidation initiation (it is formed
from air O2), but in the oxidation process an essential role is played by molecular
oxygen which can also be directly involved in the chain continuation reactions.
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3. The oxidation process is efficiently catalysed with iron (copper) ions. This
process is intensified by the reducers’ presence in the reaction medium, capable
to turn iron(III) into iron(II), due to the formation of redox cycle generating OH�
radicals which will oxidize polyphenols.

4. Catechin oxidation in the presence of ethanol proceeds less efficiently, because
of both substrates competition for OH� radicals. Hence, ethyl alcohol to a certain
degree protects catechin oxidation.

It follows from the aforesaid that to make catechins (polyphenols in general)
oxidation slower, it is necessary to do the following:

(a) To withdraw oxygen from dry wine and to isolate wine against contact with
oxygen during its storage, a fact which is well-known to wine-makers and to
some degree is taken into account in practice

(b) To remove or completely inactivate iron (copper) contained in wine, with the
help of suitable food reagents able to form complexes

(c) To introduce food antioxidants able to interact more efficiently with OH�
radicals (forming in wine), than polyphenols, and thus to make polyphenols
oxidation more difficult. It should also be considered that polyphenols are to
certain degree antioxidants

Products of catechins condensation can react with proteins, resulting in tanno-
protein compounds gradually precipitating. This reaction is catalyzed by Fe3C ions.
As a result wine will turn muddy, and colloidal precipitate which contains protein
substances, phenolic compounds, iron, copper ions, and other mineral substances
will be formed [138]. Thus, organoleptic properties of wine and its commodity
properties will be missed.

7.3.2 Methods of Wine Stabilization and Improving
of Its Organoleptic Properties

During grapes processing and storage, a series of oxidative-reducing processes
occur, which determine the quality of the final product. With the purpose of
regulating the catalytic redox processes during wine-making, various preservatives
are used possessing antioxidant and antiseptic properties [146].

7.3.2.1 Use of Sulfurous Anhydride

Among the preserving agents applied in wine-making, an outstanding place is
occupied by sulfurous anhydride (SO2/, which has been used in wine-making since
distant times. Its role as preservative has been recognized as early as in the beginning
of the nineteenth century. Until now SO2 in doses up to 200 mg/L has been used
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in the production and storage of different grape processing products, due to its
antiseptic and antioxidant action.

In spite of its strong antioxidant and antiseptic properties, sulfurous anhy-
dride also possesses disadvantages: on its use in high doses wine aroma will
be neutralized—it produces a sharp irritating odor of sulfurous anhydride with
characteristic bitter taste. Increased doses of SO2 will retard wine maturing and the
normal maleic-lactic fermentation [147]. An obstacle to its use is also the toxicity—
the use should be no more than 25 mg/L of wine. Besides, it does not provide any
guarantee of wine stability against colloidal turbidity for longer than 3–4 months,
and against mustiness. The effect of SO2 on oxidative processes can be explained
by oxidases inhibition.

Due to these disadvantages of SO2, as early as 1978 at the International Wine-
makers Congress in Athens the task was posed to search for efficient and non-toxic
preservatives that could completely or at least partly substitute SO2 (reduce its
doses) in wine-making. Test results on model catalytic systems and possible
mechanisms with dihydroxyfumaric acid (DFH4) participation as preservative are
described in Chap. 5.

7.3.2.2 Use of Dihydroxyfumaric Acid

To prolong the the wine stability period and improve its hygienic properties, we have
used dihydroxyfumaric acid (DFH4) as a preserving agent [148].

Being an endogen component of grape beverages, DFH4 possesses the reducing
properties though lower than those of SO2. In grape processing products it can
appear in amounts up to 1 mg/L as a result of tartaric acid oxidation.

Due to the pronounced reducing properties, DFH4 transforms the oxidized
components of grape beverages into the reduced forms.

In the case of dihydroxyfumaric acid addition to “Aligote” wine material (and
to other wine materials), the most important polyphenols of which are catechins:
(�)-catechin, (C)-catechin, (�)-epicatechin, (�)-epigallocatechin, etc., it will be
consumed due to the interaction with oxidized polyphenols (Fig. 7.9). Dihydroxyfu-
maric acid possesses stronger reducing properties .'DFH4 D 0:34V/ than catechin
('CT D 0:43V) [149]. Thus, it will be partly transformed into diketosuccinic acid
[150] and will be decarboxylized [151]; natural polyphenols will be reduced, i.e.,
polyphenols’ oxidation process is reversible. This fact diminishes the possibility
of colloidal muddiness formation in wine, and dihydroxyfumaric acid can be
used in certain amounts as preservative [152]. Wine made with dihydroxyfumaric
acid additive, compared with wine produced by the usual technology, favorably
differs by its better taste and much higher stability. Mechanisms of Fe2C and Fe3C
participation in similar catalytic processes of natural polyphenols polymerization
are considered in Sect. 5.3.

Our tests with adding DFH4 into the “Aligote” wine materials have shown
(Fig. 7.10) that the decrease in oxidation rate of DFH4 in the sample (1:7�10�8 M=s)
is higher than in the bidistilled water (8 � 10�9 M=s). As in both cases the
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Fig. 7.9 Change in DFH4

concentration with time:
1—in bidistilled water; 2—in
ten-times diluted “Aligote”
wine with DFH4 used as
preserving agent; 3—the
same with SO2 as preserving
agent

Fig. 7.10 Absorption spectra
of “Aligote” wine samples:
1—ten-times diluted;
2—wine + DFH4; 3—the
same in 40 min; 4—the same
in 90 min; 5—the same in
150 min.
ŒDFH4�0 D 8� 10�5 M

experiments were made under aerobic conditions, the difference in the DFH4

oxidation rate can be explained with its interaction with the beverage components.
The rate of DFH4 consumption increases in the case of the drink, prepared by
conventional technology (using SO2 as a preservation agent). This means that once
SO2 is used as a preservation agent, the rate of polyphenol oxidation grows.

The results of these experiments demonstrate that the polyphenols’ oxidation is
a reversible process.

Another series of tests with DFH4 as a preservation agent was carried out using
the grape material “Onitcani white,” following conventional technology, although
using DFH4 instead of SO2. Different DFH4 concentrations were taken: 40, 80, 100,
110, 120, 130, 140, 150, 200 mg/L. Organoleptic indicator after 12 months of wine
storing in bottles was not worse than that of wine material with SO2, but at the same
time having higher stability [152].

The main physical–chemical indicators of wine materials with DFH4 and SO2

were studied.
The contents in the wine quality determining components depend on both the

amount of DFH4 and storage time. The lowest alcohol losses for the oxidation
processes were marked with addition of DFH4 (110–130 mg/L) [153].
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Among the indicators of oxidation occurring during the preparation of wine
materials and their storage, are changes of phenolic substances.

Figures 7.11 and 7.12 show the dependence of the rate in the change of
monomeric forms contents and the summary contents in phenolic substances, and
their polymerization degree, on DFH4 concentration. It can be seen that with the
increase in DFH4 concentration, the rate reduces, reaching the minimum under 110–
130 mg/L. The rate of monomeric form concentration change and the total amount
of phenolic substances is—four to five times lower, compared to the anhydride-
containing samples.

The change in the polymerization degree of phenolic compounds (n) is minimal
under DFH4 concentrations of 110–130 mg/L in wine material. Compared to
the SO2-containing samples, this rate is also somewhat lower: for concentration
110 mg/L—1.6 times, for 130 mg/L—1.2 times lower.

The data obtained demonstrate that DFH4 in the amounts of 110–130 mg/L,
compared to the conventional amount of added sulfurous anhydride (110–
200 mg/L), essentially reduces the oxidation rate of polyphenol substances. This

Fig. 7.11 Dependence of the
change of monomeric form
average rate (1), total amount
(2), and polymerization
degree (3) of phenolic
substances in “Onitcani
white” wine material on
ŒDFH4�0

Fig. 7.12 Dependence of
total amount of phenolic
substances concentration on
ŒDFH4�0 (a) and ŒDFH3Na�
(b) in “Onitcani white” wine
material
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prevents the accumulation of quinones, which affects negatively the quality of the
ready drink. Moreover, introduction of DFH4 in the aforementioned doses, strongly
inhibits polyphenols’ condensation (specifically, catechin’s), and thus prevents the
colloidal clouds appearance. In this way, the stable keeping time period of the
bottled grape drinks is—two to four times higher, compared to the samples obtained
by the conventional procedure with SO2 usage.

Experiments have been carried out on the wine material of the “Aligote” type,
using the must produced at the winery. The research results have shown that the
optimal DFH4 doses also reaches 110–130 mg/L.

The wine material obtained was used, after 10 months, for experiments at the
Cricova Winery with the purpose of studying the effect of SO2 and DFH4 on the
quality of Champaign wine. The used grape material with the proposed preserving
agent DFH4 was rated as 8.7 by the degustation commission, compared to 8.4 for the
control sample. This preserving agent can be obtained from the different secondary
products, formed as a result of technological processes in wine-making [154].

From the practical aspect, the results of the performed tests mean that in order to
keep the wine quality and to slow down catechin oxidation (polyphenols in general),
it is necessary to do the following:

(a) To remove oxygen from the dry wine and to isolate wine from the contact with
oxygen during its storing. This fact is well known to wine makers and is more
or less is realized practically

(b) To remove the completely deactivated iron (copper), contained in wine, with the
appropriate alimentary complex-forming agent

(c) To introduce in wine alimentary antioxidants, able to interact with OH� radicals
(formed in wine) more efficiently than polyphenols, and therefore to hamper
polyphenols oxidation. It is also to be noted that polyphenols themselves are to
a certain degree antioxidants

The catechins condensation products can react with proteins, which results in the
formation of mixed protein compounds, gradually precipitating. This reaction is
catalyzed by Fe3C ions. As a result wine grows turbid, and the colloidal precipitate
formed contains proteic substances, phenolic compounds, iron, copper ions, and
other mineral substances. Organoleptic properties of wine and its marketability will
thus be lost.
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